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ABSTRACT 

This study attempts to correlate two facts about Gerard Manley Hopkins: that he was 

an avid musician, who theorised about and composed music; and that his poetry is charac- 

terised by its highly complex, evocative sounds and by its relation of form to meaningg 

sound to sense. This study is an attempt to prove that Hopkins is. a "musical" poet In a 

specific and literal sense -- that his musical knowledge and interests influenced his poetry 

In specific and discernible ways, making his work "musical" In a sense that other poetry 

of his age is not (or to an extent that other poetry is not), and resulting in much of 

what we consider to be characteristic in his verse. 

The study is divided into two parts, the first (I -III) analysing the role music plays 

in his theoretical writings, the second (IV- VI) tracing these musical Influences through 

to the musical and poetic art itself. In Part One, Chapter I presents Hopkins the musician, the 

biographical details and philosophical background behind his musical interest; Chapter II 

relates this to*dopkins as priest and theologian, demonstrating music's role as central to 

his Scotus-based position; Chapter III then shows this musical philosophy In more detail 

in his theories of language and art, resulting in an ideal art of song epitomised by the 

art of Hopkins' favourite composer, Henry Purcell. Part Two then looks at Hopkins, art 

itself, shown as following this Purcellian musical Ideal: Chapter IV differentiates the 

requirements of songs from those of poetry, and demonstrates the particular aims and tech- 

niques of Hopkins' own songs; Chapter V reveals principles of musical or song-structure 

behind Hopkins' concepts of sprung rhythm and other characteristic poetic devices; finally, 

Chapter VI analyses the poems to discover their radically musical nature. The study con- 

cludes with a brief question on the nature of "the music of poetry" generally. 
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INTRODUCTION 

No one who has read even as little as a few lines of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins' poetry can fail to be aware of the unique role sound plays in 
it: rhythm, rhyme, alliteration, assonance, each contributes to an 
over-all experience that makes its impact on a reader even when the 
sense of the words remains obscure. 

But what is the reason for this effect? Hopkins is an unusually 
"musical" poet, ýwe say; what we hear and respond to is the "music" of 
his verse. But what exactly do we mean by this term "musical"? 
euphonious? phonically complex? rhythmically lulling? What is the role 
of sound in a Hopkins poem, that we intuitively perceive when we hear it 
read aloud, but that we are so hard-pressed to explain? How is Hopkins 
"musical" in a way that is different from, say, Tennyson or Browning, or 
even Swinburne? 

When we discover that Hopkins was amateur musician as well as poet, 
we understand better some of why the poems sound so intriguing (that 
indefinite quality, the "musical ear" at work). But his musical involve- 

ment goes beyond mere dabbling: the letters, journals, and papers reveal 
that throughout his life Hopkins held an interest in music that rivalled, 
and in the end even exceeded, his interest in poetry. Rather than answering 
questions, this raises more: exactly what in Hopkins' music may have 
influenced his poetry, to make it sound as it does? what specific devices, 

possibly traceable to music, go to create the characteristic Hopkins sound? 
what is the relation between Hopkins' music and his poetry? and finally 
on the larger scale, what is the relation between any music and poetry, 
and can the case of Hopkins shed any light'on this? 

Hopkins studies have so far done relatively little toward answering 
such questions. Many studies make passing references to Hopkins' 
"musicality" in discussing his s6und (especially as no critic of versi- 
fication, rhetoric, or any formal aspect can long escape noting that 
something beyond the poetic norm is occurring in the poetry). 1 But only 
a very few attempt to investigate exactly what this term "musicality" may 
mean -- and of those, none successfully and fully explores how Hopkins, 

musical interests relate to what we hear in a line of his poetry. 
2 
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The following S: ýudy is an attempt to provide such a thorough-going 
investigation of how music fits into Hopkins' life, his thought, and his 

poetry. It is the thesis of this study that Hopkins the poet is "musical" 
in a specific and literal sense, that his musical interests and inclina- 
tions so underlie the rest of his work that his poetry's particular 
sonorousness can be explained in terms of specific musical effects and 
devices. The study will proceed from the specific to the general, and 
from the theoretical to the practical, beginning with Hopkins the musician 

and ending with a detailed analysis of his poetry. The study's two parts 
will explore the nature of music's influence on Hopkins' thought and 
creative goals, and then the result of that influence in his essentially 

musical art. - In the course of investigating Hopkins from this perspec- 
tive, we shall discover that music is much more fundamental to Hopkins, 

thought and his artistic aims than is commonly supposed. Further, the 

musical angle will tie together various individual Hopkinsian eccentri- 

cities and show each to serve a common end. (Also, the over-all vision of 
Hopkins' art we will be left with has the advantage of being a Hopking-eye 

view -- his poetry in terms of how he saw it, as opposed to the linguist's 

Hopkins, the traditional prosodist's Hopkins, the Patmorite Hopkins, etc. ) 

It is a point-open for proving or disproving whether there is 
I 

some clear-cut link between music and poetry so that a poet with musical 
knowledge, experience, or interest will write poetry that is somehow 

specifically "musical" in a sense in which the most euphonious of non- 

musician poets is not. These matters will be addressed briefly in 

this study's conclusion. What cannot be overlooked, though, is that any 

poet's over-tal-I thought must in some sense be, an -integral part of his poetry. 
In that music is important to the poet, it will be relevant to the poetry; 
it only remains to determinethe nature of the connection. This is what 
this study will try to do regarding Gerard Manley Hopkins and the "music" 

of his poetry. 
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FOOTNOTES, INTRODUCTION 

1 W. H. Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-1889): A Study of Poetic Idiosyncracy 
in Relation to Poetic Tradition, in 2 volumes (London: Martin Secker & Warburg, 1948) is 
the best example of this. Gardner's comprehensive outline of the field of Hopkins criti- 
cism is sprinkled throughout Its two volumes with references to Hopkins' "musicality" and 
various "musical" practices and aspects, as well as an Appendix on "Hopkins and Music" 
(11? 379-392); but his usage of the term "musical" is almost entirely metaphorical, and he 

neither draws conclusions nor attempts any systematic definition of what a true musicality 
might mean. 

Also, see the various individual studies on sound or music, such as David I. Masson's 
"Sound and Sense in a Line of Poetry, " British Journal of Aesthetics, 3 (1963), 70-72 
(on "The Wreck of the Deutschland"), o ael Black's "The Musical Analogy, " English, 
25 (1976), 111-135, on "Spelt from Sybil's Leaves" (discussed at length below, VI. 3,371-31o), 
which, however, do not extrapolate beyond these Individual works. Harold Whitehall, 
"Sprung Rhythm", Kenyon Review, VIO (Summer, 1944), 816-821, draws interesting parallels 
between Hopkins' music and poetry, but only in passing before discussing a linguistic approach 
to sprung rhythm; Norman Weyand, in Immortal Diamond: Studies in Gerard Manley Hopkins 
(London: Sheed &. Ward, 1949), comments, but again only in passing, that 

I think it highly probable that Hopkins, with his well-known preoccupation with 
music, conceived of his poem first as musical tune. I do not mean by this that the tune 
was clear or even fixed, but rather that his first Impulse -- a common enough occurrence 
among practicing poets -- was musical. (p. 82) 

2 The few studies on the subject can be easily summarised. Two unpublished disser- 
tations consider Hopkins' music and poetry as they inter-relate. John Jerome Lacklamp, S. J., 
"The Influence of Music on the Life of Gerard Manley Hopkins, " Diss. Loyola Universityq 
Chicago (1960) is good as far as it goes, but as the title Indicates is limited in its 
application to the poetry; musical references in the poems are the only area of influence 
covered. William Augustine McBrien, "Musical Techniques In the Versification of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins, " Diss. St John's University, New York (1954), emphasises the poetry 
more, but centers mostly on poetic theory rather than practice; also, its use of source 
material is sometimes questionable (some misinterpretations). 

A handful of published studies cover Hopkins' music itself. In addition to Gardner's 
appendix (see above),. John Stevens' "Appendix II: Hopkins as Musician'? in the Journals 
and Papers (457-497), in Introducing reprints of the musical manuscripts, draws some 
interesting conclusions, though again not In enough detail to stand as a. study on its own. 
William L. Graves' "Gerard Manley Hopkins as Composer: An Interpretive Postscript, " Victorian 
Poetry, 1 (1963)9 146-155, looks for the reverse of what we will be looking fors attempting 
to see what in the music reveals the same mind as that at work in the poetry; as with 
McBrien, Graves? interest Is primarily on the rhythms employed. Claude Colleer Abbott's 

Appendix on "G. M. H. as Artist and Musician, " in LL2, presents various short critiques of 
the music though-it does not go beyond this. 

John F. Waterhouseq "Gerard Manley Hopkins and Music, " Music & Letters, 8 (1937)9 
227-235, looks for a connection of the musical and the poetic in the mind of Hopkins, but 
too briefly to be of much use, and with some basic misinterpretations (see below, 11.1,67-559 
The only other study of any interest is Alan Heuser, The Shaping Vision of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins (London: Oxford University Press, 1958), a fa-scinating attempt to consider all 
of Hopkins' artistic endeavours -- musical, poetic, and drawing/painting -- under one 
motivation. Heuser's study is valuable if extremely cryptic (almost as cryptic as Hopkins' 
own philosophical writings); he does not concentrate very heavily on music, and occasionally 
his lack of musical knowledge leads him to some misinterpretations and false conclusions. 



PART ONE: 

THE MUSICAL INFLUENCE 



CHAPTER I: HOPKINS THE MUSICIAN 

This first chapter, establishing the basis for the rest of the 

study, outlines Hopkins' life as it involved music. From earliest 
childhood, the poet was instilled with a love of musical and artistic 
endeavour of all sorts; by the end of his life, music more than any 
other means of artistic expression had so taken hold of his imagina- 
tion that he spent most of his limited spare time studying it, com- 
posing it, writing about it. 

The chapter is divided into two sections: 1. Life, which briefly 

presents the biographical facts behind this growing fascination; and 
2. Philosophy, examining what is more important for our purposes, why 
music became so important to him. 



1. LIFE 

Biographer G. F. Lahey writes, in his study of Hopkins' life, 
first of the young boy Gerard tutored by an aunt in music and drawing: 

[His Aunt Anne] found in Gerard an unusually promising pupil and 
accordingly coached the small boy in music and drawing. His cor- 
rect ear and clear, sweet voice made him an easy and graceful 
master of the traditional English, Jacobean, and Irish airs. 

Then of the man Hopkins eventually became: 

This love for music never left him, and years afterwards, in the 
Society of Jesus, he used often to appear at their musical enter- 
tainments to sing, like William Blake, the songs he had composed 
and put to music. I 

These two reminiscences2 frame a life in which music plays a role too 

often neglected by scholars, overshadowed as that role is by Hopkins' 

other achievements. A musical interest followed Hopkins from boyhood 
to college to the Jesuit Order; to better understand Hopkins the poet, 
we must first remember that he was also Hopkins the musician. 

Music was a part of Hopkins' life from beginning to end. His father, 
Manley Hopkins, amateur poet as well as professional businessman, and 
mother Kate Hopkins, educated scholar and lover of the arts, both encour- 
aged their children in artistic activity. Frequent visitors to the house- 
hold included several aunts and uncles who were artists and musicians: 
a maternal uncle who was a well-known landscape painter, two maternal 
aunts who were both talented artists and musicians. In addition, a 
some-time resident of the household was a. paternal aunt (Aunt Anne) 

who helped care for the children and who first instructed them in music 
and drawing. 3 

The love of music this upbringing instilled in Hopkins never left 

him. The letters and journals show that, throughout his adult life, 
he was an avid concertgoer: 



(27 May 1868) Home and then to Henry Leslie's concert, where 
Sims Reeves sang Adelaida and Halle played the Pathetic Sonata. 

(JP, 166) 
(2 March 1881) 1 was at Halle's last concert last night and will 
presently send Grace the book with my MS notes made at the time. 
There is to be another concert for his benefit next Tuesday -- Berlioz' Faust, which must be a very striking, indeed a terror- 
striking, work. The band is to be increased and the prices are 
higher. I should like to hear it, but fear it would be too much 
to go to two concerts two Tuesdays running. (FL, 158) 
(9 December 1884) 1 am hoping to hear Dvorak's Stabat Mater at 
Trinity College tomorrow. I think you heard it. (FL, 165)4 

In addition to his main correspondent Bridges, who was a composer 
himself and very interested in musical matters, Hopkins knew and pos- 
sibly corresponded with W. H. Cummings, well-known singer and composer 
and author of the Life of Purcell; he may have belonged to the Purcell 
Society. He writes to his mother from Dublin that he is invited to a 
"musical tea" (FL, 173) at the university; he also befriended a music 
student there, a Miss Taylor: "I was introduced to her and call on her; 

she lends me Blow and I lend her Purcell. She is a nice unassuming girl" 
(LL1,244). 5 

He was finally a keen observer of music and musical matters. His 

early journals show detailed lists and descriptions of the various 
musical instruments and how they work; the most cursory glance through 
the letters shows numerous examples of his critical judgments and know- 
ledge of musical history. 6 

By the time he was at college, the three major areas of music that 
were to interest him for the rest of his life were already established. 
An interest in English folk song, and English song generally, had been engen 7 dered in his childhood. During his time at Balliol, his growing inter- 
est in religion and involvement in the High Church movement sparked off 
an interest in Medieval plainsong, and his Classical studies introduced 
him to the theories of ancient Greek music. 8 Each of these carried*on 
throughout his adult_life. In 1881, he wrote to his mother about a 
Medieval plainsong manuscript he had helped prepare for publication: 

Father Charles Clarke, late Fellow of St. John's, has now become 
editor of the Month our magazine. A learned friend of his, while 
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routing in the British Museum, came, in a MS of the 13th century, 
on a hymn to the Blessed Virgin in Latin and English, with the 
music, which is quite easy to read to anyone that knows a little 
about plainsong. He'shewed it to Mr. Furnival and also to Fr. 
Clarke, both of whom want to publish it, but Clarke will be first 
in the field. It is appearing in the January Month, which I be- 
lieve is already out. He has written an article on it; the music 
is harmonised by the organist at Farm Street; the Latin and English 
text are carefully reproduced; and a modernisation of the latter 
follows, made originally by me but altered since, perhaps not alto- 
gether for the better. The footnotes on the old english are 
mostly by me. The music is interesting from its great age besides 
being striking and pretty. (FL, 161 ). 9 

And in 1885, about a proposed family folk song project: 

I enclose. a list to be filled in of English songs of the people. 
They must be (1) English, not Scotch or Welsh or Irish. (2) They 
must be really fine music. (3) They must be people's songs, not by 
great composers not from operas: however I wd. not exclude Ford 
or Dowling, I am doubtful about Dibdin. A hard and fast line cannot 
be drawn. But nothing well outside these rules is to be entered. 
Circulate in the family and return. (FL, 173-174)10 

His keen interest in Greek music continued as part of his life-long 
Classical studies (see below, I. 2,26ff; V. 3,276 ). He planned, but never 
executed, a book on Greek lyric metres. Especially he put much energy 
into recreating actual music from the theoretical writings which arlý all 
that survive of Greek music. In June 1880, a production of the ýAýmem- 

non was the first ever production of that play in England in its original 
Greek; Hopkins writes. toBridges: "What interests me most is the music 
[by Paratt]. I think I shall write to Paravacini to enquire about the 

composer and other particulars. " And he continues: "I have sometimes 
set music to a little Greek verse -- to a bit of a Chorus in the Pro- 

metheus Bound and to the words dlvaýLýO"PIALyyes el VoLin Pindar" (LLI, 123). VY 
(LL1,123). 11 

Hopkins' interest in music went beyond this passive appreciation, 
however, to an active, creative role. Shortly after. his arrival at 
Newman's Oratory, at the end of September 1867, he writes to friend 
Rev. Urquhart: "Today I have been hearing a quartet on violins and 
violincello by the music master, one of my p. p. s [private pupils], and 
Dr Newman" (FL, 44). By November 1, he is writing to Bridges, in the 
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midst of an account of life at the Oratory, that "I have also begun 
the violin and if you will write a trio or quartet I will someday take 
the first or second part in it" (LL1,18). And by February, two months 
before he was to leave, he is writing to college friend Baillie that despite 
having "not much time and almost no energy -- for I am always tired -- to do 

anything on my own account, " nevertheless "I have begun learning the 

violin: I am glad I have" (FL, 231). 
Similarly, five years later at Stonyhurst, he begins studying the 

piano evincing by now a deeper interest in how music works. He writes 
to Baillie, "I am teaching myself to play the piano_-- though under- 
difficulties, so that my progress is slow" (FL, 238). And to-Bridges, 
"I myself am learning the piano now, self-taught alas! not for execution's 
sake but to be independent of others and learn something about music" 
(LL1,30). 

In 1874, Hopkins was sent to St Beuno's for two years' intensive 

study, part of the Jesuit novitiate, a time which precluded any musical 
endeavour -- "my music seemed to come to an end, " an unusual phrasing 
repeated in his journal and in a letter to his mother. 

12 Already, though, 
the impulse to create his own music had been born in him. By March 1873, 

over a year earlier, he had experimented at composing a liturgy. 13 By 
June 1878, after having left St Beuno's and been ordained a priest, he 

writes to Canon Dixon of having composed a tune to the latter's poem 
"Feathers of the Willow" (LL2,3); by October of the following year a 
throw-away line to Bridges mentions a song made of his own "Morning, 
Midday, and Evening Sacrifice" (LL1,92). With these preliminary exer- 
cises (there is no mention of either having been followed up) is the 
beginning of his songwriting career. 

Shortly after his coming of age as a priest, then, came Hopkins, first 

serious attempt at composing songs. In March 1880, he writes to his 

mother: 

Tell Grace I am really getting on with the two pieces of music set 
to Bridges' Spring Odes and they will be ready in a day or two. 
They are not the best, but they are the most finished and ambitious 
things yet. (FL, 156) 

Hopkins thought seriously enough of these two matching songs (the second 
is a musical reply to the first) to keep working-at them and talking about 
them until sometime in 1881. He enlisted his sister Grace (trained in 

piano and harmony) to set accompaniments for them, worked at them and 
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modified them in accordance with criticisms of friends, and was still 
defending their value to Bridges in 1881.14 

An eighteen month long surge of. inspiration followed on the heels 

of this first effort, during which most of Hopkins' songs were either 
composed or their tunes inspired. In June 1880, while still working on 
the Spring Odes, he had the beginnings of an air to Bridges' poem "I 
have loved flowers that fade" (0), as well as attempting an air to his 

own "Hurrahing in Harvest" (#15). 15 By September 1880, when the Spring 
Odes were fixed, he was still tinkering with "I have loved flowers" and 
had sent it off to Grace for harmonising, and had thought of an air for 

another Bridges poem, "Thou didst delight mine eyes" (#20). 16 "Your 

poetry is highly songful and flies into tunes, " he writes to Bridges 
(LL1,105). 

in January 1881, in addition to continuing work on "I have loved 
flowers, " he wrote a song for Bridges' "trifling" lyric "I love my lady's 

eyes" (#8), and began putting music to his own "Spring and Fall" (0). 17 

By April, "Thou didst delight mine eyes" was done but for the harmony, 

and another, "Past like morning beam away" (#12) -- based on a poem by 
Bridges' brother -- also awaited harmonising. 18 By September, "I have 
loved flowers" was finally done with, 'a new song to a Dixon poem, "Sky 

that rollest ever" (#14), had also been completed and sent off to Grace 
for harmonising, and "Does the South Wind" (0), to another Dixon poem, 
was underway. 

19 

At the end of October, Hopkins sums up the highlights of this 

period of inspiration in a letter to Dixon: 

As for my music, there are four tunes -- (1) to 'The Feathers of 
the Willow' made years ago and only now extant in my memory; (2) 
to Sky that rollest ever: my sister is harmonising this; she says 
she is doing her very E-est and as she likes it best of all the 
airs of mine she has seen it is likely she will make a good thing 
of it; and she is to send it straight to you, so that you may get 
it any day; (3) to the Rainbow: this is so very peculiar, that I 
cannot trust anyone to armonise it and must, if the opportunity 
should offer and my knowledge ever be sufficient, do it myself; 
(4) to Does the South Wind: this is not quite finished and only 
written in sol-fa score; it will wait, too. (LL2,84-85) 

Nor was this spurt of composing the extent of Hopkins' activity. 
Inspiration would soon give way to a thoughtful development of musical 

creativity, in which Hopkins sought to uncover for himself the correct 

practice of music and to put this knowledge to use in his own carefully 

constructed compositions. 

See Appendix I for songs and numbering system. 
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In October of 1880, he obtained Stainer's Primer of Harroony, 

a basic nineteenth century text of musical theory, in order to learn 

more about music and improve on his own music. 
20 From this point on, 

his interest in receiving instruction, advice, and correction never 
wavered. 

21 Starting at about this same time, and continuing sporadi- 

cally for the rest of his life, Hopkins sought and received occasional 

critical comment and advice on his pieces from Henry Ellis Wooldridge, 

a close friend of Bridges'. 22 And by April 1883, with this casual 
instruction no longer enough, Hopkins asked Bridges to contact a musical 

expert who would correct his exercises and compositions; as a result 

correspondence was begun with Bridges as intermediary between Hopkins 

and the anonymous critic whose name Bridges has deleted in all Hopkins, 

letters (printed as 11 ----- 11). 23 

By May 1883, Hopkins had read and digested contemporary authority 
John Frederick Bridge's book, either Counterpoint (1877) or Double 

Counterpoint and Canon (1877); 24 by November 1884, he had read Stainer's 

Treatise on Harmony, ' and had written for advice to Sir Frederick Gore 

Ouseley, another well-known musical authority of the day (though his 

enquiry was never answered); 
25 by 1885, he was considering actually 

attending a course of musical instruction in Dublin, and in May 1886 

started getting frequent and detailed help from Dublin music teacher 
Sir Robert Stewart; 26 by January 1888. he had also read Ouseley's 
Fug and Double Counterpoint and Fugue, and Higgs' Fugue, thus complet- 
ing a catalog of all the major, theoretical treatises of his day -- in 

addition to getting help from, or seeking help from, all the major theore- 
tical authorities. 

27 

As an adjunct to this increasing interest in correct detail, Hopkins, 

musical compositions from 1881 on became fewer but greater in careful 
crafting, complexity, and completeness -- no more isolated tunes, but 

complete compositions with full harmonic accompaniment. The initial 
inspirational surge over, Hopkins endeavoured now to use his growing 
musical knowledge to flesh out his tunes into compositions, as he applied 
the knowledge of correct musical practice to the products of inspiration: 

I fumble a little at music, at counterpoint, of which in course of 
time I shall come to know something; for this, like every other 
study, after some drudgery yields up its secrets, which seem impen- 
etrable at first. If, I could get to accompany my own airs I should, 
so to say, enter into a new kingdom at once, for I have plenty of 
tunes ready. (LL2,109) 
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Hopkins worked on several other main compositions between 1881 and 
1889.28 The first of these, a song-setting of Coventry Patmore's poem 
"The Crocus" U16), he wrote at sporadically from 1884 to 1888. The tune 

was one of those he had ready, an early melody now expanded on. In 
1884, using his newly-acquired harmonic knowledge, he harmonised the 
tune: "The harmony came in the end to be very elaborate and difficult, " 

he writes. (LL1,199; cf. below, 1.2,31 ). This was the song he sent to 

Ouseley -- though the latter never responded: in February 1885, Hopkins 

writes to Bridges, "My poor Crocus went to Sir Frederick Gore Ouseley 

and has not been heard of since, I fear is hopelessly lost" (LL1,207). 

However, Hopkins apparently remembered enough of the melody to try his 

hand at it again in a different setting in 1888, as an exercise in canon 
for Sir Robert Stewart. This latter attempt occupied his attention for 

the first half of that year. "My Crocus, which you once expressed an 
admiration for, " he writes to Bridges in January, "makes a canon with 
itself at the octave two bars off and, as far as I have found, at one 
bar off too. This is a splended opening for a choral treatment" (LU, 

277). And to show the amount of work and attention to detail Hopkins was 

willing to spend on his songs by this time, as well as the high hopes 

he had for them, he writes to Patmore in May: 

I made another attempt on my tune to the Crocus. I set it in strict 
counterpoint (or as strict as the case allowed of) as a madrigal in 
canon at the octave, a most difficult task, and after much labour 
sent it to my friend Sir Robert Stewart to correct. He gave it a 
very good mark, but suggested some changes in the rhythm chiefly. 
I have made them, but to touch a composition of this sort is like 
touching a house of cards: one piece pulls down another, so the 
alterations cost a good deal of trouble more. And this is only the 
first verse: the two others are still to do. When all is done it 
ought to be sung by an unaccompanied choir. I hope in the end it 
may be: the attempt was daring .... (FL, 393)29 

Hopkins' other compositions have less long and involved (or less 

well-documented) histories, but still show the same care and attention 
to detail. A song-setting for Collins' "Ode to Evening" (#6) was begun 
in early 1884, just before Hopkins left Stonyhurst, and continues to be 

30 
mentioned in letters as "in progress" well into 1885. In January 1885, 
he announced to Bridges that "I have a great matter on hand, " namely a 
full choral treatment of another tune, a setting of Thomas Campbell's 
"Battle of the Baltic" (#10 -- LL1,201). Having started the harmonising 
in late 1884, by February 1885 he had two verses set, by May of that 
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year was fixing it in accordance with ----- Is comments, and was appar- 

ently still adding to it sometime between then and the end of 1886.31 
Another piece deriving from an early tune, a setting to Shakespeare's 

Who is Sylvia? (#22), occupied Hopkins for a good part of 1886, was sent 
to both Stewart and Wooldridge for comments, and was even set to be per- 
formed by a vocal group at a local concert, "but miscarried at the last 

moment, the bass fighting shy of his part" (LLI, 240). And similarly, 

a song-setting for Dixon's poem "The Ruffling Wind, " "very slowly and 

elaborately" harmonised in 1886 and called by Hopkins "Does the South 

Wind" (#3), came from an early tune. As Hopkins writes to Dixon: "The 

disproportion is wonderful between the momentary conception of an air 

and the long gestation of its setting" (LL2,135) ý2 

Hqpkins' other song-compositions were all of new inspiration. Early 

in October 1886, he had two new inspirations of tune, settings to two of 
William Barnes' poems, which by the end of the month he had also written 

out the harmonies for. In mid-1887 and at least into 1888, he was "at a 
fugue, of which I have great hopes" (FL, 288), a setting of Shakespeare's 

"Orpheus with his lute" (#11). "1 shall not hurry with it, " he writes 
to Bridges in January 1888, "but keep the counterpoint correct" (LL1, 

271). 33 

In September 1888, he started what may have been his most ambitious 
project, "a patriotic song for soldiers. " Hopkins would write both words 
and music: "it is worth doing and yet is a task of great delicacy and 
hazard to write a patriotic song that shall breathe true feeling without 
spoon or brag" (LLI, 283). Three to five verses were projected, with the 

suggestion that Bridges might contribute a verse. The song became "What 

shall I do for the land that bred me, " (#21), 34 
and was such a difficult 

and intricate task that it occupied Hopkins until his death the next year. 
It-was sent to Bridges' friend ----- and to Stewart for comment and cor- 
rection. 11[T1he task I have undertaken, " he writes to Bridges in March 
1,889 is so extremely difficult that I have not yet succeeded in it and 
have to put it aside at intervals, especially as I am languishing" 
(LL1,301). And in April, the last letter he wrote to Bridges: "My song 
will be a very highly wrought work and I do hope a fine one. ... I. can 
only get on slowly with it and must hope to be rewarded in the end" 
(LL19305). 
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Hopkins was a musician not only in the passive sense that he loved 

and was interested in music, but also in that he felt himself drawn to 
compose just as he felt drawn to write poetry. William L. Graves writes 
of the poet as composer: 

Hopkins' untimely death raises the tantalizing question: would he 
have remained an important poet with some musical talent, albeit 
untrained, or would he be remembered today as a composer whose 
music equalled his poetry-35 

Such speculations are really fruitless, as Hopkins did die an "untimely 
death" and his music, despite his enthusiasm for it, remains nowhere 

6 
near the stature of his poetry? I -I-_ - But 
on the other hand, Hopkins' life as a musician must be taken seriously, 
as seriously as he himself took it, if we are to understand the complete 
man he was. How do the other facts of his life and art fit in with his 

musical identity? The rest of this study considers that question. 



2. PHILOSOPHY 

What is more signficant than that Hopkins pursued music his entire 
life, though, is why he pursued it. In 1865, while still at college, 
he wrote to Baillie: 

Can you tell me what in music answers to realism in painting? 
The other arts seem to depend on truth (no: Truth) as well as 
Beauty. What then answers to, I mean what is, Truth in music? 

(FL, 224) 

And in 1885, from Dublin, to Bridges: 

Then 'do I mean to rival Purcell and Mozart? ' No. ... But I 
did aim at two things not in themselves unattainable, if to me 
far easier things were not now unattainable. But of these, if 
ever, hereafter. (LL1,220) 

Hopkins never did tell Bridges what "things not in themselves unattain- 
able" he strove for in music, nor is there any record of a specific 
answer given to his question of Baillie. But the two statements toge- 

ther outline perhaps why Hopkins pursued music so doggedly throughout 
his life, in spite of all adverse circumstances, and what he hoped to 

achieve with it. The whole of his mature musical career seems to have 

aimed more than anything else at answering, or at least exploring, 
that seminal question, "what is, Truth in music? " 

The foundations of Hopkins' musical philosophy, like those of his 

philosophy in general, are Platonic. 37 In his college essay on "The 

Probable Future of Metaphysics, he suggests that a return of Platonism, 

or Realism, will meet the world's present philosophical difficulties: 

But to come to particulars, what form will metaphysics take in the 
immediate future? They say there are three great seasons in the 
history of philosophy, the first that of Plato, Aristotle, and the 
Schoolmen, the second that of Bacon and physical science and Posi- 
tivism, the third that of Hegel and the philosophy of development 
in time. ... [Olne sees that the ideas so rife now of a continuity 
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without fixed points, not to say saltus or breaks, of development 
in one chain of necessity, of spe-c-i-es-Faving no absolute types and 
only accidentally fixed, all this is a philosophy of flux opposed 
to Platonism and can call nothing but Platonism against it. And 
this, or to speak more correctly Realism, is perhaps soon to 
return. (JP, 119)) 

The notion of absolute or fixed types basic to this "new Realism" -- 
a notion which eventually develops into the "inscapell central to Hop- 
kins' mature philosophy --Pe here demonstrateý with an analogy: 

To the prevalent philosophy and science nature is a string all the 
differences in which are really chromatic but certain places in it 
have become accidentally fixed and the series of fixed points be- 
comes an arbitrary scale. The new Realism will maintain that in 
musical strings the roots of chords, to use technical wording, are 
mathematically fixed and give a standard by which to fix all the 
notes of the appropriate scale: when points between these are sounded 
the ear is annoyed by a solecism, or to analyse deeper, the mind 
cannot grasp the notes of the scale and the intermediate sound in 
one conception; so also there are certain forms which have a great 
hold on the mind and are always reappearing and seem imperishable. 

c; .. [AInd these things are inexplicable on the theory of pure 
romatitism or continuity -- the forms have in some sense or other 

an absolute existence. (JP, 120) 

And he concludes: 

It may be maintainable. then that species are fixed and to be fixed 
only at definite distances in the string .... To ascertain 
these distances and to point out how they are to be mathematically 
or quasi-mathematically expressed will be one work of this meta- 
phyýsic. (JP, 120) 

The musical analogy used to express this argument lies behind Hopkins, 
lifelong fascination with music. A digression into the musical science 
of acoustics clarifies the point. 

38 

All musical sounds are produced by vibrating systems, systems which 
create vibrations and then transmit them through the air to a listener's 

ear. A'standard example is the musical string (e. g., on a violin or 
guitar): 

If, for example a string is stretched between points X and Y and 
its midpoint is displaced to point B and released [i. e., it is pulled 
back and plucked or twanged], it will vibrate in such a way that 
its midpoint repeatedly traverses the course A-B-A-C-A.... 
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3 

0 

(HCD, 5) 

The frequency, of the vibration thus caused how many times the string 
moves from B to C in a given length of time determines the perceived 
highness or lowness of the tone sounded (the musical pitch). Frequency 
varies with the length of the string -- the longer the string, the lower 
the frequency -- but not with how far it is pulled back or how hard it 
is plucked. 

But the vibration of strings (and so the production of musical 
tones) is more complex than this. The vibration back and forth of the 
entire length or string, as diagrammed above, is called its fundamental 

mode of vibration. The frequency of the vibration is the string's 
fundamental frequency, the pitch of the sounded tone its fundamental 

pitch. But 

Strings and most other vibrating systems, however, generally vi- 
brate in several modes simultaneously. In-the case of strings, 
these modes consist in the vibration of segments shorter than the 
total length of the string. Thus, strings can vibrate in halves, 
thirds, fourths, and so on. 
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The equally long vibrating segments are called loops; the stationary 

points between them (N) nodes. These movements of the string set in 

motion occur simultaneously with the fundamental vibration. The com- 

plete picture of a string vibration would include it vibrating in each 

of these higher modes, as well as in the fUndamental mode. 
Because of this complexity in vibration, the vibrating fre- 

quency is also made complex: 

Because each mode of vibration results from a division of the string 
into some integral number of segments of equal-length, it follows 
'0* that the several modes of--vibration will produce frequencies 

that are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency. Thus, 
when the string vibrates in halves, the frequency produced will be 
twice the fundamental, when in thirds the frequency will be three 
times the fundamental, and so on. (HCD) 

Thus, through its complex -vibration, the stning will be vibrating at all 

of these mathematically related frequencies simultaneously. 
Finally, just as the frequency of the vibration is complex, so is 

the frequency-related pitch of the sounded note complex as well. As 

each mode of vibration is of a higher frequency, it produces a higher 

pitch. -If a length of string vibratingas a single segment produces the 

pitch C, then vibrating as two segments produces the 

higher-frequency pitch C vibrating as three produces 

higher pitch G as four the still higher pitch c 

and so on. This series of ascending pitches is called 

a harmonic series. And when a string is sounded, since all modes of vi- 
bration occur simultaneously, so all pitches in the harmonic series 
sound simultaneously. Only one pitch, the fundamental pitch, sounds 
strongly enough to be recognisable by the ear, and so a vibrating string 
sounds a single audible note. But the other, higher pitches, are still 
present -- assimilated by. the ear, they give the recognised pitch a cer- 

'tain tone colour or timbre. Thus, because the sounded note contains 
these unrecognised higher pitches as part of itself, by its physical 
nature it suggests the chords and scales (basic musical structures) that 

should be built on it: these chords and scales are said to be "natural, 

or acoustically pure" (HCD, 7). 
All of which is made use of in "The Probable Future of Metaphysics. " 

Hopkins writes: "The new Realism will maintain that in musical strings 
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the roots of chords, to use technical wording, are mathematically 
fixed and give a standard by which to fix all the notes of the appro- 

priate scale. " The root of a chord is its "fundamental or generating. 
note" (HCD, 433) -- the same as the fundamental pitch produced by the 

vibrating string. The standard which it gives to "fix all the notes of 
the appropriate scale" is the natural or acoustically pure series of 

pitches -- the harmonic series -- which sound as part of the fundamental 

pitch in any vibrating string. And because the higher pitches are impli- 

cit in the pitch as higher modes of vibration, the root or fundamental 
is "mathematically fixed, " of its nature implying the scale that it 

generates. 
Further: 'TTIhe mind cannot grasp the. notes of the scale and the 

intermediate sound in one conception.,, An "intermediate sound" would 
be one not part of the harmonic series. Because all "notes of the 

scale" are physically present in the basic pitch, influencing its timbre, 

they can all be grasped "in one conception" as they sound and are heard 

simultaneously. The "intermediate sound, " however, as not part of the 

harmonic series, is not sounded simultaneously and cannot be grasped 

with the other pitches: "the ear is annoyed by a solecism. " Hopkins' 

fixed types or species, then, are derived from the fixed loops and 

nodes which divide the string-length into halves, thirds, and so on: 
"species are fixed and to be fixed only at definite distances in the 

string. " 

When Hopkins then applies this acoustical analogy to the world at 
large, the fixed laws of music become an audible, yet "mathematically 

or 
_quasi-mathematically" 

expressible demonstration of the fixed order 

of the reality behind our world: 

So also there are certain forms which have a great hold on the 
mind and are always reappearing and seem imperishable, such as the 
designs of Greek vases and lyres, the cone upon Indian shawls, the 
honeysuckle moulding, the fleur-de-lys, while every day we see 
designs both simple and elaborate which do not live and are at 
once forgotten; and some pictures we may long look at and never 
grasp or hold together, while the composition of others strikes 
the mind with a conception of unity which is never dislodged: and 
these things are inexplicable on the theory of pure chromatism or 
continuity -- the forms have in some sense or other an absolute 
existence. (JP, 120) 

The theory is Platonic -- and so is the useof'musical example. 
39 

The reason for discussing the example at such length is because this 
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core fact about music -_ its relation of the mathematical world to the 
sensible one -- places music at the center of Hopkins' Platonic philo- 
sophical system. The musical analogy is more than simply a demonstra- 
tion of fixed species: it is the central proof of fixed species, in 
Platonic and neo-Platonic thought. If there is a fixed natural order, 
and if it is the same as mathematical order, then only in music is this 
mathematics of nature made sensible. 

Plato's theory derived from the Pythagorean. To the Pythagoreans, 
mathematical bases of ratio and proportion were keys to the cosmic order, 
and were to be found in everything that contributed to that order, from 
the distances between planets to the souls of good men. In all fields 
except music, however, these bases were unprovable but only postulated. 
Only in the mathematical ratios of the consonant intervals (the acous- 
tically pure intervals of the harmonic series) were the mathematical 
bases actually discovered. Consequently, music became of central philo- 
sophic importance as the only sensible proof of the cosmic order. 

40 

Plato carried on this conception. In contrast to Pythagoras, mathe- 

matical emphasis, he emphasised the ethical nature of music: the structures 
of music reflecting the character-types of the men who create it and perform 
it, and influencing the men who listen to it to emulate those character 
types. But the basis is still Pythagorean: the structures of music are 

still reflective of a higher order, in this case that of men's souls rather 
than the distance between planets. As for the planets, in the mystical 
"music of the spheres" vision that ends Plato's Republic, the natural 
order and progression of bodies in the heavens manifests itself audibly 
as celestial music. 

41 Though Plato does not emph 
, 
asise the mathematics 

behind this cosmic connection, the Pythagorean basis remains. 
Individual character and the self were concepts important enough to 

Hopkins that he never overlooked this aspect of Platonic thought; yet 
like centuries of neo-Platonists more than Plato himself, he emphasises 
this Pythagorean aspect of his Platonic system -- as the essay on "The 
Probable Future of Metaphysics" shows. 

42 In an age such as Hopkins' 
where science was king and scientific validation the only real test of 
truth, this emphasis on the science of the Platonic system gave Hopkins 
the means to prove the nature of cosmic order -- just as, centuries 
before, the neo-Platonic scientists had used the "music of the spheres" 
as a central astronomical concept. Music's audible demonstration of 
absolute mathematical forms in nature proves that Platonic Ideal Forms 

I 
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are "mathematically or Suasi-mathematically" expressible; therefore 
Hopkins uses music as his central example of fixed type or species in 

the "new Realism. "' 

Hopkins' musical career as an adult was characterised by the two 

ends of this Platonic position: the order of things, and that order's 
audible manifestation. As described in the Platonic analogy, music has 

a dual validity, objective and subjective. In that it is based in 

mathematics and derives its structures from the natural order, it is 

objectively valid (True); in that it is a sort of natural language for 

man, in which we express our deepest emotions and responses to the world, 
it is valid subjectively (Beautiful). In terms of the philosophical 
enquiry of the letter to Baillie and the college essays, this translates 
into music as Truth and Beauty. In terms of his musical activities, 
it translates into music as object of study and music also as an ever 
more attractive (and enjoyable) means of self-expression. 

With Hopkins' mature years, as his musical creativity came to 
fruition in his composition of songs, came also the revelation of music's 
ultimate import to him: as personal and speculative artistic testing- 

ground, the one area in which his subjective, personal vision could be 

verified objectively. Music had blossomed as a natural medium of expres- 
sion forhim, as we saw in the previous section; yet also, his interest 
in it as an object of study was rooted in the speculative theories of 
the college years. In the mature Hopkins) these two strands develop 
into one: music becomes the natural and spontaneous expression of the 

soul, but also a mathematically verifiable system which through its. 

ratio and proportion embodies universal truths. Therefore as a matter 
of personal exploration, only through music can Hopkins match the subjec- 

tive truth of his soul's expression with the necessary and objective 
truths embodied by music's mathematical basis. As Hopkins spells out 
in the college essay "On Signs of Health and Decay in the Arts": 

Now though this golden mean [of proportion] must be reached by 
intuition, and that success in doing so is the production of 
beauty and is the power of genius, it is not the less true that, 
science is or might be concerned in it as well: sufficient proof 
of this may be had from the consideration of two provinces of 
Art in which proportion has more or less a scientific ground and 
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character. These are music and architecture. Science need not 
interfere with genius; it does not interfere with the fame of the 
great harmonists, nor with that of the great proportionalist archi- 
tects of Greece. It is impossible to apply science so exact to 
the arts of painting and still less of poetry as we do to those of 
music and architecture, but some scientific basis of aesthetical 
criticism is absolutely needed; .... (JP, 75) 

Hopkins pursued music first of all, then, because it offered a 
means of expression that was natural, spontaneous, and allowed him to 
say something uniquely his; 43 this is its subjective validation. Such 
descriptions as have already been seen in our opening section ("I was 
delivered of an air, " "a tune to it came to me quite naturally-, "' or 
the twice repeated "my music seemed to come to an end") suggest just 
this sort of spontaneity, as do the more explicit acknowledgements such 
as "Every impulse and spring of art seems to have died in me except for 

music'! (LLI., 124 ), or 

I am sometimes surprised at myself how slow and laborious a thing 
vers 'e 

is to me when musical expression comes so easily, for I can 
make tunes almost at all times and places and could harmonise them 
as easily if only I could play or could read music at sight. Indeed 
if I could play the piano with ease I believe I could improvise on 
it. (WoM)- 

What is intuited is prompted by some inner truth needing expressing, with 
which the conscious mind need not interfere. 

But as well, a type of naturalistic art is present as a goal Hopkins 

consciously sought after in music. As demonstrated by his preferred 
models for music as well as what he wrote himself, the best music 

is the-most natural, that which most directly expresses subjectively 
verifiable truths. This is seen clearly in the three types of music so 
important to him from his college days -- English folk songGreek music, 
plainsong each of which has a claim to being a naturalistic art in 
this sense. In their origins and functions all three typesof-music 
demonstrate their close relation to the deepest human feelings. Folk 

song, in any culture, is the spontaneous and natural product of a com- 
munity's feeling; Greek music and Medieval plainsong both serve a reli- 
gious function, supposedly codifying man's divinely inspired expressions 
of adoration for his god(s). In accordance with these functions, all 
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three, especially when compared to the sophisticated musical forfns- 

of post-Renaissance music, are primitive and simple in structure. All 

are further primarily vocal, relying for their organisation on the 

voicing of words -- spoken language being man's unique form of self- 

expression. 
Based on the examples provided by these three types of music (plain- 

song especially), Hopkins pursued in his own song in the letters as the 

"new art" or -"new style" ( LLI, 103), Hopkins I experiments and innovations 

in music aimed at continuing the common elements of plainsong and its 

fellows to create an art of natural expression that would allow the 

voice of the soul to speak most freely. 

Hopkins defines the new art most clearly in his descriptions of his 

song-setting for the "Ode to Evening" (* 6): 

Before leaving Stonyhurst I began some music, Gregorian, in the 
natural scale of A, to Collins' Ode to Evening. Quickened by the 
heavenly beauty of that poem I groped in my soul's very viscera 
for the tune and thrummed the sweetest and most secret catgut of 
the mind. What came out was very strange and wild and (I thought) 
very good. Here I began to harmonise it, and the effect of harmony 
well in keeping upon that strange mode ... was so delightful that 
it seems to me (and I think you would find the same) as near a new 
world of musical enjoyment as in this old world we could hope to be. 
To the novelty of effect the rhythm and a continued suspense natural 
to the mode and easy to carry further contribute too. (LL1,199-200) 

It seems to me like a new art, the effect is so unlike anything I 
ever heard. The air is plain chant where plain chant most departs 
from modern music; on the other hand the harmonies are a kind of 
advance on advanced modern music. The continuation of the two 
things is most singular, but it is also most solemn, and I cannot 
but hope that I have something very good in hand. (LL1,211-212) 

The emphasis on spontaneity is clear, as is the derivation from plain- 

song especially among the types of music (plainsong being the most 
important of the three). 44 "1 groped in my soul's very viscera for the 

tuneosuggests him seeking to express his soul through the melody, with 
the "sweetest and most secret catgut of the mind" playing on the connec- 
tion between catgut and viscera, further calling up the Platonic string 

analogy to imply that the depths of his soul can be imaged as a (visceral) 

musical string, ready to be sounded. The characteristics of both Hopkins, 

"new art" and the three models he developed it from demonstrate this 

naturalistic goal of faithfully expressing the nature and experience 

of man, and so creating a subjectively valid art. 
The new art first of all is vocal, meant to be sung, thus of the 

same species as folk song, Greek music and plainsong -- his own voice 
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being man's most natural avenue for spontaneous expression of his 

soul: 

I can never succeed with piano music, for the piano cannot really 
execute independent parts, as I make mine; indeed my pianist said 
to me, your music dates from a time before the piano was invented. 
However two schoolboys sang the air (#25? ) which went well. 

(FL, 371) 
I want you to see the tune (to #7). Playing it is of little use, 
unless it were on the violin; the snapping of a piano cannot give 
the extreme smoothness I mean: it must be sung. (LLI, 152) 
Composed, as here, for the piano for which it (#16) is unfitted 

There shd. be a great body of voices .... My hope is that, ; ow*ever complicated the harmony, the whole wd. be quite intelligible 
with a choir (the bigger the better) and an orchestra. (LL1,207) 

Always the "immortal" human voice (LL1,278) is the ideal instrument to 

capture the music that the most secret depths of man inspires. 45 

Further, the new art, more than being simply vocal, depends on the 
"natural" harmonies and rhythms of spoken language. Its air, as Hopkins- 

wrote to Bridges above, must be "like plain chant where plain chant most 
departs from modern music. " And plainsong in turn derives its melodies 
and rhythms not from artificial conventions as in modern music, but from 
the natural sounds of speech -- this, again, being the most spontaneous 
human expression: 

The only good and truly beautiful recitative is that of plain 
chant; which indeed culminates in that. It is a natural develop- 
ment of the speaking, reading, or declaiming voice, and has the 
richness of nature; the other [Florentine Renaissance recitative -- 
see LL , 2-90 , and below, 111.2, fn24] is a confinement of the voice 
to certain prominent intervals and has the poverty of an artifice. 

(LL1,280) 

The rhythm, similarly, like that of plain chant, must capture speech's 
rhythms, not impose its own artificial pulse like dance music does: 

&. for more than half the years music has been in the world it ; 
ad perhaps less time than verse has, as we see in plainchant now. 

Sir Oozy Gor-e--Fso to say) says, and I believe him, that strict 
musical time, modern time, arose from dance music. (LLI, 119) 

Though the new art may be "as near a new world of musical enjoyment as 
in this old world we could hope to be, " still it draws its inspiration 
from arts older than ours, aiming always at natural and spontaneous 
expression (cf. below, 11.3,85 ). 
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Finally, and what to Hopkins was the most important aspect of his 

new art, the air or melody, derived as it thus is from natural inflec- 
tions of speech, is the essence of the piece of music. Hopkins, musical 
inspirations were always first of all inspirations of melody: tunes 

came to him first, harmonies (if at all) only with effort later. 46 

"But how is it you cannot judge a melody without hearing the bass? " he 

asks* Bridges. "I do not understand it: a tune is a tune" (LLI, 125). 

Elsewhere, "The very first and after all the most important element Of 

musical composition is melody" (FL, 67). Folk song exemplifies this same 
ideal of melodic progression as the structure and focus of interest: 

[Pray Goody, an English folk song Hopkins studied] is but one out 
of a host of such masculine and (what some one called) earnest 
melodies, little known here and abroad I suppose totally unknown. 
It is simple truth that no German since Mozart has been capable of 
anything of the sort. The Germans are great and I believe unsur- 
passable in expressing mood and feeling, but for the bone, frame, 
and charpente* of music they cannot come up to this kind of thing. 

(LL1 918047 
As does plainsong: 

To me plain chant melody has an infinite expressiveness and drama- 
tic richness. The putting in or leaving out of a single note in an 
'alphabetic' passage changes the emotional meaning: all we admirers 
of plain chant feel this, the rest of the world (and I expect this 
includes ----- ) do not; ... When I hear one of Chopin's frag- 
mentary airs struggling and tossing on a surf of accompaniment 
what does it matter whether one or even half a dozen notes are left 
out Of it? its being, meaning, lies outside itself in the harmonies; 
týg give the tonality, modality, feeling, and all. (LL1,214) 

Thus Hopkins disliked the more sophisticated and what he would call 
'artificial' types of music such as the Romantic music of his own day, 

because here the basic structure and interest is found in harmonic pro- 

gressions, tone colours, mood -- everywhere but the melody. 
48 His own 

music, by contrast, follows the earlier models in finding the "bone, 

frame, and charpente" of the music -- its "being and meaning" -- in 

the melodic structure itself. 

Indeed the air becomes a generic form which is specified newly in 
each verse, with excellent effect. It is like a new art this. 

(LL1,305; see also below, 
IV-2,196et passim) 

* Charpente: framework; cf. "charpentler, " carpenter. 
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In each case, the goal is an inspired melody which by reproducing 
man's natural forms of speech patterns captures a deeper form within 
man and makes it the organising principle of the music. Another term 
for this inner form is of course the familiar one, inscape. 

.. as air, melody, is what strikes me most of all in music and ýesign in painting, so design, pattern, or what I am in the habit 
of calling linscapel is what I above all aim at in poetry. (LLI, 66) 

Melody that is the inspired singing of a man, that has grown naturally 
from speech rhythms and voice inflections, that is the structural focal 

point of a piece of music, captures and expresses inscape. Inscape is 
the goal of all art; inscape in music is this verbal and structural 
melody. This is the subjective Truth of music, one half of what Hopkins 

sought in music and what the new art was devised to express. (For a full 
discussion of inscape, see below, I I. 1 54-59and II1.1 , 132-134 ). 

Balanced against this search for the subjectively valid spontaneous 
self-expression in music is the other half of the equation, objective 
validation. Hopkins valued music above all other arts because only there 

could the inscapes he intuitively perceived be verified by objective 

means. 
That Hopkins' interest in music was still, in his mature period, 

closely related to its scientific nature is shown clearly in various 
references to music in the letters. In discussing Stainer's second 
volume of theory, with which he was so favourably impressed, Hopkins 
writes that "Sir Robert Stewart ... says it is the most scientific 
treatment he has seen. " And he continues: "Though his theory is not 
final, it is a great step forward and has quite a daylight, a grand 
jLur, of sense" (LL1,199). Thus he reveals his belief that there 
exists a single, final, and scientifically accessible truth behind 
music, and that someday, an ultimate musical theory will apprehend and 
reveal this truth fully, thus once and for all scientifically verifying 
the artistic truths of the art. 

Citations of this sort abound in Hopkins' writings on music. 
"There is, I am persuaded, " he writes to Bridges, "a world of profound 
mathematics in this matter of music: indeed no one could doubt that" 
(LL2,135). And later, in asking for musical advice: "If you or anyone 
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staying with you, as Mr - ------ or anyone that knows the science can 
point out any downright blunder .... " (LLI, 239-240). What the 

artist creates the scientist can objectively verify: the result is a 
dual validity of music, in which a scientifically valid foundation 

supports an artistically valid edifice. 
This dual validity suggests another reason why Hopkins preferred 

ancient or primitive music (such as plainchant): if primitive music is 

to be considered natural because it simply and directly expresses man's 
inner truth or nature, this parallels. a "natural" acoustic behind its 

expression. 
In 1887, Hopkins writes to Bridges of an abstruse musical matter 

that is occupying his attention: 

The false fifth is not the imperfect fifth (though that is some- 
times called so, but musical terminology is full of confusion): 
it is a fifth less than the tune which has the ratio 3 by the 

2 
interval called Didymus' comma. The difference is not so small 
as might be thought and has sufficed, I am inclined to believe, 
twice over to work a slow but complete revolution in music, first 
between the Periclean and Augustan ages, next between the early 
Middle ages and the Renaissance or the present time. It occurs in 
our diatonic scale on truly tuned instruments between Re and La, 
in the scale of C between D and A. (LL1,249) 

And later: 

e* if Wooldridge is still with you tell him not to trouble to ýnswer that letter at all nor to make the enquiries, which I have 
made elsewhere (besides which I feel pretty sure the matter never 
struck Rockstro nor perhaps anyone else and that I have the key to 
the history of modern music in what my enquiry points to, viz. that 
modern harmony could not arise till the old system and its tuning 
was got rid of and that it was goodness, not dulness, of ear which 
delayed its growth. (LL1,253 )49 

Another digression explains. First, let us return to the basic 
Pythagorean theory. The key issue of Hopkins' new Realism was, as we 
saw, the existence of naturally fixed types or species in the cosmic 
order. The example of the musical string demonstrated that a vibrating 
string, though sounding only one fundamental pitch, contained a fixed 

set of higher pitches produced by natural and fixed divisions of string- 
length as it vibrated. The higher pitches thus produced were called the 

harmonic series. Further, by actually dividing the string into propor- 
tionate lengths, the pitches of the harmonic series could be sounded: 
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divide the string in half and the most perfect interval, the octave, 

sounded, into thirds and the fifth above that sounded, into quarters the 

fourth above that, and on up the harmonic series. These intervals, in 

turn, are the building blocks of music. Thus: 
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From the diagram the simple ratios expressing intervals are demonstrable: 
between two notes an octave apart, the ratio is 2: 1* , between two 

notes a fifth apart 3: 2, a fourth apart 4: 3, and so on. 
The ancient Greeks 50 (and, indeed, ancient cultures generally) 

tuned their musical instruments according to the perfect fifth, and based 

their musical systems on this interval (and its complement** the perfect 
fourth), considering them the most perfect intervals apart from the pure 

consonance of the octave. By calculating a series of fifths and fourths, 

an entire scale can be constructed, all of notes in this 3: 2 relationship 
to one another (the so-called "Pythagorean scale, " because the Greek 
theoretician finalised its elements): 

3: 2 3: 2 + 
3: 2 

CDFGA 
4: 3 

4: 3 

-2: 1 

I. e., two strings vibrating, one of which Is twice as long as the other, will sound 
two notes an octave apart. 

Complement: 4 12 2 a fifth plus a fourth equals an octave, X emessed 2 
mathematically or as represented in the musical diagram 
above. 

The octave is considered a pure consonance because two notes an octave apart share 
exactly the same harmonic series, land so for all practical purposes function as two 
occasions of the same note. In the harmonic series the fifth is the next most power- ful consonance because any note and the note a fifth above it will share a significant 
portion of the harmonic series, more than any other two notes excepting the octave. 
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The limitation of the Pythagorean scale is that although each of 
its notes is in simple ratio (the simpler the ratio, the more consonant 
the interval) with some other of its notes, some very complex ratios 
(i. e., dissonant intervals) also result, most importantly between scale 
degrees and the base note: 

To solve this problem, around the time of the Reformation the Just 
Intonation scale was developed, providing 

B c 

15 

-- but the effect of-this is to destroy the original ideal circle of 
fifths: 

2 
CDEFGABC _____> 
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DEFGABC+ 77 (Just scale) 

85 

The numbers are such that all intervals cannot be simultaneously acous- 
tically pure; at some point, a judgment must be made as to which rela- 
tionships between which scale notes is more important. In the above 
example, the difference between the Pythagorean fifth A-D and the Just 
fifth (2 40 is the minute interval Ll , known as Didymus' comma. 2 80 Thus is explained by Hermann Helmholtz in his massive 1862 treatise 

on The Sensations of Tone as Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music, 

available in English translation from 1875 and father to a spate of 
derivational studies, any of which Hopkins may have read to get his 

DEFGABc 
9 81 43 27 243 2 
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information on the subject. 
51 Thus we can see also what Hopkins meant 

in the first of his above-cited letters to Bridges. The "false fifth" 

he refers to (see Helmholtz, 527) is exactly what we have seen above; 
the "truly tuned instruments" on which Hopkins mentions it occurring 
being those tuned to the more modern Just Intonational Scale. 

As to Hopkins' emphasis on the importance of the false fifth ("the 

difference is not so small as might be thought ... 11), Helmholtz's 

account of musical history more than bears this out, 
52 

as well as demon- 

strating how concern over false fifth and comma ties together Hopkins, 

whole approach to music. Differing methods of calculating scale degrees 

(as demonstrated above) create different types of music. Ancient music 

such as that based on the Pythagorean scale (Greek music, plainsong) or 

other fifth-based scale (most folk song) will be modal rather than 

tonal. Tonal music, such as we know today -- melodies and harmonies 

structured around one key or tonic note -- requires a scale in which the 

most consonant intervals are calculated from the tonic )such as the Just 

Scale above* calculated from its tonic C). (See below, 11.3,86-92 

Modal music is organised around modes, or different groupings of scale 
tones, without centering on one particular note. * Also, as modulation 

or key-change refers to temporarily changing the tonic note in a piece 

of music, only tonal music can modulate; each piece of modal music stays 
in one mode. Finally, Pythagorean-based music must be either homophonic 

(a single melodic line, unaccompanied) or polyphonic (several independent 

melodic lines interacting), but can never be truly harmonic (several 

musical lines all supporting a single melody), because its scale degrees 

are not uniform enough. By the seventeenth century, in fact, when the 

modern piano was developed, harmonic music had become sophisticated 

and complex enough that scale degrees needed to be made more uniform 

still -- thus the modern equally tempered scale was devised, in which all 

notes are exactly equal distances apart but only the octave remains 

acoustically pure. (Hopkins' "truly tuned instruments" are thus those 

distinguished primarily from the tempered tuning of the piano. ) 53 

Hopkins' preference for ancient and primitive music thus stands 
explained as it relates to his over-all musical interest. Primitive 

music, "natural" in that is expresses simply and directly man's nature, 

Modes, e. g.: 
CDEFGA8 (Ionic Mode) 

DEFGABCD (Doric Mode) 
EFGABCDE (Phrygian Mode) 

etc. -- 
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is simultaneously built on a "natural" or acoustically pure scale (the 
Pythagorean being more pure than the Just scale in that it derives from 
the strongest and most perfect interval, the fifth, as well as more pure 
than the equally tempered scale in having pure intervals at all). -Thus 
Hopkins writes to Bridges, on the problem of the false fifth, "that 

modern harmony could not arise till the old system and its tuning was 
got rid of and that it was goodness, not dulness, of ear which delayed 
its growth. " 

This superiority of the ancient he announces as "the key to the 
history of modern music, 1154 and his own experiments in his "new art" 
demonstrate that he believed this was the only true direction in which 
music could really develop. The new art, as it appears in Hopkins, 
description of his Ode to Evening, may have harmonies that "are a kind 

of advance on advanced modern music; " earlier in the same letter, Hopkins 
had written of his innovations In harmony, "I have a great light on the 

matter of harmony myself, new, I need not say .**; true, I hope" RLI, 

199). But that new harmony was definitely founded in the very old. All 

of Hopkins' comments on his new music point to an advocation of the more 
"natural" tuning. He writes always In some version of the ancient modes: 
"Past like morning beam away" he describes as "partly in the Gregorian 

minor" (LL1,125), "Nor does ['What shall I do for the land that bred me? '] 

strike me as unlike modal music, but quite the contrary" (LL1,289). 55 

His disregard for lines of harmony merely supporting the melody we saw 
contained in the dismissive reference to "fragmentary airs struggling and 
tossing on a surf of accompaniment. " His position against modulation is 

equally clear and vehement: 

As for not modulating, that was deliberate: I look on modulation as 
corruption, the undoing of the diatonic style. What they call the 
key of the dominant, viz, the one in which the fourth of the tonic 
sharpened, I say is not the key of the dominant (which is in another 
mode than the key of the tonic and has no leading note) but the key 
of the tonic misplaced and transposed. I believe that ----- and I 
would give diametrically opposed names to the same things: what he 
calls variety I call sameness, because modulation reduces all the 
rich diatonic keyboard with its six or seven authentic, not to speak 
of plagal, modes, to one dead level of major; where he finds tameness 
I find variety, specific quality (not of key, which is specific$ but) 
of mode. (LL1,213-214) 
It is like a new art this. I allow no modulation: the result is that 
the tune is shifted into modes, viz. those of La, Mi, and Sol (this 
is the only way I can speak of them, and they have a character of 
their own which Is neither that of modern major and minor music nor 
yet of the plain chant modes, so far as I can make out). (LL1,305) 

56 
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Each of the half dozen ancient modes, because made distinctive by dif- 
ferent and unique mathematical relationships among its scale degrees, 

retained its own character, a wealth from which the composer could choose. 
The modern tonal system, with its scales all constructed according to 
the same uniform relations, has no such variety -- all is reduced to "one 
dead level of major. " Modulation was devised to give such music the 

necessary variety, but as Hopkins would see it this is window dressing, 

to cover up the inherent deadly uniformity of tonal music. The modal 
system, borrowing a phrase from elsewhere, in Hopkins, has "the richness 
of nature, " the tonality "the poverty of artifice. " 

Finally, the question of the false fifth and its relation to musical 
styles reveals the nature of music's dual validity for Hopkins, subjec- 
tive and objective. The objective verification of music is in its numbers, 
and how they relate to the sounds produced. If Plato himself found music's 
validity in its reproduction of character through verbal rhythms and 
inflections, Pythagoras found it in acoustical production reducible to 

simple ratios -- the more elegant the proportion, the more consonant the 

sound. Ancient music, and through it his own "new art, " offered Hopkins 

both of these validations. 
57 His pursuit of the numbers behind harmony, 

and his emphasis on the false fifth (where some numbers must give way to 

other numbers) as the key to musical history demonstrate the importance 

the mathematical/acoustic justification held for him. 
Man's spontaneous musical expression is based in his own nature and 

the means by which he produces the sound is based in universal nature 
through its numbers: 

I enclose the music t0*4 &J9 ? tVL'Ka7-C PO Ahem, study it. ýP Xav 
You will find that it is (but not designedly) composed, though 
it contains octaves, in the older heptachord scale having the lower 
keynote on La (here E) and the higher on its seventh Sol (here D) -- 
as we should speak. ... This old heptachord scale is founded deeply in nature; it can 
never-perish; and it is it which compels us to find so much pleasure 
in the dominant seventh, in other words in a chord having for its 
two extreme notes the extremities of the heptachord scale. 

(LL1,234-235) 58 
Hopkins sets Greek words to music of his own invention, but inspired 
by Greek music. Its composition based on the heptachord scale is natural 
in both senses of the world. In the subjective sense, the heptachord 
basis came to him spontaneously ("not designedly"); therefore it was a 
form he somehow intuited, something present in himself and naturally 
informing his expression. Further, this intuited form was the form of 
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his own speech patterns, "as we should speak. " The sounded heptachord is 

the external manifestation of some inner form, becoming manifest (audible) 

in our natural speech inflections, just as we have already seen the "new 

art" to manifest inscape through capturing verbal patterns. In the objec- 
tive sense, it is an acoustical phenomenon itself, "founded deeply in 

nature. " So permanent is it ("it will never perish") that even the modern 
harmonic form of the dominant seventh chord gives us pleasure (a subjec- 
tive effect) because in it we hear the age-old natural beauty of the ancient 
heptachord (the objective cause). Ancient lies behind modern, and natural 
beauty is joined in the subjective intuition, spontaneous expression, and 
the natural numbers of acoustics that objectively verify it. 

An outline of Hopkins' musical pursuits can be derived from this 
basis. The mathematical foundation of music can be verified as correct 
(true) or incorrect (false), based on its accordance with certain immuta- 
ble, necessary, or fixed principles: right music is measurable by its 

accordance with mathematical truth. On the level of speculation, this 

goes a long way toward answering Hopkins' early question to Baillie, 
What is realism in music? Just as the 'representative' arts of painting 
and poetry depend for Truth on their accordance with the physical objects 
they represent, so music depends for Truth on its representations of the 

mathematical world. 
Outside the abstruse speculation on commas and musical strings, this 

correlation of mathematical correctness and artistic validity also leads 
Hopkins to insist on correctness in music, especially his own music: 

(By the bye, [ ----- I does not speak of nor mark any mistake: that 
is the main thing, to be correct: if I am that, that is the great 
point gained. ... ) (LL1,20) 

I have written a song in four parts. They are all quite tuneful, 
but whether they are right, that is another matter. (FL, 261) 

Who is Sylvia? is tuneful (I hope) only, not experimental (at 
least as I have sent it), and, what is more, not strict nor correct. 

(LL1,246) 

In counterpoint I wrote a complicated canon: it was the air to 
Coventry Patmore's 'The Crocus while the days are dark' and I made 
it serve as counterpoint exercise (they say canon is the best), 
keeping all the rules as strictly as such a composition allows. 

(LL1,277) 
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The rules of musical theory, as the closest available approximation to 

mathematical or quasi-mathematical expressions of music, are accorded 
almost arcane status by one who seeks to verify a metaphysic that way. 

Along with the insistence on correctness goes Hopkins' constant 
seeking-out of experts, ultimate authorities, to whom to appeal. 
Since there is this standard of ultimate rules by which music's correct- 

ness is judged, the people most capable of passing judgment on his 

music are those who most know the rules: 
I want to know if you [Bridges] know anyone who knows music, coun- 
terpoint, thoroughly, .... For I shall shortly have finished 
an exercise in the second species of counterpoint in two parts on 
'Pray, Goody, please to moderate, ' pretty elaborate and I want to 
know on authority if it is correct and if not where. (LL1,178) 
I meant to be as conservative as ----- could be. (LL1,182) 
If ----- should approve it I am made, musically, and Sir Frederick 
may wallow and choke in his own Oozely Gore. (LL1,202) 

9*. my madrigal in canon, so far as it has gone, is strict and 
Sir Robert Stewart (a demon for rule) says it is correct and that 
it might even have been freer. (LL1,295-296) 
[Sir Robert Stewart] gave ['Crocus'] a very good mark .... the 
attempt was daring ... and Sir Robert's verdict amounted to saying 
that it was successful. (FL, 393) 

Appeals to authority, such as these, abound in Hopkins' mature letters 

as he requires expert verifications as basic to every musical composition 
he creates. 

This emphasis on rule, however, did lead Hopkins to several conflicts 
with the experts of his day -- this because, though there may exist 
ultimate and immutable rules for music, these must be distinguished from 
the possibly erroneous musical conventions of the day (as we have seen 
with Didymus' comma). While the Jesuit believed in the ultimacy of 
rule and so the ultimate authority of experts in rule, he was constantly 
running up against discrepancies between what the experts said was 
correct -- by rule and convention -- and what he regarded as artistically 
correct. Only an artist to whom correctness was such an important 

adjunct to artistic validity would find himself in similar bind: 

----- speaks of 'figures repeated two or three times'; now 1, bless 
us all, put these in for beauties, especially in a passage he marks 
as monotonous (and so it is if I ought to have kept changing). 

(LL1,182) 
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By the bye, I will send you this thing as a sample and if it does 
not suit the piano you will at least see what is meant. ... The 
harmonies are not commonplace, with leave of Mr - ----- and there 
is plenty of mo-U-ulation. (I told you I am acting on Mr - ----- 
advice .... ) (LL1,234) 

Finally, out of self-defence, he was forced to settle on an attitude of 
uneasy independence from the -experts, by appealing his music to higher 

rules as yet undiscovered: 

It E#61 is so very unlike everything else that I am independent of 
and do not hold myself in abeyance to the judgments of musicians 
here; for in fact they know no more than I do what right I have 
to employ such and such chords and such and such progressions. 

(LL1,212) 
Still there is something I do not understand: my piece puzzles you. 
Why? .... When the Ode to Evening is done or well advanced I 
will send you that; study it yourselt till you see my meaning (it 
is slow and easy to play; it is a test too: if you do not like it 
it is because there is something you have not seen and I see. That 
at least is my mind, and if the whole world agreed to condemn it 
or see nothing in it I should only tell them to take a generation 
and come to me again. (LL1,213) 

The basic principle Hopkins evinces throughout these years, seen 
especially in this last citation, is that theoretical correctness equates 
with artistic pleasure: 

If you do not like it [#71 1 think it must be a misunderstanding, 
for properly rendered I believe it could not fail to please you. 

(LL1,152) 

And when the two disagree, while he generally bows to rule -- correctness 
validating pleasingness -- he is often forced by his faith in his compo- 
sitions to reverse this and validate rules by pleasingness. This makes 
his relationships with his experts sometimes a strained one. As Robert 
Stewart ("a demon for rule") writes to him, characterising their rela- 
tionship: 

I saw, ere we had conversed ten minutes on our first meeting, that 
you are one of those special pleaders who never believe yourself 
wrong in any respect. You always excuse yourself for anything I 
object to in your writing, or music so I think it a pity to disturb 
you in your happy dreams of perfectability -- nearly everything 
in your music was wrong -- but you will not admit that to be the 
case ...... (FL, 427) 

Correctness equals pleasingness -- Truth equals Beauty; this is the ideal 

music should be able to prove. 
60 
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Hopkins' pursuit of music, then, may be defined as the pur5uit of 
the ultimately spontaneous art via the pursuit of theoretical correct- 
ness. Hopkins studies the theory, or correct science, of music, in order 
that his "new art" may develop: a process of creating music by subjective 
instinct and objectively verifying the product by science or rule. In 
light of his speculative standpoint this process is obvious; in terms of 
his musical practice, it means that his compositional career is a story 
of his limited science struggling to keep up with the products of his 

natural musical expression. The goal is that once he can understand 
theoretically what he has done creatively, he will have proven and tested 
the new art: 

The air E#121 is very marked and curious: Dr Stainer would say it 
is 'of a tonality' differing from the ordinary, but what exactly is 
up with it I do not know. (LLI, 126) 
I meant to be as conservative as ----- could be and my accidentals 
I always intended not to be chromatic but fragments of related 
keys, I did not always know that. (LLI, 182) , 

This very specific goal Hopkins had in studying music theory further 

explains his seeming stubbornness and impatience in taking advice from 
his experts, and explains a good deal about his attitudes to music les- 

sons. Because he learns specifically in order to support the musical 
findings of his new art, he wants always to proceed directly from every 
theoretical lesson to its application in actual music. He has no patience 
with advisors who tell him to slow down, or to remain with exercise books. 
He wants always to test the theories in real and living music, and to 

study the masters for their use of rules to artistic ends. The tone of 
his attitude to lessons is set when he writes to Bridges that he desires 
to learn orchestration: 

[#101 is set of course for the piano, for what else can I do? but 
really meant for an orchestra -- if I cd. orchestrate. But this is 
indeed to fly before I can walk, as a severe musician told me (but 
I did not care) about something else. (LL1,207) 

And again, he writes his first counterpoint exercise to a real tune, the 
English song Pray, Goody, rather than to any tune provided by his 
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exercise books: 

I think it far better to take fine things like that to practise 
on that the maundering exercise books. (LLI, 180) 

Or, two years later: 

I seem more in the way to compose my own requiem, like Mozart, 
but in plain chant, than any other musical exercise. (LLI, 213) 

He agrees with Bridges that "for contrapuntal writing one shd. read the 

great masters and study the rQles, both" (LL1,295); he reads the score 
to Bach's fugues "as an exercise in dead reading" (LL1,173); and he 

repeatedly requests Bridges to send the music of Purcell and the like 

to him for study. 
61 

The close and specific relation of musical theory and musical art 
in Hopkins, however, is nowhere more clearly exemplified than in the 

growing interest in and pursuit of counterpoint which characterises his 
last years. Considering the prominent and controversial role counter- 
point was simultaneously playing in his poetic theorising (see below, 

IV. 2,226ff, V. 3,294 ff, ' 
. 
'VI. 2,364), this cannot fail to be 

significant. 
Counterpoint is defined by the Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music: 

The term, derived from punctus contra punctum, i. e., 'note against 
note' or, by extension, melody against melody,, denotes music 
consisting of two or more lines that, sound simultaneously. ... [The term] is often used to distinguish musical textures in which 
each of the several lines sounding together retains its character 
as a line from textures in which one line predominates and the 
remainder are clearly subservient, retaining little or no-. distinct 
character as lines. (HCD, 121) 

Thus defined, counterpoint involves both the most complex interrelations 

of the various parts in a musical whole, and consequently the most complex 
set of theoretical rules for construction of any part-music. Each indi- 

vidual line, in addition to fulfilling its own independent rules for 

melodic structure, must fit in with each other line according to another 
set of rules for harmonic structure. The theoretical requirements are 
such that every note in every line depends on and must be in a certain 
relation with every other note in every line. The artistic result is 

one piece of music consisting of several independently meaningful yet 
perfectly interwoven parts. 
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That Hopkins should see counterpoint as the epitome of his musical 
aims, then, is only to be expected. From his point of view, counterpoint 
is to the rest of music as music is to the other arts: the ultimate 
testing-ground where science and art are both measurably present. Thus, 
just as Hopkins is interested in music as a "world of mathematics" and a 
scientifically accessible art, so he is first drawn to counterpoint for 

this same reason: 

In any case, I must get to know something of counterpoint. It is 
the most scientific part of the science of one of the only two arts 
that have any science to speak of, music and architecture. (LL1,249) 

And thus also, just as music is a testing-ground for all artistic prin- 
ciples, counterpoint is the test of all music: 

Sullivan is a highly talented composer I know; brilliant; but seems 
to me wanting in genius. Orchestration? Canla write canons [a type 
of counterpoint]? does 'a know counterpoint? If 'a can tell un a 
shd. do it, not that there dratted modern stuff as I can't abide 
e**e (FLs66) 

If Hopkins is to learn all about the science of music in order to test 
his new art, then his ultimate goal must of course be to learn the science 
of this most scientific form of music: 

I am sure [Wooldridge] is right in the advice he gave me, to be 
very contrapuntal, to learn that well. I want to do so if I can; 
it is the only way. I have fooled at it too much. (LL1,270) 

But more importantly -- most importantly of all, in fact, for Hopkins, 

musical career -- according to his position where correctness equals 
pleasingness, as the most scientific of music counterpoint must also be the 

most fundamental expression of the soul. 
Counterpoint is the point at which rules and art meet: the rules 

for this kind of composition are the most precise, demanding, and the 

most accessible to hearing, and therefore when it is done correctly, it 
is the most beautiful. This living aspect of counterpoint is vital to 
Hopkins. If counterpoint is ever shown to be mere theory, without the 

artistic inspiration, it is worse than useless. Nowhere is the discrep- 

ancy between ru. les and art more a source of concern to the Jesuit than 

here, because counterpoint is the meeting place of rules and inspiration. 

If the inspiration does not follow the rules, or the rules not include 

the inspiration, then the rules are inaccurate. Yet since all musical 
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inspiration acts according to ultimate and necessary rules (i. e., those 

of the science behind music), and counterpoint especially with its com- 

plex relation of parts, then somewhere must be proper rules to explain 
the works of the masters. As with his struggle over correct practice 
in music in qeneral, this confusion dogged Hopkins during this whole period. 
Thus he writes to Bridges that "for contrapuntal writing we 
shd. read the great masters and study the rules, both. " And, 
he had written earlier that year, trying to reconcile these two areas: 

I have Ouseley on both (counterpoint and fugue -- another type of 
counterpoint] and Higgs on Fugue and neither breathes a word on 
so simple a point as this, that the answer in Bach and Handel 
enters on an unprepared discord. But this is contrary to the ele- 
ments of counterpoint proper. What I ought to do, or somebody 
else rather to have done, is to tabulate Bach's practise and 
principles. (LL1,271) 

This is the same question that had plagued him since 1883, when he wrote: 

I took to counterpoint not for itself but as the solid foundation of 
harmony. But I soon began to suspect it was only an invention of 
theorists and would-be or fancy-music, for what is written in it? 
Not even the preludes which seem as if they ought to be in the 
second or third species and are not, the rules are in smithereens: 
then what is in true counterpoint? (LL1,182) 

This living or "true counterpoint, " then, as the closest music can 

come to presenting in pure form the "bone, frame, and charpente of 

music, " has the same goals as Hopkins' new art: unifying spontaneous 

expression and scientific structure. Therefore it is only logical that 

in the new art, spontaneous musical expression becomes spontaneously 
contrapuntal: 

.*. the tunes I make are very apt to fall into fugues and canons, 
the second strain being easy counterpoint to the'first or to its 
fugal answer. (LLI, 270) 

And musical creation of counterpoint thus becomes instinct verified by 

rule: 

I have now also a certain power of counterpoint ... without an 
instrument: I do not, in my mind's ear, as a musician would do, 
hear the chords, but I have an instinct of what will do and verify 
by rule and reckoning the air which is to be accompanied. 

(LLI, 136) 

Finally, through statements such as these, the full importance of 
counterpoint to Hopkins is established: just as counterpoint is the 
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ultimate scientific form of-music, it is also the ultimate form of natu- 
ral expression* 
In counterpoint, each line is an independent melody, with its own formal 
integrity (and inscape); yet together the lines fit organically into a 
whole with one unified form, or inscape. Thus the seemingly high arti- 
fice involved in counterpoint reveals beneath it a natural and organic 
structure: 

I endeavour to make the under parts each a flowing and independent 
melody and they cannot be independently invented, they must be felt 
for along a few certain necessary lines enforced by the harmony. 
It is astonishing to see them come; but in reality they are in nature. 
bound up (besides many others) with the tune of the principal part 
and there is, I am persuaded, a profound mathematics in this matter 
of music ..... (LL2,135) 

This formal pristinity of counterpoint, in which the music is pared 
down to the bare play of inscapes, is most easily seen by the way Hop- 
kins contrasts it with other forms of music. "I have ... a certain 
power of counterpointing, " he writes to Bridges, and adds-parenthetically, 
"(I will not say harmonizing)" (LLI, 136). To harmonise a melody, in 
this condemnatory sense, is to add to the melody an accompaniment which 
has no intrinsic musical structure, but serves only to prop up the 

melodic structure; the implication being that either the melody has not 
got sufficient formal integrity to stand on its own, or that the harmonic 

accompaniment is redundant ("fragmentary airs struggling and tossing" 

again). According to this definition, the only types of music which, 
standing independently, fulfill the new Platonic goal of embodying 
True forms are pure melody (such as plainchant) and melody's extension 
into many voices in counterpoint. 

62 Additionally, as an achievement 
counterpoint surpasses simple melody: interweaving of component melodies 
to form one organic counterpoint piece reveals not only the True forms 
of the melodies themselves but their natural and scientifically verifiable 
inter-relations. 

The pinnacle in this musical metaphysic is the strictest contrapuntal 
form of all -- canon. Canon is defined by the Harvard Concise Dictionary 

of Music: 

A contrapuntal device whereby an extended melody. stated in one 
part, is imitated strictly and in its entirety in one or more 
parts. Usually the imitating part follows at a short distance (one 
measure) .... It is thus the strictest form of imitation. 63 
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Canon for Hopkins is, more than any other type of music, the product 
of spontaneous and natural expression of the soul: 

Success in canon beats the other successes of art: it comes like 
a miracle, even to the inventor. It does seem as if the canon dis- 
covered the musician and not he it. But the truth is that in a 
really organic tune the second or third strain or both tend to be 
good counterpoint (with or even without the. bass) to the first. 
And then the fugue is really canon at the fifth (or twelfth). So 
that I see a world of canon and fugue before me. (LL1,278)64 

The "world of canon and fugue" is the ultimate distillation of Hopkins, 

new art. Supremely accessible to verification by the intellect, yet 
supremely spontaneous, "it comes like a miracle, even to the inventor. " 
Music is here scraped (or Iscaped') down to its "bone, frame, and 
charpente, " revealing the Truth: the harmonic and rhythmic relations 
of melodic inscapes naturally form counterpoint,. even with themselves. 
"[Iln a really organic tune the second or third strain or both tend to 
be good counterpoint to the first. " And the musical form of the canon 
is revealed to be, in the true Platonicsense, the audible manifestation 
of pre-existing, necessary and immutable forms: "It does seem as if the 

canon discovered the musician and not he it. " 

The young Hopkins had asked Baillie "what is, Truth in music? " 
Here, then, is the answer that he was looking for and the he eventually 
found in the "world of canon and fugue" of his new art: that music alone 
of all the arts is capable of directly embodying the immutable forms of 
Truth. The older Hopkins declared to Bridges that he desired of his 
musical pursuits "things not unattainable in themselves. " If the sub- 
sequent course of his musical career is any guide, these "things" can 
be seen to involve the isolation of "bone, frame, and charpente" to the 

point where the artistically created, scientifically valid form stands 
alone as testament to the immutable Truth behind the soul's most natural 
expression. Throughout the course of his life, Hopkins. pursued several 
arts: music, drawing, and, of course, poetry. And in each he sought to 

expose and encapsulate the inscape, whether it be in "air, melody, " 
"design, pattern, " or the poetic inscapes of kingfishers catching fire. 
But music alone offered him something else. Inscape, by itself, is a 
necessarily subjective concept: whether or not it can be used theologically 
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to point to the existence of a Creator beyond the individual, as a form 

manifesting itself solely through perception, it is open only to subjec- 
tive and intuitional, or poetical, verification. But Hopkins lived in 

a scientific age, where objective science was the ultimate verification 
to which all truths must be reduced. This scientific aspect of music 

was what first fired Hopkins' intellectual interest in it, in the 

Platonic/Pythagorean speculations of his college days. Music, according 
to Pythagorean theory, operates on a mathematical system, in the mathe- 

matical relationships of ratio and proportion that relate one note of a 
scale or chord to another. On a purely personal level, music for Hopkins 

was a natural medium of expression, as we have seen; on the intellectual 
level, his own music provided him with an object accessible to scientific 
inquiry. So for the mature Hopkins, the meeting of science and art in 

music sparked the creative and intellectual fascination with music that 

characterises Hopkins the musician. Music was for Hopkins the one field 

in which subjective natural expression could be objectively verified and 

validated. 
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FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER I 

1 G. F. Laheyq S. J. 1-Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Oxford University Press, 1938), 
p. 2* 

2 The first is most likely a reminiscence of Hopkins' sister Kate or brother Cyril, 
both of whom Lahey thanks In his Preface "for their generous information about their 
brother's early life" (vii-viii). The second, probably from Lahey himself, who knew 
Hopkins In the Jesuits. 

3 
Biographical information for this section collated from the following sources: 

Lahey; John Pick, Gerard Manley Hopkins: Priest and Poet (London: Oxford University Pressq 
1942); Jean-Georges Ritzq Le Poete Gerard Manley Hopkins, S. J.: LIHomme et L'Oeuvre (Paris: 
Didier, 1963); Austin Warren, "Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-1889), " in Kenyon Critics, Gerard 
Manley Hopkins (New York, 1945); W. H. Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-1889): A Study 
of Poetic Idiosyncracy in Relation to Poetic Tradition (London: Martin Secker & Warburg, 
1948T, -Vol. II. 

Of the Hopkins childreng several grew up to be artists and musicians: Kate was skilled 
at drawing; Milicent at piano; Grace, as we shall see below, played piano and was instructed 
in music theory; brothers Arthur and Everard both became commercial artists. 

See also: LO, 280; 290. 

50n Bridges as composer, see LO, 13-14; LL11 29; LL1,42. Hopkins writes: 
"I feel sure you have a genius in music on the strength of the only piece I know 10 
earlier': it is an inspiration of melody "(LL1,85). Bridges apparently destroyed 
all of his compositions (see LL1,14, fn. 1). 

06 Cummings: "I managed to see several old friends [while visiting Patmore at Hastings] 
and to make new ones, amongst which Mr. W. H. Cummings the tenor singer and composer, who 
wrote the Life of Purcell: he shewed me some of his Purcell treasures and others and is 
going to send me several things. I liked him very much .... " (LL19220) 
(I have found no record of the correspondence implied here. ) 
Hopkins encouraged Bridges to join the Purcell Society: "Old you get from Mr. Cummings the 
Prospectus of the Purcell Society? and do you belong? n (LL1,245) 

Hopkins also gave Miss Taylor in Dublin one of Bridges' poems to set, for her doctoral 
dissertation; see LL1,244. 

6, 
See also, JP, 151; 237-238. The knowledge demonstrated In the letters will be 

demonstrated in the course of our study. 
7See 

also JP, 44; 133. 
8 See Journal entry: "Saw St. Raphael's, where the rector of St. Ethelburgals, 

Bishopsgatet preached twice, and heard a delightful Gregorian there" (JP, 140). St Raphael's 
was a leading center in the Anglican plainsong revival. See also, LL1,57- 

9 See also another letter to his mother: 
I do not know whether you got the January number of the Month, but if you did I am sorry 

to say that you must put no trust in the music headed 'original. ' The Thirteenth Century 

composer If he saw it wd. scarcely know it and would not acknowledge it for his own. What 

a thing it is that even in publishing an antiquity, a piece of music every note interesting 

and precious from its date, people must change, adulterate, and modernisel If the editor 
of the Month were a musician he would have been aware of this and would not have allowed 
itg at all events without warning the reader. The effect of the original is totally lost 
by the change for instance 

- 
If 

arn -., -, 
-6-.. 

- 

%.. o 

The first Is characteristic, fresh, and quaint; the second a platitude. The true original 
is in the 7th Mode, the natural scale of G, and I had wanted Grace to See the effect. 
But now it Is all a mess. (FL 

1161-163) 
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10 See also, LO, 285, on a similar collection Bridges was putting together; 
Hopkins suggests various songs. Also, FL, 109; 428 demonstrate that throughout his life 
Hopkins at various times referred to Chappell's Popular Music of the Olden Times 

(LonJon 
-. Crarniy-, J39A-Ldj t ChA-PpIll, h., d. )JI 

a popular folk song collection of the nineteenth century. 

11 "1 can also let you see some other settings of Greek to music as curiosities 
and some of them (as indeed the enclosed piece seems to me) as good in themselves. " 
(LL1,235) 

12 
See Journal: 

In coming here I began to feel a desire to do something for the conversion of Wales. 
I began to learn Welsh too but not with very pure Intentions perhaps. At the same 
time my music seemed to come to an end. ... 

(JP, 258) 

And letter to his mother: 

I fear my music has come to an end. I am very sorry, though practising (and I made 
singularly little way: I think I must be musically deficient somewhere) was a burden and 
here especially so, with a grunting harmonium that lived in the sacristy. (FL, 127) 

13111 have compose'd a second part to the liturgy I made and shall send it to Grace 
to be set presently" (FL, 122). 

Among the musical manuscripts Hopkins left on his death are several undated songs; 
in addition, he refers in a letter to Bridges to one song of his that "the tune is very 
old, almost boyish" (LL1,240). Though there Is no way of dating these compositions, except 
to state that they are from before his mature period, it is unlikely that any of them pre- 
date this liturgy, as his desire to compose has nowhere earlier than this been mentioned. 

14 See LL1,102; 105; 119 

1518 June 80: "1 have also a feeling air for 'I have loved flowers that fade, ' 
but that is not quite fixed yet, still less written out. ... I am trying to set an air 
in (my new style] to the sonnet 'Summer ends now"' (LL1,102). 

16 5 September 80: "[Tjhe 'I have loved flowers' Is in a rude state, wanting 
improvements and a third verse, which will considerably differ from the two othersq and 
unluckily Grace has not returned me the rough copy, which was left lying about. ... I, 
have now an air for 'Thou didst delight mine eyes', which someday you shall see" (LL19105). 

17 
14 January 81: "1 will inclose a little piece I composed last September in 

walking from Lydgate ["Spring and Fall"]. It is to have some plainsong music to it" 
(LL2,42). 

26 January 81: "1 am setting plainchant music to it ['Spring and Fall']" (LL19119). 
20 January 81: "The little lyric 'I love my lady's eyes' is very graceful and dainty 

I am going to enclose the music for it: it Is trifling, but not more so than the words" 
(LL1,115). 

18 3 April 81: "If I could only finish the harmony to 'Thou didst delight mine eyes' 
I hope you would like it" (LL19124). 

27 April 81: "1 have a good setting for 'Past like morning beam away' by yourbrother and 
am trying to harmonise it in four parts. ... I hope you will be able to judge of 'Thou 
didst delight mine eyes' without accompaniment, for I do not see my way to one" (LL1,125). 

19 16 September 91 : "'Sky that rollest ever' -- I was quite inspired by this and 
have an air for it which I should like you to hear ... but at present it Is unharmonisedn 
(LL2,52). 

26 September: "My sister will no doubt harmonise my air and then you shall have it" 
(LL2,65). 

16 September: "I have of late been finishing the air, but only the air, of I have loved, 
flowers that fade. ... If I could only get good harmonies to [it] it would be very 
sweet, I think; " (LL1,136). 

26 September: "At Inversnaid ... on Wednesday I was delivered of an air to 'Does the 
South Wind? and jotted it down on Loch Lomond" (LL2,65). 
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20 
28 October 80: 11[Mlore by token, I have got me Stainer's Primer of Harmon and 

shall perhaps be able to do my own accompaniments by and by" (LL1,112). 

21 
27 April 81: "1 am gropingly making my way into harmony and may come to har- 

monise some of my airs" (LL1,125). 
October 82: "1 want to go on with the study of harmony, but now my scholastic work is 

beginning and at first at all events I fear I shall not have time even for necessities, 
let alone luxuries or rather bywork" (LL1,153). 

28 January 83: "1 try to get a bit of strumming [i. e. 9 musical practice] every day now. 
Somebody left with me a volume of Bach's Fugues and, though it is like beginning at the 
end, as an exercise in dead reading I think it Is very good for me and perhaps some day I 
shall find that I can read music pretty easily. If you like to. be so good as to send me 
what . you offer, some pieces of Purcell, it will be, as the Irish. say when they beg, 'the 

biggest charty you ever did in your life'" (LL1,173). 

22 
Henry Ellis Wooldr idge, painter, musician, critic, best known for his contri- 

butions to the history of music; lifelong friend of Bridgesq lived with him for several 
years in London and was afterwards a frequent visitor at Bridges' home In Yattendon. 
See LL11105; 136; 246; 24 ; 253; 270. 

23 
19 April 83: "1 want to know if you know any one who knows music, counterpoint, 

thoroughly, or, what amounts to the same thing, if you know Stainer thoroughly, enough 
to ask him a favor. (Stainer had been up at Oxford with Hopkins and Bridges. ) For I shall 
shortly have finished an exercise in the second species (of counterpoint] In two parts 

(LL1,178). 
11 May 83: "Though the f4vor- will be, directly speaking, to you I shall be very grateful 

to your friend. What I want is that he should mark any mistakes he may find and make any 
remarks he may think proper ... . 11 (LLI, 180). 

29 May 83: "1 am very grateful and indebted to your friend ----- - His judgment and notes 
are also reassuring .... If (LL1,181) 

See 31SO: LL%p Zol- 2oz; Zol; 111; 211; 114; 2.34. 
Editor Abbott notes that there is no way of determining who ----- is. 

24 
29 May 83: "[Tlhe-objections [ ----- I makes are to things Or Bridges' book warned 

me against either improperly or not at all .... " (LL19 181). Abbott's identification. 

25 
11 November 84: "Stainer has written a capital Treatise on Harmony which has 

earned him the heartfelt thanks of people as ignorant as myself (I cannot say his Novello- 
Primer of the same (i. e., the Primer on Harmony) earned them) ... I sent (a composition] 
through my cousin to Sir Frederick Gore Ouseley, for censure and that censure I am 
awaiting" (LL19199). 

26 
1 April 85: "[ ----- Is I remarks are to be sure not in my circumstances 

encouragingg but they are instructive and if I could manage it I should attend Sir Robert 
Stewart's or somebody else's course as he advises" (LL1,213). 

Several letters from Stewart to Hopkins exist (see Note 1 In Further Letters), only one 
of which is dated -- 22 May 86. This letter indicates in its-content that it is the first 
of the extant letters, and that it followed shortly on the first meeting of Hopkins and 
Stewart: "Indeed my dear Padre I cannot follow you through your maze of words in your letter 

of last week. 11 

Also, on Hopkins' writing of Stewart, see: FL, 176; LL1,228; 240; 277; 295-296. Hopkins' last 
letter to Bridges shows his continuing connection with Stewart: "I shall hear what Sir Robeert 
Stewart says about (a composition]. " 

27 
12 January 88: "For instance, I have Ouseley on both (counterpoint and fugue] 

and Higgs on Fugue and neither breathes a word on so simple a point as this ... " 
(LL19271). With Stainer's book and Dr Bridges' books, these form the major canon of theoretical 
works of Hopkins' day. Also: Hopkins got in touch with, or attempted to get in touch with, 
Stainer and Ouseley. 
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28 Though several unidentified or undated musical manuscripts remain (see Stevens, 
"Gerard Manley Hopkins as Musician, " Appendix II In Journals and Papers, PP. 457-497). 

29 See also LU, 277. 

30 See LL19 199; 211; 214. 

31 See LL1,202; 207; 213-214; 219; 240. 

32 See also FL, 288. 

33See 
also LL2,154. 

34 Words to this are in Poems, 4th ed., as #156. 

35 William L. Graves, "Gerard Manley Hopkins as Composer: an Interpretive Post- 
script, " Victorian Poetry ,1 (1963), 155. 

36 If his progress was slow, it was for the same reasons his musical pursuits as 
a whole never got as far as he would have liked to get -- why the standard of his music 
remains that of the curiosity only: the limitations of his priestly life, and his own 
health. 11'ran Itto I sorely wish I knew some harmony ... I wish I could pursue music .... (LU003) dj 

Every impulse and spring of art seems to have died in me, except for music, and that I 
pursue under an almost impossibility of getting on" (LL1,124). 3 Apq, *L) 1W 

And in general I have become very musical of late, but graviter invita Minerva; rather 
I am afraid it may be Almighty God who. Is unwilling: for if I could conscientiously spend 
even a little time every day on it I could make great progress -- not In execution: that is 

past praying for -- but in composition and understanding. (LL19126)27 ApR; I, )9CI 

(music9l on which I am now very keen and in the face of difficulties never yet known in 

the whole history of art -- upon my word this, is true, for however humble may have been 
the station from which musicians have risen to eminence at least they cd. read music 
and play some instrument before they attempted composition; whereas I, but no matter 
now (FL, 247-248) - 14 N-ký 

J 
W) 

[I]f I were otherwise than I am ( ----- Is criticism] would brisk me up and set me to 

work, but in that coffin of weakness and dejection in which I live, without even the hope 

of changeq I do not know that I can make or, making, could keep up the exertion of learning 

better (LUI 214-215). 1 Ap#2iL, Itgr 

37 On Hopkins and his continuing Platonism, see Heuser, and Robinson. 

38 The following discussion relies on information from Don Michael Randel, compiler, 
Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Fressq 1978). Further references in text, abbrev. HCD. 

391nformation 
on Platonic and Pythagorean theories of music derived from 

F. E. Sparshotts "Aesthetics of Music, " in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 

ed. Stanley Sadie, Vol. I, pp. 120-134. 

40 
The sophisticated apparatus necessary to observe vibration patterns obviously 

did not exist at the time of Pythagoras, and so the harmonic series of overtones itself 

could not be identified. The ancient Greeks, rather, used a device called a monochord, 
a single-stringed instrument on the principle of the violin, equipped with two fixed bridges 

and one moveable bridge, thus: 
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By dividing the string length into proportional segments -- exactly where the vibrational 
nodes occur, In other words -- with the moveable center bridge, the most familiar consonant 
intervals could be generated, matching the simplest of mathematical ratios (two-thirds of 
the string, three-fourths of the string, etc. See below, pp. Z8 ff ). Hopkins would undoubtedly 
have been familiar with the monochord (it was In use until the late nineteenth century), 
and it explains why the musical string became for the Greeks and for him the obvious means 
of visuallsing and explaining music's basic acoustical nature. 

41 See below, 11-3,101-2 ; see also Republic: "just as our eyes are made for astro- 
nomy, so our ears are made for harmony, and ... the two are, as the Pythagoreans say, 
and as we should agree, sister sciences. " (530) 

(All references from Plato's works in this study are taken from Benjamin Jowett, trans., 
The Dialogues of Plato, 3rd edition (London: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 1892). 

42 
Though see below, 11-3, fn. 33- 

4%, 
still put down my pieces, for the airs seem worth it; they seem to me to 

have something which other modern music has not got" (LL1,124). 

44 
Cf. Hopkins' setting plainsong to "Spring and Fall" -- LL19119; LL2942. 

45 
See also: "As the pianist said: Your music dates from before the piano was" 

(LL1,229); "the human voice Is immortal" (LL1,278); "of course no instrumental accompani- 
ment" (LL19290); "vocal of course" (LL1,262). 

46 
See, e. g.: "The disproportion is wonderful between the momentary conception 

of an air and the long long gestation of its setting" (LL2,135). Also, LL1,125; 136. 
The manuscripts (see Appendix I) show that most of the compositions were melodies only. 

47See 
also: "The very first and after all the most important element of musical 

composition is melody: in this we (English] excel and for tune, both stately and sweet9 
original tuneg and that directly and without chromatism fetched out of the major or minor 
scale, I never heard any national airs equal to the English: if with the English you throw 
in the Scotch, Irishq and Welsh, I am sure they will not be matched. And for concerted 
voice music (finer than any orchestra) we had in Elizabethan and succeeding age the greatest 
madrigal school in the world. Carl Rosa in a paper I lately read remarks on the fine 
ear of English audiences and English performers as compared with German. Come then, Britonsl 
strike home" (FL, 67). 

48 
Cf. Hopkins on Wagner, and Wagner's opinions on music. 

... what Isq Truth in music? Blow me an answer from thy wreathed horn. Is not Wagner 
something to do with it? " (FL1224-225) 
"What do you think of. Wagner? I heard a concert of his music in the winter. He loses 
greatly, I fancy, off the stage. The Germans call him the Master of Masters 
(FL, 246). 

49 
For Wooldridge, see above-, pp. 11 2z. Rockstro: William Smith Rockstra (1823- 

4 

1895), important teacher, writer; the "first authority of his time in England on ancient 
music, especially modal music (see LO, 249, fn. 1). See also LO, 253; 289-90. 
Rockstro composed a setting for one of Hopkins' airs (Seet. ApptnJ1x1: ). 
See also Hopkins' initial letter to Bridges on this subject: "Wooldridge and I are now in 
correspondence: he writes a very fine thoughtful letter. He has lately had from me a 
prodigious treatise of remarks and enquiries about the false fifth. Do you know what and 
where the falstfifth is? If not, 'blush and retire"' (LL1,248). 

501he following discussion is extremely simplified, to avoid needless confusion, 
yet necessary to explain what it was Hopkins had in mind in referring to music's scientific 
basis. For sources of information, see fn-51 below. 
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51 Hermann L. F. Helmholtz, The Sensations of Tone as a Physioloqical Basis for 
the Theory of Musicq trans. Alexander J. Ellis (London: Longmans, Green, & Co., 1875). 
Derived studies include: 
Pietro Blasernag The Theory of Sound in its Relation to Music (London: Henry S. King & Co., 
1876); William Pole, The Philosophy of Music, Volume XI in the English and Foreign Philo- 

sophical Library (London: TrUbner & Co., 1879); Sedley Taylor, Sound and Music: An Elem- 

entary Treatise on the Constitution of Musical Sounds and Harmony, including the Chief 
Discoveries of Professor Helmholtz, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan & Co., 1883); Henry Wyldej 
The Evolution of the Beautiful in Sound: A Treatise in Two Sections (Manchester: John 
Heywood, 1888). 

52 See Blaserna for a good, simple account of the historical progression (Chapter 7, 
pp. 109-145). Also see Helmholtz on the importance of the tuning of the second scale 
degree (D, In the scale of C, as Helmholtz specifies), P. 527; 504, fn2. 

53See Helmholtz, pp. 487 ff. The equally tempered scale divides the octave Into 
twelve exactly equal semitones; the resulting ratios of some of the major Intervals thus 
become the very complex 
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Hopkins' preference for the acoustically pure thus suggests a major reason for his dislike 
of the piano ("your music dates from a time before the piano was invented") and his preference 
for the violin (truly tuned) or best of all human voice, over piano ("Playing it is of 
little use unless it were on the violin; ... It must be sung. "). 

54 Helmholtz and Blaserna both argue for a return to the harmonic accuracies of 
the Just scale over the tempered; Hopkins' argument that music should return to the modal] 
system, however, is more drastic;, of "goodness" and "dulness" of ear, mentioned In relation 
to the false fifth, implie s that those with good e. ars will demand the perfect i fifth, 

then Hopkins is arguing for a return to Pythagorean tuning (as only dull ears 
could put up-with the false fifth). However, exactly what scale Hopkins wanted to return 
to, or if he knew for certain, is less important than his desire always to move back toward 
what is more acoustically pure and therefore natural, and therefore always more primitive. 

55 Cf the passage on Ode to Evenl2j, which refers to "rhythm and a continued sus- 
pense natural to the moden -- often in the early music, as modes without tonal centers could 
be difficult to identify, a specific rhythm or mood or (in plainsong) melodic catch-phrase 
was allied with a specific mode. Here Hopkins seems to follow this. 

Also, cf. Plato, who suggests the natural justification for assigning particular rhythms 
to particular modes. Rupert Lodge, in Plato's Theory of Art n tes: 

A little careful research will undoubtedly discover the proper mathematical formula for 
a number of ... Hellenic scales: of the Dorian scale corresponding precisely to the 
characteristic range of the young man's voice when in martial mood; and of the marching 
rhythms suited precisely to the young man's steps marching as to war; and the type of 
warlike sentiment correspondingg point for point, with the tones and rhythms of the 
Dorian scale. " 

(Rupert C. Lodge, Plato's Theory of Art [London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd., 19531, P-40. ) 
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56 GLOSS: 
1) the key of the dominant as "the tonic misplaced" -- based on a tonic scale in C of 

CDEFGABC, 

the normal scale used in tonal music constructed on the dominant (G) would be 

GA8C0E F# G. 
Hopkins argues that this is really no more than the tonic scale misplaced, as it is identical 
in its allocation of tones and semitones with a tonic scale on G. The scale he would have 
as proper dominant would be minus the leading tone (F#), thus 

GABCDEFG, 

a different arrangement of tones and semitones and so not confused with a tonic scale. 
2) "authentic" vs "plagal" modes -- theoretically, melodies.. in authentic modes are those 
which start and end on the models base note or first scale degree; thus 

CDEFGABC. 

Melodies in plagal modes start on the fifth scale degreeg thus relying on the same pitches 
but with different orientation: 

CDEFGABC 
3) on reducing the various modes to "one dead level of major, " cf. Helmholtz on the same 
subject: 

The Greeks had a free choice among seven different tonal modes, the middle ages five or 

six, but we can choose between two only, major and minor. Those old tonal modes presented 
a series of different degrees of tonal character, out of which two only remain suitable 
for harmonic use. ... 

[TJhe clearer and firmer construction of an harmonic piece gives 
modern composers greater freedom In modulational deviations from the original key ... 

(481) 

But: 

The alteration of intonation compelled composers to have recourse to some such wealth of 
modulation. For when the intonation of consonant chords ceased to be perfect, and the 
differences between their various inversions and transpositions were, as a consequence, 
nearly obliterated, it was necessary to use more powerful means, to have recourse to a 
frequent employment of harsh dissonances, and to endeavour by less usual modulations to 
replace the characteristic expressiong which the harmonies proper to the key Itself had 
ceased to possess. (510) 

4) "the result is that the tune Is shifted into modes" -- presumably, cf. above, 
he moves the starting pitch, but does not change the pitches into a new key (i. e., he intro- 
duces no leading note, such as the F#). 

"La, Mi, and Sol" -- in. the key of C as here, A, E, and G 

57More 
precisely, if Plato emphasised the verbal/personal, it was because he 

already took the mathematical for granted. Rupert Lodge writes that contrary to Pytha- 
goras, Plato "is trying to combine inspiration and mathematical technique" (Plato's 
Theory of Art 43), just as Hopkins does. Lodge continues: "It is clear that, if the 
diverse parts of this combined view are to achieve consistency, God, nature, and 
mathematical form will somehow have to be brought into positive, non-contradictory Inter- 
relationship" (43). 

(Hopkins combines personal'and universal in his "new Realismi" by specifying that uni- 
versal Ideas inform individual pe_rsonalities. ) 

58 GLOSS: Hopkins continues, in this passage: 
The octave and the heptachord scales both arise from doubled tetrachords, overlapping, 
conjunct or closed in the once case; free, disjunct, or open in the other. The vein 
I am working in is the application of this double system, the heptachord and the octave, 
In a new way, by founding the heptachord on La, not on Sol. (LL1,235) 
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The tetrachord is a series of four notes, bounded by the Interval of the perfect fourth. 
in ancient Greek musical theory. Thus, HopkIns, extr!. p11!. t!. s: 

___ i- - --- '1-9; A X2 A: 

CON3UPOCT 

When two tetrachords are joined with the middle note overlapping, the result is a series of 
seven notes, bounded by the interval of the seventh; when they are joined with no overlapping, 
the result is an eight-note scale bounded by the octave. 

The seven-note scale, In modern tonal music, is frequently employed built on the fifth 
scale degree, known as the "dominant seventh. " By tying both standard eight-note scale 

with octave, and seven-note scale bounded by seventh, to the tetrachord and heptachord 
(seven-note scale) of the ancient Greeks, Hopkins has demonstrated how modern practice 
relies on ancient principles. 

"founding the heptachord in La, not on Sol" -- founding it on the fourth degree, not the 
fifth -- thus he creates not the dominant seventh, but the subdominant seventh. 

This notion of intrinsic relationship between things conjunct and disjunct occurs also 
in another aesthetic concept of Hopkins' that of chromatic vs diatonic beauty (note the 
use of musically-based terms again). In a college essay "On the Origin of Beauty, " 
he writes: 

Then of the many divisions one might make of beautiful things, I shall consider that 
there is one, never mind how unimportant, of transitional and abrupt. I think I would 
call it9 though I am afraid you will laugh at the terms, a division into chromatic 
and diatonic beauty. The diatonic scale, you know, leaves out, the chromatic puts in, 
the half-notes. Of course in Music the chromatic scale Is not truly chromatic; It is 
only nearer to a true chromatic scale than the diatonic is: but that you will understand. 
Now therefore we may arrange under these two heads many artificial forms ..... which 
belong to either of them: for I think you will see that the division Is not in truth 
unimportant, when we have made this distribution. (JP, 104) 

Chromatic beauty is conjunct, diatonic disjunct. (The ideal chromatic scale would be norL 
more than an undistinguished sliding from one note into another up the scale, with no 
disjunct connections at all. ) The comparison to the heptachord/octave is not exact, because 
both of those scales are diatonic -- but In discovering an intrinsic connection between 
seventh and octave in the overlapping or not overlapping of the tetrachords, Hopkins 
has applied, within the diatonic scale, the same principle. 

59See 
also LL1,213, cited partially above (1.2,31 ----- found it plain, far 

too plain. ... As for not modulating, that was deliber6te . -. " 
60 

Cf. Christopher Devlin's discussion of Hopkins' search for Truth and Beauty, 
taken from the theological perspective, in "The Image and the Word -- III" Month, 3 (1950), 
pp. 191-202. 

61 
See also LL1,171,173; also, see below, 111.2, IY4 

62 
In his simultaneous pursuit of monodic plainsong and polyphonic counterpoint as 

musical ideals, Hopkins demonstrates some of his musical ignorance and myopia; the two are 
not properly interchangeable. See below for more, IV. 2, A. Z. 3 0 63 

See HCD: "In this sense (of independent and equally important parts], a fugue 
of Bach is contrapuntal whereas a nocturne of Chopin is not .... Similarly, counterpoint, 
with its emphasis on the linear or horizontal aspect of music, is sometimes contrasted with 
harmony, which concerns primarily the musical aspect of music embodied in the nature of 
the simultaneously sounding combinations of pitches employed. " (121-122). 

64 
See also, 20 March 89, letter to Bridges "First it (a song -- possibly #111 

is in canon at the octave at two bars: but I think scorn of such an achievement as that. 
But in the next verse It has to be in canon at the third above and third below at two and 
four bars off respectively -- or so speak more precisely, the alto begins, at the sixth * 
above; the treble, after two bars, follows, with the original tune; and the bass -- which 
is instrumental -- after four bars, brings up the rear at the sixth below. Now this requires 
the tune to be capable of counterpoint at the octave, or with itself unchangedg and also 
with two other transpositions, all exact.. It is, I assure you, very baffling, but I hope 
to do it. It almost comes of itself; so that I am persuaded by coaxing I can make it 
quite. Besides that I insert a firm chant. I see that the composers of canons besides 
the Muses and Graces should sacrifice, like Timoleon, to Fortune. " (LL1,301-302) 



CHAPTER II: THE SCOTIST AESTHETIC 

Chapter I presented a fairly isolated picture of "Hopkins the 
Musician" -- looking at the poet solely through his writings and 
letters on music. While this approach is accurate, and well demonstrates 
the nature of Hopkins' relation to music, it results in a somewhat 
skewed view. Missing to a large extent is the Hopkins we are all fami- 
liar with and have all been tangling with for years: the Scotist Hopkins, 
the priest Hopkins, the Hopkins of "Thou mastering me God" and""The 14nd- 
hover: to Christ Our Lord. " In this next chapter, then, from the 
central picture of Hopkins the musician we shall step back a pace and 
see how Hopkins the musician fits in with Hopkins the poet-priest. 

The chapter is in three sections: "'On A Piece of Music, '" "'On 

Personality, Grace, and Free WillY and ''On Song as the Ideal Art. '' 



1. "ON A PIECE OF MUSIC" 

The purpose of this section is to outline Hopkins' Scotist theories 

and relate them to what we have already seen of his musical attitudes. 
Our analysis will center around a much-discussed poetic fragment 

entitled "On A Piece of Music. " 
So far among critics, the standard interpretation of Hopkins, 

musical activities as they relate to his vocation as priest and poet 
is the view put forth by John F. Waterhouse in his 1937 article "Gerard 
Manley Hopkins and Music. "' Let usýtake it as-our, starting-' 
pb. int. One paragraph sums up Waterhouse's argument: 

He [Hopkins] seems to have found in musical activity a release, 
which his poetry could never quite afford, from the bitter spiritual 
struggles which filled the later years of his life; struggles 
whose nature and course we can only dimly discern, but which burn 
the lines of 'Spelt from Sybil's Leaves' and the 'terrible sonnets'. 

... His life as a Jesuit was one of severe self-imposed penances, 
of long periods in darkness when he felt totally estranged from 
God, of a continuous frustrated search for his true function in the 
active life. He told Bridges of his 'continually jaded and harassed 
mind': music gave him hours of escape. (Waterhouse, 228) 

Waterhouse's two main points of emphasis are the escapism music 
afforded, and the frustrated life that led Hopkins to need an escape. 
On the frustrations of Hopkins' priestly life and how they affected him, 
there has of course been much critical discussion. -On music's role as 
providing possible escape from them there 'has been practically none. 

2 

Waterhouse's conclusion to this effect is, I believe, incorrect. The 

most obvious problem is that in assigning Hopkins' music an escape-value 
Waterhouse offers a negative reason for the Jesuit's interest but no 
positive reason -- and as we have seen in Chapter I, the obsessive 
fascination he had for music by the time of his death speaks of more 
positive motivation than offering "hours of escape" from "bitter spiri- 
tual struggles. " 

Of more interest, however, is the road Waterhouse takes to this 
hypothesis. As the basis for his conclusions he introduces an important 
issue: the position of Hopkins' music within his Scotist-based philosophy. 
His main evidence in this analysis is the poetic fragment "On A Piece 
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of Music" R148, Poems). Though he misreads the poem and so comes to 

a false conclusion based on it, Waterhouse is correct in citing this 
fragment as central to the issue ot Scotism and Hopkins' music. "On A 
Piece of Music" encapsulates both Hopkins' Scotism and his Scotist 

attitude to music. By looking at the fragment from both Scotist and 
musical perspectives, we can clarify the relation of Hopkins the musician 
to Hopkins the theologian and priest. 

"On A Piece of Music" is the poem most often cited as expounding 
Hopkins' Scotist ethic and aesthetic. Here it is in full: 

[On A Piece of Music]3 

How all's to one thing wrought! 
The members, how they sit! 
0 what a tune the thought 
Must be that fancied it. 

Nor angel insight can 
Learn how the heart is hence: 
Since all the make of man 
Is law's indifference. 

[Who shaped these walls has shewn 
The music of his mind, 
Made known, through thick through stone 
What beauty beat behind. ] 

Not free in this because 
His powers seemed free to play: 
He swept what scope he was 
To sweep and must obey. 

Though down his being's bent 
Like air he changed in choice, 
That was an instrument 
Which overvaulted voice. 

What makes the man and what 
The man within that makes: 
Ask whom he serves or not 
Serves and what side he takes. 

For good grows wild and wide, 
Had shades, is nowhere none; 
But right must seek a side 
And choose for chieftain one. 
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Therefore this masterhood, 
This piece of perfect song, 
This fault-not-found-with good 
Is neither right nor wrong, 

No more than red and blue, 
No more than Re and Mi, 
Or sweet the golden glue 
That's built for by the bee. 

[Who built these walls made known 
The music of his mind, 
Yet here he has but shown 
His ruder-rounded rind. 
His brightest blossoms lie there unblown, 
His sweetest nectar hides behind. ] 

Both Christopher Devlin and W. H. Gardner, two of the main writers 
on Hopkins and Scotus, use "On A Piece of Music" as prime exemplar of 
Hopkins' Scotist theories. Devlin provides a thumbnail sketch of Hopkins 

and Scotus in his article "Hopkins and Duns Scotus, 1'4 emphasising three 

aspects of Scotism: the metaphysic, the theory of knowledge, and an 
ethical and aesthetic adaptation. According to the metaphysic, every 
being (including every person) has two factors a Nature and an 
Individuality: 

Each man's nature is the Nature of all the world, elemental, 
vegetative, sensitive, human. But one man differs utterly from 
another because by his Individuality he possesses the common 
nature in an especial degree. (Devlin, 114) 

Further, the individual degree is defined as a lack and a corresponding 

stress, or tendency toward completeness in God: 

The individual degree is the degree in which he lacks the Infinite, 
it knits together in the one man all his natural activities, animal, 
rational, etc., and gives them direction Godwards. The effect of 
this metaphysical lack of the Infinite when felt physically by 
sympathy, seems to be the 'stress' of the opening verses of 'The 
Wreck of the Deutschland' -- the 'touch of God upon the very 
centre of the being. PT4) 

The theory of knowledge develops from this metaphysic. The source and 

object of all knowledge in man is "the common nature which he possesses. " 

Each act of knowing is preceded by "a first act wherein sense and 
intellect are one, a confused intuition of Nature as a living whole" 
(114). Usually, this first act contracts to a "glimpse, " followed 

by abstraction, but the glimpse can be dwelt on, held, or "installed": 
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[Ilf the first act is dwelt on (by instress? ) to the exclusion 
of succeeding abstractions, then you can feel, see, hear, or 
somehow experience the Nature which is yours and all creation's 
as Einscapel. (114-115) 

Hold this and: 

You have a poem 'in pettol to which with the abstractive intelli- 
gence you must return in order to express it. (115) 

The ethical view follows: 

Now according to Scotus, this act being a spontaneous expression 
of Nature, is good but neither right nor wrong. To make it 'right' 
the individual will must step in and direct it to God by an act 
of love. Only thus can natural beauty be transformed into super- 
natural -- 'God's better beauty, Grace'. (115) 

Finally, in Hopkins an aesthetijc is added to this ethic when he equates 
Scotus' first act with the flash of artistic inspiration. 

This is the system as Devlin outlines it. He uses "On A Piece of 
Music" as an exemplar of it. The poet speaks of an artwork, created in 

a flash of inspiration, and perfect in its capture of the "glimpse" 

of "Nature as a living whole": 

How all's to one thing wrought! 
The members, how they sit! 

The capture is 'good. ' But it can never, no matter how perfect, be 
'right': 

For good grows wild and wide, 
Has shades, is nowhere none; 
But right must seek a side, 
And choose for chieftain one. 

So Devlin writes: 

This is the whole point of the poem (67) 'How all's to one thing 
wrought': he praises the inspiration as a masterpiece of Nature, 
but mourns that it may have no more immortal value than 'sweet 
the golden glue that's builded by the bee. ' (115-116)5 

Hopkins' own poems, notes Devlin, show this same distinction: an unfin- 
ished poem will often be a pure capture-of-inscape, and the process of 
finishing poems involves deriving moral dimensions from the inscapes. 
Also, his people poems, such as "The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo, " 
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k 

or "To What Serves Mortal Beauty, " often take this distinction of 
natural good versus supernatural right as subject. 

W. H. Gardner, in his "Note on Hopkins and Duns Scotus, "6 offers 
a reply and expansion to Devlin's view. Taking Devlin's outline of 
Scotism as his basis, he emphasises the active determination of Indi- 

viduality through the will, 
7 

and rephrases Dev-1in's 'good' and 'right' 

as "formal beauty" and "moral beauty" (Gardner, 61), the one being 

mortal and the other immortal. Gardner also considers "at greater 
length that significant 'fragment' No. 67 -- 'On A Piece of Music, " (61). 

This poem, says Gardner, defines a work of art which is perfect in 
inscape and "formal beauty" as 

An immediate spontaneous activity of the individual nature, or, to 
return to a more normal phraseology, a faithful expression of per- 
sonality. (66) 

Thus in the stanza that probably begins the poem: 

Who built these walls made-known 
The music of his mind. 

But this "fault-not-found-with good" is lacking a moral dimension: 

Nor angel insight can 
Learn how the heart is hence, 
Since all the make [i. e., Nature] of man 
Is law's indifference-8 

Therefore, concludes Gardner, "waywardness or distinctiveness in genius 
is 'good' but not necessarily Iright"(67). In order to be not only a 
genius but a moral artist, the artist must imbue his works with moral 
as well as formal beauty: "By a volitional 'act of love' man's works must 
be directed Godwards" (67). Not even superhuman ("angel") insight can read 
moral condition (the "heart") into the artistic product of man's "make" or 
Nature, because Nature, on its own, is indifferent to moral laws. 

Robert Bridges, in his interpretation of the poem, wrote in the 
Preface to Notes from*, the first edition of the Poems: 

The fragment is the draft of what appears to be an attempt to . explain how an artist has not free-will in his own creation. He 
works out his own nature instinctively as he happens to be made, 
and is irresponsible for the result. 

(Poems, 4th, p. 243) 

Gardner disagrees regarding the "ethical significance of the poem" 
(68). According to his interpretation, the poet "is not responsible for 
his peculiar mental pattern and rhythm, but he is responsible for their 
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spiritual orientation" (69). He cites Hopkins' disapproval of Swin- 
burne's and Whitman's moral neutrality as evidence for the Jesuit's 

essentially moral view of art, and concludes: 

Unless the poet accepts responsibility for all the moral impli- 
cations of his work and 'gives beauty back to God, ' his work can 
have no more immortal supernatural beauty 

than red or blue, 
No more than Re and Mi, 
Or sweet the golden glue 
That's built for by the bee. (69) 

This, then, between Devlin and Gardner, is the basic view of Hop- 
kins' Scotism and the poem "On A Piece of Music. '19 The poem is seen 
mainly as expounding Hopkins' Scotist aesthetic, with no special atten- 
tion given to the role of music in it. 

Waterhouse, using a similar interpretation to Devlin and Gardner, 
concentrates also on the poem's musical subject matter and so produces 
a Hopkinsian Scotist-based theory of music. Waterhouse presents his 

view in a single paragraph: 

Man, like each thing in the world, is a duality, compounded of an 
original supposit or 'self' and a nature, essence, or linscape, 
which is worn or 'fetched' by it and combines with it to form an 
individual nature, a personality. Great music, Hopkins believed, 
is a pure product of the linscapel -- the 'make of man, ' the 
'ruder-rounded rind. ' But it is with the individual self which is 
tested by its use of the inscape it wears, that freedom of play 
and moral responsibility lies. In the creation of music this self 
. has, or should have, no share: man composes music by compulsion of 
the nature which he wears, sweeps what scope he is to sweep and must 
obey. The poem is a strange blending of regret and relief: of 
regret that this lowly product of nature is no surer of immortality 
than are bright colours and honey; of relief at music's freedom 
from moral responsibility. (229-230) 

Waterhouse's account, in his opening sentence, of Hopkins' Scotism, 

-is essentially correct if limited by being so compressed. 
10 His appli- 

cation of the system to the poem is not. He writes: "Great music, Hop- 

kins believed, is a pure product of the linscapel. " We have seen this 

much from Chapter I -- that Hopkins pursued music largely for its objec- 

tively verifiable inscape ("the bone, frame, and charpente" of music, 

see 1.2,25 ). Further, to the extent that music is pure inscape it 
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is indeed apart from moral responsibility. But the needless qualifier 
"great music" confuses the issue by introducing an aesthetic judgment; 

and in any case, the statement "great music ... is a pure product of 
the linscape" is not supported by the poem, as Waterhouse suggests 
that it is. 

The problem comes with interpreting the role music plays in the 

poem. According to Devlin and Bridges, music in the poem is used to 

represent all art in general. According to Gardner, it represents a 

certain type of natural or morally neutral art. None of the three sees 

any medium-based distinction between music and other arts implied. Wat- 

erhouse does. According to him, music in the poem represents music as 

opposed to all other artistic media. This distinction is unsupported. 
Hopkins himself wrote, as we have seen 0.2,26 ), that inscape was 
the central interest of all artistic media for him, not just music: 

As air, melody, is what strikes me most of all in music and design 
in painting, so design, pattern, or what I am in the habit of 
calling linscapel is what I above all aim at in poetry. 

(LL1,66) 

If art is morally neutral because it is based on linscape, l then all 
art is morally neutral, not just "great music. " 

The germinal flaw in this chain of reasoning is possibly in Water- 
house's too-compressed presentation of Scotism. In relating their 

views of Scotist ethics, Devlin and Gardner both center on the morally 
neutral first act and its subsequent converting "through a volitional 
'act of love"' toward God. Waterhouse nowhere mentions this; 11 

and 
as Hopkins' identification of first act as artistic inspiration is the 
basis for the aesthetic-ethical relationship he sets up, Waterhouse 
falsifies the artistic process by ignoring it. Music, and all art, 
begins with a first act of capturing an inscape ("installing a glimpse, " 
in Hopkinsest). To that extent, all art is morally neutral. As corollary 
to this, all art, to become moral, must be turned Godward. 

As a result of this basic misinterpretation, Waterhouse misconstrues 
the thematic emphasis of the poem. "On A Piece of Music" is not, in 
fact, about music so much as about the relation between art and morality. 
(In this sense, at least, Devlin's designation of it by its first line, 
"How all's to one thing wrought, " is less misleading than Bridges, pro-! 
visional title. One area of possible similarity lies between Waterhouse 

and Gardner, in that Gardner, like Waterhouse, seems to allow for an 
aesthetic, as well as ethical, distinction between moral and morally 
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neutral art. Gardner's statement that "the [moral] artist brings the 

will-guided intelligence to bear upon the inscape which he has taken 
in" (69) creates an ethical distinction between spiritually oriented 

art, such as Hopkins', and morally neutral art such as Swinburne's or 
Whitman's. It also seems to create an aesthetic distinction based on 
this ethical point. If this aesthetic distinction stands, it is similar 
to Waterhouse's implicit distinction of morally neutral music and 

morally rigorous poetry. It is still not supported by the poem, how- 

ever, which nowhere distinguishes types of art. In fact Gardner him- 

self later, in his Notes to the 4th edition "On A Piece of Music, " 

contradicts this implication by firmly separating aesthetic from ethical 
judgment: 

The subject of the poem, as R. B. said ... is that the artistic 
individuality is something beyond the artist's control; but the 
second half of the poem develops the counter-motif of st. 2: -- 
though pure art may be 'good' and morally neuTr-aI-, the man under- 
lying the artist has moral obligations; and moral beauty (the 
'right') is the higher perfection. 

(Poems, 4th, p. 313) 

Gardner here clearly distinguishes not one type of art from another, 
but the art from the man. 

12 Waterhouse, in concentrating solely on 
the role of music in the poem (to the exclusion of the art/morality 
issue), fails to acknowledge this latter distinction at all. 

Waterhouse's misconstruing of the role music plays in "On A Piece 

of Music' does not mean, however, that nothing is to be learned from 
the music in the poem. In fact, risking a seeming contradiction with 
earlier statements, we may say that understanding music's place in the 

poem is of key importance to understanding the poem's import. Music as 
independent art is neither the poem's subject nor its main theme; but 
it plays a key role in holding the poem together, which even Devlin 

and Gardner have failed to account for adequately and which establishes 
music's proper place at the center of Hopkins' Scotist aesthetic. - 
Further analysis will demonstrate. 

The stanza printed last in the 4th edition arrangement -- "probably 
intended to begin the poem, " according to editors Gardner and Mackenzie 
(p. 313) -- provides along with its variant, stanza 3, a logical starting 
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point. In the last stanza: 

Who built these walls made known 
The music of his mind 

And in the variant (stanza 3): 

Who shaped these walls has shewn 
The music of his mind, 
Made known, through thick through stone 
What beauty beat behind. 

Two arts are evoked here -- music and architecture. Now Hopkins 
has already paired these two arts in a college essay discussing formal 
beauty and proportion in Art ("On the Signs of Health and Decay in the 
Arts, " see 1.2,21 ). In th. is essay he defines intrinsic Beauty in a 
work of Art as "the deliberate beauty of composition, form, meloay, " 
etc. " Music and architecture, as the "two provinces of Art in which 
proportion has more or less a scientific ground and character, " are the 
two Arts in which intrinsic or formal beauty is therefore most objec- 
tively accessible (0,75). In this poem, then, music and architecture 
are again equated on this same basis, as twin exemplars of Art's formal 
Beauty. 

But further, the two are placed in a particular relationship with 
each other. Music, we know from another Hopkins essay ("On the Future 

of Metaphysics, " cited and discussed at length in Chapter I), is the 
audible manifestation of intrinsic formal order (fixed types and the 

musical string analogy); architecture is often referred to by other 
people than Hopkins as 'frozen music. ' So in the poem, just as archi- 
tecture is 'frozen music, ' the architectural construct of walls is the 
physical result of a musical inspiration in the mind. "Who shaped these 
walls has shewn / The music of his mind. " Thus the paradigm is estab- 
lished: music associated with inspiration, architecture with the 
resultant artwork. 

This paradigm is established further in stanza 1, especially in its 

association of music with the first act of artistic inspiration: 

How all's to one thing wrought! 
The members, how they sit! 
0 what a tune the thought 
Must be that fancied it. 
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The opening lines refer to a work of Art, of unspecified medium but 
defined strictly in terms of internal proportion and formal beauty 
(the term "members" suggests architecture in particular). The fol- 
lowing lines then complete the paradigm by referring back to the inspir- 

ation or act of mind responsible for this physical product. As in the 

previous stanza's dual reference to architecture and music, form and 
proportion are the essential features here both of inspired artwork and 
inspiring mind. 

The key, however, is this: in neither of the stanzas cited does 
music serve any literal function at all. Music in this poem is used as 
metaphor of the artist's mind during his first act of artistic 
inspiration: 

Who built these walls made known 
The music of his mind 

0 what a tune the thought 
Must be that fancied it. - 

The first act, says Devlin, is an act of inscaping -- simultaneously 
apprehending external inscapes and expressing the artist's own inscape. 13 

It is "a spontaneous expression of Nature" (115); and as a man's Nature 
is characterised by his inscape, 14 it is a spontaneous expression of 
inscape -- inscape here imaged as music, tune, melody. 

Hopkins' interest in music as spontaneous expression of inscape we 
established in Chapter I (though in light of Waterhouse's statements it 
should be reiterated that music was important among other arts for the 
objective accessibility_of its inscapes rather than its sole use of 
them). 15 The central musical conceit behind the Scotist poem "On A Piece 
of Music" brings this interest into line with Hopkins' mature, Scotist- 
based philosophy. Music is here used as a metaphor for inscape, not as 
a literal representation of the medium of musical art. 

Stanzas 4 and 5 establish the full conceit. Stanza 4 expresses the 
conventional Scotist position which Devlin and Gardner note in the poem: 
that the expression of inscape in artistic inspiration, as spontaneous 
product of Nature, is beyond the control of the artist because the artist 
has no control over his own "peculiar mental pattern and rhythm" (Gardner, 
69) or Nature. 16 

Not free in this because 
His powers seemed free to play: 
He swept what scope he was To sweep and must obey. 
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In stanza 5, this position is put in terms of the ruling musical 
metaphor: 

I Though down his being s Dent 
Like air he changed in choice, 

-That was an instrument 
Which overvaulted voice. 

Again it is the artist rather than his artwork which is being compared 

to music -- his "bent" nature likened to an "air, " or melody. The com- 

parison has several aspects. First, the artist's nature, or being, is equated 

with one of his own works of musical art: "down his being's bent/ Like air 
he changed in choice. " Just as he might choose to alter a melody he is 

creating (bending its pitch downward, perhaps), so he seems free to choose to 
bend his own inner nature. Yet because Hopkins opens the sentence with the 

qualifier "Though, " both the artist's nature and his artwork are shown to 
be outside his "choice" or control. The remaining two lines then clarify 
and extend both conceit and metaphysical structure: 

That was an instrument 
Which overvaulted voice. 

The artist's instrument, with which he composes his air, is his voice. 
(We have already seen Hopkins' primary attachment to vocal music. ) But 
the artist himself, through his nature, is also conceived of as an air. 
As such, he was created by "an instrument / Which overvaulted voice" 
(note again the architectural evocation of vaulting): the instrument of 
the Divine Musician, the Divine Artist, God. Though the artist's mental 
pattern seems to be "bent" in a certain direction by his own choice -- 
just as he might choose to "bend" or alter the melody of a song he sings 
in fact, he himself is a song sung by God, so that God chooses how to 
shape his "peculiar mental pattern" and in so doing-also shapes the 
artist's own song. 

Stanzas 6 and 7, following this conceit, then establish the already- 
discussed distinction of morally neutral 'good' and morally responsible 
'right. ' The opening lines of stanza 6 in particular, leading on from 
this discussion of man's natural make-up, continues with the distinction 

or natural and spontaneous inscape versus the "godward" use a man puts 
it to: 

What makes the man and what 
The man within that makes. 
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The last two stanzas (8 and 9) then relate this distinction back to 
the work of art: 

Therefore this masterhood, 
This piece of perfect song, 
This fault-not-found-with good 
Is neither right nor wrong, 
No more than red or blue, 
No more than Re and Mi, 
Or sweet the golden glue 
That's built for by the bee. 

As Devlin has noted (and Gardner, in his later statement), the work of 
art as thus described is morally neutral -- good but not right -- as 
the man behind it must not be. The artwork is a product of Nature, com- 
parable to the bee's product, honey, and other products of nature; where 
the man, who has not only Nature but also Individuality, must go beyond 
this good to "seek a side / And choose for chieftain one. " 

By tracing the progress of the musical metaphor in this closing 
passage, however, a more detailed meaning can be brought out. Unlike 
the earlier passages, here the artwork is referred to not through archi- 
tectural imagery but directly through music, as a "piece of perfect 
song. " We have seen the close relation between architecture and music, 
not only in the poem itself but elsewhere in Hopkins; so the substitution 
is not major. But it is interesting. The demonstrative "This" identi- 
fies "This piece of perfect song" as the artwork mentioned earlier in 
the poem ("Who shaped these walls, " "Not free in this" -- and compare the 

contrasting "That was an instrument"). Following the poem's earlier 
equations of man's nature with music, tune, and air, however, "song" 

could equally refer to the artist himself as "piece of perfect song" or 
"fault-not-found-with good. " In terms of Hopkins' Scotist system, there 
is no difference: artistic creations are "fau_lt-not-found-with good" 
because the artist's Nature and inscape areA In terms of the poem, the 
image logically carries on from stanza 5's double vision of artist and 
artwork as "piece of perfect song, " once used to describe "the thought 
that fancied it, " now becomes simultaneously the artwork so created. 

Also to be noted in this "piece of perfect song" is that, because 
of the metaphorical background the song-image has acquired in the poem, 
there is no reason to assume that even when used to refer to artwork 
rather than artist it is meant literally as song. The artwork created 
is no more identified as a literal song than it is as "these walls .. e 
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through thick through stone. " Music (and architecture) are exemplars 

of the most objeftively accessible arts, and so song becomes a type 
for art -- a natural product of the "music of his mind. " 

The only point in the poem at which real music -- the actual pro- 

gression of sounded pitches -- enters is in the final stanza with "Re 

and Mi. " Re and Mi are pitch names, the second and third in a series 

of syllabic names (Do, Re. Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si) which designate rising pitches 
in a musical scale. The most important fact to note about them is that 

they refer, not to specific pitches, but to the place the pitch holds 

in a scale (the scale degree -- see 1.2,29 ). No matter what pitch 

starts the scale, the first pitch will be Do, the second Re, the third 

Mi, and so on -- the relationship between the degrees then characterising 
the nature of the scale. Two important inferences can be drawn from this 

in relation to Hopkins' use of "Re and Mi" in the poem. First, Re and Mi 

are structural terms, definable only in terms of their place in a musi- 

cal scale system: therefore in mentioning them Hopkins calls up an image 

of musical structures (form and proportion). Second, these terms of mu- 

sical structure are placed in a list of natural phenomena, and are empha- 

sised for their spontaneous existence: 

No more than red or blue, 
No more than Re and Mi, 
Or sweet the golden glue 
That's built for by the bee. 

This hearkens directly back to Hopkins' analogy of the musical string, 
and his appreciation of musical structure as "deeply rooted in nature. " 

Finally, the presence of Re and Me firmly establishes the "piece of 
perfect song" in the previous stanza as metaphorical rather than literal 

song, even as it refers to artwork rather than artist. Compressed, the 

grammatical structure of the two stanzas reveals: 

This piece of perfect song is no more right nor wrong 
than Re and Mi. 

The two musical references are placed in apposition to one another, 

a comparison which would be meaningless if both were literal references 
to music: 

This piece of music is no more right nor wrong 
than music. 
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The first term must therefore be a metaphorical reference, the song 

referred to really an idealised type of all artworks, which is no more 

right nor wrong than the natural structures of music or the natural 

pigments used in painting. 

This comparison, then, puts paid to Waterhouse's conjecture that 
"On A Piece of Music" is literally about composing music. It also 
clinches the central conceit of the whole poem, establishing song as 
the ideal type of art and man himself as a song sung by God. Thus the 

provisional title of the poem, "On A Piece of Music, " is after all an 
accurate reflection of its content, but on a much deeper level than the 

simply literal. 
The structures suggested in this, poem are furthermore basic to much 

more than just this poem. That Hopkins should-have written his most 
deliberate and thorough poetic explanation of the Scotist system using 
a musical analogy cannot have been accidental. Moving out from this 

poem to the Scotist system it represents, the two remaining sections of 
this chapter show how this dual conceit of man and art is carried through 
to the rest of Hopkins' work: musical man at the center of his spiritual 
writings, and musical man's natural expression in song as the core of 
his own art. Together, the halves of the conceit reveal the "piece of 
perfect song, " man and his art, underlying Hopkins' Scotist ethic and 
aesthetic. When Hopkins writes of Scotist man, he is truly writing 
"On A Piece of Music. " 



2. "ON PERSONALITY, GRACE, AND FREE WILL" 

Hopkins outlines his Scotist ethic and so presents his Scotist 
definition of man in what is probably his major spiritual writing, the 

essay "On Personality, Grace, and Free Will" (SD, IiG- 159 ). The essay 
is part of a commentary Hopkins wrote in his copy of the Spiritual 
Exercises, the whole of which was meant according to Devlin as "raw 

material for a treatise on the Exercises*(SD, 107). -Both the ethic, and 
the definition it presents center on a musical analogy. The operative 
term is "pitch. " 

Using the same basic metaphysic outlined by Devlin and Gardner 

above, the essay discusses three areas of moral freedom corresponding 
to the three aspects of man: freedom of field, freedom of play, and 
freedom of pitch. Freedom of field is found in the object, or field 

of choice; freedom of play in the execution; freedom of pitch in the 

chooser. 
17 Hopkins describes them: 

Thus it is freedom of play to be free of some benevolent man's 
purse, to have access to it at your will; it is freedom of pitch 
to be allowed to take from it what you want, not be limited by 
conditions of his imposing; it is freedom of field to find there 
more than one coin to choose from. Or it is freedom of pitch to be 
able to choose for yourself -T-ic. T-of several doors you go in by; 
it is freedom of play to go unhindered to it and through the one 
you choose; but suppose all were false doors or locked but the very 
one you happened to choose and you do not know it, there is here 
wanting freedom of field. (SD, 149) 

The three are ascribed to the dual metaphysic of Nature and Self as 
follows: freedom of field is found, strictly speaking, in the opportu- 
nities for choice and so outside the person himself. Freedom. of play 
lies in the person's Nature; freedom of pitch, in the Self. Thus: 

It is the self then that supplies the determination, the difference, 
but the nature that supplies the exercise, and in these two things 
freedom consists. (SD, 147) 

In terms of inscape, freedom of play is the freedom to express the 
inscape, while freedom of pitch is beyond inscape altogether. Thus, a 

man using freedom of play will-be expressing or exercising or taking 
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advantage of the possibilities of his particular inscape in any way he 

wants (he makes himself "free of some benevolent man's purse"); because 
he has freedom of pitch as well, he can within the confines of his 
inscape bring himself closer to God (not "limited by conditions of 

[the benevolent man's] imposing"), but this will not influence the 
inscape at all. 

Returning to "On A Piece of Music, 11 we can see how this detailed 
level of Scotism is presented in that poem. As the poem centers on the 

musical analogy, so the analogy is at the center of Hopkins' Scotist 

man. 
The poem, on this level, can be seen to explore the difference 

between the two freedoms of play and pitch. Stanza 4, speaking of the 
illusory freedom of the artist's spontaneous expression of inscape, 
describes freedom of play: 

Not free in this because 
His powers seemed freeto play 

Obviously, freedom of play is being evoked in the words "free to play. " 
But also, as the freedom of execution, freedom of play is the realm of 
"powers" -- the freedom with which a man exercises his powers, faculties, 

or talents. 
Yet a man is "Not free in this": the freedom of play is not his 

basic m&al freedom, and his powers only "seemed" free to play. 
Actually: 

He swept what scope he was 
To sweep and must obey. 

"Scope, " in Hopkinsese) is the freedom of action or play within 'Iscape, " 
inscape or nature. 18 Through his art, the artist expresses his musical 
inscape ("the music of his mind"); and though this exercise of powers 
seems free and of his own choice, the only real freedom he has is within 
the "scope, " or range, of his scape, or Nature. Inscape, in preceding 
and determining the limits of his action, lies beyond his control over 
his powers and so beyond his freedom. 
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Contrasted to this freedom of play, then, is the more basic of , 
man's freedoms, freedom of pitch. This is represented in the poem as 
the freedom to turn Godward. The Self, "so far as it is prior to Na- 

ture, " Hopkins sees as "identified with pitch, moral pitch, determina- 

tion of right and wrong. " Further, "The indifference, the absence of 

pitch, is in the nature to be superadded" (SD, 148). Thus, in the poem, 
"all the make of man / Is law's indifference; " but "right must seek a 

side / And choose for chieftain one. "19 

It is stanza 5 that most concisely presents the image of freedom of 

pitch -- and in so doing, introduces Hopkins' Scotist image of man. A 

major distinction between freedom of play and freedom of pitch, Hopkins 

notes, is that the first is employed in action or execution, while the 

second is more a state of determination within the chooser. Therefore, 

more than the poem's later action-images of choosing sides and serving, 

stanza 5 with its image of the man himself most clearly captures the 

pre-action character of this freedom. The meaning of the image is as 

obscure, however, as Hopkins' full concept of freedom and pitch, grace, 

and free will: 

Though down his being's bent 
Like air he changed in choice, 
That was an instrument 
Which overvaulted voice. 

The first aspect of the image to discuss is Hopkins' concept of "bent- 

ness. " At this detailed level of analysis, Hopkins' poem can be seen 
to be full of specific and carefully-used terminology (e. g., "powers 

seemed free to play, " "scope, " etc. ); "being's bent" in the stanza's 
first line is no exception, and must be understood in this way. 

Literally and physically, "to bend" means to "force out of straight- 
ness. " From this, other common uses of the term derive: to bow, stoop, 
or submit to; to turn one's steps or eyes in a new direction; to incline 
from the perpendicular; to bring one's energies to bear on, or be deter- 

mined in doing (as 'on pleasure bent'); and finally, with moral aspect, 
to pervert, make illicit, or dishonest. 20 From these applications to 
human activity comes the participial. use of "bent" as inclination, bias, - 
tendency -- or predisposition. "Bent" is thus used to represent the 

pitch, or moral disposition, of the Self. 
A brief look at Hopkins' other poetic uses of "bentness" will demon- 

strate. "God's Grandeur" (01) shows one aspect. The fallen world is 
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described in terms of the damage man has done to it: "all is seared 
with trade; bleared, smeared with toil. " But more, it is described as 
a reflection of man's own fallen status: "it wears man's smudge and 
shares man's smell. " This fallenness, this perverting or making illi- 

cit, it summed up by being called "bent": "the Holy Ghost over the 
bent / World broods. " Man's bent character -- his bent for destruction 

results in his bending of the world around him. 
The poem "Ribblesdale" 058) shows this same relation, but with 

clearer assignment of bentness within man's character: 

And what is Earth's eye, tongue, or heart else, where 
Else, but in dear and dogged man? -- Ah, the heir 
To his own selfbent so bound, so tied to his turn, 
To thriftless reave both our rich round worldF"Eare 
And none reck of world after. 

Again, man's use -- or misuse -- of the world is characterised by his own 
bentness. Here, however, through Hopkins' compounding of words, "bent" 
becomes not only firmly allied to the Self but given noun-status, in its 

own right: a bent Self becomes a "selfbent, " an inclination or bias, a 
"turn, " in this case away from God. 

In "Harry Ploughman" (#71), the bending is toward rather than away 
from God. The ploughman bendsto his proper work, his "sinew service" 
to God: 

He leans to it, Harry bends, look. Back, elbow, and liquid waist 
In him all quail to the wallowing o' the plough. 

In "The Soldier" (#63), bending or leaning to an activity is more expli- 
citly allied with Godward turning: 

There he bides in bliss 
Now, and seeing somewhere some. man do all that man can do, 
For love he leans forth, needs his neck must fall on, kiss, 
And cry 10 Christ-done deed! ' 

When Hopkins uses the phrase "down his being's bent, " then, in the 

present poem, we must assume he means it to be associated with these other 
uses. Bent being is "selfbent, " the bent Self of man. It is further 

easy to see the connection of "bent" with one aspect of "pitch" -- 
pitch as degree of slope (pitched roof, pitching of a ship), compared 
with bent as inclination from the perpendicular. 

21 
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In interpreting the whole stanza (5), however, and therefore the 

entire image, the matter becomes more confusing -- because here we come 

up against Hopkins' concept of grace. From first looking at the stanza, 

and in accordance with the simpler analysis, the point of the image is 

that the artist has no control over his "being's bent": "That was an 
instrument / Which overvaulted voice. " Also, as beyond the artist's 

control, it seems rather connected with Nature than Self. Compared with 

such lines as in "The Soldier, " where "For love he leans forth, " "being's 

bent" seems to be of a completely different order than moral pitch and 
turning Godward. 

This is where grace enters. Pitch is a predisposition, and as such 
its volitional status is not as clear as freedom of execution. Freedom 

of pitch is not entirely willed as thus understood, nor is it completely 
in the hands of God, but lies in an interplay of grace and free will: 

Nevertheless in every circumstance it is within God's power to 
determine the creature to choose, and freely choose, according to 
his will; but not without a change or access of circumstance, over 
and above the bare act of determination on his part. This access 
is either of grace, which is Isupernature, ' to nature or of more 
grace to grace already given, and it takes the form of instressing 
the affective will, of affecting the will towards the good which he 
proposes. So far this is a necessary and constrained affection on 
the creature's part, to which the arbitrium [the elective, as opposed 
to the affective, will] of the creature may give its avowal and con- 
sent. Ordinarily when grace is given we feel first the necessity 
or constrained act and after that the free act on our own part, of 
consent or refusal as the case may be. This consent or refusal is 
given to an act either hereafter or now to be done, but in the na- 
ture of things such an act must always be future, even ffýimme- 
diately future or of those futures which arise in acts and pFrases 
like 11 musTask you' to do so-and-so, 'I wish to apologise, ' 
'I beg to say, ' and so on. (SD, 149) 

God attracts the affective will to a certain moral state by grace, and 
man responds (or not) by the elective will -- all of this before action 
is taken ('"I wish to apologise" said before the act of apology) and 
therefore still in the realm of pitch or predisposition and not execu- 
tion. God bends man to a certain pitch by attraction; but man bends 
himself by election. 

The causality of pitch is thus dual. In the poems, instances of 
Harry Ploughman and the Soldier bending by their own choice are thus 

countered by such as that from "Patience" (#68), where "Yet the rebel- 
lious wills / Of us we do bid God bend to him even so. " Or, another 

0 
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bending, the famous buckling-line from "The Windhover" (#41): "Brute 

beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here / Buckle! " 

Taking "buckle" in its meaning as "give way" -- with its similarities 
to bending ý-- the dual syntax suggests simultaneously that Christ-as- 
Self buckles (intransitive form of the verb) and that by his mastery 
he causes his observer to buckle (transitive form). 22 

Similarly in the present stanza, causality is dual. The artist's 
"voice" represents not only his own creative expression, opposed to God's 

creative voice; it also represents his powers, as opposed to his pitch. 
Inasfar as God determines his "being's bent" or pitch (affectively), the agency of 
God is "That ... instrument / Which overvaulted voice. " But inasfar 

as the artist himself has determined his pitch (by elective response), 
that instrument is his own Self-determination, or freedom of pitch. 
That instrument overvaults voice just as the Self's freedom of pitch 
overvaults the powers' freedom of play. 

23 

From this point-by-point analysis of "On A Piece of Music" in its 

specific application of Hopkins' Scotist terminology, we have first of 

all seen that the poem as a whole contrasts freedom of pitch and freedom 

of play in man (not freedom and necessity, as Gardner concludes on the 

more general level). Second and more important, however, we have also 

seen that behind the poem the basic man/music conceit still stands, and 
that this conceit is integrally related to Hopkins' key Scotist term, 

pitch. "Pitch" is central both to Hopkins' Scotist definition of man 

and his Scotist ethic; and as an indepth consideration will demonstrate, 

behind pitch is the musical analogy. 

24 We must begin by noting Hopkins' characteristic approach to words 
We have seen, in isolating the meaning of "bentness" as well as in 
"buckle" and its dual syntax, that Hopkins is never satisfied with defi- 
ning words in one-to-one equations of sign and meaning. As Hopkins 
himself writes in one of his early notebooks, "every word may be consi- 
dered as the contraction or coinciding-point of its definitions" 
(JP, 125; see below, 111.1,123 ). 25 As W. A. M. Peters notes in his 
insightful treatment of Hopkins' language ("Inscaping the Word"): 

To this poet a word was as much an individual as any other thing; 
it had a self as every other object, and consequently just as he 
ever strove to catch the inscape of a flower or a tree or a cloud, he similarly did not rest until he knew the word as a self. 

(Peters, 142) 26 
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At another point, Peters writes: 

I must warn the reader, however, not to misunderstand the term 
'Two-fold meaning'; I prefer to speak of convergence of meanings, 
which implies that the word is re-created, re-animated and now has 
a meaning which is not merely the sum of two converging senses; 
they intermingle and become fused so that we had better speak of 
an altogether new significance which the word has now gained. (156) 

And in drawing his conclusions from an example: 

The verb 'to mind' [in general usage] is used in combination with 
various nouns and accordingly it is given a certain nuance markedly 
affecting its core of meaning, which is something like to think of, 
bear in mind (cf. expressions as: 'mind your own business, ' 'mind 
your steps, ' 'mind the expenses, ' &c. ). In the above-quotation 
[from "Sybil's Leaves"] Hopkins appears to have hardened this 
central meaning; 'to mind' here has nothing of the vagueness of 
'to think about, ' because the original meaning has been most suc- 
cessfully re-created. This re-created word contains in itself all 
the freshness which it originally possessed but which is lost by 
being tied down to systematic use. (157) 

Elsewhere Peters speaks of Hopkins' words which have "transcended" their 
functions within the system (150). Words become selves, individuals with 
cores of meanings which transcend any single meaning or usage. 

This habit of centering on the word itself in all of its facets 

rather than on a single-faceted abstraction represented. by the word is 

thus characteristic of Hopkins -- with important causes and effects 
which we shall see in following sections of this study (see IIIA, 122-30). 
For the moment, however, it makes analysing Hopkins' use of "pitch" esp- 

ecially tricky and that is how we shall approach it. 
"Pitch" is the coinciding point, of several meanings relevant here. 

"To pitch! ' is to fix or plant in defifiite position (pitching a tent), as 
well as to throw to a definite place (pitching a ball). "Pitch" as a 
noun is degree of slope (pitching of a ship). 

Finally, "pitch" is musical pitch -- the perceived highness or 
lowness of sound, acoustically determined by length of string-segment 
and related to frequency. Obviously, this last is most important for 

us -- in fact, as we shall discover, it is central. But the others are 
no less part of the word, and are no less important in determining the 

word's "core of meaning. " 
Devlin, in his commentary to "On Personality, Grace, and Free Will" 

("Appendix II: Hopkins and Duns Scotus, " SD, 338-351), summarises Hopkins 

on pitch: 
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Personality [meaning here Self or Individuality] in that it is 
prior to existence may be called 'pitch. ' Pitch is a pre-existing 
determination of man towards his eternal destiny by his creator, 
but in such a sort that the man is left free to determine himself. 

(SD, 338) 

Further: 

There are a series of 'Pitches, ' corresponding to critical moments 
in a man's life, by which he ascends or fails to ascend to the com- 
plete personality that God has destined for him. ' '(SD, 339) 

Hopkins himself defines pitch in the essay: 

Here then we must consider that as there is a scale of natures, 
ranging from lower to higher ... so also there is a scale or 
range of pitches which is also infinite and terminates upwards 
in the directness or uprightness of the 'stem' of the Godhead and 
the procession of the divine persons. (SD, 147-148) 

*o. though self, as personality, is prior to nature it is not 
prior to pitch. (SD, 148) 

He aligns it with morality, as we have seen: 

so far as it [a Self, an Individuality] is prior to nature, ... it is identified with pitch, moral pitch, determination of right 
and wrong. (SD, 148) 

The indifference, the absence of pitch, is in nature [which is] 
to be superadded. (SD, 148) 

(This because Nature gives us the inscape, a shape which is the same 
regardless of whether it is pitched toward God or away. ) 

He aligns it with grace: % 

God then can shift the self that lies in one to a higher, that , 
is / better, pitch, of itself; that is / to a pitch or determina- 
tion of itself on the side of good. (SD, 1 48 )27 

And finally, in an explanation at length, he expresses more clearly than 

anywhere else the precise core of meaning behind pitch: 

It is to be remarked that choice in the sense of the taking of one 
and leaving of another reaT a-Mernative is not what freedom of pitch 
really and strictly lies in. It is choice as when in English we 
say 'because I choose, ' which means no more than (and with preci- 
sion does mean) /I instress my will to so-and-so. ... So also 
pitch is ultimately simple positiveness, that by which being dif- 
f-e-rs from not-being, and it is with precision expressed by the 
English do (the simple auxiliary), which when we employ or empha- 
sies, as7he said it, he did say it, ' we do. not mean that the fact 
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is any more a fact but that we the more state it. ... So that 
this pitch might be expressed, if it were good English, the doing 
be, the doing choose, the doing so-and-so in that sense. Where 
there was no question of OFFF-it would become mere fact; where 
there is will it is free action, moral action. And such 'doing- 
be, ' and the thread or chain of such pitches or 'doing-bells, 
prior to nature's being overlaid, is self, personality; but it is 
not truly self: self or personality then truly comes into being 
when the self, the person, comes into being with the accession of 
nature. 

Is not this pitch or whatever we call it then the same as Scotus's 
ecceitas [sic]? (SD, 150-151) 

"Doing-be" means to be, to exist, actively and earnestly -- being as 
willed, active condition instead of passive state (cf. below, IIIJ, 
135-136 ). When we earnestly bring all our faculties and will power to 
any given activity -- "the doing choose, the doing so-and-so" -- this 
is a concrete manifestation of what should be our general approach to 
living, to existing as God's creatures. Only by actively being what 
God made us to be can we pitch ourselves closer to him. 

From these_statements emerges the re-created "self" of Hopkins' 

pitch: _a 
core of meaning that is largely musical. Specifically, the 

core derives from Hopkins' views on music. In this all the various defi- 

nitions of pitch can be seen to center. 
The concept can be seen originating in Hopkins' Platonic-based 

musical conceit, the analogy of the musical string where not just the 

sound but the string itself and its manner of sound-production matters. 
This concept terminates in the Scotist-based musical conceit. Hopkins 

writes: "Is not this pitch or whatever we call it then the same as 
Scotus's ecceitas? " Devlin qualifies this identification, aligning pitch 
more with the Scotist "intrinsic degree" than ecceitas (i. e., haecceitas) 

proper: 

According to Scotus the ground of individuality is the intrinsic 
lack of being (carentia entitatis) which results in a creature 
T-rom its being created. 

"Intrinsic degree" is the intrinsic degree to which the finite creature 
lacks infinity. Further: 

The simultaneous possession of positive being and lack of further 
possible being is the distinctive mark of a finite creature. 

(SD, 342) 
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Therefore, "intrinsic degree is, " Devlin conjectures, "the origin of 
GMH's 'pitch"' (SD, 342-343). Devlin's conclusion on the matter sums 

up both Hopkins' and Scotus' views in a musical conceit: 

The image suggested ... by both his and Scotus's usage is also 
the same -- a hole, or series of holes, say in a violin, into 
which a peg can be fitted so as to tighten the string; the holes 
would be the carentia (intrinsic lack of being], the peg would be 
an ideal self-, -Tffe-s"fring would be human nature. (SD, 343) 

Whether this image works in its details is questionable, 
28 but 

this is only to be expected from the various simultaneous analogies 
Hopkins uses to produce it. The conceit, however, is what is-important: 
the musical string as analogy for man. Man is like a musical string, 
stretched upward from its base within man to God. Depending on the 
tightness of the string, its pitch goes up or down. The visual aspect 
of the scale of pitches ascending to God can be accounted for by Dev- 
lin's series of pegs, or by an image of fingers stopping the string -- 
as the stops go up the string, the effective length shortens, and the 

pitch goes up. 
Thus Hopkins speaks of a "scale or range of pitches" possible for 

the self, and how God "can shift the self that lies in one to a higher, 
that is / better, pitch of itself. " As Devlin extrapolates, man "ascends 

or fails to ascend" this scale -- much as a sounded pitch of a string 
ascends or descends the musical scale as the string is shortened or 
pulled tighter. 

Thus also, Hopkins identifies self as "the thread or chain of such 

pitches or 'doing-bells. " Not simply the sound-production of pitch, and 
indeed not primarily that, but the physical thread, chain, or musical 
string that produces it is called upon. 

More, Hopkins speaks elsewhere in his essay of a "scale of stress" 
in relation to pitches. 

29 In Chapter I, we saw that a shorter string 
segment produced a higher frequency and therefore a higher pitch (1.2,17 
Higher pitch is also produced by a string pulled tighter between its two 

endpoints. Increase of tension and ascending pitch go together. Thus 
the emphasis on pitch as determination, positiveness, and, most impor- 
tant, stress. "I instress my will to do so-and-so, " is the phrase Hop- 
kins uses to express the holding to a certain moral pitch. The more the 

stress or instress to the will, the higher the moral pitch -- just as 
the more stress to the string, the higher the sounded pitch. Pitch is 
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not so much simply a concept of music as one of a string tightening 
to produce the sound. Man is strung tight to a certain moral pitch as 

a string is tightened to its pitch. 
The other definitions of pitch, co-existing with this musical defi- 

nition though not reducible to it, reinforce it by the elements they 
have in common. The verbal forms of tossing and fixing, though never 

present explicitly (Hopkins never uses "pitch" as a verb in this sense), 

can be seen to reinforce the dynamic or action-oriented character of 
this pre-action word -- calling up Gardner's note that individuality 
is "the direction given to natural activities" (Gardner, 62), and illus- 

trated in Hopkins' coinage "ýýn -be" for pitch's predisposition. In 

terms of the string image, the verbal forms reinforce the suggestion of 
dynamic tension and stress that go into producing the sounded pitch. 

The explicitly used (and again, not reducible) usage of pitch as 

slope or selfbent also converges with the string analogy. The tension 

of "for love leaning forth" or Harry Ploughman bent straining over his 

plough, reinforced again by the verbal suggestions, converges with the 

tension that goes into the pitched string. As in the Wreck of the Deutsch- 

land, the man at pitch is characterised by the stress of his will: "the 

midriff astrain with leaning of, laced with fire of stress. " 

Hopkins' usage of words -- consciously combining each word's var- 
ious aspects to present it as coinciding-point of all its meanings 

and functions -- means that key words indeed transcend any one meaning 

or function. This is true especially in the highly-crafted poetry, but 

also in the key words of all Hopkins' thought. In the case of "pitch, " 

we can see how this works: not only are the two noun-uses of the word 
incompatible -- the string image and the bending image -- but within 
each, his descriptions are not strictly compatible. Taking descriptions 

we have already seen, the range of pitches is "infinite and terminates 

upwards in the directness or uprightness of the 'stem' of the Godhead" 
(SD, 148). Using "pitch" as degree of slope from the perpendicular, we 
discover that the self's moral pitch must therefore be visualised as 
striving to approach perpendicularity. This fits with the meaning of 
"bent" or "selfbent" as perverseness, bending when the self should be 

straight. But then what of "for love leaning forth" and Harry Plough- 

man? The instress of will Godward could be a tension to the perpendicular, 
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but the suggestion of "leaning" is of tension away from the 

straight. 
Similarly, the visual image of a string put forth by Devlin re- 

lates visually the "thread or chain of such pitches" and the "scale or 

range of pitches which is ... infinite and terminates upwards in the 
directness or uprightness of the 'stem' of the Godhead" (SD, 148). Using 

string as perpendicular, with its base as the lowest possibly self and 
its upward termination at God, we can see that the more the string is 

shortened by raising the base, the higher will be its pitch. The sounded 

pitch will ascend the scale as the lower end of the string ascends. 
This image, however, completely invalidates the pitch-as-slope image by 

using the perpendicular and the notion of terminating upwards completely 
differently (cf., however, III. 1, fn. 19 ). 

The mingling of incompatibles is shown in the key lines of the poem 
"On A Piece of Music" also: 

Though down 
- 
his being's bent 

Like air he changed in choice 

The "being's bent" is here connected with descending pitch -- "bent" 

presented metaphorically as a melody or succession of sounded pitches 
bends in descent. Yet if sounded pitch is descending, then moral pitch 
is descending, and "bent" takes on the full meaning of perverted or made 
illicit. In no other way in the poem, however, is this limiting of moral 
state suggested. Rather, the implication is simply that a moral state 
(a state of moral pitch) exists, uncharacterised as to its degree of 
praiseworthiness: 

What makes the man and what 
The man within that makes: 
Ask whom he serves or not 
Serves and what side he takes. 

I 
The key connotation, uniting these two disparate images, is stress. 

In that a being bent down is like Harry Ploughman, the Soldier "for love 
leaning forth, " or the "midriff astrain with leaning" in the Wreck, it 
is straining to a certain pitch or slope. In that a being like an air 
is constituted of pitched sound, it strains with the tension of the tight- 

ened string to reach that pitch of sound. Moral pitch is the stressing 
or instressing of the will, as an earlier, more direct spiritual essay 
declares -- and this stress of pitch is at the core of selfbeing: 
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I find myself both as man and as my self something most determined 
and distinctive, at pitch ... (SD, 122) 

Nothing else in nature comes near this unspeakable stress of pitch, 
distinctiveness, and selving, this selfbeing of my own. (SD, 123) 

[HIuman nature, being more highly pitched, selved, and distinctive than 
anything in the world, can have been developed, evolved, condensed, 
from the vastness of the world not anyhow or by the working of com- 
mon powers but only by one of finer or higher pitch and determina- 
tion than itself and certainly than any that elsewhere we see, for 
this power had to force forward the starting or stubborn elements 
to the one pitch required. (SD, 122-123)30 

Each image, each -meaning which coincides at the word "pitch, " 

centers on this. The one actual use of the word in the finished poetry 
gives us this bald and unconnected sense of stress, being pitched to a 

certain tension: 

No worst, there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief, 
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 

(Poems, 4th #64) 

The key is not sloping or bending, not sounded tones, but the tension of 
will that holds together a man: 

Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee; 
Not untwist -- slack they may be -- these last strands of man 
In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. I can; 

(Poems, 4th #65) 

The "strands of man" twisted to a tension are like the "thread or chain 

of being" where the degrees of "doing-be" are found. They are the in- 

stressed and stressed self. Both strands and thread at pitch find their 

original image in the tautened musical string, where pitch of tension 

audibly manifests itself in pitch of sound. 

As used by Hopkins, then, the concept of "pitch" refracts into so 
many varied aspects that it transcends any single application. Behind 
the various refractions, however, and preceding them, is the original 
image analogising man and music. In the original prose-formulation of 
"pitch" in the early essay, the bare concept of pitch as selving stress 
is presented. In "On Personality, " Hopkins writes as though he-has the 

musical string formulation in mind, rather than presenting it directly: 
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instressing the will to ascend or descend a "scale or range of pitches" 
which is a "scale of stress" on the "thread or chain of being. " In the 

poetry even further the individual aspects are refracted: the "bent world, " 
"for love leaning forth, " "pitched past pitch of grief, " "midriff astrain 
with the leaning of, laced with the fire of stress. " 31 But behind it 

all lies Hopkins' early Platonic formulation, reinforced by Scotus, own 
formulation, of being as a musical string. Devlin concludes his whole 
discussion on Hopkins' Scotism: 

From this it would seem to follow that all the multitudinous 
degrees of perfection in created things combine like some mathema- 
tical formula to express the intrinsic degree of Christ's created 
perfection. Indeed mathematical or musical terms would be better 
than logical ones to describe this mystical unity. (SD, 351) 

The centrality of Scotism to Hopkins' mature thought has been acceded 
many times by many critics; and central to Hopkins' Scotism is the Sco- 
tist application of the musical analogy. Just like the Ideal Truth of 
Hopkins' Platonism, the "mystical unity" at the core of his Scotism 
finds its best expression in the profound mathematics of music. 



3. ON SONG AS THE IDEAL ART 

In the poem "On A Piece of Music" we identified two aspects of the 

central musical conceit: man himself as musical (the singer) and his 

artistic work as musical (the song). With the concept of pitch in the 

spiritual essay "On Personality, Grace, and Free Will, " we have seen the 
first aspect explored in all its ramifications. We now see the second -- 
song as the type of all art, along with its ramifications. 

The spiritual commentary to Loyola's Exercises again provides the 
starting point. In his notes to Chapter One ("Foundation and First Prin- 

ciple"), Hopkins sums up the nature of God and His relation to the world: 

God's utterance of himself in himself is God the Word, outside him- 
self is this world. This world then is word, expression, news of 
God. Therefore its end, its purpose, its purport, its meaning, is 
God and its life or work to name and praise him. Therefore praise 
put before reverence and service (SD, 129) 

In his second chapter ("The First Week"), during the meditation on hell, 
he describes God's relation to the damned: 

How then is the soul so set at stress? As I suppose by some main 
stress from without, and that this is expressed by lingentes illos 
ignet' St Ignatius speaks of, as the current of air in the blowpipe 
[which] casts o'r addresses a jet of flame this way or that. The 
seven gifts of the Holy Spirit are spoken of as seven spirits, 
seven jets or currents of breath; so it may be of 'the breath of 
the Lord that kindled Tophet of old, ' the stress of God's anger 
which first 'prepared' or called into being fire against the Devil 
and his angels -- ... (SD, 137 ) 

Not that stress and fire are necessarily the torments of the damned, 
but that hellfire is the pain of stress being balked and turned back 
on itself: 

[TIhis constraint ... will be most painful when it is the main 
stress or energy of the whole being that is thus balked. This is 
its strain or tendency towards being, towards good, towards God -- being, that. is / their own more or continued being, gqod /_their 
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own good, their natural felicity, and God / the God at least of 
nature, not to speak of grace. (SD, 137) 

Finally, in the closing chapter of the commentary ("Creation and Redemp- 
tion: The Great Sacrifice"), Hopkins describes the fall of Lucifer, 
summing up the previous descriptions cited in a cosmological vision 
comparable to Plato's vision of Er and the music of the spheres which 
closes the Republic: 

The angels, like Adam, were created in sanctifying grace, which is 
a thing that affects the individual, and were then asked to enter into a covenant or contract with God which, as Adam, should give them an original justice or status and rights before God. The 
duties of this commonwealth were, for them, to contribute each in 
his rank, hierarchy, and own species, towards the Incarnation and 
the great sacrifice. Sister Emmerich saw this under the figure of 
the building of a tower: it might perhaps also be called a temple 
and a church. It was in fact the Church and the heavenly Jeru- 
salem. It is also compared to a concert of music, the ranks of the 
angelic hierarchies being like notes of a scale and a harmonic 
series: the working of the commonwealth and building of the tower 
or temple would be like the playing of these notes, like the tune, 
the music. They are also compared to heavenly spheres, planetary 
distances, and so on; and indeed these things, music and astronomy, 
are compared among themselves (in the Music of the Spheres and the 
morning stars singing for joy) .... And lastly they are compared to a pedigree, to generations; and 
through such a pedigree or tree of generations in some sort it is 
likely that Christ passed, taking the stead but not the true nature 
of a race or series of angels. 

... Christ, in his first sie; d*of angelic being, led off the 
angel choir (and in this the Babylonian and the Welsh text agree), 
calling on all creatures to worship God as by a kind of Venite 
adoremus. They obeyed the call, which indeed was a call-IRto-being. 
... 75[e] song of Lucifer's was a dwelling on his own beauty, an 
instressing of his own inscape, and like a performance on the organ 
and instrument of his own being; it was a sounding, as they say, of 
his own trumpet and a hymn in his own praise. Moreover it became 
an incantation: others were drawn in; it became a concert of voices, 
a concerting of selfpraise, and enchantment, a magic, by which they 
were dizzied, dazzled, and bewitched. They would not listen to the 
note which summoned each to his own place ... and distributed them 
here and there in the liturgy of the sacrifice; they gathered rather 
closer and closer home under Lucifer's lead and drowned it, raising 
a countermusic and countertemple and altar, a counterpoint of dis- 
sonance and not of harmony. ... Meanwhile as they drew back from their appointed lots the score 
of their own disobedience rose as in a mirror in the vision of the 
woman with child [Mary]: she felt it as birthpangs and cried aloud. 
0* FLrther I suppose that the procession or liturgy of the angelic host was to have its score upon the world of matt& and the angels 
thus to unfold and by cooperating create the species and order of the lower world; which in consequence is marked everywhere with the 
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confusion, clashing, and wreck which took place in the higher 
one and was there repaired at once but here not all at once. 

(SD, 200-202) 

This last grand vision is obviously a Christianised version of 
,, 32 Plato's "music of the spheres. More, it unites in its cosmological 

picture several major strands of imagery present in the previous cita- 
tions and throughout Hopkins' work. In the first citation (God as word 
and world), the vocal and verbal nature of God's creation of the world 
is presented. God Himself, through His utterance of Himself, is verbal 
and vocal, "God the Word. " Further, He creates verbally and vocally, 
making Creation "word, expression, news of God. " And man and the whole 
world respond verbally and vocally, through uttered praise: "its end, 
its purpose, its purport, its meaning, " is "to name and praise him" 
(cf. below, VI. 1,332ff ). God creates and man praises, both through 
the word uttered. 

33 

In the second citation, the related image of breath is presented in 

relation to issues of stress we have already seen. God's relation to 
the damned of His Creation, but a twisted form of His ideal relation to 

unfallen Creation, is imaged as breath. Thus breath and utterance are 
compared. Further, breath is compared to fire, "a jet of flame" directed 
by the breath blown through a blowpipe. Through "jet of flame" or 
"current of air" God sets the soul at stress. The second half of this. 

citation, explaining that the pain of hellfire results not from the stress 
itself but from stress' natural direction (Godward) balked, supports the 
idea that setting the soul at stress through fire and breath represents 
all God's relations to man. Utterance, breath, fire, are the expres- 
sions of God, based on the natures of God and His Creation and character- 
ising their relationship. 

In the concluding vision, then, as in Plato's vision that closes the 
Republic, this cosmological structure is fulfilled and presented. The 
Divine order is summed up in its verbal and vocal texture -- and this 
texture is shown to have a musical center. In another comparison of 
architecture and music, the hosts of angels are envisioned both as tem- 
ple and choir, with the "concert of music"'image predominating. Also, 

comparing temple and choir to commonwealth and the heavenly Jerusalem, 
Hopkins adds the human structures of civilisation to his analogy, reveal- 
ing all to be manifestations of the Divine musical order. Directly 

recalling the original musical string analogy of the new Realism, the 
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angelic Kingdom of Heaven is ordered through a "harmonic series" of 
intrinsically fixed types. The "music of the spheres" is cal 

, 
led up by 

tying in astronomy to the analogy, and then actually named "in the Music 

of the Spheres and the morning stars singing for joy. " 

More than simply being musical, however, the "angel choir" and the 

morning stars are actually "singing for joy. " Christ "led off the 

angel choir" in a song of praise, "calling on all creatures to worship 
God as by a kind of Venite adoremus"; 

34 
a song of praise which is also 

a song of creation, "a call into being. " A song is not just music, it 

is the musical conception of the sounding voice raised in words of crea- 
tion and praise. The song of creation and praise runs through the Divine 

order, like the breath/word/fire of God. The act of song is the crea- 
tion of the world; the song having been sung is the world created; the 

singing of its song is the world's praise naming its Creator. 

Hopkins' Scotist "music of the spheres" is not simply even a song 

of praise, however: in complete Christian formulation the sung pattern 

of Creation is the "liturgy of the sacrifice, " an Ideal Form of the Mass. 

The world, according to Hopkins' Scotism, was created to be redeemed. 
Not only by dying for man's sins but primarily through the Incarnation 

itself did God sacrifice Himself in Christ: 

The first intention then of God outside himself or, as they say, 
ad extra, outwards, the first outstress of God's power, was Christ; 
anEF-wemust believe that the next was the Blessed Virgin. Why did 
the Son of God go thus forth from the Father not only in the eter- 
nal and intrinsic procession of the Trinity but also by an extrinsic 
and less than eternal, let us say aeonian one? -- To give God glory 
and that by sacrifice, sacrifice offered in the barren wilderness 
outside of God, as the children of Israel were led into the wilder- 
ness to offer sacrifice. This sacrifice and outward procession is 
a consequence and shadow of the procession of the Trinity, from 
which mystery sacrifice takes its rise; .... (SD, 197) 

The sacrifice of the Incarnation, further, is intrinsic to God's nature, 
and the creation of the world is an intrinsic byproduct: 

It is as if the blissful agony or stress of selving in God had 
forced out drops of sweat or blood, which drops were the world, or 
as if the lights lit at the festival of the 'peaceful Trinity' 
through some little cranny striking out lit up into being one 
'cleave' out of the world of possible creatures. The sacrifice 
would be the Eucharist, and that the victim might be truly victim 
like, like motionless, helpless, or lifeless, it must be in matter. 

(SD, 197) 
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As Devlin notes, "This is 'the great sacrifice': a sacrifice of joy and 
adoration, which only incidentally, as it were, became one also of sor- 
row and reparation. , 35 

Sacrifice and creation go together in one Divine pattern -- thus 
the pattern of creation is an Ideal Divine liturgy. The two are intrin- 

sically part of God's "selving, " and so the liturgy is imaged in a song. 
Just as music, by virtue of the harmonic series, has its own intrinsic 

order, so Christ leads the angelic choir in an intrinsically-ordered 

song where a "note summoned each to his own place ... and distributed 
them here and there in the liturgy of the sacrifice. " 

The fallen nature of the world, too, is portrayed musically, becom- 
ing part of the Divine pattern and of the sung liturgy. 36 Even as the 
Divine hymn of praise is sung, Lucifer's disobedience introduces discord 
into the pattern of things -- again, imaged in terms of his own discor- 
dant song, "a hymn in his own praise. " Just as music reflects Divine 

order, so it can be used (or misused) to influence that order: "an 

enchantment, a magic, by which [the angels] were dizzied, dazzled, and 
bewitched. " Thus, just as the liturgy now comes to contain intrinsic 
discord, "a counterpoint of dissonance" in its structure, so the created 
world contains discord and disobedience as part of'Its intrinsic struc- 
ture: "the procession or liturgy of the angelic host [complete with dis- 

cord and dissonance] was to have its score upon the world of matter. " 

The "score" is a musical score, the written representation of the musical 
pattern (with perhaps a secondary meaning of marking or disfiguring, 

so that the Fall mars the world visually as well as musically). Just 

as Lucifer's "incantation" enchanted the angels into falling, so this 
discordant song in the pattern of things "dizzied, dazzled, and bewitched" 
Adam and his children to carry out the Fall in the world of matter. 

Finally, in further demonstrating the intrinsic relation of all 
things -- the "counterpoint" of creation -- the discordant song of 
fallen angels, duplicated in the world of matter, becomes the birthpang- 

cries of Mary giving birth to Christ. "[Tlhe score of their own disobe-- 
dience rose as in a mirror in the vision of the woman with child" reflects 
in musical terms the intrinsic relation of Lucifer's disobedience, the 
Fall of Adam and subsequent curse on Eve, and the redemption of the Incar- 

nation. Mary feels the discordant order of things through the "birth- 

pangs" which are the legacy of Eve; 37 
just as man's sympathetic response 

to creation's song is through songs of praise, Mary's response to the 
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discord is in cries of pain; as she cries she gives birth to the Word 

made Flesh. 

The Ideal Form of the liturgy which presents Creation's pattern is 

a song, permeating God and man and defining their relationship of 
creation and praise. The completed cosmological vision sums up Hopkins' 

spiritual picture of the world. As such, it is the Christian (and Sco- 

tist) fulfillment of the "music of the spheres" vision which Hopkins 
took from Platonism. As Devlin says, "mathematical or musical terms" 

are best to describe the "mystical unity" of Hopkins' Scotist theology -- 
and with this vision of the "procession or liturgy of the angelic host, " 
those musical terms are set out. Music is the spontaneous expression of 
the self, making manifest the intrinsic order of the world. God's 
11selving, " His spontaneous expression of Himself in word/breath/fire, 
is his song, the vocal and verbal texture of Creation. These images 

characterise the role song plays in Hopkins' thought and art, and so 
reveal song and music to be central to priest and poet. 

38 

Hopkins' approach to song is demonstrated throughout his poetry 
by a cluster of recurrent images of song's personal and cosmological 
significance. These images range from simple birdsong to the carol of 
creation which is the uttered Word of God. 

An early poem (#19, dated October 1865) 39 
presents the- first and 

most explicit use of the song-related image cluster: 

Let me be to Thee as the circling bird, 
Or bat with tender and air-crisping wings_ 
That shapes in half-light his departing rings, 
From both of whom a changeless note is heard. 
I have found my music in a common word, 
Trying each pleasurable throat that sings 
And every praised sequence of sweet strings, 
And know infallibly which I preferred. 
The authentic cadence was discovered late 
Which ends those only strains that I approve, 
And other science all gone out of date 
And minor sweetness scarce made mention of: 
I have found the dominant of my range and state 
Love, 0 my God, to call Thee Love and Love. 

. 

The poem is reminiscent of the Metaphysical poets in its extended use 
of the conceit and in its puns and intellectual play of images. The 
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central conceit is of human soul as bird. In particular, three aspects 
of the bird are brought out: song, flight, and homing instinct (11circ- 

ling"). - Though obviously of the three song is the most relevant to the 

current discussion, all three are so closely intertwined throughout 

Hopkins that they must be included in the image cluster. In brief, as 
this poem shows, they represent aspects of the soul's relation to God: 

the song of praise, the heavenward flight, and the instinct to find a 
home in God. 

Most important of all in this poem, however, is the specific musi- 

cal conception -- the centrality of the birdsong. The bird's "change- 

less note" can be compared to what Hopkins would later define as the 

"pitch" of the soul -- "pitch" here used in the musical sense as a 

sounded tone. Further, "I have found my music in a common word, " tying 

together note and word and so supporting the verbal connections of man's 
music, while also suggesting a correlation of inherent internal music 

with external expression. Finally, the word which is his music is "Love, " 

which expresses his relation to God. Thus the central conceit is the 

soul's relation to God, imaged as a word, voiced and sung like hymn. of 

praise. "To call Thee Love and Love, " the poet writes, aligning the act 

of loving God with the naming of Him as Love just as in the spiritual 

writings cited above creatures respond to God in a hymn of praise utter- 
ing His name. 

40 The result is to image the man loving God as a bird 

singing his natural and spontaneous song. 
The musical structure which serves as a framework for this conceit 

is the theoretical science of tonality. The details of the conceit, 
including the Donne-like intellectual wordplay, are all based on this 

musical issue. 
Tonality refers to a means of structuring music. According to the 

Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music, it is a "system of or3anizing pitch 
in which a single pitch (or tone, called the tonic) is made central" 
(HCD, 512 -- see above, 1.2,30 ). This system emphasises two aspects 
relevant to. the poem in question. The first has to do with the function 

of the musical structure: 

The tonic, or tonal center, serves as a point of repose toward which 
the structural tension created by the manipulation of other pitches 
is resolved by means of cadences at or near the conclusion of a 
composition and elsewhere. It is in its potential for the creation 
and release of tonal tension ... that the power of the tonic- 
dominant tonality lies. (HCD, 512) 
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The other aspect has to do with the nature of the structure: 

A composition organized in this way is said to be in the key of 
whatever pitch serves as the tonic, the key being either major or 
minor depending on the arrangement of tones and semitones in the 
scale constructed on the tonic, the scale which provides the prin- 
cipal pitches employed in the composition as a whole. (HCD, 512)41 

The whole thus presented is a musical system in which all structural 
elements receive their identity and purpose by means of their relation 
to the central, or tonic, pitch -- just as in the spiritual order, 
imaged through soul as circling bird, all the elements receive their 
identity and purpose by means of their-relation to God. The tonic pitch, 
which serves as musical center of structural repose, is the "changeless 

note" of Love which unites man and God in spiritual repose; it can be 
further identified through Hopkins' theology as the self stressed to 
its highest or ideal pitch. In terms of the bird image, the flying and 
homing instinct, united in the circling flight path, represents visually 
this musical and spiritual structure and so united flight and homing 
instinct as visual representations of the bird's central aspect, its 

song. The musical system, and lifting of the voice in song, thus char- 
acterises the soul's relation to God. And the use of the musical image 

of tonality presents this relationship as inherent in the nature of 
things. According to the tonal system, all structural elements by their 

nature rather than by any external force tend toward the tonic; just 

so the elements of the spiritual order. 
This is the key to what the musical image provides for Hopkins: 

internal verification of truths externally arrived at. We saw in Chap- 
ter I that music is the one field in which natural expression is matched 
with objective truth through its inherent and necessary mathematical 
structure. In the musical account of Creation and the Fall above, we 
saw that the intrinsic necessity of Fall and Redemption was imaged through 
their musical relation. So here, the intrinsic necessity of the tonal 

system analogises the inherent necessity of the soul's relation to God. 
Further, through a series of puns on musical versus non-musical meanings 
of words, Hopkins analogises this intrinsic or internal validity with 
external validity. Thus, again as in Chapter I, music is used to join 
the objective and subjective nature of truth. 

The puns through which the tonal analogy is evoked are based on terms 

present in the above-cited definitions of tonality. The key terms are 
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cadence, major, and minor, and dominant. * The sestet begins: 

The authentic cadence was discovered late 
Which ends those only strains that I approve 

The phrase "authentic cadence, " operating both musically and non- 
musically, offers the first tonal analogy. 

42 "Cadence" as used in this 

context refers primarily to its musical meaning, though the general 
sense of cadence as the rise and fall of the voice or other sound is 

also present. Musically, a cadence is a "melodic or harmonic formula 
that occurs at the end of a composition, a section, or a phrase, convey- 
ing the impression of a momentary or permanent conclusion" (HCD, 75). 
In the above definition of tonal structure, we saw that tension in a 
tonal system "is resolved by meands of cadences" which return to the 
"point of repose" which is the tonic pitch. In the tonic system, all 
pitches but the tonic are classified by their distance from and relation 
to the tonic. The musical scale is thus a hierarchy of relative func- 
tions made clear by the functional titles each scale degree is given 
(HCD, 445): 
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* See GLOSSARY for definition of music3l terms (APPENDIX II). 
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Tonic, dominant, mediant, the most important scale degrees, are also 

within the first five overtones of the harmonic series. All other scale 
degrees function (and are labelled accordingly) in relation to these key 

tones: supertonic and subtonic, subdominant and superdominant, and 
submediant. 

Within this system, cadences are'classified by the scale degree 
(I - VII) they start from and resolve to. The most conclusive cadences, 

called perfect, final, or full cadences, resolve to the tonic (1) and 

are most often used to end compositions. Of these perfect cadences, 
the most common and most forceful is the progression dominant-to-tonic 
(V-- I), called the authentic cadence (HCD, 75). 

The pun which opens the sestet, therefore, is based on a comparison 

of the musical and non-musical meanings of "authentic cadence. " Assuming 

that a "cadence" is the intonational change marking the end of a spoken 

or sung utterance (a fusion of musical and general meanings), two meanings 

oP "authentic" follow. Non-musically, in its general sense, "authentic" 

refers to that which is genuine, reliable, or trustworthy -- a validity 

proven by undisputed origin. In the present line of poetry, the spiritual 

context suggests that this undisputed origin is divine: the cadence, or 

conclusion of utterance, is "authentic" because it was decreed so by God. 

Such authenticity, however, refers to an external condition of 

proof -- proof by the nature of the origin. Musically, the authentic 
cadence "ends those only strains that I approve" because,. by its nature, 
it is the most perfect conclusion -- it offers the most complete struc- 
tural resolution of tension in its return to the tonic pitch. By the 

very nature of the song man sings, his most perfect and authentic reso- 
lution is to return to the "changeless note" of Love and God. Rather 
than -- or in addition to -- justifying this resolution by its origin 
and external sanction, the musical analogy justifies it by inherent 

nature. 
Another pun, more easily seen, is found in the third line of the 

sestet: "And other science all gone out of date. " We have seen in Chap- 
ter I that Hopkins often uses "science" to refer to musical science or 
theory. In this case, the "authentic cadence" has implied the present 
science to be the tonal system. "[01ther science" must therefore refer 
to any musical system which does not operate on the tonic-centered 
tension-release structure so important to the soul's centering on God 
(i. e., modality, most obviously). The non-musical meaning could be a 
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reference to any of the (physical? ) sciences which try to explain the 

natural order without taking account of God's pivotal position as the 

center toward which all things tend. 43 

The next pun is in the next line: "And minor sweetness scarce made 
mention of. " Again, as we see in the definition of tonality, a tonal- 
based scale is either major or minor, depending on the relations of 

certain pitches to the tonic -- mainly the mediant (III) and its function- 

ally related submediant (VI). In the acoustically pure harmonic series, 
the mediant is six semitones : removed from the tonic: this is the 'Pure, 

position of the mediant within the tonic scale, and it creates major 
tonality (see 1.2,28-29). To create a minor, tonality, the mediant is lowere 

one semitone, to five semito"nes from the tonid (see Helmholtz, p. 464). 
Speaking from this acoustical point of view, one could say that the 

effect of the artificially-produced minor is a felt lack of the pure 
major tonality. Therefore minor keys are often used to set off major 
keys, setting up a tension-resolution structure as part of a composition wk 

will be played in minor and will then resolve to major. The primary 
expression of difference between the two tonalities, however, is more 
often one of character: the major scale, and compositions based on it; 

tends to evoke assertive and unambiguous qualities, where the minor tends 

more to evoke ambiguity, "sweetness, " with a hint of sadness or loss. 

Thus in the poem, the poet in his song dismisses all things minor and so 

evokes major tonality -- the soul's song and its relation to God are 
characterised by the pure, complete, and unambiguous strains of the major 

melody just as it is characterised by the unambiguous finality of the 

authentic cadence. 
The pun then compares this internal characterisation of the song 

with the non-musical connotations of major and minor as terms of relative 
importance. Using the external judgment, the poet decides that the sad 
sweetness of loss which he might sing of is not as important as the unam- 
biguPus assertion of praise he has found. Just as "minor sweetness" is 

musically less pure and less satisfying than major assertiveness, so a 
song of sweet sadness or loss is of less importance than one of unambiguous 
joy and praise. 

The final pun, then, comes in the closing lines of the sestet: 

I have found the dominant of my range and state -- Love, 0 my God, to-c-a=hee Love and Love. * 

*Note that pieces of music in minor keys often end with authentic major cadences, for the 
major's strong sense of resolution and finality. 
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The musical term "dominant" has appeared in this discussion several times 
afready. As can be seen in the above diagram of scale degrees, the dom- 
inant is defined as the fifth scale degree of the tonic scale (V). 
Consideration of the harmonic series, so important to the tonal scale, 
shows the dominant to be the second overtone -- the only non-tonic 
overtone of the first three. The definition of tonality refers to the 

structural system of musical tension and release as the "tonic-dominant 
tonality, " suggesting strongly the importance of this scale degree in 
the tonic system (cf. above, 1.2,2B-29 ). Finally, the "authentic 

cadence" --the most perfect and conclusive resolution of structural 
tension in the system, has been defined as the progression of dominant- 
to-tonic (V - I). The major harmonic function of the dominant scale 
degree is to resolve to the tonic. 44 

Thus, in the poem, if the tonic or central pitch is identified as 
God, and the poet's soul identified with his song to God, the dominant 

scale degree is Love, which functions in the system solely to bring his 

song to its proper resolution -- its authentic cadence -- from dominant 
to tonic. As Love is the "changeless note" -- i. e., as Love is God -- 
Love is the tonic pitch to which all things tend. As Love inspires 
the soul Godwards, it is the dominant pitch. We have already seen, in 
Hopkins' theory of pitch, that God's grace makes man desire Him -- just 

so, by the musical nature of the dominant desiring resolution in the 
tonic, God here attracts the soul. Plus, we can relate this further to 
the nature of the harmonic series: all fundamental tones sounded by a 
string include within, though unrecognisably, the overtones that comprise 
the harmonic series. This is the basis of all of Hopkins' musical mysti- 
cism. Therefore the tonic pitch which is God which is Love, in the poem, 
like a sounded string, includes as part of its nature the sounded but 

unrecognised dominant (second overtone) -- God by His very nature calling 
the poet's soul Godward, and the soul by its nature responding. The 
poet's "range" is the range of his melody or voice, another common 
musical term -- by extension, then, the range is the range of pitches 
available for him to sing; and within that range, Love is the dominant 
that draws him to God (cf. above, "range" and inscape as notes available). 

On the non-musical level, the meaning "dominant" and its relation 
to the musical dominant is again obvious -- Love dominates the poet by 

pulling him to God. Again, this non-musical concept does not have the 
implications of necessity and inherence present in the musical term. 
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Love dominates him, but as external fact, not necessarily connected to 
his own nature. 

This close relation of the meanings of "dominant" demonstrates 

a very important distinction to be made between Hopkins, metaphysical 
poem and the true Metaphysicals: in these puns on musical versus non- 
musical meanings, Hopkins is actually engaging less in straight punning 
than in using puns to isolate and recapture the inscapes or selves of 
his words. Terms such as "authentic, " "minor, " and dominant" came to 
have their specific musical meaning's within the tonal system precisely 
because internal aspects of the system to which they refer do in fact 

call up the external connotations of their non-musical uses: the 
"authentic" (V - I) cadence is the most basic and most genuine tension 

resolution in the; system; the "minor" scale is less important than the 
"major, " because of the major-tonality emphasis of the harmonic series, 
and is most often used to set off the major; the "dominant" or fifth scale 
degree does, in fact, dominate all other scale degrees in its pull to 
the tonic. By using the double applications of the words in specific 
and general senses, Hopkins is calling attention to, recapturing, these 
implications in the tonal system of musical structure -- for the purpose 
of revealing the connection of musical and natural order. The central 
image of the poem is the soýl as bird, circling and finding a home in 
God; but the natural order suggested visually by bird and God is infused 
by musical order so closely connected to it as to be inseparable. 

The "Circling Bird" sonnet was written in 1865, two years before 
"The Probable Future of Metaphysics" established Hopkins' Platonic 

musical analogy: it presents as in blueprint form the musical and theo- 
logical ideas that occupied Hopkins' mind from his college years on. 
The major-period poem "The Caged Skylark" (#39), written in 1877, shows 
these same ideas persisting two years after The Wreck of the Deutschland 

marked-his entry into mature poetry and thought. Techniques of poetic 
expression have matured into his familiar compressed style; but the 
image cluster remains the same. 

Here again, the conceit is framed around the bird and its mystical 
song. The bird is explicitly compared to the human, soul, its cage to 
the "cage" of mortal flesh: 
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As a dare-gale skylark scanted in a dull cage 
Man's mounting spirit in his bone-house, mean house, dwells -- That bird beyond the remembering his free fells, 
This in drudgery day-labouring out life's age. 

Again, the visual image is of flying -- "dare-gale skylark" and "mounting 

spirit" both suggesting a natural ascent through the heavens to God. 
Yet again, it is the song that unites the two and provides the key to 
the image: 

Though aloft on turf. or perch or poor low stage, 
Both sing'sometimes the sweetest, sweetest spells 

The homing instinct, or in this case the characteristic of birds to have 

natural homes (nests) in the wild, is evoked, too -- yet again, in rela- 
tion to the central bird-like activity of singing: 

Not that the sweet-fowl, song-fowl, needs no rest -- Why, hear him, hear him babble and drop down to his nest, 
But his own nest, wild nest, no prison. 

The natural home of the nest is compared to the natural song, the conno- 
tations of "babble" suggesting the natural and spontaneous quality of 
the bird's 'song and an almost causal relation between singing and homing 
implied in the close connection of "hear him babble and drop down to 
his nest. " 

Finally, on the level of spirit, the ideal natural state for the 

soul is a similar resting place to home in on. As nest replaces cage, 
so resurrected body replaces mortal flesh: 

Man's spirit will be flesh-bound when found at best 
But uncumberM 

The implication that risen man in his heavenly body will sing as naturally 
and spontaneously as the bird babbling in his nest is not explicitly 
laid out, but the analogy makes it clear. In each aspect of the bird- 

soul conceit, this poem carries on the emphases blueprinted in "Let me 
be to Thee as a circling bird. " The image cluster presented in both - 
poems occurs in its various aspects throughout Hopkins' poetry -- always 
centering in one way or another on the song. 
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The most basic image in the cluster, then, is the bird, especially -- 
though not exclusively -- through its song. Birds and especially bird- 

song fascinated Hopkins all his life. Careful observations and recor- 
dings of birdsong are scattered throughout his early Diaries and extant 
Journal (through 1875): 

They pronounce peewit pretty distinctly, sometimes querulously, 
with a slight meTa-Mic tone like a bat's cry. (JP, 24) 
The cuckoo's second note sounds nearer than his first. (JP, 62) 
The cuckoo singing on one side, on the other from the ground [an] 
unseen woodlark, as I suppose, most sweetly with a song of which 
the structure is more definite than the skylark's and gives the link 
with that of the rest of the birds. (JP, 138) 
The cuckoo has changed his tune: the two notes can scarcely be told 
apart, thafýis their pitch is almost the same. (JP, 191) 
Heard the cuckoo -- very tuneless and wild sound. (JP, 208) 
Sometimes I hear the cuckoo with wonderful clear and plump and 
fluty notes: it is when the hollow of a rising ground conceives 
them and palms them up and throws them out, like blowing into a 
big humming ewer -- for instance under Saddle Hill one beautiful 
day and another time from Hodder Wood when we walked on the other 
side of the river. (JP, 232) 
Then we heard a nightingale utter a few strains -- strings of very 
liquid gurgles. (JP, 243) 

This same careful attention in recording Hopkins repeats in his poetic 
accounts of these songs. In "The Woodlark" (#138, frag): 

Teevo cheevo cheevio chee: 
U where what can IfiW-5-67. 
Weedio-weedio: there again! 
So tiny a-T-rickle of song-strain 

In "A Voice From the World" 081): 1 

Late in the green weeks of April 
Cuckoo calls cuckoo up the wood, 
Five notes or seven, late and few 

As Alan Heuser notes in discussing Hopkins' vision of nature, the 

b. ird and its song -- spontaneous and natural -- are central: 

Piercing and tuning the vision of heaven on earth, of creation's 
natural ideal, were the songs of nature, not of art ... Natural 
sounds meant vocal sound to Hopkins, who listening attentively to 
voices of birds could imitate the characteristics of each. 

(Heuser, 12) 
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Music is the audible revelation on the earth of ideal order (divine 
Order, in the Christianised Platonism). As the world of nature typifies 
the physical realm of the earth, so the music of nature -- its songs -- 
typify the spontaneous audible revelation of order. What more suited, 
then, to serve as ideal music of nature than the artless yet innately 

structured songs of birds? Music, as we saw in Chapter I, is the spon- 
taneous and natural expression of the soul. In Scotist terms, it is the 

spontaneous expression of Nature or Inscape. Birdsong, with its complete 
spontaneity and characteristic structures, is the perfect image for this 
definition of music. From this image of the singing bird a whole "carol 

of creation" radiates out. 

The poem "Spring" (#33) demonstrates this radiating out of images 
from birdsong-centered nature. The octave of the sonnet presents an en- 
capsulation of spring among the seasons of earthly nature, including the 

song of the thrush: 

Nothing is so beautiful as Spring -- When weeds, in wheels, shoot long and lovely and lush; 
Thrush's eggs look little low heavens, and thrush 

Through the echoing timber does so rinse and wring 
The ear, it strikes like lightnings to hear him sing; 

The glassy peartree leaves and blooms, they brush 
The descending blue; that blue is all in a rush 

With richness; the racing lambs too have Ifair their fling. 

The whole description is one of "eastering, " the "dearest freshness deep 
down things" flaming forth like "the Grandeur of God. " At one point in 
his spiritual commentary, Hopkins describes the creation of the world as 
God I'selving" (SD, 197). and elsewhere as "God's utterance of himself in 
the world" (SD, 129). Thus in "As kingfishers catch fire, " the earth in 
this time of seasonal creation selves, goes itself: "myself it speaks and 
spells, / Crying what I do is me: for that I came". 
The selving is a spontaneous utterance, at once both verbal and musical 
("speaks and spells")* , with the additional supernatural or magical 
connotations of the second of these. Spring, as the season of birth, 
is the season of selving, when inscapes burst forth: weeds "shoot long 

and lovely and lush, " peartree "leaves and blooms, "45 the lambs "have fair 

* spells -- No musical connection is listed in the OED, but for Hopkins, usage, cf. "Caged 
Skylark, " "sings sometimes the sweetest, sweetest spells. " 
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their fling. " The breath of God, both utterance and gift of spirit, is 
like a "jet of flame" (SD, 137). Thus, just as "kingfishers catch fire, 
dragonflies draw flame" visually, so the thrush spontaneously bursts 

forth its inscape through a song that "strikes like lightnings. " 

The thrush is part of the natural order, and his song is its audible 
expression. 

In the sestet, then, where natural cycle of seasons is extrapolated 
to spiritual cycles of progress, the birdsong is extended to a song of 

nature: 

What is all this juice and all this joy? 
A strain of the earth's sweet being in the beginning 
In Eden garden. 

"Strain, " following Hopkins' technique of word-centering, is a coinciding- 
point of meanings which present an important -- and musical -- core. it 
is the "strain" of juice: straining spring's elements into joy as spring's 
fruits are strained into juice. It is the "strain" and stress of selving, 
related to the instress, will, and pitch of God's creative act. 

46 It is 
the genealogical stock which binds man and creation together in one 
family. Lastly, supported by the earlier image of the thrush's song, it 
is the "strain" of melody that sounds the song of creation. 

The dictionary definitions list "strain" as a moral tendency forming 

part of a character; also as the strain of pulling something taut, like 

a bow-string or musical string. Here we have again not only the evocation 
of music but the particular Hopkinsian conjunction of a string pulled 
taut and at pitch, sounding music as its audible manifestation. The 

straining of fruits to their essence, which is the genealogical and moral 
"strain" or essence of man, and is the same as the "strain" and stress 
of his will at pitch, is audible in the "strains" of melody that easter 
forth in him. Spring in the earth is extrapolated to the state of inno- 

cence at the original "spring" of creation in "Eden garden" and to each 
man's spiritual innocence, "Innocent mind and Mayday in boy and girl. " 
So, calling again upon the central analogy of the string at pitch, the 
"strain of earth's sweet being in the beginning" becomes the song of 
spiritual innocence -- the spontaneous expression, through song, of 
"sweet being" or soul. From birdsong, to song of nature, to spiritual 
song, the musical image expands to encompass them all. 
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Birds characterise the natural order -- their song is the natural 
order spontaneously made audible. "The Woodlark" (#138, frag) sings and 
flies a circle as did the "circling. bird" in the early sonnet, and sug- 

gesting the same spiritual orientation to a center: 

Round a ring, around a ring 
And while I said (must listen) I sing. 

Like the caged skylark, he sings spontaneously, prompted by his nature, 
stopping only when nature calls him home: 

I am so very, 0 so very glad 
That I do think there is not to be had 
[Anywhere any more joy to be in. 
Cheevio: 1 when the cry within 
Say-s--G-o on then I go on 
Till the longing is less and the good gone, 
But down drop if it says Stop, 47 To -, the all-a-leaf of the tree top. 

But more than this, they characterise the spiritual order as well. 
48 

In an early poem, "The Nightingale" (#21), the song of the nightingale 
reveals to a sailor's wife that her husband is drowned -- acting, almost, 
as divine messenger in spontaneously expressing the state of the world. 
In building up the sympathetic relation between the human tragedy and 
the disordering of the natural world, Hopkins uses the nightingale's 
song as central. The bird begins to sing: 

For he began at once and shook 
My head to hear. He might have strung 
A row of ripples in the brook, 

So forcibly he sung, 
The mist upon the leaves have strewed, 
And danced the balls of dew that stood 
In acres all above the wood. 

Acting as divine agent, the bird through its song seems to alter the 
natural order itself -just as the order of human affairs has been 
altered by the sailor's death: 

I thought the air must cut and strain 
The windpipe when he sucked his-breath 
And when he turned it back again 

The music must be death. 
With not a thing to make me fear, 
A singing bird in morning clear 
To me was terrible to hear. 
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The use in the first line of "strain, " here in a different sense but with 
its musical connections intact, suggests in a new way the stress associ- 
ated with the music of natural order. 

Birds in general are related to the spiritual realm throughout the 

poems. In one early sonnet (#16), the poet compared his soul with the 

souls of his friends, as "Eye-greeting doves bright-counter to the rook. " 

In "God's Grandeur" (#31), the Holy Spirit "broods with warm breast 

and ah! bright wings. " And of course, Hopkins' most famous bird'(which 
does. not sing at all) is the Windhovm. ', - ., 'i"". 

As with the early "Circling Bird" sonnet, another early poem, the 

school prize poem 11 Mystico (#77) acts as blueprint of what Hopkins 
had in mind connecting birds with spirits. Here the various aspects of 
the "bird in mystical flight and song" (Heuser, 12) which fascinated 
Hopkins are all evoked in an extended image of the bird as figure of 
spiritual solace ("balm to aching soul"): 

49 

like a lark to glide aloof 
Under the cloud-festooned roof, 
That with a turning of the wings 
Light and darkness from him flings; 
To drift in air, the circled earth 
Spreading still its sunned girth; 
To hear the sheep-bells dimly die 
Till the lifted clouds were nigh, 
In breezy belts of upper air 
Melting into aether rare; 
And when the silent heights were won, 
And all in lone air stood the sun, 
To sing scarce heard, and singing fill 
The airy empire at his will; 
To hear his strain descend less loud 
On to ledges of grey cloud; 
And fainter, finer, trickle far 
To where the listening uplands are: 
To pause -- then from his gurgling bill 
Let the warbled sweetness rill, 
And down the welkin, gushing free, 
Hark the molten melody; 
In fits of music till sunset 
Starting the silver rivulet; 
To quench the fine drawn cataract; 
And in the dews beside his nest 
To cool his plumy throbbing breast. 

In addition to this, birds play a consistent role in the converse 
of the "eastering" theme, the growing "time's eunuch" theme that repre- 
sents the fallen condition of man throughout Hopkins' poetry. Just as 
spiritual innocence is associated with the unsullied nature of "Spring, " 
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so man's fallen state is associated with the world of civilisation, 
"seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil. " The presence of 
nature, as well as that of spirit, in such a man-smudged world, is repre- 
sented again by birds. 

The early poem "The Alchemist in the City"(#15) first contrasts 
the idyllic natural order with the imperfect fallen world of man. Birds 

are here called in as images of naturd opposed to the towers of the 

city. Through their homing aspects in particular, they are opposed to 

the homelessness of man: 

I walk my breezy belvedere 
To watch the low or levant sun, 
I see the city pigeons veer, 
I mark the tower swallows run 
Between the tower-top and the ground 
Below me in the bearing air; 
Then find in the horizon-round 
One spot and hunger to be there. 
And then I hate the most that lore 
That holds no promise of success; 
Then sweetest seems the houseless shore, 
Then free and kind the wilderness. 

As in "The Caged Skylark, " nature is opposed to artifice, the wilderness 
home to the city home, innocence to the fallen state. And birds -- this 
time through their homing instinct -- represent the world of innocent, 

unsullied nature where the natural order still easters forth. 
Later, in "Duns Scotus's Oxford" (#44), this same disiinction is 

made, again with birds and towers contrasted as emblems of the two worlds: 

Towery city and branchy between towers; 
Cuckoo-echoing, bell-swarmed, lark-chamed, rook-racked, river- 

rounded, 

In the late poem "Thou art indeed just" (#74), where the "time's eunuch" 
phrase is actually formulated, birds make a brief appearance to the same 
end: 

birds build -- but not I build; no, but strain, 
Time's eunuch, and not breed one work that wakes. 

Finally, in "Peace" (#51), the same theme is presented through the exten- 
ded conceit of Peace as a homing bird: 
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When will you ever, Peace, wild wooddove, shy wings shut, 
Your round me roaming end, and under be my boughs? 
When, when, Peace, will you, Peace? -- I'll not play hypocriter 
To own my heart: I yield you do come sometimes; but 
That piecemeal peace is poor peace. What pure peace allows 
Alarms of wars, the daunting wars, the death of it? 

0 surely, reaving Peace, my Lord should leave in lieu 
Some good! And so he does leave Patience exquisite, 
That plumes to Peace thereafter. And when Peace here does house 
He comes with work to do, he does not come to coo, 

He comes to brood and sit. 

Though the bird that is Peace never sings, nevertheless his "round me 
roaming" which must eventually end in homing "under my boughs" is directly 

reminiscent of the "circling bird", combination of flight and homing 

instinct. 

As conclusion to this treatment of birds and birdsong in Hopkins is 

the poem which most explicitly shows birdsong and the songs of nature to 
be structurally related to cosmic order. In so doing, this poem also 
ties together, as in the "Circling Bird" sonnet with which he began, the 

three aspects of birds that run through Hopkins' images of them. The 

poem is the middle-period poem "The Sea and the Skylark" (#35). 
The poem's opening line announces the character of what is to 

follow: "On ear and ear two noises too old to end. " The sounds which 
follow are "authentic, " in the non-musical sense: intrinsic audible 

manifestations of natural order. Both the roar of the sea and the song 

of the skylark are presented as exponents of what might be called cosmic 
structure, reminiscent of the music of the spheres. 

The tide, of course, obeys the waxing and waning of the moon, and 
so it is presented, its sound governed by the cosmic order of the spheres: 

With a flood or a fall, low lull-off or all roar, 
Frequenting there while moon shall wear and wend. 

In a literal sense, this noise "too old to end" is the sound of the heavenly 

spheres going through their ordered cycles, as it audibly represents 
the cycles of the moon. 

The song of the lark, rather than being thus literally related to 

universal order, is presented in a complex visual image that conjures 

up the structure of Plato's musical spheres revolving around the spindle 
of Necessity: 
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Left-hand, off land, I hear the lark ascend, His rash-fresh, re-winded new-skeined score In crisps of curl, off wild winch whirl, and pour And pelt music, till none's to spill nor spend. 

The last line here calls up similar lines seen in other poems, as the 
woodlark's "I go on / Till the longing is less and the good gone, " 
suggesting the spontaneous quality of the eastering -- as the "rash- 
fresh" compound calls up the "dearest freshness" of inscapes that bird- 
song epitornises. The "re-winded new-skeined" calls up similar freshness. 

But the image itself is visual: of a musical score twirling and 
winding from airborne bird to the ground. The "re-winded" and "new- 
skeined" score whirling "off wild winch" suggests the winding and unwinding 
at the spindle of Necessity which motivates the cycles of the music of 
the spheres: 

they came to a place where they could see from above a line of light, 
straight as a column, extending right through the whole heaven and 
through the earth, in colour resembling the rainbow, only brighter and 
purer; another day's journey brought them to the place, and there, in 
the midst of the light, they saw the ends of the chains oVheaven let 
down from above: for this light is the belt of heaven, and holds together 
the circle of the universe, like the undergirders of a trireme. From 
these ends is extended the spindle of Necessity, on which all the 
revolutions turn. (Republic, X-616) 

In the literal sense of governance by planetary movement, the lark's song 
is less directly expressive of cosmic structure than the "low lull-off, 
or all roar" of the tide. But by virtue of its "crisps of curl" whirling 
"re-winded" and "new-sýeinedll off "wild winch, " the musical score which 
is the lark's song audibly manifests a more basic cosmic structure than 
the waxing and waning of the moon. Calling up through Plato's spindle 
the pitched musical string which holds together and sounds creation, the 
lark's song expresses the divine order behind the structures and cycles 
of the heavens. 

Further, in this visual imaging of song, the three-fold aspect of 
the bird's relation to God first brought out in the "Circling Bird"_ 
sonnet is again presented together. The image is of the score winding 
and unwinding around a natural central point ("wild winch whirl"). The 
connection is made to Plato's spindle, around which the great whorls of 
colour and sound spin: 

... there is one large hollow whorl which is quite scooped out, and 
into this is fitted another lesser one, and another, and another, and 
four others, making eight in all, like vessels which fit into one 
another; ... 
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Now the whole spindle has the same motion; but, as the whole revolves 
in one direction, the seven inner circles move slowly in the other, --- 
The spindle turns on the knees of Necessity; and on the upper surface 
of each circle is a siren, who goes round with them, hymning a single 
tone or note. The eight together form one harmony; .... 

(X . 616-617) 

The connection is to the visual image of the bird circling God -- the 

combination of flight and homing instinct that we have seen throughout 
Hopkins' bird-images: the "circling bird" in the early sonnet; the wood- 
lark sailing "Round a ring, around a ring; " the alchemist's swallows 
flying until they "find in the horizon-round / One spot and hunger to 
be there; " and finally the wild wooddove "Peace, " whom the poet asks 
"Your round me roarRing end, and under be my boughs? " Thus, as in the 
original of the "Circling Bird" sonnet, flying and homing are united to 

singing, this time through the root image of the music of the spheres. 
In the sestet of "The Sea and The Skylark, " this natural resonance 

of the world is contrasted -- still in terms of sound -- with the man- 
centered town: 

How these two shame this shallow and frail town! 
How ring right out our sordid turbid time, 

Being pure! 

The comparison is as before, of the fallen state of man's civilisation 
with the natural and spiritual innocence imaged through song. The image 
"ring right out" suggests a bell, a musical sound important to Hoýkins, 

as we shall see below. Here, the music of the bell sums up those "two 

noises too old to end, " the sea and the skylark. First through the song 
of the tide, then the song of the bird, the natural cycles of the cosmic 
structure (waxing and waning, winding and unwinding) are made audible. 

As in the sonnet "Spring, " where the thrush's song "like lightnings" 

extends into "earth's sweet strain, " Hopkins' images of birds and bird- 

song radiate out to a whole cluster of related images showing song to 
inspire all natural order and characterise the relation of God and man. 
"God's utterance of himself in himself is God the Word, " Hopkins writes 
in his commentary, "outside himself is this world. This world then is 

word, -expression, news of God. Therefore its end, its purpose, its 

purport, its meaning is God and its life or work to name and praise 
him" (SD, 129). 
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Song, then, expresses spiritual man's inscape just as birdsong 
expresses the inscapes of physical nature. And further: in expressing 
his self, man's song characterises his relation to God. In the early 
poem . "Nondum" (#23), the poet and his fellow men raise their voices to 
God in psalm of prayer, God's response to come through "forgiving voice, " 
his silence to be His lack of response: 

God though to Thee our psalm we raise 
No answering voice comes from the skies; 
To Thee the trembling sinner prays 
But no forgiving voice replies; 
Our prayer seems lost in desert ways, 
Our hymn in the vast silence dies. 

"Prayer" and "hymn" are equated in these last two lines, used inter- 
changeably, as the song-based conceit of order spontaneously expressed 
develops. The literal use of "song" expands to the images of voices, 
speech, and even the noises of inanimate objects -- but always the empha- 
sis is the same, that the order of things is reflected in this audible 
world. The text on which "Nondum" is based has no mention of sound or 
silence or song: "Verily Thou art a God that Hidest Thyself" (Isaiah 
45: 15). Yet in the world of "Nondum" God's absence is reflected ih 
"thlunbroken silence" where 

... Thou art silent, whilst Thy world 
Contends about its many creeds 
[And hosts confront with flags unfurled 
And zeal is flushed and pity bleeds] 
And truth is heard, with tears impearled' 
A meaning voice among the reeds. 

The fallen world, like a living death, is characterised by 

the passing bell 
Summoning men from speechless day r'O To death's more silent, darker spell. ' 

The vocal utterance of God is aligned with life, "speechless" silence 
with death and despair. "Spell, " another of Hopkins' favourite words, 
combines period of time, magical enchantement of attraction, and "spell 
of music or poetry" (COD). The caged skylark sings "the sweetest, sweet- 
est spells. " In "As kingfishers catch fire, " the voice of God comes 
through the world as "Myself it speaks and spells, " conjuring up the 
magical power of the voice. In Hopkins' great vision of Creation and 
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Redemption, Lucifer's song is similarly magical: "an incantation .... 
an enchantment, a magic, by which they were dizzied, dazzled, and be- 

witched. " Here "death's more silent, darker spell" evokes the super- 
naturally attractive period of darkness and paradoxically silent uttering 

of song. Again, as in "The Sea and The Skylark, " God's voice sings 
through the "passing bell, " which instead of ringing out "our sordid 
turbid time" here summons men to silent and dark death. 51 

In Hopkins' later poetry, this characterisation of man's relation 
to God through voice continues. "The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo" 
(#59), itself written as a song ("Maiden's song from St. Winefred's 
Well"), calls the listener to turn mortal beauties Godward with sigh and 
breath: 

Resign them, sign them, seal them, send them, motion with breath, 
And with sighs soaring sighs, deliver 
Them ... 

In the Terrible Sonnets, as in "Nondum, " the poet's estrangement from 
God is often imaged through unanswered calls and silences. "I wake and 
feel the fell of dark" (#67) shows the poet in the dark. calling -to 'his God: 

And my lament 
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters sent 
To dearest him that lives alas! away 

And finally in "The shepherd's brow, fronting forked lightning" 
(#75), the structure of this desolate, fallen world is again referred to 

a structure explicitly of sounds and music: 

Angels fall, they are towers, from heaven a story 
Of just, majestical, and giant groans. 
But man -- we, scaffold of score brittle bones; 
Who bre 

' 
athe, from groundlong babyhood to hoary 

Age gasp; whose breath is our memento mori -- What bass is our viol for tragic tones? 

As in "On A Piece of Music" and distinctly reminiscent of Hopkins, 
angelic vision of the temple and the harmonic series, music and archi- 
tecture are used together: towers and groans on the angels' side, scaf- 
fold and gasp on the humans'. This citation demonstrates better than 
any so far the interchangeability of breath, vocal sound, music, and 
structure.. The structure is the tower and scaffolding. With the pun on 
"story" (part of a tower and a verbal tale), structure becomes vocal 
expression of groans and breath and gasp. The pun on bass and viol 
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(base and vile) establishes the musical connection: man's instrument 
(his "scaffold of score brittle bones"? ), his viol, provides no bass, 
or accompaniment, suitable for tragic tones (of a song or poem). If the 
key is the spontaneous and natural expression of self, then groans, 
gasps, and breaths, will do just as well as "song" proper -- just as 
God's utterances in the spiritual commentary compare word and inspiring 
breath. Just as the artless birdsong is the bird's expression, so man's 
natural and artless expressionis imaged as song or music, with man him- 
self through his voice as the instrument. 

This inteýrchangeable cluster of song/voice/breath which comes toge- 
ther as natural and spontaneous expression of self culminates in the 
creative expression of God which inspires the world. The vision of 
Creation thus inspired is the same as that presented in the spiritual 
commentaries cited above. The major example of it in the poetry is 
Hopkins' magnum opus, 'The Wreck of the Deutschland. " 

Several key passages are relevant. First of all, Gardner cites 
the following lines as central to the thematic meaning of the poem: 

52 

AM there was a heart right! 
There was single eye! 

Read the unshapeable shock night 
And knew the who and the why; 

Wording it how but by him that present and past, 
Heaven and earth are word of, worded by? (st. 29,11.1-6) 

The dramatic climax of the poem is seen in the nun calling out to Christ: 

A prophetess towered in the tumult, a virginal tongue told 
(st. 19,8) 

Sister, a sister calling 
A master, her master and mine! (st. 19,1-2) 

Responding to this cry, the poet in turn poses himself a central question: 

Ah, touched in your bower of bone, 
Are you! turned for an exquisite smart, 

Have you! make words break from me here all alone, 
Do you! -- mother of a being in me, heart. 

0 unteachably after evil, but uttering truth, 
Why, tears! is it? tears; such a melting, a madrigal start! What can it be, this glee? the good you have there of your own? 

(st. 18) 

As the nun speaks, then, he demands to know: 
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The majesty! What did she mean? 
Breathe, arch and original Breath. 

Is it love in her of the being as her lover had been? 
Breathe, body of lovely death. (st. 25,1-4) 

Or is it that she cried for the crown then, 
The keener to come at the comfort for feeling the combating keen? 

(st. 25,7-8) 

Finally, when he is able to answer his questions: 

But here was heart-throe, birth of a brain, 
Word, that heard and kept thee and uttered thee outright. 

(st. 30,7-8) 

lovely-felicitous Providence 
Finger of a tender of, 0 of a feathery delicacy, the breast of the 

Maiden could obey so, be a bell to, ring of it, and Startle the poor sheep back! 
(st. 31,5-8) 

In each of these central statements, the core of meaning arrived at from 
so many coincidings is based on Creation and Christ's coming (to "easter 
in us") as spontaneous burst of vocal expression. In Gardner's central 
statement, God's creation of the world is described as verbal expression 
culminating in Christ: "Wording it how but by word of, worded by? " 
The structure of things, the ideal or divine order, is verbal: the crea- 
tion of things is in the wording of them. The climax of the poem is 
thus Christ's coming through the nun's call. She establishes a relation- 
ship with God by calling, by wording. As her words are spontaneous 
expression, they reflect ideal order and so manifest and reveal the truth 
of that order: she is a "prophetess" in the tumult, "her virginal tongue 
told. " The use of "virginal" even suggests her identification with the 
Virgin Mary, whose "virginal tongue told" Christ in the first place by 
giving birth to the Word made Flesh. In her call to the master, then, 
the nun "read" the verbal structure of creation -- in other words, she 
understood its truth in expressing it through her prophetic virginal tongue. 

The poet's questioning of his heart, which received its own answer 
as the nun "reads" the truth he seeks, also uses the same images. The 
truth which is Christ's verbal eastering bursts from the poet by virtue 
of his heart: you "make words break from me, " he says, 110 unteachably 
after evil but uttering truth! " 
- Further, in this stanza two musical references establish this spon- 

taneous burst of self-expression as song-related. First, 11such-a melting, 
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a madrigal start, " the poet exclaims. A madrigal is a short poem 
or song with no accompaniment (i. e., entirely vocal) and characterised 
by elaborate contrapuntal ornamentation. The connection with Hopkins, 

own vocal and contrapuntal "new art" is obvious. The Deutschland poet's 

spontaneous verbal breaking-forth is thus aligned with this ideal form 

of song. Second, he exclaims, "What can it be, this glee? the good 

you have there of your own? " "Glee" is an emotion, an outburst of delight 

and joy. But musically speaking, it is also a particular type of 

unaccompanied English song, sung in several parts much like the contra- 
1,53 pUntal madrigal and Hopkins' "new art. The heart's spontaneous out- 

burst of joy and delight which is glee is also therefore a spontaneous 
outburst of song, through a pun on musical and non-musical meaning 
reminiscent of the "Circling Bird" sonnet. 

The poet then demands to know "what did she mean? " what truth did 

the nun read in the""unshapeable shock night? " And in so doing, he calls 

on God for answer: "Breathe, arch and original Breath. " God's verbal 

creation is vocal as well as verbal, and aligned with the breath of inspi- 

ration. The adjectives "arch and original" can be compared to the non- 

musical use of "authentic" in the "Circling Bird": validity established 
through divine origins. By defining the nun's cry, then, the poet can 
himself "read" the truth. 

In his guesses as to her meaning, an almost-pun is used to isolate 

the coinciding-point of another important word, "keen": 

Or is it that she cried for the crown then, 
The keener to come at the comfort for feeling the combating keen? 

"Keen" means sharp (as a knife-edge); penetrating, piercing, strong (as 

sound, light); eager, ardent, highly sensitive (of a person). In musical 
terminology, it also refers to an Irish funeral song accompanied by wail- 
ing; or, by extension, to any utterance in a wailing tone. "Keen" is not 
like "strain, " or "spell, " a recurring Hopkinsian word, drawing its core 
from uses through several poems. In this one line, however, its double- 
usage evokes the entire range of these cited applications coinciding to 
form its meaning. 

We have already seen in other poems how the eastering forth of 
inscapes is "like lightnings, " sharp and penetrating like a keen-edged 
knife. In "Spring" it was the bird's song so sharp "it strikes like 
lightnings. " Here the wind is keen: simultaneously God's breath (as air), 
cold and painful, and his keening song, still painful in its mournful, 
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funereal wail, cutting through the silence as the wind cuts the air -- 
and, especially when evoked after the sister's keen ardor, with its own 
evocation of Christ's keen desire to burst forth. By using "keen" 
twice, once to characterise the nun and once to characterise the oppo- 
sing wind/voice/breath of God, all these various images are united in 
the word itself, thus also uniting the image cluster of God's breath 

and song and the spontaneous burst of expression and Christ's coming 
into the world. 

When the poet, through the nun's cry, is able to answer his ques- 
tions, the image cluster again finds expression -- Christ's coming, the 

spontaneous motion of the heart, and the speaking of the world altogether 
as one: 

But here was heart-throe, birth of a brain, 
Word, that heard and kept thee and uttered thee outright. 

The "birth" is like the birth of Christ, coming again into the world 
as the birth of a word. The "heart-throe" is like the throes of birth, 
but from the heart and so associated also with inntermost being. Concep- 
tion, gestation, and birth is seen in "heard and kept thee and uttered 
thee outright. " Christ is thus born from the poet's innermost self as 
Word made Flesh in his spontaneous vocal and verbal outburst. 

Finally, in his conclusions from this revelation, the poet calls up 
the natural correspondence of sound and music to ideal order: the spontan- 
eous audible manifestation of ideal order as now tied to Christ's coming. 
"Lovely-felicitous Providence, " God in terms of the divine order He 

creates, is referred to in bird-terms, "of a feathery delicacy, " so that 
once again the bird-image is used to-represent natural (Providential) 

order. The maiden, by sympathetic sound, also comes to represent this 
order as she utters it. Here the bell-imagery that has cropped up in 
so many poems comes into its own. "[Tlhe breast of the / Maiden could 
obey so, be a bell to, ring of it. " In the original draft of the poem, 
Clftaý Gardner, the line is more explicitly musical: "Maiden could swing 
with, be musical of it.,, 54 To "swing with" obviously refers again to 
the bell-image, swinging like swung clapper and so being "a bell to. " 

The important connotation of the bell swung is seen in the connec- 
tion between "obey so" and the first draft "be musical of. " Hopkins was 
very fond of bells, and especially bells as ringing out divine truth.. 
The sea and skylark "ring right out our sordid, turbid time; " God's voice 
in "Nondum" is "a passing bell / Summoning men from speechless day. " 
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Duns Scotus's Oxford is "bell-swarmed" just as it is "lark-charmed. " 

Bells ring out the natural order; and as such they are musical, related 
to the pitched musical string. "As kingfishers catch fire" (#57), with 
its picture of earth's selving, presents the clearest image: 

00. like each tucked string tells, each hung bell's 
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name; 
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same: 

Deals out that being indoors each one dwells; 
Selves -- goes itself; myself it speaks and spells. 

Selving, tucking or plucking the pitched string, ringing the bell, all 
refer to expression of the innermost self, "that being indoors each one 
dwells. " Through "string tells" and "finds tongue' the vocal and verbal 
aspect of the expression is brought out; through bell and string, the 

musical. The result is the musically conceived "Crying What I do is me: 
for that I came" (see below, V1.2,399-413 , for further discussion of 
this poem). 

Thus, in the Wreck, the nun is "a bell to, " "could obey so" and "be 

musical of, " all at once. As in the "Circling Bird" sonnet, where the 
bird/soul's attraction to God was externally oriented in the non-musical 
sense of the image (circling around God) and the non-musical sense of 
the puns ("authentic, " "dominant"), so here the maiden's obeying Provi- 
dence is an external concept. Yet again, as in the previous sonnet, 
the musical angle suggests intrinsic and internal correspondence: the 

maiden obeys Providence because she is "musical of it, " because her 

musical nature (the Scotist string analogy is relevant) leads, her to 

sing out Providential truth just as the circling bird contains within 
himself "the dominant of my range and state. " 

The maiden is thus "a bell to" Providence, ringing it out as a "bow 

swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name. " The tongue of the bell 
is also the tongue of the maiden, ringing of Providential truth as she 
cries out to Christ. In fact, though it is not essential to the struc- 
ture, a homophonic pun may even be present in the line "virginal tongue 
told" -- "virginal tongue tolled. '155 Even if the pun is too far-fetched 
to be taken as deliberate, the meaning is still valid: the maiden is a 
bell to, and her cry is spontaneous verbal expression of, ideal order. 

The maiden's cry -- verbal, vocal, and musical -- is then the coming 
of Christ. She "worded" him, "uttered [him] outright. " She is "a bell 
to" Providence thus flinging out broad Christ's name; and in his naming, 
the Good Shepherd comes: 
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the breast of the 
Maiden could obey so, be a bell to, ring of it, and 

Startle the poor sheep back! 

The musical or bell-like utterance of Christ's name startles the sheep 
back because in the uttering His name He is present. 

56 

Thus, in response the poet exclaims: 

Now burn, new born to the world, 
Double-natured name (st. 34,1-2) 

Just as Christ easters in the uttering of His name, so He comes to the 
poet in a series of names: 

There then! the Master, 
lpse, the only one, Christ, King, Head 

And further, just as the nun raises voice to call Him and so brings Him 
forth, so the poet too raises voice. The oft-cited lines 

But how shall I... make me room there: 
Reach me a... Fancy, come faster -- Strike you the sight of it? look at it loom there, 
Thing that she ... There then! 

are said to be prime examples of Hopkins' heightened language use. 
57 

They also serve to create, at this point alone in the poem, the impression 
that the poet is speaking aloud. He is calling to Christ verbally and 
vocally -- not like anywhere else in the poem, but only here. Hopkins, 

poem is written down, and so its words are none of them equatable strictly 
with spoken language. Yet the crux of the poem is the spontaneous cry 
to God that is at once breath, sigh, speech, and song; and is also, as 
the expression of self, the eastering of Christ through His utterance 
and naming. Therefore at this point in the written poem, Hopkins twists 
the written language to conjure up the equivalent of spontaneous spoken 
cry. The unfinished sentences and abandoned attempts at description 
fail: Christ cannot be described, He can only be named, and in his 
naming, there he is. "Ipse" ("Himself") is the central name because 
it is the most completely self-referential, the least descriptive. From 
the simple, artless and spontaneous birdsong expressing inscape, this 
rebirth of Christ through man's naming of Him is the ultimate conclusion. 
(Cf. VI. 1,3349 V1.3,407-8. ) 
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The song/breath/fire/creation image we first saw in Hopkins, 

spiritual commentary is finally summed up for us in a conceit of song- 
58 based divine and artistic creation in the last complete poem he wrote, 

"To R. B. " The octave of the poem describes the process by which a work 

of art is conceived and composed, in terms similar to those we have 

already seen. The first quatrain speaks of that flash of inspiration 
Hopkins compares to the Scotist first act: the intuitive glimpse of 
inscape. The second then describes the long process of holding the 

glimpse and extrapolating it into a work of art. The inspirational flash 

of the first quatrain is presented through the same cluster of creative 
images we have just seen in "The Wreck of the Deutschland": 

The fine delight that fathers thought; the strong 
Spur, live and lancing like the blowpipe flame, 
Breathes once and, quenched faster than it came, 
Leaves yet the mind a mother of immortal song. 

The creative surge of the artist, like that of God in the "Wreck, " is 

at once breath ("breathes once"), flame ("blowpipe flame, " like God's 

grandeur "flaming forth, " "kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw 
flame"), and a quick stroke ("Live and lancing, " like the "keen" wind, 
the thrush's song that "strikes like lightnings"). The "blowpipe flame" 
in particular we can see coming directly from Hopkins' spiritual com- 
mentary, God's creative stressing as Loyola's lingentes illos ignes, ' 

"the current of air in the blowpipe [which]-casts or addresses a jet of 
flame this way or that" (SD, 137). The product of this inspirational 
flash, as in "On A Piece of Music, " is an artwork typified as "immortal 

song" (cf. "This piece of perfect song"). Hopkins' final artistic 
statement encapsulates the nature of artistic creation, imaged in the 
ideal type of art -- song. 

The sestet, then, describes the failure of inspiration he feels in 
his own work, again using the same images. It also extends these images 

and thus the poem's theme beyond artistic to cosmic scope. The first 
lines: 

Sweet fire, the soul of muse, my soul needs this. 
I want the one rapture of an inspiration. 

repeat the earlier images of fire ("sweet fire") and, less explicitly, 
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breath ("inspiration"). The closing lines suggest the expansion of the 

subject from artistic to divine creation: 

0 then if in my lagging lines you miss 
The roll, the rise, the carol, the creation, 
My winter world, that scarcely breathes that bliss 
Now yields you, with some sighs, our explanation. 

A "carol" is, again, a type of song, but a particular type -- a devotional 

song used at joyous religious occasions (such as Christmas and, in ori- 
ginal use, Easter and May). "Carol" mentioned in immediate apposition, 
strengthened by alliteration, to "creation, " suggests an identity between 
the two: creation as carol or song. And the devotional aspect of "carol" 
further suggests not only the artist's creation of an artwork but God's 

creation of the world -- Creation. As in the vision of Creation and 
Redemption in the spiritual commentary, all Creation exists as a sung 
liturgy, a hymn of praise begun by "God's utterance of himself ... in 
the world. " 

The poet lacks inspiration of breath -- "scarcely breathes that 
bliss" of the joyous carol of creation -- retaining only a pale imitation, 
"some sighs. " But again it is not only the artist but the artist as 
"winter world" without the carol of creation. In the poem "Spring" we 
saw the natural world used as analogy for the spiritual: "Innocent mind 
and Mayday in boy and girl" extrapolated from the natural scene. Here 

we see the reverse: the poet's personal desolation extrapolated to a 
natural winter world, given a religious dimension by the use of "carol" 

-and so presenting spiritual desolation just as "Spring" presents spiri- 
tual innocence. And through both levels of the analogy -- personal and 
world-wide -- the product of inspiration is "immortal song, " "the carol, 
the creation. " 
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FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER II 

1 Music and Letters, Vol XVIII, No 3 (July, 1937), 227-235. The view is taken 
as a standard not so much because other works are based on It as because it remains 
unchallenged, though as the first to write anything on Hopkins' music Waterhouse is often 
cited for his opinions of the music Itself. (See Gardner, Stevens, McBrien, and Lacklamps 
all of whom cite him. Heuser does not because his subject never touches on the music 
itself. ) 

2 That the adult Hopkins had a difficult life full of burdens and frustrations is 
beyond question: the many references such as that to his "continually jaded and harassed 
mind" which fill the letters demonstrate this. Discussionisrather on the causes and effects 
of these frustrations. Where Waterhouse enters the field of debate here is in suggesting 
that the effect of his troubles on Hopkins was debilitating, and his response to escape 
them in avocational pursuits. For the standard, spokesman of the opposite view, see 
Pick, who sees the lifelong spiritual struggle as constructive rather than destructive. 

On Hopkins' use of music, as escape or otherwise, in relation to his spiritual life, 
only Heuser offers any comment at all. Heuser links Hopkins' music Indirectly with his 
other artistic frustrations by claiming that he consciously turned to "forced acts in the 
dry will and experimentation in music" (63 ) to express his 'shaping vision' when poetic 
inspiration failed and his theological commentaries were discouraged by his superiors. 
Gardner ("Appendix A: Hopkins and Music") only outlines Hopkins' tastes and abilities, 
ignoring the motivation for his musical pursuits. Similarly Stevens ("Appendix II: 
Gerard Manley Hopkins as Musician") sticks strictly to analysing Hopkins, musical techniques 
and accomplishments (JP9462- 447 ). Lacklamp, other than generally assuming Hopkins, 
musical Interest to be a positive form of artistic expression (equated with his interest 
in poetry), says nothing on the subject. McBrien would also seem to endorse a positive 
motivation in his thesis that Hopkins' music Is "more than a dilettante's pastime" 
(Preface, ii); yet he bases his work explicitly on Waterhouse, citing the latter's article 
as "excellent in its staturelm and lacking only because it remains "general" W. 

3 The text is as it appears in Poems, 4th ed. Editor Gardner remarks: "The present 
text is a new interpretation of , 

the dubious two-column arrangement of the stanzas in the 
ms; it is, Indeed, a compromise between C. W. 's version [1st edition] and that given by 
Father Geoffrey Bliss, S. J., in The Month, Feb. 1936. The stanza printed last was probably 
intended, originally, to begin the poem: St-3, In brackets, was a later variant of it and 
could be comitted" (Poems, 4th ed., P-313). 

The ms. fragment was undated and untitled -- the title was provided by Bridges and 
hence also appears in square brackets. 

4 
New Verse, 1935; rpt. in Margaret Bottrall, Ed., Gerard Manley Hopkins, Poems: 

A Casebook, Casebook Series, gen. ed. A. E. Dyson (London: Macmillan, 1975), 113-115. Further 
references in text. 

5 
Npmber designation (#67) from 1st edition presumably. The lack of title is 

probably not from the 1st edition, because the title was supplied by Bridges himself. 

6 Scrutiny, 5: 1 (June 1936), 61-70. Further references in text. 
7"Individuality 

then Is the direction given to natural activities by the 
haecceitas (lit. "this-ness'll: it is the real relation between the creature and God. " 
(Gardner, 62). 

8 Gardner compares the use of "heart" as measure of moral state In "The Wreck of 
the. Deutschland": "Ahl there was a heart rightl" (see Gardner, 67). 
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9For 
another view on the poem, see Paul L. Marlani, A Commentary on the Complete 

Poems of Gerard ManleZ Hopkins (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1970) -- "Bridges called this Lfragment) On A Piece of Music, but that the piece deals with music 
as other than a metaphor is open to question. If we look at the stanzas, it seems. rather 
that Hopkins is talking about a piece of architecture (perhaps Balliol College)" (159). 

10 Waterhouse makes no reference to having consulted Devlin or Gardner for his 
views, though both articles were published before his own. Insteadq he pulls his infor- 
mation entirely from the opening two pages of "On Personality, Grace, and Free Will, " a 
Hopkins essay which we shall discuss in detail In the next section of this chapter. His 
unfamiliarity with either Devlin or Gardner or any other Scotist writings can lead to 
confusion -- for instance, he completely omits the theory of the first act and turning 
Godward. How well he understands Scotism is not being questioned here$ however, but rather 
how he applies it. 

11 
Probably he eliminates this first act because it does not appear in the Hop- 

kins essay (see note above). The closest Hopkins comes in this essay to such an ethical 
distinctiong In speaking of "self, which is tested by its use of the Inscape it wears, " 
is a compressed reformulation of Hopkins' discussion on self and nature: "For let natures 
be A, B, ... Y, Z and supposits or selves a, k, . 1, 

. 
1: a and b are In the same 

nature A. But a uses it well and Is saved, b ill and is damned" (SD, 146). 

12 
Hopkins' own statements outside the present poem, on aesthetic versus ethical 

judgments of art tend to support this last distinction of man from artist. In a college 
essay on "The Origin of Our Moral Ideas, " he writes: 

All thought is of course in a sense an effort In unity. This may be pursued analytically 
as in science or synthetically as in art or morality. In art it is essential to recog- 
nise and strive to realise on a more or less wide basis this unity in some shape or 
other. It seems also that the desire for unity, for an ideal, is the only definition 
which will satisfy the historical phenomena of morality. There is an important differ- 
ence to be noted here. In art we strive to realise not only unity, permanence of law, 
likeness, but also, with it, difference, variety, contast: it Is rhyme we like, not 
echo, and not unison but harmony. But in morality the highest consistency is the high- 
est excellence (0,83). 

This suggests a clear-cut distinction between art and morality. In a later letter to 
Bridges (1883) he affirms the separation more specifically In a discussion of the artist 
versus the gentleman. The artist, as we have seen elsewhere, expresses his personality, 
or "genius. " Here Hopkins holds that the virtue of the gentleman is often in holding 
this personality back: 

how much more must art and philosophy and manners and breeding and everything else in 
the world be below the least degree of true virtue. This is that chastity of mind 
which seems to lie at the very heart and be the parent of all other good, the seeing at 
once what is best, the holding to that, and the not allowing anything else whatever to 
be even heard pleading to the contrary. 

Christ is the best of men "for this holding of himself back, and not snatching at the truest 
and highest good, the good that was his right, nay his possession from a past eternity in 
his other natureg his own being or self" (LL1,174-175). 

Even Hopkins himself, however, does not always stick to this view. Shortly before his 
death he writes: 

The only great English musician of our times was Sterndale Bennett. He had the divine 
fire. Unhappily he had to earn his bread and could not spare the time for what wd. 
have (done] his genius justice. Bishop had genius, too, but was wanting in greatness; 
had an element of pettiness or vulgarity. (FL, 67) 

Thus he suggests that moral "greatness" as well as genius is desirable in an artist. For 
such a moral man as Hopkins, whose own poetry definitely includes a. moral dimensions sepa- 
rating the ethical value of a poetic subject from the aesthetic value of the poem must 
have been difficult indeed. Cf. Plato's Laws: 
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which now Is the better trained in dancing and music -- he who Is able to move his body 
and to use his voice In what is understood to be the right manner, but has no delight 
In good or hatred of evil; or he who is incorrect in gesture and voice, but Is right 

,I in his sense of pleasure and pain, and welcomes what is good, and what Is evil? (1 
. 02. / 

13 In so far as the first act is a "confused intuition of Nature as a living wholeg" 
the distinction of expressing subject and apprehended object Is meaningless: the two are 
united in the common Nature. As Devlin writes: "The source and object of all knowledge 
in man is the common nature which he possesses: it is that which gives colour, warmth, 
meaning, etc., in response to external excitations of the nervous system" (Devlin, 114; 

emphasis added). 
14 

W. A. M. Peters, S. J., G. M. Hopkins: A Critical Essay Towards the Understanding 

of his Poetry (1948; rpt. Oxford: Blackwell, 1970), defines inscape as individuating 
form -- part of Individuality or Self and akin to Scotus' haecceitaS (see p. 23). Devlin 

questions this in a letter to the editor of The Month (19507, -defining Inscape as typical 
form -- part of Nature and so no relation to haecceitaS. Hopkins, in "On Personality, 
Grace, and rree Will, " definitely suggests Devlin's view to be correct, in talking of 
"natures or essences or linscapes'll (SD, 146). 

15 
Here is perhaps the point to clear up a difficulty in terminology. Hopkins 

speaks often of art expressing the genius or self of its creatorg as he speaks of the con- 
cept of selving, "going itself, " and so forth. In Chapter I, we often spoke of music as 
spontaneous expression of self. Yet, as we have seen in Devlin, Gardner, and Waterhouse, 
Hopkins divided the person into two aspects: Self, Supposit, or Individuality, and Nature 
or Inscape. So does music (and art in general) express Self or Inscape? 

The answer is that, as in his prosody, Hopkins in his theology is often inconsistent 
in terminology. He often uses terms such as Self, Personality, and Being Interchangeably 
to refer to the complete person -- Nature plus Individuality. In this sense of complete 
Personality we refer to 'spontaneous expression of self. ' (See Devlin, "Appendix II: 
Scotus and Hopkins, " in SO: IIGMH was not always careful to distinguish self as 'individuality' 
from self as 'personality'" [3491). 

16 The term 'spontaneous, ' in its strict scholastic usage, refers to just this 
natural sphere of activities beyond free will and moral responsibility. Thus the phrase 
as we have used it in relation to Hopkins' Platonic theories -- 'spontaneous expression 
of self' -- fits the Scotist definition of spontaneity. (Cf., however, below, III. 1,1UfnQ. 

17 "(This is the natural order of the three: freedom of pitch, that Is / self 
determination, Is in the chooser himself and his choosing faculty; freedom of play is in 
the execution; freedom of field Is In the object, the field of choice)" (9,149). 

18 
See FL, 284-286 (letters to Baillie) on Hopkins' etymological enquiries. 

On "scope, " he writes: "As an English word it is primarily nautical and means the play 
of a vessel at anchor, as the wind, tide, or current may carry her east, west, o; * all 
round it; hence 'at a short scope, ' 'a long scope, ' that is play or range. And the 
usual literary sense agrees strictly with this -- freedom of action or play" (FL, 284). 
Hopkins is concerned as much with Iscape" as with "scope" in these letters: "I shd. be 
glad to hear if there is any other word scape than escape abridged, " ending the same 
letter as above (284), and "I have doubts about Skeat's treatment of a whole class of words 
like scope, cope, scoop, scape, cap" (285). 

Nowhere here does Hopkins directly connect the two words. But the above definition of 
scope as "freedom of action or play" combined with Hopkins' assignment elsewhere of free- 
dom of play to Nature or Inscape, makes the connection obvious; especially when taken in 
conjunction with his close though undefined association of the two words for sound and 
etymology in these letters. (Heuser suggests the same -- see p. 69) 

19 This separation of the two freedoms clarifies the problematic issue brought out 
In the previous section relating artist as creator to the moral man underlying the artist. 
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The artists exercising his powers, uses freedom of play; but the man behind these powers 
must use freedom of pitch to arrive at a virtuous state. Thus, in the letter where 
Hopkins discusses artists and gentlemen, true virtue is sometimes seen in choosing not 
to exercise powers (freedom of play). (See above, fn 11. on this. ) 

20 All citations from Oxford Concise Dictionary, 6th edition. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1964). 

21 Heuser makes this connection, though in characteristically cryptic fashion: 
"[Hopkins, in the terrible sonnets], had to lean by bias of pitch, one way or the other 
in the race of life" (92). 

22 See Peters, Chapter 5, on "Inscaping the Word" in general. Especially: nThus 
a word may possess two grammatical or two syntactical functions and Hopkins will employ 
them both; it may have various meanings and Hopkins will make them converge in his poem" 
(Peters, 118). Peters never mentions this specific dual syntax in "Buckle. " The whole 
matter of compound meanings and functions is discussed at length below and In Section 3 
of the current chapter. 

23Cf. Heuser's explication of the same passage: "Hopkins applied [his) theory of 
free will to art in On A Piece of Music (No. 110), in which the poet searched musical compo- 
sition for the true self of the composer, his basic freedom" -- followed by a citation of 
stanzas 4 and 5. 

However, in assigning specific roles to the musical images, Heuser Is perhaps less 
accurate: "The basic freedom of music was not in the performer who, supplying execution 
(freedom of play), had to obey the original notation or 'scope' of the art-work; nor In 
the instrument whichq supplying the object (freedom of field), lovervaulted voice, or 
subject; but the basic freedom was In the composer himself, this being's bent' or bias of 
pitch, his free choice" (Heuser, 69). 

24 This very attitude to words makes organising any such study as this one 
strictly according to theory vs practice almost impossible. The nature of words as part 
of Hopkins' music-influenced philosophy is of substantive interest below in III. 1; VIA 
demonstrates the same In the poetry. Nevertheless, the issue must-be introduced here simply 
to clarify Hopkinst usage of words in his theological writings. See below, VI. 19*55Z 
for full explanations and conclusions. 

25"Definition " as Hopkins considers it, means rather usages, occurrences, or 
appearances, than synonyms; but the point taken is the same. (See IIIA, 144- 1411 ) 

26 Peters identifies inscape as individual form, part of self (see fn M/ ). There- 
fore he speaks of isolating the core of meaning as interchangeably finding the word's 
"self" and "inscaping the word. " If inscape is seen rather as generic form, this latter 
is incorrect. Terminology aside, however, the approach to Hopkins' language Peters uses 
Is valid and helpful. 

27 "Good" here probably equals moral "right. " Cf. Chapter Two of the commentary 
on Loyola's Exercises: "God is good and the stamp, seal, or instress he sets on each scape 
is of L! ýht, good, or of bad, ±ELny ODOM). Again, Hopkins' terminology is not always 
consistent. 
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28 Here Is an approximate visual rendition of Devlin's image: 

-- Human Nature 

4 

Intrinsic DeSree 
(I, Qt, k oV beinc5) 

ý-- Ideal Self 

Heuser notes the same central analogy of man and string: "If self were taken to be the basic 
fibre of being, then pitch would be the degree of tuning of its string before a note were 
played upon it; the notes played by God would be stresses of grace and those by the self 
would be instresses of will" (Heuser, 66). Heuser's distinction of tuned string from sounded 
is unnecessary andq possibly, misleading. Nowhere in early Platonic or later Scotist uses 
of the musical analogy does Hopkins make this distinction. The assumption rather seems 
to be that a "Pitched" string has its sounded pitch intrinsically. "Thus we can speak 
of a "scale of stress, " since sound and stress are one. ) God's grace is definitely allied 
with tuning the string -- pitching it -- rather than specifically with sounding it ("God 
then can shift the self that lies in one to a higher, that Is / better, pitch of itself"); 
and man's will is his own pitching of it. Heuser also notes that the "pattern of the notes 
designed by God would be inscapell (66). Again, given Hopkins' original Platonic analogy, 
it is perhaps more likely that the inscape be aligned with the harmonic series which comprises 
the "fixed types" intrinsic to the string. The harmonic series forms the basis of any melo- 
dies that might be played on the string, and though an individual melody might be In the 
control of the man (freedom of play), all melodies would be limited by the nature of the 
string and its harmonic series. Also, as pitch increases or decreases (the string Is tight- 
ened or loosened), the harmonic series will retain the same shape, only all of its notes 
will be pitched equally higher. 

As with Devlin, however, the details of Heuser's and this analogy are and must be unsup- 
ported, as Hopkins himself never fleshed them out. The important fact, with Heuser as 
with Devlinq is the central analogy. (Cf. "sweetest and most secret catgut of the mind, " 
1.29 4.5 and Pythagoras' monochord, 1.2, A Yo 

29 "For a self is an absolute which stands to the absolute of God as the infini- 
tesimal to the infinite. It is an Infinitesimal in the scale of stress" (SD, 153). 

30 Chapter One of the comments on Loyola's Exercises. (nOn Personality" is 
Chapter Three. ) Written August 1880. 

31 See a "Meditation on Hell" from Chapter Two of the commentary: nOur (sinful] 
action leaves in our minds scapes or species, the extreme 'intention' or instressing of 
which would be painful and the pain would be that of. fire, suppo Ing fire to be the 
condition of a body (and by analogy of any_substance) texturally at stress" (SD, 136; 
emphasis addedT. 

32 The continuance of a Christianised Platonism within Hopkins' Scotism is not 
at all surprising considering the Platonic echoes in Scotus himself. Plato's thought 
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was eagerly taken over by early Christian thinkers for the easy translation it made from 
Ideal Truth to Divine Truth. Scotus's thought falls directly into several Christian 
Platonic traditions: the Franciscan tradition of theology, Avicenna, and, most important, 
St Augustine (See The New Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: McGraw-Hill, 19671, articles on 
"Duns Scotus, " "Scotismg" t'Augustinianism, " "Platonism"). Hopkins, too, was interested 
in Augustine, especially the musical philosophies of De Musica (see below, V-3,175'276 

33 Cf. Plato, Laws, music begins in rejoicing. 
May we not confidently say that the true use of music and of choral festivities is as 
follows: We rejoice when we think that we prosper, and again we thinkg that we prosper 
when we rejoice? ... And when rejoicing In our good fortune, we are unable to be 
still? 0,35) 

34 Cf. Roman liturgy, "choirs of angels in their unending hymn of praise. " For 
Venite adoremusq cf. Venite exsultemus, part of the Invitatory and sung. 

35 Devlin's "Introduction" to SDt p. 109. Devlin notes the whole theme as Scotist. 

36 Loyola's Exercises emphasises the three parts of the Fall: Lucifer's sin, 
Adamfs sin, and the sin of every man every day (See Devlin, 108-109). In purging the 
pattern of Creation to its Ideal Form, Lucifer's sin and not Adam's therefore comes to 
represent the Fall. 

37Genesis 3: 16 -- "To the woman he said, 'I will greatly increase your pains in 
childbearing; with pain you will give birth to children'. " 

Also, see Revelation 12: 1-2 -- "A great and wondrous sign appeared In heaven: a woman 
clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet and a crown of twelve stars on her 
head. She was pregnant and cried out in pain as she was about to give birth. " 
Hopkins cites this vision as Lucifer's. 

38This 
uniting of words and music In song, ultimately reducible to a musical con- 

ception of verbal and vocal expression, further undermines Waterhouse's opposition of music 
and poetry in the avenues they provided for Hopkins. Music can only serve as escape from 
the spiritual demands of words if the music is non-verbal. 

Hopkins' "new art" goal of expressing inscape through speech inflections through song is 
also relevant here (see 1.2,7-5`26), as is his continuing Platonism. To Plato, of course, 
as an ancient Greek, music invariably meant song. Thus, cf. from the Republic, 
always words and the spoken arts are reflective of the rhythms and harmonies of the person 
behind them, as well as influencing them: 

And in the art of speaking, ... the rule will be the same with them as with all users 
of language. The rhythm and motion of the words are to come from the outlook of the 
mind; they are to be the natural r4ythms of a well-controlled and manlike way of living. 

All the harmonies and all the rhy&s which may make men less true to themselves, less 
self-controlled, we will keep out. 

Good language and good harmony and rhythm are all dependent on a 'good nature' or 'good 
form' -- not the sort of thing commonly named 'good nature' or 'good form, ' but a mind 
which is truly well made in Its inner being. 

Music, verbally conceived but able to touch the person at a deeper level of feeling, simi- 
larly touches on the person's innermost rhythms and harmonies: 

That, Glaucon, Is why music is so all-important In education. Because rhythm and har- 
mony go down most deeply into the depths of the soul, and take the strongest grip upon 
it, and are able to give a man order if he is rightly trained in them. (58) 

Also, from the Laws, words are necessary to music 

For when there are no words, it is very difficult to recognize the meaning of the har- 
mony and rhythm, or see that any worthy object is imitated by them. (V, 49) 

the sound of the voice which reaches and educates the soul, we have ventured to term 
Miltip- (V-r%2) 
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39See PoeMS, 4th ed., p. 251. 
40 The effect in the line is one of dual syntax again: "Love" as noun and verb. 

Cf. above, 11.21 71- ý; L ; for full discussion of dual syntax, see belowq VI. 11331-33q 

41 
A semitone is the smallest recognised space between two pitches in Western 

music. A tone consists of two semitones. 
42 

Norman H. Mackenzie writes, in the Reader's Guide to Gerard Manley Hopkins: 
"The poet turns from varied alluring songs to the one 'authentic cadence' (a disguised 
allusion to infallible Catholic teaching). At least ten of the terms have technical uses 
in ecclesiastical music (e. g., authentic, dominant, range)" (p. 25). 

The poem may or may not be as closely related to Hopkins' conversion as this suggests. 
The technical terms it uses, however, relate to music in general as well as ecclesiastical 
music in particular. 

Mackenzie also notes: I'The bird of line 1 may be the greenfinch, whose bat-like circular 
display flight and monotonous call when circling or sitting are identifying characteristics" 
(25). 

43 
This championing of the tonal system could seem to contradict . Hopkins' positiong 

already discussed (1.2, 
-5 c> ), on the modal system's superiority over much of tonal 

music. Hopkins' favouring of modality is too well-established to be called into question by 
this. Various explanations are possible: as very early poem, "Circling Bird" may pre-date 
Hopkins' conscious formulation of his harmonic theories; the pro-tonal position may be taken 
simply for its matephorical possibilities in this one poem. More broadly speaking, thought 
there is every reason to believe that though Hopkins disliked the modern tonal system's 
tuning requirements and lack of variety, he would still approve of Its structural elegance 
and cohesion. 

44 
HCD: "As part of a cadence, (the dominant chord] often resolves to the tonic 

traid" (141). 

45Another 
case of dual syntax. Here t1leaves and blooms" function as verbs, 

paralleling the other verb-formations In the passage, until after the fact the relative 
pronoun "they" transforms them into nouns. See Peters an this example: "Now Hopkins 
transcended the actual function of these words in the line, so that the first time they 
function as forms of a verb, and immediately afterwards as nouns" (150). Also, cf. 
VI. 19 , below. 

46 
On "strain" and instress of will in creation, cf. Devlin's "Introduction" to 

SO: "In 1878 (Hopkins] had come across in the writings of Marie Lataste ... the passage 
about the two ? strains' or intentions by which God moves the world. There is the crea- 
tive strain which moves things according to their natures, and there is the redemptive or 
sacrificial strain which depends on the personal choice of free agents" (SD, 109). 

- 
47 

Missing lines supplied by'Rev. Geoffrey Bliss, S. J., as cited in Poems, 4th 
ed. See also another fragment, #146, tying the cuckoo-call In to the natural order. 

48 For a clear analogy of natural cycle and seasons and spiritual progress, see 
sonnet #17: 

See how Spring opens with a disabling cold, 
And hunting winds and the long-lying snow. 
Is it a wonder if the buds are slow? 
Or where is strength to make the leaf unfold? 
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Chilling remembrance of my days of old 
Afflicts no less, what yet I hope may blow 
That seed whici? the good sower once did sow. 

49 
Heuser distinguishes species of birds In Hopkins: birds of flight, birds of 

song, and birds of homing or brooding. Each species, he says, and qach function has'a 
different spiritual meaning. Such interchangeable usages as we have seen, however, 
I believe show this distinction to be over-nice and not supported. Hopkins' interest is 

with the core meaning of "bird, " birds' various aspects and connotations wrung together - 
as unity-in-variety. 

50 Not to distort Hopkins' poetic practice, It must be noted here that he often 
used synaesthesia, especially in these early poems mixing musical and visual. In this line 

of "Odum9l' and throughout the poem, God's silence is presented not only as silence but 
as darkness. Similarly, voices and light are both used to represent God's communication 
with man. , Heuser notes this throughout Hopkins, *early verse, especially In his treatment 

of sunsets and their colours in relation to birdsong and melodies. 
The synaesthesia does not detract, however, from music's consistent and central role 

in these poems (including the present one), only adding to it, much as the rainbow-colouring 
of Plato's musical spheres adds. In that image, and to some extent in Hopkins, the subsi- 
diary visual aspect supports the musical as visual manifestation of it. 
(Al. so on synaesthesial see below, U. 1, A7 

51psalmsl 
prayer, and prophecy were all connected to song in Biblical times. 

52Poems, 4th ed., p. 261. "Line 3 [of st 291 Is the key to the symbolism of the 
whole poem. u Also: "(Christ's] Passion holds the promise of heaven in an otherwise 
lunshapeablel existence (st. 29). This nun read the symbol aright" (p. 255). 

530n 
glees, see LO, 200: "It (song #63 is in three movements, something like a 

glee, the third returning to the first. " In the first half of the nineteenth century, the 
glee was a popular form of English song (much less obscure than today). 

On madrigals, see LL1,277-278: "At last I sent it [song #16? 1, the first verse rather 
of three, which are to make a madrigal, to Sir Robert Stewart .... one madrigal in canon 
I will finish and then I hope one in fugue. " Also, LL1,290, and LL1,295, refer to what is 
probably the same composition as a "madrigal in canon. " Throughout the letters, Hopkins 
expresses his admiration of madrigals. 

54The 
original is from MS. A., cancelled. See Poemst 4th ed., p. 262. 

55Cf. Peters on "The Windhover": "a billion / Times (tolled] lovelier, more 
dangerous, 0 my chevalierl" (Peters, 106). The reference in the "Wreck" seems If anything 
more supportable than this one because of other mentions in the same poem of bells. 

56 Cf. R. Boyle, S. J., Metaphor in Hopkins (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University 
of North Carolina Press, 1961). Boyle suggests a specific meaning in the bell image of a 
sacring bell, rung at Consecration of the Mass (see Hopkins, LL1,300: "a good musical shrill 
bell at mass , is pleasing and effective enough"). The rhythm of the stanza, Boyle argues, imitates 
"a big bell, which is pushed into motion by the sway of the Finger of God" (10). Most interest- 
ingly, he ci. tes as possible source for the idea a. liturgical hymn from the Common of Virgins in 
the Breviary, the last stanza of which reads (Boyle's translation from the Latin): 

At her prayer, gracious God, wipe out the punishment due us our sins, that we may 
ring out to You from a pure breast a loving song (p. 14, fn) 

The comparison of the human breast as bell, singing or ringing when moved by God, ties in 
with our argument, explicitly laid out In this possible source for Hopkins' stanza 31. 

57See, for example, Peters, pp. 95,98; Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
Vol. I, p. 62. 

58 See Poems, 4th ed., p. 297. 



CHAPTER III: THE LINGUISTIC MODEL OF ART 

Given the view of a music-centered creation we have arrived at in 
our discussion -- creation as a song, filtering through man and God -- 
it is hardly surprising to suggest that the concept of song lies at the 
heart of Hopkins' creative art. More than that, it is hardly avoidable. 
Hopkins' pre-occupation with music, seen in Chapter 1, and his philo- 
sophical and theological centering on it, in Chapter II, must naturally 
result in some sort of a music-based -- or, more precisely, song-based -- 
theory of art. The ideal art, "this piece of perfect song, " we have seen 
defined as a spoken or sung utterance which is the natural and spontaneous 
expression of inscape, or soul. Obviously, all of Hopkins' created art, 
whether it be poetical or musical, will therefore aim at this ideal, and 
must be radically defined this way. 

This next chapter demonstrates how Hopkins' philosophical position 
translates into a practical blueprint for his art. Moving from abstract 
considerations of strings of being and carols of creation to the nuts 
and bolts of actual artistic production, the present chapter concludes 
Part One of this study by considering Hopkins' aesthetic canons and 
his major musical influence. 

The chapter is divided into three sections: "Two Essays on Language, 
Being, and Art, " "The Songs of Henry Purcell, " and "'Henry Purcell'. " 



1. TWO ESSAYS ON LANGUAGE, BEING, AND ART 

Early in 1868, in the lull between college and priesthood, Hopkins 

wrote two essays -- or, rather, extended notes -- as part of a notebook 
headed "Notes on the history of Greek philosophy etc. " One is on the 

nature of words; the other on pre-Platonic Realism. Both are favourites 
for citing among Hopkins analysts, for the light they shed on his linguis- 
tic theories. 1 For us, they provide when taken together a good jump-off 

point for translating the theoretical concerns of the previous chapters 
into a working definition for his song-based art. 

The first of the two is an untitled note on words (JP, 125-126). 
This mini-essay presents, albeit in condensed form and without benefit 

of Hopkins' later terminology, a specific and workable model of linguis- 
tic processes; as well, it extends these to include the artistic processes 
of a linguistically-conceived art. In so doing, it translates what we 
have been loosely calling the ideal utterance (natural and spontaneous 
expression of inscapes) into a concrete set of artistic goals that can 
be applied to Hopkins' -- or anyone's -- art. This linguistically 

specific blueprint outlines what Hopkins meant by the "piece of perfect 
song" he idealised. 

HopkinsL immediate aim in the essay is to define the word "word": 
to isolate its essence and thereby understand how words function. He 
does this -- and more, as it turns out -- by starting with a very general 
focus and zeroing in closer and closer as one would increase the power 
of a magnifying glass. 

At the most general level, each word has three elements, "three 
terms belonging to it, o2poL or moments, " as Hopkins puts it. These 

are its prepossession or "prepossession of feeling, " which is "a passion 
or prepossession or enthusiasm which it has the power. of suggesting or 

,, 2 
producing; its definition, which is its "abstraction, vocal expression 
or other utterance; " and its application, which is its "'extension', 
the concrete things coming under it" (JP, 125). Within these, by process 
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of elimination, Hopkins sketches out the basic shape of his 
analysis. 

The true nature of a word, he asserts, is not identifiable with 
its 

, 
application, which is "not a word but a thing meant by it; " nor 

with its prepossession, which similarly is not a word but "something 

connotatively meant by it. " Rather, the word's essence is found in 
its definition: 

Since every definition is the definition of a word and every word 
may be considered as the contraction or coinciding-point of its 
definitions we may for convenience use word and definition with a 
certain freedom of interchange. (JP, 125) 

At this broad level of analysis, then, a word is essentially the same 
as its definition. This is the first step. 

The qualifier Hopkins uses here, though, is "for convenience. " 
At a closer level of analysis -- as might be expected -- considerably 
more delineation is possible. But before continuing, there is something 
to be said about definition. 

"Definition, " in the Oxford Concise Dictionary, is cited as meaning: 

Stating [the] precise nature of [a] thing or meaning of [a] word; [the] form of words in which this is done; making or being distinct, 
degree of distinctness. 

Its related verb "define" is cited as: 

Set forth [the] essence of, declare [the] exact meaning or scope 
of. 

This is standard usage; it is not how Hopkins uses the term(s). In both 
standard usage and Hopkins' particular employment of it, definition refers 
broadly to isolating "the precise nature of [a] thing, " setting forth 
its "essence" -- even, with fortuitous Scotist connotations of haecceitas 
or "especial degree, " pinpointing its "degree of distinctness. " 

But unlike Hopkins, dictionary-usage locates this essence in the- 
word's meaning; in Hopkins, meaning is application (denotative) or pre- 
possession (connotative), and not definition at all. Rather, the defini- 
tion of a word -- the word proper, its "precise nature" -- is in the concrete 
linguistic phenomenon itself. As Hopkins states it, definition is "the 
abstraction, vocal expression, or other utterance" of the word. As we 
can expand, "abstraction" refers to the linguistic unit in the abstract; 
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"vocal expression, or other utterance" to the sounds, syllables, and even 
letters of it as it is manifested or articulated. 
Thus, 

every definition is the definition of a word and every word may 
be considered as the contraction or coinciding-point of its defini- 
tions 

does not refer to a word and its meanings, but to. a word and its mani- 
festations -- its abstractions, vocal expressions, and other utterances 
(cf. 11.2,71, & fn. 25 Every time we speak a word, or write it down, 

or read it, we define it we give it definition. And citing gefini- 
tion as the center of the word proper does not identify the word as trans- 

parent conveyor of meaning (as dictionary-usage tends to do) but as 
concrete object in its own right. 

3 

With that in mind, then, we proceed to the next level of investi- 

gation -- a closer analysis which further isolates the true nature of a 
word within its definition. 

But not even the whole field of the middle term [i. e., definition] 
is covered by the word. For the word is the expression, Rttering 
of the idea in the mind. (125) 

At the most general level, a word is identifiable as the sum-total or 
"coinciding-point" of its many definitions, or occasions of use; 'more 

closely, however, it is something beyond that. While the "whole field" 

of the definition is the "vocal expression, or other utterance" (the 

speaking of it), the word itself is something within that field, iden- 
tified as "the expression, uttering of the idea in the mind. " What 
Hopkins implies is a sum-total of definitions or utterances contracting 
to a single over-all Ideal definition or utterance -- "the whole field of 
the middle tem" while within that field, a prior and unifying "word" 

arises from and transcends the coinciding-point -- "the expression, 
uttering of the idea in the mind. " The essence of the word is an ideal 

utterance in the mind which at once sums up and goes beyond the word's 
various coinciding articulations. 

Thus in his essay Hopkins "defines" (in the sense of establishing 
the essence of) words; but this is not the essay's limit. The process 
of magnification goes further. Given the phrase "uttering ... the 
idea in the mind, " one can hardly avoid connecting the thing uttered 
with the mind that utters it; nor is this to go off the subject. At an 
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even closer level of analysis, the word is ultimately resolvable to an 
act of mind -- an act which is finally indistinguishable from the mind 
itself. Subdividing "the idea in the mind, " Hopkins breaks down ideas 
into two even more basic elements, image and conception. 

That idea itself has its two terms, the image (of sight or sound 
or scapes of the other senses), which is in fact physical and a 
ref-in-ed-energy accenting the nerves, a word to oneself, an inchoate 
word, and secondly the conception. (125) 

Conception (apparently some abstractive element, which Hopkins passes 
over without specifying, and which we can therefore pass over, too)4 
seems the less important of the two. Image, however, is crucial. With 
the notion of the image as "an inchoate word" which "is in fact physical, " 
language (the word) is traced back to a physically-defined act of mind -- 
"a refined energy accenting the nerves; " and conversely, the engendering 
mental act of thought is characterised as radically linguistic -- "a word 
to oneself, an inchoate word. " 

5 

It might be as well here to touch ground. First of all, throughout 
this essay, Hopkins is not speaking simply of "words" in their most liter- 

al application. Not only words and language proper, but also art -- 
conceived of here as a language -- fall into the above classification. 

Works of art of course like words utter the idea and in representing 
real things convey the prepossession with more or less success. 

(126) 

A work of art is "of course" like a word; which means that art as a 
body of rules for expression is like a language. An artwork operates 
as a giant linguistic object: uttering the idea, iý has definition; 

representing real things, it has application; and through these, it 
conveys prepossession. (The "more or less success" factor we shall see 
in operation below. ) Thus whatever Hopkins says about language we can 
extrapolate to an aesthetic principle; and, from the other perspective, 
we can see his view of art to be an essentially linguistic one. , 

From this expansion, a step further connects "word" and "song. " 
We have already seen this connection on a general level in Chapter II; 
this present essay bears it out in detail. Of course songs use words 
and words can be sung. But more specifically, Hopkins centering his 
definition on the word-as-utterance (finding a word's essence in the 
uttering of it) firmly allies the "word" here with our previous identi- 
fication of song as ideal utterance. Just as a song is an utterance, 
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so is every word by its very nature a thing uttered. And his expansion 
of the term "word" to cover a linguistically-based conception of art 
further allies the two -- song being already seen as the ideal type of 
all art. Just as a song is an utterance, so is every work of art. 

Further, -- and in even more detail -- Hopkins' notion of the 
"word, " existing both as linguistic object and as (preceding) mental 
formulation, harks back to the two-tiered image of the "piece of per- 
fect song" from the last chapter. In that discussion, we saw that 
depending on the level of analysis applied to the fragment "On A Piece 

of Music, " the song-image could refer either tq1the artistic product 
itself or to the man who creates it, himself seen as a song sung by 
God (11.1,62 ). Man-the-artist expressed himself in song because he 
himself was inherently song-like. In the present essay, similarly, man 
is approached linguistically: he expresses himself in words because his 

mind naturally captures information in linguistic units. The word is 
both expressed product and characteristic mental structure of the man 
who produces it. Again, the connection of word and character recalls 
Plato's verbal-based classification of personality types, seen in Chap- 
ter 11 (11.3, fn. 38). The connection shows that Hopkins' song-based 
aesthetic permeates beyond his purely philosophical writings to this, 
his concrete linguistic theorising; thus we can use the note on words as 
a practical blueprint for defining the artistic goals implied in the 
"perfect piece of song. " 

Hopkins sets out these goals in the final stage of his (granted, 

extremely condensed) argument. Worked out in its implications, Hopkins' 

system reveals itself to be based on a single, interactive relationship 
tying together the three word elements and uniting man-the-speaker, his 
language, and man-the-apprehender. His specific artistic goals are deli- 
neated within this system. 

At the basis of the system is the mental act -- a primary act of 
willed inspiration or apprehension comparable both to the Scotist First 
Act and Hopkins' willed state of pitch or doing-be. The image -- "a 

scape of the ... senses, " or "word to oneself" -- where the whole 
process of word-formation begins, is as we have noted "physical and a 
refined energy; " in a footnote Hopkins specifies that this is so only 

when the image is deliberately formed or when a thought is recalled, 
for when produced by sensation from without or when as in dreams 
etc it presents itself unbidden it comes from the involuntary working 
of nature. (125) 
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Hopkins prefigures his own Scotism by making the Act primary; by aligning 
act with mental energy and "inchoate word, " he reveals that Scotist 
aesthetic translated down to its concrete specificsý 

In specific, then: the act is divided into three, paralleling and 
implementing the three "moments" or "terms" of the word. To start, 
inspiration: mind conceives an object (the application), and so creates 
an idea or "inchoate word. " Second, utterance: the idea is then uttered 
or expressed (definition), and becomes a word proper (or work of art, by 
extension). Finally, apprehension: the word, spoken and apprehended, 
excites "passion or prepossession or enthusiasm" in the mind and thus 
creates its connotative meaning or effect (prepossession). 

ACT WORD 
("moments") ("terms") 
inspiration application 
utterance definition 

apprehension prepossession 

Further, tie clarifies the. Act in even more detail by outlining the 
types and particular worýings of the "refined energy" which constitutes 
it. 

The mind has two kinds of energy, a transitional kind, when one 
thought or sensation follows another, which is to reason, whether 
actively, as in deliberation, criticism, or passively, so to call 
it, as in reading etc; (ii) an abiding kind for which I remember 
no name, in which the mind is absorbed (as far as that may be), 
taken up by, dwells upon, enjoys, a single thought; we may call it 
contemplation, but it includes pleasures, supposing they, however 
turbid, do not require a transition to a term of another kind, for 
contemplation in its absoluteness is impossible unless in a trance 
and it is enough for the mind to repeat the same energy on the 
same matter. (JP, 126) 

Continuing his description, he makes the transition from language 

proper to art, and so establishes the fundamental aesthetic principles 
and artistic goals of this system: 

Art exacts this energy of contemplation but also the other one, and 
in fact they are not incompatible, for even in the successive arts 
as music, for full enjoyment, the synthesis of the succession should 
give, unlock, the contemplative enjoyment of the whole. It is 
however true that in the successive arts with their greater complex- 
ity and length the whole's unity retires, is less important, serves 
rather for the framework of that of the parts. The more intellec- 
tual, less physical, the spell of contemplation the more complex 
must be the object, the more close and elaborate must be the compar- 
ison the mind has to keep making between the whole and parts, the 
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parts and the whole. For this reference of comparison is what the 
sense of unity means; mere sense that such a thing is one and not 
two has no interest or value except accidentally. (JP, 126) 

The two energies not only co-exist, they complement each other. Both 

are present to some extent in every Act; the balance between them, when 
achieved, creates unity out of variety in artwork or word. 

7 

Inspiration, utterance, apprehension. In paralleling the three 
terms of the word, these phases of action show the internal structure of 
the word (application, definition, prepossession), mirrored in an external 
series of events (inspiration, utterance, apprehension). In fact, the 

parallel is more than simple similarity . The so-called 'internal' 
divisions of the word reveal. themselves to be not simply structural units, 
but at the same time "moments" in a literal sense -- phases in a process 
of action. Thus, the "word" itself is not a static entity at all -- as 
the noun-form of its label suggests -- but a process of utterance, a 
single Act, including the three faces of inspiration/utterance/apprehen- 

sion. "Utterance" is not identified solely as that-which-has-been- 

uttered (like a sentence written or a song sung), but equally as that- 

which-is-being-uttered. It refers to the act as well as the thing pro- 
duced. And "word, " which is reducible to "utterance, " is identified 

as process given form, or act and form united. 
The key to understanding this is in the last of the word's "moments". 

prepossession. Prepossession, strictly speaking, is an element of the 

word: 

It is in fact the form, [though] there are reasons for being cautious 
in using form here, and it bears a valuable analogy to the soul, one 
however which is not complete, because all names but proper names 
are general while the soul is individual. (125) 

As element of the word, however, it is defined in terms extraneous to 
what the average person might call a word, terms of the word's cause and 
effect. The prepossession, as we have seen, is not only itself, it is 
"a passion or prepossession or enthusiasm which [the word] has the power 
of suggesting" -- the word's effect, in other words. Further, we have 
also seen that the word resolves itself to the mind's act of uttering; 
and since prepossession is here defined in terms of feeling -- which must 
originate in a person and not a linguistic object -- we can see that pre- 
possession refers also to the spoken word's. cause. Prepossession, 
therefore, has two states of being and three locations. In the creating 
mind, it is a feeling (Hopkins calls it "prepossession of feeling"); 
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in the word or artwork, it becomes form -- the work is literally 
informed by the feeling; in the apprehending mind, it is the original 
feeling now excited by the form of the artworO ' 

Prepossession thus spans all three phases of the uttering Act, as 
well as all three 'participants' (creator, utterance, apprehender). 
It does this by uniting form and feeling -- or identifying "form" as 
feeling made manifesto to be more specific. Thus, it both represents 

and explains the word's own dual status as entity and act simultaneously. 
As the word is an act, it involves prepossession being felt, embodied, 
and excited; as it is an entity, it is that prepossession embodied into 
form. 

Finally, in the conclusion to his argument, Hopkins emphasises the 

unity of action, and of creator/utterance/apprehender, which this system 
implies; further, he presents the specific aesthetic judgments resulting 
from it -- those judgments which allow us to determine the ideal artistic 
expression. 

The further in anything, as a work of art, the organisation is 
carried out, the deeper the form penetrates, the prepossession 
flushes the matter, the more effort will be required in apprehen- 
sion, the more power of comparison, the more capacity for receiving 
that synthesis of (either successive or spatially distinct) impres- 
sions which gives us the unity with the prepossession conveyed by it. 

The saner moreover is the act of contemplation as contemplating 
that which really is expressed in the object. 

But some minds prefer that the preposses! '-on they are to receive 
should be conveyed by the least organic, expressive, by the most 
suggestive, way. By this means, the prepossession and the definition, 
uttering, are distinguished and unwound, which is the less sane 
attitude. (126) 

First, the tripartite Act is affirmed: the mind in uttering the idea 
"flushes the matter" with prepossession, or 'form of feeling;, the work 
of art thus conveys this form in its own uttered form; and the mind in 
order to apprehend the work must match the original energy, or effort, 
and so recreates the prepossession. 

Beyond this, however, is an aesthetic dimension as well. What men 
universally consider to be classic works of art differ from what is 

classified as second-ý or third-rate art in the degree which "prepossession 
flushes the matter" in them (the "more or less success" factor above). 
Essentially, the more this 'form of feeling' penetrates the matter of 
the work, the more unified it is, and the "saner" or more successful; 
the less this happens the less sane. Organic unity thus defined, however, 
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refers not strictly to structural unity (arranging parts into a whole) 
but more broadly to the unity of the three moments (application, defini- 

tion, prepossession) and so unity of creation, utterance, and apprehen- 

sion. Thus a successful artwork involves simultaneously a creation in 

which the "prepossession of feeling" is fully present, informing the 

word; an utterance penetrated through by its form of feeling; and 

an apprehension in which the feeling ("or passion or enthusiasm") is 

fully recreated. And a less than successful artwork will see the break- 

down of the three. 9 As Hopkins puts it, "the saner ... is the act of 

**. contemplating that which really is expressed in the object" 
(application), without which "the prepossession and the definition, 

uttering, are distinguished and unwound. " 
10 

The model Hopkins supplies of a "less sane" and so less successful 

art brings us finally back to music and the condition of song: 

Along with this preference for the disengaged and unconditioned 
prepossession in these minds is often found an intellectual attrac- 
tion for very sharp and pure dialectic or, in other matter, hard 
and telling art-forms; in fact we have in them the two axes on 
which rhetoric turns. (126) 

Preponderance of prepossession, he argues, results in a wholly impression- 
istic, suggestive -- in other words, subjective art; preponderance of 
definition, in an art that is wholly analytical or in other words, 
objective. The rather obvious implication of this is that an organic 
and properly expressive art, in uniting application, prepossession, and 
definition, similarly unites subjective and objective approaches. And 

as we saw in Chapter I, a large part of the attraction music held for 
Hopkins was in precisely this union. The linguistically-modelled art, 
or the musical ideal of art, can thus be seen from this essay as an ideal 

utterance in which form of feeling perfectly flushes the matter, uniting 
creator, utterance, and apprehender in a single act of expression and 
apprehension. As in music, the subjective element (feeling) is united 
with the objective (form); and if our earlier discussion of Hopkins, 

musical theories showed the importance of that union in general terms, 
the specifically linguistic discussion here translates this into a 
detailed picture of his ideal art of song. 
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After this essay, the note on "Parmenides" -- Hopkins' second note 
"on the history of Greek philosophy etc" (JP, 127-130) -- is important 
for us mainly in that it more firmly links the linguistic model of art 
with the rest of his music-based philosophy. It does this by outlining 
a philosophical position at once derived from the above model and prefig- 
uring in embryonic form Hopkins' Scotist views. 

Parmenides was a pre-Socratic philosopher who greatly influenced 
Plato; his main thesis, according to Hopkins, that "Being" is an active 
assertion summed up in the active verb "to be. " Thus: 

[Parmenides'] great text, which he repeats with religious conviction, 
is that Being is and Not-being is not -- which perhaps one can say9 
a little over-defining his meaning, means that all things are upheld 
by stress and are meaningless without it. (JP, 127) 

And Hopkins elaborates: 

9e. indeed I have often felt when I have been in this mood and 
felt the depth of an instress or how fast the inscape holds a thing 
that nothing is so pregnant and straightforward as simple yes and 
is. (127) 

The basic thrust -- Being as act-based rather than a static condition -- 
again looks forward to Hopkins the Scotist (cf. pitch and doing-be); 

more especially, and especially through its linguistic element, it expands 
upon the word-as-act outlined in the previous essay and ties this to 
Hopkins' general metaphysical position. 

In his introductory comments on Parmenides, Hopkins notes: 

His feeling for instress, for the flush and foredrawn, and for 
inscape / is most striking and from this one can understand Plato's 
reverence for him as the great father of Realism. (127) 

The conjunction of terminology here tells us all that we need to know. 

In mentioning that Plato and Realism owe a great debt to Parmenides, 

Hopkins acknowledges the latter's probably influential role in shaping 
his own Platonic "new Realism. " More importantly, though, in the four 

technical coinages he uses to characterise that role -- instress, flush 

and foredrawn, and inscape -- he connects'Pamenides, the previous essay 

on words, and finally the place of a linguistically-conceived art in his 

maturing philosophy. 
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First and most obviously, we can discuss instress and inscape. 
With these two terms we are back on the familiar Hopkins territory. 
In fact, the terms, which were to remain so central to Hopkins throughout 
his life, were coined in this essay. Their meanings are often encapsul- 
ated in the above-cited "Parmenides" statement comparing "the depth of 
an. instress" with "how fast the inscape holds a thing. "11 What we can 
easily note, in placing the previous essay's Ainguistically-modelled 
art within Hopkins' larger philosophy, is that it is highly probable 
that Hopkins derived the terms out of a felt need to express concepts 
created in the note on words, written only a few months previously. 

John Robinson notes this, in a particular application, in his. study 
In Extremity, where he suggests "instress" to be a term coined to des- 
cribe one of the two types of mental energy Hopkins lists in the note 
on words, the 

abiding kind for which I remember no name, in which the mind is 
absorbed (as far as that may be), taken up by, dwells upon, enjoys, 
a single thought. (JP, 126)12 

Another specific foreshadowing or prefiguring is the stretching toward 
the term "inscape" in Hopkins' description of the "inchoate word" as 
formed of "scapes of the ... senses. " 

13 

But whether or not either of these presents a true picture of how 
specific terms originated, a more general -- and more easily substantiated 
parallel is possible on the level of developing concepts: the sister- 
terms instress and inscape as together resembling two major concepts of 
the previous discussion, prepossession of feeling and of form. 

The correspondence is rough, as can only be expected given the 
multi-faceted uses Hopkins assigns instress and inscape over his life, 
compared to the more limited and undeveloped prepossession. (And whether 
this argues the development of the former from the latter is open to con- 
jecture. ) 14 It is nevertheless a useful parallel. David Downes notes on 
inscape that: 

it is clear that the prefix 'in' of linscapel denotes that Iscape, 
is the outer fixed shape of the intrinsic form of a thing. For 
that reason Hopkins was not satisfied with the terms design and 
pattern as the unqualified designation of the intrinsic order of 
being. These terms indicate an order impressed from without, an 
extrinsic principle of unity. 15 

We saw in Chapter II inscape's agreed-upon association with form of 
some kind. Heuser notes commonly assigned meanings: 
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(1) internal form, linshape, ' soul, idea; (2) ideal structure, 
excellence of form moulded from within, beauty; . (6ýs; r, 25) 

Robinson makes it part of his main thesis that this form was for HOP- 
kins' "the essential bridge between matter and the immaterial" (35). 
Hopkins himself states explicitly in one of his letters that inscape is 

"the very soul of art" (LL2,135). All of these terms recall directly 
his definition of prepossession as form. "[Prepossession] is in fact 

the form, but there are reasons for being cautious in using form here" -- 
these reasons matching Downes' suggestion that the term linscape, over- 
came any hint of extrinsic or accidental form. And "[Prepossession] bears 

a valuable analogy to the soul" -- matching Hopkins on inscape as the 

soul of art and Robinson on its bridging material and immaterial. 
Instress's relation to prepossession of feeling is a less clear-cut 

parallel. Essentially, its position as active counterpart to the struc- 
tural inscape suggests the parallel. In its way harder to pin down than 
inscape, instress is summed up very generally in the OED as "The force 

- 16 
of energy which sustains an inscape. 11 This definition, if it does 

nothing else, allies instress and inscape as two faces of the same coin, 
the same concept in active and formal aspects. Gardner notes: 

The perception of inscape is marked simultaneously as a rule, by 
a flow of instress, as Uough the individual beholder becomes mys- 
tically on_e_`w`11FThe whole. 17 

Heuser comments with more specific terminology: 

Now inscape is the one-shape or stem-form, instress the shaping 
force or stemmed feeling, within creatures of nature and art. 

(Heuser, 27) 

Hopkins illustrates this in a journal entry: 

I saw the inscape ... freshly, as if my eye were still growing, 
though with a companion the eye and the ear are for the most part 
shut and instress cannot come. (JP, 228) 

And in the "Parmenides" citation above, similarly, he parallels "the depth 

of the instress" with "how fast the inscape holds a thing. " Thus as 

active correlative of the formal inscape, instress roughly parallels 

prepossession's aspect as feeling, correlative to form. 

The connection of prepossession with inscape -- and its subsidiary 
links to form and the soul -- opens up a whole series of relations. 
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Music, we saw in Chapter I, is for Hopkins the spontaneous and natural 
expression of the soul or its inscapes; in Chapter II, we saw this deve- 
loped into the natural expression of inscapes imaged in song. By seeing 
in prepossession the same notion of intrinsic form, we can tie this in 
to the detailed and specifically linguistic model of expression Hopkins 

outlines in his mini-essay on words. The. "inchoate word" (which includes 
"scapes of the ... senses") is a linguistic formulation of the Platonic 
"fixed types" of the human soul which we have already identified with the 

soul's inscapes; this Platonic-linguistic connection being already suppor- 
ted by Plato's own use of verbal structures in classifying character 
types ( 1.2,20, IL3, fn. 38 ). The inchoate word is uttered, or given form 

and expressed as word proper, just as inscapes are spontaneously expressed 
in the verbal and vocal form of human song; thus the word, or work of 
art, becoming another way of referring to the ideal type of art, song. 
Just as Hopkins elsewhere writes of "inscape, " "design, " "pattern" as the 

essence and goals of his art, so here in specifically linguistic terms 

prepossession of form "flushes the matter" of the utterance more or less 

perfectly, creating more or less successful art. Further the energy which 
underlies the utterance (the inchoate word being "physical and in fact a 
refined energy"), and which balances its complex elements into a unity, 
is comparable to the later-defined instress. And finally the artistic 
goal of incorporating this energy into a work so that the same energy is 

required for its apprehension, expresses in detailed physical terms the 

value of an art pared to its inscapes, transmitting directly from creator 
to receptor. 

This paralleling of terms and concepts, however, touches only briefly 
on the actual argument of the "Parmenides" itself. It is in this argument 
that the specific philosophical import of the "piece of perfect song" is 

established. The argument, and its connection to the earlier note on 
words, is best approached through the remaining two coinages introduced 
above, the twin terms flush and foredrawn. 

In the previous essay, we saw that "the deeper the form penetrates, 
the prepossession flushes the matter (of word or artwork), the more 
effort will be required in apprehension; " the key term was flush. 
In the "Parmenides, " Being in its uniformity is compared to a "ball 
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rounded and true, " which in turn is characterised by an "inner flush- 
ness, the temper and equality of weight. " Flushness is a quality of 
Being in general , as well as of art and language in particular. 

The dictionary definition of flush, shedding light on both these 
usages, presents a multi-faceted but unified picture. As a verb, it 

means to spurt, rush out, fly up, and therefore reveal, to glow with 
warm colour, to cleanse by rush of water; as a noun, it is a sudden 
abundance, a rush of emotion, a flushness or vigor; finally as an adjec- 
tive, it is full to over-flowing, in flood, and also in the same plane 
with or even with (COD). The resultant meaning we can assign to the 
term as Hopkins uses it is that it is a principle of active form, form- 
in-action, -- co-extensive with matter (even or level, in the same plane), 
yet actively present wherever it is (flooding, spurting). Used in the 
essay on words, the prepossession of form in a word flushed the word's 
matter (with all the ramifications of that for the tripartite act of 
inspiration/utterance/apprehension); in this essay, this flushing is 

extrapolated to a general principle of Being. All Being, in the mere act 
of being, is actively being what it is. (Cf. the doing-be of 11.3,13-14 -- 
men are pitched toward God because in being they are actively doing 

something. In that they are only being themselves and can be no more 
than this, they are flush in the sense of level with; in that they do 
this wilfully, earnestly, and actively, they are flush in the active sense 
of spurting, flooding. ) Just as the speaker's or artist's feeling flushed 
the form of the word he uttered, so now some active principle of (divine? ) 
feeling flushes the form of everything that exists. The key is in the 

consequent joining of act and form. Before, we saw the word or utterance 
as at once act of uttering and object uttered -- with prepossession, 
uniting form and feeling, bridging the two. Similarly here, Being is 
simultaneously the state of existence (the object which exists) and the 
act of its Be-ing or existence -- the two again united by a principle 
of active form which flushes it (act) and is flush with it (state). 
(Cf. below, VI. 1,332 ) 

The other term of the two parallel coinages, "foredrawn, " is at 
once more idiosyncratic and more important -- the latter in that it is 
more extensively exploited in the argument. Constructing its meaning 
from dictionary definitions, we have "fore-": to the front or in fronti 
or beforehand; and "drawn": to pull after, attract, derive from a source, 
protract or stretch, and trace. Together, the halves present a concept 

%I 
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(like flushing) of act and form united: meaning drawn forth (action), 

or drawn beforehand (preordainment, or preordained form), both with 
implications of pulling or stretching out from a source. The term is 
thus more or less synonymous with "flush" -- as shown when Hopkins lines 
them up in the phrase "flush and foredrawn, " and when he further defines 
Being's uniformity ("flush" as a "ball rounded and true" is flush) as 
-"unextended, foredrawn. " The word's relation to the previous essay's 
linguistic model of art is established more in its similarity of meaning 
to "flush. " Its importance to the "Parmenides" argument can be seen in 
the various uses it is put to there, as we shall see below. 

This essay, therefore, through the concept of active form, develops 
in terms of Being the same set of relations shown first in the essay 
on words. The use of the terms "flush" and "foredrawn, " carrying out 
the concept of the word flushed with form, unites the two essays into 

one over-all philosophical statement on Being, with far-reaching impli- 

cations for language and her sister, art. 

The basic starting point of the "Parmenides, " then, is as we have 

seen the unity of Being. The central terms "flush and foredrawn" already 
show this, in the image of the ball rounded and true; form might be active 
when it flushes matter, but it is also flush with it, even with it, 
"unextended, foredrawn. " Elsewhere also, Hopkins encapsulates this 

actively unified-and-unifying Being as he notes "Being draws-home toto 
Being" -- again utilising the verb-form drawing related to foredrawn. 

In developing this idea, though, the essay expands on concepts 
outlined in the note on words. Being and language (i. e., the realm of 
words) are brought together in the still essentially linguistic focus 

of the "Parmenides" thesis, its emphasis on the verb "to be, " and its 

related copula form: 

To be and to know or Being and thought are the same. The truth in 
thought is Being, and each word is one way of acknowledging Being 
and each sentence by its copula is (or its equivalent) the utterance 
and assertion of it. 

As in the note on words, Being and language are joined at the root. 
Being equals knowing (orfhought); and Being/knowing is uttered and 
asserted through language. This compares directly to the previous 
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essay's discussion on the origin of words: the word is the idea uttered, 
with idea reducible to the act of will in conceiving the "inchoate word, " 
Plus, more specifically, the model of language set up in the other essay 
is now expanded. The copula -- how the verb to be most commonly appears 
in sentences, consisting of is (or an equivalent) used to join subject 
and complement together ("Blood is red, " "George is my friend") -- hides 

an assertion of existence in its every appearance. (The statement "Blood 

is red" contains and presupposes the shorter assertion, "Blood is. ") 

Words are acknowledgments of Being; the copula is an utterance and asser- 
tion; thus the sentence of word-plus-"to bell (a model for language in 

general) asserts Being. (This relates, again, to Chapter II's two-tiered 
"piece of perfect song": the song there. existed as metaphor for man's 
Being as well as his expression of his own Being. Thus in the "perfect 

song" as well as here, Being and expression are radically united. ) 

Continuing the parallel of the two essays, the "Parmenides" asserts 
also a unity of mind which has its seeds in the, note on words. Unity of 

mind refers to a union of subject and object, or of the mind as perceiver 

and that which it perceives. The rationale behind this union is clear: 
"Being draws-home to Being" -- Being is unified, and so subject and object 

are unified in that both have existence. More, as the verb "draws-home" 

suggests, Being is actively unified and unifying. As subject and object 
both have Being, so they are both essentially unified and so they will 
both "draw home" or actively strive toward their unity. The reasoning, 

again, is supported linguistically: 

[Without unity] There would be no bridge, no stem of stress between 
us and things to bear us out and carry the mind over: without stress 
we might not and could not say / Blood is red / but only / This 
blood is red / or / The last blood I saw was red / nor even that, 
for in later language not only universals would not be true but the 
copula would break down even in particular judgments. 18 

From language to ontology: if we did not know that "blood is! ' (the asser- 
tion hidden in the copula), we could not 

_say 
that it is -- much less could 

we assert the particular, that "This blood is red. " And the only way we 
can know that blood (or anything) exists is by a unity of Being that joins 
perceiver and object of perception together. Thus the metaphysical pro- 
position that subject and object share in the unity of Being is supported 
and proven by the linguistic fact that we do use the copula, the asser- 
tion of Being, to state judgments that do make sense to us. 
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Further, the use of the linguistic model recalls the earlier asser- 

tion that Being equals knowing or thought, with its concomitant language- 

forms. The union of subject and object is in their shared active state 

of Being. Their union can thus be pinpointed in an initial act of Being$ 

or knowing, or conceiving -- linguistically formulated as inchoate word 

and asserted through the copula -- which draws them together and renders 

distinctions of subject and object meaningless: 

the mind's grasp -- voetv , the foredrawing act -- that this is 
blood or that blood is red is to be looked for in Being, the fore- 
drawn, alone, not in the thing we named blood or the blood we worded 
as being red. 

It might seem, in fact, that what Parmenides is suggesting (through Hop- 
kins) is that whatever a priori appreciation of unity the mind has is located 
in the mind itself, or subject, as it is not in the object (and common sense 
tells us such things must be located in one place or the other). This 

possibility -- that what we are perceiving we ourselves have invested with 
meaning -- calls upon the epistemology of Kant and the Romantic philoso- 
phers,, and is perhaps suggested by Hopkins' follow-up statement that "The 

way men judge in particular is determined for each by his own inscape. " 

As well Hopkins has just, in his above statement, referred to "the mind's 
foredrawing act" -- suggesting a location of being and act in mind or 

subject alone. 
But to limit even the grasp of foredrawing, the act of knowing itself, 

to subject (mind) alone, is to falsify the issue. The problem is in the 

very notions of subject and object themselves. Parmenides, explains Hop- 
kinds, allows for no subject or object, only the One and the Many, or 
Being and phenomena: 

the distinction between men or subjects and the things without them 
is unimportant in Parmenides: the contrast is between the one and 
the many 

Thus the grasp or foredrawing act, by which we are able to perceive, 
rather than being located str, ictly in subject (mind) or object (inAhe 

example, blood), is to be found in something entirely beyond this dicho- 

tomy: "Being, the foredrawn, alone" -- the One versus the Many, Being 
itself versus mere phenomena. I know that this is blood and that this 
blood is red because, at some primordial level, the blood and I are One, - 
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the One Being behind blood and men and subjects and objects and other 
such Many phenomena. 

The point is an important one and relates this whole portion of the 
argument to the previous essay and the condition of song. "The way men 
judge in particular is determined for each by his own inscape, " Hopkins 
writes -- and while, if inscape is taken to be simply fixed form of mind, 
the statement means one thing, its meaning is altered when we remember 
inscape as one aspect of the dual-nature prepossession. Prepossession as 
static was form; as active, it was feeling. Within these two conditions, 
it co-existed in mind and word through inspiration, utterance, and apprehen- 
sion. Just so, here the inscape which colours man's judgment lies not 
only in his mind but in the One-ness of Being joining mind and object in 
one foredrawing act or state. We seem to draw meaning from an observed 
object, as though meaning resided there (just as prepossession seems to 
be in the word); on closer look, we conclude that act and meaning come 
from the mind, not the object (prepossession seems also to begin in the 
mind). Yet still we are not accurate. Only by tossing these distinctions 
aside and concentrating on the "flush and foredrawn, " or active form, of 
Being itself, 'as it exists prior to subject or object, can we discern the 
true nature of the case. 

Already in the compact terms of "flush and foredrawn, " each conveying 
act and form at once, and in the multi-faceted "inscape" and "instress, " 
Hopkins shows his thoughts going beyond the rudimentary differentiation 
implied by prepossession of form and feeling; but in both essays, the 
central act, which at once invests, embodies, and apprehends Being's form, 
remains the same. 

With this, we come to the conclusion of this section by returning to 
the starting-point of our argument: fitting this specific linguistically- 
formulated model of art and Being back into Hopkins' general aesthetic 
and philosophical framework. By circling around thus from the concrete 
back to the abstract, we can see how Hopkins' linguistic model of art 
specifies and delineates what he envisioned as the "piece of perfect song" 

so important to his Scotist theories. 
In drawing his "Parmenides" argument to a conclusion, Hopkins notes 

of the One'and the Many that: 
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the phenomenal world ... is the brink, limbus, lapping, run-and- 
mingle / of two principles which meet in the scape of everything -- 
probably Being, under its modification or siding of particular one- 
ness or Being, and Not-being, under its siding of the Many. The two 
may be called two degrees of siding in the scale of Being. Fore- 
shortening and equivalency will explain all possible difference. 
The inscape will be the proportion of the mixture. 

Coming as it does near the end of Hopkins' linguistically modelled essay 
on art and Being, this culminating image brings us directly back to the 
Scotist system of thought presented in Chapter II (and obviously already 
in formation in the poet's mind at this time). The phenomenal world, as 
meeting-point ("brink, limbus, lapping, run-and-mingle") of Being and 
Not-being, mirrors the created world of Duns Scotus, where everything is 

given individuality by its haecceitas -- the haecceitas being the 
especial degree to which the thing lacks Infinite Being (i. e., the degree 
to which it mixes Being and Not-being in itself). Further, that Being 

and Not-being "may be called two degrees of siding in the scale of Being" 

refers again to the same scale of Being we saw in the Scotist writings 
(that scale in turn deriving from the Platonic chain or spindle or string) 

19 though here the image is more cryptic and obscure. Finally, "inscape, " 

as "the proportion of the mixture" of Being and Not-being, graduates 
from prepossession of form to its full Scotist meaning of an individual's 

characterising form. 
But with the introduction of the linguistic element of the "Parmeni- 

des" argument, the whole familiar image takes on a more concrete aspect 
as well. Being and its assertion or expression are one and the same; 
thus the scale of Being, whether envisioned as a musical string proper 
or not, becomes not only object but act, both of these being linguis- 
tically conceived. Just as the string is important not only for its char- 
acteristic form but for the characteristic sound it produces as well, so 
the scale of Being unites form and act in itself; and as the basis of 
Being is linguistic, so in the scale of Being both form and act are 
linguistic. ally based. 

What this brings us back to finally is the image with which we 
closed Chapter II -- the carol of creation and song of praise. God created 
the world, we suggested, as a song: "carol of creation" referring both 
to his singing act of creating and the song or product he created. The 

world of creation is thus defined as both act and product, or act and form. 

And nature's song of praise is its own active assertion of its song-based 
Being. The ideal art of song is thus identified with the linguistically- 
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based assertion of Being outlined in the "Pamenides" and the note 

I 

on words. The word uttered derives from Being (originates in the 
"inchoate word"), contains Being (is "flushed with form"), and excites 
Being in its apprehension (conveys "prepossession"). This is the basis 
of man; and this is the basis of his art. 



2. THE SONGS OF HENRY PURCELL 

The above precepts for a linguistically-based art are exemplified 
in the art of that "arch-especial spirit" whom Hopkins admired perhaps 
more than any other single figure as the ideal artist: song composer 
Henry Purcell. 

Throughout his adult life, as we saw in the biographical section 
of Chapter I, Hopkins admired Purcell and sought out his music. He 

read Cummings' just-published biography of him in 1882, and urged Bridges 
to do the same; he met Cummings and learned about the newly-formed 
Purcell Society, and encouraged Bridges to join it (see above, 1.1,7, fn25). 
The correspondence is littered with requests to borrow copies of his 
music. 

21 No Hopkins critic so far has paid serious attention to the 
Purcellian influence on the poet; nevertheless, recognising Purcell's 
influence is an essential link to seeing Hopkins' art as song. 

Henry Purcell (1659-1695) is generally considered to be the premier 
English songwriter. 

22 At least up to Hopkins' day, he was one of the 
few -- perhaps the only -- internationally celebrated British-born com- 
poser. s. Most of his life was spent writing and performing music for the 
Restoration court of Charles II. He is best known for his vocal compo- 
sitions -- songs, theater pieces, opera, and church anthems; his forte 

was in the making. of English words into song. So successful was he 
that when he died at the early age of thirty-fiye:, his collected works 
were published under the title Orpheus Britannicus (1698) -- the 'British 
Orpheus. ' As is inscribed on his tomb, where he lies buried beneath 
the organ in Westminster Abbey (a visit to which may well have immediately 
inspired Hopkins to write the Purcell sonnet): 

Here lyes Henry Purcell Esqr. Who left this Life and 
is gone to that Blessed Place Where only his Harmony can 
be exceeded. 23 
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Given Hopkins' vieý'of song as the ideal art -- and indeed the primal 
expression of man and God -- as well as his own reliance on English as 
his native language, it is hardly surprising that he would look to 
Purcell as ideal artist. 

There is more to Hopkins' interest in Purcell than that the composer 
represented the height of the English song tradition.. Purcell 
represents the high-point of a pqrticularly English song-type, declamatux 

song, that is significant in its relation to our study. Declamatory 
song, current in FnjtzrA in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
was part of a larger European humanistic movement that sought to find 
the, perfect relation of words and music in a vocal line musicologist 
Vincent Duckles has defined as a "declamatory treatment of a text, " 

encoding "dramatic expression of feeling, " with the declamatory ideal 
that 

the sense of the text should be communicated to the listener in 
a single salient vocal line, ... and that the melody should reflect 
the rhythmic patterns of elevated speech. (r. ) 

Throughout the history of song, the agreed-upon goal is generally that 
the music somehow express the feeling and meaning of the words; according 
to the declamatists, this was best done by capturing the impassioned 

accents of the speaking voice. Purcell is the most successful composer 
in this tradition partly simply because he had musical genius; but also, 
because of his place in the development of declamatory song. Before 
him, such songs took almost all their structure from the speech of the 
poems set. The song was, in essence, codified expressive speech, but 
there was no musical logic holding the utterance together. Remove the 
words, and the music alone made no sense. Z'I 

One of Purcell's immediate predecessors, 'Henry Lawes (1596-1662), 

will serve to illustrate. -A well thought-of composer in his day, Lawes 

wrote the original music to Milton's Comus, and was the subject of that 

poet's famous address, to 

Harry, whose tunefull and well measurld song 
First taught our English music how to span 
Words wiTFju-s-I note and accent (Si. "ý' 16) 

Yet, as musical historian R. J. McGrady writes, the tendency of this "just 

note and accent" 

A 
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is consistently away from musical regularity towards 
a freedom of melody which is a faithful representation of 
spoken verse. 25 

Purcell, on the other hand, in addition to his much-lauded "peculiar 
Genius to express the Energy of English words, jj26 added coherent musical 
order to his declamations; his Were the first of the English songs 

perfectly to blend the needs a music with those of words in the declamatory 

style. Thus Dennis Arundell, in his essay on "Purcell and Natural Speech, " 

notes, further suggesting that this union leads from Purcell's artistic 

goal: codifying a "natural speech" which preserves both musical and verbal 
logic. Purcell's dramatic songs first of all "read" like codifications 

of dramatic declamations: 

That Purcell's naturalism is nearly exact (certainly by theatrical 
standards of speech) can be proved by speaking in the style of 
Sprechstimme* not only the recitative but the aria in the Dido 
death-scene LFurcell's opera Dido and Aeneas]: but not only is the 
intonation correct or at least possibl-e-F acted in a certain way 
(I do not say it is the only way to act the scene, but that it was 
Purcell's way), the breaks of emotion and the dramatic pauses are 
as theatrically realistic as they would be when performed by a 
fine actor or actress. 

But simultaneously, they are also tuneful: 

whereas Monteverdi [sixteenth century Italian composer/theorist] 
had on the whole been content to prove that the natural rise and 
fall of dramatic speech could be heightened into musical progres- 

-sions, Purcell a generation later could mould his heightened natu- 
ralism of speech into a musical shape that was also tuneful. ... In fact -- as with the best Sprechstimme -- the melodic shape con- 
forms closely to a natural way of speaUng the words: this is, of 
course, true of the vocal music of the best dramatic composers -- but Purcell was the only supreme master of this art ýh; r; 

-English 
words are concerned-27 

The concept of "natural speech" which Arundell finds in Purcell can be 
compared to Hopkins' claims for language, that words are natural objects 
following natural laws. 28 The ideal union of musical and verbal logic 
contained in such "natural speech" recalls Hopkins' own words (see 1.2,25 
on plainsong and the proposed new art, where the "bone, frame, and char- 
pente" of a song is to be found in a well-structured melody, which in 
turn then derives its form from the structure of the words spoken 

?q 

Already we can begin to see why Hopkins writes to Bridges: 

* Sprechstimme or sprechgesang -- German for "speech song; " a type of voice production 
halfway between song and speech. Developed In early twentieth century opera. (HCD, 480) 
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Do you like Weber [Carl Maria von Weber -- opera composer3? For 
personal preference and fellow feeling I like him of all musicians 
best after Purcell. (LL1,98) 

And to Dixon: 

I quite agree with what you write about Milton. His verse as one 
reads it seems something necessary and eternal (so to me does 
Purcell's music). (LL2913) 

A late Purcell song, "Oh! fair Cedaria" (Novello Songs, #86) 
demonstrates. Here is the main vocal line. 

30 
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The words (scanned for convenience) are as follows: 31 

VU . 01 UeV 
ON fair Cedaria, hide those eyes 

U 0-1 U/U 
That hearts enough have won; 
V/V/VV 

For whosoever sees them dies, 
V/V/V 

And cannot ruin shun. 
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The example shows first of all Purcell's expressive shaping. 
On the small scale of sensitivity to individual words and phrases, his 

rhythmic treatment of the phrase "For whosoever, " for instance, captures 
individual accents and syllable lengths as the words would naturally be 

spoken: I I> 

ýP for w6-. so cv-ftr sads 4hcm Aics 

(Heavy accent, >, on first beat of bar; light accents :, - , on third 
beat. ) And the repetition on "And cannot" captures not only the rhythm 
but the natural falling pitch that would occur in speaking the word: 

r9 
inA c&n-not) c4Ln-nc>t 

On the larger scale, he creates in this song -- as Arundell claims 
for him in general -- the Sprechstimme or 'speech-song' effect of an 
impassioned declamation of the words. Taking the example phrase-by- 
phrase, we can see this at work. The opening, for instance: 

r5 a. i Ct. - c&r g. 

Rhythmically, Purcell bases his treatment on an opening reversed metrical 
foot: 

/vu/v 
Oh! fair Cedaria 

The first stress -- "Ohl" -- is given its full performative weight by 

making it longer than the other syllables, half note (J) versus 
quarters (j) and eighths ( ý). Purcell avoids matching musical with 
metrical pulse here by beginning the half-note on the second beat 
(unstressed) of the bar, and carrying it past the stressed third. Thus 

when the second metrical stress, on "Cedaria, " occurs, matched with the 

musically strong first beat of the following bar, this much more obvious 
and emphatic method of indicating stress gives the phrase a rhetorical 
shape that centers on "Cedaria. "32 (Also, the stressed syllable in 
Cedaria is three times as long as the unstressed syllables surrounding 

it __ 
-ý 

ýIJ. ý 

-- and so has some weight of duration as well. ) 

Another declamatory interpretation (such as a reading out loud or acting- 

out of the lines) might place primary emphasis on "Ohl", thus introducing 
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the poet's cry of anguish as main point of interest in the song to 
come; as Purcell has done it, the interest is announced to be on Cedaria, 
the object of the anguish, and her captivating ways. 

As well as the rhythmic, there is also the expressional: "Ohl', given 
its extended half-note duration ( cl ) takes on the quality of an actual 
sigh or breathed-out cry. To sing the word to its music, in other terms, 
is to recreate how an impassioned speaker would actually declaim it. 
This aspect is brought out further in the extended repetition of the 

phrase which then follows. The repetition itself is perhaps what an 
impassioned speaker might do -- or, what rhetor'Ir_'aL_-, conYe. n60n 'Woýt)d ýVL 

As well, in its second (and, we assume,. more impassioned) 

occurrence, the outcry is more extended: the "Ohl", taking on the 
increased weight of longer duration (1% bars more) and added ornamentation, 
is also more than ever like a wail or cry: 

a&r- iA. 

Still, the primary and shape-controlling emphasis is on Cedaria; but the 

cry preceding seems almost to have taken on a life of its own. 
With the next phrase, the declamation continues. The harmony shifts 

from the bright and assertive tonic major (C) to the darker and more 
subdued relative minor (Am). The words give reason for such a change -- 
a singer or speaker would perhaps drop volume and assertive tone when 
approaching such a difficult and personal exhortation as 

Wc 4i"ast. OTS 'N&t lnýfs e. - nawýlk 
KAVd. 'Wftný 

Again, phrase-shape is determined by musical and metrical pulses and other 
varying means of assigning weight. Metrical and musical pulses here gene- 
rally coincide, giving the whole passage a heavy degree of stress; though 
here again, a comparison of what might be considered a straightforward 
metrical shape and the one Purcell gives shows us how he shapes the 

phrase: 
33 
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The time-values for the latter half of the phrase open out to double 
the others' duration -- again, reducing the number of stresses ("hearts" 

receives no first- or third-beat stress in the Purcell version) and so 
increasing the relative emphasis of the ones left; and also by increasing 
duration adding weight to the last words, "ý. n2uLh have won. " The indi- 

cation for the declamation is that these are the key words the speaker 
wishes to impart: therefore he emphasises them in speaking. Their 
weight is increased even more by the ornamentation on "enough" 

(Z94) 

, and the melodic and harmonic cadence on "won" (the 
r- - nowjýl 

pull of harmony and melody toward this resolving note). 1'6en, at the 
beginning of the next phrase, "hide" is given extra weight by its orna- 

mentation This gives the first half of the phrase its 

own shape and weight center, and as well recreates just the sort of 
vocal tremble that the speaker might evince in approaching his - 
request. 

Continuing on, we come to the next phrase: 

The most important word of the phrase is the last, "dies. " The grammatic 
parallelism of verb with verb -- "sees" with "dies" -- points up by its 

unexpected contrast the terrible effect Cedaria has on her admirers. 
Indeed, it divides the phrase in two: "For whosoever sees them // dies. " 
Themusic reflects this split in its harmony, which moves unexpectedly 
from tonic (C) to subdominant (F) on the key word "dies. " But more than 

reflecting the sentiment, the music encapsulates that sentiment in a 
declamatory vocal line that reproduces the speaking of the words. We 

can imagine a good actor reciting toe line just as it is here: with brisk 

pace and crisp pronunciation for the first half, then an abrupt shifting 
of tone to a soft, lingering, perhaps dying-away pronouncement of "dies. " 
In recitation as in Purcell's musical codification, the single word 
would be held out long and so given weight to equal and balance the weight 
of the four words preceding it. Purcell gives it added weight by the 

ornamentation; he points up the contrasting tone of voice with not only 
change in harmony, but the smoothly-slurred and even-length notes of 
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the ornament in contrast to the non-slurred dotted 

rhythms and resultant sharp-edged pronunciation of the former. He empha5i- 
ses the dying-away by changing harmonies again on the last note to a 
subdued minor (Dm), and by holding the quarter note F over the bar-line 
and so eliminating the strong first-beat pulse of bar 9, causing the 
rhythm to seem to die away, pulse-less, too: 

T: iaT FT-iF4 
0 

Then, a repetition of the opening outcry: 

FiF FF 
P 

P, 
10 

Yet another repetition of the opening cry, this phrase shows a renewed 
influx of passion in the speaker. A)3o, as it is the third appearance 
of this same cry, it suggests building agitation and feeling. Thus, the 

starting pitch, on "Oh! ", is higher here 
)than 

before 

giving greater weight and also suggesting a voice rising in pitch as in 
excitement. Again, the first stress is avoided by holding the note over 
the strong first beat of the bar. But here the shape of the utterance 
has shifted from leading to a strong stress on "Cedaria" to putting its 

main weight on "Oh! " The melody pitch starts out high, then falls 
steadily away, lending the weight of high pitch to the opening syllable; 
as well, that syllable is longer than any other syllable in the phrase, 
giving it weight of duration. Going on to the rest of the phrase, we 
see that "fair" trembles, as "hide" did earlier; "Cedaria" is made more 
emphatic by being split into more syllables -- "Ce-da-ri-a" instead of 
"Ce-dar-ia" of before. 34 The result for "Cedariall is that it loses the 
lingering, loving quality of a beckoning or entreaty and becomes sharp, 
a reproof or demand for attention. The result for the whole utterance 
is that it is much more agitated and urgent. The harmony alters to 
match, ending with the suddenly assertive chord of A major. Thus the 
emphasis is now on the anguished "Oh! " -- the words that follow come as 
a result of it, and so receive less weight. (In the first and second 
appearances, the "Oh! " anticipated the "Cedaria" and so led up to it. ) 
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Then follows a more affirmative re-statement of the entreaty to 

Wä& fIrs, ýjes rev, 4 -14) - ýv de 11 s its +ýdy, Aus- 

more in the nature now of a demand. Again the voice trembles on "hide, " 

but the over-all pitch is much higher ()I EE f rom 

the aggressive harmony maintained. Even the final "dies" is given more 
emphatic weight by falling on a heavy third-beat pulse, occupying the 

highest pitch(99ft) after the phrase's opening note( 9 

coming at a cadential point in the melody (the preceding vocal line 
leads up to and is resolved on it). The simple surprise of contrasting 
"sees" with "dies" is lost, largely because the phrase has been uttered 
before; now, the contrast in meaning serves mainly to further highlight 
the coming "dies. " 

What is most important in this musical shaping, however, is that it 
again accurately represents how an actor might declaim the lines: through 
with entreaty, more emphatic, voice-pitch rising to punch out the most 
important word, "dies. " Placing the phrase within the bar-divisions 
so that "dies" falls on the third and not heavier first-beat pulse serves 
to undercut this effect just enough to stop it becoming histrionic. 
"Whosoever" occupies first-beat stress; the rule- governing normal bar 

pulses is that "dies" must beceive less actual pulse-stress than this 
syllable. Yet the melodic line climaxes at "dies, " and includes "Whoso- 
ever" in its build-up; thus, "dies" must receive more weight than "ever, " 
though it will not be the obvious stressy pulse-accent of the former. 
"Dies" preserves its contrast to the sharp-edged pronunciation of the 
phrase's first half; also it preserves its character as dying away (by 
descending melody, falling away from climax point of its first note, and 
subdued harmony entering on final note). The speaker, in declaiming this, 
pulls up enough restraint to undercut his urgent demand and make it 
that much more effective. 

Then follows yet another repetition of the same phrase, the most 
emphatic of all: 

51Z ---a % WAL ß. 5ge. eits 
por 1-0)u5, -so - iv. er, W'MO-io. -. LV-Lr -saj *wrn cks) 
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And finally, the long-delayed last line of the quatrain, balancing 
the repetitions of earlier lines with its own emphatic repetition: 

. not I &MA Cikv%-n I ok) e4'A - Y;. t rLL. "in 'Aim. 

Again, as throughout, the effect gained by repeated utterance of the 
word "cannot, " rising pitch for each utterance, and the accented sharp 
dotted rhythms is one of an emphatic speaker pounding his point home 
as if by its repetition he increases its chances of being made. The 
comparatively long time-values. of "ruin shun" after this frenetic build-up 
slows the pace for its end and represents the speaker slowing to finish 
as well as giving "ruin shun" its own ponderous weight to counterbalance 
the hammered-home weight of "cannot, cannot, cannot. " This slowing, 
added to the harmony returning home to its final cadence, or resting 
point, marks with finality the 6hj' oPI ih4 -&-cLarn-a'Cion. 

The first and most basic indicator of musical structuring in Purcell's 

song is repetition. 35 As compared with the original poem, all the repe- 
titions of words and phrases are not only explainable rcitorically; 

36 

they also give an over-all shape to the utterance: 

Ohl fair Cedaria, 
ON fair Cedaria, 

hide those eyes That hearts enough have won; 
For whosoever sees them dies, 
Ohl fair Cedaria, 
hide those eyes 
For whosoever sees them dies, 
hide those eyes, 
For whosoever, 

whosoever sees them dies, 
And cannot, 

and cannot, 
cannot ruin shun. 

Even without the time-values and other indications of weight, the 

repetitions have a rhythm to them which starts the pace of utterance 
off slowly, builds it to a peak, slides off to the last words. 37 
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Moving further into strictly musical concerns, these word and 
phrase repetitions are especially meaningful for Purcell's song in that 
they repeat and develop the musical motifs* associated with them. The 

phrase "Oh! fair Cedaria, " for example, appears three times in our example: 

oh! ý, %*. e tf. dir- id- 

IP* 

r1h I Ice.. iar- 'M 

1FP el 
IIL 

The first two especially obviously share a motif, presented simply in 
1. The extended version in 2, in developing the musical material of the 
first, musically as well as expressively begins to structure the song. 
Even the third, musically and expressively, can be seen as growing from 
the seeds of the original: the initial "Ohl" uses the same trick of 
avoiding the pulse, giving itself weight by duration; as the final in 
the progression, it has the most musical as well as expressive weight 

by virtue of its higher pitch. Similarly broadens 

through increasing melodic range and ornamentation. And the incorporated 

dotted rhythm of to the slower dotted 

As well, the tremble in "fair" repeats the musical motif 
L 

20. of 1, for "hide. " The declamatory effect is that on two 

different words and three occasions the voice trembles; but by using the 
same musical device throughout to achieve the effect (it is far from the 
only such device available), the musical result is a rhythmic and melodic 
motif. (The same device occurs in the song's closing A' section also -- 

as I A-I L -r r-I ft. 1 1, thus carrying musical unity that 
9 

step further. ) 
Another example of musical repetition linked to verbal is the repeated 

word "dies, " which in all three appearances-and by similar musical motif 
(stepwise descending melody, similar smooth rhythm, harmonic shift) 
dies away: 

*motif -- short melodic and/or rhythmic figure that recurs throughout a musical piece 
as a unifying element. (See HCD, 322) 
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Finally, repetition of musical material across different words lends 
the whole utterance a unity of sound and treatment that a simple word- 
for-word declamatory presentation (such as Lawes') would not have. This 

over-all sound patterning reinforces musically the mood of the words 
rather than their sense (and indeed became the general direction of song 
in the generations following Purcell). In our example38 we see this in 
the constant presence throughout of dotted rhythms, both in straight- 
forward J. ý, jj) and reverse (ýJ. ) 
forms. These develop largely in attempts to capture the rhythms of the 

words, but their constant presence and manipulation ends by functioning 

musically as well. We have seen the tremble motif repeated 

over several words, though this in all cases served the same expressive 
effect and so has less independent musical value. A clearer illustration 
is the motif of the opening phrase: 

compared with that of the final bars: 

which serves the purpose of establishing musical unity between beginning 

and end, with no strict semantic connection whatever. 
The result of all this musical structuring -- regardless of its 

relation to the declamatory structure -- is a piece of music that will 
still make artistic (i. e., formal) sense when played without the words, 
vocal line alone. The piece's structure, though derived in close accord 

with expressive requirements, is explicable and meaningful in purely 

musical terms. 3F 

Beyond this, one other aspect of Purcell's art of song needs mention: 
his programmatic element. Any joining of words and music such as we have 
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seen in the above example presupposes a certain relation of sound to 

sense. Certain words arq associated with certain musical motifs -- 
for instance, "hide" and "pity" to the trembling motif related to their 
trembling declamations. And the result is that the whole song becomes 

a structural dramatisation of the words' declamation. In addition, 
however, there isa further -- different -- relation of sound and sense 
which is also important. The whole song could be said not only to drama- 
tise the declamation, but as well to dramatise the subject-matter or 
meaning of the utterance itself. Purcell interprets "dies, " for examplet 
as being spoken in a dying-away manner (falling melody, harmonic shift); 
and we have suggested that this is a declamatory technique, interpreting 
how the word might be expressively declaimed. But the interpretation is 
based in the fact that "dies" means dying away, as much as in the fact 
that it might be spoken or declaimed in that way. A speaker might let 
his voice die away in pronouncing the word, because the word means to 
die away. Thus in effect, the speaker -- and Purcell's musical rendition 
of the utterance -- would be acting out the words' me aning or subject. 
The reasoning is that a full dramatic declamation of words should incor- 

porate their meaning through this kind of acting out. The result is what 
musical analysts and historians call "word-painting. " 

Word-painting, as a specific musical term, is defined in the Harvard 
Concise Dictionary as: 

The illustration through music of the ideas presented or suggested 
by the words of a song. 

Specifying that the portrayal is of 

single words or phrases ... rather than the rendition of the 
general mood of the text. 

In detail: 

In the simplest cases, natural'sounds, such as those of birds, 
thunder, sobbing, and the like are imitated. Otherwise, music 
that is high, low, ascending, descending, loud, soft, fast, or slow 
may be associated, respectively, with these same concepts in the 
abstract or with the concepts that shape these qualities. (HCD, 570) 39 

Beyond "dies" and perhaps "Ohl" (a sigh musically imitated), our above 
example uses no actual word-painting. But the majority of Purcell songs 
have at least this much; and many rely on the technique to much greater 

extent. 
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The 1692 Wt ,,, St CecibZ I)f or instance, contains examples of word- 

painting that range from the most graphic to the more abstruse, and show 
the ease with which psychologically picturesque declamations blend into 
straightforward word-pictures. 40 

For the more straightforward and simple, the Ode's song-section 
"Thou tunsIt this world" demonstrates: 

FFj 

Ls- -Iý, j - 
ThL 

10-4 

4-4 
I& iýwir own MIL. Sit 

:1iii : 9- 

"Below" (bar 4) is contrasted with "above" (bar 6) in that the melodic 
line goes down in pitch to the former, climbs up to the latter. "Spheres" 

are represented as turning and circling in the heavens by down-up turns 
in the melody; similarly, the related concept of spheres' "heavInly round" 
has the same sort of melodic turn. And in the last line, the closing 
word "move" is made to move musically by being sung to a long, fast- 

moving and far-ranging melodic surge. 
More sophisticated is "Tis Nature's voices" another song within 

the Ode. Here, we range from the most graphic to subtle psychological 
and musical conceits. On the most strictly picturesque level, the word 
"strike" melodically traces the trajectory of an arrow; and again, "move" 

Thf. Oh" i)wL, ?, ts-s-sons to ', %. pre3. s And 

F:: 9 4j ri -- t--f- 

Later in the song, however, more interesting shadings occur: 

moves: 
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10 
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"Grieve" captures the declamation of a moan -- literally, it 
_grieves; thus declamation and word-painted meaning overlap. "Hate" twice falls 

on the jarring and unexpected harmonic changes (signified by the chromatic 
sign ý) 

-- this is more strictly declamatory, but in its grammatical 
parallelism with the more literally picturesque "grieve" demonstrates 
the fuzzy overlap between the two techniques. (How does one make a word 
hate? One cannot, so the declamatory means is all that is possible., It 
is much easier to make a word seem to grieve. ) Finally, "rejolce" expresses 
joy, but neither through declamation nor word-painting, really -- the 
joy instead comes from a musically exuberant line. In all these parallel 
verbs, all distinction between where Purcell is specifically recreating 
an impassioned declamation, and where he is expressing the meaning of 
the word, is shown to be artificial, as word-painting blends into 
declamation and further effects that may have primarily musical function. 

A final example showing word-painting, music, and declamation is 
the unfinished-I'Ah! what pains" (Novello Songs, #C2). 41 Here is much 
more word-painting than in "Oh! fair Cedaria, " blended skillfully into 
the declamation to illustrate the proper relation of the two: 

W"" - Fft-ý) 

; 
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"Ahl" (even more so than "ohl" previously) is a sigh; thus in treatment 

it is drawn out and shaped melodically like a sigh. As with "Ohl", 

this preserves both the proper declamation (an actor speaking the lines 

would probably sigh here) and the meaning of the word 'sigh. ' More 

clearly, in bars 7 and 9, "racking" is sung to a twisted up-down-up-down 

melody which sounds racked or racking indeed. (Plus, repeated, it forms 

a word-linked motif. ) The chromatic alterations of bars 19 to 22's 

"in cruel, cruel" (indicated by the chromatic signs % and '*A ) make the 

sung words sound as tormented as their meaning suggests. 42 Similarly, 

the pulse-accented harmonic alterations on "mourn" in bars 26 and 28 

( 'A and -)ý ) make that word sound mournful and sad. In a more complex 

and abstruse appearance, the final lines' repetition: 

hours that will no more return, 
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, 

no more return 

illustrates the hours' failure to return by anticipation and delay- of the 

word 
" 
"return. " The passage is saved from seeming ludicrous and artificial 

by its mixture of word-painting logic with expressive and musical: expres- 
sively, a speaker might so repeat himself to emphasise the negative; 
musically, a charming motivic development of the song's repeated 
figure accompanies the words. 

ý Moving beyond strictly programmatic concerns, then, we can also see 
in this song how word-painting, rhetoric, and music all three join to 
form the close-knit song-structure. We said that "Ahl" both meant and 
sounded like a sigh. Taken in context with the rest of its opening 
phrase, we can see that the whole thing sounds like a sigh: 

ýw 9ha 

r-- J-3- 
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Thus, from the opening sigh-like word (word-painting) a good actor might 
declaim the whole phrase as one sigh (expressive); though strictly speaking 
"what pains" does not mean a sigh, it only indicates that it might be 

spoken by someone who felt like sighing. Through this then, and its 

immediate repetition, the musical motif becomes 

associated with sighing, and a mournful delivery. The. motif, however, 
is then used throughout the song, to accompany several other words than 

sighing or painful ones (musical logic): 
---! k r-4 --- el-'ý 

- 
r_'ýn 

jz; A-. j 1,1 nNmLrn, 3 ihaw. 5his provts. ) li - rL- rr%ev j ý, J, 05. s. +,, 

And is in fact, in abbreviated form, the musical material used to unify 
the "no, no, no" repetition of the last lines. Music, declamation, and 
meaning thus twine together to make this Purcell song the successful 
artwork that it is. 

As this analysis shows, then, Purcell joins musical and verbal logic 
in the structure of his songs; something no declamatory composer before - 
him succeeded in doing. This more than anything makes him the key figure 
he is in English song history. It also makes him the key figure of 
importance for Gerard. Manley Hopkins. 

According to the linguistically-based precepts of art outlined in 
the two Hopkins essays above, a formula for art might be put as follows: 

application + prepossession = definition 

Application is the object referred to by the artwork. Prepossession 
is essentially a feeling in the artist, but drawn out by appreciation 
of some quality in the object or application (a kindred appreciation of 
Being drawn-home from object to artist). The definition is the artwork 
or utterance itself. It will be more or less "sane" depending on the 
degree to which object and feeling, application and prepossession, are 
entwined and wound together; it will be more or less successful depending 

on the degree to which prepossession, or feeling, is embodied in and 
"flushes" its form. Putting these last two precepts together, assuming 
"sane" and "successful" are to be related, the more closely the feeling 
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or connotative element is wound up with the object at ha nd (wý-ak -ýs ILYýJJA)) 

the better; and the more this feeling is made present in the utterance, 
the better also. 

Purcell, as our analysis has shown, achieves this ideal condition 
of sane and successful art. The object, application, is obviously whatever 
story the words have to tell, situation to reveal, wishes to express. 
The prepossession, feeling, is the emotion, state of mind, mental char- 
acter of their implied speaker. The definition or utterance is the 

resultant song. 
As far as the first precept goes, by fitting the words-into a musi- 

cally declamatory form which encodes their impassioned expression Purcell 

creates "sane" art. The denotative meaning of the artwork, its appli- 
cation or the story it tells, is presented in the words themselves, 
through their own denotative function; the connotative component, 
feeling or prepossession, is present in the musically-coded impassioned 

expression. Looking from another angle, we can see how the word-painting 
Purcell employs blends denotative and connotative, words and music: the 

word itself functions denotatively, letting the listener know intellec- 
tually what it refers to; the musical rendering of this meaning operates 
connotatively, conveying emotionally the nature of word and meaning. 
In that both of these are present simultaneously, in the same word and 
made manifest in the same act of uttering, they are wound, entwined. 
All declam atory writing is in a sense word-painting, though some paints 

; =r--l rn 
a psyqhological picture (as with and 

-- 
Mi 06 W0V 

-_ I-a and some a more strictly semantic 

I. 
2 

picture r Word-painting blends into declama- 

tion because in a sense both are assumed to be connotative mental states 
wound up with the denotative meaning words present. Thus in all Purcell's 
declamatory songs, the union of music with individual words, which are 
then built into individual phrases, then entire utterances, unites 
application and prepossession and creates "sane" art. 

43 

As far as the second precept, prepossession flushing the form of 
the definition, or utterance, again Purcell's art is successful. Indeed 
this is where Purcell's union of musical and declamatory structure 
makes him not only the "British Orpheus" but also Hopkins' ideal artist. 
The feeling of the words, their emotional content or connotative value, 
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is encoded in the music; in that the music records impassioned delivery, 
it encodes the feeling or prepossession of the speaker. By using this 
feeling-generated music to structure his songs, Purcell translates feeling 
irl7b form and flushes the utterance (song, definition) with form of 
feeling, prepossession. In the excerpt we saw 

Ah - WhA - 

a musical sigh, become motivic material which unified the whole vocal 
line. Before that, -"Ohl fair Cedariall encoded dramatic delivery of an 
utterance into a musically logical song: melodic lines, harmonic changes, 
all simultaneously served expressional and musical ends. Just as each 
word, in word-painting, derives its musical form from its connotative 
meaning, so entire declamatory utterances do the same -- in each case, 
the. definition, utterance, is optimally "flushed with form" of feeling, 

prepossession. In each case, this leads to successful art, a "piece of 

perfect song. " 44 

Purcell, then, embodies Hopkins' linguistic model of art. His songs 
unite dramatic expressiveness and musical meaning: and it is thus easy 
to see why he is Hopkins' ideal'artist. Emil Naumann, writing a history 

of music at the same time Hopkins was studying and reading about and 
appreciating Purcell, writes of the composer: 

we cannot fail to be struck with the force of his genius as evinced 
by the originality of his style, the boldness of his harmonies, the 
marvellous learning displayed by his counterpoint, and above all 
by the rare power he possessed of expressing the meaning and senti- 
ment of the words. 45 

Compare this to whatilw-twentieth century critic Peters has remarked on 
the genius of Hopkins: 

He attended to the various meanings this word might have, he let its 
sounds grow upon him and take hold of his ear, he realized its like- 
ness in sound with other words, he felt its instress, in brief, 
he caught its inscape. And once a word had been inscaped, it was 
no longer merely a name for a thing whose only function was to point 
out this or that object. When by concentrating on its individual 
essence Hopkins had succeeded in knowing its individually distinctive 
characteristics, the word, if used, did not function only as a sign 
or symbol of a thing, but it functioned with its most complete being; 
it 'dealt out its own being' (as he himself would say), that is, 
it was functional in the phrase with its various meanings, its 
suggestive power, its connotative value &c. His words now have 
a body and bodily they are in the text., 

. 
(Peters, 142) 
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Purcell has the power, through music, to bring the inner core of words 
out to form an expression which unties their feeling with a (musical) 
form. Hopkins, too, had this goal -- he called it "inscaping. " What 
Peters describes in this citation from his chapter "Inscaping the Word" 
is Hopkins flushing the matter of a word with its form of feeling, bring- 
ing its inscape to the fore, with the aim of perfecting its definition 
(ideal utterance). This is the same goal Purcell achieves in his 
declamatory songs, flushing the matter of his lyrics with the form of 
their feeling, with the aim of creating a musically meaningful definition 
(song). 



3. "HENRY PURCELL" 

What Hopkins thought of Henry Purcell -- and how and why the musi- 
cian was so important to him -- is most clearly placed before us in the 
well-known Hopkins sonnet celebrating the musician. Written immediately 
following Hopkins' three-year silence about music imposed during his stay 
at St Beuno's (1875-1878), and before his first serious efforts at compo- 
sition (1872), the sonnet to "Henry Purcell" is strategically placed in 
his life6 -- it presents a statement of the artistic goals he would 
follow and reveals how Purcell and the musical influence were central 
to these goals. The sonnet demonstates that the declamatory musical art 
we have just seen is in fact what Hopkins admired the composer for; it 

also sums up the musical influence in the poet's thought. 
. 

The prose dedication at the poem's head encapsulates its main ideas, 
in terms easily related to what we have already seen about Hopkins, 

aesthetic theories -- specifically, setting up Purcell as the ideal artist 
in terms comparable to those we have seen: 

The poet wishes well to the divine genius of Purcell and praises 
him that, whereas other musicians have given utterance to the moods 
of man's mind, he has, beyond that, uttered in notes the very make 
and species of man as created both in him and in all men generally. 

Not only does "the very make and species of man" obviously reflect the 
inscapes Purcell expresses, but the statement that he has "uttered in 
notes" this inscape calls up the Note on Words, where a word or artwork 
equals, the utterance of an idea reducible to the self. Thus, like the 
artist portrayed in the Note on Words, Purcell is important to Hopkins 
in that he utters the "make and species of man" and so creates that lin- 

guistically conceived art which is the "piece of perfect song. " 
The poem itself, in expanding on this, shows Purcell vaunted in 

terms similar to those we have already seen in the Note on Words and in 

so doing links composer and ideal type of song to a whole cluster of 
familiar Hopkinsian ideas. The opening quatrain, setting the scene, sets 
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up Hopkins' admiration of Purcell in a particular framework we have 

seen before, and requires a few comments of its own: 

Have fair fallen, 0 fair, fair have fallen, so dear 
To me, so arch-especial a spirit as heaves in Henry Purcell. 
An age is now passed, since parted; with the reversal 
Of the outward sentence low lays him, listed to a heresy, here. 

As Hopkins explains the lines in a letter to Bridges: "I hope Purcell 
is not damned for being a Protestant, because I love his genius" (LLI, 170). 
The religious issue would seem to be irrelevant to the rest of the poem -- 
which is a lyric on Purcell's genius -- were it not for its calling upon 
the same art vs morality issues we saw in Chapter II. There, in the 
fragment "On A Piece of Music, " we saw in abstract form the distinction 
between man as artist and man as moral agent. Man as artist exercised 
only his "freedom of play, " his freedom to express his own inscape; only 
as moral agent did he have "freedom of pitch, " which turned him toward 

or away from God and so determined his soul's ultimate fate. Here, Hopkins 

presents these two sides in Henry Purcell: Purcell the moral agent who 
seems to have turned away from God in heresy (seems because no outsider 
can know more than the "outward sentence" of any man's inner fate), and 
Purcell the artist, whose fate the poet hopes may be otherwise because 

of his genius. 
It is the closest Hopkins ever comes to defending a man by. virtue 

of his art; though even here Hopkins is only sending up a prayer for God's 

grace rather than complaining to Him for Purcell's possibly undeserved 
fate. More particularly, it is the embodiment into a definite person 
(Purcell) of Hopkins' concerns over mortal vs immortal beauty, as expressed 
in "On A Piece of Music. " As Devlin notes in his article on Hopkins, 
Scotism, "a terror lest natural beauty fade unharvested is the dominant 

note of all his poems on people; " 
47 

and the Purcell sonnet is no 
exception. Hopkins places Purcell's music definitely in the realm of 
"mortal, " or "natural, " beauty in another poem on the subject, "To What 
Serves Mortal Beauty? " (#62): 

To what serves mortal beauty --dangerous; does set danc- - ing blood -- the o-seal-that-so feature, flung prouder form 
Than Purcell tune lets tread to? (lines 1-3) 

In that poem, as in "On A Pi 
* ece of Music, " the natural or mortal beauty 

of "a piece of perfect song" -- whether referring to the song itself or 
the singer who creates it -- is "neither right nor wrong" and can have 
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no moral, or immortal, standing: 

What do then, how meet beauty, Merely meet it; own, 
Home at heart, heaven's sweet gift; then leave. let that alone. 
Yea, wish that though, wish all, God's better beautys grace. 

(12-14) 
Similarly, in the Purcell sonnet, as Hopkins explicates to Bridges, Pur- 

cell as creator of his music shows proof of his own natural beauty, but 

yet still his moral state lies beyond this. The tragedy would be should 
this "natural beauty fade unharvested" -- i. e., should Purcell never 

Give beauty back, beauty, beauty, beauty, back to God 
beauty's self and beauty's giver 

("The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo, " 
#59, line 33) 

and turn it into "God's better beauty, grace. " The best the poet can 
do is hope this tragedy has not occurred. Hopkins writes to Bridges: 

In particular, the first lines mean: May Purcell, 0 may he have died 
a good death and that soul which I love so much and which breathes 
or stirs so unmistakeably in his works have parted from the body and 
passed away, centuries since though I frame the wish, in peace with 
God! so that the heavy condemnation under which he outwardly or 
nominally lay for being out of the true Church may in consequence 
of his good intentions have been reversed. (LL1,170-171) 

Just as we saw of music in general in "On A Piece of Music, " Purcell's 

music in particular -- and Purcell himself as artist rather than as moral 
agent -- "is neither right nor wrong; " the beauty is mortal, as opposed 
to immortal. In the current sonnet, Purcell the artist is being celebrated 
but only in relation to Purcell the moral agent, whom Hopkins never 
allows himself to forget. 

What is important about this framework is that it relates the 
Purcell sonnet to the philosophical schema outlined in "On A Piece of 
Music. " That poetic f ragment set up song as the ideal type of al I art -- 
"the piece of perfect song" -- and by implication identified the writer 
or singer of songs as the ideal type of artist. In that the Purcell 
sonnet calls up that schema as framework to celebrate Purcell's genius 
as an artist, Hopkins announces Purcell to be the embodiment of that ideal. 
In that the current sonnet goes on to describe Purcell's genius in terms 

paralleling the linguistic model of art, it relates the artistic blueprint 
to the Scotist "piece of perfect song" through their meeting in Henry 
Purcel 1. 
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Moral questions aside, however,. having opened with the announce- 
ment that Hopkins values Purcell for his distinctiveness: 

Have fair fallen, 0 fair, fair have fallen, so dear 
To me, so arch-especial a spirit as heaves in Henry Purcell 

the second quatrain then goes on to explain just what in Purcell makes 
him so "arch-especial": 

Not mood in him nor meaning, proud fire or sacred fear, 
Or love or pity or all that sweet notes not his might nursle: 
It is the forged feature finds me: it is the rehearsal 
Of own, of abrupt self there so thrusts on,, so throngs the ear. 

The lines encapsulate Purcellthe artist, characterised by the virtues for 
which Hopkins wishes him well; they also encapsulate the hallmarks of 
the ideal (linguistic) art. 

We saw in the last chapter the importance of"selving" or "going 
itself" in Hopkins, and its relation to song. Here we see it again in 
this famous passage -- a passage often cited but rarely with the explicit 
remembrance that it refers to Purcell above all others. Indeed the opening 
phrase here "not mood in him nor meaning" harks back to Hopkins' discus- 
sion of "sane" versus "less than sane art" -- less sane art being that 
in which either prepossession (mood) or application (meaning) dominates 
to the exclusion of all else. Almost as if in direct memory of that-earlier 

statement, Hopkins here emphasises that Purcell does not create such 
unsound art ("not mood in him nor meaning"), but rather art in which the 
"forged feature finds me; ... the rehearsal / Of own, of abrupt self. " 
In the Note on Words, art which is more sane was characterised by so inter- 
twining prepossession and application that the definition, or utterance 
itself, is flushed with form of feeling, or inscape ("the forged feature"), 

which form then excites similar feelings in the apprehender ("finds me"). 
Also, as definition is ultimately reducible to an utterance of self, 
this form of feeling or inscape is not only the artwork's inscape but 
also that of its creator ("the rehearsal / Of own, of abrupt self"). 
Thus, according to the Note on Words, art has "more or less success" 
depending on how well it conveys the form of feeling behind it; and 
similarly here, Purcell's art is applauded for how it conveys this "forged 
feature" of its creator -- how the "rehearsal / Of own, of abrupt self so 
thrust on, so throngs the ear. " 

Another connection can both deepen and clarify the point. Based on 
the two possible syntactical interpretations of the phrase "forged feature, " 
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the forged feature which affects Hopkins in a Purcell song can be either 
Purcell's feature, forged into song, or Purcell's feature which has been 
forged by God. The distinction is the same we saw in "On A Piece of Music" 
in Chapter II, where the two-tiered definition of song referred both to 
man's art and the artist himself as God's art. In the opening section 
of the present chapter, we saw this double definition occurring again in 
Hopkins' notion of the "word" as linguistic object and preceding mental 
formulation -- "word" as both utterance and self. Here, the "forged 
feature" is the inscape. As Purcell's feature which has been forged by 
God -- 'forged feature' -- it is his own inscape, the stamp of, his Creator; 
as the part of himself he puts into his artwork -- his 'feature forged' 
it is the inscape of the song itself, the stamp of Purcell its creator, 
which in turn is the stamp of God. Thus we see Purcell. forging himself 

into his artwork, expressing his own inscapes -- the ideal artist, 
creating the piece of perfect song. 

In developing this argument in the Purcell sonnet, the poem's sestet 
then introduces another theme we have seen in relation to song, art, 
and man -- the image of Purcell as a bird taking off in flight: 

I 
Let him oh! with his air of 
Have an eye to the sakes of 

Wings: so some great stormfi 
The thunder-purple seabeach 
If a wuthering of his palmy 
Off him, but meaning motion 

angels then lift me, lay me! only I'll 
him, quint moonmarks, to his pelted 

plumage under 
owl, whenever he has walked his while 
plumed purple-of-thunder, 
snow-pinions scatter a colossal smile 
fans fresh our wits with wonder. 

The image of the bird is one we have seen as associated with music -- the 
"bird in mystical flight and song" of "Let me be to Thee as the circling 
bird" and "The Caged Skylark" (11.3,85-95 The pun in line 9 points 
this up: "Let him oh! with his air of angels then lift me, " capturing 
"air" as a gust of wing-stirred air (flight) and as divine-inspired melody 
which transports the hearer (song). 

As well, the word "air" doubles in meaning as song proper and the 
breath needed to sing it, calling up the image-cluster we saw in Chapter II, 

where breath, song, spirit, and the Word of God were joined. This image- 

cluster is also present in the Purcell sonnet's first quatrain, where the 

songwriter's spirit "heaves" as with a breath; supported by Hopkins"expla- 
natory note, where Purcell's spirit is "that soul which I love so much 
and which breathes or stirs so unmistakeably in his works. " Again, 
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imagistically, Purcell himself and his works are united by the breath of 
song or spirit which enlivens them both. 

The connection is between a man and his "sakes. " The notion of 
sakes is presented by the bird image, so often discussed by critics in 
relation to this poem in particular, also has its reference to our 
discussion of songful art -- and so further demonstrates the importance 
of Purcell. As Hopkins notes in explaining his poem to Bridges: 

Sake is a word I find it convenient to use: ... It is the sake 
of-rfor the sake of, ' forsake, namesake, keepsake. I mean b7y-it 
the being a thing has outside iTs--elT, as a v6ice y its echo, a 
face by its reflection, a body by its shadow, a man by his name, 
fame, or memory, and also that in the thing by virtue of which 
especially it has this being abroad, and that is something dis- 
tinctive, marked, specifically or individually speaking, as for 
a voice and echo clearness; for a reflected image light, brightness; 
for a shadow-casting body bulk; for a man genius, great achievements, 
amiability, and so on. (LL1,83) 

Recall that in the Note on Words prepossession flushes the matter of an 
artwork. So in this poem, as Hopkins' explanatory letter suggests, the 
sakes of an artist flush the matter of his production. As a bird taking 
off in "mystical flight and song" unknowingly reveals "his pelted plumage 
under, " so Purcell in his music reveals the sakes of'himself -- his genius, 
his own inscape as wel I as that of the song. This is because his art is 
flushed with prepossession. As we saw earlier, prepossession exists in 

all three stages, or "moments, " or a word or artwork: in its inspiration, 

as a feeling in the artist; in its utterance, as a form of feeling 
flushing the matter; in its apprehension, as an effect or feeling excited 
by the artwork. The "sakes" of Purcell -- his forms of feeling, inscape 
and instress -- are bound up in his artistic inspiration; they appear 
in his artworks like "quaint moonmarks" transformed unwittingly into "a 
colossal smile; " when we apprehend them, the result is that Purcell, 
"meaning motion, fans fresh our wits with wonder. , 

48 Again, the art 
Purcell is seen as creating matches in all its assigned characteristics 
the linguistic model of art that marks the ideal artist. 

Nor does the Purcell sonnet stand alone as a statement on Hopkins, 
reasons for admiring Purcell; what he wrote about it is equally as 
enlightening. His first explanation/defense of the poem to Bridges 
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paraphrases: "My sonnet means 'Purcell's music is none of your d --- d 
subjective rot (so to speak)" (LL1,84). Again this brings up the issue 
of music as meeting-ground of subjective and objective; it is comparable, 
again, to the Note on Words where application (the objective element, 
that which is represented) and prepossession (the subjective element, 
the representatiod" connotative value) are balanced in the ideal artwork 
to create a "sane" art. Purcell's work is vaunted because it is "none of 
your d --- d subjective rot, " meaning that prepossession, mood, does not 
dominate to the exclusion of all else. 

This is in fact comparable to Hopkins' complaint against much of 
the Romantic music of his age -- as we have seen in Chapter I -- that it 
was overly suggestive and wholly given over to transmitting mood. Thus 
in his criticism of Chopin, in another letter to Bridges, we have seen 
him object that "when I hear one of Chopin's fragmentary airs struggling 
and tossing on a surf of accompaniment what does it matter whether one 
or even half a dozen notes are left out of it? its being and meaning 
lies outside itself in the harmonies; they give the tonality, modality, 
feeling, and all" (LL1,214). The feeling must be made objectively acces- 
sible, entwined into the form of the utterance, as he notes of plain chant 
in the same letter on Chopin: "To me plain chant melody has an infinite 
expressiveness and dramatic richness. The putting in or leaving out of 
a single note ... changes the emotional meaning" (LL1,214). 

That this particular aspect of music is what Hopkins had in mind 
referring to Purcell's work as "none of your d --- d subjective rot" is 
made clear when we note the context it occurs in, in the letter. The 
entire paragraph reads: 

By the by your remark on Purcell's music [unknown, as none of 
Bridges' letters survive] does not conflict with what my sonnet 
says, rather supports it. My sonnet means 'Purcell's music is 
none of your d---d subjective rot'(so to speak). Read it again. 
Edmund Gurney appears to write very well on music in the 
Nineteenth Century. (LLI, 84) 

Similarly, in a second letter to Bridges four years later on the subject 
of the sonnet, Hopkins finishes a lengthy line-by-line paraphrase with 
the following related paragraphs: 

Would that I had Purcell's music here. 
Did you see Vernon Lee's paper in the December Contemp.? I 

don't like it. She professes herself a disciple of-a-"R-r. -Edmund 
Gurney, 'who by way of reaction against the gush of programmes 
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**. says that we enjoy music because our apish ancestors serenaded 
their Juliet apes of the period in the rudimentary recitatives and 
our emotions are the survival -- that sexual business will in short 
be found by roking the pot. This is to swing from pap to poison. 
Would that I had my materials ready to talk sense. (LL1,17J-172) 

In both cases, thinking about Purcell and the Purcell sonnet leads 
Hopkins'' thoughts directly to considering a related musical issue, that 
of Edmund Gurney. Gurney was a popular writer on musical aesthetics 
in Hopkins' day, mainly known as populariser of the theories of Edouard 
Hanslick. In particular, Hanslick argued against Romantic-based theories 
claiming that music expressed pure feelings, or moods; his position was 
that it was through its forms that music was meaningful. 

49 
Gurney writes, 

in the Nineteenth Century article Hopkins admired: 

We see that music lived ages ago, as it lives now, quite aloof 
from imitation, and how the germ of the aesthetic faculty, in the 
sense of the association of order with emotion, existed independently 
in the apprehension of its earliest and mo-sU-rudimentary utterances; 
for while the other arts find order in, and impose order on, external 
facts, music finds it in her own essence. 50 . 

In an attempt to eliminate the power of feeling entirely from our enjoy- 
ment of music, Gurney notes that the "tremendous emotional power of melody" 
is caused by "the mighty aid of inherited association" (Hopkins' "apish 

ancestors serenading their Juliet apes, " presumably), and so parts philo- 
sophical company with the Jesuit (Gurney, 55). Nevertheless, we can see 
in Gurney's view a position similar to that which led Hopkins to criticise 
Chopin -- indeed he himself singles out Wagner and Comte as typical Roman- 
tics for a very similar criticism of formlessness. And more importantly, 

we can see that in writing to Bridges of the Purcell sonnet, Hopkins, mind 
is so obviously concerned over matters of form and feeling that he naturally 
slips into this related topic -- a current controversy he is reminded of, 
over the value of objective musical form, and its relation to feeling. 
Again the Purcell sonnet is tied into Hopkins' earlier statements on art 
as form of feeling. 

The sonnet to "Henry Purcell" is , 
be-st-known for its presentation 

of Hopkins' ScotismP' In general, it is cited for its illustration of 
Hopkins' views on personality and genius; Robinson cites Hopkins' own 
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words from his Notes to St Ignatius' Spiritual Exercises: 

But men of genius are said to create, a painting, a poem, a tale, 
a tune, a policy; not indeed the colours and the canvas, not the 
words or the notes, but the design, the character, the air, the plan. 
How then? -- from themselves, from their own minds. And they them- 
selves, their minds and all, are creatures of God: if the tree created 
much more the flower and the fruit. (Robinson, 41; cited from SD, 238) 

The critical appreciations of Hopkins' celebration of genius go on; but 
none takes the obvious next step of questioning why it was Purcell in 
particular that sparked this response in the poet. Peters writes: 

[Hopkins'] unbounded admiration for the music of Henry Purcell arose from the artist's inscape so well expressed in his music. (Peters, 32) 
Mackenzie: 

Of all composers Henry Purcell was the one who impressed Hopkins 
most deeply. (Reader's Guide, 114) 

And more indirectly to the point, Gardner: 

Through the inscape, instressed pattern, or individuated beauty of 
music, Hopkins had immediate contact with the universal Nature, the 
unified mystical substratum of all existence flowing from and back 
to God (see the rubric to the sonnet on Henry Purcell). 

. (Gardner, 11,380) 
Yet two quest. ions that never turn up in these analyses are: why choose 
Purcell above all other composers: and, why choose a composer at all aS the 
subject of his poem, and not another artist -- say, a Milton, whose verse 
Hopkins writes of as "something necessary and eternal"? 

The answer to the second question has, I hope, been demonstrated 
already by our preceding chapters: it is music that Hopkins sees as the 
ideal art, and song as. the type of all music. The answer to the first 
why Purcell in particular among musicians -- is summed up in the poem, 
which makes clear what we hýVe already seen suggested in the discussion 
of Purcell's career and art. In his artistic goals and achievements, 
Purcell parallels and embodies Hopkins' linguistic model of art. In so 
doing, he sums up the musical influence that is to make Hopkins, musical 
art what itis. Thus he is for Hopkins the "arch-especial spirit, " 
author of that ideal type of art, the "perfect piece of song. " 
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FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER'fII 

1 On the note on words, see Peters, pp? 140-141; Peters. cites, the.. Oote at length 
and uses its basic principles but does not analyse it. See also Heuser, pp. 23-24; Heuser 
appropriates the term "prepossession" but does not look at the essay itself beyond that. 

On the "Parmenides" there is more. See Robinsong pp-36-38; also Peters and Heuser at 
greater length. 

2 Cf. OED, for some elucidation: "prepossess" -- "To possess (a person) beforehand 
or cause (him) to be preoccupied or pre-engaged with or by a feeling, notion, etc; to 
imbue, inspire, or affect strongly beforehand"; "prepossession" -- "The having or taking 
of possession beforehand. " 

3Throughout this discussion, terminology is difficult because of Hopkins, largely 
Greek-influenced use of words as well as the cryptic shorthand-style his notebooks are 
written in. His notions of the "word" undoubtedly derive largely from the Platonic concept 
of logos (i. e., (speech, discourse, thought, with special religious meaning as the Divine 
Word which informs and inspires). The connection the present argument makes between 
spoken and sun3utterance may, from this Classical perspective, seem a1arge leap In logic -- 
from jEos to ode -- but is, I believe, more than warranted by Hopkins' continued emphasis 
on the point. 

My term "linguistic" (as in "linguistic model of art"), in this context, may be misleading 
in Its suggested connection to modern linguistic theories; I use it only to indicate 
Hopkins' derivation of aesthetic and philosophical theories from the model of language, 
much as the Structuralists derive critical tenets from the Saussurian linguistic model. 
Other, in some ways better, terms for the present purposes might be "poetic, " "Werbal, w 
"lexical" - though each of these has its own limitation. 

4 Cf. Scotism's First Act as opposed to the abstracting Intelligence which follows 

and makes rational sense of initial impressions (see aboveg N. this abstrac- 
tive intelligence may be the same as conception. 

5. 
Hopkins' accounting 

for the transpersonal nature'Wfanjuage'is-Seen In his explanation of prepossession, or 

connotation: 
To every word meaning a thing and not a relation belongs a passion or prepossession or 

enthusiaým which it has the power of suggesting or producing but not always'br in 

everyone. This not always refers to its evolution in man and secondly In man 
historically. (09125) 

To a child too young to understand a word, or a man whose society has not yet developed itt 

the definition or utterance will be arbitrary and meaningless, just as Derrida claims for 

all words. But at his completed evolution, the word will be fully available to him as 8 

tool of personal expression -- completely within his control and perfectly expressing his 

intentions. 
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61f the chronology here seems suspect -- reading Scotism into Hopkins before he 
was even aware of it -- such prefiguration Is not uncommon in Hopkins. Robinson notes, in 
discussing the "Parmenidesr: "As often, Hopkins was already close to anticipating the direc- 
tion encouraged in him by his reading" (41). Heuserg In fact, makes this very unity of 
Hopkins' thought a major aspect of his thesis. As we have seen in tracing Hopkins, musical 
philosophies from early Platonism to mature Scotism, his thought In general remained very 
much the same over the course of his widening reading. 

In particular here, however, it is important not to expect too much Scotist subtlety 
in these early essays, as is witnessed by the issue of the willed Act of word-formation 
in the note on words. The expression of inscapes we have described throughout our study as 
"spontaneous"; in Chapter II, we saw that this resulted from the inscapes' location in 
the Nature, rather than the Self, of man -- spontaneous meaning according to Nature 
(see above, II. Fn /6). Also, Hopkins himself characterised the Scotist First Act as 
a more or less spontaneous occurrence, which must then be turned Gddward by the Self (aided 
by grace). These distinctions, however, are fine ones, and do not pre-date Hopkins' 
actual Scotist period several years after the present essay. Thus the description of the 
formation of images and Ideas as "deliberately formed" is to separate the conscious functions 
of language from the completely uncontrollable areas of dream and hallucination. 

7The 
notion of unity-vs-variety in art -- and its more specific correlate, that 

of various contrasting elements held together in a complex unity -- are not limited to this 
one appearance in Hopkins. They appear elsewhere from the early writings on. In the 
college essay "The Origin of Our Moral Ideas, " for instance: 

Beauty lies in the relation of the parts of a sensuous thing to each other, that is in- 
a certain relation, it being absolute at one point and comparative in those nearing 
it, or falling from it. (JPIBO) 

In "The Origin of Beauty, ". similarly:. 

Beauty therefore is a relation, and the apprehension of it a comparison. The sense 
of beauty in fact is a comparison .... 

(JP, 95) 

As well, we have, of course, "Signs of Health and Decay in the Arts, " where music and 
architecture are vaunted for their scientifically precise use of proportion -- returning 
to music as the ultimate model of such form-based art: 

But of beauty in the stricter sense, ... If the principle Isq as given above, compari- 
son, the enforcement of likeness and unlikeness, the establishment of relation, then it 
is plain that in some cases likeness may be enforced between things unduly differingg 
contrast made between things unduly near, relations established at wrong distances, and 
that in either case, In one of other of the many forms of failure, -- monotony or extra- 
vagance or some other, -- pain will result: it is plain also that between these lies a 
golden mean at which comparison, contrast, the enforcement of likeness, is just and 
pleasurable. And this is reached by proportion. Now though this golden mean must be 
reached by Intuition, and that success in doing so is the production of beauty and is 
the power of genius, it is not the less true that science is or might be concerned in 
it as well: sufficient proof of this may be had from the consideration of two provinces 
of Art in which proportion has more or less a scientific ground and character. 
There are music and architecture. GP, 75) 
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8 Clarification is perhaps in order regarding words vs artworks. A full-fledged 
artwork, such as song or poem, could be considered to be composed of a hierarchy of units 
each functioning as a "word. " The word "night, " for Instance, in Its utterance (definition) 
denotes the hours of darkness separating days (application), as well as carrying connotations 
(prepossession) of mystery, dark forces, nothingness, death, and so on. In that the sounds 
of the word come to express these connotations -- the wide-open vowel perhaps night's vast 
emptiness, the clipped final t the cut-off of death) so that the-word "sounds" 
menacing and ominous -- feeling has flushed form, prepossession joined application (meaning) 
and definition (utterance) together. 

In a phrase such as "the unshapeable shock night, " each Individual word, including 
"night, " consists of these three elements; but in addition, the phrase as a whole has Its 
own Identity. When defined or uttered as one unit, It refers to (application) a specific 
sort of night, the meanings of the Individual words welded together; it embodies (in its 
prepossession a specific feeling -- including the connotation of "night" as part of some- 
thing larger. And so on until the entire long poem (in this caseq "The Wreck of the Deutsch 
land") is included: as the units become larger, the feeling becomes more developed, the form 
more intricate, but always the unity created is on the model of the "word. " 

9Cf. Saussure's "syntagmatic solidarities" -- "As a rule we do not communicate 
through isolated signs but rather through groups of signs, through organized masses that 
are themselves signs" (Course on General Linguistics, 127-128). 

10 See also: "This leads me to say that a kind of touchstone of the highest and 
most living art is seriousness; not gravity but the being in earnest with your subject -- 
reality. " (LL1,225) 

11 
For example, Norman H. Mackenziets Readerts Guide to Gerard Manley Hopkins 

(London: Thames & Hudsong 1981), in his Glossary entry on "instress" -- "As a noun, instress 
may apply to the selving force within a being: 'all things are upheld by instress and are 
meaningless without it'; he equates the 'depth of an instress' with thow fast the Inscape 
holds a thing'" (p. 234). 

John Robinson, in his study In Extremity: A Studý of Gerard Manley 'Hoekins (Cambridge: 

Cambridq University Press, 1978), relies almost entirely on the uParmenides" in his initial 
definiti: n of the two terms -- "In the same notes Hopkins speaks subsequentl of feelingc; the 
depth of an instress' and of feeling 'how fa st the Inscape holds a thing '_ 

These 
terms n thus 

be defined by deducing their meaning from context and from parentheses" (33-34). 

12 "Hopkins seems to have coined the word linstress' only at that date, for the 
notes immediately prior to those on Parmenides show him in need of such a term. " See 
Robinson, P-34. 

13 
"Inscape" should not, however, be confused with 11scape" in meaning. As Mackenzie 

notes In the Reader's Guide, Hopkins uses 11scaping" to stand for "surface pattern which does 
not spring from an inner force, as when he describes an artist as a 'master of scaping rather 
than of inscape? (JP, 245)0 (Mackenzie, 238). But the terms are obviously related, and 
the appearance of "scapes" in this early essay suggests Hopkins striving toward the deeper 
coinage "inscape. " 

14 
An indepth discussion of instress and inscape, with their possible derivation 

from prepossession, is outside the main scope of this study; therefore much detail is glanced 
over here. The only study that I am aware of which explicitly aligns prepossession of 
form and feeling with inscape and instress is Heuser (see p. 24: "Now inscape Is the one-shape 
or stem-form, instress the shaping force or stemmed feeling, within creatures of nature and 
art. )" 

15 Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study of His Ignatian Spirit. (London: Vision Press, ' Ltd., 
1959)9 p. 28. 
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16 OED, Supplement H-N, 1976. See Mackenzie: "Though this scarcely covers all 
his examples-, it seems impossible to find a simple definition which will" (Reader's Guide$ 
p. 234). 

17 Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study of Poetic Idiosyncrasy, p. 12. 

18 See also Marjorie D. Coogan, "Inscape and Instress: Further Analogies with 
Scotus, " PMLA, 65: 2 (March, 1950), 69-74. Coogan points out the refinement that in Hopkins 
instress relates an object to its perceiver, where inscape is found in the object alone; 
this characteristic of instress she then relates to the Scotist concept of formalitates 
(the objective parts of a thing, which however are only partial and incomplete until 
fulfilled by the act of perception). Coogan notes: "In contrast to inscape, Instress appears 
to be not wholly objective but in some way related also to the person perceiving,: to the 
subject"(69). She cites Hopkins: 

We went up to the castle but not in: standing before the gateway I had an instress which 
only the true old work gives from the strong & noble Inscape of the pointed arch 

(JP9 463 

This compares to the alignment I have made between instress and feeling, uniting creator and 
apprehender (perceiving subjects) to the objective form or inscape of the utterance. 
Instress as in "I had an instress" relates to feeling, inscape in "the strong & noble inscape 
of the pointed arch" to form. 

19 The confusion arises from multiple definitions of the word "scale" at work. 
Such terms as "siding" and "foreshortened" suggest an image not necessarily of a musical 
scale but of a scale of a slope, as on a roof -- approaching, one assumes, a perpendicular 
of what must be complete Being. Howeverg "foreshortening" may also suggest that such a 
two-dimensional image of slope, turned sideways, would appear in a single line as a "stem" 
or string on which degree points were mapped out. Whether or not this is what Hopkins 
intended, the resultant picture Is helpful: 

Pulte scawc, (O. C) PURI efil* 
S, ces A-- --A 3 -n M 

tNr- 

samt, 
Thus "foreshortening and equivalency will explain all possible difference. " 

20 Cf. musical string imageg see Chapter II, fn. 29. 
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V. 
On mopkins borrowing Purcellts music, see LL1,173; 182; 189; 2 9; 244. 

? -? ýFor the following discussion, information is taken from these sources: 
Paul Henry Lang, Music In Western Civilization (London: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1941); Vincent 

Duckles, "English Song and the Challenge of Italian Monody, " and Franklin B. Zimmerman, 

"Sound and Sense in Purcell's 'Single songs', " together comprising Duckles and Zimmerman, 

Words to Music: Papers on English Seventeenth Century Song (Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1967); Ian Spink, English Song: Dowland to Purcell (London: B. T. Batsfordt 

Ltd., 1974); Denis Stevens, ed., A History of Song (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1960), esp. 
Arthur Jacobsq "The British Isles, " pp. 124-163. All further references to these sources 

appear In the text. 

43 
Mackenzie, p-115. "The reference In line 4 to Purcell being laid low 'here' 

places us Imaginatively before the tomb. " 

24 
Declamatory song was peculiar to Britain. The European version of this musico- 

poetic style, stile recitativo or stile rapprt3enta-Civol followed the same goals of recreating 
the spoken voice, though without even a steady beat to structure the music. Weventually 
evolved into the non-structured recitative found between musically-structured arias in 
operas. 

Handel, like Purcell, wrote declamatory song -- see- Hopkins' comments. ' 
LLI, ZSO-2Sj, As a non-native English speaker, though, Handel's command of English words 

was never the equal of Purcell's. 

25,, Henry Lawes and the Concept of 'Just Note and Accent', " Music & Letters, 
50 (1969)9 P-95 

26 Henry Playford, from the Preface to the 1st volume of Orpheus Brittanicus 
(cited in "Purcell, (3) Henry (ii), " in Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians). 

27Musi 
cal Times , No. 1396, Vol. 100 (June, 1959), P-323. See also H. C. Colles, 

Voice & Verse: A Study in English Song (London: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 
1928T, -a more idiosyncratic outline of English song than what we have seen above, but 
one that presents the same view of Purcell's place and the nature of declamatory song. 
According to Colles, English song as it developed had to learn to balance three elements -- 
metre, musical time, and speech rhythm. Only Purcell achieved this, Colles concludes. 

28 On this, cf. James Milroy, The Language of Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Andre 
Deutsch, Ltd., 1977); Milroy discusses Hopkins' views of words as natural objects, comparing 
this to Max MUller's popular nineteenth century theories on language as natural product, 
following natural laws. 

29 
It Is as well here to ask (in reference to the naturalistic "new art") how 

Purcell as ideal and model relates to the three types of music we have already seen Hopkins 
favour, in Chapter I. Firstly, as an actual model for Hopkins' own artistic endeavours, 
Purcell is easier to emulate because closer to home: he wrote in English (unlike plainsong 
and Greek song), and unlike folk song especially he is a recognisable Individual consciously 
creating art (Hopkins valuing folk song at least in part for its communal origin). Also, 
writing at the beginning of the development of modern music, his musical idion would be 
closer to what Hopkins was used to. 

Purcell also, though, Is related to the three musics. His music used some modal harmonies 
and especially folk melodies. (Cf. Hopkins to Bridges, on borrowing some Purcell anthems: 
"Did you remark that the first 9 notes of the Hallelujah are, with a slight change, the 
beginning of Cease your fuming 

, 
7". LL1,174; see Westrup,. Purcell, p. 240). Purcell wasq among 

other talents, a master of counterpoint (indeed, he was one of the last masters of poly- 
phonic writing). And the Humanistic movement of which he was part, and which was respon- 
sible for the deqlamatory style of song in the first place itself originated in an attempt 
to recapture classical Greek Ueals of art and expression 

? 
see Lang, 325). (. sea &Iso in' 44, 

'below 
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30From 
Secular Songs_for Solo Voice, Volume 25 of The Works of Henry Purcell, 

ed. Margaret Lw-ie, under supervision of the Purcell Society (Boroug Green, Sevenoaks, 
Kent: Novello & Co., Ltd., 1985). Song number here refers to numbering within this volume. 
All further references to the volume are In the text (Novello Songs, .... 

) 
(In the current examplej editor Laurie has added dy'namic markings not found in the 

original text. I have omitted these. ) 
In this example and subsequently throughout this and the following chapterg I am forced 

to rely on the reader's having a certain amount of musical knowledge. As far as possible, 
however, I have organised the discussion so that all essential points of analysis are made 
understandable to the layman whether or not he can read the musical examples themselves. 
By the same token, I have tried to avoid over-technical terminology, though at risk of some 
loss of accuracy. Unfortunately, this also results in the analysis possibly seeming over- 
simplistic, and longer than otherwise would be necessary; however, 'I see no alternative 
which will allow the layman to follow the argument. 

31 
The poem is untraceable to a specific author. ý 

32 Zimmerman identifies seven methods that Purcell especially used to give 
rhetorically stressed syllables musical weight. Among them, the seven apt only reproduce 
the rhetorical stress-structure but also by varying them give an over'afl shape to the 
song-utterance beyond what the printed poem indicated. The seven are Increased duration, 
changed (especially raised) pitch, unexpected changes in harmony, rhythmic pauses, 
repetition, melodic ornament (trills and such), and harmonic cadence. Thus only for 
major emphasis need the strong and obvious musical pulse-accent be used (the natural 
stress on the first and third beats of a four-beat bar); the rhetorical shape of the 
whole utterance Is built around these strong points. (NOTE: Not all of these devices 
originated with Purcell, but were rather commonly associated with seventeenth century 
song in general -- however, such fine points are really beyond the scope of this studyq 
which aims only at demonstrating what Hopkins found in Purcell. Cf. Jacobs, "what is 

really notable in Purcell is that he seems to handle such effects of the declamatory style 
more tellingly than anyone else" (129). ) 

33Purcell 
was one of the first songwriters to move away from direct correlation 

of musical and metrical beats. As one of his latest works, this present example shows 
this clearly. (cf. IM, / 43 for an early Purcell example. ) 

3 4See 
original 1701 edition, slightly different than Novello: 

__F Or- ýV r--F 
Cc - JA7. P't - 

(The slur suggests an elision of the final two syllables. ) The effect of the change is 
still evidentq however -- a separation of the two syllables that did not exist In 
previous utterances of the name. 

35 The entire song's A: B: A 1 
structure (of which our example Is the opening A) 

itself, of course, demonstrates repetition. Even if this A section had no internal struc- 
turing of Its own, its repetition, separated by a contrasting seciton, would lend the 
whole song a certain structural logic. 

36 To an extent, obviously, all musical structuring must have expressive or 
rhetorical significance in that it goes to make up the semantic whole of the utterance 
(cf. VI-3, -379 , below). 

371n 
this as well as moving away from metrical structure, Purcell was an innova- 

tor. Repetition of words for performative rather than strictly semantic reasons was in 
fact a major songwriting development around Purcell's time, indicating composersgrowing 
awareness of musical versus verbal logic. As with his development away from strict metrics, 
Purcell's increased use of the technique Indeed marked the maturing and developing of his 

own art. 
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38 For examples of Purcell songs which rely more on this use of Independent musical 
material than our present example does, see "The Fatal Hour" (Novello Songs #85) or "Love 
Arms Himself" (Novello Songs, #83). 

39 The technique was most popular in the Renaissance and Baroque periods, for 
reasons we shall see below (see fn. Iq ). An alternate term for it, indicating where 
it was earliest extensively used, Is "madrigalism. " (Hopkins' fascination with madrigals 
may have had something to do with their use of this technique. ) It is obviously comparable 
to the literary device of onomatopoeia, of which we shall also see more below (VI. 1,525- 331). 

40Peter Dennison, ed., Volume 8 of Works of Henry Purcell, Ode on St Cecilia's 
Day, 102 (Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent: Novello & Co., Ltd., 1978), pp. 34-35. 

41 
This vocal line was written In 1695; It is thus Purcell's most developed work. 

Only the vocal line survives. 
42 

More precisely, again, both are altered leading-tones, the expressive effect 
coming from their harmonic pull leading to resolutto n. 

43 
This build-up from individual words and phrases is what distinguishes 

Purcell's declamatory song from other types of song, all of which after all seek to 
join the meaning and feeling of words with forms of music in some way. (See Victor 
Zuckerkandl, Sound and Sense: Music and the External World, trans. Willard R. Trask (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1956J, for a fuller discussion of this topic as 
it relates to song in general. ) Non-declamatory song (such as the song of Hopkins' day), 
which aims to create more generalised moods not specifically linked to each wordts utter- 
ance and enacted meaningg do not fit Hopkins' ideal model so clearly. (Cf. above, IIIA, 
-- the song or other uttered artwork exists as a hierarchy of words, phrases, and sentences, 
each with its own definition, prepossession, application. ) 

IlThis 
similarity in aesthetic goals between Hopkins and'Purcell has a historical 

basis. Hopkins' aesthetic we have already seen traced to Greek philosophy and Platonism in 
particular; Purcell's aesthetic is the similarly Greek-based Renaissance Doctrine of Affec- 
tions. "Affections, " according to the Renaissance humanist thinkers, were the deepest, 
most constant, and most profound human feelings; contrasted with the more fleeting "passions, " 
they were closely allied with a man's being and character. The purpose of music, then$ 
was to express and move the affections. An analogy between affections and Hopkins' inscape 
or form of feeling is easily seen; a common origin of the two could obviously be Plato's 
statement that music expresses and affects character-types. (See Lang, 435-436, on the 
Doctrine of Affections In Baroque Music. ) (See also above, fn. 39 ). 

45The 
History of Music, trans. F. Praeger, ed. Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley (London: 

Cassell & Co., Ltd., n. d. ), Vol. III, pp. 251-252. 
While the edition is undatedg Ouseley's editorship shows it to be contemporaneous with 

Hopkins -- Ouseley being, as we have seen in Chapter I (I. 1, one of Hopkins, experts 
in his quest for ultimate musical truth. 

46 
Cf. Lacklamp: 13during this period of silence about music Hopkins must have heard 

and penetrated to the very soul of Purcell's music" (19) to have written the sonnet in 
1878; and "It Is as if writing the Purcell sonnet opened the gates of Hopkinst musical sensi- 
tivity again. It is as if Purcell's example inspired him to try again to utter 'in notes 
the very make and species of man'" (19). 

47 
Christopher Devlin, "Hopkins and Duns Scotus, " 116. 
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48 
Compare this to the lines in "To what Serves Mortal Beauty? ", which similarly 

answer what serves, natural beauty by noting the Important effect It has on the apprehender: 

See: it does this: keeps warm 
Man's wits to the things that are; what good means -- where a glance 
Master more may than gaze, gaze out of countenance. 

49 
All Information here from "Aesthetics of Music, " by F. E. Sparshottq Grove's 

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. I, pp. 120-134. 

50Edmund Gurney, "On Music and Musical Criticismv Part I, " Nineteenth 
Century, Vol. IV (July, 1878), P-58. 

51S 
ee Gardner, whose discussions through use the sonnet-as example of various 

Scotist principles (Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study__of Poetic Idiosyncrasy, Vol. 1,23-24; 
118-121; 193; Vol. 119 275-280). 



PART TWO: 

THE MUSICAL ART 



CHAPTER IV: POETIC FORM AND SONG FORM -- WINTRODUCTION 

We have seen in Part One of this study Hopkins as musician, theolo- 

gian, and finally artist and artistic thinker -- all of this comprising 
the musical influence. Part Two, the remainder of the study, relates 
this musical influence to Hopkins' art itself. The present chapter 
demonstrates, through his musical compositions themselves, what charac- 
terises song form in Hopkins, as well as how it relates to poetic form, 

and how it puts into practice the Purcellian ideal. The rest of the 

study will then extrapolate from this to the poetry. 

The chapter is divided into two sections: "The Practical Problem 
Outlined, " and "Song Form in Hopkins. " 
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1. THE PRACTICAL PROBLEM OUTLINED 

Critic Yvor Winters, in his study The Function of Criticism, 
published in 1957, writes of Hopkins: 

A more or less recent poet who went farther than any other has gone 
in deforming the inherent rhythmic elements in our language and so 
rendering the structure of his poems indecipherable, is Gerard 
Manley Hopkins. 1 

The words are important not because they present a necessarily comprehensive 
or up-to-date summary of critical views on Hopkins -- they do not -- but 
because they refer to a particular critical problem that has plagued 
Hopkins criticism since his original readers began struggling with his 

poetry over a century ago. The problem is directly related to our study. 
Ever since the 1870's and 801s, when Bridges complained to Hdpkins 

about the "oddity" of his verse, and especially his unusual metrics, 
there have been those who cannot or will not approach the Jesuit's poetry 
because of what seems to them his meaningless poetic structure. In the 
1918 edition of the Poems, Bridges likens "The Wreck of the Deutschland, " 
Hopkins' great metrical manifesto, to "a great dragon folded in the gate 
to forbid all entrance" to the poetry -- this for its prosodic even more 
than its syntactic obscurity. He sums up on the poems in general: 

There are definite faults of style which a reader must have courage 
to face, and must in some measure condone before he can discover 
the great beauties. For these blemishes in the poet's style are of 
such quality and magnitude as to deny him even a hearing from those 
who love a continuous literary decorum and are grown to be intoler- 
ant of its absence-2 

Others, especially at first, agreed. In 1936, G. M. Young articulated the 
central criticism of many early reviewers, in his survey of "Forty Years 
of Verse" in. London Mercury magazine: 

For Hopkins as a poet I have the greatest admiration, but his 
theories on metre seem to me to be as demonstrably wrong as those 
of any speculator who has ever led a multitude into the wilderness 
to perish. ... [His is] an ignorance of his subject so profound 
that he was. not aware there was anything to know. 
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Nor were the metrists and metrical historians themselves any less 
critical. T. S. Omond writes in, English Metrists, in 1921: 

1918 brought also the Poems of Gerard Hopkins, with introduction 
and notes by the Poet 'E-aureate. Readers who enjoy fantastic new 
would-be developments of metre will study these poems and their 
author's teaching about 'Sprung Rhythm' and other mysteries, and 
will find ample material in the one poem entitled "The Wreck of 
the Deutschland j others, neither intolerant of nor unhopeful for 
new expe , riments, will turn from them with repugnance. The Editor's 
Introduction and notes are, as always, clear and helpful, expounding 
his friend's metrical theories, and not infrequently registering 
dissent from his eccentricities, especially in rhyming. 
I cannot believe that these poems deserve or will receive attention 
from even the most determined seeker after novelties. 

hah Ltd % And eleven years earlier, George Saintsburyý equally dismissive in his 
History of English Prosody (in a chapter section entitled "Other Poets 
of 1850-1900: Some More Dead Poets"): 

Much more [notice] might be given to [the verse] of Father Gerard 
Hopkins, if it were not that, as his friend. Mr. Bridges (who knew 
him long after I had lost sight of him, and with whose ideas on 
prosody he was much more in agreement than with mine) admits, he 
never got his notions into thorough writing-order. But, even if 
it were not for old things and days, it would be unfair to criticise 
lines like 

I want the one rapture of an inspiration 

-- which you can, of course, scan, but where 'one' seems to be thrust 
in out of pure mischief -- or many others. He never published any; 
and it is quite clear that all were experiments. 

Even one of Hopkins' supposed defenders, Pauli F. Baum, agrees on this one 
issue, calling the poet's metrics "willful and perverse" in his 1959 

article on "Sprung Rhythm. j, 3 

This is, of course, far from a fair representation of Hopkins or 
Hopkins criticism. The above statements tell only a part of the poet's 
critical reception. More important is that the cited critics do argue 
from a common view. Adverse critical opinion of Hopkins was greatest in 
the decades immediately following his 1918 publication, and was strongest 
among those critics sharing traditional poetic and metric theories, and 
especially the New Critics? " Around the 1950's, when the New Criticism 

was losing prominence and various linguistic-oriented poetic theories 

were gaining popularity, Hopkins began to seem much less of an oddity. 
By the time Winters' 

, 
Function of Criticism was published (1957), his 

popularity was such that, according to critical historian Pick, this was 
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"the only extended and violent attack" to be written on him; growing 
consensus was that if there was a "dragon folded in the gate" it was 
Bridges (for his unsympathetic editorial comments) and not anything in 
Hopkins at all. 

4 

The problem posed, rather, is why the New Critics in particular and 
traditional metrists in general disapproved of (or misunderstood) 
Hopkins' poetry. The solution lies with Hopkins and the relations of 
music and poetry, poetic form and song form. 

Hopkins wrote music, and he wrote poetry. The two are often allied, 
at broader levels of discussion (as we have done thus far in this study, 
with man's "spoken or sung utterance of self"), as well as being joined 
historically through their common origin in primitive song (such as 
Hopkins himself was interested in). But to move to the more detailed 
level of analysing the art itself, obviously more rigorous distinctions 

and comparisons must be made. (We have seen this already in embryonic 
form in the discussion of Purcell. ) The most readily apparent common 
ground between the two arts is the rhythmic; within that, the most common 
connection is provided by musical scansion. 

Scansion describes by visual symbols a poetic line's metrical struc- 
ture. Assumptions about the nature of the metrical structure are inbuilt. 
The most common form of English scansion, the traditional v/u/ 
graphic form, is based on the notion of a foot, or basic m, 4rit., - unit, 
consisting of a number of accented and unaccented syllables. Thus, as 
we are all familiar with, standard iambic pentameter: 

v/v #f V de 

To be or not to be, that is the question 

Or, alternately marked: 

x/ x / x X / x " 
To be or no tl t o be, th at i s th e qu es 

Ition 

A newer approach to scansion, the linguistic or acoustic, while more or 
less keeping the notion of the stress-based foot, rather toncenkrmtts on 
degrees of relative stress and other pronunciational elements operable 
in a line. Thus: 5 
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31v 
Shall 

"/compare/th' 
a' s 

/m 
I ee t'o um er's day? 

Or: 
% *' 00A0 

Shall I/compare/thee : to/a sum/mer's day? 

Musical scansion, on the other hand, is based on a set of assumptions 
about poetic rhythm as it is analogous to musical rhythm. Musical scan- 
sionist Julia P. Dabney writes, on the common origin of both arts: 

In the beginning, out of the mists of Time, hand in hand, came those 
twin sisters of Art, music and Verse. Man, in the exuberant infancy 
of the race, instinctively danced, and as he danced he sang. The 
rhythm of his foot gave the rhythm to his lips; the two interchange- 
ably linked. Thus was the birth of literature in music. 

Similarly, Coventry Patmore, in his musical scansionist "Essay on English 
Metrical Law": 

People are too apt to fancy they are employing a figure of speech 
when they talk of the music of poetry. The word 'music' is in 
reality a much more accurate expression for that which delights 
us in good verse, apart from the meaning, than the word 'rhythm, 
which is commonly employed by those who think to express themselves 
with greater propriety. .. The relation of music to I; nguage ought to be recognised as some- 
thing more than that of similarity, if we would rightly appreciate 
either-6 

Derived from this, in musical scansion, while the foot is again the 
basis, it is seen as a unit primarily of relative time, not stress -- 
just as in music the bar is a unit of time. The assumption is that the 

recurring stressed syllables in, say, a line of iambic pentameterare 
naturally perceived and uttered as rhythmically regular -- like heartbeats. 
The key time-element introduced means that any graphic representation 
must describe syllables and feet as relative temporal units; the obVious 
notational system is again the musical. The eighth-note (. ý) lasts 
half as long as the quarter-note ( J); the quarter-note ha-If as long as 
the half-note the half-note, half as long as the whole-note 
A musical bar, or measure, contains a set duration's-worth'of these notes. 

2 A time-signature of T (or 2/4), for instance, signifies bars of two 

quarter-notes' worth each; 3/4, three quarter-notes' worth; 4/4, four 

quarter-notes; 6/8, six eighth-notes; 3/2, three half-notes; and so on. 
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In performance, each bar begins with an accent or stress to mark it off 
from the one preceding it; in written form, the bars are divided by 
vertical bar-lines between the notes. * 

Related back to prosody, the notes (. ý, j j represent syllables 
of varying lengths; the bar is placed so that its first-note accent falls 

on the proper accented syllable. Thus (going back to traditional scan- 
sion), this: 

U/V/U/U/vU 

To be or not to be, that is the question 

becomes, in musical scansion: 
JAMB 

To be or not to be, 

1> 

; pl > 
that is the question 

.; p > 

The iamb (u/) crosses the bar-line to be represented as anacrusis and 
downbeat ( jjý ); the natural accent at the beginning of each bar providing 
the stress. The equal note-values (all j Is) represent the equal time 

given to each syllable; but more important, the recurrent equally-timed 
bars preserve equal time between each accented syllable. 

Refinement follows. It might be argued, for instance, that a more 
refined traditional scansion of the above lines would include both the 

reversed fourth foot and the caesura: 

U/v/U/, 11 /vvU 
To be or not to be that is the question 

To represent this, the musical scansion can be refined as well: 

.&ýýýýýýIýý To be or not to be, 
ý 

thýat i'lsý tie question >>>> 

The quarter-note rest in the third bar not only accounts for the 
pause of the caesura, it moves the following syllable onto a downbeat, 
giving it the reversed accent. To those who argue that the price paid 
for thi s is doubling the speed of the next two syllables (from j to ý ), 
the musical scansionist would argue that such is the way the line would 
be perceived or uttered, to preserve the heartbeat regularity of stress, 
and so no distortion of any consequence has occurred. 

Musical terminology is American. For a fuller explanation of these basics, see 
Appendix III. 
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The basics of musical scansion can easily be seen from this. 
Branching out from iambs, the whole gamut of poetic feet can be repre- 
sented, simply by varying time-signature and placement of bar-line 
(the first determining number of syllables per foot, the second placement 
of accent within the foot). The same array of notes (representing 

syllables), 

rrrrrr 
divided two to a bar give the duple poetic metres, 

(trochaic) 

(iambic) 

divided three to a bar, give the triple poetic metres, 

(dactyl ic) 

amphibrachic) 

%j 

> I (anapestic) 

divided one to a bar, give spondaic or single metre -- 

> >Il )' > >. 

rInr1rrlrL //� (giL) 
But there is also a step further. This incorporates the principle 

of "duple-ness" or what Hopkins elsewhere calls "symmetry and quadraturell 
(see IV. 2,205,, V. 3,259 ). The most common bar-length, or metre, in music 
is the four-beat bar of quarter-notes, 4/4; so common is it that it is 
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referred to as common time, and is often represented by the symbol C 
rather than 4/4. The 4/4 measure is so successful because, as 

we have seen in our section on_Purcell, it breaks down to two half-bars 
of two quarter-notes each (see 111.2,146 ). The first beat of the bar, 
starting at the bar-line, is given primary emphasis; the third beat, 
beginning the subsidiary second half-bar, receives secondary emphasis -- 
a less strong accent. Thus: 

rrrrrrr 

jx 13 11 1X -J 7 

Once we accept that the perceiving mind naturally groups recurrent stimuli 
into regular pulses, it is easy to see why the large-scale pulse-pattern 
of >>, superimposed over the small-scale alternation of 
would be doubly satisfying. 

In'poetic metre, specifically, at least one very influential musical 
metrist, Coventry Patmore, claimed that this four-'squareness or duple-icity 

was also of basic structural importance. In his theory of the "dipode" 
(lit., 'double-foot'), he asserts the double foot (two iambs, two trochees, 

etc. ) to be "the great general law, which I believe that I am now, for 
the first time, stating" (Patmore, 242). As Patmore explains it, all lines 

of English verse must be composed of multiples of two feet: dimeter, 
tetrameter, hexameter. Those line-lengths which do not seem to be even 
trimeter, pentameter -- make up the last dipode by a silent foot, or 
pause, at the line's end. Thus, taken altogether, the above line from 
Hamlet becomes: 

)A MG IV 6 

To be or: not to be, that, is the ques-tion', 
>>>>> 

Or, a different metrical example which illustrates the point more clearly, 
is common ballad metre: 7 

h n-gers: white* 
ITI 

dies cracked thei rl f 

ji j 

>> 

Incomplete bars at line-ends are not noted when the anacrusis from the following line 

finishes them; in such cases, it is only the typographical arrangement of the poem that 

creates the. illusion of an incomDlete bar. 
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l 

The mai- dens,, tore their hair 

- - - j ý - 1 -11 - i - - zz- 

All fp r the', sake of their true'. loves, 
> 

For them they', nePer saw mair. # > 

This, then -- in a nutshell -- is musical scansion. It has a long list 

of supporters and practitioners, ranging from as far back as Joshua 
Steele's Prosodia Rationalis in 1775 to many university curr. icula in the 

past few decades. a And, at least since the dawn of the New Criticism, 
it has had an equal number of detractors. 

The basic argument supporters provide in favour of musical scansion 
is simple: it sounds right. Using the common origin of music and poetry 
as pedigree for the system, any musical scansionist who makes explicit 
his reasons for using it will eventually have recourse to the argument 
that poetry manipulates verbal sound, that this sound is rhythmical, that 
the rhythm is pulse-like, that the resulting isochronous scansions sound 
right. 9 Behind musical scansion's taking into account the self-evident 
but still troublesome fact that poetry definitely has a component of sound, 
lies what is basically a subjective intuition that seems neither provable 
not altogether to be dismissed. Linguistic statisticians can point out 
all they like that laboratory tests show people do not really read poetry 
this way (isochronously, that is), but still the intuition remains, as 
an ideal of how we perceive the poetry if nothing else. 

10 

The classic statement against musical prosody (and linguistic or 
acoustical prosody as well, though this is beyond our scope here) in 
favour of traditional methods is W. K. Wimsatt, Jr. and Monroe C. Beardsley's 
"The Concept of Meter: An Exercise in Abstraction. "11 The problem with 
the isochronists (and the acoustical linguists), according to New Critical 
theorists Wimsatt & Beardsley, is that they mistake the nature of metre. 
As the article's title implies, Wimsatt & Beardsley define metre as a 
linguistic abstraction -- arising naturally from the linguistic structure 
of words and lines used in a poem, inhering at "certain rudimentary levels 
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of linguistic organization" (591) and on no account to be confused with 
the actual reading or pronouncing of the lines. To scan a line of verse 
is not to scan "a dramatic, or poetic, reading of it" (596) but to diagram 

a set of abstract linguistic elements that go to make up the structure. 
Musical (and acoustical linguistic) scansion, on the other hand, 

scans not for linguistic structure but for the structure of a certain 
reading. Wimsatt & Beardsley comment on isochronism: 

In the broadest sense, we define their theory as one which says 
that meter either consists wholly in, or has as an essential fea- 
ture, some principle of recurrence in equal, or approximately equal, 
times -- analogous to musical pulse. And we respond, in. brief, 
that meter must be a character of the poem, but that timing is a 
character of performance: what is done or can be done by a reader, 
or a singer. (588) 

The distinction is easy enough to see. Take this metrically very 
straightforward example from Tennyson's "Lady of Shalott, " for instance. 12 

In standard scansion, it reads: 

U/V/V/V/ 
On either side the river lie 

UV/V/U 
Long fields of barley and of rye, 

UUUV 
That clothe the wold and meet the sky 

VVUV And thro' the field the road runs by 

U .0U/V/V/ 
To many-towerld Camelot. 

Transcribed into musical scansion: 

j Ij J,. j 
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The difference between the two is the performed, pronunciational, 
or "musical" element. According to the musical scansion, the iambs are 
defined not only by their stress-arrangement, but also by how long it 
takes to read them. Slow down, from one bar to the next, or speed up, 
radically enough to destroy the pulse, and the structure disappears. 
Yet, as we can see from the first scansion, this is not an essential 
element of the poem. The traditionally-defined iambs allow the reader 
to slow down, speed up, pause where he likes -- and while the result 
may or may not be a particularly effective reading, it will nevertheless 
still be metrically correct. The point is that the traditional scansion 
makes no demands of performance whatsoever, except that the linguistic 

structure should not actually be contradicted. It may be true that any 
dramatically effective performance will incorporate at least'some form 

of rhythmic regularity; but even so, this is an aspect of performance, 
not linguistics. To place such an aspect on the words is to do something 
to them, not reveal what is in them. 

An even clearer example is the reversed iamb and caesura in the line 
from Shakespeare: 

u/ v/ v/ u u u 
be To ornot to be, 

l[ 
that s the i question l r rr rIr r , , rr 

> 20, > '. Vl 1> 

may represent a metrically satisfactory way of reading these words, but 
there is nothing in the notated rhythm to suggest, that all five feet 

are metrically identical iambs, one reversed. To know or appreciate this 
line as iambic pentameter would require previous familiarity with tradi- 
tional prosody: the music tells us nothing about the structure, only 
pronunciation. 

13.. 

John Hollander, in his article on "The Music of Poetry"14 (cited by 
Wimsatt & Beardsley), pinpoints the problem when he discerns two different 
types of prosody at work here: what he terms performative and descriptive. 
A descriptive scansion attempts to isolate and portray what is actually 
going on in the linguistic object, the poem; a performative scansion 
(what might also be called prescriptive), on the other hand, attempts to 

set down guidelines for proper performance, "describing not the poem 
itself but the unstated canons of taste behind [it]" (239). The problem 
arises not in either of these systems alone, but when the two are confused: 
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Performative systems of scansion, disguised as descriptive ones, 
have composed all but a few of the metrical studies of the past. 
Their subjectivity is far more treacherous [than] even that of 
reading poems into oscilloscopes, and claiming that the image 
produced describes, or even is, the true poem. (239) 

The problem thus clarified reveals the nub of the issue: not neces- 
sarily the subjectivity of musical scansion, but the nature of the "true 
poem. " Looked into deeply enough, the whole problem resolves itself 
into one of text definition. Wimsatt & Beardsley note: 

Some, though perhaps not all, of those who approach the sound of 
poetry from the [musical metrist viewpoint] will want to reply by 
saying that we have lost sight of the primary poetic fact, which, 
they will say, is always this or that reading of a poem out loud -- 
as by the bard with a harp, by the modern author for a tape-recording, 
or by actors on a stage. What our argument takes as the objects 
of scansion will be referred to disrespectfully as a mere skeleton 
of the real poem. (587) 

This performance-centered view of poetic text is, according to Wimsatt 
& Beardsley, quite simply incorrect. A poem is not identifiable with its 

performance, any more than it is the same as the typographical arrangement 
of the printed page. The poetic text is rather "a public linguistic 

object, something that can be examined by various persons, studied, 
disputed -- univocally" (588). 

The reason for digressing from our main line of argument in this 

section to cover this technical debate is that here at the core of 
the musical scansion issue lies a fine distinction that has been implied 
in all we have said before, and is essential to what comes next: the 
distinction between music and poetry -- or, more precisely for our 
concerns, between poetry and song. Hopkins wrote poems that, we are going 
to argue, are less like poetry than like song; 
simultaneously, he wrote music that made other people's poetry into 
songs. Neither is musical scansion itself irrelevant to Hopkins, who 
defined his own prosody using at least some of its principles and who 
corresponded with Coventry Patmore (see below, V. 2). The issue 

of musical scansion invariably reduces itself to one of poetry versus 
song. 
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Monroe C. Beardsley, co-author of "An Exercise in Abstraction, " 
further clarifies the general aesthetic problem of text-definition 
in his general study on Aesthetics: Problems in the Philosophy of 
Criticism, 15 using not literature but music as starting-point. Many 

of the more obvious objections to considering a poem as a performance 
evaporate when compared to similar objections regarding works of music 
as performances. 

New Critical writers Ren6 Wellek and Austin Warren claim, in their 

seminal Theory of Literature, that 

Every reading aloud or reciting of a poem is merely a performance 
of a poem and not the poem itself. It is on exactly the same 
level as the performance of a piece of music by a musician. 16 

Such a statement, however, presupposes not only something about poetic 
text but also musical "text": that "the performance of a symphony even 
by a Toscanini is not the symphony itself" (Wellek & Warren, 145). In 
terms of the musical work, this position quite properly allows for a 
critic to determine between a good performance and a bad one; but it 

runs the risk of identifying a musical score with a written poem, which 
is inaccurate. 

As Beardsley points out in Aesthetics, the difference between 

written poem and musical score is that the first is a series of symbols 
which represent the linguistic abstractions -- words, phrases, sentences -- 
which are the aesthetic object proper; while the second, the musical 
score, is a set of instructions like a blueprint for creating the auditory 
structure -- melody, harmony, -- which is the musical aesthetic object. 

ý7 

Beardsley gets around the problem of bad performances by identifying the 

musical object with a particular production of it (like a play),. within 
which there may be good or bad individual performances; what is important 
is what this tells us about the comparative nature of poem and song. 

A poem is a linguistic abstraction of which the written page is only 
a symbol. It may be performed, by being read aloud or silently, but 

whatever structural characteristics it has exist apart from and are not 
affected by its performance. A song is a "performativell object (as in 

Hollander's coinage, "performative scansion"), for which the written page 
is a set of instructions. Its structure may be deduced from the page, 
or contemplated in abstract, but it only becomes meaningful in the act 
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of performance. In that a song is a set of words uttered to music, it 
is a poem whose performance has been codified and made structurally 
meaningful. A poem set to musical scansion has, in effect, gone the 
first step toward being made into song: the regular performance of its 

metre has been codified into a musical structure. As Wimsatt & Beardsley 
note: 

When a poem is set to music, definite values have to be assigned 
to its notes and rests, and consequently to its measures and phrases. 
And however this is done, we are introducing an extra-linguistic 
element, a precision of timing, that does not belong to the linguis- 
tic elements, the words and syllables, as such. (589) 

And in fact, many simple songs often do little more rhythmically than 
repeat a standard musical scansion of the metre. In a typical early 
Purcell song, for instance (#17, "1 take no pleasure"), the original 
poem's iambic pentameter: -- 

v/U #1 v/U 
I take no pleasure in the sun's bright beams 

U . 10 U/U-/U/V 
Nor in the crystal river's purling streams 

-- appears in the song rhythmically almost exactly as a "dipodic" musical 
scansion would have it: 18 

take no ? tea- 3urL 'in NIL . 3It tr'3, 

Nor in Ole. cr)i- LAI eiv - rrrIr 

I --------------- 

But a song, even a metrically straightforward one such as this, is 

still doing more than re-creating or describing the poem's linguistic 

structure; it is prescribing a structurally valid performance. 
Thus we can see the essential textual and resulting structural 

differences between song and poem. Musicologist Edward T. Cone, in his 

article "Words Into Music: The Composer's Approach to the Text, "19 

provides the last piece of our puzzle when he compares two early nine- 
teenth century German composers who set Goethe's poetry to music -- 
Carl Friedrich Zelter (1758-1832) and Franz Schubert (1797-1828). 
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Songwriters of this period, as those of any age afier primitive song 
split into its two separate artsýO had to decide in setting poems whether 
to preserve the poetic, or create a new musical form for their compo- 
sitions. Zelter, a contemporary and close associate of Goethe's, chose 
the former, setting the poet's works so that the musical line no more 
than enhanced the verbal; ignoring musical for poetic form, he attempted 
in his setting a direct representation of the poem's original linguistic 
structure (cf. flenry Laýes and the early declamatists -- 111.2,9 
above). Schubert, on the other hand, in setting the same corpus of poems, 
instead transformed poetic form into musical; instead of trying to 
re-create the words' linguistic structure, his aim was to create a new, 
musically valid structure, that "actively shaped [the poem's] emotional 
content anew in accordance with its own interpretations" (Cone, 6). 

This relates directly back to the debate over musical scansion. 
Zelter's songs are ultimately limited (by modern standards) because 
he commits the same error Wimsatt & Beardsley find in the musical scan- 
sionists: confusing musical and poetic, assuming they are one and the 
same. Interestingly, according to Cone, Goethe himself preferred 
Zelter's song-settings to Schubert's, and thought quite highly of them; 
though it is Schubert that history remembers as the master songwriter, 
while Zelter is hardly remembered at all. Cone suggests as the reason 
for this: 

Goethe, as a poet, preferred to see music in a secondary role and 
liked to think of the composer as merely uncoverinqý the melody 
already concealed in his own word-rhythms. (6) 

Just as Wimsatt & Beardsley point out against the musical scansionists, 
so in Zelter, this hunting for musical elements in the words, rather 
than applying them to the words, is a misunderstanding of the relation- 
ship between poetry and music, and doomed to failure. 21 

In contrast to Zelter, then, Cone holds up the songs of Schubert. 
Here the proper relationship of poem to song is exemplified, and here 
the debate against musical scansion becomes most relevant to this study. 
The song as it should be, Cone suggests, represents not so much an attempt 
to capture the original poetic form, as to capture and codify the linguis- 
tic object's interpreted performance: 

[In reading or performing poetryj as in music, much is determined 
by the interpreter, the silent or vocal reader who must constantly 
make decisions about speed, emphasis, tone, accent, and inflection. 
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Indeed, poetry is much less determinate than music in these respects 
and offers to the interpreter what a musician would consider a be- 
wildering infinity of choices. Not only that: in reading or listening 
to poetry, the mind can move backwards through the work; it can 
subconsciously accept or reject many possibilities of meaning and 
interpretation; it is constantly busy making comparisons and clari- 
fying relationships. In a word, it is constantly trying to appre- 
henq the poem under many of its possible forms. (8-9) 

A poem has a "performative" life in the minds and voices and ears of 
its readers, whether or not this life is relevant to its structure. 
A song, in setting the poem's words to music, creates its own musical 
essence and structure by codifying this life: 

If in reading poetry our consciousness (or perhaps better our 
subconscious) hovers over certain words, and ranges both forward 
in anticipation and backward in memory, an actual phonographic 
recording of our thoughts would probably involve a great deal of 
repetition not unlike that made explicit in certain songs. (11) 

Schubert's nineteenth century songs are in many ways not comparable to 
those of Henry Purcell; the ideals of composition had changed in a 
hundred and fifty years. What Cone points to in Schubert's songs as 
like a "phonographic recording of our own thoughts" would be in Purcell 
woven into a recording of the declaiming voice. 22 But the principle 
is the same. Song -- and by this we mean what we have already identified 

as Hopkins' ideal art, his "piece of perfect song" -- differs from what 
we would normally call poetry in being the codified performed interpretation 
of the poem's structure. What this means for Hopkins' musical composi- 
tions as well as his poetry, we shall see in the rest of this study. 



SONG FORM IN HOPKINS 

In April 1889, shortly before his death, Hopkins wrote to Bridges 

of his songwriting: 

I now make it [the form of my songs] strict in each verse, but allow 
a change, which indeed is besides called for by the change of words, from verse to verse. Indeed the air becomes a generic form which is specified newly in each verse. (LL1,305) 

The concept Hopkins describes as "generic form" is not important for its 

originality; indeed, what he refers to seems to be nothing more than 
strophic song, a fairly standard method of song-composing that pre-dated 
Purcell and was becoming increasingly popular in certain types of nine- 
teenth century song. As opposed to thorough-composed song, in which 
several stanzas of a poem may be set to completely different musical 
material, strophic song sets multi-stanza poems to music by repeating 
the same basic melodic form (the "air") for all the stanzas, only 
altered to suit each stanza's particular rhetorical needs ("a change, 
which indeed is besides called for by the change of words"). 

Rather, Hopkins' remark is important for us in that the Jesuit does 

seem to have developed the concept of generic form as he explains it 
from the requirements of his own aesthetic philosophy, regardless of 
its antecedents. 

23 Generic form as Hopkins describes it seems to represent 
a sort of middle-ground balance between the needs of form and those of 

, expressiveness: a union of Form and Act in which a "generic form, " 
"specified newly" at each appearance, captures at once both the spon- 
taneous utterance of words and their pre-ordained form. Generic form 
is thus for Hopkins an obvious large-scale structural means of capturing 
the balance of music and rhetoric, much as Purcell balanced the two. 
It is also a good point of departure for examining his song-form. 

The "Spring Ode #1" (see Fig. 1 for text) ý4 despite being the first 

of Hopkins' serious compositional efforts and therefore the most deri- 

vative of his songs, nevertheless demonstrates in straightforward fashion 
the poet's familiarity with -- and command of -- the basics of songwriting, 
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as well as illustrating the rudimentary workings of generic form. The 
poetic form Hopkins begins with can be seen in the opening stanza of 
Bridges' poem, as it reads without the music: 

25 

UIV/U 
Again with pleasant green 
UV #0 U Has spring renewed the wood, 
VVU 

And where the bare trunks stood 

Are leafy arbors seen; 

And back on budding boughs 
U J# V/U 

Come birds to sport and pair 
U #1 U/U Whose rival amorous vows 

Amaze the scented air. 

Notated in (dipodic) musical scansion, the two quatrains of iambic tri- 

meter become: 

g Ajgaýn with "! Pkeasant rgen 
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the: scented air. 

As with much popular songwriting, Hopkins stays fairly close to this 

musically rendered iambic trimeter in his musical treatment, though 

already he is careful enough of musical logic to avoid the monotonous 
sing-song effect the metre in its bald state can produce. The first 

quatrain (bars 1- 8), maintaining a basic shape identical to that in 
the musical scansion, nevertheless manipulates various musical elements 
to create a larger -flow than 
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The sixteenth-note ornamentation ( %ý) on "pLleasant, " "stood, " 
"Are, " add extra weight to those syllables while diluting the pure pulse- 
accent by spreading it over several notes. The slight rhythmic change 
opening line 3 -- "And" receiving a full quarter-note ( J) instead of 
the expected eighth-note (. P) anacrusis -- gives that syllable extra 
weight within the metrical shape, offsetting the regular 

ýý J1 ý 

yet not distorting it. And the rise and fall of the melody to its minor 
climax on "stood, Are" gives the quatrain one great shape over its four 
lines. 

With the second quatrain (bars 9-26), repetition and other means 
manipulate musical shape away from its metric equivalent more substan- 
tially, creating music out of poetry. The words alone demonstrate, the 

poem's 

And back on budding boughs 
Come birds to sport and pair, 
Whose rival amorous vows 
Amaze the scented air 

becoming in the song 

And back on budding boughs, 
back on budding boughs, 

Come birds to sport And pair, 
Whose rival amorous vows 

Amaze, amaze, 
amaze the scented air, 

Amaze, amaze, 
amaze the scented air. 

Line 5 is repeated twice; line 8 is stretched out into an entire refrain 
on its own. Even without further analysis, we can see that the result 
is a much longer (seventeen bars as opposed to eight), more emphatic 
second half of the stanza. The musical verse as a whole thus becomes 

one growing shape rather than eight metrically identical lines, or two 
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identical quatrains. Musical structure is being brought out of poetic. 
(The argument is that a good performer, in reciting the poem, would natu- 
rally alter his declamation to bring out such a climaxing form; the song- 
setting simply codifies this sense of delivery and pace. ) 

In-addition, within this expanded format, Hopkins' typography as 
well as his musical shaping shows lines 6 and 7 remoulded from two lines 

of iambic trimeter to a different shape entirely. 

Come birds to sport and pair 
Whose rival amorous vows 

becomes: 

Come birds to sport 
And pair, 

whose rival amorous vows 

The resultant shape of the quatrain is thus further altered to: 
And back on budding boughs, 

back on budding boughs, 
Come birds to sport 
And pair, 

whose rival amorous vows 
Amaze, amaze, . 

amaze the scented air, 
Amaze, amaze, 

amaze the scented air. 

As we saw with a Purcell song earlier, we do not even need the framework 

of actual notes to be aware that the original quatrain is now an entirely 
new form -- a musical structure, with repetition as the basis of emphasis. 

Building on this, then, we can see further emphasising and shaping. 
"And back on budding boughs, " for instance (line 5), is not merely 

repeated, but is in both appearances recited at double the duration 

the metrical framework calls for, going from 
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as well as the second utterance being of substantially higher pitch than 
anything before. Thus these two utterances of this line receive a great 
deal of weight, marking them off strongly from all thatbas preceded. 

Line 6 then balances this heavy, long, soaring double utterance with 
one equally pithy and pointed, by splitting to function in essence as 
two short utterances: 

Come birds to : sport AXd 'pair 
> 

In that both halves receive two pulses, both are equal rhythmically; 
in addition, the enforced stop on "sport" (quarter-note length instead 

of eighth-note), and forced primary accent on "And" (as well as its 

melodic ornamentation) forcefully introduces a break between the two, 

over-riding completely the original metrical structure of 

C oomýe 

Ib 
iorýd qý" Qj s to isport and pa ir 

The last two lines of the quatrain must then balance the opening lines, 

and build up to some climax which will outweigh the heavy "back on 
budding boughs. " This they do. Line 7, 

JI nj 
Whose 

I 

r! 
Ra"l 

amorojus 

I 

vows, > 1, > 

is back in the mould of the original metrical structure, though its orna- 

mentation both adds weight and sweeps the melodic line past it without 

any heavy sitting on any syllable. Finally, as we can see merely by 

looking at the above repetition of the lines, line 8 by its repetition 

alone takes up the most weight of the quatrain and the stanza, thus 

climaxing-the melodic structure. As opposed to "back on budding boughs, " 

which extended over six bars, line 8 extends over eight -- thus adding 
duration to its weight. In addition, it reaches again a high point of 

pitch equivalent to that in line 5. 
The result of all this shaping is that structures larger than the 

of poetic metre or even the repeated trimeter structure of 

each l1ne t"ake over. Each succeeding line, regardless of its poetic 

similarity to that which preceded it, is musically heavier, building in 

the end one great shape that gives a completely non-verbal, musical 
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unity to the stanza. (The "opening and concluding symphony" of cuckoo- 
calls in bars 159-170 further provides something of an A: B: A frame to 
the whole, as well as reminding us of Hopkins' fascination with birdsong -- 
the whole cuckoo-call section being Hopkins' own invention, with no 
antecedent in Bridges' poem. ) 

Generic form (or strophic song) then moulds this basic melody to 
fit the changing needs of the words in each stanza -- alterations which 
reveal great attention to word-rhythm, expressive detail, and word-painting. 
Stanza 1's 

A, %4 wýwm %L ýAm im"im Sý-j 

becomes in stanza 2 

AnA vi-Ar4 IA- b-., Lr- t, r 

shifting the weight-center of the phrase from "stood" to "labourer, " 

and capturing the natural pronunciation*of the latter. From 

this to 

7h " P)ji - 

emphasises the jaunty delivery of this last. Word-painting appears in 

stanza 2's 

'%Aj Sd-f 6LrL In 

-- the stark bareness of the initial quarter-notes ("set bare") blossoming 
forth with the grace note and melodic leap ("Burst") just as spring 
blossoms from winter, just as the crops burst from the ground. Stanza 5's 
version of-the same melodic pattern 

I -cr, - 
n. 

70 zilt with hwvt) hir 
ad 

L 

al 1- s4riyi AL- yd i 

captures in its change of rhythm and delivery the contrast of civilisation 
("men") and nature ("art") that is at the center of the poem. 

26 

But behind all these variations is the air itself. In putting words 
to music at all, Hopkins is moving from abstract linguistic entity to 

-jP, 4n %" shnsd 
4 WIJ Ais+r'ýv-41'n 

PLY-PFCOALtIon Of P-e-CI-Y43 1Y) SýMk; I V,, fc r4- 
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performed, codified utterance. In its use of the basic elements of 
melody construction, the "Spring Odell demonstrates the difference between 

poetic and song form. 

Thus for the basics. Generic form comes into its own in the later 

song "Past Like Morning Beam Away" (see Fig. 2) ,a much more sophis- 
ticated effort worth considering in some detail. The first point of 
interest is the poem set. Hopkins remarks to Bridges on metrical order 
in poetry and music: 

Now this principle of symmetry and quadrature* has, as I think, 
been carried in music to stifling lengths and in verse not far 
enough and both need reforming; at least there is room, I mean, 
for a freer musical time and a stricter verse prosody. (LLI, 120) 

This balance between the symmetrical and the free finds its way, in song, 
between the musically meaningless asymmetry of the early declamatists 
and the stifling regularity of many standard nineteenth century songs -- 
hymns, popular song, and the like. In regard to John Bridges' "Past 
Like Morning Beam Away, " the balance not only characterises the poem 
itself, it is also obviously Hopkins' goal in setting words to music. 

The poem as it appears in its published form, without musical setting, 
clarifies (scansion marks by Hopkins' musical editor Stevens): 27 

Past like morning beam away. 

Death life's frost descended. 

Dust to dust, clay to clay. 

When tears are ended 

Týerelll be tfme for posies; 
J1. .1 Bring your cypress wreaths today, 

Tomorrow scatter roses. 

Think today how fair she shone -- 
Oh, the sweetest blossom! 

quadrature -- "(Math. ) finding of square with area equal to that of figure bounded by 
curvP1--(-Oxford Concise Dictionary). I. e., setting things into a sk%Lare form. 
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Fig. 2 --"Past Like Morning BeamAway0 
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i -- II. - -10", 6 of. re bj Anj- Whin ear 
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Not yet of new life begun 

In another's býosom. 

One night for sorrow; 

And when our grief its course has run, 

Name her joy tomorrow. 

How yet through the da/rk clouds look 

For the silver lining? 
41 41 Warmth and light which us forsook 

Elsewhere are shining; 

Ours the dull ember. 

She has opened a new book, 

We the closed remember. 

There are some. metrical irregularities: extra unstressed feet, for 
instance, opening lines 7 and 13. Of particular interest is that some 
feet are what Hopkins would call sprung: stressed syllables forced up 
next to each other, as in 

Dust to dust,. cl. ay to clay. 

When. tears are ended 

(though the whole cannot be said to be in sprung rhythm, which is some- 
thing different -- see below, V. 1,240-242). 

In the main, however, - what makes this poem structurally most inter- 
esting is its complex line and stanza structure: four- and three-stress 
lines alternate, mak_ing the stanzas seven lines each, divided into four 
and three. Insofar as his choice is related to rhythm, it is easy to 
see why Hopkins chose to set this particular poem: with its abundance 
of four's, threels, and seven's, it is nowhere foursquare (no excess of 
"symmetry and quadrature"). Rather it has a structure complex enough 
to play with, yet still amenable to treatment as song. 

A standard musical scansion of the poem's metrical structure, this 
time compared with a schematic of HoDkins' rhythmical treatment of that 
poetic metre, shows the first step he takes in shaping linguistic to 

musical structure: - 
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4>4J. jJ, J 
-standdrd 

4J 

4 
Past like morning beam a'way. 

)Iopxfls 4 f- rIr. rI ff, rl ý* ) 

J 
Death, life's frost de scended., 

Dust to 'dust, clay to clay I C> CO 

J7 1jjIIj '1-5) When tears are ended rrrIr f7 

J, j 
>. 

Ij There'll be 'time for posies 

jj 
Bring your cypress wreath5 to day, 

j JJJI 'ý"' J 
To mor row scatter roses. 

The most obvious shaping Hopkins gives the poem is in varying the rela- 
tive speed of delivery -- what time-value he assigns each beat. Where 
in standard musical scansion, the beat is isochronous (always the same 
time-length between beats), here in line 1 the metrical pulse is trans- 
lated to a whole-note (. ), in line 2 it becomes a half-note (j ) -- 
twice as fast. Through this, sing-song slavishness to metre is avoided; 
delivery is speeded up and slowed down to create a much more cohesive 
over-all sense of movement to the lines. 

More particularly, though, the opening quatrain especially shows one 
effect, deriving from the seven-beat couplet. Rather than following the 
standard course and expanding the seven-beat couplet to eight beats (as 
in ballad metre -- adding a silent fourth pulse at the end of the second 
line), he balances the seven into six -- instead of four and four, he 
creates the much more interesting and varied four and two. 

JJIJj 
Ppt like: morning 

I 
be"ajm 

Ja, 
"wajy. 

Death lifels:. frost djelScoejndejd. 
': 

extra kt" fo0i 
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becomes: 
3 

Pa'tt 1 ijke m"o:: 
jrn 

in g beam 
IL0 la 

w aýy*. 
ýI 

. 
De"ath li'ofjels frojst djejsc"emjndA 

I j 

Thus, while eliminating the musically-unbalanced seven, he still preserves 
the unequal line-lengths. As he had written years earlier in a college 
essay on beauty, 

the beauty of the oak and the chestnut-fan and the sky is a mixture 
of likeness and difference or agreement and disagreement or consis- 
tency and variety or symmetry and change. ("The Origin of Beauty, " 
JP190) 

In the opening quatrain of stanza two, he changes this to four-and-two, 
then three-and-three, maintaining the six-beat total but playing with it 
for variety: I ,L -3 4 

J-- j 
l 
ý l ' 

ý c ' II 'h t o d a yh ow 
I 
Think fai r s sh e 

2ne 

10h, 
the sweetest blos somll 

z .3 
JJ i j 

'- 
i y j J I 

Notyeto 
I 

ne w l f e b eg un 

ý ý J ci. 
another's 

jl 
n s bo om 

Melodically (and expressively), too, he shapes the statement further. 
The opening quatrain (bars 1-12) smooths out the metrical peaks and 
troughs to form one smooth, even line, by smoothing over the first-beat 

pulse. In line 1, "morning" on two notes blurs the beat, spreads. its 

weight to its high-pitch half-note on the weak second beat; "beam" uses 
ornamentation to do the same. Only on the opening word, "Past, " and the 

closing "away, " is the first-beat stress allowed undiluted weight; the 

effect is to anchor the phrase at its opening and closing, with all 
in between floating unimpeded from beginning to end. In line 2, the 
double-time eliminates one first-beat pulse -- "frost" occurring on a 
slightly weaker third-beat pulse. Line 3 is then a sprung line -- 
Hopkins offsets its stark rhythm by offsetting or displacing all metrical 
accents-away from first-beat accent. And in line 4, where we find 
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another sprung foot, the second stress ("tears") falls on a weak second 
beat, its weight given it entirely through pitch and duration; Hopkins 

preserves the poetic sprung metre, yet by offsetting smooths it to fit 
the smooth melodic flow. 

The result of all this is that Hopkins' song is neither foursquare -- 
slavishly musical -- nor an unmusical and slavish reproduction of the 
text. In expanding the music to accommodate a non-symmetrical text, 
he is doing what he admired in plainchant (this song in particular of his 

compositions shows a conscious experimentation with the stylistic possi- 
bilities of plainchant), 

28 
yet his treatment keeps in mind an over-all 

shape, albeit a complex one. He maintains a sense of structure -- what 
began as poetic or metrical structure -- by balancing musical weights, 
instead of squeezing the poem into a musical straitjacket or 
abandoning musical structure altogether. What was a poem has become what 
Hollander would call "performativell structure, equally eccentric yet 
equally well-formed. 

"Past Like Morning Beam Away" also exploits generic form in much 
more revealing and interesting fashion than its predecessor, the "Spring 
Ode. " In addition to its metric irregularities, John Bridges, poem must 
also have advertised itself to Hopkins for its thematic structure, 
easily assimilable to music and similar to many of the themes of Hop- 
kins' own works; the song uses generic form to meld the feeling behind 
the themes with the form he has created. 

A look at the song-score printed with stanzas collated, rather than 
sequentially presented (see Fig. 3) immediately reveals that this song is 

nothing like its precursor, where the melodic line was preserved virtually 
intact from stanza to stanza. Here, the stanzas are so different in 

places (bars 7-14, for example) that it seems they can bear no formal rela- 
tionship at all, though in other places, some formal resemblance is more 
apparent (bars 1-6). In reality, the formal relationships across stanzas 
are never slack -- as analysis shows. 

First, and most obvious, until the last line of each stanza, the 

corresponding lines of all three stanzas receive equally-long musical 
treatment; thus, in terms of relative duration at least, the verse-forms 
correspond. Second, as we noted, the general melodic line is often the 
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same, despite small-scale changes in ornamentation and rhythm. (The best 
example of this is all three stanzas in bars 1-6, but note also stanzas 
1 and 3 in bars 7-10, and all three stanzas in bars 15-16. ) Third, even 
when melodic lines differ completely, as in bars 13 and 14, the underlying 
harmonic basis of the three melodies remains constant; thus in 13 and 14, 

all three lines are in the process of resolving to the tonic chord (F), 

though by different means. 
More central than this, however, and more of a clue to Hopkins' growing 

ability to "flush" matter with form, is that even when corresponding 

melodic lines differ from one another, they each draw from a common pool 

of melodic material for this song includes a group of motifs, which, when 

repeated, give the song a degree of formal unity: the rhythmic motif 

to - the more complete i and 

and the basic primitive scale pattern* 

occur throughout the song, linked together with melodic transitions such 

as ; I- 
op 

fa 
lw- 

........ ... %ý - ----- 
nsition 

in stanza 3, bars 11-16. The result is a generic form made up of a certain 

over-all shape, filled in by a group of interchangeable motifs. Thus, 
bars 7-14: 

Melodic 

ý007 rnelol; c it rans X on 

r. 4y(bm rnejaie trdns eflon 

yT 

MOddt SCAA 

3taiA 

The 5-tone scale, used by early Greeks and other primitive cultures; see Helmholtz, pp. 
397-402. This is part of the song's plainsong basis. 
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The form is no longer tied to one, single, note-by-note progression, 
as it was in the "Spring Ode" (where only the smallest-scale flexibility 

was allowed). Rather, here form is more fluid, more an ideal behind the 

notes to be drawn together and played with in complex combinations. 
Though still at the experimental stage, the form is becoming more truly 

generic, more like the inner form or in-scape it is so obviously modelled 
after. In fact, Hopkins' differentiation, in another sphere, between 

scape and inscape (see III. l, fn. 13) may illuminate the distinction: the 

specific form of the notes present in any given melody we hear, like the 

scapes of things, is external -- accidental, we might almost say; while 
the generic form behind the notes, holding the song together yet requiring 
to be "specified" before it can be appreciated, is more like the inscape -- 
internal, unreachable except by our own intuitions of that form. We have 

said, in Part One of this study, that Hopkins pursued music because it 

alone offered the forum to concretise his theories such as those on 
inscape and form. Here in this song, as generic form begins more and more 
to penetrate his compositional habits, we can see inscape at work -- 
"flushing" the matter (i. e., the notes) of the song as inscapes flush the 

creations of God's world. (In this sense, the coinage "generic form" for 

this type of song is much more revealing of Hopkins' intentions than that 

more common designation, "strophic song. ") 
Finally, especially in the first stanza, the last lines are the areas 

of major divergence. As we shall see in analysing the verbal logic 
behind the song, these'divergences serve expressive purposes. Hopkins 

uses a device we have seen Purcell use (111.2, fn. 35) for putting them 
into line with musical logic, by repeating the first (longest) stanza at 
the song's end as a fourth stanza. As in Purcell's A: B: Al songs, the mere 
repetition of stanza 1's long melisma (a plainchant device, meaning a vocal 
passage sung to one syllable) at beginning and end makes it like a frame 
to the song, balancing its length that way. (Cf. the "cuckoo symphony" 
in the "Spring Ode. ") 

Through this form, then, the meaning and feeling of Bridges' poem 
is expressed. The poem, broadly sketched, has two sides, or themes: 
death and grief over the loss of a loved one, versus life, rebirth, and 
joy. While it courts oversimplification, we can say generally that 
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throughout Hopkins' treatment lines denoting the former are set to step- 
wise, descending passages: 

b'ar. 9 

More specifically, two of the main motifs listed above demonstrate states 
within the death/rebirth duality. Poignant release, turning to life -- 

and affirmation of life: Z9 

Beyond this, a line-by-line analysis shows how Hopkins uses generic 
form to create his rhetorical song. Compare the first line of all three 
stanzas, for instance (bars 1-4). Here, as we have noted, the basic 

musical shape remains the same throughout the stanzas; yet individual 
niceties are'moulded, in each case, to the changing needs of each verse: 

C\ 

? 
'kst, 

Ukt rh*rn- izr b t&, _ý A- V&5 

Here is the smooth, big arc of melody we saw above; aided by the dynamic 

changes of opening crescendo and closing diminuendo 
it presents one smooth swell, growing out of nothing and fading back 
to that. Holds (n. ) on first note and third to last emphasise the sense 
of nostalgia and loss suggested by the words -- as well as recreating 
the sort of thoughtful delivery the lines encourage. This introduces 
the grief which is the poem's primary subject. (Also, the 

rhythmic shaping of bars 3-4 : LJý AJ- 
beam a-way 

done -- breaks in slightly on the phrase's 
syncratic speech-rhythm with which the word 
even in a song as highly structured as this 
the nuances of speech and declamation. ) 

Compare stanza 2: 

where 
ý- JIJ '-would have beam a-way 

smoothness to capture the idio- 

might be spoken. Always, 

one, Hopkins has an ear to 

SýA 
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Already in bar 1, the same melodic shape is given more motion, with 

replaced by the more ornamental 

Immediately the line is given more sense of life -- it is not nearly as 
static -- which is just what this stanza's opening is about: remembering 
the beloved when she was alive. The pathetic swell of bar 2 is missing, 
as are the holds; "shone" in bar 4 is similar to bar 1 spread over two 
half-notes where one whole-note would have done, again giving more motion. 

Also in bar 2, the accented second-beat quarter-note 

gives weight with much more punch and force than the figure of 
the previous stanza. 

Finally, stanza 3: 

Now AAA clnb lbak 

Holds on the opening two words suspend the rest of the phrase, like a 
speaker pausing dramatically to get his audience's interest up. This, 
too, matches the sense of the line, which speaks of suspense and waiting 
until, through the dark clouds, the silver lining appears. Just so in 
the whole third stanza, which speaks of that moment poised between grief 
and subsequent joy. Bar 3's "clouds, " on a half-note, serves musical 

r7l r. -*, % 
form by balancing with for weight 

How rt c6ali lewA 

and duration; rhetorically, the word requires a half-note because its 
complex vowel sound takes a long time to pronounce (longer than the "a-" or 
"she" of the first and second stanzas -- cf. Hopkins on relative lengths 
of vowel sounds, below, V. 3, fý0.7 ). 

Looking over the rest of the stanzas, we see equal care being taken 
throughout. In line 2 (bars 6-7) in all three stanzas, the motif is 
descending, dying, sad. In stanza 2 the. syncopation* (bar 6) continues 
the stanza's sense of motion and life by its unexpectedness; also, the 
delay captures another idiosyncrasy of speech -- this is how a speaker 
remembering the beloved might deliver the line; in addition the resulting 

syncopation -- "momentary contradiction of the prevailing meter" (HCD, p. 496). 
Cf. below on syncopation versus counterpoint, p. 2-27 and V-3,231-'r7- 
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Jh j 
"blossom" captures that word's natural rhythm; * and for word-painting, 
the syncopated delayýmakes the word "blossom" seem to blossom out when 
it arrives. 

Line 3 (bars 7-10) shows again, in stanzas I and 3, Hopkins offsetting 
the stark sprung rhythm by spreading weight over the first two beats of 
each bar (jj instead of cý ); stanza I especially, with its emphasis 
on the grief theme, preserves the smooth unruffled line by further blur- 

ring all first-beat pulses using accents and dynamic swells. 

'Dwst - f. j., S+-, (lLj 1- f- CI&I -ý 

By accenting beat two when the note-change occurs there and 
swelling over beats two and three elsewhere Hopkins almost 

Compare this with stanza completely counters any first-pulse jerkiness. 
3's treatment of the same rhythm, where the somnolent effect is not called 
for by the words. 

Stanza 2, on the other hand, in these bars (7-10) does not use the 
J motif at all -- largely because motion is called for in stanza 2, 

and JJ J is an enervating rhythm, draining the music of pulse. Thus 

straight quarter-notes pick up the pace. Also, the descending melody is 
interrupted, the pitch level peaks at the word "life, " responding to the 

emphasis change in the words (from death to life). The line then seems 
to run out of steam, each syllable taking longer to produce as the 

melodic line descends and grief overtakes the speaker again. Bar 9 even 
glides over the first-beat pulse wM a syncopated effect that further 
restores the grief theme. 

By line 4 (bars 11-12), the different motifs are beginning to be 

interchanged. Stanzas 1 and 2 share the motif, 

in both cases set to words that indicate a poignant look to grief's end. 

In stanza 2, in addition, the syncopated variant 
1. -0 

acts as a kind of gloss, tailoring the song-line beautifully to the words. 
The melodic line of stanza 2 in the previous bars (7-10) was, we noted, 
losing steam, dying away as grief took over. By bar 10, indeed, one 

Cf.: IjjjjIýC 
COCL 

("On-SqnF-OP&fed) 

The second preserves the crisp rhythm of "blossom, " without the delay which gives both 
idiosyncratic delivery and word-painting. 
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metrically unaccented syllable, "In, " is held for five beats, completely 
out of proportion to its importance, ending on another first-beat draining 

syncopation. This delay and break-down of pace serves also to highlight 
the rest of the line, the declamation that the beloved lies in 

7 rç. IJ - 

"P. . th-#r S-S. ri. 

As Stevens notes, this line in the poem is unclear: who is the 'other' 

referred to? Here, in the way Hopkins musically moulds the line's delivery, 

we are told: the sudden jump in pitch, the sudden restoration of movement, 

-t the return to the affirmative motif, all tell us 

the speaker is turning from grief to affirmation. The 'other' is, of 
course, God. As Stevens notes, "The violent and unexpected pointing of 
'an-' simply marks the dark saying emphatically. The music here is more 
explicit than the poem" (Stevens, 461). 

Taken together, the whole opening quatrain of stanza 2 thus presents 
the speaker's bittersweet joy -- marked even with a hint of jealousy 

of God by calling Him "another" as though He were an unmatchable rival. 
Yet again, Hopkins like Purcell does this by moulding the speaker's 
impassioned declamation of the words. The delay and punch of bars 10-11 

represent also the way a man might stop and take a breath before he blurted 

out the last terrible words; and the resulting shortening of the motif 
from to much better captures what the proper rhythmic 
delivery of the word "another" should be. 

It is in stanza 3's treatment of line 4 (bars 10-11), however, that 

we see the greatest evidence of generic form at work. The rhetorical 
sense of this stanza's opening quatrain, as we have seen so far, precludes 

the poignant sort of bittersweet mood of 

rather, especially considering the words 

Warmth and life us forsook 
Elsewhere are shining, 

what is required for rhetorical sense is an affirmative delivery, tied in 

with the poem's affirmative theme. Thus Hopkins substitutes another motif 
entirely: 
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1- Ele, - 

Line 5 (bars 13-14) then shows this positive motif used in stanza 1, 
for an equivalent change in the delivery of those lines: 

When tears are ended 
There'll be time for posies 

While in stanza 2, the words speak of grieving, and so instead of this 

motif a descended, grieving motif is substituted: 

On& sor-rovi 
And similarly in stanza 3, the sombre mood is reflected in a descending 

melodic line: 

rr r- r3 th àL4fl 4l - 

Again here, increasing length of each syllable along with descending melody 
makes the delivery itself seem to die away -- just as the voice of in 

actor might do in interpreting the line, and just as the "dull ember" 
the words describe would do. Thus word-painting is added to the line's 
de Ii very. 

In line 6 (bars 15-17) the treatments begin diverging, as the expres- 
sive (and formal) logic of each is allowed to open out for its climax. 
(The stanzas are in the collated text here aligned so as to preserve like 
formal elements, rather than bar-to-bar correspondence. ) The motif in 

all three stanzas is the ascending modal scale -- signifying affirmation, 
in contrast with the descending lines earlier. Note in stanza I that only 
"wreaths" is allowed to breathe fully over a full three beats, after 
quarter-note length syllables; this matches its being the central word 
for the line "Bring your cypress wreaths today; " in addition, the emphasis 
prepares for the contrasting parallelism with roses in the next line; 

and finally, phonetically speaking the word "wreaths" takes a relatively 
long time to pronounce. 

Stanza 2, in its line 6, has this same ascending motif, yet expands 
it a bar. One might ask why. The metre of the original poetic line is 

not that different: 
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#11 U el %J U -I 
Bring your cypress wreaths today 

v -I v .1v el Qe 

And when our grief its course has run 

And in fact the second of these lines fits perfectly well with the melodic 
treatment given the first (with the addition of an anacrusis to account 
for the extra unstressed syllable at the opening): 

- -1 0-% 1 

Ang uht" our 56411 its c0 %Afj f. has 

The answer to why the treatments vary is to be found not in metrical, but 
in phrase-shaping logic, and shows again the versatility behind Hopkins, 

concept of generic form. 
Harking back to Purcell, we saw one of that composer's innovations 

as the shaping of a poetic phrase musically, to accord with its proper 
rhetorical (as opposed to metrical) shape. This is what Hopkins is doing 
here. The stanza 1 line 

Bring your cypress wreaths today 

he shapes around "wreaths" -- its receives duration and pitch weight, 
and poises at the climax of the melodic line. In stanza 2, 

And when our grief its course has run 

he obviously sees "grief" as the center of the phrase -- thematically 
speaking, it is the most important word here. In addition, 
Hopkins is telling us something about the meaning of the sentence and how 
it fits in with the whole utterance of the poem: as stanza 1 showed the 
contrasting parallelism of wreaths and (in line 7) roses, so here we have 
"grief" paralleling "joy" in the next line. Thus, the poetic phrase is 
moved so that the key word falls on the melodic high point. 

Further, unlike the melodic "wreath" climax in stanza 1, which 
0---% -- 

resolves poignantly from D to C 
)"grief" 

in stanza 2 
wreat h_s - 

remains on its harmonically suspenseful D for its full three beats 

F-- 
I Thus grief is portrayed not as a static condition involving 

a poignant resolution, but a state of suspense, until the long and gentle 
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-16 
1-1i 

.. PH resolution of -. .1- -MI Ow The tone has changed 
115 C*iLrj4 InA. N r" 

from poignant to more affirmative, and the notes paint the picture of 
grief running its course. The melodic line is spun out that extra bar, 

rom =P- iv 1ý .i 

to op 
g=2= 

I-Ii so -41 

preserving its essential form 

" 
I 

'I 
I 
I 

I I 
I 
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I I I I I 

-- yet changing its character completely to suit the entirely different 

set of requirements of a different set of words. All without courting 
the formlessness of a Lawes song. 

Compare this to stanza 3's treatment of the same line (bars 15-17) 
and more of the technique comes through. Again, as in stanza 2, the phrase 
is expanded to cover two bars; but in yet another completely different 
fashion, to suit different expressive needs. The metrical structure 
of the line is no different than its two predecessors: 

She has opened a new book 

Though fitting it into either of the previous treatments reveals that 
its rhetorical shape is not the same: 

fe F 
-w 00 --- 111 --- 
Sh& has c-pined &' hi w book 

(This puts the central weight and focus on the phonetically weak "a, " 
where it obviously does not belong. ) 

Approaching this line from another angle, we can ask ourselves 
where -- given the sense of the whole poem -- we would place the central 
focus. The answer, considering the whole thematic structure of the poem, 
contrasting death and life, grief and joy, clearly must be on "new book" -- 
or simply "new, " to reduce it to a word of one syllable. (The "new book" 

of eternal life versus the old, of physical life. ) Though considering 
the stanza's next line, another contrasting parallelism tells us the key 

word should be "opened, " to parallel line Ps "closed. " 
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Following what can only have been this logic, Hopkins in moulding 
his motif manages to do both. To "opened" goes the honour of the melodic 
climax, the accented "o-" allowed to breathe on the high half-note: 

0- pened 

Though, to avoid the slow pace required to stretch "She has" into a full 

bar he repeats "opened": 

This not only keeps the syllable-to-quarter-note pace, it allows the key 

word "opened" even more weight befitting its thematic importance to the 

poem, by being repeated. Indeed, t, he second utterance of it sounds like 

a speaker spontaneously repeating for emphasis a word of immense importance; 

as well. as bursting out from to the longer and higher-pitched 

mimicking something opening. 

Yet thematically, the "new book" is where the line should climax. 
Hopkins takes care of this, too, by extending his melody and altering it 

slightly to throw more musical weight on its end. According to previous 

occurrences of this motif, the high D half-note is the climax 

and weight-center; according to the line's metrical structure, the word 
"new" is not even accented ("She has opened a new book"). Yet neither of 
these represent how the thoughtful speaker would declaim the line. To 

accommodate this, Hopkins eliminates the D-to-C resolution 

r; ' . and which would tend to fall away from the suspense of 
its 

the climax; instead dropping from D to B eliminating 

the harmonic resolution and continuing the harmonic suspenx or tension 

until its different resolution in the following bar. The result, for 

the melody, is that it does not peak on the D but continues gaining 
momentum to the first-beat G of "new" (bar 17): 
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r. N 
iii Mio -1 

"New, " on the first beat, receives weight from that; also, it comes 
at the final resolution of the melodic line -- thus taking up its position 
proper as more important than the subsidiary "opened. " One further 
touch is to offset the metrical structure "new book" by adding duration 
and ornamentation to "new" -- thus again more closely representing the 
way a speaker would take time and effort over "new, " as well as "book. " 

Thus the motif's previous and becomes not 
==EE ran new booT 

but 
new booA 

Finally, in each stanza's line 7, parallels are completed with comple- 
mentary motivic material. Stanza 1's "Bring your cypress wreaths today" 
contrasts with "Tomorrow scatter rose-s, " which introduces the extended 
melisma which offsets the nostalgic poignancy of grief with a quick-paced 
affirmation of joy. (That the melisma is made musically formal by its 
Da Capo repetition we have noted. Also note the word-painting of the 
melody musically scattering the syllables of the words "scatter roses. ") 

Stanza 2 musically recreates the verbal parallel of "grief" of "joy" 
by contrasting line 6's sad, descending motif with the familiar affirmation 
motif: 

1 iF 
-, i''''-- 

NAPýdNt't j. 1 la- phor- row. 

(Note also the idiosyncratic capturing snappier delivery of these 

words than and so showing a speaker joyful. ) 
In stanza 3, finally, the poignant motif of 

Sh& 4A4 0. eindj, 
"o 

- POU L ntw- L-k3 

is immediately repeated to line Ps words, to point up the open-closed 
paral lel: 

r-. % 

Me 

With a final bit of expressiveness (almost word-painting), the speaker 
lingers thoughtfully on "remember, " as though in the act of remembering 
while he speaks it. And as the, Da Capo, immediately follows, with its 
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recapitulation of "Past like morning beam away" and so on, the speaker 
does in fact seem to be remembering. 

Beyond simply balancing form and expression, the artist in achieving 
the "piece of perfect song" strives to do something more: in his song he 

seeks to capture the utterance of the words which is their essence, codi- 
fying the impassioned declamation of the words in setting them to music. 
By translating a poem-as-linguistic-artefact into codified utterance 
(poem into song), Hopkins captures musically not only the poem but his 
interpretation of it. As Edward T. Cone, from our last section, would 
say, "Past Like Morning Beam Away" is like a "phonographic recording" of 
Hopkins' interpretation of the poem. The means by which he accomplishes 
this is with a melody whose "bone, frame, and charpente" is flush with 
the feeling that inspired it: musical inscape arrived at through generic 
form. 

Other Hopkins songs demonstrate other relevant aspects of his art. 
"Fallen Rain, " by far the best of his compositions in terms of melodic 
originality and structural coherence -- is also remarkable for its exten- 
sive use of word-painting. The short fragment "I love my lady's eyes" 
demonstrates his fondness for grace-notes and rubato (flexible tempo) 

effects to capture expressive delivery within a steady time-frame. So, 
too, does his more ambitious "Battle of the Baltic, " within greater 

30 
restrictions, as well as some surviving melodies without words. 
A last point relevant to our study, however, is what the songs reveal 
about the nature of counterpoint, and through counterpoint that other 
tenet of Hopkins' art, instress. If generic form provides the inscape of 
the song, counterpoint and its associated concepts help hold that inscape 
together by creating complexity-in-unity, and through complexity providing 
inner tension, that tension known as instress: the energy that holds an 
inscape together. 

Hopkins' song-setting to Shakespeare's "Who is Sylvia? " (see Fig. 4) 

exists in two forms. The first. (A), a straightýorward reproduction of 
the poem's simple trochaic tetrameter (seven-beat couplets) is of nominal 
interest only. The second (B) has been criticised for its "glaring false 

accent; " 
31 

this effect, in opening and last line -- and it can only have 
been conscious effect -- is precisely what makes this tune more interesting 

and significant: 
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Fig. 4 -- ItWho is Sy1vIa7" 
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"Silvia, " sic, versions A&B; nadored, 11 version A. Version B includes three stanzas 
se-t to this same tune (See Appendix I, manuscript reproduction). 
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Who is Sylvia? what 
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That aI our swains 
r-rrr 

> 
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Hol fair, 

J 
The heavens 
rI 

>r 

and wise rI 
ýr 

is she 

> j j 
com mend 
rI r 

? her 
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is she: 
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.ji 
such grace 
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That she mipht 

That she m i? ht Ir r- 

3. 

admirý'd, 
rrr 

; X' V. 
J 

cj 
j 

did lend her, 
r 

admird*d, 
rl,, r r 

admir(ýd 

Hopkins' treatment in the last line goes completely against the poetic 
accent; through the repetitions and manipulations every syllable but one 
of the line ("she") gains either a first- or a third-beat accent, in a 
variety of combinations -- 

That she might admirýd*, 
&at 

she mlýght adm'ýlr(ýd, 
> ; dmired be. 

Stevens observes that Hopkins "never ... refers to two tunes" for 
"Sylvia, " so that "it is possible that he had some sort of contrapuntal 
working in mind" between the two (Stevens, 492). Certainly extant 
manuscripts of the song indicate that he saw its final form 

as in some way contrapuntal. 
32 Such an arrangement would account for 

the peculiar stresses in version B by showing them to play off or contrast 
with the main melodic line (A) with its proper poetic stressing. 

Yet melody B is interesting and ("glaring false accent" aside) 
engaging even if we do not consider it-a countermelody to another tune 
(and of course there is no actual proof that it was so intended). And 
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since no sane person would actually read the poem's lines this way, or 
assume that Hopkins would have read them thus, we can only surmise that 
the artistic effect he was striving for -- the effect that comes across 
when we enjoy the melody -- is an internalised version of that same 
counterpoint arrangement suggested above: only instead of being counter- 
pointed against the rhythm of another melody, the off-beat. musical 
rhythm of. melody B is in counterpoint with (mounted or superinduced onto) 
the original poetic rhythm of the words themselves. One might perhaps 
also describe the effect as syncopation (here "the contradiction of the 

regular succession of strong and weak beats, " HCD) -- the regular poetic 
rhythm is being temporarily 

-- 
contradicted, its succession of stresses 

II. CILIV-7/p 
and slacks reversed ( Who is ScyiOva? "); yet that the more accurate labelling 
is counterpoint, is suggested by the possibility that Hopkins had intended 

the melody to be counterpoint proper. Within one melodic line, two dif- 
ferent types of rhythm (the poetic and the musical) are being superinduced, 
the effect resulting from the fact that we hear or expect to hear both 

simultaneously. 
Another song, "Sky That Rol lest Ever" (see Fig. 5) makes the case 

clearer. In addition to being notable for extensive expressive effects 
and some word-painting, 

33 "Sky" also, like "Sylvia, " sets a poem of very 
simple metrical structure 

uV/V 
Sky that rollest ever, 

/V4V If 
It is given thee 

/V""j To roll above the river 
/u/v 

Rolling to the sea. 

-- and is notable for its treatment of the poem's trochaic trimeter, 

a slightly more inventive treatment than the dipodic expansion of the 
"Spring Ode. " Rather than 

J, 
I. P -i ISk 

that'-rollest ever V. p : ýp 
J N. Jvý it J. 1. %ý .11 It is-gi en hee 
:; p 71 ;> 

the song gives us: 
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Fig. 5 -- "SkyThatRo 11 estEver It 
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4j Jý ij 0ý 1- 4d 
t qj'e Ky that' S> 9 ro est ever 'It is gi en he k 

Hopkins eliminates the fourth, silent foot of the dipode, thus restoring 
the poetic line to its original three-beat length (jýj ýj ý), yet 
within the duple framework of the 6/8 musical metre. "' The"resu'It is a 
series of three-beat melodic phrases, superimposed on a two-beat metre 
(visible. in the printed music as bars): 

, 6a r 

Phr-ast .12. j: nn Sk3 1)"It. Otte 

The musical term is hemiola; * the effect, again, is contrapuntal. It is 

as if each six-beat couplet were being scanned thus: 

> ;o> 

Sky that rollest ever, 
w> 1-1 It is given thee 

(As six is a multiple of two and three, every couplet of three-beat lines 
begins the pattern anew -- thus in addition to adding complexity, Hopkins 

makes a larger metric unit, couplet instead of line, the basic structural 
unit. ) Though again, this is not how anyone would actually read the lines, 
the assumption, as with "Sylvia, " seems to be that the reader (speaker/ 

singer) holds the original metre in mind while singing (or listening to -- 
the effect includes apprehending the song) the musical metre. The original 
metrical shape of the poem is being counterpointed against the musical, 
in the contrast of duple against triple. 

That the effect Hopkins is searching for is. contrapuntal -- that he 
is attempting to add complexity to a simple line by counterpointing 
poetic against musical -- is suggested by comparing this single-line 
version of "Sky" with another extant version of it, in two-voice canon 
(Fig. 6). In this version, the dipodic fourth beat is left in, expanding 
every line to two full musical bars and so eliminating the inbuilt 
tensionP This would seem to be partly because the dipodic form is easier 
to counterpoint, but also because the required complexity, which had been 

of necessity built into the hemiola/counterpoint of one line, is now 
accounted for in the actual counterpoint of the two lines. Again, as 

hemiola -- in rhythmic terms, refers to any such figure of 3 beats against 2 beats (cf. below, 
V-3,29-5' ). Melodic hemiola refers to any pair of pitches related in the proportion 3: 2 -- 
the fifth, in other words (see 1.2,29- 29 ). Again, musical devices can be reduced to numbers. 
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Fig. 6-- "Sky ThatRo 11 estEver"(canon) 
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with "Sylvia" -7. though to leýs oi)vious effect -- the same mental processes 

and artistic ends are served by internal (syncopation/hemiola) and external 
(counterpoint proper) means. The alterations to the canon form demonstrate 

what was implicit in the more complex of the two airs to "Who is Sylvia? " 

As we shall see-in the next chapter, counterpoint in its prosodic 
application derives directly from this expanded definition of it. All 

of its various applications, as these last two songs demonstrate, derive 

ultimately from thinking of actual counterpoint, two melodic lines going 
on at once; from "Sylvia"s two contrasting lines of melody, to the single 
"Sylvia" melody encompassing music against poetic elements, eventua 
to the purely poetic effect of "The world is charged wl"fh' Vie grandeur 
of God, " simultaneously setting up and contradicting its own poetic 
rhythms, the process is always the same. 

But we can go further than this. If "Past Like Morning Beam Away, " 
in its use of generic form, reveals Hopkins seeking after inscape, just 

so his creation, through the counterpoint of "Sky" and "Sylvia, " of 
complexity-in-unity, reveals instress -- instress in its, application as 
the tension, the formal stress, that holds an artwork together. Instress's 
bond of feeling uniting object and perceiver derives from the organic 
fusion of complex into simple, whether that complexity be of feeling -- 

The blue (of the sky] was charged with simple instress, the higher, 
zenith sky earnest and frowning, lower more light and sweet (JP, 207) 

or form -- 

there is a simplicity of instress in the cinquefoil (JP, 257)* 
Millais Scotch Firs: 'The silence that is in the lovely woodsl. -7 

No such thing, instress absent, fir trunks ungrouped, tour or so pairing 
but not markedly, true bold realism but quite a casual install of 
woodland (JP, 244) 

Just so-counterpoint. Like the distribution and balance of stress 

and counterstress that holds a building together -- like what Hopkins 

in his journal termed the "nervous and muscular instress" that holds 

together the human body (JP, 238) -- counterpoint's balance of tensions 

fusing diverse melodic or rhythmic lines into a unity creates instress. 

cinquefoil -- 5-lobed shapeg thus: 
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Just as we have seen organic complexity, or instress, to unite artwork 
and perceiver (object and subject) in the very mental effort required to 
apprehend it (111.1,129-130, so counterpoint functions to create this comp- 
lexity, this instress. (When we hear two lines sounding simultaneously, 
the one related to yet different from the other, just as when we hear 

counterpointed rhythm create the illusion of two different lines, the 
mental activity of separating out what we hear -- and what we expect to 
hear -- binds us up in the "stem of feeling" which is "prepossession, " 
instress. ) 

Further, counterpoint, as a formal device, also embodies inscape. 
If instress is in the balanced tensions that fuse complex interwoven 
lines into one organic unit, inscape is in the form created by this 
interweaving. And if counterpoint embodies instress as well as inscape, 

so, too, must generic form embody both. The strophic alterations in 

generic form, in fact, can be seen as representing form-and-variations 

presented sequentially, just as counterpoint's series of related but 

varied lines represent form-and-variations sounded simultaneously. The 

several stanzas of "Past Like Morning Beam Away, " because of their har- 

monic uniformity, could almost be sung simultaneously as counterpoint 
(see above, pp. 212-213 ), just as the two melodies to "Who is Sylvia? " 

could be sung either together or one after another to similar creation of 
structural tension. We have seen Hopkins, in the Note on Words, specify 
that "The mind has two kinds of energy, " the "transitional" or sequential 
and the fixed, "contemplative, " or simultaneous: 

Art exacts this energy of contemplation but also the other one, and 
in fact they are not incompatible, for even in the successive arts 
as music, for full enjoyment, the synthesis of the'succession should 
give, unlock, the contemplative enjoyment of the unity of the 
whole. (JP, 126 -- see above, 111.1,127 ) 

What structural tensions counterpoint creates in a single moment, through 
lines sounding simultaneously ("energy of contemplation, " dwelling on a 

single thought), generic form creates through sequential lines ("tran- 

sitional" energy, one thought or sensation following another). The one 

creates transitional energy, the other contemplative (i. e., by exciting 
transitional or contemplative thought in the listener); but both are 

energies of instress. 
Generic form and counterpoint, the two dominant factors in Hopkins' 

songs, are thus related both as twin principles of form (inscape) and 
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as means of "exacting" the energy that binds "the parts and the whole" 
(instress). The tensions created by a sequence of similar-yet-varied 
stanzas holds a song together in precisely the same way that "superinduced" 

or counterpointed lines does (the "synthesis of the succession" unlocking 
"the contemplative enjoyment of the unity of the whole"). 

35 

Finally, generic form seen in this dynamic aspect may perhaps be 
best characterised not as an equivalent structural device but rather as 
a species or siding of counterpoint: Hopkins' re-invention of strophic 
song being de finabhýe as a particular instance of contrapuntal lines, 

strung out sequentially rather than sounded altogether. This would 
f urther clarify how generic form f its in with the rest of Hopkins I musical 
theory -- a theory dominated by counterpoint, as we have seen (1.2,37-41); 

as well as suggesting further why Hopkins came to generic form as his 

own invention, derived from his own musical and aesthetic theories, 

rather than from the historical precedent of strophic song. We began 
this section by discussing how the strophic variants of generic form 
balanced the needs of music and rhetoric, form and feeling. In that 
the series of musical lines "specified newly" to suit the changing 
rhetorical needs of each stanza bear a (broadly defined) contrapuntal 
relationship to one another, we can say that generic form accomplishes 
its goal through counterpoint -- counterpointing form against feeling, 

expressive variants against a formal constant. We are back at Hopkins' 

contrapuntal ideal, outlined in Chapter I (see I. 2,40, fn62): individual 

vocal lines of spontaneous utterance (as formulated in plainchant), 
which nevertheless interweave naturally to create a formally precise, 
complex whole (counterpoint). Manifesting inscape and instress, form and 
feeling, joining subject and object into one organic unit that is a 
"piece of perfect song, " counterpoint is the activating principle behind 

song form in Hopkins. And song form, as we shall see, is the foundation 

of all Hopkins' art. 
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involving linguistic analysis of spoken verse; this is not the same as the abstract 
linguistic qualities Wimsatt & Beardsley look for in metre. ) 

12 
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, "The Lady of Shalott, " in Walter E. Houghton, 2nd 

edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1959), p. 15. Both scansions mine. 

13 
Cf. Northrop Frye, who argues that speech-rhythms dominate Iambic pentameter 

lines so much that they are legitimately scanned as four-stress lines: "To be, or not to 
be, that is the question" -- "Lexis and Melos, " in Frye, ed., Sound & Poetry, nglish 
Institute Essays, 1956 (New York: Columbia University Press, 19_57ý, p. xviii. 

Another common argument against musical scansiong that the bar-structure destroys differ- 
entiations between rising and falling feet, will be discussed below, V. 1, 

13a Note that the close connection between stress, as specific linguistic fact In 

poetry, and the general philosophical notion of Inst7r-ess reinforces Hopkins' close association 

between language and being. The pattern of stresses in a poem not only give it shape, but 

the stresses actively hold the poem together, much as patterns of stress hold a building 

together, much as Instress holds Creation together. 

n 
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14 
Journal of Aesthetics & Art Criticism, 15: 2 (December, 1956)9 pp. 232-244. 

Further references cited in text. The material for this article is repeated in Hollander, 
The Untuning of the Sky: Ideas of Music in English Poetry, 1500-1700, Norton Critical 
Library Series (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1970; Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1961), pp. 7 ff. 

(Hollander also distinguishes a third type of criticism, subjective or "poetic" criticism, 
which is not relevant here. ) 

15 (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., Inc., 1958). Further references In text. 

16 3rd edition (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin Booksq Ltd., 
1956; rpt. 1980), fI-, 1"1- 

17 
Cf. Susanne K. Langer's distinction between Ihns (which are signals for certain 

behavioural responses) and symbols (which represent abstract concepts). In Philosophy 
In a New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason, Rite, and Art, 3rd ed. (Cambridge, Mass: 
Harvard University Press, 1942; rpt 1982), chapters II and III. 

18 
Novello edition, p-I? See Zimmerman, who discusses Purcell's treatment 

of poem's prosody in his settings. 

19 
In Frye, ed., Sound & PoetLL, pp. 3-15. Further references In text. 

20 I. e., post-Renaissance. See Blaserna, pp. 115 & ff. 

21 Cf. Zelter and Purcell's contemporary, Henry Lawes (see 111.2, / The 
similarities are Interesting. Both wrote songs attempting to capture verbal, not musical, 
structure. Both were admired by the poetic giants of their day (Goethe and Milton). 
Musical historian Charles Burney, in his famous 1789 General History of Music, writes 
of Lawes (cf. Cone on Zelter and Goethe's preference for "music in a secondary role,, ): 

It would be illiberal to cherish such an idea [as that poets lauded Lawes because his 
lack of musical distinction made their poetry seem better by comparison]; but it does 
sometimes seem as if the twin-sisters, Poetry and Music, were mutually jealous of each 
other's glory; 'the less interesting my sister's offsprinq may be, ' says Poetryq 'the 
more admiration willmy own obtain. ' ... And who knows whether Milton and Waller 'not 
were not secretly influenced by some such consideration? and were not more pleased with 
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Lawes for not pretending to embellish or enforce the sentiments of their songs, but 
setting them to sounds less captivating than their sense. (General History of Music, 
rpt. In two volumes with notes by Frank Mercer (New York: Dover Publications, Inc. 1 19571, Vol. Ill pp. 302-303; 311. 

22At the risk of great oversimplification, I have tried to keep the text uncluttered 
of too many historical digressions. From Purcell's time to Schubert's, the Ideals of melding 
words and music into song had changed substantially. Rather than recapturing the Impassioned 
declamation Hopkins so admired Purcell for, Schubert and his contemporaries aimed at using 
music, to re-create mood and emotion. Greater liberties were taken with the text, lending 
terms such as "performance" and "interpretation" much broader meaning than with Purcell. 
But the point remains the same: through whatever declamatory or other process, successful 
song codifies the act of reading a poem. 

(Declamation as a musical principle was, however, enjoying a comeback In the nineteenth 
century, leading up to Wagner -- see below, Fn.; L_5 

23 See Grove on "'Strophic Song" -- "The vast majority of folksongs and folk-ballads 
are strophic, as are many 18th-century art songs which attempt to capture their spirit. ... 
Schubert used the form in setting simple lyrics and some narrative poems (Heidenruselin, 
Der Fischer) but frequently modified the basic structure by slightly changing the vocal 
line from stanza to stanza or by varying the figuration of the accompaniment (im rruhling). 

t; 
.. In fact every shade of modification Is possible between the purely strophic and the 

orough-composed song" (MicnaA Tilr,. uký,, V-L. 
Though Hopkins professed to dislike so much of 19th-century. musical developments, and 

consciously sought elsewhere (Purcell, folk-song, plainsong, etc. ) for his inspirations 
the issue of strophic song/generic form demonstrates that he was in fact more a creature of 
his century than his writings may imply. 19th-century songwriters, like Hopkins, continued 
to explore the possibilities of folksong. Hopkins' interest in plainchant was, as we have 
seen, spurred on in part at least by the plainchant revival as it filtered through the High 
Church Movement (see above, 1.19 '7)Fng ); his Idolisation of Henry Purcell, also, we have 
seen to be matched by the interest of his countrymen, leading to the foundation of the 
Purcell Society in 1881 (1.11 '7 ). His dissatisfaction with the harmonic practices of 
tonalism was matched by a singular searching among some of the well-known European composers, 
eventually to lead to the breakdown of the tonal system and introduction of atonality (see 
below, fn-30, in particular). Declamation, too, in song, was undergoing a revival -- 

Another rough means of distinguishing serious from popular song lies in the approach of 
the composer to declamation. The popular repertory very often adhered to foursquare 
abstract melodies comparable to those of 18th-century songs, repeated for all the stanzas 
of the text, whereas serious composers -- while never jettisoning the strophic song, 
however -- were often inclined to write through-composed songs, and to reflect the decla- 
mation of the text correctly -- even to the precise small-scale details of the text -- 
to a degree unmatched since the reportory of monody in the early 17th century [i. e., 
Purcell's time]. But this did not always lead, as then, to austerity and starkness of 
setting .... a type of ? modified strophic' song -- i. e. strophic song, but with musical 
changes made in successive stanzas for the sake of the text -- representing a middle- 
course between the strophic and the through-composed song, Is often to be found in both 
the popular and the serious repertories" ("Song; Geoffrt3 SO). 

It might be said, in fact, that in his dissatisfactions and experiments, Hopkins was completely 
in step with the forefront of 19th-century composers; though his musical developments originated 
mainly from his own aesthetic theories, rather than by following the example of some modern 
Innovator. 

Even the Romantic composers Hopkins so mistrusted (1.2,25 were In many ways similar 
to him, rediscovering word-painting in their experiments in tone poems (programmatic pieces 
describing scenes and events, such as Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony, Berlioz's Symphonie 
Fantastique, etc. ). A Romantic composer Hopkins had a'surprising amount in common with 
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was Richard Wagner -- though, as with so many other similarities, the Jesuit seems hardly 
to have been aware of this (see T. X A YO), Wagner experimented with new harmonies and 
rhythms; his aim, similar to Hopkins?, was to create an Ideal art form in the shape of the 
music-drama, based on the principles of Greek tragedy and incorporating word-painting, 
declamatory vocal writing, and expressive motifs (the leltmotif). See Ernest Newman, 
Wagner: As Man and Artist (London: John Lane, Bodley Head, Ltd. 9 1925). 

24 All sopg texts copied from John Stevens, ed., "Hopkins as Musician, " JP, 457-497. 
Further references in text. See Appendix I for selected reproductions from the manuscripts. 

25CIted from Poetical Works of Robert Bridges, Vol. II (London: Smith, Elder, 
& Co., 1899), p. 61. (Scansion mine. ) 

26 Comparing stanzas shows such examples throughout; though his treatment of the 
technique is not without its flaws. "See the rootless stake" In stanza 3, to the same 
exuberant melody as "Back on budding boughsn seems ludicrous in word-painting terms. 
An especially good demonstration of Hopkins' care with matching words to music can be seen 
in all six stanzas' treatment of the final line, simply In deciding which parts of the line 
to repeat: 

1. Amaze, 
amaze, 

amaze the scented air. 

2. Their*-patient teams, 
their patient teams astride. 

3. Its grateful scent, 
Its grateful scent around, 

4. That sweet Springg 
sweet springtime comes to him. 

5. above, above, 
above, 

The crowd or stand apart. 

6. Shall bring, 
shall bring, 

shall bring your first regret. 
Stanza 5 even creates a rove over effect, repeating the last word from the previous line 
as part of the musical phrase to avoid breaking up the meaning and to take advantage of 
word-painting on the rising melody line of "above. " 

Hopkins set six of Bridges' original eleven. stanzas, an interesting fact on its own as 
already in the choice the Jesuit reveals Interpretive shaping -- retaining enough stanzas to 
preserve the poem's "story, " but eliminating those in which Bridges' back-to-nature philosophy 
turns to a Rousseau-like glorification of natural life for its own sake; thus making the final 
story more in line with Hopkins' own philosophies. 

27 
From Wet Days, by A. Farmer, 1879; rpt. in Stevens, p. 459. Stevens notesl "There 

are several reasons why GMH may have been attracted by [this] poem .... Not least is 
its rhythm" (459). In the poem's song-form, Hopkins substitutes "your" for "our" in line 13, 
and omits the relative pronoun "which" in line 17 (a characteristic Hopkins omission in his 
own poetry). 

28 I. e., stepwise melodic movement, modal harmonic basis, and limited types of note- 
values. Stevens comments: "GMH was certainly experimenting here, particularly In the first 
half of the melody, with the idiom of plainsong. In bars 1-12 and still more in 39-56 there 
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is a self-imposed restriction which governs the 'motion' (more conjunct than usual) and 
the note-values (chiefly (quarter-note] and (half-note])" (461). 

29 On the power of melodic and harmonic progressions to express (and therefore 
"stand for") specific emotions, see Deryck Cooke, The Language of Music (London: Oxford 

University Press, 1959). Cooke traces specific progressions as they appear in various 

works of music, demonstrating the emotional thematic similarity even In widely different 

contexts. 

30"Fallen 
Rain" (see 1.1,10 ) has been classified by critic J. Dykes 

Bower as the only really interesting and promising of Hopkins' airs (in 11G. M. H. as Artist 
& Musician, " LL2, /G 9 ); in addition to Its unusual and well-constructed melody, almost 
every bar includes word-painting illustrating Dixon's poem -- from the falling, syncopated 
"rain" motif to the rising and falling of the melody, "smiles, " "bows9n "trembles. " and a 
chromatic lightning-flash at its climax. (See APPENDIX I for reproduction of manuscript 
song-text. ý "Fallen Rain" is also notable for its unusual harmoniesq foreshadowing composees 
of the early twentieth century. The song Includes an experimental quarter-tone, as well (bar 39). For "I love my lady's eyes" and "Battle of the Baltic, " see Stevens. 

31 J. Dykes Bower, LL2,169. 
71) 

32 Various rough copies of the song (now in possession of the Society of Jesus at 
Campion Hall, Oxford) show the tune arranged with descant and attempts at possible canon -- 
listed by, Stevens (492). "None of the surviving drafts, " Stevens commentsq "even appro- 
ximate to the performing versions that he describes" (492 -- cf. above, 1.1,7.3 

33The 
expressive directions to the song alone make it possible to read the words 

(without any fixed melody) to expressive declamatory effect (cf. below, VIA, NLO ). 
Word-painting can be seen in the "rolling" motif of accented triplets suggesting rolling 
sky and river; development of this motif to musical ends as the song progresses ties 
musical to rhetorical structuring as in Purcell (see 111.2,154 ). 

Poem cited from Selected Poems of Ric, hard Watson Dixon (Lo-ndon: Oxford University Press, 
1909), pp. 143-144. Ro6c+ Bril u Ij 

34 The same hemiola effect is better used in "Fallen Rain" (see fn-30, above); 
the holds throughout "Sky" at line-ends tend to undermine the effect. Also, the 3-against-2 
counterpoint is more imaginatively and thoroughly used in "Fallen Rain" -- 

I 

>-> 

Ck; oLa) 
U#V 

' (hernojt) 

A harmonised version of "Sky" also expands the melody-line from 3 to 4 beats (MS. Mus. c. 97). 

35ýThus 
contrapuntal writing such as the fugues of Bach-are often referred to by 

musicologists and critics as 'architectural, ' for their effect requires concentrating on 
the whole as it unfolds, rather than on the sequential line (the parts) from moment to 

moment. Cf. Hopkins in the Note on Words, that "in the successive arts with their greater 
complexity and length the whole's unity retires, is less important, serves rather for the 
framework of that of the parts" (JP, 126 -- see 111.1, //-7 ); in the great fugues the "whole's 
unity" is relatively more important than it is in, say, a Mozart or Beethoven symphony, 
to one's listening enjoyment. 



CHAPTER V: THE STRUCTURE OF SPRUNG RHYTHM 

In these last two chapters, we come finally to the familiar territory 
of Hopkins the poet. That Hopkins' poetry derives from some essentially 
musical foundation has already been well enough demonstrated, simply in 

showing the inherent musical element in his notions about man, art, and 
God. What remains is to see how this is so. What effect does this 
musicality have on the poetry? How do these foundations make it what 
it is: the characteristic sound, expressive effect, and relations of 
form to meaning that make a Hopkins poem as distinctive as it often is 
baffling? And how does knowing this about his poetry help us to appre- 
ciate it more fully, understand it for what it is and what it is trying 
to do? 

The present chapter discusses the extent to which Hopkins' musical 
theories inform that controversial building material of his verse, 
sprung rhythm. We see that in the tenets and backgrounds of his prosody, 
Hopkins defines his poetic art as it approaches and differs from musical 
art; the goal being an ideal utterance, which achieves through means 
specifically poetic the ideal condition of a "piece of perfect song. " 

The chapter is divided into three sections: "The New Rhythm Defined, " 
"The Musical Scansion Debate: Hopkins and Coventry Patmore, " and "The 
Musical Basis of Hopkins' Verse. " 



1. THE NEW RHYTHM DEFINED 

"I had long had haunting my ear the echo of a new rhythm which now 
I realised on paper" (LL2,14). Hopkins' famous words describing his 

new poem "The Wreck of the Deutschland" introduce that revolutionary 
prosodic technique that he was to call sprung rhythm, that would confuse 
scholars, readers, and critics for the next hundred-plus years. Hopkins 

enlarged upon this statement at length in subsequent letters to his 

various correspondents, defining and defending his new technique. The 

central statement, however, defining in outline the promised "new rhythm 
is the Author's Preface he sent to Bridges as official introduction to 
"The Wreck of the Deutschland" and the poemsyritten after it. 1 His 
Author's Preface is Hopkins' most concise statement of prosodic goals 
and methods; in it he sketches the defining factors and key terms of his 

poetic structure in such a way that not only the form of what he does 
but the reasoning behind it is suggested. For us especially, the Author's 
Preface provides a way of beginning, using Hopkins' own words, to define 

the song-like nature of his poetry. 

The contents can be summarised briefly. Hopkins 
two basic sorts of verse rhythm: Sprung and Running. 
or "common English rhythm, " is that "measured by feet 
three syllables and ... never more nor less. " Feet 

and are measured by syllable count and stress pattern 
anapaest, dactyl, amphibrach. 

begins by defining 
Running Rhythm, 
of either two or 
are all the same, 

iamb, trochee, 

Every foot has one principaL stress or accent, and this or the 
syllable it falls on may be called the Stress of the foot and 
the other part, the one or two unaccented syllables, the Slack. 

(Poems, 4th, 45) 

Thus the two important elements of the poetic foot are the Stress and 
the Slack; which in Running Rhythm bear a consistent relation to one 
another based in the number of syllables in each. Further, a Running 
Rhythm is either Rising (ul), Falling (,, v), or Rocking (vlu) -- 
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though for "convenience" (45) Hopkins recommends scanning all feet from 
Stress to Slack- (reducing all feet to trochees and dactyls, in effect). * 

When, 'in the poems he is introducing, Hopkins employs Running Rhythm, 
he avoids its possible monotony by further employing counterpoint. 
Counterpoint, as we have seen ( IV. 2,227 is the calculated 
reversal of a number of feet so that the normal rhythm is for a time 

super§eded by a new one: 

If however the reversal is repeated in two feet running, especially 
so as to include the sensitive second foot, it must be due either 
to great want of ear of else is a calculated effect, the super- 
inducing or mountin of a new rhythm upon the old; and since the 
new or mounte-T 

Wry 
im is actually heard and at the same time the 

mind naturally supplies the natural or standard foregoing rhythm, 
for we do not forget what the rhythm is that by rights we should 
be hearing, two rhythms are in some manner running at once and we 
have something answerable to counterpoint in music .... (46) 

Thus, for exýmple: 

c, ---; ) C"'D 
Generations have trod, have trod, have trod 
/V/VVuu 

from "God's Grandeur" (markings in MS. B. ). The iambic pentameter is 
disturbed in two consecutive feet, including "the sensitive second foot; " 
the result is that the running iambic rhythm co-exists temporarily with 
the superimposed trochaic one. 

Sprung Rhythm, then, differs in two seminal points from this Running 
Rhythm standard -- the one difference linked with the other. First of 
all and most apparent, in Sprung Rhythm the syllable count varies from 
foot to foot: 

Sprung Rhythm, as used in this book, is measured by feet of from 
one to four syllables, regularly, and for particular effects any 
number of weak or slack syllables may be used. It has one stress, 
which falls on the only syllable, if there is only one, or, if 
there are more, then ... on the first, and so gives rise to 
four sorts of feet, a monosyllable and the so-called Accentual 
Trochee, Dactyl, and the First Paeon. And there will be four 
corresponding natural rhythms [i. e., Spondaic, Trochaic, Dactylic, 
etc. ]; but nominally the feet are mixed and any one may follow 
any other. (47) 

Thus in the Author's Preface, In any case. Elsewhere he himself scans for Rising Rhytfim: 
"Regularly then the feet in sprung rhythm consist of one, two, three, or four syllables 

e. and also scan always as for rising rhythm ..., scanning thus, the feet in sprung hythm will be monosyllables, iambsq anapaests, and fourth paeons, and no others* *0. And though it is the virtue of sprung rhythm that it allows of Idochmaict or lantispastic' 
effects or cadences, when the verse suddenly changes from a rising to a falling movement, 
and this too is strongly felt by the ear, yet no account of it Is taken in scanning and 
no irregularity caused, but the scansion always treated, conventionally and for simpli- 
city, as rising" (LL2,40). 
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This makes it different from Running Rhythm with its consistent syllable 
count and stress pattern; sprung rhythm (so named after the specific 
spondaic or "sprung" effect of forcing two stresses next to one another, 
as in "fell : swoop") has more flexibility, less danger of monotony, no 
need of rhythmic counterpoint as above. 

Related to this is the second, more basic distinction: that of foot 
definition. Compared to Running Rhythm, each foot in Sprung Rhythm still 
consists of stress and slack, but here the syllabic relationship between 
them is not constant. As feet can thus no longer be defined by syllable 
count and stress pattern, a new defining criterion is required. Therefore: 

In Sprung Rhythm, ... the feet are assumed to be equally long or 
strong and their seeming inequality made up by pause or stressing. 

(47-48) 
A foot is thus a unit of length or strength, not of so many syllables 
or a recurring pattern of stress/slack. Given equality of length or 
strength, a foot with any number of syllables may follow another of 
similarly any number. 

This, then, is Sprung Rhythm. The remainder of the Author's 
Preface Hopkins takes up elucidating several secondary characteristics 
of his new rhythm. The first is rove over scansion. Unlike scansion 
in Running Rhythm, that of Sprung Rhythm is not limited to individual 
lines but connects lines into stanzas and poems. Rove over lines in 

a poem are those that take up the scansion where the previous line left 

off -- where a foot is, in essence, spread over two lines. Thus a 
trochee (/ u) ending a line, followed on the next line by an initial 

unstressed syllable u ), is scanned as one foot, a dactyl (/uu) -- 
the important factor being not its number of slack syllables but how its 

over-all weight and length fit into the poem's balance. 

oo* it is natural in Sprung Rhythm for the lines to be rove over, 
that is for the scanning of each line immediately to take up that 
of the one before, so that if the first has one or more syllables 
at its end the other must have so many the less at its beginning; 
and in fact the scanning runs on without break from the beginning, 
say, of a stanza to the end and all the stanza is one long strain, 
though written in lines asunder. (48) 

An individual line may or may not be rove over (i. e., ending with a 
partial foot to be completed on the line following), just as a given 
foot may or may not be "sprung. " Just as with Sprung Rhythm, however, 
the characteristic effect is allowed because of the continuous, rove 
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over, scansion taking as a single metric unit the entire stanza or 
poem. * 

Finally, the remaining secondary characteristics of Sprung Rhythm -- 
and the last to be discussed in the Author's Preface -- are the two 
so-called "licences, " "natural to Sprung Rhythm" (48) as other licences 
are natural to Running Rhythm. The first is the self-explanatory 
rests: silences inserted into a poetic foot in place of a syllable or 
syllables. Thus: ý* 

Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beauty. ... from vanishing 
away? 

. 00 1 0? 
(#59) 

Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable, vaulty, voluminous, 
stupendous 

(#66) 

The other is the more obscure outrides or hangers: "one, two, or 
three syllables added to a foot and not cou nting in the nominal scanning" 
(48). Outrides are much more frequent--and similarly more difficult to 
know what to do with--than rests: 

vvu ISumm'er 
en"ds now; no'wlbarbaro6s i'njlbeauty, the stooks rise 

vu 'Jlro'und; 
u0p alove whuat1wfnd-walks! whuatiloveluy b)dhaviour AI 

038) 
marks from MS. B [MS. A. 1) 

Thus the lines consist of four dactyls*(one rove over), and six effective 
trochees -- three of which contain extra, outriding syllables. 

* Cf. the traditional licences of Running Rhythm, as in Tennyson's 

The splendoor falls on castle walls 
And snowy summits old in slor'y; 
Tuhe lo'ng light shakes ... 

The feminine ending and iambic beginning to lines 2 and 3 are not seen as connected, 
or interfering in any way with one another. 

j* Ihe only two instances of rests in this group of poems. "Sybil" scansion mine; hLeaden 
Echo" marked as in MS. A. -- for scansion, see below, V-39M-M- (Ellipsis indicates rest. ) 

Hopkins himself identifies the rest in this latter: "of [rests) an example is scarcely to 
be found in this book, unless in the Echoes, second line" (Author's Prefaceq 48). 
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But how to scan such a line? Hopkins writes elsewhere that an 
outriding foot "is and is not part of the metre" (LL1,45). What does 
this mean? What it means for the Author's Preface is that that outline 
of prosodic technique more and more seems to deserve its reputation for 
vagary and obscurity, raising more questions than it answers. This is 
wha't we address next. In our current study, two questions immediately 
present themselves in introducing Hopkins' "new rhythm": What is sprung 
rhythm? and, What is its connection with music? The Author's Preface, 
as Hopkins saw it, existed to provide an answer to the first -- he sent 
it to Bridges to explain the poems that follow it. But it is often seen 
as confusing, misleading. This is largely because no scholar thus far 
has taken seriously the Preface's clues to the second question: how does 
sprung rhythm relate to music? Throughout the Author's Preface are a 
series of clues to the basic nature of sprung rhythm, which, if followed, 
unravel the mystery of Hopkins' prosody and allow it to be seen as Hop- 
kins himself must have envisaged it. The clues are his repeated resorts 
to musical analogy to justify and explain his new rhythm; the nature of 
sprung rhythm that emerges is of a poetic structure somehow musically -- 
songfully -- conceived. 

Here as in his more abstract writings, Hopkins returns almost 
invariably to song and music as his justifying examples: poetry as 
Hopkins desires to create it is conceived of almost entirely as song- 
like. There are five separate references to music in the Author's 
Preface, where Hopkins introduces and defends Sprung Rhythm. In each 
case the musical analogy is used to clarify or justify his poetic 
practice. 

One or two are familiar: the famous and infinitely discussed labelling 
of rhythmic "counterpoint, " and the reference to Sprung Rhythm's particular 
licence of having "rests, as in music. " Even here, with counterpoint 
the telling fact is that this vital concept began life as part of Hopkins, 

musical fascination and is expanded on and transported to the poetry 
with its musical label and justification intact. 2 And again with rests, 
not only is the labelling possibly significant but in addition Hopkins 

gives a specifically musical justification for the practice, and Sprung 
Rhythm's ability to include such a musical effect is one of the arguments 
in favour of the system. 
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But there are more. Of scansion in general, Hopkins' stress-first 
"convenience" (advocated here, if contradicted elsewhere) is not only 
similar to, but explicitly derived from, musical practice: 

for the purposes of scanning it is a great convenience to follow 
the example of music and take the stress always first, as the accent 
or chief accent always comes first in a musical bar. (45 )3 

He also cites expressional marks, derived more or less directly 
from music, as integral parts of his verse: 

The ... marks are easily understood, namely accents. ... slurs, that is loops over syllables, to tie them together into 
the time of one; in music are called pauses r-'N 
to shew that the syllable should be dwelt on .. *. (48) 

The slur ) is a mark borrowed from music, though there it serves 
the different function, to which there is no direct poetic analogy, of 
tying notes together in one breath. (As Hopkins uses it, it functions 

rather as a flag, which similarly joins two quarter-notes -- 
JJ 

into eighth-notes -- 
JýJ 

-- giving them the time of one quarter-note. ) 

The hold, or pause we have seen before, comes directly from music. 
In each of these two cases -- as with the bar-like foot-division -ý- the 

importance is the freedom with which Hopkins borrows from musical notation 
to accomplish his poetic goals. 

Lastly, Sprung Rhythm itself is justified for its naturalness of 

expression, capturing the best elements not only of spoken language and 
folk-rhymes, but also of music: 

Sprung Rhythm is the most natural of things. For (1) it is the 
rhythm of common speech and of written prose, when rhythm is 
perceived in them. (2) It is the rhythm of all but the most 
monotonously regular music, so that in the words of choruses and 
refrains and in songs written closely to music it arises. (3) It 
is found in nursery rhymes, weather saws, and so on; .... 

(49) 

This is in many ways the most telling over-all observation (and one he 

returns to elsewhere, in explaining his system), 
4 because in it Hopkins 

refers again directly back to his notion of a natural language, a form 

of expression used in man's spontaneous utterance of inscape. We saw 
in Chapter I how important Hopkins considered music in this regard; 
in Chapter II we saw this natural language identified, at least analo- 
gically, as a form of song. It is the ideal utterance of words, whether 
sung or spoken. Here, Hopkins calls up the various manifestations of 
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natural language in justifying sprung rhythm: the weather-saws and 
nursery rhymes that are part of folk-culture; the common speech natural 
to individual men; and music. (The connection with Hopkins' interest 
in folk-song enters here, too -- whether in actual song or in folk- 

rhymes, the principle of natural expression is the same. Also, compare 
Plato's theories that music brings out not only the natures of individual 

men but also the characters of nations -- in Sprung Rhythm, Hopkins 

aims to capture this aspect of natural expression, too. ) 
In addition to these above five musical references, another citation 

less obvious may also be added -- one that clarifies exactly how Hop- 
kins conceives of Sprung Rhythm poetry in its relation to song. We have 

seen that, with rove over scansion, Hopkins subordinates line-long to 

stanza-long rhythmic units. In choosing thus to adopt continuous scansion, 
he puts himself on the side of the songsters rather than traditional 

poets, seeing "lines written asunder" as lines still to be performed 
to some over-all structural effect. We can see the difference in the case 
of another scansion form with roving over tendencies, musical scansion. * 
Literary critics and prosodists argue this joining of lines as a weakness 
to musical scansion precisely because, as Calvin S. Brown puts it in 
his study Music and Literature, proper poetic rhythm "keeps the line in 

mind as a metrical unit, " whereas rove over lines destroy the line's 
integrity and so distort literary in favour of musical effectý' This 

same criticism could, by the same criterion, be levelled against Hopkins -- 
Sprung Rhythm in this operates to musical rather than poetic effect. 

Of crucial import, though, in the Author's Preface, tying rove over 
scansion to music, is that Hopkins defends his stance specifically as a 
means to musical ends: as the musical scansionists would have applauded 
him for doing, he says rove over scansion makes the rhythmic flow contin- 
uous, so that "though written in lines asunder, " the "stanza is one long 

strain. " A strain is a strain of melody -- a term we have seen Hopkins 

use before in that sense,. and one well-suited to hifn, . 
combining the sound and stress connotations of pitch and the Platonic 

musical string (see above, 11.3,96 ; and below, v* * 3,301). 
Referring to a poetic stanza as a "strain" relates it directly to a 

6 strain of song or music, rather than a poem. 

Jý IP J)! 

On either ide the river Ilie ong fields of -barley and of ', rye 
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Thus, in revealing his conception of poetic structure's proper aim, 
Hopkins betrays yet again an appreciation of poem as song, his "new rhythm" 
as a structure to create a song-like whole. Individual references to 
music and musical practice, in the Preface, may be taken simply on their 
own merits and no conclusions drawn from them. Taken together, however -- 
a full six references in less than as many pages -- they can hardly be 
ignored. Hopkins' Running Rhythm is dressed up with "counterpoint. " 
His Sprung Rhythm is justified in its very existence by folk-rhymes and 
music; it uses expressional marks borrowed from music; licences such as 
musical rests are natural to it. Its aim is to create a rhythmic entirety 
of "one long strain, " like a song, not a poem. Hopkins. in the Author's 
Preface is defining his rhythmic practice -- throughout that brief essay 
he returns repeatedly to music as the norm toward which his poetic struc- 
turing aims. Sprung Rhythm especially is defined always with an ear to 
music as a somehow desired or analogous effect. 

Finally, as a last connection, music may even offer a possible clue 
to that most troublesome aspect of the new rhythm -- outrides. Hopkins 
writes elsewhere of outriding feet that they are to be found "in Shakes- 
peare's later plays, [though] as a licence, whereas mine are rather 
calculated effect'ý (LL2,15). W. H. Gardner, in his comprehensive study 
of Hopkins, uses this to attempt to explain outrides in purely literary 
terms, with purely literary origins. 

7 This treatment, however, only 
works to an extent. (It does not, for instance, suggest why Hopkins 
should see Sprung Rhythm in particular as a "natural" setting for frequent 

outrides. ) Considering, though, that every other innovation peculiar 
to the new rhythm is related to music; and taking outrides as half of a 
pair of "natural" licences -- the other being the obviously musically 
inspired rests -- the possibility of a musical analogy explaining outrides 
becomes logical. And at least tentatively, an analogy does present itself: 
that of grace notes. 

The Grove's Dictionary of Music tells us, of grace notes, that they 
are: 

Ornamental notes written or printed smaller than the 'main text' 
and accorded an unmeasured duration which is not counted as part 
of the written ar leng5. ... Chopin, Liszt and others ofte 
used quite lengthy strings of grace notes for piano figuration 
that defied precise notation in rhythmic terms or that invited 
a cerTa-in freedom of perform-ance. (Grove Is, Vol. 7, p. 596; 

empTasis added) 
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Grace notes fit into the metrical framework of a piece of music (the 

sequence of musical bars), yet they are not really part of it. They 

cannot be counted in as part of the ongoing rhythm, nor measured as a 
specified fraction of a bar's length. If there is a long string of 
them, the entire bar itself may be stretched out beyond its normal 
length, flexing but not destroying the over-all rhythmic progression 
from downbeat to downbeat. Thus: 

In the 
Preface, outrides 

are so called because they seem to hang below the line or ride 
forward or backward from it in another dimension than the line 
itself. (48) 

Elsewhere, to Bridges: 

An outriding foot is, by a sort of contradiction, a recognized 
extra-metrical effect; it is and is not part of the metre; not part 
of it, not being counted, but part of it by producing a calculated 
effect which tells in the general success. (LL1,45) 

In both cases the outride exists, somehow apart from the metrical frame- 

work it occurs in, "in another dimension. " It is "extra-metrical, " just 
like the grace note of "unmeasured duration; " not part of its metrical 
surroundings, "being counted, " just as the grace note is "not counted 
as part of the written bar length. " Unstated but necessary in scanning 
outrides, just as in music the bar-rhythm can be stretched to accommodate 
a grace note passage without damaging the over-all structure, so in Sprung 
Rhythm the rhythmic framework must be capable of flexing to include an 
outriding foot, without damaging "the general success. " 

Most telling in this regard are the instructions Hopkins gives on 
the proper performance of outrides. He writes, on the manuscript copy 
of "Hurrahing in Harvest": 

The strong syllable in an outriding foot has always a reat stress 
and after the outrider follows a short pause. (MS .A. 

3 

And on "Harry Ploughman": 

Compare this to Hopkins' various descriptions of outrides. 
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the outride I under one or more syllables makes them 
extrametrical: a slight pause follows as if the voice were 
silently making its way back to the highroad of the verse. (MS. A. ) 

As with the musical practice of performing long strings of grace notes, 
the aim of performing outrides is to make their "extrametricall, character 

clear. Thus a good singer might turn a long grace note passage into 

performance -- making clear the proper relationship of parts, by stressing 
the strong note preceding and pausing, perhaps, after "as if the voice 
were silently making its way back to the highroad" of the melody. 
Outrides, like grace notes, are fully explicable and justifiable only 
in their correctly interpreted performance; on paper the system, the 

metrics, cannot account for them. 

Thus, at least tentatively, music shows up as an analogy or inspira- 
tion to outrides, as well as to the other aspects of Sprung Rhythm pre- 
sented in the Author's Preface. Whether or not this last connection of 
outrides to grace notes actually played any part in Hopkins' thoughts 

while he was constructing his metrical system, nevertheless it sheds a 
good deal of light on the nature of the device, where a purely poetic 
approach could not. Hopkins' Sprung Rhythm, as outlined in the Preface, 
owes as much to musical as it does to poetic structuring. The question, 
What is sprung rhythm? is answered at least partly by considering What 
is sprung rhythm's connection to music? The Author's Preface describes 

sprung rhythm and its musical origin in brief; what this musical influence 

means in more detail for Hopkins' prosody and his poetry is clarified in 
the remaining two sections of this chapter. 



2. THE MUSICAL SCANSION DEBATE: HOPKINS & COVENTRY PATMORE 

Having established some connection in Hopkins' mind between sprung 

rhythm and music, the obvious next connection is between sprung rhythm 

and musical, scansion. If Hopkins thought of his poetry as essentially 
musical, is he then a musical scansionist? The best place to begin 

looking for an answer to this question is in Hopkins' relationship with 
Coventry Patmore. One of the major spokesmen of musical prosody's tenets, 

Patmore also corresponded with Hopkins for the last six years of the 

Jesuit's life. In the course of their letters, the two discussed poetry, 

poetic theory, and each other's work. A comparison of their views 

shows how sprung rhythm does, and does not, parallel the ideals of 

musical scansion -- and clarifies greatly how sprung rhythm is like song. 

Harold Whitehall, writing in 1935 in his well-known article "Sprung 

Rhythm, " completely identifies Hopkins' views with Patmorels, and sprung 
rhythm as musical in the temporalist's sense. 

8 Concluding his article 
much as we began this study, he writes that: 

As a poetq Hopkins was a half-musician I writing a Poetry half-music. 
From the moment when he first heard the tune he calls sprung rhythm 
in the Milton choruses, in Campbell, in snatches of older English 
verse -- perhaps also in Purcell's bold handling of libretti --'he 
tried to circumvent the lack of fluidity inherent in the rhythms of 
poetry as compared with the rhythms of music. ... Like Pater, he 
came to understand that all art strives towards the conditions of 
music. Like Wagner, he eventually subordinated poetical to musical 
composition. His death ipterrUDted a process of artistic self- 
development from the neo-Keatsian tonalities of his early poems, 
through the half-musical sprung rhythm period, towards that complete 
fusion of form and substance, of matter and manner, attainable only 
in pure music. (54) 

However,, along the way Whitehall has taken as his basic assumption that 

sprung rhythm is isochronous and therefore temporal, and therefore musical. 

Consciously or subconsciously, [Hopkins] had come to realize that 
a metrical foot represents a unit in a series of even-time (isochronous) 
units and that, if these even units are in some manner marked off for 
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the perception of the reader, their time-lapses may be occupied by 
anything from a single heavily-stressed syllable to four or five 
syllables. In short, granted a rhythmic regularity based on even- 
time units, stress arrangements within the individual units can 
be varied almost at will. (36) 

Hopkins' poems are song-like, writes Whitehall -- "sprung rhythm must 
be read as we read the words of a song when we happen to know the tune" 
(36). But this song-like nature is first and foremost defined in terms 
of Patmore's theories of musical scansion: "Hopkins' sprung rhythm, and 
for that matter most of his running rhythm, follows Patmore's theories 
almost to the letter" (37). It is puzzling, comments Whitehall, that 
"Patmore and Hopkins never saw how they complemented each other" (37); 
he speculates that this must be due to some imperfect communication 
between the two, as only that could explain it. But in any case, 
as far as Whitehall is concerned, Hopkins' poetry is obviously musical 
precisely because it relies on the isochronous time-frame of musical 
scansion for its sprung rhythm structure. 9 

Hopkins' definition of sprung rhythm in the Author's Preface does 

seem to bear Whitehall out, in at least a few of its particulars. His 

regulation that poetic feet are "equal in length or strength" could be 
interpreted as acknowledging temporal measurement as a basis, though the 

phrase is ambiguous. Less open to question are other, secondary char- 
acteristics such as his allowing rests -- these being a hallmark of 
musical scansion; and rove over scansion, as we saw in the previous 
section, fits nicely into a temporalist schema. 

Most convincingly, though, is that -- especially as Hopkins has 
each foot begin with a stress -- a musical scansion of any of his poems 
works perfectly well, in that it brings out the structure and does not 
do any obvious violence to the poet's intentions. Traditional scansion 
can give very little help with a line like that in "The Windhover" -- 

Of the rolling level underneath him steady air, and striding 

-- but taking MS. BIs prosodic marks as isochronous clues, Hopkins' 

Of the rolling level underneath him steady air, and striding 

can easily be'realised as 

in tý rowlling -level 
I 
unilnea h him. teady air 'and 

Isjtri'dj 
gI sI 

I>>! 

>I :p>IV> 
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Other lines, like the opening of "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves, " seem almost 
made for musical scansion, so clearly does that method bring out what 
Hopkins must have intended: 

3 Earnest,, eartnless, equal at, uneab e, I >>> 

vau I t"y, Vjo 14ý0ý ,s 
Týu pje nd oýu s > to >: 

Whether or not such temporal exactitude is what Hopkins had in mind for 
his verse, it cannot be denied that such renderings of it help more than 
they distort, and at least make apparent the metrical structuring of each 
line ( whereas the words on their own indicate no such structure). 

(If we take the outride/grace note connection into account, even 
such subtle effects as "Hurrahing in Harvest"'s 

11sto 
now barbarous bLeyý, tjhe 

Joks 

roise 

can be captured, reflecting Hopkins' warning appended to this poem that 
"outriding feet are not to be confused with dactyls or paeons, " the latter 
being "easier and more flowing" [MS. A. I. ) 

In further support of this view (i. e., that Hopkins saw sprung rhythm 
as musically scannable) is his brief but approving mention of that other 
major spokesman for the theory, Sidney Lanier ( cP. above, IV. 1, fn8,9 ). 

Lanier's Science of English Verse (1880) was almost as widely cited and 
read in America as Patmore's "Essay on English Metrical Law" in Britain. 
Hopkins writes to Bridges: 

The Century is an interesting serial. There is in it a saddening 
accounT-of-a young American poet called Sidney Lanier, who had good 
notions about poetical forms, scansion, etc .... (LLI, 192) 

The mention is brief, and there is no indication that Hopkins pursued 
any further inquiries into Lanier's theories; but nevertheless, those 

musico-poetic ideas are referred to as "good notions. " And the article 
in question did present an account of Lanier's isochronous musical 
scansion -- that he 

breaks away from the class grammarian's tables of trochees and 
anapests, and discusses the form of poetry in music, treating of 
rhythm as measured time, and of feet as the equal divisions of 
a bar .... 10 
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Thus Hopkins had an opportunity to deny the validity of musical scansion, 
and did not. 

In much greater detail, however, is Hopkins' response to Patmore's 
own manifesto, the "Essay. " Patmore re-issued this in 1881 (it was first 

published in 1856); shortly thereafter Hopkins either read or re-read it, 

and a lengthy series of comments and criticisms worked their way into the 
correspondence. Hopkins opens his critique with a cryptic introduction 
that could mean anything for his opinion of Patmore's theories, remarking 
that 

There are some things in this essay I do not find myself altogether 
in agreement with, but on these I do not touch; I only point out 
what seem to be overstatements or understatements and so forth upon 
the ground there taken. (FL, 326) 

These matters Hopkins is not "altogether in agreement with" may or may 
not include anything as basic as the validity of isochronous scansion; 
he nowhere explicitly defines them. However, whatever significance this 
disclaimer may have, Hopkins nowhere openly disagrees with Patmore's main 
thesis; the criticisms he makes are indeed local, and he seems in fact 
to agree with Patmore on certain aspects of isochronism and dipody. 

Hopkins agrees with Patmore's claim that the listener's mind auto- 
matically supplies some sort of beat pattern in sounds it hears -- 
replacing Patmore's ticking-clock image* with an image of his own: 

And this is clearly seen in singing; for, however smoothly & equally 
the notes are sung, if the accent of the syllable [of a sung word] 
does not fall on the accent, primary or secondary, of the bar -- though in fact neither the note nor the syllable sung to it were 
any louder than the rest -- the effect is intolerable .... (FL, 327) 

And further on in the same letter, he explicitly supports the basic 
notion of dipodes, or double feet -- again, providing his own explanatory 
analogy: 

[Stress in verse] can be seen to run into alternate strong and weak' 
beats, say iambs or trochees, according to where you begin scanning; 
and perhaps people wd. not notice that every other strong beat, every 
fourth syllable, that is, is really scarcely marked at all, so 
inevitably does the mind supply it. This indeed falls into double- 
iambic or double-trochaic feet, or in music bars of four time, in 
which the first accent is stronger than the second .... (FL, 328) 

*nThe ticking of a clock is truly monstrous; but when we listen to it, we hear, or rather 
seem to hear, two, or even four, distinct tones, upon the imaginary distinction of which, 
and the equally imaginary emphasis of one or two, depends what we call its rhythm" 
("Essay on English Metrical Law, " 232). 
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In both cases Hopkins refers to primary and secondary accents, whether 
in musical bar or poetic "double" foot, as somehow natural, thus 

agreeing at least in this basic with Patmore's theory of dipodes; also 
in both cases he proves his point in the same way Patmore did, by a 
subjective appeal to the listening mind. 

And of course, as with the Author's Preface, Hopkins here returns to 
the musical analogy to verify poetic theory. (Specifically, in the first 

passage, the analogy of song demonstrates the conjunction of words and 
music, words and verse-structure. ) In both passages, he presumes (as 
he did in the Author's Preface) some essential connection, so that what 
is valid for music in some sense illuminates what is valid for poetry. 
In this, he and Patmore are on the same ground entirely. (Patmore 

states, identifying the two arts in words that could almost be Hopkins', 
"Perfect poetry and perfect song are, in fact, nothing more than perfect 
speech upon high and moving subjects" ["Essay, " 2331. ) 

More than outweighing these similarities, though, are the dissimi- 
larities. Whitehall would find himself alone today among critics in his 

unqualified identification of Hopkins' and Patmore's prosodies. 
12 The 

major area of difference most often cited is that of time versus stress. 
The key statement, around which much confusion and argument has 

developed, is in the Author's Preface -- Hopkins' assertion that feet 
in sprung rhythm are "equally long or strong, " with their seeming 
inequality "made up by pause or stressing" (Poems, 48). This same 
conjunction of time and stress turns up in casual references sprinkled 
throughou Hopkins' correspondence -- as when he comments on one of 
Bridges' attempts to write in sprung rhythm: 

Since the syllables in sprung rhythm are not counted, time or 
equality in strength is of more importance than in common counted 
rhythm, and your times or strengths do not seem to me equal enough. 

(LL1,81-82) 

Length is obviously not the same as strength -- the one measures time, 
the other stress -- but what is this double qualificatio'n meant to 

convey? That long and strong are somehow similar, or at least inter- 

changeable in function? That length bestows strength, or vice versa? 
That one term is somehow reducible to the other? 
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The few pro-temporal analysts, such as Whitehall, argue on the 
grounds that Hopkins meant length, to which strength must be somehow 
reducible. Elisabeth Schneider, arguing on the side of the pro-stressers, 
speculates that the dual terminology suggests indecision -- that Hopkins 
may have been tempted to claim isochronism as a basis for his new rhythm, 
but never fell into the trap: 

Several times Hopkins comes close to describing his verse feet as 
equal in duration, but each time, as if deliberately backing away, 
he inserts an alternative .... He had evidently thought the 
matter over with care and knew that his metrical feet could not 
be described accurately as a succession of equally timed beats. 

(Schneider, 247) 

PaulIF. Baum argues that Hopkins has obviously made a fallacious equation 
of time and stress, demonstrating a flaw in his prosodic thinking: 

Further, that the feet in Sprung Rhythm 'are assumed to be equally 
long or strong' presupposes a temporal measurement of the lines, 
though hitherto Hopkins has measured only by counting stresses and 
syllables. ... One cannot fail to recognize that Hopkins had not 
given sufficient thought to the question which still vexes prosodists 
and rhythmists and which still divides them into separate and hostile 
camps, the interrelations of time and stress. (Baum, 420) 

These arguments asidefor the momtnt,, however, it seems clear on 
comparing the Author's Preface to other of Hopkins' statements, that he 

meant sprung rhythm to be primarily based in equal stresses. He writes 
to Dixon, of that "new rhythm" he had "long had haunting" his ear: 

To speak shortly, it consists in scanning by accents or stresses 
alone, without any account of the number of syllables .... (LL2,14) 

Later that same year he clarified that sprung rhythm "is founded on an 
easily felt principle of equal strengths" -- comparing that equality to, 
though not identifying it with, "the classic hexameter[in which3the 
substitution of spondees for dactyls is founded on the principle of 
equal lengths (or times)" (LL2,22). More explicitly still, he writes 
to his brother Everard, explaining his system: 

As poetry is emphatically speech, speech purged of dross like gold 
in the furnace, so it must have emphatically the essential elements 
of speech. Now emphasis itself, stress, is one of these: sprung 
rhythm makes verse stressy; it purges it to an emphasis much 
brighter, livelier, more lustrous than the regular but commonplace 
emphasis of common rhythm. 13 
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None of these passages explicitly states that equal timing is not one 
of the facets of poetic stress (are the stresses he refers to isochronous, 

or not? ); nevertheless, the passages do make it clear that if Hopkins 
did assume equal timing it was to be of secondary importance only. Whether 
feet are equally timed or not, it is their equal stress that makes them 
into sprung rhythm. 

Hopkins' comments on Patmore's "Essay, " while nowhere denying iso- 

chronism, support stress as a primary concern. One of his major criti- 
cisms of Patmore is that the latter does not sufficiently define accent: 
"you nowhere say what it is" (FL, 326). Patmore spends a good deal of 
effort in his treatise distinguishing quantity from stress in determining 
English (as opposed, say, to Classical) accent. This is not necessary, 
Hopkins rejoins; no "sensible man" would confuse the two. "It is plain 
and, so far as I know, it is commonly agreed that it is stress" (FL, 327). 
Hopkins goes on to present a very characteristic definition of stress 
that ties in completely with his primary concerns for sprung rhythm: 

Stress ... is the making a thing more, or making it markedly, 
what it already is; it is the bringing out its nature. (FL, 327) 

The effect of such "making a thing more" is that stressed syllables are 
said louder, and more distinctly, than unstressed. But the stress lies 

not therefore in loudness or distinctness themselves, but in the 
"bringing out its nature" which they accomplish. 15A' 

Obviously, the notion of selving has here its prosodic manifestation: 
sprung rhythm "gives back to poetry its true soul and self, " as Hopkins 

writes to Everard, in that it is based in the stressing, or bringing out 
the nature of, words and syllables. But something more can be made of 
this. Hopkins' work is all of a piece; the selving which we saw earlier 
to be so important to his philosophy is also placed at the foundation 
of his technique for writing poetry. If selving in its more general usage 
ties into Hopkins' music-related philosophy (as we saw it do in Chapter II 

see 11.2,84 ff ), then in this specific sense it ties sprung rhythm and 
poetry to the song basis. Patmore, in his treatise, is exploring the 
formal connections between music and poetry, which he locates in isochron- 

ous rhythm. Hopkins, too, is persistently interested in music and its 

connection to poetry, yet he locates the point of connection here in the 

selving of words and syllables. 
Also, Hopkins' comments show a great deal more careful discernment 

than Patmore's essay. Hopkins nowhere denies the viability of isochronous 
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feet in English poetry because his concern lies at a more fundamental, 
less superficial, level. His agreement with Patmore that the mind 
supplies an isochronous beat to a ticking clock -- for which he cites a 

song as his own analogy -- is part of his discussion of stress, again 
less concerned with the isochronous effect than with the necessity to 
"make more of" certain notes and syllables. Patmore had confounded the 

needs of stress and those of time so that "instinctively crave[d]" stress- 
accent required concurrent isochronism "in order to sever accent from 

accent by equal measures of time" ("Essay, " 227). Hopkins, on the other 
hand, remains aware -- more awar e than Patmore -- of the need to distin- 

guish the ways in which stress and accent function in verse. 

By the bye, though I have done it above and it is a momentary 
convenience, it is a radically bad principle to call English feet 
iambs and trochees. In music it is still worse; it is a complete 
overturning of the meaning of the words. ... Names ought to be 
invented for rhythmic feet. In modern verse much harm does not 
arise from this confusion but music is just the very 
place where the difference of time-feet and rhythm-feet recognised 
in Greek poetry is still in force and where therefore the established 
meaning of words ought rigidly to be kept to. (FL, 328-329) 

This is the same careful thinking that was behind Hopkins' reference, 
in the Preface, to "the so-called accentual Trochee, Dactyl, and First 
Paeon" as sprung rhythm's natural feet (Poems, 47). Again, rather than 

confusing time and stress (as Baum suggests he does), Hopkins is at 
pains to point out where confusion exists there, and to avoid it in his 

own thinking. 

Thus, Hopkins and Patmore differ in their approaches to time and 
stress. But as the above discussion also suggests, there is more sepa- 
rating the two prosodists than this one simple issue. More careful 
thinking, and a more fundamental questioning of what makes music and 
poetry one, mark Hopkins' approach as vastly different from Patmore's. 
Hopkins writes to Bridges (in a passage we have seen short sections 
of before): 

I think I remember that Patmore pushes the likeness of musical 
and metrical time too far -- or, what comes to the same thing, 
not far enough: if he had gone quite to the bottom of the matter 
his views would have been juster. He might remember that for more 
than half the-years music has been in the world it had perhaps 
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less time than verse has, as we see in plainchant now. Sir Oozy 
To-re (so to say) says, and I believe him, that strict musical time, 
modern time, arose from dance music. Now probably verse-time arose 
from the dance too. The principle, whether necessary or not, which 
is at the bottom of both musical and metrical time is that everything 
shd. go by twos and, where you want to be very strict and effective, 
even by fours. But whereas this is insisted on and recognised in 
modern music it is neither in modern verse. It exists though and 
the instance Pat gives is good and bears him out. For it is very 
noticeable and cannot be denied that to three foot lines you can 
add one syllable or two syllables, which makes four feet, with plea- 
sure, and then no more; but that to four foot lines you can comfort- 
ably add nothing. Why, but because we carry mentally a frame of 
fours, which being filled allows no more? (LL1,119-120) 

This is an important statement -- one that is seldom cited in its entirety. 
Again, as earlier, Hopkins here neither affirms nor denies the validity 
of isochronous scansion; rather, he clarifies. Whether or not poetic 
feet are equally-timed, Patmore's a priori a-ssumption that both music 
and poetry resolve themselves to this pulse-like, isochronous origin is 
false. Hopkins does not question the connection of music to poetry, or 
"musical to metrical time"; he simply argues that Patmore has not suffi- 
ciently explored the connection. History itself disproves the latter's 

naive analogy. Plainchant, in Hopkins' day, was just being discovered 
to have had no fixed measure; rather, the natural (unevenly timed) rhythms 

14 
of the prose passages determined its unequal rhythms. It is easy to 
see how Hopkins' poetry might fit into this plainchant mould as well as 
if fitted into isochronous scansion (assuming roughly equalysyllable 
lengths, and ignoring outrides): 

I ýi. ý'ý ýIýý ýJjsjS ýJ. Ký Fel Ran al the farrier, 0 hen. my duty all ended, 

Isochronous, or "strict musical time, " originates from dance music. 
Modern music and modern verse, then, do derive from this common historical 
root -- so to this extent Patmore is correct. But what similarity Hop- 
kins derives from this origin is at once more basic and more flexible 
than Patmore's rigid equal timing. The principle', for "both musical 
and metrical time, " is that "everything shd. go by twos and -.. even 
fours. " The principle may be "necessary or not" because, as Hopkins has 

noted, music pre-dates dance music and dance music may be an accidental 
development. But even here nowhere is there mention of a steady, pulse- 
like beat. Rather, poetry's inheritance from dance music is that its 
timing should go by twos and fours. (Groups of two or four beats, two 
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or four bars, etc. ) The conclusion to this discussion on Hopkins, letter 
is that statement we have seen before on song structure versus poetic 
structure (see above, IV. 2,205 ) -- it demonstrates where Hopkins 
thought the connection lay: 

Now this principle of symmetry and quadrature' has, as I think, 
been carried in music to stifling lengths and in verse not far enough 
and both need reforming; at least there is room, I mean, for a freer 
musical time and a stricter verse-prosody. (LLI, 120) 

Not a stricter verse time, but a stricter "verse-prosody. " Patmore sees 
music and poetry as sharing an isochronous rhythm essential to both; 
nowhere in the "Essay" does he seriously question that this is the 
proper connection between the two arts. For Hopkins, music and poetry 
share a "principle of symmetry and quadrature, " an ideal toward which 
both strive and "both need reforming" -- but the principle is one of basic 
structure, not of time. Here is the basic distinction between how the 
two men view poetry as song. 

What we are seeing is that Hopkins and Patmore define poetry and 
its musicality in entirely different ways. Here is where the essential 
difference between the two men lies. The initial clue to this is that, 
if the two were agreed on any basic issue, Patmore of all people should 
be able to appreciate Hopkins' verse. Even a difference of stress-vs-time 
should not obscure a fundamental fellowship'of like minds: Patmore never 
heard Hopkins read his poetry aloud, so what was to stop the older man 
reading a line like that cited above, as 

3j ýI ý1 -ý, 6%ý 4ý Ij qP 
Iýj 

Felix Randý 

ý 
jfjarriýer, 

JO 

is hejdý thjen*? my duty all ended 

and recognising a poet after his own mind? 
Yet Patmore did not like, or even begin to understand, sprung 

rhythm -- nor did Hopkins seem to expect that he would. The Jesuit was 
reluctant to let the older poet even know he wrote poems, as if he already 
suspected the gulf that lay between them; he reported to Bridges of Pat- 

more's reading some of his work that "Mr Patmore did not on the whole 

4 
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like my poems, was unconverted by them" (LL1,191-192). Patmore's actual 
words were more condemnatory, and explicit: 

System and learned theory are manifest in all these experiments; 
but they seem to me to be too manifest. To me they often darken 
the thought and feeling wh'l-cT all arts and artifacts of language 
should only illuminate. (FL, 352-353) 

He admires the metrically standard "Blessed Virgin Compared to the Air 
We Breathe, " an occasional piece Hopkins purposely wrote in traditional 

manner, but 

I do not think that I could ever become sufficiently accustomed to 
your favourite poem, "The Wreck of the Deutschland, " to reconcile 
me to its strangeness. (FL, 353) 

The greatest clarification of where Patmore and Hopkins part poetic com- 
pany, though, arises in Patmore's response to Hopkins' defense of his 

poetry: 

What you say concerning your modes of composi- 
of some of what I thought were sound critical 
writing upon theory etc. but how such modes, 
them, as for example your alliT-erations, come 
expression of your poetical feeling, I cannot 
not think I ever shall. (FL, 355) 15 

tion disposes, at once, 
objections against 
or at least some of 
to be the spontaneous 
understand and I do 

Patmore cannot appreciate Hopkins' poetry because the two men are sepa- 
rated by a radical difference in their "modes of composition": in how 

each defines the poetry he is writing and the nature of his writing it. 
We have already seen that for Hopkins the "spontaneous expression of 
poetical feeling" is in vocal and verbal utterance that makes words 
into song; to Patmore, this is incomprehensible. Though both men shared 
an intense concern with how music and poetrywere formally related, 
Patmore the musical prosodist wrote poetry; Hopkins wrote song. 

The key is in the type of poetry Hopkins created. In August 1877, 
he wrote to Bridges: 

My poetry is less to be read than heard, as I have told you before; 
it is oratorial, that is the rhythm is so. (LLI, 46) 

It is a sentiment he was to repeat over and over, as the single most 
important defense his verse could have. In 1878, on "The Loss of the 
Eurydice": 
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To do the Eurydice any kind of justice you must not slovenly 
read it with the eyes but with your ears, as if the paper were 
declaiming it at you. For instance the line "she had come from 
a cruise training seamen" read without stress and declaim is mere 
Lloyd's Shipping Intelligence; properly read it is quite a different 
thing. (LL1,51-52) 

And in 1886, on "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves": ' 

Of this long sonnet above all remember what applies to all my verse, 
that it is, as living art should be, made for performance and that 
its performance is not reading with the eye but loud, leisurely, 
poetical ... recitation, with long rests, long dwells on the 
rhyme and other marked syllables, and so on. This sonnet shd. be 

, almost sung: it is most carefully timed in tempo rubato. (LL1,246) 

Performance, declaim, 
* 
tempo rubato -- poems that "shd. be almost sung. " 

Each of these calls up not just reading aloud or even simply singing but 

musical recitation in the declamatory style Hopkins admired in Purcell 

and attempted in his own songs. A Hopkins poem was meant to be heard, 
to be performed, but more than that -- it was meant to be a spontaneous 
utterance, flushed with form of feeling, just as Hopkins defined songs to 
be -- a "piece of perfect song. " 

The most comprehensive single statement of Hopkins' song-like poetic 
goals is found in his letter to his brother Everard. As in the statement 
cited above, first of all: 

I am sweetly soothed by your saying you cd. make any one understand 
my poem [Eurydice*] by reciting it well. This is what I had always 
hoped, tho-ugl-FF, and said: it is my precise aim. 

The appeal is to the ear for justification (much as Hopkins argued in the 

case of his songs, too -- see above, 1.1,35 the aesthetic object 
revealed only in correct performance. 

Further, Hopkins extends the principle of proper performance to all 
arts: 

Every art then and every work of art has its own play or performance. 
The play or performance of a stage-play is the playing it on the 
boards, the stage: reading it, much more writing it, is not its 
performance. The performance of a symphony is not the scoring it 
however elaborately; it is in the concert room, by the orchestra, 
and then and there only. A picture is performed, or performs, 
when anyone looks at it in the proper and intended light. A house 
performs when it is now built and lived in. 

*"The Loss of the Eurydice' in particular came in for a lot of criticism for Its unusual 

rhymes, such as "wrecked her? He / C-" and "electric. " (See below, VI-1,579-330). 
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Drama, music, architecture -- each truly becomes itself when "performed, " 
presented to its audience, the moment it is appreciated. 

16 

More specifically, the essence of poetry -- its moment of perfor- 
mance -- is in the act of speech: 

Silent reading is not the true nature of poetry, the darling child 
of speech, of lips and spoken utterance: it must be spoken; till 
it is spoken it is notperformed, it does not perform, it is-no-T 
itself. 

With this specification, we can already make several connections to the 
Note on Words and the linguistically modelled art. With our reference 
above to the "moments" or elemenTs in any word or work of art -- suggesting 
the active nature of both (see IIIJ, 122,127). Hopkins' statement on 
poetry and speech bear this out. The essence of poetry, he claims, is 
its utterance -- just as word or work of art in the college essay was 
defined in its active utterance. Further, the moment when any artwork 
is uttered or performed is also its meeting-point with its audience, 
when it is apprehended -- again paralleling another "moment, " 2pRre- 
hension. Poetry "is not itself" until it is uttered -- calling up again 
the important notion of selving. The use of performance may not be 
normal practice for defining poetic texts, but in songs it is the necessary 
practice. 

. 
Finally, in order to account for the thoughtful element in poetry, 

Hopkins adds study to the requirements for fully correct performance. 
The first comparison is not with music but drama: 

Neither of course do I mean my verse to be recited only. True poetry 
must be studied. As Shakespeare and all the great dramatists 
have their maximum effect on the stage but bear to be or must be 
studied at home before or after or both, so I should wish it to 
be with my lyric poetry. 

In continuing, though, it is again the musical analogy which Hopkins 
relies on: 

And in practice that will be enough by itself alone to any one who 
has first realised the effect by reciting; for then, like a musi- 
cian reading a score and supplying in thought the orchestra (as they 
can, no further performance is, substantially, needed. ... 

A written poem is like a musical score -- the ideal performance, or 
utterance, of it including not only sound but sense. Poetry, unlike pure 
music, has an intellectual dimension that requires pause for thought to 
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appreciate. Just as Hopkins laid out in the Note on Words, that the 
application of an artwork or word must be ultimately bound up into the 
utterance itself, so here study of the meaning is done in order to realise 
fully the poem in performance. 

17 

Backing up this connection of musical and poetic is Hopkins' appeal, 
in the same letter, to two of his favourite musical models, plain chant 
and ancient Greek music. Continuing the above on the need for correct 
performance, Hopkins refers back to plain chant: 

Much the same is the ýase with plain chant music. Many of those 
who do not admire it have never heard it performed (or, worse, have 
heard it murdered) and cannot conceive the performance; for to read 
and even play it, without the secret, is no good. 

And later on the value of cultivating "fine spoken utterance": 

Now hitherto this has not been done. The Greeks carried lyric to 
its highest perfection in Pindar and the tragic choruses, but what 
was this lyric? not a spoken lyric at all, but song; poetry written 
neither to be recited nor chanted even nor even sung to a transferable 
tune but each piece of itself a song. 

In both cases here, we can see something specific happening. Rather 
than Hopkins simply using notions from the Note on Words (not surprising 
as a connection between poetry and song, as words are words, whether 
spoken or sung), he refers to his particular musical interests to jus- 
tify his poetic aims and practice. Plainchant and Greek music are used 
as poetic, as well as musical, models. Especially in the comment on 
Greek practice, we can see Hopkins' poetic goals as an inseparable part 
of the whole complex of his musical thought. Lyric, such as Hopkins wants 
to create, carried to its "highest perfection" is song -- "each piece of 
itself a song. " The words are almost identical to the "piece of perfect 
song" 'we saw glorified in Chapter II as the type of all art. Here, Hop- 
kins specifically allies his poetic practice with this general statement. 

Furtnbr, the notion that the poetry is "written neither to be 
recited nor chanted even nor even sung to a transferable tune" but is 
itself somehow a song recalls again the inherent musicality in man and 
his verbal expressions, seen in Chapter II. The words of the poem in 

selving, or going themselves, express their musical nature; thus the 
ideal song is not something added to, or done to, the words, but some- 
thing in them brought out and made audible. The realisation is in the 

utterance, and the utterance is inherently musical. 
18 
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The final analogy Hopkins uses in presenting his case is again 
musical -- this time reminiscent of the musical "new art" he advocated 
in its zealous phrasing and urge for a change in his audience before they 
can accept it. Hopkins sums up his subject: 

the natural performance and delivery belonging properly to lyric 
poetry, which is speech, has not been enough cultivated, and should 
be. When performers were trained to do it (it needed the rarest 
gifts) and audiences to appreciate it it will be, I am persuaded, 
a lovely art. Incalculable effect could be produced by the delivery 
of Wordsworth's Margaret ("where art thou, my beloved son? " -- do you 
know it? ) with tTTe KU of a phonograph each phrase could be fixed 
and learnt by heart like a song. 

What this all comes down to is well summed up by critic John Robin- 

son, in his study In Extremity: 

In fact, much of the exasperation which some people experience with 
Hopkins on first meeting is due to a radical confusion of modes 
[such as Patmore encountered]: they are expecting a message, he has 
provided something more in the nature of a musical score. The typo- 
graphic message is silent and cerebral, immediate and physically 
self-sufficient; the score awaits implementation, is an anticipation 
of sound to come, is unsatisfyingly incomplete. (Robinson, 68) 

The distinction -- score vs text -- is one that should be familiar; we 
have encountered it before. Opening Chapter IV, discussing poems vs songs 
and traditional vs music-based prosody, we saw that whereas a poetic 
text operates as a set of symbols representing a linguistic abstraction, 
a song text is a set of instructions for a certain performance of its 

words: in the first case, the aesthetic object is the abstraction 
("silent and cerebral"), in the second the correct performance. The 

seminal error the musical prosodists (such as Patmore) committed was 
confusing the two, attempting to graft a "performative" structure onto 
a linguistic object. The essential difference between Hopkins and 
Patmore -- the reason musical scansion seems more relevant to a Hopkins 

poem than to the poems Patmore intended it for, as well as the reason 
why Hopkins is not among the camp of musical scansionists -- is that where 
Patmore wrote poems, Hopkins wrote songs. 

Nowhere is this more evident than in the nature of sprung rhythm 
itself. A song is a performed object, requiring Hollander's "performative" 

structure. Sprung rhythm, unlike standard metrical structure, is that. 
In these lines from Tennyson's "Lady of Shalott, " for instance -- 
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On either side the river lie 
Long fields of barley and of rye, 

-- the iambic tetrameter structure is unmistakeable on any accentually 
correct reading of the series of words (i. e., not violating the accents 
a dictionary would give for each individual word). The structure is in 
the words; any prosodic marks added would be simply descriptive, describing 

what is already there. 
Compare these Hopkins sprung rhythm lines: 

I caught this morning morning's minion, king- 
dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon, in his riding 

The first line is clear, straightforward iambic pentameter, requiring 
no more elucidation than the Tennyson poem. The second, however, relying 
on strictly dictionary-based word accents, is metrically meaningless -- 
any attempt to proceed by iambic rhythm results in a line that is much 
too long (a septameter, seven beats), while counting only the stressed 
syllables of bisyllabic words (eliminating the ambiguous monosyllables) 
gives a line of five syllables, but one that is not iambic. Only with 
the scansion marks included does the line's metrical structure come 

into existence at all: 

0.1 0-1 Oe --I dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn-Falcon, in his riding 
(1) (Z) (3) N (5) 

Even though a sensitive reader could, on studying "The Windhover, " possibly 
come up with his own satisfactory scansion of these lines (as Poems 
editor Gardner has done for the above and many other such lines), this 
does not change the fact that the words of the lines themselves, without 
some external shaping, have no structure at all. The prosodic marks are 
prescriptive rather than descriptive. Rather than making visible some 
pre-existing linguistic stress pattern, they act as instructions for 

correct reading. The aesthetic object, which is the metrically structured 
set of words in the poem, is not an abstraction symbolised by the text, 
but a correct reading or performance that comes into existence when the 
text's instructions are followed. 

The "licences, " rests and outrides, too, exist solely as extra- 
linguistic elements. By its very definition, a rest, or pause, between 

words cannot be part of a linguistic structure built from the individual 

structures of words; and the outride is, by Hopkins' definition, "extra- 

I- 
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metrical, " depending on a manner of reading the line so that some words 
count, structurally, and some do not. It is possible, therefore, while 
faithfully reproducing the individual accent-structure of individual 
words, to ignore Hopkins' guidelines and mispronounce a poem so as to 
destroy, or render indecipherable, the metrical structure. 

Finally, Hopkins' extensive use of expressional marks indicates 
his attitude to his text as score-like. Gardner identifies seven different 
types of mark present in one poem, "Harry Ploughman, " alone (discussed 
below, VI. 1,330-352 ). Some (r. -I, rall., staccato) are borrowed dir- 
ectly from music; some use musical symbols to Hopkins' own ends 
, -_ý ); some are his entirely (% / Vs C\D (5-kg). But the presence of 
all of them, as what he considered necessary parts of his next, indicate 
his deviation from Patmore's more traditional, abstract definition of 
poetry. A Hopkins letter to Bridges, regarding his marking system and 
Patmore, shows both what he felt about their importance and what he sus- 
pected would be the other's opinion of them: 

I had not meant Mr Patmore to know I wrote poetry, but since it 
has come naturally and unavoidably about there is no more to be 
said and you may therefore send me your book and I will point it 
and make a few corrections. You were right to leave out the marks: 
they were not consistent for one thing and are always offensive. 
Still there must be some. Either I must invent a notation applied 
throughout as in music or else I must only mark where the reader is 
likely to mistake, and for the present this is what I shall do. 

((LL1,189) 

Several months later, Patmore's response to the barely marked poems 
demonstrated his differing orientation: 

I do not think that your musical signs rn c\-*4 etc. help at all. 
I fancy I should always read the passages in which they occur as 
you intend them to be read, without any such aid; and people who would 
not do so would not be practically helped by the notation. (FL, 353) 

If a poem is like a song, a performed object whose written form is only 
a set of instructions, then expressional marks are a legitimate part of 
it; if not, any markings outside the words themselves is unnecessary, and 
not validly part of the text. 
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In relation to Patmore and musical scansion, then, the nature of 
Hopkins' sprung rhythm comes clear -- both what it is, and what it is 
not. Whether or not it is open to a musical notation of its metre, 
sprung rhythm is not the same as Patmore's music-based prosody. This 
does not mean, however, that all musical connections for sprung rhythm 
must be abandoned -- throwing the baby out with the bathwater, as most 
scholars up until now have done. Hopkins' interest, that he shared with 
Patmore and Lanier (probably what interested him about the obituary 
article on the latter), was in the general field of musical-poetic 
relations; that he did not share their specific assumptions, in no way 
invalidated his own search for common factors. Rather than being a less 
careful prosodic thinker than other poets, Hopkins shows himself to be 

more careful in his avoidance of naive analogies and over-generalisations. 
If sprung-rhythm is not the same as musical scansion, then, a look at 
its basis in Hopkins' own words shows how it does manifest what Hopkins 

saw as the common origin of music and poetry in song. 



3. THE MUSICAL BASIS OF HOPKINS' VERSE 

The song-like nature of Hopkins' sprung rhythm is based in his 
definition of the nature of poetry itself. Hopkins' uncertain attitude 
to the expressional marks he has written into his verse -- a concern 
voiced in his above-cited letter to Bridges -- points up a problem of 
definition that has important consequences. We have already said that, 

using the criteria of traditional prosodists, Hopkins' poetry exists 
more as song than as poetry. In a standard English-language poem, 
structure is built from the syllables and accentual structure of the 
individual words themselves: do no damage to their dictionary-listed 

and you do no damage to the poetic structure. The struc- 
ture is in the woraj. In a Hopkins poem, by the same token, the struc- 
ture is not in but something added to the correct pronunciation of the 

words: a dicf%onary-perfect rendering of the individual words, while of 
course an essential starting point, does not on its own reveal poetic 
structure. 

Obviously, however, Hopkins himself did not share this view. No- 

where in his writings does he declare any such distinction, but rather 
seeks to exploit "poetry's soul and self" by his innovations. Greek 
lyric, his model, is "each piece of itself a song. " The difference can 
be traced back to the Note on Words, and Hopkins' concept of definition 
in word and artwork. The definition of a word is its ideal utterance, 
in which form and feeling are made fully present. An artwork functions 

as one giant word, properly defined in an utterance (or performance) that 

presents all of its complex feeling forged into form. In the case of a 
verbal artwork, like song or poem, the forms of the individual words must 
be fused into an over-all form for the artwork. Thus in sprung rhythm, 
rove over scansion becomes an essential, joining all the "torn asunder" 
lines into "one long strain. " But thus in a poem, the metrical structure 
must be something more than the combined structures of its individual 

words. Form must manifest feeling, and just as the meaning of the phrase 
"carrion comfort" is something entirely more than the mea . nings of "_carrion" 

and "comfort" taken singly, so, the poem's form must somehow treat "car- 
00 le #0 

rion comfort, " not simply "carrion, " "comfort. " (Which it does: "Not, 
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I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair ... the phrase becomes one 
long unit. Cf. discussion below, VI. 1,326-328 . ). 

This sort of metrical compounding serves the same purpose as the 

compounding of meanings in Hopkins' familiar coinages: "selfyeast, " 
"betweenpie, " "heaven-haven, " or the longer groupings like "womb-of-all, 
home-of-all, hearse-of-all. " The point is that with form and feeling 

so intertwined, just as we perceive the inscape of a single uttered word 
(form and feeling), so we should, ideally, be able to perceive the inscape 

of an entire poem. If over-all metrical form reflects over-all meaning 
and feeling, then once we have correctly digested and apprehended the 
feeling of the poem, its form should become clear. As form and feeling 

are both present in the uttered definition, we should be able to scan 
the lines 

Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee, 

I., I-A Not untwist -- slack they may be -- these last strands of man 

In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. 

without the aid of diacritical marks. Similarly in lines such as 

By a grey eye's heed steered well, one crew, fall to; 
r. -I Stand at stress mark from 

MS. A. ) 

the expressional mark of the hold should be unnecessary; our natural reac- 
tion should be to hold on that word in any case. By Hopkins' conception 
of his own art, these elements are in the artwork, if not in the words 
individually. An artwork is a giant word, its over-all structure as much 
part of it as are the structures of every individual word. 

In purely practical terms, of course -- especially when considering 
complexly marked poems like "Tom's Garland" -- this is asking much of 
a reader. One response could be Hopkins' own remark that depth of exe- 
cution requires depth of apprehension; but still, the problem and the 

confusion remain. Hence, the never quite decided-upon marks. According 
to traditional prosodists such as Wimsatt & Beardsley, a poet of Hopkins, 
theories would be on the side of the songsters or nowhere; according to 
Hopkins himself he was writing poetry, built from the structures of what 
he saw as the language itself. This was how he saw song proper, ideally -- 
as music making audible something already in the words: recall his comment 
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on plainchant, that "the putting in or leaving out of a single note 

... changes the emotional meaning" (LL1,214); and on "Sky that rollest 
ever, " he writes to Dixon that the air "is wholly fathered by the poem" 
RL2,54). Similarly in his poems, the form should arise from the proper 
speaking -- the correct performance -- of the words themselves. 

If sprung rhythm derives, then, from poetical and not directly musi- 
cal concerns, what exactly is it? The poetic lineage most often claimed 
for it is the Anglo-Saxon accented prosody, re4aveifij" in the century pre- 
ctdinq Hapkin_,;. And obviously 
Hopkins did find an inspiration here (sprung rhythm "existed in full 
force in Anglo-Saxon veýsell -- LL1,156). Sprung rhythm operates to bring 

out the natural rhythms of English spoken verse, as those rhythms existed 
before written refinements blurred them over. 

19 

Yet to leave off here is to ignore a major aspect of what Hopkins con- 
sidered sprung rhythm to be all about. In January 1879, shortly after 
Hopkins had explained it to him, Dixon wrote asking of sprung rhythm, 
"Is that anything of the sort that Coleridge means by his distinction 
between accent and quantity? " (LL1,18) Similarly in late 1882, Bridges 

wrote asking whether sprung rhythm was not similar to what Whitman wrote. 
In both cases, Hopkins' answer was the same. To Dixon, that Coleridge's 

revitalised ballad metre "is not, but might be developed into, " sprung 
rhythm" (LL2,21). To Bridges, on Whitman or any poet possibly writing 
sprung rhythm, that "In a matter like this a thing does not exist, is not 
done unless it is wittingly and willingly done; to recognise the form you 
are employing and to mean it -is everything. If he does not mean it then 
he does not do it" (LL1,156). Over and over, Bridges and Dixon questioned 
whether or not sprung rhythm was simply Hopkins' accentual verse done with 
his sensitive attention to what sounded right. "But the question, " writes 
Dixon, "is whether it can be laid down or drawn out in a system of rules. 
Eventually, in application, I suppose it must be a matter of ear, rather 
than of formal rule" (LL2,35). 

Hopkins consistently argues against this: 

The new prosody, Sprung Rhythm, is really quite a simple matter and 
as strict as the other rhythm. Bridges treats it in theory and in 
practice as something informal and variable without any limit but 
ear and taste, but this is not how I look at it. (LL2,39) 

And again : 
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Extremes meet, and (I must, for truth's sake say what sounds pride) 
this savagery of [Whitman's] art, this rhythm in its last rugged- 
ness and decomposition into common prose, comes near the last ela- 
boration of mine. For that piece of mine ["The Leaden Echo and the 
Golden Echo"] is very highly wrought. The long lines are not 
rhythm run to seed: everything is weighed and timed in them. Wait 
till they have taken hold of your ear and you will find it so. 

(LL1,157) 

Sprung rhythm is neither accidental nor intuitive, though it is devised 
to highlight what is most natural in language -- rather it is a system, 
"highly wrought" and constructed according to definite principles. 

20 

Further, the immediate inspiration for it (Hopkins reveals as he con- 
tinues the above letter) is Greek, in that art of pure song which is so 
important to him: 

No, but what it is like is the rhythm of Greek tragic choruses or 
of Pindar: whichF-1s pure sprung rhythm. And that has the same changes 
of cadence from point to point as this piece. (LL1,157) 

Finally, Hopkins' concluding appeal to correct performance and the ear 
for verification, cited here after our discussion on apprehending form, 
takes on new importance: 

If you want to try it, read one till you have settled the true 
places of the stress, mark these, then read it aloud, and you will 
see. Without this these choruses are prose bewitched; with it 
they are sprung rhythm like that piece of mine. (LL1,157) 

Just as in his insistence on correct reading for "She had come from a 
cruise training seamen, " so here the appeal to the ear goes beyond a cry 
for spoken poetry: sprung rhythm has system, it has form, but in order 
to be apprehended, the poem's feeling must be dwelt on, allowed to come 
forth. Then, as in song, form and feeling are one and the definition 

reveals its beauty. 

Probably while teaching at Roehampton in 1873-74, Hopkins compiled 
a series of lecture notes, since published 

, 
in the Journals & Papers 

as the informal essay "Rhythm and the Other Structural Parts of 
Rhetoric -- Verse" (JP, 267-288). 21 "Rhetoric" Hopkins elsewhere 
defines as "all the common and teachable element in literature, what 
grammar is to speech, what thoroughbass is to music, what theatrical 

experience gives to playwrights" (LL2,141). Re flecting Hopkins' broad 
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knowledge and far-reaching concerns, the material of the notes is not 
limited to any one language, but attempts to cover all European languages 
from the classics forward, thus illuminating verse in general, not in 
its specific manifestations in any given language. This broad scope, 
aiming at exploring the way language works as language, rather than 
in one particular tongue, shows again Hopkins' own determination to 
find the unviersal truths behind versification and language. (As well, 
it gives the lie to accusations that Hopkins was sloppy or ill-informed 
in his speculations -- rather, he attempts to be universal without 
losing accuracy of detail. ) As Hopkins saw sprung rhythm being somehow 
the culmination of living poetry, this informal essay, building up the 

nature of verse from what Hopkins considered its most basic principles$ 
gives us a framework for seeing how sprung rhythm functions musically 
in poetry. 

The contents of the Essay on Rhetoric can be summed up quickly: 
Hopkins defines verse and outlines the basic principles according to 

which it works. Verse, he told his students, is "figure of spoken 
sound" (JP, 267): 

Verse is speech having a marked figure, order / of sounds independent 
of meaning and such as can be shifted from one word or words to 
others without changing. (267) 

This is, of course, identical in spirit to what we have seen him say 
elsewhere, only more detailed: verse is spoken sound, therefore its 

ordering (structuring) principle must consist of sound, a repeated figure 
"independent of meaning. " The elements of spoken sound he lists as 
pitch, quantity, stress, lettering, and holding. ("Lettering" refers 
to alliteration, assonance, rhyme, and so forth -- "letter" meaning 
specific consonant or vowel sound, not its typographical representation; 

"holding" is emphasising or drawing out a syllable beyond what its nature 
justifies -- done in Greek poetry. ) The rest of the Essay outlines in 

scrupulous detail how each of the basic sound-constituents of verse may 
be used as the repeated figure creating structure. 

The relevant parts of this outline are several. First, as in a 
development of the material in the Author's Preface, here throughout 
Hopkins is at great pains to show the similarities and differences of 

music-and poetry. One of the first pointshe clarifies is the relation 

of verse as he has defined it to music. Verse as figure of spoken 
sound he differentiates from Hebrew poetry, which is not verse proper 
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but figure of grammar (as in "Foxes have holes / and birds of the air 
have nests / but the Son of Man has nowhere to rest his head"): 

However perhaps Hebrew poetry makes a nearer approach to verse 
than this. If for instance it is essentially musical, at least 
in origin, the music will supply the element of structure instead 
of verse and when it is no longer sung will be so far supplied by 
the reader in thought as to justify at least the poetic wording, 
stress, dwelling, impressiveness, formal antithesis etc 

(JP, 267) 

Use of figure of grammar structures Hebrew poetry by ordering its 

meaning, or sense. The sound of this type of poetry, not ordered by 
arrangement of the verbal sounds into verse, must have been ordered 
externally by the setting of the words to music. The role verse- 
structure plays in verse is the same role musical-structure added to the 
words would play. In each case, the actual sound of the utterance is 
shaped, and in this function at least, music is parallel to poetry. 

Similarly, pitch as a structural element of verse is distinguished 
from musical pitch, and here song and verse are differentiated: 

We are talking of spoken syllables. Singing or vocal music has 
arisen from this sam-e-eTement of pitch but as heard not essentially 
in syllables but in breaths, which are something less than syllables. 
Once music and verse were one perhaps but were differentiated 
by the dwelling on the mere pitch and the lettering respectively. 

(JP, 268) 

We saw in an earlier chapter how, at the broad philosophical level, 

spoken and sung utterances were hardly differentiated, the Word more or 
less equated with the Word sung (11.3,103 ff ). In function, there the 
unity of music and poetry lies. Hebrew poetry shows that. either music 
or verse must shape utterance -- in which case the utterance will be, 
strictly, song or poem -- but the shaping role of music or verse is the 
same. At the detailed level, Hopkins mades no naive assumptions, but 

carefully distinguishes: from a common origin in a common shaping func- 
tion, music and poetry have developed into separate but parallel modes. 

Finally, later in the essay, Hopkins set up this parallel relation- 
ship in an extended analogy, comparing music and poetry (verse) as two 

parallel manifestations of language: * 

A second essay following this one, "On Poetry and Verseg" distingdIshes the former from 
the latter as "meant to be heard for its own sake, " and the latter often used for other 
ends, such as mnemonic jingles. As the distinction is in sense, not sound, for our present 
purposes In this section the two terms are interchangeable. 
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We may say of rhythm [i. e. verse] that it is the recasting of 
speech into sound-words, sound-clauses, and sound-sentences of 
uniform commensurable lengths and accentuations. The foot is the 
rhythmic word, with its strong beat for the emphatic accent, the 
... bar the rhythmic sub-clause, the verse or stanza the rhythmic 
sentence. And music is the recasting of speech used in a wide 
sense, of vocal utterance, into words, clauses, and sentences of 
pitched sounds having uniform etc as above. The musical syllable 
is the note, the musical foot or word the bar, the bars in double 
time stand for double feet ... and for, say, universal sub-clauses, 
the strains or phrases for wing-clauses, the passage or melody down 
to the cadence -For__tTe_ sentence, the movement for the paragraph, 
the piece for the discourse. (JP, 273) 

The correspondence resulting from this looks somethling like: 

VERSE LANGUAGE MUSIC' 

(? syllable? ) syllable note 

foot word bar 

double-foot sub-clause double bar 
(dipode). 

M wing-clause phrase 

verse/stanza sentence melody to cadence 

.M paragraph movement 
(poem) discourse piece of music 

(song) 

We can notice that, as in the Note on Words, the "word" is taken here to 
be an immensely important unit of existence, in metaphorical uses -- or 
"sidings" -- branching off from its central, literal "stem" of meaning 
(cf. III-1, fn 19 on sidings and stems; also, see below, p. 300 
In the Note on Words, a "word" could be by extension a formulated thought, 
of entire artwork, whether actually verbal or not (cf. the letter to 
Everard, where pictures and buildings "perform, " on the model of songs). 
Here again, speech in general is "used in a wide sense, of vocal utter- 
ance, " as it was in the broad terms of Hopkins' aesthetic speculations 
(11.3). Music, here as a recasting of "vocal utterance, " is 

undoubtedly thought of as vocal music (though considered in terms of its 

sound only, as a song without words or nonsense song). 
22 Speech "in a 

wide sense, of vocal utterance, " is that basic form of expression we have 

seen Hopkins fascinated with throughout his career. The word, as basic 

unit of that formed expression, now takes on additional "sidings" as not 
only sense-word, but "sound-word": in music a bar, in verse a foot, but 
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in any case reducible, ultimately, to word = basic unit of expression 
basic unit of a person's inscape formulated into thought. This is the 
basis of Hopkins' musical analogy. (Cf. the distinction Hopkins made in 
discussing Hebrew vs modern poetry: in one case music, in the other verse, 
function as the formally meaningful organisation of sounds. ) 

One example of how this parallelism relates Hopkins' theories on 
poetry in general to his own poetic practice is his explanation, in the 
Essay on Rhetoric, of rhythm vs metre. 

The repetition of feet, the same or mixed, without regard to how 
long, is rhythm. Metre is the grouping of a certain number of 
feet. ... in moTe--rn Verse a verse means a complete me al 
figure, a metrical unit, for Ws the foot is the rhythmic unit, which 
it repeats, so a verse is the metrical unit of repetition. It may 
be a line or couplet or triplet or stanza. (JP, 273) 

This clarifies Hopkins' terminology in referring to his own sprung rhythm, 
as what distinguishes it is its mixing of feet types -- not a metrical 
but a rhythmic innovation by this definition. It also reflects his con- 
cern for rove over scansion in his own poems, and his insistence on ap- 
proaching poems as entire metrical structures: the metrical structures 
of a poem reveals not simply how individual lines are constructed but how 
lines, couplets, triplets, or stanzas balance and repeat to create the 
over-all form. 

Another, more telling, example is the continuation of Hopkins' musi- 
cal analogy: 

Also rests are allowed for in the verse of the ancients and, though 
not professedly, in ours (there are instances collected from Shakes- 
pears) like the rests in music: see St. Aust de Musica bk. 3. 

(JF, Z/J)- 

Again, as in the Author's Preface, Hopkins' use of rests in his poetry 
is justified by musical analogy: but here we see that he sees himself as 
recovering these rests from older poetry, not necessarily borrowing them 
from music. Sprung rhythm brings out the life of poetry by bringing 

out one of poetry's musically parallel elements. 
But what is the common ground between music and verse that derives 

from this common origin? The clue -- and the clue to much of sprung 

rhythm -- is at the close of this last citation:, "see St Aust de Musica 

bk. 3. " In Chapter I we saw Hopkins asking, "What is, Truth in music? " 

The answer he apparently came up with, that fuelled his fascination with 
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the subject to the end of his life, was its numbers. Music was mathe- 
matically ordained, reducible to meaningful relations between numbers 
that were the scientific grounding for its beauty. As part of Hopkins, 
Platonic inheritance (via Duns Scotus or directly), he saw music as the 
inscape of Creation made audible. 

Poetry shares that foundation. St. AuSustine's De Musica, with its 
Christianised Platonism, adds an important dimension to Hopkine musical 
thinking. In that treatise, the Church Father glorifies not just music 
itself, but the music of poetry, metre. The basis of his discussion is 
metre's audible manifestation of divine order through number. Music and 
poetry share their reducibility to the audible manifestation of number. 

7-3 

Hopkins cites De Musica twice in the Essay on Rhetoric. Number, in 
his treatise on verse-structure, is all-important. He cites Aristotle 
in explanation: 

Number puts a bound on everything and the number (or count) of the 
figure of the wording is rhythm: metres are sections of this. 

(JP, 275) 

Everything is reducible to number -- or, more pre_aif, &Ij) , the proportion 
of numbers. Different types of poetic feet have different characters, 
just as in Plato different musical rhythms and harmonies do, and in each 
case number is the reason (see 1.2, fn 55 ). Here Hopkins cites Aris- 
totle on characters of feet, with the important distinction being reduci- 
bility to numbers: 

[Aristotle] then names three rhythms -- the heroic (dactyls with 
alternative spondees), which has the ratio-! -; the iambic and the 

1 1. trochaic, which are 7x and 7-; and the paeonic, which is or-! - T .1* He groups the rhythms in fact by their ratios. (JP, 275) 

The first "rhythm is forward and expresses present action; " the second 
"expresses succession and suits narrative" (JP, 274). Just as in Hopkins' 
Platonic/Pythagorean explorations into music, metre is the precise area 
wwhere feeling is reduced to form: from "present action" (feeling) to the 

numerically verifiable 1: 2 proportions of the syllables (form), the sub- 
jective effect of the poem has been traced to objective formation. As 

with music, poetry in being built on number becomes a meeting-ground of 

art and science, where objective reality verifies spontaneous subjective 
feeling and utterance. 
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Backing up slightly, we can see clearly how sprung rhythm fits in 

with Hopkins' aesthetic and poetic theories. The key terms again, as in 
Hopkins' discussions with Patmore and his expoffiafihj on sprung rhythm, 
are quantity and stress. 

Both quantity and stress are listed in Hopkins' comprehensive outline 
of possible poetic structuring devices. Any question that he confused 
the two seems flatly disproven here, where his thinking is so clearly 
laid out. 'Stress is defined almost exactly as it was for Patmore, as 
"the bringing out of the sound of the syllable, especially of its vowel- 
sound" (JP, 271). Quantity is, simply, "the time it takes in saying" a 
syllable (JP, 270). The two recognised quantities in Greek and Latin, 
long and short,. have a ratio of 2: 1, "on the same principle as a minim 
two crotchets or a crotchet two quavers etc" (JP, 270 -- alternate musical 
terminology for a half-note [minim], quarter-notes [crotchets] and eighth- 
notes [quavers]). Quantity is thus time-measure (which is what Patmore 

was after), representable musically by J: J and completely apart from 

accent, which need not therefore be isochronous. We must keep time-feet 

separate from rhythm-feet. And more: when Hopkins speaks of quantity, 
he thus refers not to any necessary juggling of syllable-lengths 

JIJJI Jt JIJ 
') 

IJtýýIJJ (To be or no to be tha is the question) but to the natural lengths 

of individual syllables, which in Greek or Latin occupies the approximate 
ratio of 2: 1.24 

The issue then returns to "long or strong, " length vs strength. 
Hopkins clarifies on the specific nature of English poetry: 

The length so called of syllables in English, by which wind in the 
ordinary way is short and as rhymed to bind long, or siT_, got, hat, 
met short, sight, goat, hate, meet long-, is rather st-r-engtftan 
Te-ngth of ý_yllab e_. TJV_, M) 

Here, then, is the start of an answer to that puzzling question of the 

Author's Preface. What we would normally call "length" in an English 

word -- length determined, as in Greek, by the long and short vowels of 

wTnd and AN -- functions in English as strength, which Hopkins calls 

also "gravity" and which is related, in turn, to stress: 

We may think of words as heavy bodies, as indoor or out of door 
objects of nature or man's art. Now every visible palpable body has 
a centre of gravity round which it is in balance .... The centre 
of gravity is like the accent of stress. (JP, 269) 
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With his multi-sided employment of words, Hopkins uses "gravity" to 
denote physical as well as metaphorical weight in a word. "Long or strong" 
then in application to all English poetry -- of which sprung rhythm is 
but an example -- means essentially strong, or heavy, or stressed. 

Undoubtedly there is a difference of length and so also when you 
add consonants -- thinkst is longer than thick, lastst than lass 
etc but not in the, 7-re-e-k-way by ratios of-T--. Z-. T =, I) 

Thus, length or quantity cannot be ignored, as syllables take certain 
times to be pronounced -- due to length of vowels or consonants -- but as 
there is no simple ratio, this length cannot be a determining structural 
factor. "Length" means length as well as strength, but only subsidiary 
to strength. 

From here, it is only a step to sprung rhythm. Hopkins writes of 
English accentual rhythm vs classical quantitative: 

beat-rhythm allows of development as much as time-rhythm wherever 
the ear or mind is true enough to take in the essential principle 
of it, that beat is measured by stress or strength, not number [of 
syllables], so that one strong may be equal not only to two weak but 
to less or more. (JP, 278) 

Here we have all the essential ingredients of sprung rhythm, derived, 
so Hopkins suggests, from an intensification or "development" of the 
natural English "beat-rhythm" of "stress or strength. " Hopkins cites as 
examples of developed beat-rhythm Shakespearels: 

Toad that under cold stone 
#I, -1 . 41 -1 

Sleep thou first i1th' charmed pot? 
01 #, -1 1-1 

Why should this desert be? 
(JP, 278) 

-- all of which present sprung feet as their most obvious feature (cold: 

stone, charmed: pot, this: desert). 
In a long, detailed explanation to Dixon of his "new prosody" (cf. 

the "new art" he claimed for music), Hopkins clarifies the roles of stress 
and quantity in a manner that further demonstrates sprung rhythm as an 
extension of the general principles in the Essay on Rhetoric: 

The new prosody, Sprung Rhythm, is really quite a simple matter and 
as strict as the other rhythm. ... We must however distinguish its 
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civat and its 6V 6TVaL , the writing it somehow and the writing it 
as it should be written; for written anyhow it is a shambling 
business and a corruption, not an improvement. (LL2,39) 

The dtvat 
, or simply doing it, he defines as "a matter of accent only, 

**. and not of quantity at all (LL2,39). For the doing it well or pro- 

perly, the cý 67vaL , "great attention to quantity is necessary" (LL2,41). 

As in describing English verse by nature, then, strength is the decisive 

factor, with length of individual syllables in a subordinate role. The 

feet of sprung rhythm, in being described as "equally long or strong, " are 

essentially "rhythm-feet, " defined by stress; their length is important 

for the . 60 61Vai of the poem, but only so that syllabic length complements 

and does not upset the balance of strength. If Patmore confused "rhythm- 

feet" and "time-feet, " Hopkins nowhere does: he thus does part company 

with Patmore as a stresser, not a timer, as sprung rhythm is developed 

from the "beat-rhythm" of Old English. 

Io get back to the fundamental nature of sprung rhythm, though, it 
is necessary to return to number and several issues already covered in 

our study. A closer look at Hopkins' statement on beat-rhythm vs time- 

rhythm should set things in focus. Beat-rhythm (out of which sprung rhythm 

grows) can be its highly developed self "wherever the ear or mind is true 

enough": this should sound familiar. Again it is the appeal to hearing, 
to-the sensibilities, for justification. Yet as Hopkins assures Dixon, 
the new prosody is "as strict as the other rhythm, " not "something informal 

and variable, without any limit but ear and taste. " This is the same two- 
fold claim that fascinated Hopkins about music: its truth subjectively 
obvious to the ear yet at the same time not meaningful only in this 
"informal" way. As with music, number provides the objective verification 
in verse, and in sprung rhythm particularly. Of beat-rhythm, Hopkins 

emphasises that the "essential principle" is that "beat is measured by 

stress or strength, " so that "one strong beat may be equal not only to 
two weak but to less or more" -- not followed by, accompanied by, but 

equal to. The basis is in number. 
The*Essay on Rhetoric explains. Hopkins specifies about stress and 

slack: 
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Accent of stress ... is the bringing out of the sound of a syllable, 
especially of its vowel-sound. It is also almost necessarily a 
heightening of the same syllable in loudness. Unaccented syllables 
on the contrary are both slurred and soft. An accented syllable is 
equal to two unaccented roughly speaking but no two weak accents in 
a word are exactly equal. (JP, 271) 

Just as he found 2: 1 ratio at the core of classical time-rhythm, where 
j=jj, so here stress and slack are analojo4j related, 2: 1 in volume 
or "bringing out" or "making much of, " stress. It is impossible to accept, 
without doing serious damage to any concept of Hopkins as coherent thinker, 
that these concepts did not work their way into his own poetry. His stu- 

-dies in music were fuelled by precisely the urge to verify the intuitively 

obvious; he would have had to be completely unlike himself to refer sprung 
rhythm to 'what sounded right' only. What sounds right is pleasing because 
it is based in nature; and nature's order is discoverable as an exact 
science, as his quest in music shows he was aware of. His studies in Greek 

poetry show this same fascination for numbers as truth. In the Essay on 
Rhetoric he makes an obvious mathematical connection for English -- and 
therefore his own -- poetry, that the 2: 1 time ratio of classical verse 
is translated, in English, to an approximate 2: 1 stress ratio. And as he 

writes, "Accentual verse arises from emphatic accent as quantitative from 
length of syllable" (JP, 271). As in music, as in the other ideal art, 
architecture, proportion, ratio, is all. 

The large-scale view is clearest. We saw in Chapter Ia discussion 
by Hopkins on the natural foundation of the tetrachord (1.2, fn 58 ). 
Hopkins thought this musical structure important because it so clearly 
reflected the mathematical-acoustical order of nature, and was in turn 
the basis for the musical scale-systems used in plainchant and modern 
music. The basic musical form was found in nature, and the numbers 
proved it. 25 

In poetry, Hopkins says the same about the sonnet. He writes to 
Dixon: 

[The Shakespearean sonnet], though simpler, is as strict, regular, 
and specific as the sonnet proper [the Italian]. Moreover it has 
the division into the two parts 8+6, at all events 4+4+4+2. 
Now it seems to me that this division is the real characteristic of 
the sonnet and that what is not so marked off and moreover has not 
the octet again divided into quatrains is not a sonnet at all. For 
in the cipher 14 is no mystery and if one does not know nor avail 
oneself of the opportunities which it affords it is a pedantic 
encumbrance and not an advantage. The equation of the best sonnet 
is 
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(4 + 4) + (3 + 3) = 2.4 + 2.3 =2 (4 + 3) = 2.7 = 14 
This means several things -- (A) that the sonnet is one of the 
works of art of which the equation of construction is unsymmetrical 
in the shape x+ y= a, where x and y are unequal in some simple ratio, 
as in 2: 1,3: 7, -T: 37, perhap! F it w(Tuld be better to say mx + nx =a. 
Samples of this are the Hexameter and the Ionic TrimeteF-, d-iVidEd 
by their caesura, as St. Austin De Musica suggests, so as to give 
the equation 31 + 4" = 52' (it is not very clear how he makes it out, but 

at all events they give the equation 21/2+31/2=6 or 5+7=12). The 
major and minor scales again consist of a pentachord +a tetrachord 
and in Plainsong music all the 'Authentic' Modes have this order 
and all the 'Plagall the reverse, the tetrachord first. And I could 
shew, if there were time, that it would be impracticable to have a 
ratio of the sort required with numbers higher than 4 and 3. Neither 
would 4: 2 do, for it wd. return to 2: 1, which is too simple. (B) 
It is divided symmetrically too in multiples of two, as all effects 
taking place in time tend to be, and all very regular musical compo- 
sition is: this raises the 7 to 14. (C) it pairs off even or sym- 
metrical members with-symmetrical (the quAtrains) and uneven or un- 
symmetrical with uneven (the tercets). And even the rhymes, did time 
allow, 'I could shew are founded on a principle of nature and cannot 
be altered without loss of effect. But when one goes so far as to 
run the rhymes of the octet into the sestet a downright prolapsus 
or hernia takes place and the sonnet is crippled for life. (LL1,71-72) 

Several connections are demonstrated in this passage. First of all, the 
sonnet is asymmetrical -- remember Hopkins' college essay on the greater 
beauty of asymmetry ("The Origin of Beauty, " see above IV. 2,210 
Secondly, that asymmetry goes along with a greater complexity -- two 
quatrains in the Shakespearean sonnet are superior to one undifferentiated 
octet, because, as the Note on Words claims, complexity-in-unity is where 
Beauty arises (IIIA, 128-129), and as another college essay states ("The 
Origin of Our Moral Ideas"), it is harmony, not unity, that is beautiful 
(III. 1, fn7 ). 

Most important, all of these matters are proven -- demonstrated as 
based in nature and not just opinions -- by number. What Hopkins refers 
to by the mathematics is, of course, the sonnet's arrangement of lines: 
(4+ 4) is the octet of two quatrains, (3+ 3) the sestet of two tercets. 
The importance of the equation is that it shows the balance of everything 
reduced to a series of dual ities, 2.4 + 2.3 ,2 

(4 + 3) ,f inal ly 2.7. 
As Hopkins notes in his letter on Patmore, poetry shares with music its 

tendency to progress in twos (and sometimes fours). As he remarks here, 
"all effects taking place in time" -- e. g., performative arts like music 

and poetry -- tend to divide "symmetrically too into multiples of two. " 

This is Hopkin's intended acceptance of Patmore's I'dipody". One of the 

authorities for this sort of . mathematical reduction and Justification is 
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again St. Augustine, "St Austin De Musica" 0" + 4L = 5" -- as well as 
relating to the 3's and 4's of the sonnet, is of course the Pythagorean 

equation for constructing a triangle, which Augustine found another 
natural mathematical basis to metrics. ) 

Further, the mathematically based, perfect asymmetry (mx+ nx= a) 
is the same found in those other natural phenomena, "a pentachord +a 
tetrachord, " as well as the scales and modes built from them. The 

pentachord is a 5-tone sequence of pitches, arranged in a certain pattern 
of semitones and whole tones; the tetrachord, similarly, is a 4-tone 
sequence with its own requisite patterns. Together , they construct the 
modern diatonic scale, thus: 

iý .3 
14h I 

Cj 
-ý ___'C775 10 1 

zV 

Me, " Cý 

CDEFGABC 

Eliminating the 5th scale degree (G) held in common between the two, the 

result is a ratio of 4 notes (in the pentachord) to 3 (in the tetrachord) -- 
4: 3. The fundamental importance of this 4: 3 ratio to musical structure 
(why Hopkins cites it as evidence) is that it is also the arrangement of 
pentachord and tetrachord (4 and 3) that distinguishes the two types of 
plainchant modes (on modes, see above, 1.2,30 ). An "Authentic" 

mode, with all of its characteristic sound and emotional effects, is deter- 

mined by 4: 3 (pentachord + tetrachord); a "Plagal, " by 3: 4 (tetrachord + 
pentachord). Thus: 

AUTHENTIC PLAGAL 

C 
_,. _D___E 

CA 
', Z., _P , T*TRACMOPb TETRACMIkV PENTACHORI) 

The same pitch-sequences (E, F, G, A, B and B, C, D, E), in different order, con- 
stitute the two harmonic foundations of plainchant -- and the relationship 
is mathematically verifiable by the same 4: 3 ratio as is at the foundation 

of sonnets. Thus, poetry's mathematical perfection is allied with that 

of music -- this is the similarity between the arts and the end he sought 
in each. 

Hopkins' comment on rhymes, too, and their necessity, ties musical, 

philosophical, and poetic together. "Even rhymes, " he writes here, "I 

could shew are founded on a principle of nature and cannot be altered 
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without loss of effect. " Compare this to a similar statement to Bridges 
(who had complained of obvious or "vulgar" rhymes in "God's Grandeur"): 

Hereby, I may tell you, hangs a very profound question treated by 
Duns Scotus, who shews that freedom is compatible with necessity.. 

*. common sense tells you that though if you say A, you cannot h; ip 

saying A,. yet you can help saying A, + A, at all; you could have said 
B, + Bz or C, + C2 etc. And is not music a sort of rhyming on seven 
rhymes and does that make it vulgar? (LLI, 169) 

Rhymes are necessary as musical harmonies are necessary (the "seven rhymes" 
are the seven scale tones; any piece of music must be based on -- I. e., 
must "rhyme" on -- one of the seven): because both are "founded on a 
principle of nature. " We saw in Chapter II the role that Scotus plays 
here: if a set of rhymes (A, + AJ, or a set of. required musical notes, 
limit our freedom, it is only by limiting freedom of play to a certain 
range -- the inscape (also, cf. above in the letter to Everard, each 
piece of art must have its "play or performance". -- this is freedom 

of play); however we can choose not to exercise this freedom at all, 
but do something else -- this is freedom of pitch (see 11.2,66-67 
Music and poetry are connected in the natural truth of their forms 

and Hopkins here as elsewhere uses the musical analogy to clear up the 

poetical point, showing music to be the central art -- and the truth of 
those forms is the same truth Hopkins found in Scotus and before him in 
Plato. 

Thus, through the large-scale picture of the sonnet, we see that 
Hopkins did base his poetic art firmly in mathematical -- originally 
musical -- principles. The sonnet is mathematically and aesthetically 
perfect, just as the basic modes and scales of music are perfect; and 
the sonnet, of course, was the poetic form that Hopkins used and developed 

more than any other. 
This sort of mathematical reductionism must, if Hopkins is to be 

consistent, be carried on down to the most local levels. If lines are 
mathematically balanced, so must feet be. And they are. The feet of 
sprung rhythm are, by definition, "equally long or strong" -- meaning, 
essentially, of equal stress. The concept of a 2: 1 stress-to-slack 
ratio, taken in conjunction with this, suggests that there must be a 
determinable mathematical equivalence from foot to foot in a Hopkins 

poem. There is no one statement of method in his writings, but extra- 
polating and piecing together what we have demonstrates how such equiva- 
lence may be arrived at. 
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Hopkins writes in the Essay on Rhetoric, of accentual metre and its 

variable syllable-count: 

In general the system of alternative feet can not be fully worked 
out in accentual verse, for when we put a three-syllable foot for 
a two-syllable we are changing not only the foot but the beat and 
the rhythm. (JP, 278-279) 

Obviously, rhythm must measure some repeated figure, and if the number 
of syllables varies no steady figure is left to be repeated (unless one 
assumes, as Hopkins here does not, that the stable element in such verse 
is time). More important, though, are the examples Hopkins 

provides -- for they show the numbering system at work: 

arrowy Iser for rolling Iser or silvery ciphers for silver ciehers 
is not a tyl -For a spondee (2 +1+1 for 2+ 2) but a dactyi for 
a trochee (2+1+ 1=4 for 2+1=3) 

(JP, 279) 

Diagrammed thus: 

(a) ar-row-y I-ser (a) sil-ver-y ciph-ers 

_2 
+1+1 2+ 12+ 1+ 12+I 

4343 
(b) rol-ling I-ser (b) sil-ver ciph-ers 

+ 
-1 

2+ 12+12+1 
4343 

In both cases (a) is no real substitute for (b), as the total weight of 
the dactyl is 4, heavier than the trochee of weight 3 it is replacing, 
and too heavy to be matched with the 3-weight trochee of the second word 
("Iser, " "ciphers"). From this we see the process of adding and balancing 

syllable weight in feet, as well as an inherent problem (or lack of accu- 
racy) in normal accentual metre. 

This would seem to be the heart of the difference Hopkins saw between 

sprung rhythm and such verse as Coleridge's Christabel or Whitman's prosy 

style. "If he does not mean it then he does not do it. " Typical accen- 

tual metre, written without awareness of mathematical balance, does not 
achieve it and so is a less "highly wrought" style. Hopkins, who operated 

always with such mathematical precision in mind, will have meant an exact 

equality when he wrote "equally long or strong. " (At least, an exact 
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equality ideally. If that equality cannot be guaranteed absolutely 
exact in performance, but only "roughly speaking" [JP, 2711, still the 
ideally exact mathematical framework must remain as guideline -- comparable 
perhaps to the flexible foursquare time of Purcellian declamation. )* 
In the case of a mathematically balanced version of "arrowy Iser, " the 
ýquation 

would have to be changed to, say 

ar-row-y I-ser 
2+ 1+ 1 3+ 1 

44 

-- giving extra emphasis to the second stress ("I-ser"). As Hopkins 

ntoes elsewhere in the essay, accented rhythm measures stress, so that 
"one strong beat may be equal not only to two weak but to less or more. " 
As with so much of sprung rhythm, the balance is thus not inherent in 
the individual words, but must be added to, brought out in a correct -- 
i. e., particularly stressed -- performance. 

This is also what Hopkins must have meant when he referred to sprung 
rhythm as "stressy. " "Arrowy Iser" (2+ 1+ 1= 3+ 1) differs from "rolling 
Iser" (2+ 1= 2+ 1) in the heavily stressed resulting sound it will have. 
As with the line, "She had come from a cruise training seamen, " from the 
Eurydice: without careful attention to stress, it is "mere Lloyd's 
Shipping Intelligence. " Like the Greek choruses, without proper balance, 
it is "prose bewitched.,, 2r, 

To the obvious and natural next question -- why can one not simply 
read Whitman with stresses all balanced as in "arrowy Iser" and call that 
"highly wrought"? -- the answer must move on to Hopkins' view of over-all 
poetic structure. It is not enough that the numbers be made to balance; 
they must have reason to balance, taken in the context of the whole poem. 
As we saw above, Hopkins' poems are entire utterances, structured as 
such and meaningful as such. Looked at in this way, sprung rhythm 
is not forced on the individual words, but grows naturally from the 

whole set of words. First, the varied emphases must serve throughout 
the poem to create Isome coherent over-all pattern -- the final metrical 
unit is the entire poem. Second, a poem is truly balanced, weighed and 

This Is, assuming we know what to measure. "Expenditure of energy, " perhaps, as Elisabeth 
Schneider suggests? (Schneider, 247) Org more in line with what Hopkins himself said, 
selving (including not only loudness but distinctness)? The impossibility of even imagining 
such a measure tested further demonstrates that we must keep "mathematical equality" in 
mind as an absolute the poet holds before him as he composes, and we hold before ourselves 
as we reproduce (cf. above, V-3, fn. 2-1 
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timed only when a thorough digestion of its meaning by a reader reveals 
that obviously and naturally, "arrowy iser" must receive extra stress 
because of how it fits in with the over-all meaning, the flow of the 
utterance (see below, VI. 1,326-32B , for a demonstration of this). 
This is form flushed with feeling, meaning made entirely present and 
subjective meaning objective. The poem, in its varying degrees of 
emphasis, should simultaneously codify an impassioned and natural 
declamation of the words, and a balanced, mathematically perfect metrical 
form. 

So, therefore, Hopkins can write quite confidently that Coleridge's 

accentual rhythm "is not, but might be developed into, " sprung rhythm: 

For though it is only a step from many popular and many literary 
cadences now in being to sprung rhythm and nature even without 
that help seems to prompt it of itself, yet the step has never, 
that I know of, been taken. (LL2,21) 

And to Bridges that "extremes meet" and this is why the extremely unstruc- 
tured verse of Whitman, "this rhythm in its last ruggedness and decompo- 

sition into common prose, " is so like the elaborate art of Hopkins, where 
"everything is weighed and timed. " 

As for the doing it and the doing it well (CLVac and 6D jLVaL 

we can also see how quantity (in the Hopkinsian sense) fits in. Shakes- 

peare's sprung line, cited above, might be mathematically balanced thus -- 

Toad that un-der cold stone 
2+1 2+ 13 

-- giving equal foot strengths of 3. Assuming both over-all metrical 
structure and declamatory needs supported this, there is still quantity 
to be accounted for. The last two syllables, "cold: stone, " each can 
take the extra stress because, of their nature, they have "gravity" 

or "length. " This is seen not only in their long vowels, but also in 

the consonants of each. The n on which "stone" ends, Hopkins has 

explained to Dixon, is a letter that "may be prolonged" and "made as long 

as-you like" (LL2,41) because of its nasal quality; similarly, in "cold, " 

the I as a labial would also seem infinitely extendible, and the d 

Hopkins classifies (in the same letter to Dixon) as a strong or grave 

sound. 
27 

Thus we can demonstrate the metrical workings of a Hopkins sprung 
rhythm poem. 

28 The above-cited opening quatrain of "Carrion Comfort, " 
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for example (using stress-first foot division for convenience, and 
assigning a weight of 5 per foot*): 

Z5+I "' I13 -+. z15+ ;L 5' 
Of Not, I 111 

1 

not, carr ion 
I 

comf olrt+, Des pa i r, not f east on 

I 

Tt(ee, 
3+ 

1 * : -ý l 
Not k -f un wi st -- 

1 

ack sill they may tre 
l 

thes strands a*st eI of 
Iman 

i n me 
3+ X3+2 5 z 

Or, most 
1weary 

, 

IC 
ry I can no more I can; 

2- 2 3ý' r 's "3 "" " - 't 35 
/ 

2 '3 -,, I+1 5ý 
Canj ng: 

I 
somethi hope, 

l 
wi sh day 

Icome, 
not 

1 Ichoose 
not to Ile. 

ýx6, 
C With this, larger shpings than individual feet occur: 11 ot untwist; " 

11 z611 r- .3x 1511ý 11 not choose not to be; " "Not feast on Thee . Over-reaving accounts for 
the lack of such heavy stressing -- and the consequent continuation of 

We 3z3z 
rhythmic flow across line-end -- ending line 3: '1 can no more 
31 

CZ .3z . 5- 
11 can; an something; Hope .... 

An early poem, classified as "sprung and outriding" (MS. A), demon- 

strates further. 1877's "Hurrahing i, n Harvest" (#38), complete with 
manuscript markings, scans thus: ** 

Summer ends now; now, barbarous in beauty, the stooks rise 
%-. Or % ------- o 

. 11 ##' 0_1 
Around; up above, what wind-walks! what lovely behaviour 

Of silk-sack clouds! has wilder, wilful-wavier 
#1,010 Meal-drift moulded e'v"er and m'elt? d across skies? 

ra 1. 
01 Oe 

I walk, I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes, 

Down a"ll that glýory in the he*avens to gl'ean our Saviour; 

le #-* &I, e 1-01 And eyes, heart, what looks what lips yet ga"ve you a 
-"% e #0 e 

*0 Of Rapturous love's greeting of realer, of rounder replies? 

And the h< lls are his world-wielding shoulder azurous hung i 

Alternate foot divisions to account for rising and rocking rhythms would obviously in some 
cases change the weight-distribution, but not, I believe, significantly over-all (see below, 
vI. 1-, 327-329 -- the most important factor is that the scansion be consistent throughout 
the poem, and present a coherent interpreted meaning). 5 is the smallest number to assign for relative weights that allows the necessary variety 
of relative stresses, without moving into fractions. - 

*-* Scansion In lines 5,7,12,13 collated from mss.. A and B. Other scansions mine. 
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#0 00 0-0 *0 
Majestic -- as a stallion stalwart, very-violet-sweet! -- 

to, These things, these things were here and but the beholder 
. 01 1., . 40 e .0 

Wanting; which two when they once mee 
. 10 #-* 00, Op Op 

The heart rears wings bold and bolder 
A., 011 '0 

And hurls for him, 0 half hurls earth for him off under his feet. 

Musical scansion would perhaps better represent its rhythm than tra- 

ditional: * 

j beauty, 
8e 

ise .j Summer ends now; 
In 

w, 
I baýLarous Isteks r 

jj ýround ; up albove, what Iwind-wa 1ý51 w"hjat 
I lqojvel4yj býe hJavi o7ulýr 

1j JJ 
Of IsiI k-sajiýck IcI 

o4juds ! hjas I w4i I de'ljr, I w4i I fju I -Iwav i er 
J4JJ NJ PI 

.N 
Jý J, J*, 

ISJ- IMeal-drift I 
moulded ever and melted across kies? 

r&LL. 
jI 

li tJJ IJ 
JJ 

II walk, I if up I ift jup heartj eyes, 
JJ 11 P Mý T1% P Mý J j*1 J qj JN 

Downj al I that I glory in the I heavens t6 I glean our 
I Saviour; 

. J" J4JJ. jII. - 
And I eyes, 

I he'jart, w1hjat II ojoks w'hjat 
111 

ps yet I gave you a 
-, 

J -r-3 J 
Mý 

j 
Irl 

J JN AJ 

Rapturous love's I 
gcreetj1n'g of 

I 
realer, of rounder relplies? 

aý j 4j, 4p 

ielding houlder nd the azurous un ills are his Iworld 
A h, 

ý 
gI hý 

J; 

ý"' 
Cj ýTý 

. 

4ý1 

*No 

Is 

J Cý '0ý OrN Is 4je0--j 
Ma estic as aýstallion 

istalwart, Ivery-violet- 
we ý 

%--ý J.. ' jjjj 'p J ej 1ýp J 
re h'eojre aond 

I but the býholder IThese things, these I things we 
1j 11 jj 'j jJ lWanting; I which two ]when they joncelmeet, 

.jJj 'i 
jjPJ 

Thel heart I rears wings 
I bold and I bolder 

j+' JJ C1 qý If ejet o under his And I hurl sf or h im, 01 half hurls jearth fr, 2r_him I if 

But Hopkins' own accomplishes much the same thing, without the arti- 
ficial time-constrictions of this: 

It+I+Z143 Summer ends now; now, 
lbarbarous ilnjb7e-a'u"tyl, "'thle Isto7, oks+ rilse+ 

Outrides becoming grace notes, as suggested above (V. 1, ). Though such a musical 
scansion courts confusing time-feet and rhythm-feet, as a schema of relative times, 
it does reveal a motif throughout the poem, as in 

-j Jý j 
06'eauty, the" ustooks rise / A-, ff "fovely behaviour / Of, " etc. This cannot be a 
structurally relevant feature (as the metre is str6ss-based), but may help to account 
for the poem's unified sound. 
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I 
Alro"u-nd; up albove, what lwind-'walks! what Ilovely belhaviour 
If13 -1- f31 "' 3.0- 13 1-. j 0 silk-sack IcI30uds"'! has1wi der, 1wilfui-Iwavier 

Me3a I ! dri ftI mou I ded j2e_v'e'Ir +anId 
, m2-e 1+ted "'ac'rooss I sk i es? 

ra t 1. 
3 . 0- f .3f Is +13 -ý- wa k, I lift up, 

II 'liftlup heart, leyes, 

+ Down I ah I+that I gýlory in 4e Iheavens to 1 glean our I saviour; 
IV 3+11 

.3+13 -0.1 And I eyes, I heart, what II oBok*s what 11 ps yet I gave you Ia 

Rapturous love's jgreeý: ing of jreaýler, o 
lf I rouAe1r+rejpli2_es9 

I+13+1 2- +I*1 3", 1 '2- *I+ 
And the jazurous hung1hills are his Iworld1wielding Ishoulder 

+ff 
MaIjestic -- as aI sial I ion Ist4alwart, Jýery-'violet-jsweet! 

f+13 jThe'? -se` things, these things were I here and I but the belholder 

g; 
j 3 't- I-f ý3 #- IY- 

Want in which two when they I oncelm*3ee-to, 
f 15ý Thel heart I rearsl wings I bold and jb2o-l*deIr 

1 151,2-* 1 4- 1* 1' Y 
And I hu3rl sf or h im, 01 ha3l Aurl 

sI earth f or h im of f under hisf ee 
II 

As with "Carrion Comfort, " new larger rhythmic shapes emerge, as not all 
stresses (or unstressed syllables) are equal: especially visible in the 

shaping and pacing of lines 5-8: 

.5tz/I 
il 3 

to glean our Saviour; / And eyes, heart, 

Is f 13 .31 -3 what looks what lips yet gave you a/ Rapturous love's greeting of 

realer, of rounder replies? 

and the build-up of heavy stresses at the sonnet's end. 
In addition, care is given to do the thing well, not to violate the 

phonetic requirements of the words (except possibly "I lift up" -- cf. 
below, V1.1,314-5 on this): "silk-sack" and "meal-drift, ', though not sprung, 
are allowed room to breathe, and the only possible area of trouble, 
squashing "across" into "melted across skies" is alleviated by the 
rallentando. (Note also the onomatopoeia here -- the syllables thus 

stressed and slowed seem to "melt" into o'ne another. ) 
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Beyond such straightforward examples, this method of scanning for 

mathematically accurate balance should also be able to find that careful 
weighing and measuring that distinguishes "The Leaden Echo and the Golden 
Echo" from its free-verse cousins. Hopkins writes to Bridges of this 

poem: 

I have marked the stronger stresses, but with the degree of stress 
so perpetually varying no marking is satisfactory. Do you think all 
had best be left to the reader? (MS. A) 

Beginning with the assumptions that all lines must be roughly equivalent, 
and that the standard line-length is pentameter (over half of the poem's 
lines are clearly scannable this way), we can surmise that the longer 
lines must similarly be structured around five major stresses. Immediately 

we see that the long opening line divides quite naturally into five units: 

e-. -) 
How to keep -- 

-- is there any any, is there none such, nowhere known some, 

bow or brooch or braid or brace, 
1-71% late, 

, latch or catch or key to keep 

three 
, 
of the feet (for such they must be defined) already have main 

stresses marked ("I have marked the stronger stresses"). Each foot, long 

or short, must have one main stress, or weight-center, exactly as Hopkins' 

rhythmic shaping of words and phrases in his songs created weight-centers 
(see IV. Z, 220-223 , and below, VI-1,317-318 ). * In order to create 
feet that are equal, further, and to account for the fact that all long 
feet must have subsidiary stresses, "the degree of stress" must be 
"perpetually varying. " A possible scansion constructed along these lines 

could be as follows (each foot assigned relative weight 6 -- to keep the 

scansion manageable, only key syllables counted in longer feet): 

IlHo2w' to keep 

is there any any, 
I is there none such, I nowhere-kAwn-some, 

Cf. also Hopkins In the Essay on Rhetoric, on words as "heavy bodies9t, which like "every 
visible palpable body has a centre of gravity round which it is in balance" (above, V. T. 2.77 
and earlier in the Note on Words "word" used to si'gnify not only literal words but any 
larger unit of sense/sound -- phrases, sentences, entire poems OII. 1919A9 ). Metric 
stress here based not on word- but on phrase-centers. 
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Ilbow or brooch or braid. or brace, 

Late, 
Illatch or catch or key to ke3epll 

Continued throughout the poem: 

J 
or Back be6auty, 

lkeep 
it, beauty, beauty, beauty, 

l. (, 

. 

1from 

va"n5, ishinglaway. 

11 

*Iis 
there no: frowninglof these': wrinkles, ranked", -wrinkles deep, 

11 
0y 
f 

2 
Down? 

lno 

w'laving; off of1these most S 11 m . mournful, messengers, 

l 11 
ti essengers 

f 
sad and: stealing! messengers of, grey7 

2 if 
Op 

v 
or 3ý 

No rels no 
Ithe 

ne, t 'n 0 no there's none, 
11 11 421 

here's no e, 

l I 

IIy It 2v 

Nor can yfoullo"n*g b2e, 
jwh'ýat 

youln'O"'W a2re, 
ica'lled 

fair, 
l 

I A, jw 4t, l 
DYo' what youlmay do hia do what you may, ý 

fIIIfI, 
""I : 

11 
And wisdofmlisi early to despair 

y7 11 

-f 0-1 
1 

L, 

ie e in n ot ng can beido"nell 

6 Al 
211 IE 

bg ni 
fg; I 

since, no, 
In 

hi 
2 

2- y29 11 

To keep 
I 
at bay 

IAI -Y 21 11 
't 4e op or .0e Age and 

I 
age's 

I 
evils, 

I 
hoarlhair, 

11 
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I# 

t 'w st, drooping, dying, dea hlý' or winding: sheets, Ruck and: wrinkles, 
l 1 

0: 

11 11 

1! 
11 

0 A., 'tulbling: to de; cay; tombs and, worms and: M 

'y II' 
defspair. 

11 
inning to So be begl: nning, 

ltre 
bego 

0 there's none, no no no there's none: 

11 ly 
dm do, de 

Belb7eginniingitoldespalir, to deýpa'lr, 

6y 

'5 : z' 

do 00, loop ##* 
2. '1 

Despair, 
I 
despair, 

I 
despair, 

l 
despair. [Sparelll'* 

Otc. 

The above scansion, rather than using Hopkins' "convenience" division of feet beginning by 
stress, has separated feet in accordance with phrasal and 'harmonic' or alliterative 
units -- this seems the only way to properly represent this unusual poem's structures 
where metrical/rhetorical/alliterative are so closely interwoven. (For a discussion on 
this in detail in this poem, see below, VI-3, 

Note also the short lines, 8& 10 -- I have scanned these for 3 and 2 feet each respec- 
tively, giving a total of five feet in both, simply because it adds symmetry to the 
pentameter poem. 
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Conclusions to be drawn from a metrical analysis such as this will be 
discussed at length below (see VI. 3,392-398 ). For now, though, 
the scansion diagram on its own demoristrates how through applying a 
numerical framework for relative stresses, Hopkins' poem reveals itself 
to be "highly wrought" indeed, and only superficially -- or in untutored 
and therefore incorrect performance ("all had best be left to the reader") 

like the long loose ramblings of Whitman. 

The mathematical foundation of sprung rhythm also ties in another 
connection, back to song and Greek art. In the letter to Everard, we 
saw Hopkins call on Greek verse as the Ideal, both of song and indirec- 
tly of sprung rhythm: "The Greeks carried lyric to its highest perfec- 
tion in Pindar and the tragic choruses, " this ideal lyric definaWt-) as 
"song ... each piece of itself a song. " Similarly, in his letter to 
Bridges on sprung rhythm vs Whitman the ideals cited are exactly the 
same: sprung rhythm is "like ... the rhythm of Greek tragic choruses 
or of. Pindar: which is pure sprung rhythm. " In that sprung rhythm was 
inspired by Greek poetry, it came from these specific instances, and it 
did so because of their similarity to song. 

Another passage from a later letter to Bridges clarifies the spe- 
cifically mathematical question -- Hopkins' prosodic speculation on the 
Dorian rhythm: 

I have made what I think is a great discovery; it is of a funda- 
mental point; .... The Dorian Rhythm, the most used of the lyric 
rhythms, arises from the Dorian measure or bar. The Dorian bar is 
originally a march step in three-time executed in four steps to 
the bar. ut of this simple combination ot numbers, three anUfour, 
simple to state but a good deal more complicated than any rhythm 
we have, arose the structures of most of Pindar's odes and most of 
the choral odes in the drama. (LL1,233) 

Hopkins goes on to explain and elaborate, but what he means, essentially, 
seems to be this. Using the musical term crotchet (quarter-note) for 

the prosodic long ( -) -- a terminology derived from standard books 

on Greek prosody -- he remarks that 

In strict rhythm every bar must have four steps. Now since four 
were to be taken in three-time, say three crotchets, (1) one crot- 
chet had to be resolved, (2) only one at a time, and that (3) 
never the last. (LL1,233) 
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In other words, based in a musical "three-time" or 3/4 metre: 

rrr 
either the first or second crotchet ( J) is "resolved, " or divided into 
its next constituents, eighth-notes: 

rrr 

vvUV 

forming the two main types of Dorian bar (rising Ionic and choriambus, 
according to Hopkins). Three beats, resolved into four "steps" or 
syl labl es. 

The point is, first of all, that here the distinctive rhythm of 
the Pindaric odes and tragic choruses singled out again in this pas- 
sage as central to Hopkins' theories is fascinating because highly 
structured, because "pure sprung rhythm, " because reducible to mathematical 
excellence: here as in the sonnet calculations, the significant 3 and 4. 
(St. Augustine's 31+ 41= 5ý'). "In strict rhythm every bar must have 
four steps, " or, in other words, in music and in metrics "everything shd. 
go by twos and, where you want to be very strict and effective, even 
by fours. " The balance of fours into threes creates an asymmetry that 
is nonetheless beautiful, flexible, and based in nature 

!q 

Hopkins' comments on the Dorian rhythm, though, tell us more about 
his poetic art than simply its numerical basis. Here is thus a good place 
to introduce the last consideration of sprung rhythm and the Essay on 
Rhetoric: the full poetic application of counterpoint. Hopkins attri- 
butes the Dorian bar's beauty to its built-in counterpoint of 3 (beats) 
against 4 (syllables). 30 He elaborates on the possibilities, first in 
terms of licences: 31 

When the measure is more loosely used two new licences appear -- 
syncopation, by which syllables are lengthened so that three fill 
a bar and so that the last of one bar becomes the first of the next; 
and triple resolution so that a bar can have five syllables. By 
means of syncopation the measure can be made dactylic and practically 
brought into common time. (LLI, 233-234) 

The second licence, "triple resolution, " is easily seen: 
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three-time 

normally resolves 
to 4 steps 

uV 
can also resolve 
to 5 steps 

ý; 

The first licence, here so-called "syncopation, " is actually syncopation 
but achieves the double-hearing effect Hopkins generally referred to as 
counterpoint. By slowing the syllables down so that three syllables 
(as opposed to three beats) fit in a bar, the rhythmic figure is extended 
over into the next bar, so: 

LIU 

Or, more complex: 

JJ'JJJ NJ JJ"PJ 

! FrH FLI 
In both instances, a dactylic (- uu) foot is temporarily suggested; 
in the second especially, the illusion of "common" or 4/4 time is created 
(including the subsidiary division into two groups of two beats -- the 
double dipode). Presumably, the position of a passage like this nes- 
tled in between straight Dorian rhythm on either side would assure that 
this effect be perceived as syncopation (or counterpoint -- a new rhythm 
mounted or superimposed on the old). Thus: 

The effect is similar to one seen frequently in music -- and one we have 

seen before (IV. 2,229 ): the hemiola, three notes played in the time 

normally reserved for two, or vice versa. 

-t% 

rr = 
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(The bracketed numbers,. -- and indicate this alteration. ) 

Further indication of how Hopkins valued the Dorian for its counter- 

point ability comes when he adds accent to his scheme: 

Naturally the strongest place in the Dorian bar is the second crotchet, 
not the first, ... but perhaps it would be best to mark the first 
as strongest: it is made so, so to speak, by a correction, to redress 
the heaviness of the second crotchet. Pindar and all the poets con- 
tinually pass from heavier feet, like-v -- or w --, to lighter, 

where by the stress falling sometimes on a long or crotchet, 
sometimes on a short or quaver, a beautiful variety is given and the 
variety is given and the variety is further. enhanced by making an 
imperfect Ionic follow a choriambus, thus: by which 
a dactylic cadence is given but with the stress falling on different 
syllables of the dactyls. With all this the rhythm came to have an 
infinite flexibility, of which the Greeks seem never to have tired. 

(LL1,234) 

Insisting on a natural and unavoidable (whether marked or not) accent 
on the first syllable of each foot is understandable best in a musical 
context: a musician would know immediately what Hopkins means, that a 
bar 

would still be played with some accent at the opening, 
%J 

merely by virtue of its being the opening. More important is the idea 
that Pindar (that ideal lyricist again) and others altered feet-types 
within the Dorian to give variety of accent-effects. Especially the cited 
example -uvvv shows this: 

V'%A. TV6 VA wrv%. 

c%*RIAHIU3 JOIJU 

A temporary dactylic (- u v) effect is created, with the bar-vs-rhythm 

counterpoint giving unusual accents: 

Jr rr rrr >> 

or-. 

N 1% 
ki vI-%. ) v 
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Accent and time, or rhythm-feet and time-feet, do not coincide, but 

for the duration of the effect are counterpointed -- the result is an 
"infinite flexibility, of which the Greeks seem never to have tired. " 

This flexibility is also Hopkins' goal in sprung rhythm. The fact of 
its mathematical precision is what allows the layers of counterpoint 

effects, four syllables against three beats, time-units against rhythm- 

units, etc. 
This progression from individual elements (stress, timing, etc) to 

a whole complex work of art based on level after level of counterpointed 
layers is presented in the Essay on Rhetoric categorised as how to avoid 

monotony. This final section of his mini-treatise goes beyond whatever 
"repeated figure" structures a given type of verse, to those intermittent 
figures that make the verse non-monotonous, or, in more familiar language, 

complex. The goal of verse, as was the goal of art in the college essay 

on Beauty, is "to realise not only unity, permanence of law, li'keness, 

but also, with it, difference, variety, contrast: ... rhyme ... not 

echo, and not unison but harmony" ("Origin of Moral Ideas, " JP, 83). 

What is basically similar is united with what is dissimilar, necessity 

with freedom, aand so forth. Hopkins explains, in the Essay on Rhetoric, 

that such "intermittent elements": 

do not break the unity of the verse but the contrary; they make it 
organic and what is organic is one. All the parts of water are alike 
but the parts of man's body differ and man's individuality is marked 
but the individual being a waterdrop has is gone when it falls into 
water again. And in everything the more remote the ratio of the 
parts to one another or the whole the greater the unity if felt at 
all, as in the circle and ellipse, for the circle is felt to be more 
at one and one thing than the ellipse, yet the ratio of its circum- 
ference to its diameter is undiscoverable, whereas there must be 
one ellipse in which it is 3: 1 and any number of others in which 
it is any ratio we like to take between M and 2. (JP, 283)32 

The methods of preventing monotony, as it is put here, are several. 
First is the simple change of words, from foot to foot, line to line, so 
that no two units in the poem are exactly the same. Much more significant 
is what Hopkins has to say about the caesura: 

Caesura is the overlapping of words and feet, so that a foot con- 
tains part of two words and a word of two feet. (JP, 273) 

I 
Hopkins' definition is, of course, classical rather than modern. it 

is, though, a peculiar definition when used in relation (as Hopkins 
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uses it) to English prosody; compare the more standard explanation of 
"rhetorical and extra-metrical pause or phrasal break within the poetic 
line. " 33 Hopkins' definition says nothing of "phrasal breaks. " What 
is most important for us is that the words take for granted a specific 
view of the poem as consisting of two simultaneous levels: sound and 
sense. He defines caesura elsewhere in the Rhetoric essay as "sense-words 

of different lengths from the sound-words" (JP, 280). Sense-words are 
easy -- they are the literal words we see and apprehend on paper, "earnest, " 
"earthless, " "equal, " "attuneable. " Sound-words we remember from the 

musical-metrical language analogy of this same essay as feet, the essen- 
tial poetic unit. Thus, two levels are envisaged: literal words, or 
sense-words, the sense of the poem, and sound-words, poetic feet, the 

main "repeated figure" of the poem's "spoken sound. " Thus, 
Jr 

U/U/UU 7N 

Of that forbidden 11 tree whose mortal taste 
(JP, 280) 

breaks the third sound-word (iambic foot) between two sense-words 
("forbidden" and "tree"). This example also demonstrates, according 
to Hopkins, one of the great flexibilities of the iambic pentameter, 
that it may be divided into an equation of 2+ 3=5 (caesura after second 
foot), 3+ 2= 5 (after third foot), or, as here, exactly in the middle, 
21/2+ 21/2= 5 (in the middle of the third foot). This last would seem to 
be monotonous for being equal, but as Hopkins notes, it is not, "because 
the foot is reversed after the break" (JP, 280): what he means demonstrates 
his concern with larger and larger groups of units, because he refers 
not to an actual reversed foot (/ u for v /), but to the mirror structure 
of the two resulting half-lines: 

; ý--S ýrts 5, 
6 SIAzk 

Further, Hopkins remarks on caesura, demonstrating his two-layered 
view coming out, that "when the caesura is fixed by rule we have rhythmic 
counterpoint. " He clarifies: 

By counterpoint I mean the carrying on of two figures at once, 
especially if they are alike in kind but very unlike or opposite 
in species. (JP, 280) 

Thus any series of iambic pentameter lines, for instance, where the 

caesura is invariably in the middle of the third foot, will in effect 
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be counterpointing two layers: a sound-word line of 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1= 5, 

and a sense-word layer of 21/2+ 2112= 5. 

30und v 
Sense v/IU /I v"Iv 

Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste 

Hopkins' concept of the caesura presupposes this kind of layered view 
of the poem; his application of counterpoint to caesura usage demon- 

strates it. A poem with these two layers operating simultaneously is 

more complex than one without, though their balance means the poem is 

still unified -- just as a piece of counterpoint in music aims at 
difference-in-similarity, complexity-in-unity. 

34 

Another way of avoiding monotony, or another layer added to the 

counterpoint, is emphatic accent -- emphasis of meaning. Again the 

term used is counterpoint, "a counterpoint beat" playing on the varying 
stresses of "word-accent" and "verse-accent" (JP, 281). Again, the exem- 
plar in English is Milton: 

.e /I Z 
Home to His mother's house private retu"rned -- (JP, 281 ) 

Breaking down into: 
VerSe-4cceat Ix/I 

word-Accenj I/ 
01 V"I"II 

Home to His mother's house private returned -- 

This is the standard counterpoint we see in Hopkins' own poems, represented 
in his diacritical marks byC_/'O . The first foot is reversed, not a 
counterpoint effect on its own as this is standard licence in the metre 
(as distinguished in the Author's Preface, "imperfect feet at the begin- 

ning, " vs the "sensitive second foot, " Poems, 45); the other reversal, 
in foot four, is distinguished as "word-accent" as opposed to "verse- 

accent. " This is what Hopkins means by championing Milton in the Author's 
Preface as "the great master" of counterpoint (Poems, 47). 35 That 

Hopkins intended such effects to be apprehended as diagrammed here -- 
two separate layers superimposed -- is amply demonstrated by his own 
diagram of some complex word/verse counterpointing in Latin verse: 

CVIýIMALAjPER LON GA51, CdN'IAL4 F Rvo RAS - 
(JP, 282) 
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The upright black lines (T) represent feet divisions, with mid-line 
caesura notes by the double-line ( 11 ); vowels are marked by thin 

uprights (I) -- thus, as the vowel is the centre or "stem" of every 
syllable, these uprights mark each syllable; the red graph-line represents 
tonic (or verse) accent, with high points notated by a dot on the 

upright (I); the blue graph-line represents emphatic (word) accent. * 

Counterpoint is indicated when the two graph-lines diverge. We could 
do the same with the above Milton example, graphically demonstrating 
its counterpoint: 

I ýOmEjroj HIS, mo Th ERý5 I HOU3EIPRI VATE, 'RE 'TURN6D, 

Or, even: 

IGE NE RATIONS I HAVE TROD I HAY E%I'Rol), N&YE, TROD 

Finally, Hopkins discusses "lettering, " "a sameness or likeness 

of some or all of the elementary sounds, the letters, of which syllables 
are made" (JP, 283). Here, as everywhere in his descriptions, Hopkins, 

notion of siding is all-important. Men, the Scotist position declared, 
in all their different individualities, were sidings of Christ, in whom 
all were summed up. The concept of pitch was related to siding, as 
the side-on diagram demonstrated: (see above, =J, 19 

A- 
At 

A2. 
rA 

A, 

In lettering, sounds may be exact repetitions, or only related: like 

sidings. Rhyme occurs when two syllables have the same "stem of sound" 
(JP, 285) or middle sound -- thus, like A, and Az above, the stem must be 

A, but each individual rhyming syllable a siding of A. All vowels alli- 

terate, because they share a "catch in the mouth" or "rustle" (JP, 382), 

when pronouncing a word beginning with a vowel; but for assonance, 
"sameness of vowel in syllables" (JP, 284), the effect may be either 

11vowelling on" (assonance proper) or I'vowelling off, " "changing of vowel 

Colours my addition. Hopkins' original marks emphatic accent (blue) with double dotted line; 

tonic accent (red) with heavy black line. ' 
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down some scale or strain or keeping" (JP, 284). Thus think of 

vowel A, which repeated would be "vowelling on, " but which altered grad- 
ually in its repeated appearances to A,,. A2, A., would be I'vowelling off, " 

going down the "scale or strain. " E. g.: 

On that lone shore loud moans the sea 
(JP, 284) 

moves from [0-_fY'-Ov-o3* as though it were a melody or strain played on 
a single musical scale. 

Consonants, by contrast, must be exact in their repetition, or they 
may be matched in pairs of aspirates which alliterate softly: p- f, b -v, 
and so on. Consonants which do not alliterate, and which in face "offend 
the ear if represented as doing so, just because of their nearness, " are 
those such as b and p, t and d, -- "the belonging pairs of sharps and 

- 36 -- flats" (JP, 284). We saw ýharps and flats mentioned in this regard in 

one of the letters, where "bid, with a flat dental, is graver or stronger 
than bit, with a sharp" (LL1,41). There, flat and sharp fell into possible 
physical connotations: the t ending bit does seem sharp and cut off in 
its physical pronunciation compared to the flatter mouth shape required 
to pronounce bid. But the terms are also (and primarily intended to be, 
one can only assume) musical: sharps and flats, and alterations 
up and down to the pitch of a "natural" tone (Clý is a semitone higher 
in pitch than C; 0 is a semitone lower than B). Following the musical 
analogy, Hopkins is entirely correct: the same tone, sounded nearby its 
neighbouring flat or sharp (C played with C%; B played with Bý), is 
violently unpleasant to an ear expecting consonance. Again thinking of 
the siding/scale diagram, any harmonious musical scale would not include 
both a note and its sharp or flat, but either the note, or its altered 
form; just so, on the diagram, if b is A,, then A.,, A. 3, etc will include 
v the aspirate, but not p the relative sharp. The musical terminology 
shows that Hopkins thinks of letter sounds and poems' sounds as a harmony, 

as in music. 
Most important about lettering, though, is that as with the various 

sense-sound counterpoints, the organisation of lettering forms its own 
level of structure within the sound-words. If metrical units of feet and 
lines are the song's rhythm, so lettering is its harmony. This is why 
the terms of scales, strains, and sharps and flats creep in here where in 

the rhythm discussion Hopkins referred to counterpoint, crotchets$ quavers. 
The implication is that just as the rhythm of a poem is structured as 

International Phonetic Alphabet symbols. 
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if it were a song, so is the harmony -- in music, the harmonic totality 
lends no less variety, development, and unity of a piece than does its 

rhythm. F6rfýer, if we further extend the application of counterpoint to 
include harmonic relationships (musical counterpoint includes melodic 
unity-and-complexity), the whole of the Hopkins poem becomes intelligible 

as a vastly detailed network of sound and sense, all tied together by 
the interrelations of counterpoint, all discernible as a series of layers 

simultaneously progressing, complex and therefore individuated, "flushed 

with form" and expressing for our apprehension the inscapes that inspired 
their writing. Sprung rhythm and the assumptions that go with it become 
the basis of Hopkins' art of song. 

Thus, just as Hopkins in his songs responded to poems that moved 
him by in a sense completing them -- codifying their ideal utterance 
in music -- so in his poetry he aims to create this kind of complete 
utterance: musically based, aiming to imitate lyricists of song like 
Pindar, using concepts of musical organisation to form his inspiration 
into melody and rhythm. Musical editor Stevens writes of Hopkins' songs: 

The air [of Fallen Rain] takes its being from that intensification 
of the poem's own rhy ic and dramatic life which we must believe 
was either GMHIs immediate response to a poem which he liked or was 
the result of long dwelling in imagination upon it. (JP, 462) 

This music [Past Like Morning Beam], although sufficient in itself, 
grows out of the linscapel of Te-poem. It is not so much a trans- 
cription as a translation into music of a pattern of sound and sense 
which GMH may someti-m-e-s-Fave fe-It more vividly, more physically, 
than the author himself. (JP, 461) 

Hopkins in turn writes of his admiration for Dixon in just the terms 
one would expect him to use of his own goals in verse: 

-This richness of image [in Mano, Dixon's greatest work], matched 
with the deep feeling whicti-Mushes his work throughout, gives 
rise to effects we look for rather from music than from verse. 
And there is, as in music, a sequence, seeming necessary and yet 
unforeseen of feeling, acting often with magical strokes .... 37 

He appreciated the form flushed with feeling, which he associated, as 

always, with musical effects: the perfect blend of freedom and necessity, 
matched only by music's manipulation of its own mathematical laws. 

Thus Hopkins on Wordsworth, too: 
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His powers rose, I hold, with the subject: the execution [of the 
"Ode on Intimations of Immortality"] is so fine. The rhymes are 
so musically interlaced, the rhythms so happily succeed .... the diction throughout is so charged and steeped in beauty and 
yearning .... (LL2,148) 

Diction "charged and steeped in ... yearning" is again flushed with 
feeling; the subject flushed through the execution. The result is 
form that "happily succeed[s], 11 poetic elements "musically interlaced. " 
Compare finally the major fault he found with Patmore, that he lacked 
in these same characteristics: 

The faults I see in him are bad rhymes; continued obscurity; and, 
the most serious, a certain frigidity when, as often, the feeling 
does not flush and fuse the language. (LLI, 82) 

Poetry at its highest for Hopkins, therefore, approached the condition 
of song -- whether his own poetry or somebody elsels. As anyone not 
writing in the systematically flushed style of sprung rhythm could not 
create complete, "performativell works of art, Hopkins' response to poems 
that moved him was to complete them. 

The lyric 'Thou didst delight' is, like others before it, a gem. 
I have music to it I hope you will like .... (LL1,112) 

'Sky that rollest ever' -- I was quite inspired by this and have an 
air for it which I should like you to hear, for it is wholly fathered 
by the poem .... (LL2,54) 

You are quite wrong about Barnes's poems -- not to admire them ever 
so much more. I have two good tunes to two of them. (LLI, 229)38 

In regard to his own poetry, he sought to build this performed utterance 
into it -- to bring the words themselves to the fullness of musical expres- 
sion where form flushes feeling and to perform is to make audible the 
inscape that inspired them. As Bridges writes about his friend, the 

poems 

aim ... at an unattainable perfection of language (as if words -- 
each with its twofold value in sense and in sound -- could be arranged 
like so many separate gems to compose a whole expression of thought, 
in which the force of grammar and the beaixty of rhyme absolutely 
correspond-39. 

Verse and music serve the same function of codifying the verbal utterance 
into a work of art; in Hopkins' poems, he thus does with verse what his 

songs did with music. How this makes his poems and songs similar, how it 

works in his poetic art, we shall see in the next and final chapter. 
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FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER V 

1 Originally, the preface to MS. B. Citations from Poems, 4th, pp. 45-49. 
Page references continued in text. 

2 Though Alan Heuser argues otherwise: "Not in : music but In metre Hopkins first 
found the nature of counterpoint" (p. 82). Considering how counterpoint fits in with Hop- 
kins' life as a whole, this seems an untenable position. 

Hollander writes of Hopkins and counterpoint: "With the general acceptance of stressed 
prosody as a native English tradition, following Hopkins, an analogical use of the word 
'counterpoint' arose to describe the disparity between the actual sound of a passage of 
verse, and the rational schema simultaneously inferred behind it. It is an analogy neither 
accurate nor particularly useful, save to point out that such a disparity does exist (but 
this practically tautological). Indeed, the perfectly proper use of the musical terms 
'syncopation' and even 'hemiolal would avoid the trivialities and the Inaccuracies incumbent 
upon the traditional misuse of 'counterpoint. '" (Hollander, n1he Music of Poetry,,, p. 240. ) 

3Most literary critics would argue that such scansion destroys the distinction 
between Rising and Falling, and so they Ignore this precept. They ignore, however, that 
in music -- if not elsewhere in poetry -- what might be called "Rising" rhythms move freely 
across bar lines with no distortion of meaning. No one confusesq for example, the Rising 
rhythm in the opening movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony: 

J 

As Hopkins says in the Preface, distinctions between Rising and Falling "are real and true 
to nature" (45); he writes to Dixon that In fact Rising is "commonest in English verse, " 
though Falling "is perhaps better in itself" (LL2,40). Given, then, that he is not trying 
to suggest that all English rhythms are reducible to Falling rhythms, there Is no reason 
why he should propose such a convenience other than to follow the example of music. 
That stress-first convenience scansion appears only in the Author's Preface suggests perhaps 
that in writing the Preface Hopkins did have a musical analogy in mind and was carried 
away with the analogy's possibilities. 

A letter to Dixon advocates scanning poetry according to the particular passage, though 
this Is not dependent on how the line begins but rather on how the syllables form words 
and phrases. Thus: 

"In I vain tol me thel smilingl morningsl shine" 
and not: 

'In vain 
Ito 

me 
Ithe 

smill ing morni ings shine " (LL2,87) 
Sprung rhythm, though, with its characteristic ability to change cadence from Rising to 
Falling (and back), would require some more standard means of foot-divisioni, such as Is 
found in musical bars. Thus a cadence which continuously changes will some mes move 
across the bar, sometimes not. 

4 
Cf. to Dixon: 

"I do not say the Idea is altogether new; there are hints of it in musicq in nursery 
rhymes and popular jingles, in the poets themselves, and, since then, I have seen it 
talked about as a thing possible in critics. Here are instances -- 'Ding dong, bell; 

Pussy's in the well; Who put her in? Little Johnny Thin. Who pulled her out? Little 
Johnny Stout" (LL2,143-. 

5 Music & Literature: A Comparison of the Arts (Athens, Georgia: University of 
Georgia Press, 1948), p. 49. 

6 
Cf. Hopkins to Dixon: "These little graces (in "The Handsome Heart"] help the 

'over-reaving' of the verse at which I so much aim, make it flow In one long strain to the 
end of the stanza and so forth" (LL2,86-87). 

Also, cf., III. 1, -- an artwork, as a giant word, must be considered as one long 
word in its definition. 
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7Gerard_Manley Hopkins, I, pp. 84-90. 
8 
Kenyon Review, Vol. VI, Nr- 3 (Summer, 1944), Hopkins Centenary Issuej pp. 

816-821; rpt in The Kenyon Critics: Gerard Manley Hopkins (New York: New Directions 
Publishing Corp., 1945), pp. 28-54. AlT-page references in text. 

9 Whitehall notes Hopkins as "too limited by conventional metrical theory and by 
concessions to stanzaic form to realize its bearing on the explanation of his own work" (37); 
also, Whitehall cites the fact that Patmore never heard Hopkins' poetry. 

Given his position on such Issues, it Is somewhat surprising that Whitehall does not 
himself use musical scansion in his analysis of sprung rhythm. As a disciple of Trager- 
Smith linguistic scansion (see IV. 1, /j Y ), however, Whitehall translates Patmore's 
and Hopkins' theories into that system. 

10 William Hayes Ward, "Sidney Lanier, Poet, " The Century, Illustrated Monthly 
Magazine, Vol. XXVII, Nr. 6 (April, 1884), p. 818. (Hopkins' letter to Bridges is dated 
April 19th of that year. ) 

11 ror the suggestion that "it was almost incredible that Hopkins was not familiar 

with Patmore's 'Essay on English Metrical Low' until so late a date,, as 1881, see Margaret 
R. Stoble, "Patmore's Theory and Hopkins' Practice, " University of Toronto Ouarterlyq 
Vol. 19, Nr. 19, Pt. 1 (1949), p. 64. Stoble continues: "Such ignorance of it is the 

more unlikely in view of the great contemporary interest which the essay ýarousedll 
(p. 64). 

12 On Hopkins critics, see Paul F. Baum, "Sprung Rhythm; " and Elisabeth W. Schneider, 
"Sprung Rhythm: A Chapter in the Evolution of Nineteenth Century Verse, " PMLAt 80: 3 (June, 
1965), pp. 237-253. Both provide disclaimers arguing no intentional temporalism in 
Hopkins' rhythm. 

Of critics comparing Hopkins and Patmore, Stobie suggests that Hopkins used Patmore's 
basic isochronic system though with "some important corrections and additions" (p. 65) -- 
though this alliance of musical and poetic is argued as a fault in both men: t1the more 
Hopkins came to know about music, the clearer appeared the fallacy of submitting poetry 
to its laws and conventions" (80); J. C. Reid, in The Mind & Art of Coventry Patmore 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957), shows "Hopkins as unmistakeably a Istresser, ' rather 
than a 'timer"' (p. 234); O. S. MacColl, "Patmore & Hopkins: Sense & Nonsense in English 
Prosody, " London Mercury, 38: 225 Wuly, 1938), argues that Hopkins could not have imitated 
or agreed with Patmore because the former was not "capable of understanding a master on 
the subject" (p. 217). 

13 
Letter cited in full in "Hopkins' letters to his brother, " by Anthony 

Bischoff, S. J., Times Literary Supplement, 8 December, 1972, P-1511. Further references 
in text. 

14 See Willi Apel, Gregorian Chant (London: Burns & Oates, -1958? ), especially 
pp. 126-132; and Grove's Dictionary of Music & Musicians on "Plainchant. " Benedictine 
monks at Solesmes and other (mainly French) houses began the restoration of Medieval 
plainsong texts and practices in the mid-nineteenth century. The originally intended 
rhythm of the chants became a subject of great controversy: according to the Accentualists, 
led by Dom Joseph Pothier (1835-1923), "Gregorian notation had no fixed and absolute note 
values, therefore the chant was sung in a natural non-metrical style" (Grove's, IY p. 830). 

15 This letter, presenting Hopkins' defense, is sadly missing (see FLI editor's 
note, P-354). 

16 References to the dramatic arts in the Everard letter (and elsewhere) may lead 
to speculation that there is another ideal than the musical behind Hipkinst "performative" 

poetry. Sheer weight of evidence, however, if nothing else, suggests that drama was of 
comparatively minor interest to Hopkins; music, on the other hand, was crucial. 

17 See IM, 191. : the ideal performance, which adequately realises the text, 

and so constitutes the aesthetic object, must be distinguished from any given individual 
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performance, which may or may not succeed as aesthetic object. (Beardsley's distinction, 
in his Aesthetics. ) 

By encompassing the presentation of meaning in a poem's correct performances Hopkins 
bypasses the distinction Beardsley makes in his study between performative and symbolic 
(i. e., literary) works of art. The symbolic aspect here becomes part of the performance. 

18 
Cf. Hopkins' letter Baillie, on the three languages of poetry: the highest of 

them is inspiration, which must come from the proper mood (i. e., spontaneous feeling 
must be an element, flushing the form -- cf. 111.1,141%9); next is Parnassian, which 

is high language but without inspiration of mood -- it can be fine, "but does not sing 
(I have been betrayed into the whole hog of a metaphor) in its flights" (FL, 216). The 
combination of song and flight as characteristic of inspired utterance we have seen before 
(11-3, ts' U. ). William T. Noon comments, in his "Three Languages of Poetry, " that what 
Hopkins looked for in poetic language was "spontaneous thoughtfulness" (in Norman Weyand, 
ed., Immortal Diamond: Studies in Gerard Manley Hopkins [London: Sheed & Ward, 19491, 
p . 2583-- 

19 
See Walter J. Ong, "Sprung Rhythm & The Life of English Poetry, " in 

Immortal Diamond, pp. 93-174. 

20 
Cf. G. M. Young's comment, already seen (IV. 1912 09 that Hopkins in Influencing 

modern verse "led a multitude into a wilderness to perish.? If there is no system behind 
sprung rhythm, then Young is correct in this -- it is only Hopkins' sensitive ear that 
stops any sprung rhythm poem being metrical nonsense. 

21 
Date and place of composition suggested by Graham Storey, in Preface to JP, 

p. xxvii. See also Lacklamp: ItTeaching classics at Stonyhurst brought Hopkins to reconsider 
a subject which he had long since Ignored in his writings -- the use of music to explain 
poetic techniques" (p. 25). 

22 
Hopkins acknowledges this: USInging without words Is in Greek -Tep6TtýCIV 

to go lala or ta ra. There Is also humming" (JP, 268). 
23 A small sampling from the De Musica demonstrates the similarity of Augustine's 

thought regarding music to Hopkins' (not surprising, considering Augustine's key role in 
influencing Duns Scotus -- cf. 11.3, fn. 3t ). (From W. F. Jackson Knight, St. Augustine's 
De Musica: A Synopsis [London: The Orthological Institute, n. d]) 
"Our rhythmic or metric art, which is used by makers of verses, comprises certain rhythmical 
measurements, numeri, according to which they make the verses. The measurements, that is, 
the rhythm, remain when the verses stop or pass. The verse of rhythm which passes is really 
manufacturedi fabricarij by the rhythm which remains. The art is an active conformationq 
affectio, of the mind, animus, of the artist. " (Bk. VI, xii-35, p-111) 
"Metre, metrum, is then something, sung or said, having a fixed limit of length, and com- 
prising always more than a single metrical foot; and it is something which by its natural 
movement, and by a kind of even regularity, aequalitas, which belongs to It, exercises 
a soothing effect on our perceptions before ever conscious thought is given to the mathe- 
matical relation in the sounds, ante consi4lirationem numerorum. " (Bk. III, ix. 199 p. 42) 

"To proceed from the material to the immaterial, we may take the verse Deus creator omnium, 
and ask, where do the four iambs %j - and the twelve times in it exist? Is it in the 
sound, in the auricular sensation, sensus qui ad aures pertinetq or in the act, actus, 
of the pronouncer? And since the verse is well known, are its feet and its times also in 
our memory? An obvious answer is, that they are in all four, and that there may also be some 
higher, more inward force from which all else is derived. " (Bk. VI, ii-2, p. 86) 

And finally to the Christianised 'music of the spheres': 
"We must not hate what is below us, but rather with God's help put it in its right placeg 
setting In right order what is below us, ourselves, and what is above us, and not being offended 
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by the lower, but delighting only In the higher. ... The higher things are those In which 
equality resides, supreme, unshaken, unchangeable, eternal; where there is no time, because 
no mutability; whence, in imitation of eternity, times In our world are made, ordered, and 
modified, as long as the circling sky continually returns to its place of starting, recalling thither the heavenly bodies toog with the days, months, years, periods of five years, lustra, 
and other cycles of times which are marked by the stars, according to the laws of equality, 
unity, and order. So earthll, things ar; 

tsubject 
to heavenly things, seeming t0as sociate the cycles of their own dura ons in rh hmic succession with the song of the great whole, uniVersitatis. " (8k. VI, x. 29, P-107) 

24 
Musical notation was often used in Latin and Greek grammars of Hopkins' time. 

Heuser argues that Hopkins must have read James Hadley, Essays Philological I Critical 
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1873), as part of his Classical metrical studies -- Hadley 
uses musical notation to represent classical longs and shorts. 

In classical poetry, though, as is undoubtedly true of some musical scansionist theoriest 
it must be remembered that the perfect 2: 1 ratio remained an ideal, a framework to be 
striven for in performance, without necessarily being present In every performance. 
It is in this sense, too, that Hopkins' mathematical accuracies must be approached. 
(Cf., for instance, a musical performance which uses rubato or flexible delivery of a 
given passage -- the metrical musical structure remains behind the performance as an Ideal 
structure without being absolutely present in the performance. A tape-recording of the 
performance would not find isochronous bars and beats. ) Thus, even though Hopkinst 
system of numbering stresses appears on the surface similar to the Trager-Smith scansion 
(see IV. l, lt3 -9), unlike that scansion his is in no way an attempt to describe what 
actually goes on in a correct performance, but rather an ideal framework on which to model 
performance. 

25, 
C f. Hopkins to Patmore: "I believe that I can now set metre and music both of 

them on a scientific footing which will be final like the law of gravitation. This is a 
great boast, God grant it may not be an empty one" (FL, 377). The search for a final 
law, "like the law of gravitation, " compares to the importance we saw Hopkins give to 
ultimate natural laws in his purely musical studies (see 1.2, Z6 here, the 
study encompasses poetic metre as well. 

26 
Hopkins also writes, of number and stress, in the Rhetoric Essay, 

"Perhaps In some people's mouth the strong accent may be equal to all the other 
other accents of the word -- veterinary, say 4=1+1+1+1.... " (JP, 271) 

This seems to suggest that another type of formula altogether is being proposed, where 
combined slack syllables equal the weight of the stressed syllable. This obviously can- 
not work as ay? eneral principle however, 

(for 
f so no two-syllable word would be scannable 

unless both s lables were counted equal 2= 2ý. 

27 An early letter to Bridges includes a similar example and explanation: 
"my quantity is not like IFI'ftýtwld Mf6rd Sqrare, l where Llff 
I should never admit. " (LL1,44) 

L might pass but bdrafcra 

The rhythmic presentation of this might be: 
I+1t 

W30 
1B 2e'd 

-tf oIr dISq 
3U'a 

re rif-ty 
I 

The monosyllabic feet here present no problem, it seems. ft umight pass" as a 2: 1 
trochee because, despite the short vowel, the two f's in the accented syllable are heavy and 
extendible; Bedford, presumably, is unacceptable because the vowel sound in the unaccented 
second syllable is in effect longer or heavier than that in the first, and without any 
extendible nasals or labials to compensate for it. 

On extendible consonants, cf. Daniel Jones, Outline of English Phonetics, 9th edition 
(Cambridge: Heffer I Sons, Ltd., 1960), p. 48 -- such letters as n, (as in "sl2f)j 
etc. are called, continuatives, or continuants. 
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On the role of phonetics in prosody, see David Abercrombie, "A Phonetician's View of 
Verse Structure, " in Studies In Phonetics & Linguistics, Language & Learning Series, 10 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1965) -- "Most writers on prosody have paid little 

attention to phonetics, which is possibly why they have never reached any agreement on a 
common body of knowledge" (16); "English verse thus turns out, as Hopkins suggested It would, 
to be really rather simple in its structure" (25), complicated by lingering classical 
misconceptions and lack of knowledge of phonetics. 

28 Hopkins' poems not In sprung rhythm work this same way, though by definition 
such poems in running rhythm will have feet or equal numbers of syllables, with equal 
weight distribution throuqhout. 

An early introduction to "The Wreck of the Deutschland" (MS. A, probably written sometime 
in 1878) elucidates on this subject -- though not with raising some additional questions: 

Note -- Be pleased, reader, since the rhythm in wh: the following poem is written is new, 
strongly to mark the beats of the measure, ... not disguising the rhythm & rhyme, as 
some readers do, who treat poetry as if it were prose fantastically written to rule 
(which they mistakenly think the perfection of reading), but laying on the beats too 
much stress, rather than too little; nor caring whether one, two, three, or more syllables 
go to a beat, that is to say, whether two or more beats follow running ... -- or with 
syllables between, as commonly; nor whether the line begin with a beat or not; but letting 
the scansion run on from one line into the next, without break to the end of the stanza: 
since the dividing of the lines is more to fix the places of the necessary rhymes than 
for any pause in the measure. Only let this be observed in the reading, that where more 
than one syllable goes to a beat, then if the beating syllable is of its nature strong, 
the stress laid on it must be stronger the greater the number of syllables belonging to 
it, the voice treading & dwelling: but if on the contrary it is by nature light, then 
the greater the number of syllables belonging to it the less is the stress to be laid on 
it, the voice passing flyingly over all the syllables of the foot & in some manner distri- 
buting among them all the stress of the one beat. Which syllables however are strong & 
which light is better told by the ear than by any instruction that cd be in short space 
given: .... and so throughout let the stress be made to fetch out both the strength 
of the syllables & the meaning & feeling of the words. (emphasis added) 

Rove over scansion of course we have met before. The references to poetry not being "prose 
fahtastically written to rule, " and to the need for correct (= highly stressy) performance 
to bring thek structure out, relate directly to what we have just seen. Most interesting 
(and in a way most puzzling), though, are the very specific rules for realising metrical 
stress. The specific instruction that "the greater the number of (slack) syllables belonging 
to (a stressed syllable] the less the stress is to be laid on it, " the performed realisation 
thus "in some manner distributing maong them all the stress of the one beat" would seem to 
refer directly to the numerical equality of X+ I +1C -3+ 1 

"Ar-row-y I-ser"* 
But the distinction between "strong" and "light" syllables in this regard is less clear. 

A voice "treading & dwelling" on a heavy syllable so that "the stress laid on it must be 
stronger the greater the number of syllables" seems to court the logical impossibilities 

t- VPJ+ I +/ . How can feet then ever be "equally long or strong"? A possible answer Of I'vet-e-rin-ar-yrl 
is that in this relatively early explanation, Hopkins is referring to some sort of outriding 
effect. He is using outrides proper in sonnets of this period, and states to Bridges, "There 

are no outriding feet in the Deutschland" (LL1,45); but the specific usage of outrides Is 

unsettled yet in his writing. He disallows them in the Deutschland because "[olutriding feet 
belong to counterpointed verse"; yet at the same time is experimenting with them In sprung 
rhythm poems ("the most delicate and difficult business of all"), and two years later 

explains to Dixon that their effect in sprung rhythm "comes to the same thing or serves 
the same purpose as counterpointing by reversed accents as in Milton" (LL2,41), and by the 
time of the Author's Preface (1883 or later), outrides are a licence "natural to Sprung 
Rhythm. " That he was already, in the "Wreck, " hearing an as yet undefined need for some sort 

of outrides to deal with heavy syllables in sprung rhythm, is perhaps indicated in the 
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varying uses he made of outrides in later poetry. From one manuscript version of a poem to another, assignment of outrides can vary greatly, eg -- 

Felix Randal the farrier, 0 is he dead then? my dut 
MS. A. 

*X;. p N%w. %ý=o 
y all ended, 

The indecision would relate to the need to rely on the possibly varying dictates of the 
ear ("better told by ear than by any instruction 

... 11) to determine strength. Similarly, he applied outrides to Bridges' verse, as an alternative to removing extra 
syllables from a foot -- both removal and outriding effectively serving to allow more 
stress on the primary syllable: 

0A 
No sound of wheel rumbling foot falling (Bridges' "London Snow, " 

see LO 122-123; cf . VI .1, fn5 

Certainly the instructions to dwell heavily on the stressed syllable sound like, if not the instructions for an outride, at least some sort of extra-metrical tre atment given to syllables. (Perhaps the need to accommodate the naturally strong syllable would eventually be developed into using strong stress marks in the verse, such as >A // ?) 

29 
Hopkins' comment in this same letter to Bridges shows the close correlation he 

saw between Greek metrics and plainchant (and so sprung rhythm and plainchant, indirectly) -- 
"By the bye, I will send you my plain chant notes to this [Dorian rhythm]: it greatly 
brings out the nature of the rhythm" (LL1,234 -- these musical examples are apparently 
no longer extant). 

In a subsequent letter to Bridges, written a week later, Hopkins comments: "I enclose, 
or shall send soon after, music to Sappho's ode to Aphrodite, more curious than beautiful, 
but very flowing in a strange kind. It seems to be in the heptachord scale" (LL1,231; 

on this latter, cf. I. 2,52; A5f-- the discussion of heptachord scales cited there forms 

part of the long discussion on Dorian rhythm we have just seen. The two issues seemed to 
be occupying his mind simultaneously -- Dorian rhythm, pentachord+ tetrachord, and heptachord/ 

octave all revolving around the two magical numbers, 3 and 4). 
The music to Sappho's ode to Aphrodite still exists -- here it is with Dorian rhythm effects 
glossed. (The heptachord scale of the melody takes it from G to A 

seven pitches. ) -7: 

I t> , -. L5 

4. 
" �nc. p 

30 
Cf. Heuser, who is insightful but misapplies musical reasoning greatly in this. 

Picking up on the important 4: 3 ratio, as well as the importance of mathematics/music/ 

metrics, Heuser writes: 

"Hopkins noted that musical and metrical times, arising from the dance, went by twos and 

fours, establishing a mental frame of fours, symmetry or quadrature; this frame was a 

limit, so that in a verse line three feet could be expanded to four with pleasure, but 

four feet could not be added to (1.119-120). The naturalistic ideal for metre was then 

-P3 
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a frame of fours (scape) with a beat of threes (stress), a ratio of 4: 3 (Inscape). 
When Hopkins developed his verse forms he maintained proportion (the sonnet of 4+4+4+ 3) 
and when he elaborated from within the verse line he discovered counterpoint (the sprung 
Alexandrine of 4/3+ 4/3). Not in music but in metre Hopkins first found the nature of 
counterpoint; through the Alexandrine he developed a counterpoint of fixed ratios. The 
Alexandrine was divided by caesure into 3 +3. Hopkins treated it as two half-lines, each 
with a mental frame of fours; it became dimeter, two bars of four feet each, with one 
foot silent at the pause in each bar (a stress of 3 in a scape of 4, or 4/3+ 4/3) 
(Heuser, 82-83) 

The comparison with Patmore's four- and three-foot lines is interesting, but the law of 
dipodes is not really the same as 4/3 counterpoint; the "frame of fours" connection with 
Inscape seems dodgy at best (scape + stress = inscape? and why is 4a scape, 3a stress? ); 
also, there is no evidence at all that Hopkins suggested readinq his Alexandrines with a 
silent*fourth foot at the end of each half-line. Finally, as we have seen, counterpoint 
as a term and as an idea came from music and numbers, not metrics. Otherwise, why call 
it "counterpoint"? 

Regarding 4: 3 as an important ratio -- this is the ratio in pitches that produces the 
perfect fourth, complement of the perfect fifth and with it the basis of Pythagorean 
scales LI. 2,4 9 1; the 3: 2 ratio of the perfect fifth we have already seen in its 
rhythmic manifestation as the hemiola, a counterpoint effect Hopkins was fond of in his 
songs. This seems a much more sensible connection uniting mathematics/metrics/music 
than Heuser's proposed explanation. 

31 The following discussion attempts to stay with Hopkins' own theories ana expla- 
nationsq regardless of whether they are correct or not. For a fuller discussion of Hop- 
kins on Greek metrics, see Louis J. Bonn, S. J., "Hopkins' Graeco-Latin Verse Theoryll' In 
Immortal Diamond: Studies In Gerard Manley Hopkins, ed. Norman Weyand (London: Shee. d & 
Ward, 1949), pp. 73-92. Also note Gardner's comment, 

"Hopkins read Greek lyric verse with a somewhat arbitrary system of stressing; ... taking 
into account the natural ictus or oratorical stress with which the latter Greek lyric 
metres have usually been read by Englishmen" (Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins, II, pp. 99). 

32 The complex ratio can be compared to the complexity-in-unity we have seen else- 
where. Presumably, the value of a simple ratio in an artwork (such as the 2: 1 perfect harmony 
of a musical octave) is that it comes as the beginning-point or resolution of something 
more complex and dissonant -- two hundred bars of nothing but an octave or tonic chord is 
not usually an acceptable piece of music; but most tonal pieces start from and resolve to 
the tonic, with varyingly complex dissonances in between. Hopkins writes in the Note on 
Words, on complexity: "this reference of comparison is what the sense of unity means; 
mere sense that such a thing is one and not two has no interest or value except accidentally". 
(JP, 126 -- see above, 111.1,12-9 ). 

33 Paul Fussell, in Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, ed. , 
Alex Preminger, 

et al. (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1974), p-95. For a classical 
definition, compare George Preston, Greek Composition, 5th ed. (Cambridge: Deighton, Bell, 
& Co., 1884), p-7 -- "By Caesure in Verse we understand the pause occasioned by the close 
of a Word before the close of a root. " 

34 Cf. counterpoint of sense-word (word) and sound-word (foot) in a favourite 
device of Hopkins'. The above-cited "Hurrahing in Harvest"Is 

01 I lift up, I lift up heart, eyes, 
I' - ---T- 

consciously creates two different rhythmic patterns to avoid monotony of repeating the words 
(not an entirely successful effect in this case -- see above, p. . 

2-89 ). Cf. "The Caged 
Skylark"Is 

Both sing sometim'es the sweetest, sweetest spellsq 
Yet both droop deadly metimes in their cells (MS. B. scansion) 
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I have scanned assuming the same effect in "Hurrahing In Harvest"Is 

These things, these things were here ... 
1 

35 
For other examples Hopkins cited of Miltonts counterpoint, see LL1,38; LL2115- 

On this notion of counterpoint between verse and speech rhythms, Derek Attridge (The Rhythms 
of English Poetry [London: Longman Group Ltd., 19821) notes: 

... In a more general way, this [traditional] approach has been important in emphasising 
the distinction between a basic metrical pattern and the more varied rhythms of the spoken language, whether we think of this as another relatively simplified, Dattern, or as the 
fine gradations of speech itself. Of the terms used to refer to ths di s tinction, and 
the possibilities it offers the poet, the least helpful are those which Imply that there 
are two levels of structure simultaneously perceived by the reader; Hopkins' Influential 
borrowing of the term 'counterpoint' from musicq for instance, gives the erroneous impres- 
sion that the double structure is the equivalent of two voices in a polyphonic composition, 
each clearly perceptible, and each with a distinct character of its own" (17). 

Whether or not Attridge is correct and Hopkins' notion of counterpoint misleading in dealing 
with the bulk of English poetry is beyond the scope of this discussion; but the distinction 
remains important for examining his own poetry. 

36 
Modern terms for the distinctio. n are "breathed" (tq, k) and "voiced" (b9jjj)- 

See Jones, Outline of English Phoneticst p. 2.0. 

37 
Hopkins' introductory notes on Dixon in A Manual of English Literature, Historical 

and Critical, Thomas Arnold, (ed? ) (1885; 5th edition3-. Cited in LL2, Note K, p. 177. 

38 
Hopkins' tastes in poetry -- what moved him enough to put music to it -- though 

it seems unusual is in fact of a piece with the rest of his philosophy as we have seen It 
here. Peters accounts best for Hopkins' canons of taste: 

"Hopkins was a good andconsistent critic because his critical theories were well thought 
out and logically built up into a complete system. The fundamental tenet of his poetical 
theories is that linscape is the aim of poetry.? It is not hard to see why Hopkins set 
himself the task of expressing the inscape of his own self in poetry and why he looked 
for inscape in the poetry of others" (Peters, 31). 

Therefore the prime quality any poetry (and any poet) must have is sincerity, earnestness. 
All standard indicators of technical poetic excellence -- imagery, rhythmic flow, etc. 

"are merely ornamental unless they are woven Into the canvas of the poet's inscape, which 
can only be expressed in sincerity and true feelings" (Peters, 33). 

Hopkins' own letters more than demonstrate this connection of sincerity and inscape: 

"And let me say, to take no higher ground, that without earnestness there Is nothing 
sound and beautiful in character" (LL1,48) 

"... want of earnest I take to be the deepest fault a work of art can have" (FL, 212) 

On Bridges, Hopkins writes: 

"Since I must not flatter or exaggerate I do not claim that you have such a volume of 
imagery as Tennyson, Swinburne, or Morris, though the feeling for beauty you have seems 
to me pure and exquisite; but in point of character, of sincerity or earnestness, of 
manliness, of tenderness, of humour, melancholy, human feelingg you have what they 
have not and seem scarcely to think worth having" (LL1,96) 

On Dixon: 

... thought and feeling, in which he is always a master and never makes a false note 

... But he is unequal and the inequality lies in execution *. o *"(LL1,139) 
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On Barnes: 

"Still 1. grant in Barnes an unusual independence and originality, due partly to his circum- 
stances. It is his naturalness strikes me most; he is like an embodiment or Incarnation 
or manmuse of the country, of Dorset, of rustic life and humanity" (FL1222) 

Hopkins' natural response to poetry such as this seems to have been to want to complete it, 
make it musical in a literal sense (on his song-settings of Barnes, see Appendix I). The 
process seems to have been: Dixon (or whoever) was inspired with a feeling; he uttered it 
in a poem which encapsulated that feeling sincerely-in its form; Hopkins apprehended the 
poem and re-enacted the feeling. But for Hopkins, to whom no expression of inscape could 
be as pure as the musical, a complete version of the poem was found only In Its Ideal, sung 
utterance. Therefore he created from the poem a song, which captured in form (musical) 

and feeling (rhetorical) the spontaneous expression of Dixon's inscape. 

398ridges' Introduction to a selection of Hopkins' poetry, in Robert Bridges and 
Contemporary Poets, The Poets and the Poetry of the Nineteenth Century, ed. Alfred H. Miles 
TL-ondon: The Blackfriars Publishing Co., n. d*)j p. 182. 



VI. THE MUSIC OF POETRY 

Having seen that there is thus a musical basis of a specific nature 
to Hopkins' poetic art, all that remains is to see that musical bas. is 
at work. This culminating chapter, demonstrates exactly how the poems 
operate as songs, fulfilling Platonic, Scotist, and Purcellian goals to 
make of Hopkins a poet we can call "musical" in a particular and literal 
sense. 

The chapter is divided into three sections: "Expressive Declamation, " 
"Language into Music, " and "The Poem As Song. " .. 

I 



Expressive Declamation 

Sound for its own sake; sound as expressive of sense. These, as 
we have seen, are the two dimensions of the "piece of perfect song. " 
A Hopkins poem is first of all like a song in its use of sound to express 
meaning and feeling, this expressive manipulation of sound being the 
declamatory ideal that influenced Hopkins in Purcell, and that he sought 
after in his own songs. In the upcoming second section of this final 

chapter we shall discuss the other, the musical or formal dimension to 
Hopkins' poetry -- his use of "figures of spoken sound" for their own 
sake. Before that, though, this opening section considers Hopkins, 

poetry as declamatory art. 

The most readily apparent similarity between Hopkins the poet and 
what we have seen of Hopkins the songwriter (and his model, Purcell) 
is sensitivity to the spoken language. Purcell was dubbed the British 
Orpheus largely for his genius in rendering English words. Hopkins, in 
his poems as in his songs, aims at encoding a naturally-declaimed delivery 
as their basic medium for expression. 

Sprung rhythm itself, we have seen, is built to accommodate and even 
enhance the natural flow of words and phrases (according to the distinction 
Of CTVCtL and 6 ent'vaL -- a thing done vs a thing done well). And manu- 
script corrections of the poems show this c? dvat at work. The "Spring" 

sonnet (#33), for instance, appears in manuscript* with the amended 
lines 

. 
When weeds, in wheels, shootW longýlovely & lush; 
PreThrush's eggs look little low heavens .... 

The emendation in the first of these lines moves the stress pattern from 

VeV Of V 
shoot up long lovely 

* Following examples all from MS. B. 
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to the much more natural 

shoot long and lovely 

-- which in addition to strengthening the alliteration (I's moved to two 

stressed syllables) removes the forced strengthening of the short, light 

word "up" and allows the heavier, more drawn out "long" its full play; 
while similarly, in the next line, the clumsy voiced/unvoiced th joining 
("The thrush's") is eliminated, as well as giving the long mouthful 
"Thrush's" that much extra room to be dwelt on, resulting in a phrase 
that is much easier to pronounce. Compare: 

;3 
An age W now passed, since parted (#45) 

hun 
And the azurous hills are his world-wielding shoulder (#38) 

.1 

Let me * thoughýno more of him (#48) 
W, Po 

Nor mouthX. ýnor mind, expressed (#55) 

ak 
Whether at once, as once w)-d a crash Paul ("Wreck, " 

st. 101 
hiih 

Thol felt before, though in flood yet ("Wreck, " 
st. 7,1.7) 

(This last example especially demonstrates Hopkins' sensitivity to 
the relationship between phonetics and stress, removing the line's third 

stress from either "in flood yet" or "in flood yet" to the phonetically 
much more suitable "in high flood yet. " The relatively unimportant 
"in" should not take stress unless for. special effect; and "flood, " in 

addition to its weak final d -- the weaker of the d/t pair of "Sharps 

and flats", see V. 3,301 -- has as its stem vowel the short 
-oo 

[A] 

which cannot take much weight without becoming an ugly sound. "High"s 
long i can take the weight much more successfully, and as it has no final 

consonant can be extended indefinitely, like the nasals and labials. ) 

Sprung feet, too, invariably show the same care that the words, 

natural pronunciation be long or heavy enough to be enhanced by the 

extra weight: "sour: scythe, " "blear 'share, " "tongue *. told, " "peeled' 

May" (all with long vowels and/or ex; endible end consonants). The 

"Wreck" ends -- 
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40 Z0 ýo0 110 Our heart's chivalry's bearth's. fire, 11 our thought's chivalry's 

Is throng : Lord 
(st. 35,1.8) 

-- two pairs of words, phonetically almost identical but for the addi- 
tion of heavier sounds, matched with suitable changes in rhythm and 

stress: 

heart's hearth1s: 
IUh 

th2ught's throng's: 
r nj 

Compare 

ft 
of 10, . Ilia I id 

For who. 3o - 't - ve r 5cas -them dýcs 

or generic form's 

whim the- b&ra frtL-nks s too d. 

J) Jl 
eu"1r -hoLPr 

Thep? )loS°P/ mir, d 

On the larger scale of moulding phrases, Hopkins' care is even more 
evident. Manuscript emendations of the "Wreck" show not only words 
struck out to make the verse "stressier" -- 

/V-t ou't or 
-Afid net frefflIhis bliss 

Springs the stress that is felt 
he, tv, gn cind 

Nor first from +eft4l-ýrfew know this) 

Swings the stroke 44at-4-s-dealt -- 
(st, 6,11.1-4) 

-- but various additions as well as subtractions of minor words 
to manipulate pace: 

And after-at-times almost unmade. InQý, with dread (st. 1,1.6) 
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tI 
did say yes 

(st. 2,1.1-2) 0&ýAf lightning & lashed rod 

A 
under the wall 

Fast, but mined witVotion,, "ýYrift (st. 4,11.2-3) 

ýAVI 

Abel is Cain's brother breasts theyýsucked are ýýw 

the same (st. 20,1.3) 

J Ip For letteringýthe lamb's fleece, ruddyingýthe rose-flake (st. 22,1.8) 

Ip 
Finger of a tendeý, 0 of a feathery delicacy (st. 31,1.6) 

One of Purcell's great innovations as a songwriter was to discover that 
the pace of delivery from word to word could vary -- some words could 
go faster than others in the same passage (111.2,145-148 ). Similarly- 
in sprung rhythm, varying the number of syllables in each foot varies 
the weight and pace of delivery, from word to word. From "Henry Purcell, " 

Let him oh! with his air of angels then lift me, lay me! 
(outrides, MS. B.; 

scansion mine) 
becomes shaped: 

uu/vvu 
Let him oh I with his air 

I 
o'jf an"JeYs' 

Iteen 
I i/ft me lay 

ýmve#! 

1 -0.1 *41 +- 3""(1, f) 1313 %--. 0 11 

-- clearly an over-all rhythmic shape that builds to a climax, a weight- 
centre, with the final words: from light feet with several syllables 
(vv/, 1+1+ 2) to heavier (v/, 1+ 3), enhanced by the two 

outrides coming in the latter half of the phrase, and perfectly matching 
the proper rhetorical shape a sensitive reading of the words would give. 
Similarly, the opening line we have seen from "Felix Randal": 
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J# J* 

Felix Randal the farrier, 0 is he dead then? 
+ +I+13 (outrides & 

scansion, MS-W 

No two feet are the same; the whole verse progresses in one shape with 
the weight-center at the most imoortant word, "dead. " Compare: 

ii'OSL t3tS 'TKAt IUIltS e- -. a. OM: tý )ýJLvi. 

or Hopkins' 
AV 

8 r; n Ij aur cj-pr'4ss toneaths to - d4j 

An whan 6ur jr)4F its coursz hA-f hK 

.5h1, 
hAs a- pj na dj 0-pt nai A, 

--L- 

Hopkins' manuscript copies of his poems show over and over examples 
of the fine-tuning necessary to get this over-all phrase-shaping out 
of sprung rhythm. "Binseý_! Poplars"' opening line goes through several 
versions that can only be concerned with phrase shape: 

Ail felled, 1, -4 0 IIJ 
I Uu ) TC is&" 

.0 4F 00 

All felled, felled, are all felled 

From, presumably, 

All felled, felled, all are felled 
SIS131Z I- I1 .31 

through 

Felled, all are felled, felled 
1 

.31L '% 11 
.31 -3 

1 

finally to the familiar 

All fýlled, felled, are a1 11 felled 
31 -3 

1 

.312.4- 
11 

-5 

1 
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the constant concern with rhetorical shape is clear. The natural rhythms 
of the words as they would be spoken, in the poems as in the songs, is 
his goal; this encoded naturalistic delivery, then, is the materipl-of 
expressive delivery. 

From within this natural-speech medium, then, the poetry expresses 
its feeling and meaning through sound, through the sounded utterance of 
the words; as with Purcellian declamatory song, what emotional content 
lies behind the words, supposedly currently being experienced by the 
speaker, is encoded-into the poem in the enacted impassioned delivery 
of the words. Most lyric poetry relies on the illusion of a present 
speaker -- use of the first person, present tense, etc. -- to get across 
its intimate mood. Hopkins, however, following Purcell's declamatory 
ideal, goes further, in manipulating the sounds in his poetry to encode 
impassioned delivery of the lines -- as though the emotion and immediate 
frame of mind were only just now spontaneously prompting the words, 
utterance. 

Working from the outside in, the first and most readily apparent 
declamatory shaping is something obviously added to the words, the 
expressional marks. The holds, staccato marks, rallentandos, and so 
forth, that we have seen before as a controversial part of Hopkins, 
verse (V. 1,245 exist to encode a certain impassioned declamation 
of the poem's words, similar to how Hopkins uses rubato effects to 
declaim the words he sets in his songs. 

m1lentando Buy then! bid then! -- What? prayer, patience, alms, vows 
(#32; MS. H)) 

How to keep is there any any, is there none such, nowhere known 
n. some, bow or brooch or braid or brace, lace, latch or catch or 

key to keep 
Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beauty, from vanishing 

away? 

And with sighs soaring, soaring sighs, deliver 
Them; (#32; MS. A. ) 
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To wffat serves mortal beauty, 

V Love what are love's worthiest, were all known; 

World's loveliest -- merý"ýsselves. 062; aII mss. 

n. 
my heart, lo! lapped strength, stole joy (#64; MS. H. ) 

W" 
What hours, 0 what black h6ýrs we have spent 

This night! 067; MS. H. 

Low be it: lustily he his low lot ... swings though. (#70; MS. A. 

Whether to primarily expressive end, enacting the speaker's emotions 
r. 1% r ------ I as he speaks ("stole joy, " "To what serves mortal beauty"), or word- 

painting end, acting out the subject ("soa#ring sighs, " "what hours, 
"How to keep ... "), the end is thý same as in declamatory song: to 

encode delivery which acts out feeling, meaning. 
That this is essentially the same as the shaping Hopkins would give 

to the words of a song can be seen by comparing the two. Consider, for 
instance, "Sky that rollest ever" (IV. 2,230 Even eliminating the 

music and considering only Hopkins' added expressive indicators shows 
an impassioned delivery encoded -- the poem could be read, following 
these guidelines, to declamatory effect: 

>> 1> > 
And the river running Fast into the sea, 

MOSS'* IIII (All- r., % 
His wild hurry shunning All thy love and thee, 

O"P6. 'turn thy smiles, Not a moment staying To re 

Sees thee still displaying All thy sunny wiles. 

MS. A.: "The mark I over two neighbouring syllables means thatq though one has 

and the other has not the metrical stress, in the recitation-stress they are to be about 

equal. " 

MS. A.: "Heavy stress marked double, thus # and stresses of sense, independent of the 

natural stress of the verse, thus %% . 11 
The slurs above the line, in this case though not always, indicate "hurried feet. " 
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What Hopkins has done is to make Dixon's words into something resembling 
one of his own poems, for shape and expressive power. (In addition to 
the expressional marks, note also Hopkins' grouping of Dixon's trimeter 
lines into hexameters -- again making the other man's poem more resemble 
the 6-stress Alexandrine the Jesuit favoured in his own poetry. Turning 

another man's poem into a song is not that dissimilar to translating 
it into his own characteristic poetic form. ) Compare an early version 
of "The Sea and the Skylark" (MS. A. ), almost indistinguishable from 
a musical score such as this in its extensive expressive instructions: A 

Walking by the Sea 

On e'a4r and ear two noisesytoo old to-end 

Trench -- ri'ght, the tide that ra""mps against the shore, 

By flood, by fall, low lull-off or all: roar 
IIj Frequenting týere while moon shall w"e'ar and wend; 

Left hand, of Of land, I hear the lark ascend 

With rash-fresh more, repair of skein and score, 

Race wild reel round, crisp coil deal down to flolor, 
, 0, * And spill music till there's none left to spend. 

0 Now these two shame this shallow and frýa"il town! 

Now ring right out our sordid turbid time, 
CKDO 

Being pure! We, life's pride and cared-for crown, 

Have lost that ch'e'jer and charm of earth's past prime; 

Man's make and making, break, are breaking, down 
J7 

To man's last dust, drain fast towards man's first sl ime. 

In addition to functioning like the musical directions of a song, the 

expressional marks further reveal much about the intended role of sound 
in a Hopkins poem generally. A look at an early Hopkins poem in manuscript 
demonstrates. Copies of several of his St Beuno's sonnets exist, which 
Hopkins had apparently sent to his sister Grace for her to set to music. 
These manuscripts include expressional marks to guide her in interpreting 

"Please remark the difference betwe'en CkO , which means a counterpoint, and %^ ,a circum- 

flex, over words like rere, hear, jhýejre, b'ear, to express that they are to be made to approach 

two syllables -- he-ar etc. No, it should be rv , not (LL1,43). 
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and setting the delivery of his words. ' The most illustrative is the 
"Spring" sonnet (#33): 

Nothing is so beautiful as Spring 

1.4 
ý When weeds, in wheels, shoot long and lovely and lush; 

Thrush's eggs look little low heavens, and thrush 
Through the echoing timber does so rinse and wring 

opt The ear, it-strikes like lightnings to hear him sing; 
The glassy peartree leaves and blooms, they brush 

With richness; the racing lambs too have fair their fling. 

RA it. What is all this juice and all this joy? 
A strain of the earth's sweet being in the beginning 

In Eden garden. -- Have, get, before it cloy, 

Before it cloud, Christ, Lord, and sour with sinning, 
Innocent mind and Mayday in girl and boy, 

Ra. I L. Most, 0 maid's child, thy choice and worthy the winning. 

We can learn several things from this manuscript. The effects he wants 
Grace to build into the song-of his poem are declamatory, presenting mood 
through delivery of the words. "Staccato" (sharp, short, light), in the 
octave and "rall" for rallentando (slowing) in the sestet match a speaker 
happily and in light mood describing spring, "when weeds, in wheels, 
shoot long and lovely and lush, " then growing pensive at the subsequent 
thought of Eden and the inevitable fall -- "what is all this juice and 
all this joy? " 

But this same encoded declamation is already present to a certain 
extent in the rhythm and lettering of the words themselves. Before Hop- 
kins imagined the words being set to music and sung, he intended them to 
stand on their own as a spoken poem, to declaim without the aid of musical 
shaping. To this extent, the poem is already song-like. The alliterations 
that end each couplet in the sestet in all three cases match a shorter 
with a longer word, thus turning a short sound into a longer: "A strain 
of the earth's sweet being in the beginning, " then "sour with sinning, " 
"worthy the winning. " (Here rhythm and lettering work together, allitera- 
tion joining the words into pairs, highlighting the fact that the second 
of each pair is rhythmically slower, longer than the first. "Winning" 

is longer than "worthy" because of its repeated nasals. ) Also the 
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series of internal commas in two of the lines drag the tempo down 

naturally: "Have, get, before it cloy, / Before it cloud, Christ, 
Lord, and sour .... " Thus the move from staccato to rallentando 
is already present in the spoken declamation. Through "external" 

shaping (the expressional marks, intended here for song-setting) or 
internal (rhythm, lettering), the meaning of the poem is brought out in 
its uttering by Hopkins' manipulation of the words' natural declamation. 

The "Spring" sonnet manuscript thus shows Hopkins' intent made 
visible, and his intent was to manipulate sound to encode impassioned 
delivery, just as he would want done in a song. What musical declamatory 

effects Hopkins the songwriter would have added to his or some other 
writer's words in rhythm and melody, Hopkins the poet adds in the "music" 

of verse: rhythm, metre, lettering. Looking at the poem from this angle, 
we can further see that Hopkins viewed the sounds of his words (their 

rhythm and lettering) as serving the same essentially musical function 
his more obviously musical expressional marks serve: shaping the words 
to a particular delivery, a particular interpretation, so as to bring 
meaning across through spoken sound. The expressional marks are often 
seen by editors and critics as externally imposed (and therefore not 
really necessary) subtleties to a linguistically self-sufficient poem; 
but what such traditionally-minded readers often fail to take account 
of is that the poet himself did see them as integral to his poetry. 
As means of shaping sound to present meaning, there seems to be no 
qualitative difference, in Hopkins' approach, between these so-called 
'external' effects and the more standard or 'internal' elements of 
poetic sound. Thus, internally as well as externally, a Hopkins poem 
is like a song, declamatory in its expressive manipulation of uttered 
words. * 

Moving to the internal ordering in Hopkins' poetry, though 

especially the expressive or declamatory effects in his rhythms 
brings us to a new field of analysis; here feeling meets form. 

Hopkins' poetic rhythms are, expressive rhythms. Writing of the 

EuLydice to Bridges, Hopkins comments: 

MS. A. also Includes, among its expressional marks not intended for song-setting but as purely 
poetic instructions, two circumflex marks ending line 8 -- 

the racing lambs too have fla"ir tPeir fling 

breaking one syllable into two and slowing the line down in preparation for the sestet. 
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I don't see any difficulty about the 'lurch forward' [in line 41? 
Is it in the scanning? which is imitative as usual -- an anapaest, 
followed by a trochee, a dactyl, and a syllable, so that the rhythm 
is anacrustic or, as I should call it, 'encountering'. (LL1,52-53) 

Thus: 

Then a lurch. forward, frigate and men; 

Anacrustic (with upbeat, presumably) or "'encountering"' (of which more 
below, p. 334 ), the key phrase is "imitative as usual. " The lurching 

sprung foot, changing the cadence from rising to falling, imitates 
rhythmically -- acts out -- the lurch and new forward movement of the 
ship. Gardner comments, on HopkinsJrhythmic practice in general: 

This combined naturalness and markedness of expression we have found 
it convenient to refer to hereafter as 'expressional rhythm'; the 
term subsumes what Hopkins himself calls 'imitative rhythm, ' but 
signifies more precisely a vital fusion of the internal rhythm of 
thought-and-emotion and the external rhythm of sounds. 

(Gerard Manley Hopkins, 1,43) 

Not only is the rhythm used to imitate actions, such as ships lurching, 
it also imitates or expresses the thoughts and feelings behind the words 
behing uttered. 

Compare "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves" (#61): 

Self in self steeped and Pashed -- quite 

Disremembering, dismembering all now. He'a'rt, you rdund me right 

With: Our evening is over us; our nightl whelms, Whelms, and will 

end us. 

The distorted interpretive shaping not only matches the tormented 
state of mind explored in the poem, but recreates a voice speaking from 
that state of mind, to make the "Sybil" speaker's particular despair 

and terror audible, so that the speaker's soul, expressed in his words, is 
like a "rack" where "thoughts against thoughts iln' groans grlend. " 

The poem's emphasis is on the infinitely varied, pied beauty of day 
10# turning into two possible states: "blick, white; right, wrong" (acting 

out the distinction we saw in Chapter II, good vs right). Thus the 

speaker's emphasis -- 
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her once skelned stained veined varietyl upon, 

týwo spools, pa"rt, pen, pick 

.0. 

Now her afl in tW'O flocks, two folds, 

. 4p 
ware of a world where but these two tell 

-- makes his words enact the theme of the poemý 
Yet at the same time, rhythm and metre are the building-blocks of 

a poem (as we saw in Chapter V); poetic form is metrical form. Consider 
the opening line to "Sybil": 

Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable, 
lvaulty, 

voluminous 

stupendous 

The rest where the line's seventh stress should be encodes a sudden 
breathlessness or speechlessness -- precisely as though the speaker 
were currently encountering something "stupendous. " Compare the first 
line of "Spring and Fall" (#55): 

40 10 Margaret, are you grieving 

The unusual second stress on "Margaret" (neceýsary to make the tetrameter 
line scan) draws out the name's pronunciation as though a pensive speaker 
were fondly. dwelling on it -- the exact tone an older speaker might take 
in addressing a young companion, preparatory to such a statement on 
life's poignancy as that which follows. / In this as in "Sybil, " the 

stress functions expressively, an encoded delivery which sets the tone 
for the rest of the poem; yet it is this very same delivery (a stress of 
breathless silence, two stresses emphasising the name) which creates the 
(double tetrameter and tetrameter) structures of the lines. 

In a sense, one could say: interpret the feeling of the line correctly, 
and reveal the structure. Further: as a result in a Hopkins poem we 
find the unusual circumstance of all scansion being simultaneously an 

act of interpretation -- because rhythm and metre serve structural and 

expressive function, any analysis of the rhythm will necessarily involve 

a choice between various interpretations of meaning. And any correct 

scansion will be one which not only preserves structural coherence 
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(e. g., the correct number of stresses to a line), but also interprets 
the poem's meaning correctly. 

Consider the opening quatrain to "Carrion Comfort" (#64), scanned 
for metre: 

ee 
doe OP 00,00 

Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee, 

Not untw1(st -- slakk they may be -- these last strands of man 

'0' C/ 40, In me o"r, most weary cry an no more. I can; 

Can something, hope, wi - sh day come, not choose not to be. 

I 
The whole utterance fits into the metrical structure so that a rhetorical 
shape -- an impassioned declamation -- is preserved. "Not, I'll not, " 
in the first line, double emphasis, then later "not feast" to clarify, 
the negative no longer needing emphasis -- just as it would be spoken. 
(As in 'No! No! I won't do it! ' The emphasis changes to enhance further 

specifications. ) Line 2, the stresses grow less frequent, with more 
intervening slack syllables, as if the speaker has run out of steam after 
his fierce initial outburst: "Not untwist [emphatic] -- slack they may 
be -- these last strands of man / In me. " The final words even trail 
over into the following line, with still no stress -- almost a failure 
of conviction if not only of breathing. Then an intake and 116r, " sug- 
gesting new breath, r6newed vehemence -- a certain relation between 
the elements on either side of the word that a simple unstressed "or" 
would not have meant: clumsy to paraphrase, but as if to say, 'No! I 
won't do this or that. ' 'I won't do this and I certainly won't do that. ' 
Then in the last full sentence, again the stress moving from general 
to specific: "I cani / Can something From here, all the 
verbs (the 11something'he can do) are emphasised: "Hope, " "wish, " "choos 
finally the most basic "be. " And the shape of the last phrase contrasts 
again with the opening, here the two "not"Is both remaining unstressed, 
the emphasis coming on the key words "choose" and "be. " 

The above analysis, though ostensibly metrical, nevertheless relies 
heavily on interpretive choices and justifications. (Purely formally- 
based choices would be based on symmetry, pattern, etc. ) That there 

may be alterna6veinterpretations -- and scansions -- only demonstrates 

the point. The last line, for instance, instead of as it is here 

may be scanned to read: 
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(2) Can som*ething, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be. 

or: 

(3) Can something, hope, wish da"y come, nolt choose not to be. 

How to judge among them? None violates the pronunciation of a word. 
In terms of formal elegance only, the initial scansion fits in with the 
quatrain better for preserving the rising rhythm that has more or less 
characterised it; (2) repeats the stress on "not" from the opening line 
and so frames the quatrain; (3) presents the most regular alternation 
of stressed/unstressed syllables. ' 

These formal distinctions are important; an ideal scansion must 
match structural with expressive elegance. But still, to choose, among 
them requires consideration of their interpretive differences. The initial 
scansion, with its rising rhythm and emphasis on verbs "choose" and "be, " 
is more positive and forceful than (2), repeatedly stressing the negative 
"Not" and with its falling rhythm leaving the last (most crucial) words 
to trail off, unstressed. The first half of (3) continues the pattern 
of specification, "something, " "hope, " "wish day come, " and so seems 
more positive (comparatively, "wish day come" seems slightly more des- 
perate, emphasising the wish for day, not day itself); but then it changes 
midway through to the negative stress on "not. " Also, the final stress, 
on "be, " creates a rallentando effect, or an increased weightiness, giving 
the final "not to be" a more ominous fe-et. Perhaps an expressively more 
consistent, and so in this sense better, version of (3) would be: 

-e 01 . 01 
(4) Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be. 

The positive impetus here continues through "choose" and "be, " but with 
dark connotations still lurking in the rallentando, heavily stressed 
ending "not to be. " 

The criterion between a scansion that works less well and one that 

works more successfully must be how well it expressed the poem's meaning; 
scansion of individual passages or lines must fit in with the whole poem's 
expressive declamation of meaning. The scansion "not choose not to be" 

emphasises the theology behind the poem -- choosing to be, or ýýn -be, 
as the active condition of be-ing which keeps "these last strands of' 
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man / In me" at pitch, the opposite of "slack" Despair, or Not-being 
(see 11.3,78 , 111.1,131 ). Also, the more positive emphasis 
on the two verbs in "wish day come" (over "wish day come") seems to fit 
better with the poem's later emphasis, not on Despair itself but on 
the struggle against it as somehow characteristic of man's doing-be 

activity: 

... my heart lol lapped strength, stole joy, and laugh, cheer. 
Cheer whom though? The hero whose heaven-handling flung me, foot 

trod 
Me? or me that fought him? 0 which one? is it each one? 

That night, that year 
Of now done darkness I wretch lay wrestling with (my God! ) my God. 

Thus, I have chosen this as the most appropriate scansion. But this 
does not mean that a similar -- and equally valid -- argument could not 
be made for emphasising the Despair lurking beneath the struggle rather 
than the struggle itself. Within certain parameters, to change the 
poem's scansion is to change its meaning. "Not choose not to bell means 
something slightly different than "Not choose not to be; " and the 
rhythmic form determines that meaning. In looking at Hopkins, poetry 
as it uses sound to express or declaim feeling, we discover that at 
bottom feeling and form are not so easily separated -- no more easily 
than instress and inscape, prepossession of feeling and of form (111.1,132-3). 
Expressive declamation not only co-exists with form; it is part of form. 
As, in the songs, generic form created melodies at once structurally and 
expressively meaningful, so Hopkins' poetic rhythmic techniques meld 
declamation and form into one poetic line (cf. 111.1,129-130 -- a "sane" and 
"successful" art being that which joins form and feeling). 5' 
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A Hopkins poem is ultimately onomatopoeic. Form expresses feeling, 
sound enacts sense. A poem as declamation is an "utterance, " and, as 
we saw in the Note on Words, an utterance is two things simultaneously: 
Act and Form, the act of saying and the thing said (111.1,11-9 
In that the one carries out the other, utterance becomes onomatopoeic. 

Onomatopoeia as a specific literary device -- the equivalent to 

musical word-painting -- is of course a familiar landmark in Hopkins 
6 rt territory. In addition to "imitative rhythm"s "soýring sighs" and 

op "lu'rch: forward, " "Sybil"s above-cited lines literally "dismember" 
themselves, losing the -re- syllable from "Disremember" to "Dismember" 
(an effect strengthened by the rhythmic parallel). Consider also "That 
Nature is a Heraclitean Firell's wonderfully kinetic 

00. pool and rutpeel parches 
Squandering ooze to squeezed dough (#72) 

The Iqu- combination is common for squishy, squashy sounds' -- sounds that 
ooze and squelch. But the vowel progression adds to this: from "p2ol" 
to 'IpLeel, " in the first line, the change of mouth-shape closes up and 
feels as if drying up -- matching the change from wet to dry as the 
"wet mud, squeezed into roadruts and footprints, is dried, pummelled, and 
dustblown" (Gardner's explication, Poems, 4th, p. 294). The change is 
paralleled in the next line, with the additional word-picture of the wet 
oo phrase "Iquandering ooze" being squeezed together to the single, 
dry (ee) "squeezed" (literally squeezed together, as sq and z, letters 
from two separate words, are pushed together into one). 

Or, more well-known and controversial is the Eurydice's 

But what black Boreas wrecked her? He 
Came equipped, deadly electric (#41) 

Here the rhyme "wrecked her? He ? C-" / "electric" supposedly works as 
a sort of whipcord effect -- 

wrecked her? He 

1-ect-Ir -44 
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-- speeding up the rhymed syllables and jamming them together as if 

galvanised by a bolt of electricity: the word "electric" made to sound 

electrified, electric. Compare Hopkins' own musical 

-AIF- i----- 
lhaj Uf b&r. L In Ow. jr-"A BArSL In -" 

or Purcell's 

3 

For the grey area where expressive declamation and word-painting 
meet, as we saw in Purcell consider these lines from 
"No Worst, There is None" 065): 

n. 
Fury had shrieked 'No Ling- 

ering! Let me be fell: force I must beýbrief. 

"Ling-ering! " not only uses the line-end break to linger on its first 

syllable onomatopoeically; its second and third syllables, standing 
alone on the following line, finished with an exclamation point, seem 
(almost like "electric") galvanised into action, demonstrating that Fury 
had called for 'No lingering. ' The hold on "fell, " by contrast, does not 
so much illustrate a meaning as the state of mind behind the meaning. 
"Fell" is as in "one fell swoop, " fierce, ruthless, terrible, suddenly 
and completely destructive, or even sudden. It does, though, balance 
"ling-ering" nicely: as the two are meant to be balanced opposites, with 
the second more forceful, and as "lingering" has quite a lot of weight due 
to its stretching, the short word "fell" must be weighted to overmatch 
that. Also, what is illustrated in "fell" is the change of tone (like a 
held, menacing chord coming from an accompanying orchestra), the darkened 

mood evinced in someone's saying, "LeT, me be fell. " The last phrase, 
then, "force I must be brief, " acts itself out -- is brief. In comparison 
to the two preceding words, "ling-/ering" and especially 'Ye4lls" the word 
"brief" is just that. Also, though, the whole three-part exclamation is 

structured to be said just as "Fury" %qould have spoken them -- rhetorically 

shaped. The final "force I must be brief, " with its relative shortness 

and lightness, represents just how a skilled actor might throw away the 

last phrase as balance to having paused dramatically on the threatening 
61% "Let me be fell. " 
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What we do well to remember, however, is that whether or not we 
accept such onomatopoeic devices as effective, 7 Hopkins took them quite 
seriously, attributing to onomatopoeia a much more significant role than 

merely as literary ornamentation. Hopkins ascribed to the position, argued 
among some Victorian philologists, that man's language originally developed 

onomatopoeically -- sound imitating sense -- as the etymological notes 
that fill so much of his early journals testify: 

Grind, gride, gird, grit, groat, grate, greet,, KpofMcv crush, 
crash, ýPorcTv etc. 

Original meaning to strike, rub, particularly together. That 
which is produced by su-cF-means-1-s the grit, the -gro-aUs- or crumbs, 
like fragmentum from frangere, bit from-FiTe. Cr-u-mi-F, -crumble perhaps 
akin . lo greet, to strike the Yands togeEFer (7.. Greet, grief, 
wearing, tHiFuTation. Grief possibly connected. Gr7uTT, -with a 
sound as of two thi-ngs -r-uj-Wl-ng together. I believ-e-tTi-ese words to 
be onomatopoeic. Gr common to them all representing a particular 
sound. In fact I -Tink the onomatopoeic theory has not had a fair 
chance. Cf. crack, creak, croak, crake, qraculus, crackle. These 
must be onomaE-opoei-c-. Tir, 3ý- 
Foot, pes (ped-is),, irolDs (iro6-os ), pada, ad at, etc. ýaý i- 
Origirf onom-aTopoeic, describing sound oT76oV7-a'l Foot-pad, only 
one meaning in both parts of comparison. (JP, 7) 8 

According to the Note on Words, the word is the basic unit of all thought 
and language (111.1,124-125). If so, that basic unit has two dimensions, 
sound and sense; the two by nature related onomatopoeically. It is in the 
nature of words -- and in the nature of language generally -- to do as 
they mean, actively be what they are. 

Further, if the poem (or any artwork) operates as a giant word 
(111.1,125 ), the poem as a whole is an onomatopoeic unit: enacting 
sense through sound, presenting feeling through form. Rather than a 
poem being a collection of individual word-painting devices, rather than 

11 11 so 11 C-N 
onomatopoeia being merely ornamental, the 11Mýme"mbering, aring sighs" 
and "lurch: forward" are manifestations of the basic nature of the work. 
Just as in a Purcell song, where expressive declamation and word-painting 
overlaps the whole declamatory relationship is onomatopoeic -_ sound 
enacting sense, utterance as act of uttering creating utterance_as thing 

uttered (111.2,159 ). Fury's lines in "No Worst, There is None" com- 
bine expressive declamation and onomatopoeia proper, but the whole speech, 
as part of the larger poem, is a declamatory enacting of the speaker's 
emotional turmoil, a word-painting on the large scale. 

i 
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Nor is this all. Beyond shaping sound to enact sense, Hopkins' 

poetry is also declamatory -- onomatopoeic -- in the shaping of meaning 
itself. "Figure of grammar, " he writes in the Essay on Rhetoric, "is 

order of sense" (V. 3,272-273). Assuming man to be linguistically conceived, 
and the word to be his basic unit of thought (111.1,124-125 ), this is 
logically so. And order of sense, just as order of sound, enacts sense. 9 

Gardner describes Hopkins' grammatical ordering of sense in his poems: 
poems: 

To match his sprung or expressional rhythm, he adopted a kind of sprung 
or expressional syntax -- an arbitrary system in which words (like 
stresses), instead of falling into their conventional positions, 
are placed where they are required to express the shape and movement 
of individual thought. (Gerard Manley Hopkins, 1,42) 

The "words (like stresses)" remind us of the Essay on Rhetoric's distinc- 
tion between "sense-words" and "sound-words, " or words and feet -- the 

parallel terms suggesting a possible parallel function. And individual 

examples of such an "expressional syntax, " matching "expressional rhythm, " 

are, again, frequent enough in the poetry: 

When will you ever, Peace, wild wooddove, shy wings shut, 
Your round me roaming end and under be my boughs? (#51) 

Thou mastering me ("Wreck, " 
God! st. 1,11.1-2ý 

The glassy peartree leaves and blooms, they brush 033; 
The descending blue; see II. 3, fn45) 

But as with onomatopoeia, these instances only serve to demonstrate 

a general principle behind the poetry as a whole. If existence (Being) 
is reducible to Active Form, a continually active state of self-expression 
or doing-be, then linguistically-conceived man's most fundamental asser- 
tion or self-expression would be a word grammatically formulated as both 

noun (state, form) and verb (act) -- a word such as the word "Being" 
itself, for instance, a gerund containing within itself both static C'I am 

a being") and active ("I am be-ing") conditions of existence. This verbal 

noun, or noun encased in verb form, enacts grammatically the condition of 

existence which it represents. I have Being and am a Being (noun) only in 

that I am currently in the act of be-ing (verb). 
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Thus in Hopkins' poetry, this verbal noun form, verb encased in 

noun, dominates. (This is the over-all characteristic "shape and movement 
of individual thought, " borrowing Gardner's terminology. ) Hopkins, poems 
include a high percentage of nouns compared to other lyric poetry; 
adverbs and verbs are used as adjectives ("some candle clear burns"); 

adjectives often fuse with their substantive nouns to form one long 

compound ("foam-fleece, " "boldboys, " "dapple-dawn-drawn-Falcon"); or 
nouns can be eliminated altogether, replaced by non-substantives given 
substantive status ("groping round my comfortless, " "leaves me a lonely 
began, " "the achieve of, the mastery of the thing") -- this last creating 
a dual syntactical effect that perfectly realises Active Form. 

On the larger scale, phrases, sentences, and sometimes entire poems 
are built of strings or nestlsýý-46ý,, of nouns and noun-centered clauses: 4 

Glory be to God for Idappl2Fthings 

for of couple-coloulj4as a [brinded 

for e3all in ýstipple 
uponjý that ýSwim, 

IFresh-fi 

If in ch Z7ým 

lLandscap eced -t-fold. fallow, and plougý-. j 

and 

athe I-r Fg-e 7ar : eýýj 

FA711 ýcounter, original. spare. 
ýstrange-_ 

M is fickle, freckled (who knows how? ) 

----w With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle. dim: 

1 

, 
/* IR , fathers-forth 

whose beauty is I 
pas 

_change: 
I 

Praise him. 
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In that a poem is a giant word uttering and asserting Being (and all 
linguistic statements assert Being -- see 111.1,136-137 , on the copula), 
it is a specific manifestation or siding of the one word, "Being, " and 
derives its grammatical structure or structure of meaning from this 

noun/verb joining; and that verbal noun form in turn expresses or enacts 

whatever specific meaning is the poem's subject, which will itself be 

some siding of Being (kingfisher, windhover, shipwreck, grove of trees). 

Thus in structure of sense as well as structure of sound, the poem is 

onomatopoeic (in a broad sense) or declamatory. It both is, and is about, 
Being. 10 

On a more general level, this enactment becomes what Hopkins describes 
in a letter to Bridges as 

a nameless quality which isof the first importance both in oratory 
and drama: I sometimes call it bidding. I mean the art or virtue 
of saying everything right to or--aT-Te hearer, interesting him, 
holding him in the attitudd-of cdr-respondent or addressed or at 
least concerned, making it everywhere an act of intercourse -- and 
of discarding everything that does not bid, does not tell. (LLI, 160) 

The moment of bidding is the moment of performance; as in the Note on 
Words, poet, subject, and listener are united in that "moment" of the 
artwork, its definition, that is its utterance (IIIJý 127 ). We have 

seen. 11opkins elsewhere speak of poetry's "stress and declaim, " lines to 
be properly read "as if the paper were declaiming it at you" (LL1,51-52; 

see V. 2,261 ); similarly above, of "imitative rhythm" as "encountering" 
(P-324). A poem declaims a verb by enacting it; a noun, by presenting 
it, calling it up or addressing it. In each case, the aim of the declama- 
tory art is to create an encounter with the reader, a moment of communion 
or "intercourse"-in which expressive declamation utters, enacts, makes 
fully present its subject (which in turn is an aspect of Being) 0 'if 

The-climax to the Wreck, which we saw in Chapter II with its speaking- 

voice immediacy and second person "you" address (11.3,110 ), bids: 

But how shall I... make me room there: 

Reach me a... Fancy, come faster -- 
Strike you the sight of it? look at it loom there, 

That thing she -- There then! (st. 28,11.1-4) 

Consider also an early poem, "Starlight Night, " for its large-scale 

presentation of subject: 
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Look at the stars! look, look up at the skies! 
0 look at all the fire-folk sitting in the air! 
The bright boroughs, the circle-citadels there! 

Down in dim woods the diamond delves! the elves'-eyes! 
The grey lawns where gold, where quickgold lies! 

Wind-beat whitebeam! airy abeles set on a flare! 
Flake-doves sent floating forth at a farmyard scare! -- 

Ah well! it is all a purchase, all is a prize. 

Buy then! bid then! -- what? -- Prayer, patience, alms, vows. 
Look, look: a May-mess, like on orchard boughs! 

Look! March-bloom, like on mealed-with-yellow sallows! 
These are indeed the barn; withindoors house 
The shocks. This piece-bright paling shuts the spouse 

Christ home, Christ and his mother and all his hallows. 

Rather than simply using first person to establish a present speaker, 
as is standard in lyric poetry, Hopkins employs the imperative, implying 

speaker and listenerAn some immediate relationship (more like a dramatic 

monologue). Implied dialogue, interjections, repeated exclamation points, 
further -- though perhaps crudely -- create a sense of emotion-filled 
immediacy. (Even if we assume toe speaker is only addressing himself, 
the immediate sense of a moment's communion still remains. ) 

Further, the whole structure of the utterance serves to recreate 
the act of looking at the stars and so present -- conjure up, make 
present -- the subject matter. The opening line 

Look at the stars! look, look up at the skies 

immediately establishes speaker, listener, and subject (one can almost 
imagine the poet pointing to the stars as he speaks). After this, the 

rest of the octave consists of no-more than a series of re-descriptions 
of the subject stars (in a series of noun-clauses), with increasing detail 

and imagination. It Each new metaphor used to describe the stars presents 
a new aspect of them -- as though, looking closer and closer, we were to 

see more and more -- until the sestet, pursuing this series of noun- 

clause assertions, then brings the puem to its true purpose, the uttering 

and asserting (praising) of God. As to look closely enough at anything 
is to see God incarnate in it -- the One, Being, 'in the Many -- so the 

presentation of "Mayý-mess, like on orchard boughs! " "March-bloom, like 
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mealed-with-yellow sallows! " proceeds naturally to reveal in the stars 
a type of Christ's parable of the wheat and the tares* -- 

These are indeed the barn: withindoors house 
The shocks. 

And having seen the stars, and further and further into their inscapes 
("diamond delves" o"flake-doves" ), "May-mess"), finally we move 
from outside to "withindoors" the barn, where is Christ himself -- 

This piece-bright paling shuts the spouse 
Christ home, Christ and his mother and all his hallows. 

Only with the poem over, the uttering complete, can the stars be said 
to be completely present before us, in all their beauty and implications. 

Enacting the moment is ever the key to the Hopkins poem; each of them 
is structured around a single present moment, in which all meaning, all 
past and future, is implied. The late period "I wake and feel the fell 

of dark" (#67) is not simply about despair, but a particular moment's 
despair, a moment which is the moment of utterance: 

I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day. 
What ho"u'rs, 0 what black hours we have spent 
This night! What sights you, heart, saw; ways you went! 
And more must, in yet longer light's delay. 

The speaker is present (first person), the subject conjured up by address 
("you, heart"); the moment, pre-dawn, is after night ("what black hours 

we have spent") yet before day ("yet longer light's delay") -- a present 
pregnant with the experiences of the past, the expectations of the 
future. Onomatopoeia and repetition act out the "h6jurs, 0 what black 
hours" as they have passed; the grammatical contortions and phonetic 
and rhythmic clogging of "sights, you, heart, saw; ways you went" recreates 
the sense of a winding, tortuous inner journey undergone. This is the 

poem as verb, recounting action. Yet the verb is encased in a noun, the 

action presented as it forms part of the present moment, the moment of 
utterance. 

"Morning, Midday, and Evening Sacrifice" (#49) presents three moments, 

at beginning, middle, and end of life, of which the first -- 

flLet both grow until the harvest. At that time I will tell the harvesters: first collect 
the weeds and tie them in bundles to be burned, then gather the wheat and bring it Into 
my barn. " (Matthew 13: 30) 
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The dappled die-away 
Cheek and the wimpled: lip, 
Thegpld-wisp, the airy grey 
Eye, all in fellowship -- 
This, all this beauty blooming, 
This, all this freshness fuming, 
Give God while worth consuming 

-- presents itself through a stack of repeated noun-clauses before the 

verb in the last line. "Andromeda" (#50) similarly focusses all the 

meaning of the Andromeda story in a single, present moment, pregnant with 
the meaning of all that has gone before, and the expectation of what will 
come: 

Now Time's Andromeda on this rock rude, 
With not her either beauty's equal or 
Her injury's, looks off by both horns of shore, 
Her flower, her piece of being, doomed dragon food. 

Time past she has been attempted and pursued 
By many blows and banes; but now hears roar 
A wilder beast from West than all were, more 
Rife in her wrongs, more lawless, and more lewd. 

Her Perseus linger and leave her to her extremes? -- 
Pillowy air he treads a time and hangs 
His thoughts on her, forsaken that she seems, 

All while her patience, morselled into pangs, 
Mounts; then to alight disarming, no one dreams, 
With Gorgon's gear and barebill/ thongs and fangs. 

And of course, there is the direct address and evocation of 

Have fair fallen, 0 fair fair have fallen, so dear 

To me, so arch-especial a spirit as heaves in Henry Purcell, 

An age is now since passed, since parted; with the reversal 
Of outward sentence low lays him, listed to a heresy, here. 13 
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Hopkins' "Harry Ploughman" (#71) demonstrates the poem as declamation, 
both in its organisation of sound and its shaping of meaning. In 1887, 
shortly after its composition, Hopkins writes to Bridges of this sonnet 
that in it he has tried to create "a direct picture of a ploughman, 
without afterthought" (LL1,262); a few months later, he adds: "I want 
Harry Ploughman to be a vivid figure before the mind's eye; if he is 
not that the sonnet fails" (LL1,265). The "direct picture" without "after- 
thought" is reminiscent of the Scotist First Act of perception, the glimpse 
of inscape before intellectual thought (or "afterthought") has rationalised 
and analysed it (11.1 , 54-55 ). Thus in the poetic representation, 
Hopkins seems to re-enact that first moment of perception, to present 
the "vivid figure" of Harry Ploughman "before the mind's eye" as it would 
appear in that glimpse. ly As the initial glimpse captures the inscape 
or inner form of its object, so the form of the poem must recreate that 
form -- in the bidding moment of utterance -- or "the sonnet fails. " 

The complexity of the sonnet's form is immediately obvious on an 
examination of the text (cited from MS. A): 

Hard as hurdle-'arms, with a broth of goldish flue 

Breathed round; the rack of ribs; the scooped flank; lank 

Rope-over thigh; knee-nave; and barrelled shank -- 
0A 

Head and foot, shoulder and shank -- 
By a grey eye's heed steered well, one crew, fall to; 

n. 
Stand at stress. Each limb's barrowy brawn, his thew 

That onewhere curded, onewhere sucked or sank -- 
CIO 

Soared o"r sa**nk 
fhough as'. %ia beechbole firm, finds his, as at a rollcall, rank 

41 T' 

And features, in flesh, wh"at deed Hee each must do -- 
His sinew-serviCe where do. 

He leans to it, Harr bends, look. Back, elbow, and liquid waist 

In him, all quail to the wal wing o' the plough. 'S cheek 
4% CO crimsons; curls 
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Wag or crossbridle, in a wind lifted, windlaced -- 
See his wind- lilYlocks -laced: 

A CIV 
Churlsgrace, too, child of Amansstrength, how it hands or hurls 

Then -- broad in bluff hide his frowning feet lashed! ra"ced 
Aj With, among them, cragiron under and cold furls -- 

With-a-fountain's shining-shot furls. 

The manuscript markings make the metrical and rhetorical sound-structure 
most apparent; in fact, "Harry Ploughman" with its seven different expres- 
sional marks includes more different types of signs than any other single 
Hopkins poem. A key attached to the manuscript copy lists and explains: * 

(1) metrical stress 

(2) A strong stress; which does not differ much from 

(3) n. pause or dwell on a syllable, which need not, however, 
have the metrical stress 

(4) cu quiver or circumflexion, making one syllable nearly two 

(5) slur, tying two syllables into the time of one 
(6) over three or more syllables, gives them the time 

of one half foot 

(7) the outride; under one or more syllables makes 
them extrametrical; .... 

(We can see from this list the close relationship between expressive 
effects encoded into the metre, and those added to it, as some of the 
marks serve purely expressive purposes, while others are rhythmic instruc- 
tions. Generally speaking the non-metrical signs, such as the "pause or 
dwell" and hurried foot, are time-devices, as time is not a primary struc- 
turing device [V. 2,278-279 ]; the "strong stress" and "dwell" are apparen- 
tly interchangeable, though one affects stress and the other time, in that 
both refer to extra-metrical emphasis, however achieved. ) 

Equally difficult, though, is the complicated syntax of the piece; 
here, in the sense-structure, is where shaping of meaning begins. 
Working from the ground up, from over-all presentation of subject to, 

syntax and finally rhythmic and expressional refinements, we can see 
defining of subject into expressive declamatory utterance. 

Cf. marks in MS. B. Note that the slur over syllables, is elsewhere used 
interchangeably with to indicate outrides. 
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Over-all, as "direct picture" or presentation of a ploughman, the 
poem captures the moment in which the essence of the ploughman is best 

realised: that instant when the horses first set the plough in motion 
and the waiting strength and grace of the man is transformed into action. 
Fitting this essential moment into sonnet-form (sonnet-form being no more 
than large-scale sound-form, of course), Hopkins uses the octave to por- 
tray the ploughman at the ready, "Stand[ing] at stress" waiting for the 
horses to go into action: from the opening quatrain's catalog of body 

parts to the second quatrain's bringing them all together, tied together 
"at stress" just like the "nervous and muscular instress" that we have 

seen Hopkins mention in his journals (JP, 238 -- IV. 2,237 Between 

octave and sestet the horses move, the waited-for moment arrives -- the 

sestet presents Harry in motion, stress realised in action, pictured in 

another series of close-ups, m, idsection, face, feet, only this time in 

action. If the key instant is the first jerk of the plough, when the 
horses break into motion, it is this precise moment that is never mentioned, 
occurring at the structural center of the sonnet between octave and sestet: 
instead octave builds up to it, sestet springs off from it. The series 
of close-ups, in isolating tiny portions of space, seem equally to attempt 
to capture tiny moments of time, the instant before and the instant after. 
Yet the before and after cannot be static, or the picture fails, the 
essential central moment is lost; if stress spring to action, the plough- 
man comes alive, the central moment is enacted and the "vivid figure" 
successfully presented. 

The basic means available to any poet to shape meaning (and so, in 
the present example, for Hopkins to create this sense of over-all movement) 
is through imagery. Individual metaphor patterns established in octave 
and sestet first of all emphasise through their connotations the stress 
of waiting, the forceful release of sudden action. Thus the architec- 
tural terms of the octave -- "rack of ribs, " "flank, " "nave, " "barreled 
[vault]" -- suggest the ploughman as a Gothic cathedral, the parts of 
which, like him, "Stand at stress" to hold the cathedral together. In 

the sestet, ploughman (through his curls) and ploughed earth (furIs) 

are summed up in the last line's image of a fountain, "shining-shot 

furIs" in a similar free movement to "windlaced" curls; the rhyme that 

joins them, "hurls, " adding to this sense of free-flying movement, the 

opposite to members held together under stress. 
Further, only at the center of the poem -- immediately following 

the central moment in which the ploughman is most fully himself -- is 
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our picture of him a complete and generalised one, the ploughman as 
one unit and not seen only through the interaction of his parts: 

He leans to it, Harry bends, look. 

This is the only time Harry is named -- thus here is the core of his 
presentation, the moment when he is fully present. This change of focus, 
with the broad sweep of movement it creates, is supported and carried 
through by the interaction of the two image-patterns. By the instress 
holding the parts together as one (the cathedral image), Harry is made 
one, at the precise instant when the release of stress hurls those parts 
outward again (the fountain image). Through the underlying suggestion of 
stress and movement throughout his imagery, Hopkins begins to enact and 
enliven his picture. 15' 

The details of syntactical structuring further carry this meaning 
into expressive declamatory utterance: 
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In general, we can see the high proportion of nouns and noun- 
centered clauses throughout: often complex descriptions and analogies 
summed up in-compound nouns ("knee-nave, " "sinew-service") or adjectival 
modifiers to nouns ("lank rope-over thigh, " "cragiron under and cold 
furls"). Also, the concern for order of words in sentences demonstrates 

an ear to suspense and performed effect, the word to be most emphasised 
(usually a noun)_ saved for the most emphatic position, at the end: 

%, arms hard as hurdle[s] 

2 fim as a beechbole R.! Lý 
- 

finds hiskrank, as at a rollcall 

The first two of these bring the sentence-clause home to the ploughman 
(instead of ending on "hurdle" or "beechbole"); the third effectively 
alters "as at a rollcall" from adverbial phrase (modifying "finds") to 
adjectival, simply by changing its position. 

The diagram also makes clear a broad structural difference between 
octave and sestet, the former being what we might call subject-heavy,, 
(especially the first quatrain -- twelve heavily modified subject nouns 
to two verbs), the latter object-heavy (again, especially in the second 
tercet, where the entire three lines consist of object noun-clauses to 
the burden line's "See"). This creates a very generalised syntactic form 
for the sonnet as a whole, of -- 

T SUBJECT 
(octave) 

VERB 

I OBJECT 
(sestet)l 

-- supporting what we have seen of the poem's intended movement towards 
(SUBJECT) and away from (OBJECT) the central act or moment (VERB). 

Within this broad structure, the details of shaping are further 

carried out. The series of parallel noun-clauses in the octave create a 
fairly straightforward structure that gives the lines just that building- 
like sense of squareness and solidity the cathedral image implies: 
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Hard as hurdle arms, with a broth of goldish flue breathed round; 
the rack of ribs; 
the scooped flank; 
lank / Rope-over thigh 
knee-nave; 

and barrelled shank -- 

In addition, the build-up of stress required to approach the central 
moment (to enact Harry at stress) is created syntactically in each 
of the three burden lines throughout the octave* -- each summing up what 
has gone before it in more compact, concentrated statement. The first, 
following the opening list, sums up that descriptive catalogue in a 
four plain, general nouns: 

Head and foot, shoulder and shank -- 

The second, similarly, uses a form of condensed parallelism to sum up 
the line before it, enacting the tensing of Harry's muscles: 

his thew/ That Lnewhere curded, onewhere sucked or sank -- 

Soared or sank -- 

(the parallelism of grammatic form with the more inclusive reference 
making the sense seem to compress in the second line). The last, closing 
the octave and so requiring the most forceful concentration of stress, 
creates that stress syntactically -- 

And features, in flesh, what deed he each must do -- 

His sinew-service whergýjo 

-- the ellipsis, in addition to the localised onomatopoeic of a spare 
muscular line for "sinew-service, " resulting in a line with increased 
instress forcing its disparate parts together. As with the cathedral, 
as with Harry "at stress, " the individual parts of the octave are brought 
together, this syntactical progression like a tightening screw increasing 
tension ready for the central act. 

burden-lines -- the short lines after lines 3,6,8,12,14. Hopkins writes: "they might be 
recited by a chorus" (LL1,263). 
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The syntax of the sestet, similarly deriving from subject and imagery, 
can be characterised as "fountaining" or blossoming out: the stress 
released, like the stress of the ploughman exploding into action. The 
opening statement 

He leans to it, Harry bends, look 

-- in contrast to all that has gone before and all that will come after, 
is simple and direct, three unadorned clauses of subject/verb. The direct 
statement parallels the one moment in which we see Harry Ploughman directly 
and clearly in his full presentation. The gap that has been bridged 
between octave and sestet is pointed up in lines 8 and 9's close repetition 
of the pronoun "he": "what deed he each must do, " at the close of the 
octave, refers "he" to "each limb's barrowy brawn, " each individual 
part of the ploughman; opening the sestet, by immediate contrast, "He" 
is Harry, the ploughman himself. 

Finally, this opening statement introduces the imperative command, 
implying second person address, in "[You] look. " This further character- 
ises the rest of the poem. Here and in the burden of line 11 ("See his 
wind- lilylocks -laced"), the communion of poet/subject/reader is estab- 
lished. The act of the ploughman is simultaneously the act of perception, 
joining observer and observed in an intuition of common Being; thus, 
where the octave's similar listing of details was in the third person and 
so more at a distance, Harry's parts only interacting with one another, 
here Harry in his fullness is presented to the reader, declaimed at him. 
Only after the moment of action, the central moment of the utterance 
uniting inspiration/ utterance/ apprehension, is this possible. (In that 
act of perception and ploughman's act are one and the same, the poem must 
communicate a sense of its stress and release through imagery, syntax, and 
so forth; the reader must perceive the ploughman as fully as the poet 
did in his moment inspiration, or the poem fails. ) 

Beyond this, resulting from it, the rest of the sestet is a continual 
blossoming or fountaining out of this same concise description, paralleled 
by a complex and fountaining syntax. The second sentence is essentially 
a larger version of this first (just the reverse of that contracting 
we saw in the first quatrain and its burden): 
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I 
He ', leans to it, 

Harry ibends, 
Back, elbow, and liquid 11 

waist in him, all Iquail to the wallowing o' the plough. 

Word-choice also becomes more specific and colourful as increasing detail 
is added (quail, wallowing). 

After this, the same pattern is repeated, expanded (a larger-scale 
fountaining out) to the sestet's end. The oft-cited onomatopoeic 
"windlaced )wind- lilylocks -laped" (enacting wind riffling through 
hair) is essentially an expansion; yet exists not in isolation but as 
part of a larger structural principal of expansion. The rest of the 
first tercet: 

'S cheek, crimsons; 

curls: 
wind lifted, 

windlaced 

See his wind- lilylocks -laced: 

The subject stays the same length, from first to second statement; 
the predicate, though, expands dramatically, doubling its verb then 

moving on to a series of expanding qualifications each born from the 

seeds of the previous-one. 
The final tercet is a further outgrowth from this. The verb "See, " 

as our initial syntactic diagram showed, governs the entire three lines 

as its ever-expanding object, with the remaining clauses much more 

complex than anything previously, opposing the octave's orderly building 

up with a cascading release. "Churlsgrace, " in line 12, is progressively 

qualified and defined: 

Churlsgrac 

child of Amansstrength, 
ý'-* how it hands or hurls / Then -- 
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("Churlsgrace" and "Amansstrength" again, being not only compound nouns 
but by virtue of capitalisation personifications -- adding to the sense 
of personal presence in the sestet. ) 

Line 13 on its own then recreates onomatopoeically, through its 
inverted word order, the tight lacing of feet in boots -- 

his broad (3 feet lashed in frownin Trow I bluff IUTT hide 

br ad in blu sa hi e his frowning et la ed! 

-- as well as the final word, "lashed! ", seeming to gather up and lash 
together all the description's previous elements. And line 14's diffi- 
cult construction "raced / With, among them, cragirons under and cold 
furls, " probably best simplified as -- 

(See ... his feet ) 

(which are] raced with (and] among cold furls under cragiron 

-- similarly recreates, in its inverted form, th, 
spersed with the clumps of earth ("furls") which 
iron") is turning up. 

But both of these are, in addition, part of 
each clause with its complex inversions, seeming 
one, to the end of the poem: 

(See his ) 

e picture of feet inter- 
the ploughsare ("crag- 

the larger pattern, 
to grow from the preceding 

frowning feet lashed! 
ýýraced/ 

With, 
ýýamong 

ý-them, 

cragiron under and cold furls -- 

with-a-fountain's shining-shot furls. 

Feet are lashed, and raced with and among furls. The verb "race, " in 
becoming the passive "[are] raced/ With, " parallel to "[which have been] 
lashed, " is given almost adjectival status -- activity subsumed in form. 16 

"Furls" expands from "them" (which precedes it in the line, further 

enacting the fountain-effect of parts flying out almost randomly), to 
11cragiron under and cold furls, " to the burden's closing "with-a-fountain's 

shining-shot furls. " Both of these last adjectival qualifications not only 

-0 
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preserve the sonnet's general noun-emphasis, but simultaneously show 
"furls" blossoming out to reveal more inner qualities, continuing the 
expansion-pattern of the sestet -- just as the newly-ploughed furls 
blossom or fountain from the earth, just as Harry Ploughman's nature 
fountains into activity. 

Throughout the last lines of the sestet, the broken-up word order 
and syntax serve to effectively break up our perception of the sentences, 
so we read a series of individual words: "broad, " "bluff, " "hide, " 
"them, " "furls, " etc. This again is the fountain effect, opposite 
to the building-up of expectations by the parallel syntax of the octave. 
In addition it parallels the sestet's break-up into Harry's details, after 
having seen him as a unit. 

Finally, in contrast to the octave, the two burdens of the sestet 
similarly fountain out from*the lines preceding them. As part of the 

general break-up, "See his wind- lilylocks -laced" not only expands on 
windlaced, " it begins the final sentence unit and presents the second 

tercet's only verb -- this though it remains structurally a subsidiary 
line. And the final "with-a-fountain's shining-shot furls, " of course, 
in its blow-up of the tiniest of details, sums up the meaning of the whole 
poem in its ADJ--+NOUN encapsulating. 

Of the metrical effects of "Harry Ploughman, " Hopkins writes to 
Bridges: 

The rhythm of this sonnet, which is altogether for recital, not 
for perusal (as by nature verse should be), is very highly studied. 

(LL1,263) 

It can be no accident that this poem, one of his most syntactically complex, 
is one of the most rhythmically and expressively "highly studied" as well. 
Through rhythm and the various other sound-elements of his poem -- lettering, 

expressive devices -- Hopkins fully realises his "mind's eye" picture 
of the ploughman, in the poem's spoken words. 

There are, to begin with, of course the readily apparent individual 

onomatopoeic devices: "lank/ Rope-over thigh, " through its positioning 

across line-end and the rocking cadence of "lank/ Rope-over" suggests 
the muscles draped rope-like across a thigh; the forced stresses of 

in bluff hide his frowning feet lashed! " help recreate the stress of 
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bootlaced feet. Devices such as "Soared, " "quail to the wallowing ol the 
tv 04) plough, " "curls, " "wind: lifted, " "broad, " all use sound to help conjure 

their pictures. An interpretive, delivery, too, is assisted in such local 

effects as 

He leans to it, Harry bends, look. 
- 11 

Se"eýis wind- lilylocks -laced: 
A 

or the forced effort of putting a strong stress on 11 IS cheek crimsons" 
(reproducing Harry's effort in pushing his plough). 

But each of these local effects is only a part of sound's general 
role helping create the total stress-and-release picture of Harry. 
Hopkins, in the octave, uses sound to every advantage to create a sense 
of weightiness and stress, tension ready to go into action. The first 
burden's "s1toulde'r" creates in its heavy double stress a sense of power 
and broadness, the weight of the world that could rest on those shoulders, 
the power that swells in them. "Stand at stress, " ending the first massive 
catalogue, not only builds up the stress of expectation by beginning a 
new line after the less powerful verb "fall to. " Its st-alliteration 
gives it extra weight; and of course the hold on "Stand, " making the 

verb in a sense act itself out (the voice dwells or stands on it), rhe- 
torically balances the short verb with preceding long subject as well as 
making strong what is by nature a weak, non-action verb. As this is the 

essence of what the octave is trying to do -- create an active sense of 
tension in its list of parts, in a static situation -- the hold is an essen- 
tial element in the word's declaimed meaning, and a focal point for the 
octave as a whole. 

Other effects in the octave carry on this same principle of weighti- 
ness. The burdens in particular are heavy with metrical and rhetorical 
stresses, serving in terms of sound as they serve grammatically, to weight 
the octave's lines. (The alliteration of "soared or sank" supports the 

parallel with the previous line's "sucked or sank" and so further empha- 
sises the burden's syntactical function of condensing sense. ) 

Line Ps hurried feet, 

Though as a beechbole firm, 

his, as at a' rollcall, rank 
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balance one another in throwing their central phrase-weight onto the 

solid noun-phrases that characterise Harry's strong qualities -- all 
subsidiary words, like spare flesh, minimised to highlight bone and muscle. 
(As with "soared or sank, " too, the alliteration of "rollcall, rank" also 
supported its ADJ---*rNOUN syntactic function. ) "Finds, " in between the 
"beechbole firm" and "rollcall, rank, " again as with "Stand" uses a hold 
to give weight and ponderousness to a fairly static verb; further, in 

n. 6N that it repeats the drawn-out heavy delivery of "Stand, " "Finds" takes 
on some of the previous word's qualities as well (to "stand at stress" 
thus aligned in sound and meaning with finding one's, "as at a rollcall, 
rank"). Finally, line 8's muscular syntax, tying the body together to 

prepare for the sestet, is carried into the counterpointed rhythm of 
"features, in flesh, wýat deed h`e'ýach must do. " (The hurried syllable 
or elision "fre_-%each, " in effectively eliminating a syllable, further pares 
the line down. ) 

The sestet, similarly, reproduces in sound the action and motion 
it declaims. The hurried foot in line 9 rushes the sentence over its 

--- ---------- _% nouns to lean heavily on the verbs: "He leans to it, Harry bends. " The 
#--IN 

outride on "look, " as well as the later hurried foot elision of "See his, " 

put both these imperative verbs addressing the reader in subsidiary posi- 
tions, in the first case outside the picture being described, in the 

second simply subsidiary to the extended object that follows it. (Con- 

sidering "see" as the second tercet's only main verb, its elision becomes 

even more significant. ) 

Line 10's "quail" captures a quailing movement, but that same stressed 
vowel is also present immediately leading up to this in the previous line's 
"walst" -- taken together with the qu of "liquid" it gives: 

6A liquid waist In him all qua 11 
TE( +ý 17 Qa7c 

AA 
The phonetic qual. ities of "liquid waist" are put together in "qual 
indeed "walst, " in retrospect, is revealed to have had that potential 
action within it all the time (its active being, or doing-be) -- just 

as the active qualities that are potential in Harry now come to realisation 
in his characteristic action of ploughing. The same effect can be seen 

ev in the phonetic curling of "curl" (creating, in a sense, an active noun), 
^J 

which, repeated in the two matching end-rhymes "hUIrls" and "furls, " 

unites the three in sense as well as sound: Harry's curls, hurled 
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out by his natural energy, match the furls of earth hurled outward by 
the energy of his ploughing. Further, the repetition of the same sound- 
effect in 'Výu`rlsgrace, " the subject of the verb 'IfVrls, " makes explicit 
where the energy and activity come from: Harry himself, through his 
native youth and grace, personified as "Churlsgrace, child of Amans- 

strength. " The sound-pattern enacts the syntactic pattern: 

Ctfu'jrlsgrace, too, child of .... how it hlu""r'ls 

As the action already potential in Harry's "liquid waist" emerges in his 
"quail[ing]" at the plough, so the same energy already present in "Churls- 
grace" is relased or "hurl[ed]" into his actions -- appearing almost 
incidentally, it seems, like the "sakes of him, " in the flick of his 
head ("curls") and the action of the plough he controls ("furls"). 

In fact, with this central expression of the idea behind the text, 
the poem reveals itself as truly declamatory. The whole relationship of 
Harry's ChurIsgrace, his curls and the furls of earth, rather than being 
explicitly stated, relies on our perception of the similarities in move- 
ment among the actions, and on this all-important sound-relation. Nowhere 
is the relationship 

Churlsgrace : ý(hurls) 
curls 

f url s 

laid out in the logical succession of events: "hurls" has no direct object, 
the "curls" are not described as being hurled or thrown but as they "wag 

or crossbridle, in a wind lifted; " the "furls" of earth can in no sense 
be described as being hurled out of the earth by Harry -- even the plough 
itself does not "hurl" but lifts them from the ground as it digs, with 
"cragiron under. " (Indeed, as "curls" precedes both subject and verb, 
in a different sentence, logically it can have no connection with them -- 
a similar strict syntactical impossibility to the pronoun "them" referring 
forward to 'Turls",, ) Yet without this connection -- created entirely by 

syntactical and sound manipulation -- the sestet makes no sense at all 

as part of the picture of Harry Ploughman, the fountain image ceases to 

be more than a localised metaphor. 
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Yet this very illogicality is itself central to the declamatory 

meaning of the poem. Ideas, as well as syntax and sounds, are in the 
sestet presented as fragmented and disarranged units, the total meaning 
deriving more and more from the (seemingly) random juxtaposition of 
parts, rather than from a logical, coherent progression -- just as water 
separates into individual drops in a spraying fountain. The lettering, 
too, enacts the fountaining out -- 

wý 
I'S cheek c crimsons; curlsl 

ag or crossbridle, n 
ýawind lifted', 

windlaced, I'-- 

i of 
ý ee his winj- jilylocks -laced: 

ChuLlsgEace, too,. 2hild of ansstrength 

-- the interspersal of what were concentrated sounds (s, ch, c/k, r, l) 

enacts phonically what is at a dEeper level present in the formation of 
the ideas, the fountain-effect of energy exploding into parts. Indeed 
form and meaning, sound and sense, are inseparable at this level, as the 
one creates the other (without "Churlsgrace/hurl/curl/furl, " we would not 
know a central truth about Harry Ploughman). With the fragmentation of 
ideas here, as with their ranked presentation in the octave, the inscape 
of the poem is Harry's inscape, his "bone, frame, and charpente" recreated 
in words; the instress of stress/release it creates, the same instress 
that holds him together and that sparks his actions. If the poem's language 
is spare and muscular, this serves the structural requirements of the poem, 
but only because Harry, its subject, is spare and muscular, too. 17 

Only thus can Hopkins truly declaim the perceived Being of his subject. 
This is the true expressive declamation of Hopkins' poetic art. 

Finally, that Hopkins intended such a declamatory effect in all 
of "Harry Ploughman"s elements can, in concluding this section, be seen 
in two other of his writings. In 1883, he writes to Baillie of metaphors 
and other non-direct elements common to poetic language: 

My thought is that in any lyric passage of the tragic poets ... there are two strains of thought running together and 
like counterpointed; the overthought that which everybody, editors, 
see ... and which might for instance be abridged or paraphrased 
in square marginal blocks as in some books carefully written; the 
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other, the underthought, conveyed chiefly in the choice of metaphors 
etc used and often only half realised by the poet himself, not 
necessarily having any connection with the subject in hand but 
usually having a connection and suggested by some circumstance of 
the scene or of the story. . Perhaps what I ought to say i; ihat the underthought is commonly an 
echo or shadow of the overthought, something like canons and repe- 
titions in music, treated in a different manner, but that sometimes 
it may be independent of it. (FL, 252-253) 

In discussing "Harry Ploughman" in his letter to Bridges, Hopkins continues 
from his statement that Harry must be a "vivid figure before the mind's 
eye": 

The difficulties are of syntax no doubt. Dividing a compound word by 
a clause sandwic , 

hed into it was a desperate deed, I feel, and I do 
not feel that it, was an unquestionable success. But which is the 
line you do not understand? I do myself think, I may say, that 
it would be an immense advance in notation (so to call it) in writing 
as the record of speech, to distinguish the subject, verb, object, 
and in general to express the construction to the eye; as is done 
already partly in punctuation by everybody, partly in capitals by 
the Germans, more fully in accentuation by the Hebrews. And I dare- 
say it will come. But it would, I think, not do for me: it seems a 
confession of unintelligibility. And yet I don't know. At all 
events there is a difference. My meaning surely ought to appear of 
itself; but in a language like English, and in an age of it like 
the present, written words are really matter open and indifferent 
to the receiving of different and alternative verse-forms, some of 
which the reader cannot possibly be sure are meant unless they are 
marked for him. Besides metrical marks are for the performer and 
such marks are proper in every art. Though indeed one might say 
syntactical marks are for the performer too. But however that reminds 
me that one thing I am now resolved on, it is to prefix short prose 
arguments to some of my pieces. These too will expose me to carping, 
but I do-not mind. Epic and drama and ballad and many, most, things 
should be at once intelligible; but everything need not and cannot 
be. Plainly if it is possible to express a sub[t1le and recondite 
thought on a subtle and recondite subject in a subtle and recondite 
way and with great felicity and perfection, in the end, something 
must be sacrificed, with so trying a task, in the process, and this 
may be the being at once, nay perhaps even the being without explana- 
tion at all, intelligible.. Neither, in the same light, does it seem 
to be to me a real objection (though this one I hope not to lay myself 
open to) that the argument should be even longer than the piece; 
for the merit of the work may lie for one thing in its terseness. 
It is like a mate which may be given, one way only, in three moves; 
otherwise, various ways, in many. (LL1,265-266) 

Together, these letters encapsulate everything we have said about the 

radically declamatory art. The "underthought" mentioned in the letter to 

Baillie is in "Harry Ploughman" that underlying suggestion of stress 
and movement embodied in cathedral and fountain images. Again, here, 
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this shaping is conceived in musical terms -- the underthought or pre- 
sentation of a subject by any means other than the direct and literal 
(in other words, any so-called 'poetic' formulation) being seen as a 
part of shaping subject into declaimed (song-like) utterance. The 
progress of thought in the poem is envisaged as contrapuntal, "something 
like canons and repetitions in music. " So we have seen in analysing the 

poem -- especially in the sestet, with the "curls/hurls/furls" fountaining 

underthought like a descant melody woven in and around the logical of 
events. The musical (in this context, declamatory) of poetry as Hopkins 
conceived it goes beyond poetry's sounds to its very means of creating 
and informing its meanings. 

The letter to Bridges makes this same point regarding syntactical 
shaping. The "difficulties ... of syntax" we have seen. In advocating 
some sort of notation "to express the construction to the eye, " he points 
up the parallel as he must have seen it between syntax and metre as means 
of shaping meaning; in addition, especially in declaring that "syntac- 
tical marks are for the performer too, " he identifies grammatical form 

as, along with rhythmic, an aspect of the utterance, fully and significant 
only when correctly realised in performance. The insistence, in this 
regard, that "my meaning ought to appear of itself" further emphasises 
this: as the above analysis showed, meaning is completely caught up with 
form in "Harry Ploughman" so that if syntax and metre are both fully 

realised the meaning should be clearly there as well. Hopkins had writ- 
ten to his brother Everard on the mental dimension of performed works 
(as with "Shakespeare and the other dramatists" -- V. 2,262 ); a 
performance-based poem must structure an experience of meaning as well as 
the experience of hearing its spoken sounds. 

The ' ort prose arguments" he proposes come perhaps as close to 4sý 
iho"Vit) 

pure contentlas we are likely to get in a Hopkins poem -- the argument 
being the meaning before its poetical shaping, metaphorically, syntactically, 
rhythmically. (The process implied is perhaps similar to Hopkins starting 
with a Dixon or Bridges poem and shaping it into a song. ) 

12 Again, the 
shaping described suggests an ideal poetic form which focuses all meaning 
into a single moment, when it is performed or enacted. (The "subtle and 
recondite thought on a subtle and recondite subject in a subtle and recon- 
dite way" easily parallel the artistic formula prepossession + application 

definition; the cited difficulty in apprehending such a compact form, 
too, finds it parallel there. ) 
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Finally, though, the reference to a chess move at the discussion's 

end recalls another, similar mention in an earlier letter: 

You do not mean by mystery what a Catholic does. ... the interest 
a Catholic feels is, if I may say so, of a far finer kind than 
yours. Yours turns out to be a curiosity only; curiosity satisfied, 
the trick found out (to be a little profane), the answer heard, 
it vanishes at once. But you know there are some solutions to, say, 
chess problems so beautifully ingenious, some resolutions of suspen- 
sions so lovely in music that even the feeling of interest is keenest 
when they are known and over, and for some time survives the dis- 
covery. How must it then be when the very answer is the most tanta- 
lising statement of the problem and the truth you are to rest in the 
most pointed putting of the difficulty! (LL1,187) 

A description is not an enactment, and God (Mystery) lives in the enact- 
ment: the musical progression, the elegant chess move, "the most tanta- 
lising statement of the problem" and "most pointed putting of the diffi- 

culty. " He is in a moment's utterance of Being. There is no distinction, 
in Hopkins poem, between what the poem is and what it is about: Harry 
Ploughman lives in his expressional declamation, not in any prose des- 

cription of him. This is the "piece of perfect song" of Hopkins' 
declamatory art. 

-a 



2. Language into Music 

What of sound for its own sake, though? That which is often so-called 
the "music" of Hopkins' poetry is defined as relating to this declamatory, 

expressive side of his art. His metres are musical when they capture 
interpreted delivery; the sounds of his verse when they embody this 

onomatopoeic, or word-painting, principle. Gardner writes: 

[The nineteenth century's neglect of the onomatopoeict poetic 
theory] was certainly repaired in the poems, for besides expressive 
groups like "pour and pelt, " "spill and spend" [#35], "heaven's 
baffling ban / Bars" E#661, we sometimes find alliterative consonants 
and chiming vowels running like threads through the woof of the poem 
with a continuous onomatopoeic suggestion. Throughout Harry Plough- 
man, for instance, br- (or br... ) and I are used Me 
mofifs to signalize the two chief characteristics of Harry's physique 
anT action -- strength and grace. The keywords of the first motif 
are broth (cf. the Irish "broth of a boy"), barrelled, barrowy, 
braw-n-, -Ee-echbole, broad, and bluff (hide). At the-beginning o the 
sesUe-t, 'the two moFiTs-are deTi-cafely interlaced (with the addition 
of a second liqu-17, --w-T, the alliteration being disguised .... The whole poem comes as near to the "condition of music" as language 
may. 19 

The "onomatopoeic theory" of word origins related sound with sense; 
Gardner's analysis here thus adds to what we have already seen of word- 
painting and declamation in "Harry Ploughman. " Precisely what Gardner 
does not do, by our definition, is describe the "condition of music" in 
the poem. The musical is rather the formal aspect of sound, "repeated 
figure of spoken sound" structured as sound, not as enacting feeling. 
In what he calls his "lettering of syllables, " Hopkins creates a musical 
dimension to his poetic art analogous to the harmonic structure of a song, 
a viable sound-structure: sound-patterns of vowels and consonants for 
their own sake, separate from the rhetorical significance the words may 
also have. This musical dimension ties the poem together and gives it 

an independent structure as sound apart from meaning. While the previous 
section demonstrated the impossibility of completely separating form from 
feeling, the formal from the expressive, in Hopkins, nevertheless it is 

a balance of the two -- music and rhetoric -- that seems to have inspired 
him in Purcell, and been one of his own artistic aims. Having examined 
the poetry from its expressive perspective, then, let us now move to this 

purely formal dimension, and see the "music" of Hopkins' poetry. 
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"Binsiý., Poplars" demonstrates. ih; s. Throughout the poem, a certain 

motif of rhythm and word-repetition recurs, but to ends that change from 

primarily rhetorical to musical. In line 3, part of the first stanza's 
description of the poplars being chopped down, 

0 00 wo 00 

Felled, felled, are all felled 

combines several sprung feet with the repeated word "felled" to create 
the word-painted sound-effect of an axe falling as it chops the tree. 
Later in the poem, in the final stanza where the scene's significance 
is being expanded on, the motif recurs: 

Ten or twelve,. ten or twelve 
Strokes of havoc L(n*selve 

0 

The aim is again rhetorical; though with terms like "havoc" and "unselve, " 
the sound-effect begins to be carried over into a more than literal des- 

cription of the event -- the axe becoming metaphor for any of the havoc 

man wreaks on nature, the damage generalised to unselving, while the 

chopping motif preserves the sense of physical violence being done. 
At the poem's end, though, continuing from these two lines, the 

motif recurs again -- or, rather, grows from this second appearance -- 
and this time its effect is strictly musical: 

Ten or twelve, ten or twelve 
Strokes of havoc unselve 

The sweet especial scene, 
Rural scene, a rural scene, 
Sweet especial rural scene. 

The effect is almost like a refrain -- in pastoral setting and sing-song 

repetitive constitution, it is comparable to the birdcall "symphony" that 

ends Hopkins' "Spring Ode" (IV. 2,204 ). While one could argue that the 

repetition shows the speaker dwelling on the scene, and so has at least 

some rhetorical effect, still the main reason for its inclusion can only 
have been to provide a sing-song musical coda to the poem; the "Spring 

Odell's birdsong symphony again seems an apt parallel, "Binsej- Poplars"Is 

over-repetition of trivial words coming as close as a poem can come to 

the nonsense syllables songs use to imitate birdsong. The progression 
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is certainly more musically than grammatically logical: phrase A, 

The sweet especial scene, 

then an ornamentation, like a trillrepeated twice, playing on the word 
"scene" by adding a further adjective, 

Rural scene, a rural scene, 

then back to phrase A with ornament inserted, 

Sweet especial 
( 

rural 
) 

scene. 
I-I 

The formula might be represented in musical terms as A: B: A (where A 

returns modified), or as the formula A+ B= C, or A+ B= AB (a sound 
structure we shall see again and again in Hopkins). 

The characteristic sound of a Hopkins poem owes much to a structural 
coherence of vowels and consonants that is best explained musically. 
In 1877, at St Beuno's, Hopkins discovered cynghanedd, classical Welsh 

poetry's strict set of rules governing alliteration, assonance, and internal 

rhyme. Entranced by its sonorous possibilities, he imported it into his 

own poetry. Of one of his St Beuno's sonnets, "The Sea and the Skylark" 
(#35), Hopkins years later was to write: 

It was written in my Welsh days, in my salad days, when I was fas- 
cinated with cynghanedd or consonant chime, and as in Welsh englyns, 
'the sense, ' as one of-themselves said, 'gets the worst of iTT ... 

_(LL1,163) 
The poem is shot through with cynghanedd devices: 

#I je e J-1 With a flood or a fall, low lull-off or all roar (line 3) 

Frequenting there while moon shall wear and we*nd (4) 

. 1-1 01 e Left hand, off land, I hear the lark asclend (5) 

And pelt music till none's to spill nor spend (8) 

How ring right ou'j't our sordid turbid time (10) 

To ma'n"s last du*st, drain fast towards man's first slime. (14) 
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(The first of these shows a slight variant of cynghanedd lusg, a 
stressed internal syllable rhymed with the penultimate, stressed, syllable; 
the others employ true or varied forms of cynghanedd sain, a progression 
of three stressed syllables wherein the first rhymes with the second, the 

second alliterates with the third. ) 40 

Cynghanedd studies represent the only detailed attempt by critics 
such as Gardner to explain Hopkins' use of sound independent of rhetorical 
ends. Yetcynghanedd alone is not enough. 

First, to concentrate thus on purely literary antecedents risks (as 

we saw to be the case with sprung rhythm) obscuring the underlying musical 
impulse behind so much of Hopkins' work, and presents an incomplete pic- 
ture of artist and poetry. Hopkins' interest in the harmonic "lettering 

of syllables" pre-dated his Welsh period (the Essay on Rhetoric was 
written in 1873-74); his use of sound-patterns in his poetry outlasts 
it (the above-cited dismissive reference to "my salad days" was written 
in 1882). Gardner and Gweneth Lilly, author of "The Welsh Influence in 
the Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins, " both note that Hopkins rarely fol- 
lowed the rules of cynghanedd to the letter ("He allows himself plenty 
of latitude, " as Gardner puts it [11,1491; Lilly remarks that "It is 

with the work of the experimentalists, the poets of the period when the 

cynghanedd was still fluid, that Hopkins' poetry may be most profitably 
compared" [1461). Rather, Hopkins, already interested in music and song 
in relation to poetry, was probably attracted to Welsh and its verse 
precisely because it held techniques he could use to achieve his musical 
ends; he would have then followed on in the spirit, rather than the rule, 
of cynghanedd. 7-1 

More important, though, cynghanedd alone fails to account fully for 
the characteristic sound of a line of Hopkins poetry. Even in such a 
directly Welsh-influenced poem as "The Sea and the Skylark, " the conson- 
antal texture of the lines relies heavily on more sophisticated, complex 
patternings than these. (In fact, if there is a fault in this early 
poem, it is that the sound-patterns are too finely tuned and precious, 
too obvious and demanding of attention to the detriment of the poem's 
sense. ) Consider: 

C- C- 

On ear and earýj two noises too old to end 
T 
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The limited number of important consonants (n, t, d) give the line a uni- 
form sound. Further, internal structuring gives it a definite, balanced 
shape. The first half of the line repeats the full sounds of "ear" on 
both accented beats, the unaccented syllables alliterating with similar 
vowels (according to Hopkins, all vowels alliterate -- V. 3,300 ), and 
sharing the n; the second half again repeats an entire word sound, now 
by contrast on the unaccented syllable ("two"/Iltooll/'Ito") -- perhaps a 
finely tuned performance would include a graded decrease in length across 
the three, adding more shaping -- and of the accented syllables, the last 
two again alliterate. Further, the line as a whole has a perfectly 
symmetrical shape demonstrated by the alliterations of its accented words: 
"ear"/"ear"/"noises"/"old"/"end". And the line is framed by the similar 
"On"/"end". The balance is perfect and precise -- so much so that the 
line is immediately memorable for its sound, striking the ear before the 

sense strikes the mind. 2z. 

Line 3 of the same poem 

With a flood or a fall, low lull-off or all roar 
T-i TJTT 

shows, much beyond the cynghanedd "fall"/"all" internal rhyme, an atten- 
tion to consonants that might almost be called motivic -- as the playing 
with motifs in musicP Another line that achieves most of its character 
by patterning beyond the cynghanedd is line 5, which, in addition to its 

"hand"/"landII/IIIarV progression includes: -t'y 

an& and ear) 
(-ark) 

-end. 
- 01 _L 'e 0* 10 .1 

Left hand, off land, 
_ 

I hear the lark ascend 
T and 1 0- n4 i 
I. L L 

The later poetry, long after Hopkins has passed beyond his "Welsh 

days, " shows in its structuring of lines this same sort of patterning. 
The words of Fury, from "No worst, there is none" (1885), include not 
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only declamatory but musical patterning as well: 

00, be b-r-tf Let me be fell: 11 fo"rce I mustf"**, 
r (#65) 

rI 

Two mirror-image structures tie the double-barrelled sentence into one 
two-part unit. Both halves begin and end on the same letter -I in 
the first, f in the second. Thus, each half is given its own unity, and 
the parallel technique emphasises that the statements are in some way 
parallel. Also, further emphasising that the whole is one unit, and 
highlighting a sound-parallel between the phrase. -ends, "be fell" offers 
b- f- . "be brief" b/ b- f, another framing. Compare that same year's 

. -1 1.0 
1" le 

I wake and feel 11 the fell of dark not da (#67) 

TL T' T 
akkA 

The technique is subtler in these later poems, the plays on sound neither 
so obvious nor occasionally precious as in the first serious efforts. 
But still the patterns are there, giving the verse a characteristic 
texture that is part of its music. 2-Ir 

What makes these sound-patterns particularly song-like, however, 
is how they function in the poems to create that spontaneous yet formal 

utterance Hopkins desired. Even on the smallest scale, Hopkins, charac- 
teristic devices for grouping sounds are clearly structures. The frame- 

pattern, opening and closing a line or phrase on similar sounds, and its 

more complete form the mirror-pattern, repeating key sounds on either 
side of a dividingline in reverse order to create a series of nested 
frameS.. are the two favourite Hopkins devices, visible over and over 

as small-scale structures in the poetry. We saw them above, in almost 

every example cited. 7-5 

Such sound-patterns then form one of the many levels of structuring 
(metrical, rhetorical, syntactic, etc. ) in the poems. Especially in 

the opening lines of sonnets, for instance, sound-patterning may be 

used to establish line-lengths: 
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As a ýare-Sýle Ekylarkil scanted in a dull CaOP (#39) 
Z. r-. Lz 

. 41 ee #-* e 

Towery city and branchy between towers (k44) 
1 -r --T 

dop 4e op e 
00, 

Felix Randal the farrier', 11 0 is he dead then? my Auty al I ended, (#53) 
ý 

. 0- ;w ý-r 
-r Te-aA- -en d. en-ded 

Yes. Why do we all, seeing of a soldier, bless him? Bless (#63) 
-F 

-T -T 

J., To seem the stranger lies IO--t' 1-i-fe (#66) 
'r -r -'ý 

II 
--r- 

. 
-r 

U, IL 4 ;pG 

Patience, hard thinql 11 the hard thing but to (#68) 
T- I-- -i - 

(Note especially how mirror-structuring or break of sound-grouping often 
divides the line into two half-lines: the dipodic principle, everything 
by two's, at work again. Sometimes, as in #66 and #53, each half is 

a mirror, as well. ) 
Even "rove over" syntax can be accommodated by sound-patterns that 

still reinforce line structure, as in 

On ear and ear two noises too old to end 
-L- Trench -- right, the tide that ramps against the shore, 

ir if rfr 
II 

where "Trench" fits onto the first line's syntactical. unit without jarring 
(the immediately repeated -en- ), while firmly fitting into the consonant 
and framed sound-pattern of line 2. 
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Yet just as poetic structure is more than a series of lines, so 
V 

sound-patterning is used structurally to much larger ends than this. 
Individual lines -- especially opening lines, as they establish sonority 
and structure -- may be fitted to a pattern, but other consonantal 
groupings may be more important. 

Q'ýave ffa"i r ffa/*l 
: 
Iýen , 

(70 )ýf aei r- 
_fa, 

/ir have f a'O'l len so dear (#45) 

A certain unity of sound is preserved despite the alliteration change, 
with "fair"/"fair"/"fair"/"dear", but clearly the main 'harmonic' unit 
ends before line-end. 

Nor do sound-groupings necessarily reflect syntactical groupings 
when they disagree with line-length, as these examples may suggest. 
Consider 

Yes. Why do we all, seeing of a soldier, bless him? Bless 

In fact, throughout Hopkins' poetry, sound and syntax have no constant 
clear relationship. Alliterative or rhyming groups sometimes parallel 
groupings of words into grammatical units, as in 

meaning motion, fans fresh our wits with wonder (#45) 

But equally as many examples abound of strong alliterative patterns going 
against syntactical groupings, as in 

These two shame this shallow and frail town (#35) 

so arch-especial a spirit as heaves in Henry Purcell (#44) 

1___= 
like Lhhinin2 from shook foil (#31) 
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Or the later 

(#66) 0 all my heart woos, wife / To my creating thought 
I -j Iq 

Rather, the relationship we must keep in mind, as always with Hop- 
kins' art, is counterpoint. The whole poetic unit, we saw in the pre- 
vious chapter on sprung rhythm, exists as a series of structural levels 
metrical, syntactic, harmonic -- working together to create the complete, 
formal utterance. These levels relate contrapuntally. Sound and sense, 
rhythm and harmony -- no level serves only to reinforce another; rather, 
each has its own identity and together they may coincide or be counter- 
pointed to form the over-all interweaving structure of the whole. As 
in music, Hopkins' harmonic patterns and progressions have their own 
pace, add to the artwork their own shape (rather than simply reinforcing 
rhythm, syntax, declamation); Z9 as the poet himself noted, "these various 
means of breaking the sameness of rhythm ... do not break the unity 
of the verse but the contrary; they make it organic and what is organic 
is one" (JP, 283 -- see V. 3,297 ). 

The key to how sound functions in a Hopkins poem is manipulation 
of syllabic consonance. Consonance, as we shall use the term, refers 
to degree of similarity between sounds (from musical consonance -- 
sounds similar enough to make "pleasing combinations" when heard together). 
The principle of consonance behind any lettering device Hopkins may use 
(alliteration, assonance, rhyme, or combinations of these in cynghanedd 
devices) can be briefly put: any sound repeated is more important than 
any sound heard only once. In music or poem, repeated sounds resonate 
with one another, each reinforcing the other, creating a structural bond; 
the more repeated sounds resonating, the more the consonance of, the pas- 
sage. (Consonance in music also relates to cadences -- musical resting 
points -- consonant points in a melody being those places where the music 
is not urged forward by its own momentum; we shall see more of this 
later. ) 30 

Thus the most highly consonant passage possible would be one in 

which the same very limited number of sounds were repeated with no 
outside sounds intruding. The opening of "Binseq, Poplars, " 
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J* of 

All felled, felled, are all felled 

or other passages of repeated complete words, is as consonant as we are 
likely to see in a passage of poetry. Less consonant but still heavily 

so would be obvious, stressed alliterations: "pour/ And poýlt, " "spill 
.* 11 01 nor spe"nd, 11 "now burn, new-born, "blood-gush blaade-gash/ Flaom'e-rash 

rudred. 11 Less consonant than these, passages not properly alliterated 
but still with letters in common: "Margaret, are you grieving/ Over Golden- 

grove unleaving? "31 
Finally, consonance depends on context. "Vital candle" seems only 

slightly consonant; take more of its context -- "vital candle in close 
heart's vault" (#46) -- more of its letters become structurally import- 

ant. Take in more and more context, and ultimately the whole poem must 
be considered as one web of sound, in which any letter repeated anywhere 
else in the poem is structurally slightly more important than one not 
repeated. In "Felix Randal, " for instance, the poem as a whole is tied 
together by its individual instances of r-groupings -- "reason rambled, " 
"sweet reLrieve and ransom, " "random gLrim forge; " each of these gaining 
structural importance not only by resonating against the others, but 
because all contain variants on the name "Randal, " which also begins 

and. ends the poem ("Felix Randal .... poor Felix Randal / battering 

sandal"). 
Consonance creates structure by affecting musical weight. Again, 

simply put: the more consonance, the more weight. (Cf. music, where 
consonant cadences form heavy resting points. ) We have seen suggested 
that one of the great breakthroughs distinguishing Purcell's musical art 
from his predecessors' purely rhetorical songwriting was his manipulation 
of musical weight to create large-scale structures (111.2, fn 32 
In addition to rhythmic means, Hopkins uses consonance (the poetic equi- 
valent to melody or harmony) to do the same. Consider the variations 
and manipulations of weight in a poem like "Henry Purcell" (1879), written 
in the middle of his poetic career: 

ýAzý 

Have fair Alen, (0) fa"ir, fair have AM (#44) 
T- 

(v)rf-f f-f 

is heavier than 



: 3bti 

r-.; --l - #* le .1 11 

so arch-especial a Vrit as heaves in Henry Turce 

Heavy mouthfuls like 

The thunder-purple 
(seabeach) 

plumed ur le-of-thunder 
I- 

±ýný 

co-exist with light, subtle effects such as 

1-. L-- rI 
sweet notes not his might nursle 

4- ---r- -- 

n o-t t. s- P) cW- -I- an .3 

It only takes a reading-through of the whole poem to discover how these 

variations create an ebb-and-flow of greater'significance than the effect 
of any individual sound-pattern on its own. 

Finally, coming back to Hopkins' contrapuntal over-all structure, 
we can see what this means to the poem as a whole. Lettering, or harmony, 
is but one level in the poem's structure -- one thread, as it were, 
weaving through the poem -- along. with metre, syntax, rhetorical phrasing, 
and so on. Just as in musical counterpoint, where cadences are formed 
by the various melodic lines coming together to a consonance, so in this 

poetry two coinciding levels are "heavier, " more structurally stable 
(like a musical cadence) than two counterpointed. Stressed alliterated 
syllables make a line more heavily consonant, giving it more weight, than 
unstressed because here stress-pattern and alliteration-pattern coincide; 
alliterations and rhymes proper create more consonance and weight than 
internal similarities in words because sense and sound coincide. End- 

rhyme has extra weight because rhyme-pattern and metre coincide y- A 

phrase such as 

meaning motion fans fresh our wits with wonder 

is heavier, more stable and cadential than 

so arch-especial a spirit as ( heaves in HenLY) ±urcell 

because sound and syntax coincide, reinforcing one another. Similarly 

also the first lines of poems often reinforce line-length with sound- 
patterns to give that line extra weight and stability, just as piece of 
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music first establishes its main themes and home key, setting out a firm 

structural ground from which to proceed. 

What all this means is that we can see, in a stanza of Hopkins' 

poetry, the same poem-into-song or "performative" shaping that Hopkins 

the songwriter wrote into the stanzas of Bridges' "Spring Ode. " The 
first stanza of "Inversnaid" (1881), for instance, demonstrates: 

This darksome burn, horseback brown, 
His rollrock highroad roaring down, 
In coop and comb the fleece of his foam 
Flutes and low to the lake falls home. 

In the "Spring Ode" Hopkins used repetition, expanded 
duration, and a rising, growing melodic line to turn the poetic stanza's 

eight individual lines into one shape that started small and built up 
musical weight to a heavy, well-emphasised climax. Similarly, now with 

poetic materials to hand, Hopkins creates a musical shape out of his own 
four-line stanza. 

The punctuation and syntactical structure first of all demonstrate 

the units the stanza is divided into, and the consequent build-up of 
flow: line 1 is two half-line units, line 2 one larger unit, 3 and 4 

one unit larger still. Rhythm, especially in lines I and 2, reinforces 
this with the sprung foot breaking the pace: 

TAs dalrksome bu*rn, " ho"'rseboack br"own, 

His rollro"ck hilghr'o')ad roari'njg down, 
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The harmonic structure builds from this same shape: 

o ' 
-ur _or -own OQr -o w n 

+ b down 
1 .0 This darksome 1. - 

ýuLn, 
jhorseback 

brown, His 
. 01 

,1 

.0 rollrock highroadlroaring 
TITITT 

down, 

I 
®r 

h 

J, ee AV 

-00P -oMb -ep-te -Oarn 
dOp 

In cI o'o'p and coom'b1the fleece of his foam 
I-T 

11 
.ee . -0 W%oo 

-utes -ow -akt. -OMA- 

Flutes and lowlto the lake falls home. 
1 

fl "r 

-L-ic-' 
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The lines operate in couplets; each line divides naturally into two of 
what Hopkins would call "bars" or "double feet" of two beats each, 
Patmore "dipodes" (everything by 2's and 4's -- symmetry and quadrature 
again). The two double feet of line I parallel one another in sound as 
in rhythm (though counterpointed against non-parallel grammar, 

1_*_ý ADJ NOUN // ADJ--), ADJ 

The harmonic texture is fairly heavily consonant. Line 2 forms a unit 
of distinctly different shape. The r-alliteration across the bar-line 
creates one line-long arc of sound rather than the two small arcs of 
"darksome burn, horseback brown. " In addition, within this highly con- 
sonant group the similarity of first and third words compared to dif- 
ferent second -- 

11 vv/v 
rollrock highroad roaring 
rh (r) 

. 0/1 igh -oar 

-- suggests indeed an arc away and back, or chord progression to distant 
harmony and back (the characteristic Hopkins frame-pattern again). 

The concept of an arc helps explain, too, the progression of harmonies 

uniting lines I and 2. The repetition of r's especially, but also sub- 
sidiary k, h, d tie the lines together in a loose unit of consonance. 
But'more than that, "highroad" is harmonically the most distant from 
line 1 as it is from "rollrock -- roaring": h occurs only once in line 1, 

r is one of the main uniting letters, as well as the stressed 11-igh" vowel 
sound being the only stressed vowel of its kind in the whole couplet. 
Around this "highroad" dissonant point, then, consonances on either side 
form beginning and end of the arc: end-rhyme "-own" ties line 2 back to 
line 1, of course, but more d ("darksome") + -own ("brown") = "down", 

creating a stable harmonic frame across the two lines, from which "rollrock 
highroad roaring" diverges; plus, the progression of stressed word-stems 
(at the top of the diagram) show the preponderance of similar sounds at 
beginning and end, with only -ol and -igh not repeated anywhere, and 

of these -igh the phonetically most distant (i. e., the mouth-shape 
necessary for pronunciation is most different -- remember Hopkins, concept 
of I'vowelling off" some "scale or strain or keeping" by progressing 
through related series of vowels, V. 3,301 ). 33 
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The second group here parallels the first (fl-s ... f-oam), 'except 

that it is longer and more complex (the material has been more 
developed., In group two, the fl motif is taken apart and played on. 
"Fleece" becomes "flutes", straightforwardly establishing the parallel; 
"foam" becomes "falls home", prepared for by "low", ending the half-line 
(like a half-cadence, preparing for a full cadence). Further, a counter- 
pointing, dovetailing, or arcing occurs in the second group as well: 
the natural division of all the stanza's-lines into half-lines of two 
beats each is emphasised by the progression "foam"Plow11/"home", estab- 
lishing the symmetry (and quadrature) of Hopkins' dipodic lines; yet at 
the same time the heavy alliterative "low to the lake" in the line's 

center, cutting across the half-line, Counterbalances this division and 
joins the two-part line into one -- much as the arcing sweep of melody 
cited in "Spring Ode, " above, joins two separate lines. (Somewhat 

similar also to "rollrock highroad roaring, " on a smaller scale. ) That 
the I's of "low to the lake" derive from the fl adds to the heavy con- 
sonance of the line as a whole. And the large-scale effect is of a 
mirror-structure or frame of the sort Hopkins was so fond of, fl- I 
1- fl. The end-rhyme on "home", its connection to half-rhyme "low" and 
its connection to "falls home" as expanded version of "foam" tie it 
firmly to the line though it occurs outside the fl -- fl frame. (Also 

its alliteration with "horseback"/"highroad" helps it tie the whole 

stanza together. ) 
Nor is this quite all. A complete account of the last couplet 

adds to this the opening brief alliterative unit, "In coop and comb": 

In co, "op and co"mb 
- 

T=L.. TIKI 

10 
J. 

(the) fleece of /his foam 

e 
#41 

1 

Flutes and low, ' '-to the la"*k falls ho"me. 
S 
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Relating this back to song proper, compare the first lines of 
Hopkins. ' song "Spring Ode" for similar arcing: 

&in WIN ýý- Sard 

- 

trdýLn HAf, Spfinj rt- DCPXA N-9 wool A-4 wýtm OK 1ý-n tr, %ks 

04 11 

Each pair of lines has its own melodic shape, within identical metrical 
framework, but the second of them is shaped to an arc much higher, more 

emphatic than the first; as well, while the first line-pair 

: 4-- 
remains neatly divided into two by its melodic shape --=0 

jrAin 11 Bas 
the melodic arc of the second effectively obscures this natural resting 
point, creating one long unit. 

Coming back to "Inversnaid, " then, the remaining couplet of Hopkins, 

quatrain has its own structure, different from what has gone before as 
the quatrain-shape builds. From units half a line long ("This darksome 
burn" and "horseback brown"), a unit of a whole line long ("His rollrock 
highroad roaring down"), the last two lines create one longer still 
sound-unit, 

In coop and comb the fleece of his foam 
Flutes and low to the lake falls home. 

The heavy consonance creates two obvious unequal groupings, the brief 
"coop and comb" and much longer "the fleece ... home. " The heavy 
consonance and structuring (lending a good deal of weight) is most visible 
in the second, longer, grouping, with its f's and Ps. Looked at 
closely, this reveals its structure to be of two parallel subgroups, 
highly organised: 

$I (the) fleece of his foam I 
TF -. ;I 

: -- -- -IP- .--. --. -----. ---- 

! 00 ---I "ke falls home Flutes and IOW: # : to the la 
S 

LL 

----------- 
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Alliteration makes "Coop and comb" a harmonic unit of its own, half a 
line long (the basic dipodic unit again); its other sounds connect it 
firmly as part of the building parallel pattern of the rest of the 
couplet. The progression 

"Coop"Pfleece"/" flutes'' T 

marks the beginning of each subgroup; "comb, " added to the half-line 
rhyme scheme, gives "comb"/"foam"/(Illow")/"home', -- also further empha- 
sising the difference between those half-lines ending with full cadences 
and the last which obliterates its division in a line-long arc. 

What this does to the pace and shape is obvious from the shape of 
the diagram. Compare, again, Hopkins' shaping of the "Spring Ode, " where 
Bridges' last three lines become 

Come birds to sport 
And pair, 

whose rival amorous vows 
Amaze, amaze, 

amaze the scented air, 
Amaze, amaze, 

amaze the scented air. 

Taken together, the stanza builds from the small, relatively simple 
consonance of "darksome burn, horseback brown, " to the long and heavily 
complex inter-relations of "the fleece of his foam / Flutes and low to 
the lake falls home. " And with increased consonance, and increased 
complexity, comes increased weight. (By the time the last line is reached, 
every sound has become resonant with all the similar sounds that have 
gone before. ) The small arc of the first line, doubled in the second 
line, twice again as large in the complex second couplet. So, too, the 
rest of the poem continues this harmonic structuring to a musical whole, 
from the varied combinations of the middle stanzas -- 
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Ir 
eeI 

A windpuff 
(bonneti)f fawn L 

Turns and ýwlindles OVer th broth h 
Ile ee 

Of aF 01 d, fell-Iro"wn 
I ii 200-1. so 2-itchblack 

-- 
ing, 

Ilt[no'U'nds and [ou"nds Despair to dro"w'ning. !I-- 

4 
. 00 le 00, l2egged 

with dew, dappled with deý`. 

,e J-1 Are the-Lgr,. olns'-of thefkra7es that the brookitreads through, 
[LI 

ltches of f e"n, j I Wiry heathýa-cýsl r 
=bonn 

ash that sits over the And the (ead 

-- to the highly consonant, heavy climax of the'final stanza: 
3q 

What would the worldi-b'-e o6ce bt: rq': ft 

Of wet and wildness.: Let them be 
DLeft, 

0 let thegm be lleý'fjt, [)ýL. 
and wet. 

I[ Lon.,, 
t-g 

live the weeds and the wl"Iderness yet. 

I 
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A corollary to this harmonic structuring is beauty of line. Harmony 
in action, as we can see from the "Inversnaid" stanza, creates musical 
line. The harmonic structures there are clear on analysis; the result 
of their presence, in performance, is best compared to the melody of 
the song Hopkins is composing. Some of the loveliest of Hopkins, charac- 
teristic effects are results of his ability to manipulate line. 

A basic principle of tonal melodic construction is that of tension 

and resolution: the momentum and "shape" of a musical line is created by 
its progress from structurally tense, or dissonant, notes to the consonant 
harmonies that resolve sructural tension and offer points of repose 
(the relation of consonance to cadence -- see 11.3,88-89 for a fuller 

explanation). Because the analogy is not perfect (acoustics and mathe- 
matics not present in phonetics are responsible for consonance and dis- 

sonance in music), the analysis cannot be identical; but within any given 
poem or section of a poem, once Hopkins has established consonance he 

can create melodic effects of tension and resolution by adding phonetic- 
ally dissimilar (i. e., "dissonant") elements. That he does this -- 
consciously or instinctively -- shows the songwriter's melodic ear at 
work. 

A clear and subtly effective example is from "As kingfishers catch 
fire" -- here Christ is described as 

I 
le 

1 
Lovely in liMbs, and 1 1 16"vely in 00 (eyes 

not) his 
, + 

The consonance is "lovely in limbs, " given weight by its alliteration, 
sharing as well the i of "in limbs. " As well, the formula I+i= li 

shows a certain amount of line, or shape. The parallel repetition of 
this consonance in the line's second half gives out letter for letter 
the first half of the melodic phrase, "lovely in, " but then moves off 
to the phonetically distant long i of "Lyes" before returning to the 

expected -is of "his". The effect is tension and resolution, a natural 
moving forward as the ear waits to hear what it expects to come next. 
A better diagram of the line here might be: 

de 140 

Lovely in )-, limbs, 

(and) lovely in ---------- ), his 
#0 '-ý eyes not 
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Examples such as this abound, another reason for the extreme read- 
ability and memorable quality of some of Hopkins' lines. From the opening 
stanza of "Inversnaid, " the rhyme pattern of the second couplet could be 
diagrammed as 

Op . 10 -1 comb / foam 
low (f a Ils 

'-ý Iake --I-" 

-- the ear is prepared and teased, given a half-rhyme, lured far away by 
the I-alliteration, brought closer by the familiar f of "falls", so that 
finally the long-expected -ome of "home" resolves a major point of tension 
to end the stanza. A comparison in music would be any full cadence moving 
from leading tone to tonic but interrupted by a harmonically more distant 
tone before final resolution: 

ISO 
%v 

Compare: 

00 OP - .0 00 

so arch-especial a spirit as 
(heaves in Henry) Purcell, 

fI P_ 

its musical line diagrammable as3S* 

. 40 Op 40 de 

so arch-ýspecial a spirit as *Purcell 
00 heaves Henry 

'4 in --*' 

Either diagram adequately represents the structure of the words, depending 

on whether the aim is to capture the over-all perception of form or its 

moMent-by-moment realisation in performance. 
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This distinction between line and harmonic effect, finally, we have 

seen before in ChapterIVIs discussion of inscape and instress, generic 
form and counterpoint (IV. 2,232-233 ): in that a poetic line or stanza 
has harmonic shape (as shown, for example, in the "Inversnaid" diagrams). 
it has inscape, discernible form; in that form in action creates the ebb 
and flow of structural tension that is melodic line, involving the reader 
in the poetic structure by its manipulation of expectations, inscape 

creates instress. Inscape and instress, consonance and line -- thus the 
"lettering of syllables, " through its two axes, creates the same formal 

patterning from the progression of spoken sounds that music added to "Who 
Is Sylvia? " or "Past Like Morning Beam Away" -- the same structuring 
we have seen at work in the poetry through sprung rhythm, as it joined 
form and expression. Poetry, according to the picture of it built up 
in the Essay on Rhetoric, is a series of levels each counterpointed 
against the other to create the total effect of inscape and instress, 
binding the complex form together. The play of vowels and consonants 
is one of these levels. 

David I. Masson writes, in conclusion to a similar study of sound- 

patterning in Rilke: 

A craft is learnt by following tradition, also by trial and error, 
up to the point where it becomes 'second nature' and the craftsman 
is no longer conscious of its minutiae, and his attention is freed 
for more important decisions; at such a point, too, it has become 
stamped, willy-nilly, with his own personality. 3,6 

We can even doubt, then, that Hopkins consciously intended to add this highly 

structured dimension of sound to his poetry, if by conscious intent we 

mean the sort of painstaking analyses we have just demonstrated. 
(Though in the early poems, experimenting with and going beyond cynghanedd, 
such conscious playing with structure may well have been part of the 

composition. ) Rather, it must be supposed that he felt the flow of 
harmonic consonances and melodic arcs in much the same way that a composer 

of music feels them--certainly one cannot imagine Bach or Purcell laboriously 

spelling structures out in harmony-book diagrams as they composed. 
But that the musical structuring is there cannot be denied. We can 

say for Hopkins that by the end of his career the formally significant 

arrangement of sounds in his poetry had become second nature to him -- 
"stamped, willy-nilly, with his own personality, " part of his natural 
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means of poetic utterance. Mirroring, framing, the build-up and play 
of motifs -- all help form the contours of the characteristic Hopkinsian 
inscape; all become part of the instress we experience when we read the 
lines for ourselves. All that remains for this study now, in the next 

and final section, is to see how such sound-patterns work within the 

total context of the poem to create Hopkins' complete musical art. 

.A 



3. The Poem As Song 

This final section of our study is really no more than a logical 

continuation of the preceding discussion, in that just as "Harry Plough- 

man" earlier in the chapter brought expressive declamation into line with 
poetic form, so the last few examples to be presented here bring vowel 
and consonant patterning back into line with what remains as essentially 
declamatory art. Sounds may be independently organised, and poetry may 
indeed be "repeated figures of spoken sound" -- and this all important 
to the poem's final effect; but the poem remains, as any artwork must 
be, ultimately a semantic unit in which all structural and expressive 
features must serve a common meaningful end. We conclude this study 
into Hopkins' musical art with an examination of "Spelt From Sybil's 
Leaves, " "The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo, " and "As kingfishers catch 
fire, " perhaps his three most musical poems. Each has been mentioned 
before in this study, in one connection or another; the three when taken 
together, in their various uses of musical and other patterning, demon- 

strate three different ways in which sound and sense join together to 

create what was for Hopkins the poem as song. 

"Spelt From Sybil's Leaves" demonstrates the basic principles 
involved. Starting from one of the best treatments of expressive sound- 
usage in Hopkins, Michael Black's "The Musical Analogy, " and adding the 

musical dimension he ignores, our analysis reveals how the interaction 
of rhetorical and musical shaping of sound creates one of Hopkins, 
most haunting and beautiful sonnets. 

Black's article "The Musical Analogy" discusses sound-usage in three 

recent poets, Hopkins, Eliot, and Mallarmg. His Hopkins study consists 
of an indepth exploration of "Spelt from Sybil's Leaves. 157 Centering mainly 

on the use of lettering in the poem -- particular consonant or vowel 
groupings tied to particular meanings, as we have seen with Gardner's 

analysis of "Harry Ploughman" W. 1,356) -- Black's argument can be 

summarised as follows. The poem's first line -- 
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Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable, vaulty, voluminous, ... 
stupendous 

-- delineates two motifs or "themes, " the first half of the line 
("Earnest, attuneable") presenting "positive elements morall 
the secure aspects ofthe evening scene; the second half ("vaulty 

a "different moral value" connected to death and negation (115). 
For any sort of inclusive account of the following analysis, the 

article itself must be consulted; it cannot be more than touched on 
here. However, the rest of the sonnet then develops these two themes 
(or theme and "countertheme, " as Black labels them) through a variety of 
changing sounds to enact the transformation of evening into night -- 
and, in the sestet, its equivalent mental state. For example, in lines 
2- 4, the threatening v of the dark countertheme ("vaulty, voluminous") 
goes from 

11vast" N, 11west" Ilwaste" 
(open & (secure; connected (evening's true, dire 

threatening) to "home"& "womb) nature revealed) 

Thus: 

Evening strains to be time's yast womb-of-all, bM. Q-of-all, 
hearse-of-all night. 

Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the VW, her wild hollow hoarlight 
hung to the height 

Wast2; 

Similarly, another effect, seen in the parallel halves of line 3, shows 
again the two themes -- the two aspects of evening contrasted by sounds: 

. 11 
Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the west, 
Her wild hollow hoarlight hung to the height 

The very similar sounds differ only in the second set's being more threat- 

ening, with more threatening connotations. 58 Of the octave's final line, 

Our night 
1whelms, 

whelms, and AII end us 

Black writes: 

'whelms' has an overpowering stifling force, since it is thematically 
derived from other, previous words which have, so to speak, been 
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working up to it: vaulty, voluminous, ' 'vast, womb-of-all ... night, ' 'Waste' -- all the words in IvI and V, and also the words 
with medial or terminal Ills: especially the progression 'yellow 
hornlightl to 'hollow hoarlight'. (119) 

Ot the poem's climax, 

... rack, 
Where, selfw'rung, selfstrung, sheathe- and shelterless, 

l thoughts 
against thoughts rn groans grind 

he sums up: 

The key-word 'rack' is reached 
going right back to the second 
membering, ' and 'waned, wind. ' 
kind of phonic harmonic progre 
light, black, reckon but, reck 
was stuttering towards against 

through an associative process 
line ('strains'), through Idis- 
It has also been generated by a 

ssion, through beak-leaved, bleak 
but, as if 'rack' was what he 
his conscious will. (121) 

"Hopkins, " Black concludes, "is operating something analogous to thematic 
transformation" (122) in music. Of the ramifications this has for poetry 
and music, he suggests: 

Because speech has meaning, and in this case extraordinarily complex 
meaning, and because meaning, in verse of this quality, is being 
bodied forth in the combinations of words as they succeed each 
other, the relationship with music can be very clear. (123-124) 

The relation of sound to meaning, and in particular complex meaning 
"being bodied forth" in sounded words, should recall the declamatory 
art outlined in the first part of this chapter. That this does consti- 
tute a relation between poetry and music has already been demonstrated, 
through declamatory song. 

But this is only half of the poem. Like the motifs in some of the 
songs we have seen, functioning musically as well as rhetorically, the 
sound-patterns Black has identified in "Sybil" have declamatory and 
musical significance simultaneously. Wherever one starts looking, from 
there sound-patterns ripple out to the rest of the poem. 

Let us start, for instance, with the double-structured line cited 
by Black: 

Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the west, 
her wild hollow hoarlight hung to the height 
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It may seen questionable here whether the sound-changes are necessarily 
connotatively darker, more threatening; though possibly "hoarlight" as 
opposed to "hornlight" is more "hollow, " so more "vast" and "vaulty" 

sounding, minus the n. Connotations of increasing darkness aside, how- 

ever, in purely formal terms the very fact that the sounds are so 
similar from half to half helps reinforce the line's metrical balance 
(thus giving the line structural importance, for its consonance of metre 
and lettering). In addition, a particular pattern emerges in each half, 
the A+ B= AB we have seen Hopkins use frequently: 

fond yellow hornlight 

wi , Id hollow hearlight 
-T 

Taking more words in, a larger pattern emerges: 

n+W 
. #_ .4- -L OF LI 

fond yellow hornlight wound to The west 
Ir ___a- 

Here we see a mirror, or frame, bracketing "fond ... wound"; overlapping 
this, the w-alliteration dovetails, tying the n+1= n1 pattern of the 
first section with the w+t= wt of the second. Thus a melodic arc 
is created. (The second half of the line, "her wild hollow hoarlight 

. 
ýung to the height, " does not need this dovetailing as it carries the 
h-alliteration across to unify. ) 

If we move out further, a still larger pattern is revealed: 

Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the west, 
Wz iz; 

her wild hollow hoarlight hung to the heoight 
jT Ti FT 

waste; 

Black remarked on the rhetorical effect of the held-over "Waste. " Here 

we see the musical manipulation of consonants building up suspence to 

give it a musical effect (the manipulation of musical line, based on 
the tension/release principle we saw above). The progression 

(H) -h-w- 

(h) -w-h-h-h 

w 
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or, simplified -- 

hw If ti (w) h 
(1) (Z) 

-- matches the syntactic tension Hopkins builds up by delaying the sen- 
tence end to a new line; but it does so by reinforcing it with an 
entirely independent pattern, the pattern of consonants. 

To the above example, a vowel progression can be added: 

west wild ! ýýeight. waste 
(short) (two Ion3 VoLvecs, 

praparmtor- y 

Or; 

W-st + (long vowels) waste 

The sound expectation is built up for "waste" by presenting its separate 
elements first; thus, because it plays off and unites existing elements, 
waste sounds like a logical conclusion, or cadence, harmonising and so 
resolving the elements that preceded it. (In essence, the progression 
A+ B= AB again. ) 

Move back a step further, and the pattern encompasses the full 

sentence: 

Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the westj 

'I her wild hollow h6arlight hu*ng to the he**ight 

Waste; her ea**rliest stars, earlstars, 
I 

stars principal, 

overbend us, 

Fire-featuring heaven. 
_r - 

The f-alliteration at beginning and end ("fond, " "fire-featuring") frame 
the sentence unit; with the related v's ("overbend", "heaven") softly 
alliterating to back this up. (Again, the F that begins the pattern 
is expanded, played on, for a climactic conclusion: v-f-f-M 

Plus, the subsidiary clause in line 4, 

her earliest stars. earlstars, s-tars p-rinc-ipa-1, overbend us 

first of all ties in with the opening lines of the quatrain, 
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Earnest, Earthless, ... 

vaulty, voluminous, stupendous 

-- thus framing the opening quatrain. This framing was again prepared 
for, keeping the er/ear motif in mind, by the repeated "Her fond 
her wild ... her earliest stars. " The st cluster also ties in line 
4's opening word "Waste" to the rest of it, like a transition, giving 
the line-unit an identity. of sounds ("Waste; her earliest stars .. - "). 
In addition, a shortening or bringing together of separate elements can 
be isolated from line I to line 4: 

vaulty, voluminous .... stupendous 
(V + V) + (OUS endogs) 

overbend 
V- endus 

The v-alliteration is thus not simply and solely a word-painting or 
device meant to pass us subliminal thematic messages (according to 
Black, "overbend, " a positive and secure word suggesting maternal pro- 
tection, carries a subliminal threat of "vaulty, " "vast, " etc., in its 

v-sound). It is also part of an independent sound-pattern. 
Black's cited passage ending the octave, 

With: Our e'vening is o"ver us; 

oo I 
our night whelms, whelms, an"d will end us 

gives more evidence of sound-patterning. The octave rhyme scheme 
("stupendous"/"overbend us"Pend as-") has prepared us so that we expect 
to hear something like "end us, " as the conclusion. This last line 
divides syntactically as well as in sound-pattern, not into 4+ 4 but 
3+ 5, as a variation or counterpoint on the "mental frame of fours" 
(demonstrated in the alignment, above). The first half, ending with 
"over us, 11 gives half the awaited rhyme: thus preparing for the rhyme, 
a semi-resolution that heightens suspense much as a musical half-cadence 

would do. In the second half, then, "whelms, whelms, " long, heavy words, 
repeat and emphasise the e vowel sound, preparing for the other half of 
the "end us" rhyme. Finally, the accented "and" is almost but not quite 
"end, " more tension and resolution. The resulting pattern looks like: 
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.1 0* #0 OU -r evening is over us; our night1whe"Ims, whe'Ims, aon'd will e"nd us. 
-us -0- (e +- ý)- Td = et7d us 

Though this only partially explains the tension-heightening way the pre- 
paration for this last and most anticipated rhyme builds up: "whelms, whelms" 
seeming to head straight into the rhyme, then a closely-related word 
"and" directly before the by now greatly desired resolution. 

The same sort of sound-patterning, found in the sestet, ties the 
whole sonnet together. Black notes the "phonic progression" leading up 
to the poem's climactic "rack"; but this whole build-up is also elegant 
and well-structured, simply as sound. The basic form: 

1" 
00 

1 
00 

1- 
. 100 -L Black, white; right, wrong; reckon but, reck but, mind / Bu 

T ("--a- Ock 1- 7T : 7k Tr - Tk 

(I i) 

Oe 
rack 
rack 

The sounds are separately presented ("Black"/"right"/"wrong"), then 
brought closer and closer together ("reckon but, reck but"). When the 
joining "rack" might seem formally inevitable, at the line's end (as 

many Hopkins lines are structured), he switches key suddenly to the un- 
related "mind / But" -- though the repeated word "but" keeps it from 
being too discordant, obviously still part of the same progression. 

Further, for the middle digression to work as a digression, it must 
be of completely different sounds (as a musical key change must be dif- 
ferent enough from the original key not to confuse the ear, or the effect 
is discordant). Thus: 

o*. mind 

Bul tKese two; har-'e" of a Norld )yper-t` [but 

these I two tell, each off the other; of a rack 

None of the significant sounds in the main progression (bl, r, a) are 
played on here. Again, the "but" repetition keeps some continuity; the 
whole, however, is built from an entirely different, internally complex 
and coherent, series of sounds (t, th, w). Building up back to the main 
progression, a mini-progression of two similar sound-patterns increases 

pace: 
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off the other ; of a 
(short) Oonc 

Further, this climactic progression to "rack" with its nestled subsidiary 
progression, is related to the sound-structure of the whole sestet. 
Going back to see more of the context of these lines, it comes clear 
that important words have been prepared for, sound-patterns built up so 
that these words will have more impact. The sound of "black" needs to 
be held onto in the reader's ear, so that after the subsidiary t, th, w 
progression it still resonates in "rack. " Thus, "black" is itself given 
a back-resonance, a whole background leading up to it from the sestet's 
beginning: 

Only the beakleaved boughs dragonish damask the 
TT15; k 

tool-smooth)bleak light; black 
bl- ý -1 bi-, qek (bt- k-t U bi sek 

Ever so black on it. 
; -I-, qCk 

The d-alliteration of "dragonish damask" is a subsidiary effect, surrounded 
by the larger-scale b, l, a, (c)k; the repetition of the word "black" itself 
further emphasises it. From "bleak" to "black, " a gradual change via 
"light, " with its long, open vowel (T). 

The subsidiary "tool-smooth, " embedded there and unrelated (except 
for the 1) to all around it, ties into a whole separate series of sounds 
throughout the sestet: 

tool-smooth 

two ! LOOIS 

part,. Ren, pack 

tale 

two flocks, two folds 

This t-alliteration, long vowel (oo), and the very similar "tool-smooth"/ 

"two spools", lend a coherence to this network of sounds. "Especially, 

as an example of Hopkins' musical sound-techniques, observe how from 

"two spools" he picks up and plays on thep, to "two s2ools, 2art, 2en, 

. 
Eack" -- exactly like a bit of melodic ornamentation nestled in the main 

progression. ) 
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This whole complex of sounds in turn provides a phonic background 
to the "mind / But these two" subsidiary section of the climax. Thus, 

when Hopkins moves from "black, white ... reckon but, reck but" to 
"mind / But these two" and back to "rack", the separate background of 
the subsidiary middle section makes it even more certain hearers will 
not confuse the two: the climax sums up and plays on two separate 
networks of prepared sound, the b, l, k of "black", and the t, th, oo of 
"these two". Considering this background, in 

T 
re of a world where but the two tell, these two; 

(wa se 
r\ 

ýIm 

the w-alliteration ("ware of a world") is revealed as a play on the oo of 
"two", which in turn echoes back to "tool-smooth"Ptwo spýools% In 

another example of sounds growing out of other sounds in Hopkins, from 

oo to w, then expanded to the A of "where"; then, framing the progression 
so to give it unity, bringing it back to its tonic, ending back at the 
t of "these two tell". 

In the closing lines of the sestet, then, as in a musical progression, 
the climactic chord (so to speak) "rack" echoes and is played on in the 
denouement: 

100, a rack 
Where, selfwrung, selfstrung .... 

"Where" repeats the previous line's "wary"/"where". tying that into the 
final harmony. The repeated r's derive from "rack". Sounds growing from 

sounds, "strung" grows from ýLrungll. The sonnet's final line, then, 

again carried on the r-sound, added to ag -- 

0.1 Thoughts against thoughts in groans grind 
-4- 3 Ir 5r 

(the forced metrical accent giving the g of "against" more than normal 
importance). 

Finally, backing up to consider the entire sonnet, these last lines 

fulfill an over-all form of sound-patterns comparable to any musical 

work's grand finish: 

-elterles ? Se*'Ifwrung, se'lfstrung, sheathe- and sh' S, 
e Thoughts against thoughts in groans grind. 

T- -T- 
(rn; rror) 
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The repeated consonants s, st, str, sh, th units these lines phonetically; 
also, though, they tie the lines back to the sounds of the octave. 
Throughout the sestet until here, no significant patterns of s-sounds 
occur. "Reined, stained", "smooth". "spools" present s1s, but with 
nowhere near the complex patterning of "beakleaved boughs dragonish 
damask ... bleak light; black. " In the octave, by contrast, such 
s-based patterns are central: 

Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable, vaulty, voluminous, 
atupendoul, 

Evening atrains to be time'A vaýst ... hearse. .. 
Waste; her earliest stars. e-arlstars., &tars. prin-cipal ... (etc. ) 

Sound-patterning, throughout "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves, "33 is 
thus an important formal element on its own merits, not simply as scaf- 
folding for rhetorical effects but working alongside them to the total 
effect of the poem. "Sybil" is-not only rhetorically, but in this 
sense musically, structured. 

But how do the two aspects, expressive and musical, work toward 
a total effect? what is the total effect? "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves" 
originates in a consideration of a theological point we have already 
seen discussed -- freedom of play vs freedom of pitch, the good as 
opposed to the right (11.2,66-68 ) -- envisaged here in a scene of 
sunset and nightfall. The good, growing "wide and wild" as Hopkins des- 

cribes it in "On A Piece of Music, " is the beauty of this world, the play 
of inscapes on a dappled sunlit day; when the sun goes down, however, 

moonlight illumines the world in blacks and whites only, no inscapes but 

only the right and wrong, the pitching toward God or away from God, 
that is man's ultimate responsibility. The end of the day becomes the 

end of the world, Judgment Day, when the final destiny of every man is 

revealed. Within this picture of the world at the moment of its ending, 
the speaker's own moment of spiritual torment is enacted. 

Informing this meaning, at a basic level of shaping feeling into 

utterance, a running musical metaphor reveals the "underthought. " In 

the octave, describing the external evening of the world, Hopkins calls 

up the music of the spheres with "attuneable"; in the next line, "evening 

strains" takes on the multi-sided meaning we saw for it in Chapter II, not 

only a strain of effort but with subsidiary implication of musical strain 

or melody (11.3,96-99-- strain's relation to pitch is relevant here, 
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both words simultaneously connoting effort or stress, as of the string 
tightening, and the resulting musical sound. ) After that, a similar 
synaesthetic usage in "fond yellow hornlight wound to the west": 
"yellow hornlight" suggests a visual image, as the yellow horn-shape of 
the moon, and the "fond" light it gives off; but with "wound", a subsidiary 
musical connotation adds both the auditory image of a horn being wound 
or winded sounded by blowing -- and again the pitch/strain notion of 
tension, something being wound up (as a violin string is wound tighter on 
its peg to increase strain and raise the pitch). Thus, throughout the 
sonnet's first section, the cosmic music of being -- the "carol of crea- 
tion" -- is seen to be at work, audibly expressing the natural order, 
the scale of being. (Cf. also Plato's vision of the music of the spheres 
winding around the spindle of Necessity, seen too in the winding "new- 

skeined score" in "The Sea and the Skylark, " 11.3,100-100 
The transition from octave to sestet supports this under-meaning, 

and takes it a step further: 
. 

Heart, you round me right 
With: Our evening is over us; our night whelms, whelms, and will end us. 
Only the beakleaved boughs dragonish damask the tool-smooth bleak light; 

black, 
Ever so black on it. Our tale, 0 our oracle! 

"Our evening, " moving from exterior to personal, is equated with "our 
tale, 0 our oracle". (Cf., the "Wreck"s comparison of night and utterance, 
"read the unshapeable shock night" -- st. 29,1.3. ) Later in the sestet, 
"ware of a world where but these two tell. " If the scene is an oracle, 

we learn from it by its telling of itself, its tale: selving or going 
itself in its divine song. Music is the audible manifestation of its 

being; to hear and understand the music is to hear the oracle's tale. 
(Cf. the connection of music and prophetic messages in the caged skylark's 

singing "the sweetest spells, " and the title "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves. ") 

In the sestet, as the state of evening is internalised ("Our evening ... 
our night"), the being-and-sounding instrument becomes the self: "self- 

strung, " an image of pitch again, man tightened like a string to a tortur- 

ing tension of pitch and being. In the poem's climactic revelation, 

the self is seen as a "rack, " where "thoughts against thoughts in groans 

grind. " Compare the description, in "The shepherd's brow, fronting forked 

lightning, " of the divine song or tortured ange'ls as , just, majestical, 

and giant groans" -- not only the tortured existence, but its audible 
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manifestation in "groans, " is important. Just so here, where the musical 
metaphor suggested in "groans" perfectly represents the relation of 
"thought, " mental existence, and primal expression of self, to their 

verbal expression (see the Note on Words); the "rack" thus becomes not 
only instrument of torture but hideous parody of a musical instrument, 

a violin (or whatever) on which the self is stretched, wound to a pitch, 
strained, tortured -- the consequent song of being issueing forth thus 
becoming "thoughts against thoughts in groans grind[ingl. "90 

Lastly, this meaning is shaped into sound-structure, spoken utter- 
ance. The rhythm, in its formal aspect structured into a metre of eight 
beats to the line (two half-lines of four beats each, or 4+ 4, further 

subdivided into [2+21+ [2+21, two double-bars of common time, everything 
by two's and four's), becomes expressional in its "imitative" devices 
(such as those seen above, VI. I, 3Zq-32S ). Feeling interacts with form 
in the increasing counterpoint of syntax and harmonic pattern with basic 

metrical symmetry as the poem progresses. From line-long units of 

ýE ýr ýne ýý, j! '; qual, attuneable, 
llvaulty, 

volu'minous, stupendousl 

A -e JL 

to the later octave's 

pple is at end, as For earth Ler]Lb! in2 has unboun. 1; herlda., 

tray or aswarm, all 
Ithrougnther, 

In throngs 
, 

1pashed 
quitel self ion self st! teRed anaLl h 

,. 
Ded and 

Disremeo'mbering. 
ldrsmemberingilafI 

now. Heart, youlround me rightl 

With, Our evening Is 
Io-*ver 

us; o. ur night1l wh'elms, whelms, 
jand 

will end us. 
1 

IL IL .5f JL 

(the hemiola or internal counterpoint effect familiar fromthe songs). 
The sestet's emphasis on "two spools, " "two folds" of right and wrong then 
divides the rhythm into units of two beats each, but two beats against the 
"frame of fours" and thus sti II counterpointed, never forming larger units 
such as (2+2)+(2+2): ý1 

"Ckon but, l re"c'k but. mind Now her aIIIn. týof I ocks, I two fo Ids -- bl'aCk, white; ri? t, wrong, re 

But thoese two; ware of alworld where but these ltwoote I I, each off thelolher; of a rirck 

00, Where, se If wrung, se If strung, lsheathe- and stre I ter I ess, I thoughts ag a rnst thoughts I rn'g roan s gr'ind. I 
L 

------------- 
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The over-all form and flow of "Sybil"Is rhythm, as R. Boyle suggests in 
his Metaphor in Hopkins, imitates the "incantatory" rhythm of the old 
"sybilline utterances, " and may be meant to call up the Dies Irae, a 
plainchant sequence sung in the Requiem Mass -- 

i- e3 J- rZe, 
Z- ; -t. Ga 

, -5ot- ve t 3&er - Lt4rn 

- V- , OP 9 
ilt- v; I- (a , Tes - te Da- Y; C1 

ff -1 11 w (lit 1), 131) 
CLLM 51- bi- k. 

-- thus evoking ýbat music's images of Sybil at the Day of Judgment, 

adding to the expressional a poem-wide word-painting effect. Y7- 

In relation to lettering effects, then, the heavily sonorous sound 
created in the poem by its musical patterning of vowels and consonants 
could, in this particular work with its particular chant-like goal, serve 
this same expressive end of recreating the sound of an incantation, 

or hypnotic chant. "Sybil" as recreating the plainchant Dies Irae 
would demonstrate Hopkins' particular love of plainchant, transported 
into poetry -- as Hopkins wrote to Bridges, "Of this long sonnet above 
all remember ... [it] shd. be almost sung" (LL1,246). 

Further, though, if we consider the musical images that unite the 
poem, structuring the sense of it, the musical sonorities of the sound- 
structure seem to carry that "underthought" through, act it out -- a 
poem about a world musically conceived would best enact its subject by 
being or sound itself musical. Beyond any such specific definitions of 
sound's role in relating the sense of a particular poem, this last point, 
it would seem, can tie sound and meaning together for a great many of 
Hopkins' poems -- if not, potentially, for all of them. We have seen 
in previous chapters the frequency with which musical terms and metaphors 
occur, specifically metaphors related to the song/breath/voice cluster 
(11.3, &5'ff ). In that any given Hopkins poem presents a subject at 
all musically conceived (music as a constant underthougot-- shaping 
his poetry), the only proper sound structure that will fully declaim 

and enact that meaning, carrying the musical meaning into the realm of 
the audible, will be a highly coherent musical structure. A Hopkins 

poem must, to be true to itself, if about song also bea song. The decla- 

matory and the musical, feeling and form, are united in an art which has 

become "each piece of itself a song. " 
It may, in fact, be possible to speculate beyond this. W. A. M. 

Peters, in his study on Hopkins' words as structures of meaning, queries: 
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how far can any word call up words like it in sound, and how far do 
thesewords, thus suggested, affect the meaning of the line? 

(Peters, 166) 

Michael Black's entire well-stated argument, above, is based on the pro- 
posed fact that words as connecting-points between sound and sense echo 
in the mind, becoming part of our perceptions of subsequent words: 
"rack" affects us as powerfully as it does not only for its own set of 
denotations and connotations, but because we hear in it echoes of "beak- 
leaved, " "bleak light, " "black, " and as we hear them the meanings of 
those words become part of the penumbra of meaning of "rack. " Comforting 

words such as "overbend" and "heaven" imply an inbuilt threat because 

of the v each contains, calling up "vaulty, voluminous. " 
Assuming that this is in fact what happens in our perceptions of 

poetic lines, do the complex musical structurings in a Hopkins poem then 

all carry meaning along with them? If, every time a new sound occurs, 
it calls up a whole series of other sounds by "thrumming" the complex 
structural web that has been created, the musical structuring of sounds 
will result in a similar structuring of connotations and impressions of 
the poem's sense in our minds. Proceeding simultaneously with our 
logical progression through phrases and sentences will be a sort of 
non-logical -- though definitely musically structured -- chain of thought, 
like a collage or montage of images and perceptions. This c, hain of thought 

may even be said to operate in counterpoint with the logical progression, 
as do overthought and underthought. Ideas such as the mental dimension 

of performance (see V. 2,262 ) or the musical presentation of meaning 
(onomatopoeia) would take on a whole additional layer of significance. 
Such a theory further accounts for the density of feeling in a Hopkins 

poem as well, and something of their emotional (as apart from purely 
auditory) power, that they affect us even when the details of logical 

meaning remain obscure. Form and feeling would truly be one, not only 
in the rhetorical structuring of sounds, but in the musical structuring 
of feeling. 
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Such musical structuring of feeling goes a long way toward explaining 
the operations of the next poem to be considered, "The Leaden Echo and 
the Golden Echo" -- of which Hopkins commented to Dixon, "I never did 

anything more musical" (LL2,149). Though we shall treat it in somewhat 
less depth than "Spelt From Sybil's Leaves, " much of this poem's unique 
effect can be characterised by a presentation of meaning that is defini- 
tely musically governed, with syntactic/thematic development largely 
subordinate to musical structures. 

The poem as a whole, as an echo-song, automatically matches musical 
and expressive or word-painting goals in the largest sense, in that any 
musical echoes or repetitions of sounds immediately serve the dual function 
of structuring sound and recreating echo-effects. Thus a specific 
consonance of sound and sense is already implied to begin with. (Cf. "Sybil" 
as a sybilline chant. ) 

But indeed this consonance or alignment of levels is, beyond this, 
the structural hallmark of the poem in a much more far-reaching manner. 
"The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo" works as the long, sprawling poem 
that it is not because it is a highly complex arrangement of small units 
counterpointed against one another (as in, say "The Wreck of the Deutschland" 
or "The Loss of the Eurydice"), but because it is a large structure made 
up of large consonant building-blocks. Y. 3 What we have seen of the poem's 
metrical structure bears this out, first in the fact that the longer lines 
only reveal metrical shape if one assumes the existence of larger than 
normal feet; and second, in the alignment of rhythmic divisions with 
phrasal and harmonic divisions, as the only way of rationalising the 
division into five units: 

INolthere's none, ith erels none, 10 nolthere's none, l 

IDo what youlmay do, lwhat, ldo what youlmay, l 

IRuck and wrinkies, ldrooping, dying, ldeath's worst, 1winding sheets, I 
I tombs and worms and tumbling to decay. 1 

lWhere whatever's prized and passes of us, j 
leverything that's fresh and fast flying of us, [ 

Iseems to us sweet of us and swiftly done away withl 
Idone away with, j 

I undone, ] 
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That the symmetrical arrangement of so many of the lines naturally 
falls into such pentameter groupings supports the assumption. Foot 
divisions = phrasal divisions = harmonic divisions; the three levels 

of metre, rhetorical phrasing, and harmonic sound-patterns match. 
This consonance is integral to all areas of the poem's structure. 

The whole poem consists of a limited number of sounds throughout$ repeated 
over and over so that bulk does not mean disparateness -- a generally 
consonant harmonic texture. Further, rather than individual letters or 
clusters (st, v, k, bl) being the basic harmonic "sound-words" or units of 
repetition and manipulation, the echo-effect allows Hopkins to repeat 
entire words and phrases as his musical building-blocks. "Despair, " 
"beginning, " "beauty, " "wrinkles, " -- almost all words appear more than 
once. Phrases, too, often constructed with their own heavy internal 

consonance to hold them together, operate as large repeated units: 
"Be beginning, " "no there's none, " "fonder a care kept, " etc. 

As was the case with poetic feet, such large units of repetition 
create large consonant structures; similarly, too, the necessary result 
is an alignment of levels of syntax (sense-words) and musical patterning 
(sound-words). And because the poem is in the form of an echo-song, 
in which the musical repetition and manipulation of words has automatic 
semantic effect, Hopkins can create his poem's meaning and effect by 
sacrificing syntactic for musical logic. A line such as 

Do it ýoujmay 
: 
d: 
lo-, l what, J do what youlmayl 

matches phrasal and harmonic groupings and creates its line-long symmetry 
not by pursuing any syntactical logic (cf. below, p. 409 but by 
letting musical logic govern. Small-scale grammatic structures give a 
core of sense to the line ("do what you may"); but in that the phrasal 
unit is then treated musically -- repeated, resolved to its elements, 
all with regard to sound more than sense -- the meaning is presented 
musically. 

On the poem-wide scale, this same consonance of sound-structures 
and sense-structures governs the flow of ideas across the whole poem, 
words and phrases (and therefore the ideas they represent) manipulated 
mainly as musical, not syntactical, elements. The chromatic progression 
of words in the opening line establishes what will be the structural 
characteristics of the rest of the poem, in both sound and sense: 
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H2 ow to k 6p -- is there a'hy any, is there none such, nowhere 
(ZN known some, bow or brooch or braid or brace, la6e, latch 

or catch or'key to keep 

In terms of sound, there is of course the obvious word-painting "echo" 

effect, which will remain central to the rest of the poem. In addition, 
the line shows a definite musical structure of sound. The slowly changing 
word-sounds start from "keep, " move through a whole spectrum of consonants 
and vowels, pausing at "lace, " the most phonetically unlike "keep, " with 
its liquid initial and closing consonants and circumflex vowel, then end 
sliding back to "key to keep" again -- back like completing a sound- 
circle, a series of harmonic transitions modulating back at last to the 
home key: 

(to) 
ýaep 

is there any any, (to) 

is there n9ne s ch, key 

&where Vmin- ýome, 

(or) Fatch (or) 

(or) 
\\')65-raid 

(or) latch (or) 

brace, 

ace, 

The chromatic structure encapsulated here, as well as being an over-all 

characteristic of the poem's lines throughout (though not so condensed 

nor as symmetrical), is reproduced as well in the end-rhyme scheme of the 

poem. Further, branching out to consider the whole poem, in which 
internal rhyme and sound-patterns are as important as'end-rhymes, also 
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encapsulated in the first line are what will become the poem's four 
most important syllable sounds, the first four (and most often repeated) 
end-rhymes, as well as most frequently used internal rhymes: keep, away, 
none, fair. The first line is organised largely around these four 
rhyme-endings, thus: 

A 
How to aep 

3) is there any an , is there none sjjch, Ilowhere known sgme, Noun= 62mmm 

-bow 
or brooch or braid or brace, 

I QRe 

A latch or catch or key to keep 

These four central sound-words, though, represent as well the thematic 

core of the poem. The opening line does not encapsulate the poem's sub- 
ject in straightforward syntactic terms -- rather that requires the first 
two lines: 

How to keep 
Back beauty, beauty, beauty. ... from vanishing away? 

Though in its emphasis on "How to keep, " and the list of items related 
to beauty and confinement (bow, brooch, braid, brace, etc. ), line I 
does hold within it the essential themes that will govern the poem. 
But more specifically, ýýLkey/(modulating to)kept, despair/spare/care, 
none/one, 

_qLeyýdec .- 
ýMLgrace are all central terms to the meaning of the 

poem -- rather than any metaphorical shape or progression, these as they 
appear and reappear and chime within other words provide the unifying 
underthought to "The Leaden Echo. " A chart can do no more than demon- 

strate the bare outlines, but still gives an idea (see Fig. 1). Especially 

note the three structural lynch-poi'nts: first line, change from Leaden 
to Golden Echo, and ending. Beginning from a "tonic" note of keep 
(the most important of the sounds in line 1), the change-over emphasises 

-air in its change from Mespair" to "spare, " led up to by the doubly 

chiming "There's none" and followed by "therels'one. " The end lines 

(line 41 onward) modulate keep to kept (through 
" 
slept), then join eep/air 

in a heavily chimed passage that could almost sum up the movement of 
the whole poem: keep+ des2air/spare= (fonder a) care kept. 
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I How toGg --I s(ýE any any, isEýFonej such. nowhere known some. 
kee y bow 0 Nýrooch or braid orý[T-ac-e] latch or catch or key toý; 

j 

Back beauty. [ke-e-pl it, beauty, beauty, beauty, from vanishing away? 

0 is no frowning of these wrinkles. ranked wrinkles 

Down? no wavi2q. aff_pýý eýe most mournful messengers, still messengers, 
sad and stealing messengers offg-r-ey? ] 

;C 
Inone on-e-j 0 no [ýý -ne-, -l --- .10 Fol F0 

Nor can you long be, what you now are, callWED 

Do what you "may do. what. do what youE@ 

I And wisdom is early to 

y Be beginning; since. no, nothing can 
I To f-kieeilp at lbay I 

age s evils. hoar[g] t. -[Age and 

Ruck and wrinkle, drooping,. ýyý! tg, death's worst. winding sheets, tombs 

and worms and tumbling tord-e-ca'y`*, j 

So be beginning, be beginning to 

No no noLh 
T 

I O. th re-s nonW: ey 

Be beginning 
0t 07E to 

111iDespair, despair. despair, despai 

f-T"her-el Is yet I have one (Hush 

Only not within seeing of ther-s-un-l-i 

Not within the singeing of the strongrs-un-. ] 

Tall sun's tingeing. or treacherous the tainting of the earth's 

elsewhere therelis ah well 
Yes I can tell such a EýD I do know such a 

'5na-pas-ses-of-us-, * -eiJjfh1n-g that Isf resh and f ast 
flying of us, seems to us sweet of us and swiftlylawa-ylwith, 

[done away with Tu-n-do`ne-, j* 

jUndone, donle with. soon Fdo-n-elwith, and yet dearly and dangerously sweet 

Of us, the wimPled-water-dimpled, not-by-morning-matche 
*---'-*-' 

The flower of beauty, Ff-lee-c--eýof beauty. too too apt to, ah! to 

Neverl-f-le-et-s-Imore. fastened with the tenderest truth 

To its own best being and its loveliness of youth: it is an everlastingness 
of. 0 it Is an all youthl 

come then, your ways and airs and looks. locks, maidengear. gallantry and 
Q iity iliz 

Winning [way-T] ent, ma en man ers. Ei fflooýks. loose locks. 
1W - 

eaýý 
n 

grace -T T-OAg l6ocEks. iovelocki. ' going gallant, ELM- 

$I gn them, sign them. seal them. send them. motio; ttýw'with breath. 

And with sighs soaring, soaring sighs. deliver 
Them; beauty-in-the-ghost, deliver it, early now, long before death 

Give beauty back, beauty, beauty. beauty, back to God. beauty's self and 
beauty's giver. 

See; not a hair is, not an eyelash. not the least lash lost; everyýý 
ls, ýýof the head, rn7m=bered 

. .............. 
Nay, what we had lighthanded left in surly the mere mould 

I Will have 9ýRjand have waxed and have walked with the wind what while 
we 

This side, that side hurling a heavyhanded 1hundredf old 
What while we, while we 
0 then, weary then why should we tread? 0 why are we so haggard at the heart, 
so@ Soiledtýkilled, so fagged, so fashed, so cogged. so 

When the thing we freely forfeit is with fonder atý 

a care kept than we could haverk-e' Dtflit, 
ý 

Far with fonder aýý (and we. we should have lost it) finer. fonder 
Trcare -pýý--ýWýhýe'ýreep7 do JWF-ereikept, where. 1-- -: k: e 7t? but tell us 
Yonder. -- What high as thatl We follow, now we follow. -- 

Yonder. yes yonder. yonder. 

Yonder. 

c 
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This is the musical presentation of meaning in "The Leaden Echo. " 
Throughout, passages important to the thematic structure are simultaneously 
those significant in sound. Because words (and phrases) operate simul- 
taneously as sense- and sound-units, the heaviest-chiming lines bring 
together logical and musical themes to single statements. The Leaden 
Echols--- none 

P 
And wisdom is early to despLir: 

C Be beginniýq.; since, no, nothig. 9 can be done 
ASn --+ no To keep at bay 

ýge and>agý; evils, hoar hair, 
(B) (A) 

-- the logical center in that it is that section's clear statement of 
meaning, is also a nexus of all the major sound-themes and several major 
words (despair, done/none, keep). ' From this center-point, too, the larger 
musical themes that will close this first section of the poem are distilled -- 

And wisdom is early1to despair: 1 

Be beg since, no, nothing can be done 

To keep at bay 

Age and age's evils, hoar hair, 

ISo be beginning, be beginn! agj ýo despair. 1 

10 there's none; no no no there's no 'e 
lBe beg I to despair, to despair. 
=Despair, despair, despair, despair. 

And so on throughout the Golden Echo. If "Sybil" can be characterised 
in musical terms as a chant, derived from plainchant effects, "The Leaden 
Echo and the Golden Echo" is a poetically-rendered fugue -- a fugue of 
ideas in which thematic motifs are woven together, introduced and explored 
and joined together to form larger ideas, precisely as the melodic motifs 
are repeated and developed through the different voices in a piece of 
Bach counterpoint. The early verbal unit "hoar hair" becomes eventually 
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"hair of the head, numbered, " as the thematic movement progresses from 
despair over passing beauty to consolation found in God's eternal love; 
"grey" becomes "grace; " "non6becomes "one" while simultaneously "done, " 

with its built-up connotations of mortality ("nothing can be done") 
becomes "undone, " reversed and redeemed; "keep" goes through "key" to 
"kept, " as the initial question "How to keep" beauty is answered by the 

revelation that our immortal beauty is already "kept with fonder a care" 
by God. 

The meaning of the poem as it develops is explicable musically as 
well as logically. In "Sybil" we suggested the possibility that 
musical patterning of sound carries with it musical patterning of sense; 
here this is obviously so. Assuming Michael Black's suggested build-up 
of connotations in repeated sounds to be correct, in the end this long 
poem could be said to consist of several multi-faceted conglomerations 
of meaning (such as "despair/fair/hair/spare/somewhere, elsewhere, there/ 
care") -- the inter-relations of which are nowhere in the poem completely 
summed up by logical formulation -- nor could they be, except in an 
extended explication outside the poem. The meaning of the poem has to 
do with music (the musical echo -- every musical effect remains a word- 
painting); yet in it, music in turn is used to create the meaning. 
Structure of feeling is structure of sound in this, Hopkins' most musical 
poem. 
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"As kingfishers catch fire" (1882? ), " the last poem to be consid- 
ered, sums up-this whole Hopkins study. The subject of "kingfishers, " 

selving (see 11.3,95 ), is the ultimate declamatory act -- nature 
envisaged as existing in a continual state of verbally and musically 
defined self-expression, saying as one is. That a poem on this subject 
should be among Hopkins' most musical is undoubtedly significant. How 
the poem relates form to meaning, in a remarkable progression from musical 
(and onomatopoeic) to almost allegorical use of sound and structure, will 
fully demonstrate the degree to which Hopkins' musical philosophies inform 
his musical art. 

We begin with the first quatrain. The opening of "kingfishers" -- 
especially its opening line -- is most often remembered by readers for 
the sheer sonorous power of its rhyme and alliterations. The elegant 
complexity and symmetry of its sound-shape explains why: 

_L 
L 

_JL #4P -- 00 

As kingfishers catch fire, agonflies draw flame, 11 
ý_r " dr ý 7_1 - Tr +T 

In both halves of the line, the sound-structure is based on the principle 
that W. H. Gardner has elsewhere dubbed resolution: k- f= k+ f(T) // 
dr- fI= dr+ fI ('E). In each case, the important initial consonants of 
the first word ("kingfishers, " "dragonflies"), separated, become the 
initial consonants of the next two words ("catch fire, " "draw flame"). 
Further, in each half, the longest vowels are reserved for the final word, 
as if to climax the sound there ("flame, " "fire"). Adding to the weight 
and length of these final words, their final consonants are also both 
letters which are extendible (r, m) -- as opposed to the clipped k, d, etc. 
Subsidiary connections can also be seen in the first half, tightening 
its sound-pattern to 

kingfishers catch fire 

(The secon, d half makes 
initial consonants but 

unity not only by this 

of "fire" and "flame. " 
This is only half 

kingfishers catch fire 

up for this lack of coherence in matching not only 
clusters: dr and fl. ) The whole line is then given 

parallel and balance, but by the f-alliteration 

of the complete poetic utterance, though. "As 
is, as we have already seen ,a poem about 
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the Scotist-derived notion of selving: characteristic activities or 
expressions which outwardly manifest inner nature (or: form-as-act 
revealing form-as-being). The declamatory poem is onomatopoeic; so in 
this poem Hopkins uses word-painting to present (or act out) his subject. 
The opening line demonstrates this, as well as demonstrating sound- 
patterning for its own sake. 

Kingfishers reveal their inner nature when they seem to "catch 
fire" while on the wing; dragonflies when they "draw flame. "15 But the 
two characteristic activities not only derive from the inner nature of 
the creatures -- in Hopkins' description of them, they also derive their 
sounds from the sounds of the animals' names. The sound-pattern 
k- f= k+ f could equally well be a formula showing how the kingfisher's 
inscape (k- f) expands and leaves its mark on every characteristic 
action it performs (= k+ f). The same with the dragonfly, dragonflies 
draw + flame. (Similarly, the strong -±re and -ame endings to each half 

support the impassioned speaker's emphasis on these action words, as 
well as the suddenly open vowels and long final consonants making the words 
stand out or seem to flame out, like fire. ) 

This dual significance of the opening sound-pattern -- artificial, 
perhaps, as it may seem on first acquaintance -- is the seed from which 
the entire poem grows. As we have seen in the poems, line I has set out 
the firm ground,. various structural levels -- harmonic, metrical, rhetorical 
coinciding so that the sound-pattern establishes not only line-length 
but also the essential "selving" word-painting device of the resolution 
motif as well. After this (precisely as would happen in a song), pro- 
ceeding material is developed and explored, the levels proceeding indi- 

vidually in counterpointed relationships, to create Hopkins' complete 
poem. 

The rest of the first quatrain demonstrates the growing independence 

of musical and word-painting patterns in a manner easily comparable to 
Purcell or the cruder effects of "Binsley Poplars. " After the opening 
line's "kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame, " the quatrain 
continues with three more examples from the natural world of selving 
revealing individuality through action: 

As tumbled over rim in roundy wells 
Stone ring; like each tucked string tells, each hung bell's 
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name. 
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Line-length is no longer coincident with phrase-length, this being the 

most readily apparent development: as with "Inversnaid" and the "Spring 

Ode, " widely varying phrase-lengths create stanza shape while end-rhyme 

and some internal patterning preserve metre. Each phrase retains its 

musical identity by a general consonance coinciding with phrase-length. 
But beyond this, the development is significant. 

The poem's second phrase, paralleling though in expanded form what 
has gone before in line 1, gives us 

As kingfishers catch fire, 

, 
dragonflies draw flame, 

As ttimbled over riff in roundy wells / Stones ring; 

Despite its being rove over, the pattern is clear: (s)t+ r-r= st-r, 
supported by. ELn/. a2 nasals. and especially "rim"/11LrLinWI, Essentially, 
it is the opening line's resolution motif reversed, characteristic actions 
(st+ r-r) expressing nature (st-r). Yet the grammatical parallel with 
line I shows that already the device is changing, no longer strictly 
accurate as word-painting now. 

V, 

kingfishers catch fire 
dragonflies draw flame 

Stones ring 

The sound-pattern encompasses not merely object ("Stones") and metaphorically 
described activity ("ring"), but object-and-metaphorical-verb as one unit, 

containing the sounds (st, r) expanded on in an extra, literal description 

of activity: "As tumbled over rim in roundy wells. " Sound and sense, 
sound-pattern and word-painting, no longer completely coincide. 

With the next phrase and line, this trend continues. The third phrase, 

each tucked string Lells, 
i ; -t k CS ) 

has its rhetorical identity reinforced more by simple consonance and 

alliteration than the resolution motif itself. (The non-specific conson- 

ance here still resonates with the point-for-point sound/sense connection 

set up in line 1, and so has more word-painting force in this context than 
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it would on its own; this principle Of contextual resonance will hold 
true for the whole poem. ) But simultaneously in the same line, the motif 
does occur and to distinctly non-rhetorical ends: 

Uwe- Unit 

Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, 

st -#- rin5 Im str j nj 

5oumd- unit 

This is counterpoint of sound and sense: the sound-pattern operates in 

addition to the word-painting groupings which dominate, tying separate 
examples together by musical logic alone. The resolution motif is used, 
but as musical motif alone -- just as we have seen in Hopkins' model 
declamatory songs. 

96 

The last of the quatrain's phrases then continues this development. 
Again, line 3 is given purely musical unity by internal rhyme connecting 
phrases: 

Stones ring like each tucked string tells, each hung bell's 
rin n 

Beyond this, counterpoint of syntax and sound adds more musical structuring. 
The syntactical parallelism of the last two phrases points up the extreme 
divergence in length (the same sort of stanza structure and musical line 
we saw in "Inversnaid" and the "Spring Ode" ) -- 

like each tucked string tells, 
each hung bell's/ Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad 

its name; 

But aligning the phrases first for syntactical parallels and then for 

sound demonstrates the much more complex inter-relation being established 
here. Syntactically 

each tucked string tells 

each ', hung bell's / Bow swung ', finds tongue to fling out broad its name 

Sab) ect Vfrb 

the statement is expanded dramatically; but the parallels of sound 
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tucked string tells 
nq 

hung bell's 
U nj all'i 

.3U ec 

-- contract equally. The fourth phrase, as a result, seems to 
grow from the seeds of the third, though developing from it and taking 
on its own character as it grows. The opening "each hung bell's" starts 
from the motivic material of "tucked string tells, " but goes on to begin 
a long arc of melodic line stretching across the last, long phrase, 
created by dovetailing of sounds. The rove over alliteration of "bellls/ 
Bow, " made heavier by the coinciding syntactic pull of ADJ--VNOUN, sweeps 
the line across line-end, as well as sweeping without break from old 
melodic material ("hung belllsý to new; the mirroring of 

hung bell Is / Bow swung 

strengthens this dovetailed pattern further, opening the phrase out to 
the last line. Over-all, we find 

.*. flame, 

U., le 
I 
Or each hung bell's / Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name; 

T_ LJ_ 
As in "Inversnaid, " the arc moves from a home-key, b ("bell's/ Bow") 
to the distant f ("finds"), touching its most remote peak in the 

,t 
of "tongue", back to f ("fling"), then home to "broad", before resolving 
the entire stanza on "name" (end-rhyme, like a return to tonic). Within 
this the dovetailing "hýLn2"/"sýung"/"ýongue"/("fliE! ý1) ties the progres- 
sion together, as well as the heavy series of nasals preparing slightly 
for "name". (As well, the counterpoint against syntax of "finds tongue 
to fling" helps propel the line across its natural midpoint. ) Thus, in 
terms of line: 

bell' sýBow -----broad > name 
f inds ------fI ing 

'-, ý tongue --l' 
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From the obvious word-painting of the opening "kingLfishers catch fire, " 
through the simple alliterative joining of "tucked string. Lells, " the 
stanza ends with its final phrase marked as a semantic/harmonic unit by 

consonance but internally structured to musical ends. 
17 

It is as we proceed from this opening passage to the second half 

of the octave, and so to the rest of the sonnet, howevers that the signif- 
icance of this music and word-painting (and reinforcement of the suggestion 
that it is word-painting) emerges. If quatrain one consisted of the 
musical play of letters -- word-painting and music, sense and sound, 
counterpointed against one another -- this reflected the subject, a series 
of individual examples or Iselvings' from the natural world. Lines 5-ý. 6 
broaden this subject to the generalisation 

Each mortal thing does one thing and the same, 
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells 

-- which in turn is reflected in a different, broader alignment of sound 
and sense. 

Each mortal jhýiýndoýesonýethpn and the same 

The repetition of the word "thing" in line 5 counterpoints sound against 
syntax, the same word (word here as the group of sounds that make up the 
sense-word) as different parts of speech, subject and object. (In addi- 
tion, lettering and rhythm are counterpointed, "thing" and "one thing. ") 
The broadening subject, from "kingfishers catch fire" to "mortal thing 
does one thing, " is further matched by broader use of sound-patterns -- 
the entire sound-unit ("thing") repeated from nature to activity, not just 
its key sounds (k, f, sh). With the broadening goes greater consonance: 
sound-word = sense-word ("thing"), as well as line-end = phrase-end; 
also, the play between word-painting and musical is gone, the entire line 
being essentially one word-painting (or play on words) enacting Being vs 
Activity: 

Each mortal thing does one thing and the same 

34; nj 
(noun) Azfiv; iý (v&rb phrAsA) 
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Line 6, similarly, relies on broader and more consonant patterns, 
to the same end: 

11 Deals out that (Eý 
indoors each one dwells 

E-- 

Indeed, within the d-Is d-Is frame, the line, by virtue of sound 
and syntactical shape, could be a diagram of the meaning it conveys -- 

Deals being ), dwells 
(act) (nature/fom) 

(Note also the less descriptive, more general term "being" replacing 
"mortal thing". ) 

Continuing this development, lines 7- 8 end the octave by presenting 
the poem's subject in direct statement -- the most literal terms possible 

matched in the poetic form by no sound-play at all to speak of: 

Selves -- goes itself; myself it speaks and spells, 
Crying, what I do is me: for that I came. 

In the first four lines the quatrain was the operative unit -- sense and 
sound structured across four lines, with internal complexities of sound- 
patterning and syntax counterpoint to hold the unit together. Taken 
together, the lines presented a world filled with selving. Lines 5- 6, 
the line was the operative unit -- each line, as sound and sense unit, 
encompassed an act of selving. Patterning could be that much less complex, 
more consonant, as the method of presentation became simpler (direct idea, 

not housed in examples). Line 7. finall. ý opens with a single word, 
11ýelves. " separated by punctuation on both sides. As this is the original 

coinage of Hopkins' by now familiar word, we must take into account the 

freshness with which its effect should strike the mind: "selves" (VB) 

clearly derived from "self" (N), holding within itself both verb and 

original noun for this reason -- act and nature, act and form in one 

syllable. In this single word, noun and verb, nature and activity are 

joined in one. There is no need. for sound-patterning, or indeed for com- 

plexities of any kind. Like light we have seen refracted into its rainbow 

colours by a prism, we now come closer and see the unrefracted, pure 

original light. The word stands alone. It is the crux of the octave, 

the structural center as it names the central subject. It is perhaps as 

though we have so far in the poem seen examples, sidingss or formal 
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selvings of this basic concept and now see the bare meaning, the self 
alone. 

The octave, in sound and sense, has coalesced to this point; from 
here, it unfolds grammatically and enacts the subject, thus: 

Selves 
(N/V) 

goes itself 
VN (subj . /obj 

myself it speaks and spells 
NN VB 

(obj)(subj) (specific) 

......... .. Crying, 'what F, ao is me: for that I came 
VB 

N 
(obj -- specifying "myself") 

Logical or syntactical structures show the meaning unfolding or selving, 
as the word "selves" refers us to more and more words enacting its 
nature. "Self, " the original noun the coinage is based on, is not only 
simply noun referring to the core of personality (11.1, fn. 15 ); it is also 
-self, the reflexive element in a reflexive pronoun. As with terms like 
"pitch" and its many meanings (11.2,72 ), or "Being" and its dual 
grammatical identity (VI. 1,332 ), we can imagine this term as Hop- 
kings used it in his theological writings partaking of both these sides: 
"self as the passive or static noun, "-self" (I myself, he himself) an 
intensifier, self actively infolding, actively reflecting on itself. ' 

Further, where, in the opening quatrain, individual examples of selving 
were matched by the play of sound-structures, here the word "self" itself 
is the basic unit: expanding to "itself, " "myself" as the grammar unfolds. 
From this the sound-patterning breaks down into smaller units as the des- 

cription becomes more specific: 

it self 

it speaks and spells 
r 
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The choice of examples in which to illustrate or clothe a principle, 
like the choice of metaphors, can be seen as underthought, part of 
shaping the meaning for presentation. As soon as Hopkins shapes his 

meaning into specifics or manifestations, sound-patterns again become 

part of the presentation: thus "ýpeaks and ý2ells" are already alliterative. 
Already the poem moves out from the bare self of "Selves. " 

The key question is, though, why this particular poem about selving 
should be structured thus, its octave moving dramatically from complex 
musical play to a stark statement of principle at its center. The commen- 
taries on Loyola state: "God's utterance of himself in himself is the 

word, outside himself isthisworld" (SD, 129 see 11.3,80 ). God's 
reflection of himself in himself is himself God as noun, self-reflexive, 
referring to nothing outside himself, unnameable except in the most 
self-reflexive terms: "I am that I am. " His expression of himself outside 
himself is the world, which is therefore "news of God" (SD, 129), which is 
the product of his selving -- God as verb, continually creating and upholding 
the world through his own selving activity. Just so any word, deriving 
from the original Word, both is and does -- and as the characteristic 
or selving activity of words is to mean, to refer to something beyond 
themselves, so a word as it is (itself) must be non-referential, or self- 
reflexive, relating only to itself. The name of God-as-word cannot refer 
beyond itself but must be self-reflexive, non-descriptive: "I am that I 

am. " 18 Similarly, in "The Wreck of the Deutschland, " building up to and 
moving away from the climax, Christ can be referred to by his story and 
activities: "Double-natured name, / The heaven-flung, heart-flushed, maiden- 
furled, / Miracle-in-Mary-of-flame, / Mid-numbered he in three of the thunder- 
throne! " But at the center-point of the poem, the utterance of self, 
he is "Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Head" -- himself -- a name totally 

self-reflexive, Christ not present through his selvings or saving actions 
at all, but present in himself (again, as though light seen previously 
only through a prism and refracted is seen up close, itself only and pure 
white, with no colours at all). 

Kingfishers are selvings of God, as is the fact that "kingfishers 

catch fire. " A poem that is about selving should present both self (N) 

and selving (V). This sonnet gives us "kingfishers, " "dragonflies, " 

"stones, " and their activities as selvings or specific manifestations 

of Being, the One selving into the Many (IIIA, 138-140) and it gives 

us the bald statement of the principle itself, unreducible and unreferrable 
to anything other than itself -- "selves, " the One word behind Many. 
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(Such a word being as close as Hopkins can come, in a poem made of 
necessarily referential language, to the self-reflexivity of Ipse, 
or "I am that I am. ") 

, Further, the role of sound, and shaping in general, in the poem, 
match this -- as they must for the poem to selve, or be as it means. 
From the counterpoint'and complexity of the opening quatrain, describing 
the Many, the many-worded world of God's selvings, the poem resolves 
to the complete consonance of the central statement: "Selves" stands 
on its own, unrelated to any sound-pattern. Are the complex shimmerings 
of sound, then, "as tumbled over rim in roundy well/ Stones ring" the 
audible manifestations of the world's "pied beauty"? Nature's dapple 
is, after all, the play of inscapes (I I. 1 , 53-57 ); and music, as we have 
seen, was for Hopkins primarily important as the audible manifestation 
of inscape -- the music of the spheres, "the carol, the creation" 
(11.3,111-112 ). Thus the sound-patterns of a poem -- this or any 
poem -- could in the broadest sense be seen as word-paintings of a 
dappled world. 

9.9 

Yet thus far we have considered only the first half of the sonnet, 
the octave. If the octave presents the world, and through it the world- 
self, or God, the sestet presents man, and through him man's ultimate 
self, Christ (the Word or self of God made flesh). The sweep of the 
structure begins from where the octave left off. The same broadly-painted 
word-play characterises the first tercet as was in lines 5- 6 of the 
octave, only now describing man, not nature: 

I say more: the just man ILstice"s; 
MaturL. 

_ ltý 
-, rAcfiv' 

.0 
Keeps grace: that ýeeps all his goings graces; 

Actlvltý 

in God's eye ha in God's eyehe is - 
(W t) 

At t! tu ire 

Excluding the brief transition ("I say more: "), there are no extra words, 
nothing that is not part of the word-play enactment of selving. Line 9, 
"justices" is a coinage just like "selves": forcing noun into verb (the 

opposite of what we have seen on Hopkins' usual practice) to capture the 
essence of both. Line 10, each of the five accented syllables is related: 
"keeps/ grace: // keeps/ goings/ graces. " In addition, "goings" refers to 
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activities, so that "keeps / graces: // keeps / goings / graces" tells in 
miniature the story of selving: Nature ("keeps/ grace") + Action ("goings") 

= Selving ("keeps/ goings/ graces"). In terms of musical line, the 
progression reads: 

keep -*grace: 
keeps- ---*grace 

goinqs 

Line 11, following the same principle, creates by its mirror-structure 
a perfectly symmetrical line: Activity ("Acts") at one end, being ("he 
is") at the other, the nature both share (the relative pronoun "what") 
in the center, relating the two halves of the sentence syntactically as 
well as providing the fulcrum for the two sound-patterns, "in God's eye. " 
Sound and sense are simultaneously structured by the repetition and pat- 
terning of complete words. (I have also scanned this line to include a 
contrapuntal relationship between "in God's eye" and "in' God's eye" -- 
preventing this, the most symmetrical line in the poem, becoming too 
symmetrical, as well as preparing for the greater complexity of the second 
tercet. ) Line-length still equals rhetorical phrase-length; sound-patterns 
are automatically taken care of in the almost structural role word-play 
develops. Consonance between structural levels is so complete one can 
hardly consider syntactical patterning, line-shape, sound-patterning and 
subject separately at all (similar to the "Leaden Echo, " only here 
word-play, not musical patterning, dominates). 

The second tercet opens with a structural crux parallel to that in 
the octave, here the single word "Christ" on its own at the beginning 
of line 12. The name joins the two tercets, overlapping both: ending 
the sentence that began with line 9 (the poem's only over-rove syntax 
outside the opening quatrain), yet by its placement beginning the metrical 
unit that starts with line 12. If God is the world-self, present in the 
"Selves" of the octave, "Christ" (Ipse) is the most self-referential 
naming of man's self, standing alone yet surrounded in the sestet by 
his selvings, or individual men. 

Indeed the sestet is, in its way, a mirror-image of the octave 
(the mirror-image being another favourite musical structure of Hopkins'). 

Just as the octave moved from individual examples, with sound-patterns, 
to more general statements matched by word-play, so the sestet, having 

opened with its general statements and word-play, in the second tercet 
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returns to the range of individuals -- the Many manifesting the One -- 
and with that change, returns to elegant small-scale sound effects: 

Christ plays in ten thousand places, 
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his 
To the Father through the features of men's faces. 

From the "just man" to the "ten thousand, " continuing line 12 -- 

Chrl'st pla'ys in l6en tho"'usand 
ploaces 

AA 

-- the mirrored alliteration still has a word-play story to enact, from 
"plays" to "Pla(ce)s", verging on a pun. (An interesting proposition, 

whenever contemplating a particular piece, to imagine that by definition 

it is formed from Christ's play! )50 

It is with the final two lines, though, that we are back to the musi- 
cally structured picture of the world. Both lines are musically patterned, 
if not in as complex a manner as the opening quatrain. Line 13 we have 

seen in its musical unity (VI. 2,374 

I, L 
Lovely in 

1" 
limbs andi 10 00 llovely in(eye$ not)hi's 

t+i- u- (5ý 
ý 

C. i Ir i (5) 

The last line, too, demonstrates similar patterning holding it together: 

--- 
I 

-L (T6 Fatýher through the featurýs of men' faces. 
T T(I 

4r 

IIT 

In addition to the f-alliteration, the progression father/features/faces 
unifies the main words; "to the/through the" relate as expanded repetition, 
also consonant with 'Tather"/"features". Only "of men's" before the final 

cadence, or completion of pattern, deviates, an effect we have seen 
before -- 

(To the) father ), (througn tne) features------- 
qf men 

-- and that not much, giving an easeful consonance to the closing 
line. 
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Thus the last lines, taken individually, show simple sound-patterning. 
Taking them as the completion of the entire poem, however lines to be 
read with the effect of all the above manipulation of form the signifi- 
cance of potential word-painting devices in them is heightened. The 

effect is again accomplished through counterpoint of sound and sense 
( -- as we moved further and further toward consonance in the poem's 
center, now we move back out again). In line 12, as "Christ plays in 
ten thousand places, " the alliterative patterning creates two groups 
of words: "plays"Pplaces" emphasising Christ, the One-ness of Being made 
manifest, framing "ten thousand, " the Many. The word-play of "pla(ce)s" 

strengthens this, as does the numerical reference of One vs "ten thousand. " 
The poem's final two lines, though with word-play disappearing entirely 
and the subtler effects of sound-playtaking over, takes up and develops 
this same pattern. In line 13 Christ is "lovely" in man's "limbs" -- 
the I-alliteration forcing the words to be considered as one unit, similar 
in sound; yet simultaneously, the two subjects being joined (sense-units) 

are dissimilar, Christ and man. Similarly in the second half of the line, 
"lovely" and "his" both refer to Christ, but the musical pattern as it 
has been-established can now encompass the phonically and logically dif- 
ferent "eyes" (man). Thus 

lovely in limbs 
lovely in- -)-his 

ý'*eyes 
not 

becomes word-painting as well as musical progression. 
Finally, with line 14, that mystical consummationthe entire poem has 

been striving for, enacting, is brought out in the language. Just as 
"lovely in limbs" joins Christ and man, so the f-alliteration and internal 

consonances of "Father"/"features"/"faces'I joins man and God the Father- 
Onomatopoeically, in the f beginnings they share, the "features of men's 
faces" do show glimpses of the "Father" behind them; the internal progres- 
sion of sounds leads us similarly along the same progression as the sense 
indicates, "Father ofeatures o-faces. " 

Further, taken together these last two lines accomplish, through 

sound, that mystical union of man and God through Christ that Hopkins is 

describing. Line 13, "lovely in limbs, " uses alliteration to join Christ 

and man; yet Christ's role as mediator is to lead man to his Father, so 

after the union of "lovely in limbs, " line 14's alliteration joins man 
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directly to God, just as the sense of the words indicates: "To the 
Father through ("lovely in limbs and lovely in eyes not his") the features 

of men's faces. " The flow of the rhythm from line 13 to line 14, 
proceeding directly without comma, adds to the effect. 

The entire poem can thus be seen in its sweep of structure and 
meaning. The opening quatrain, with its complex counterpointings and 
patternings, its memorable interlacing chimes, is like a seed ready to 
open out into the sonnet that follows; it establishes everything that 
follows. Its sound-patterns must be as noticeable, must be as complex 
as they are to draw attention to themselves, because they will' be the 
stuff of the poem -- in musical and word-painting forms. The closing 
lines, then, with all the poem behind them, return to sound-patterns 
like to the closing thematic statement in a piece of music, notes now 
meaning more because we have seen them taken apart and their possibilities 
explored. (Cf. "Harry Ploughman, " where the instress and complexity of 
the opening was necessary to push the poem into motion; similarly here, 
the complex opening creates the momentum to set the poem in motion, 
then the simpler alliterations at the end slow it to a natural stop. ) 51 

At the poem's close weknowthat all sounds are significant, every 
manifestation of Being in the Many is in fact a selving of the One -- 
as 

kingfishers 
f 

so 

each mortal 

or in other words 

catch fire, gragonflies draw flame, 
'k +rT+ f-L 

thing does one thin and the same, 

Selves 

If this is so, if the incidental dapplings (and letterings) of king- 
fishers and dragonflies are themselves selvings of an unreducible first 

principle (the concept of selving itself -- presumably in the mind of 
God), then the simple alliteration of the last two lines is infinitely 

more significant than an accidental coincidence of letters. God is never 
mentioned in the octave, though his selving and creating activity must 
be presumed behind all that goes on; with the end of the sestet, we 

return to the world after an exploration of its center, yet now we see 
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Christ and the Father in it! L Similarly, in the simple sounds of the 
words' alliterative patterning, now we hear the declamatory relation of 
word spoken and idea uttered. 

Through this entire study, from the analogy of the musical string 
pitched as it soundsto the emulation of Purcellian declamationto the 

expressional form of sprung rhythm and the musical "lettering of syllables, ' 

this song of praise has ever been the end in sight. The whole can be no 
better summed up than in the passage from the devotional writings that 
we saw at work in this last analysis: 

God's utterance of himself in himself is God the word, outside 
himself is this world. This world then is word, expression, news 
of God. Therefore its end, its purpose, its purport, its meaning, 
is God and its life or work to name and praise him. (SD, 129) 

The music of Hopkins' poetry is the singing of a song to God, naming 
and praising him -- a song that is the audible manifestation and expres- 
sion of the beauty, variety, and infinite order of his creation. 
Hopkins' interest in and pursuit of music -- from most theoretical to 
most practical, throughout his life -- has resulted in his poetry being 
a radically musical art, "its end, its purpose, its purport, its meaning" 
to declaim and utter the glory that is God. 

All things counter, original, spare, strange; 
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how? ) 

With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim; 
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change: 

Praise Him. 
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FOOTNOTES, CHAPTER VI 

1 The so-called "Pooley" manuscript, found In a desk by Hopkins' niece Lady 
Christabel Pooley, now owned by the University of Texas at Austin (see Poems, 4th, xliv; 
anj Tom Dunneg Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Comprehensive Bibliography Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
19761, Item F10, p. 103. ) 

2 Another poem in the Pooley ms., "In the Valley of the Elwy" (04), has added 
to the sestet: 

Lovely the woods, waters, meadows, combes, vales, 
All the air things wear that build this world of Wales; 

Only the inmate does not correspond: 

God, lover of souls, swaying considerate scales, 
Complete thy creature dear 0 where It fails, 

RAL. Being mighty a master, beinga father and fond. 

Again, cf. internal effects. The rhythm of the opening line, as well as its series of 
commas, encourage rallentando: 

Lovely the woods, waters, meadowsq combesq vales, 
The "Sf. " sforzando (sharp, extra-metrical affent) In the next line gives needed rhetorical 
emphasis to "All" without disturbing the natural rising pentameter rhythm of 

i All the air things wear that build this world of Wales. 

(Cf. "The Windhover"Is use of capitals to the same end, "Bucklel AND the fire that brioaks 
from thee Wen, a billion". ) The closing line's "Rall. " again fits the line's division 
into two syntactically parallel alliterative units, the first of two beats, the second of 
three -- 

.4A 11 11 
Being mighty a master, being a father and fond. 

Cf. Gardner, on "Well, she has thee for the pain, for the patience*, " 
"It should be noted how the pause at tpain, t in the midst of the first rhyme-groupi 
produces a drag, a sense of effort: the rhythm is 'imitative as usual'" (Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, 1,49). 

4 
See Walter J. Ong, S. J., "Sprung Rhythm and the Life of English Poetry": 

"The answer here [to questions of scanning this line] lies, I think, in the thoughtful 
deliberation which marks the emotion of this poem and which brings to the interpretation 
an unusual second heavy accent as the speaker begiqs slowly and pensively" (141-142). 

5Consider Hopkins' emendations to Bridges poem "London Snowg" as a halfway 
stage between poem and song, using sprung rhythm. Among other changes Hopkins recommended 
to "make it perfect" (LL1,122-123), Hopkins suggests -- 

1Nw r e marvelled -- ma"velled alt the da*zzling whiteness; 

, 
Far h "rkenqd to the stfliness ea the s'olemn Air; 

-or ,. -1 No sO"Und of wh*e'el rumbling -1!! 5- foot. falling, 

-- creating a sprung foot in the third of these lines (in imitation of a foot falling), 

and in the first two forcing the accent onto relatively unimportant words ("atg" '"of/in"). 
Elisabeth Schneider comments: "Hopkins' limprovement9l ... seems simply an eccentric 
metrical performance, " rather than any real improvement or clarification of meaning 
(Dragon inthe Gate, 87). Rather than a clarification, though, the Changes seem to consist 
of an interpretation; as John Robinson counterst IlHopkins shows full well that he knows how 
the lines can -- and probably will -- be managed and then he does something different" 
(In Extremity, 75). The whole process of putting a Bridges poem into sprung rhythm seems 
comparable to the musical re-structuring of metrical regularities in putting poems Into 

song-form -- as in the "Spring Odell's emendation of Bridges' line to 

Come brrds to sport: Aind :p air 
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Cf. Gardner, using interpretation to assist scansion of a line from "Valley of the Elwyll -- 
(1) COM'fortling smell1breathed atlvery-en'tlering 

J. .4r. 11 (2) CoMforting1smell I breathed atlveryle'ntering 
"The third line of (this poem] does, indeed, admit of two scansions; ... but in spite 
of the unstressed rhyme-syllable in the latter, this ! sprung' reading is to be preferred 
as being more natural andq in expressing a spontaneous delight, more imitative" 

(Gerard Manley Hopkins, 1,97) 
6 
Hopkins refers to "wordpainting" in modern novels in a letter to Bridges -- 

"It is in modern novels that wordpainting most abounds and now the fashion is to be so very 
subtle and advanced as to despite wordpainting and to say that old masters were not word- 
painters" (LL1,267); he seems to be referring rather to descriptive language than 
any onomatopoeic use of language, though. 

7For the pro's & con's of onomatopoeia as a valid literary device, see 
O. J. Todd, "Sound & Sense in Classical Poetry, " Classical Ouarterly, 36 (1942), 29-39, 
arguing against Its validity; L. P. Wilkinson, "Onomatopoeia & the Skeptics, " Classical 
Ouarterlt, 36 (1942), 121-132, arguing for. Also interesting is D. I. Masson's "Synesthesia 
& Sound Spectra, " Word, 8 (1952) -- "the evocative power of words, especially words In 
poetry, and the effectiveness of programme music, depend on what is probably fundamental 
in our neural patterns" (39). 

8 In Appendix III to the Journals & Papers, "Philosophical Notes, " Alan Ward 
suggests: "It seems probable that in most cases his purpose in jotting down these lists 
was not primarily to record or guess at etymological connexion, but simply to record groups 
of words whose similarity in form and meaning had interested him" (JP, 499). 

Cf. Hopkins' own remark In the above-cited passage, however, which seems to dispute 
this. Also, see James Milroy, The Language of Gerard Manley Hopkins, London: Andrf Deutschl 
Ltd., 1977, Chapter Two, on "Hopkins & Victorian Philology1t -- Milroy demonstrates connec- 
tions between Hopkins and the onomatopoeic theory, which would seem to disprove Ward's 
comment. 

A diagram demonstrates: 

"Beingtl (word) 

sound 
Zense 

(form) (act) 

grammar meaning 
Tf 0 r-M-T 

Definition4 Aq)pl i cat ion (form & act) 
ý-p-repossession) < (ý; epossess on) 

Ultimately, we must return to Hopkins' own terminology: not sound and sense but definition 
("abstraction, vocal expression or other utterance") and application ("the conciete things 
coming under it") must be the operative distinctions, with, joining them togetherg PLeRos- 
session (f'Orm/feeling). As sound-unit or sense-unit, the word as thing formed or delimited 
is its definition, the form its prepossession. Given that the very form-ation of perception 
into concept into word Involves forming meaning into grammatical identity, form or prepossession 
truly flushes the word to its roots. 

And because even the application (the outside object or content the word refers to, its 

meaning) -- even before we perceive and conceive Itq and give it grammatical form -- is not 
formless but has its own form (it is already a word, a word spoken and informed by God), 

nowhere in the process of conception--,. *utterance )apprehension (III. 1, I Z7 ) is there 

content without form. The outside or phenomenal world in its immediate appearance as Many 
(III. 1,139-IVO) may seem to be formless content; but when we fully perceive It ( =conceive 
it, = form it into a word In our minds), we see behind the Many the form of the One. Thus 

to speak of language in which sound (form) reveals sense (feelings, content), or even that 

ser*e-form (grammar) reveals content, is to speak loosely. The sound/sense relation is 
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onomatopoeic, language sounding as It'means, the grammatical structure of nBeing" reflects$ 

or acts out, the dual nature of Being -- words are-(form) as they mean (act) because the 

Being they describe acts out its nature, actively ex-ITITs, s elve s. The Tord "Being" is 

radically declamatory because it describes and enacts a ra7dically declamatory Being. 

10 
Much of the grammatical information In the passage is found in Peters, 

a large part of whose study on Hopkins consists of such analysis and categorisation of 
syntactic peculiarities in the poems. "If a poet turns to affective language as the medium 
of his poetry, he Is no longer capable ... of adapting the expression to the logic of the 
system. He now adjusts the expression to the logic of his experience , so to speak; and the fundamental rule of this logic Is that what first presents itself to the poet's mind Is expressed first" (Peters, 86). 

11 
On the concept of "presence, " and its relation to spoken over written language, 

see especially the various studies of Walter J. Ong, S. J.: Orality & Literacy: The Techno- 
logizing of the Word, new Accents Series, gen. ed. Terence Hawkesq London: Methuen, 1982; 
the Presence of the Word: Some Prolegomena for Cultural & Religious History, New Haven 
& London: Yale University Press, 1967. Ong's interest In Hopkins relates directly to 
this -- see his article on sprung rhythm, cited above, and also Hopkins, the Self, and_God, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986. 

The concept of presenting some particular meaning, *making it fully present to oneself 
in a present act of will or imagination, is also related to the Jesuit practice of Imagi- 
native meditation laid out in the Spiritual Exercises. On this, see David A. Downes, S-J-1 
Gerard Manley Hopkins_: A Study_of_His Ignatian (London: Vision Pressq Ltd., 1959). 

12 See Gardnerl Gerard Manley Hopkins: "This parallelism In syntax and imagery 
is akin to a common feature of Welsh poetry which may have Influenced Hopkins: this Is 
dyfalug the accumulation of images to illuminate one central ideal, (I, 110). For more 
on Hopkins and Welsh poetry, see VI. 2. 

13 Cf. Mackenzie, in Reader's Guide: "The reference In line 4 to Purcell being 
laid low here places us imaginatively before the tomb" in Westminster Abbey, the visit to 
which supposedly inspired the poem (p. 115 -- cf. 111-3, fr). 1.5 

14 
Mackenzie: "An experience recorded by Dom Wulstan Phillipson (Downside Review, 

L1, No. 1461 April 1933, P-339) may possibly have stimulated the writing of this poem. 
Hopkins' fascinated by an Irish ploughman at work, was allowed to experience the strenuous 
process for himself" (Reader's Guide, 192). 

15 
On metaphorical substructures In the poem, see Reader's Guide, pp. 192-194; 

and Paul L. Mariani, A Commentary on the Complete Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins. (Ithaca, 
New York: Cornell University Press, 1970), pp. 270-271. Mackenzie, in addition to the 
architectural and water images, suggests a more buried pattern of imagery uniting octave 
and sestet, referring to shl "broth, " "ribs" as ribs of a ship, "barrelled, " nsteered, " 

liquid "crown (and hence "rollcalllý-, muscles like rolling water that soared or sank, 
1- S 

waist, " "wallowing, " "furls" (of a sail), "fountain. " (As the straining ship ploughs 
through the water, the water sprays up on either side of it? ) 

16 From among several different possible constructions of this sentenceg I have 

chosen this one partly because it fits in with the general themes and structures of the 

poem best. In addition, it seems the only. sensible choice for grammatic reasons. If 
"raced" Is seen as active verb, the question of why it is past tense when all other verbs 
are present tense arises; its parallel with "lashed" reinforces assigning it a similar 
passive role with "feet" as subject. In the next line, "among them" seems to refer ahead 
to "furls" rather than to "feet" because otherwise surely the word choice would have been 
"between them. " 

17 Mackenzie suggests: "The ploughman Is not'yet full growng nor is he well-fleshed, 
as we might deduce from rack of ribs (though rack is a technical term for the human rib- 
cage)" (Reader's Guide, 194). Hence also, "Churlsgraceg child of Amansstrength. " 

18 On the relation of prose argument and poeml cf. LL19170- 

19 Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkinsq 11,142-143. Gardner maintains this same posi- 
tion throughout a lengthy and detailed consideration of rhythm and sound in Hopkins' poetry. 
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Earlier in his study, he comments on the "new rhythm" and its sound-patterns as structural: 
This pattern he achieves by building up a seemingly precious yet entirely organic 
system of tone-values. Alliteration, assonance, partial assonance, interior rhyme and 
subtle vocalic 'scales' are all employed not merely as ornamental devices but as 
definite structural modes in the making of a complex expressional rhythm. Their 
employment is not regular and monotonous as it would be if determined by a prearranged 
and inviolable tone-pattern. (1,47) 

And: 

The unit of variation (in the Nreck"] is the 'musical phrase' rather than the line or 
stanza, and the result is a unique poetic design, a verbal tapestry of brilliant tex- 
ture. (1,48) 

Yet, as is the problem with an all-inclusive study such as Gardner's, and as characterises 
his treatment of Hopkins' musicality in general, the author never systematically identifies 
what those structures are and exactly how they contribute to the toal effect of the poem. 
He often does an admirable job of Isolating and charting sound-relationships (for example, 
from the "Wreck" -- see 119142), yet still In all such Individual instances when discussing 
function he idpntifies the main significance of the pattern in rhetorical word-painting. 

Of the other few on the subject, D. I. Masson's "Sound and Sense In a 
Line of Poetry, " British Journal of Aesthetics, 3 (1963)9 pp-70-72, similarly carefully 
studies the phonetic structure of another line from the "Wreck" (st-15, line 5), identifying 
"motifs" and 11submotifs" of phonetic material; but again to directly rhetorical/expressive 
end: 

All motifs may be classed together here as representing a single theme of sound$ A, 
which 'means' (is rhetorically connected to) the wrecks crescendo of horror indicated 
in Hopkins's words. (71) 

Sounds are symbols in the poem's semantic units: 
This submotif has the effect of binding the meaning and feeling of the whole line 
intimately together (thus 'heightening' its appeal and authority) by the relatively 
high number of aesthetic bonds, as we may call them, between Its occurrences. (71) 

Walker Gibson, "Sound and Sense In G. M. Hopkins, " Modern Language Notes, 73 (1958)995-100, 
argues well for the importance of sound In the effect of a Hopkins poem: 

... the 'queerness$' the peculiar flavor of a Hopkins line as it is read aloudg is 
produced more by such recurrences of particular sounds than by any idiosyncracies of 
meter. (96) 

And further: 

To dismiss such a barrage of sound as merely ornamental would be absurd. (96) 

But as seems the inclination of all purely literary approaches to Hopkins, he Identifies 
function solely with immediate semantic function, relation of sound to sense, and therefore 
ignores any possibility of proper sound analysis: 

But if Hopkins' use of sound is functional in conveying his meaningg how far can one go 
in defining that function? ... I am proposing an explanation ... that depends on 
making a relation between Sound and Sense, between how the words hit the ear and what 
the poet has to say. (96) 

Gibson makes some good points, and of course is correct in stating that all elements of 
whatever sort in a poem ultimately relate to "sense, " in that they form part of one semantic 
unit. But as is the case with song, analysis of sounds for their own sake is a legitimate 

and necessary stage of analysis leading up to that whole semantic unit. (Cf. VI-3, fn. 48). 

20 For information on cynghanedd and Welsh poetry in general as It influenced Hop- 

kins, see Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins, 11,144-158; and Gweneth Lillyq "The Welsh 

Influence in the Po'etry of Gerard Manley Hopkinsq'I Modern Language Review, 38 (1943), 

192-205. 
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Of the sample lines from "Sea and Skylark, " lines 3 and 10 are cited by Lilly; the others 
are mine. 

Also, a note on scansion marks in examples: because stress placement can be of great 
importance in determining relative significance of sound-patterns, most examples will have 
scansion marked (similar to marking the bars in music). Unless otherwise noted, scansions 
are mine. 

21 Lilly writes: "There is reason to believe that, even if Hopkins had never gone to 
St Beunols, had never studied Welsh poetry,. his mature work would have contained instances 
of internal rhyme, half-rhyme, and alliteration, but they would not have been found In the 
same profusion, or in such a variety of patterns. 

"From the eagerness with which Hopkins adopted cynghanedd, and the original and felicitous 
use which he made of it, it appears to have accorded with some Inherent quality in his own 
mind. He was deeply interested in music, and he must have been immediately attracted by 
the loveliness of sound which cynghanedd was capable of producing. (203) 

22 In that this represents a lack of perfect balance between sense and sound, It demon- 
strates the fault Hopkins spoke of in remarking that "the sense ... gets the worst of 
it"; this is more common in the early than the later poetry. 

Cf. John Robinson's comment on the 1876 fragment "Moonriseg" that it carries a "misplaced 
emphasis that ... makes the sound seem worked at wholly for the sake of sound" (In Extremity, 
56). Of course our point is that Hopkins throughout his career worked at sound for its 
own sake; but Robinson is referring to sound overwhelming sense to the detriment of the 
over-all semantic effect, which in any poem or song must be considered a weakness. 

23Cf. Gardner on motifs and motivic development in "Harry Ploughman, " above. 
24 Another example from "The Sea and the Skylark, " line 14, 

4- 

To M n's last dust, drain 11 fast towards man's first slime 
(2njbAnedi 

sa; n 

point s out how difficult and arbitrary it can be even determining whether an instance is 
or is not cynghanedd: not only is the "last"/"fastu/nfirst" progression em'bedded in a much 
more complex dovetailing, but also as neither "last" nor "first" is accentedg it may not 
even qualify as cn hanedd sain_, (cynghanedd effects being for the most part confined to 
accented syllables). Yet, especially this early in his "Welsh days, " and in the middle of 
a poem in which the sain device is used prominently in several lines, Hopkins cannot have 
been unaware that he was employing cynghanedd sain here. Does our seeing this line as 
cynghanedd sain help us understand it at all? or does it distort our perception of the line's 

patterning? 
This should not suggestq however, that cynghanedd never characterises the sound of a Hopkins 

line; cynghanedd draws, for instance ( first half of the line completely alliterates.:. with the. 

second half, with a middle section crossed over or ignored) completely accounts for the 
"Wreck"Is crossed Ist hair o"r V1 half 

To bathe in his faI 1-gold (mercies) to breathe in his all-fire glances 
Ii --'777= -_ I 

Or cynghanedd bengoll (similar to cynghanedd draws, but with 'head or end missing' and in 
this case with no middle section crossed over) in 

fst 
r(-b"dj ýLo __Iw 

burn, new born to the world 
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More often, though, cynghanedd is only part of a larger story -- often employed to serve 
larger effect. "The Starlight Night" uses cynghanedd sain, for instance: 

Down in dim ; oods the diamond d "ve 

-T 
I s! the eIV 

-T- 
m'n 

The rhyming and then alliterating "delves"/ff. L1ves"/". iyes11 makes possible the overlapping 
effect of the line's two harmonic seCtions. 

, 
Cynghanedd does not characterise the line's 

sound, but is used as tool to larger, musical effect. 
Similarly, from the "Wreck, " cynghanedd bengoll: 

draws &nd (h14A rn; ss*n fl_11141ý 

The cross to her she calls Christ to her, christens her wild-worst Be.! Lt 
7t st cr iý -er 7, -S-tt ; ý. -r 7r T(j) Te. -r 

The cynghanedd device again only provides the framework for a much more detailed web of 
sound. 

25 Gardner and Lilly both note occasional examples of cynghanedd in the later 
poetry, but increasingly it fails to explain the characteristic Hopkins sound. Lilly 
comments that in 1882, at the same time as Hopkins was penning his dismissive remark on 
"my Welsh days, " he was also working on "The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo, " of which 
the first line shows "double cynghanedd sain ... . combined with assonance and allitera- 
tion" (200); in fact, though, it seems obvious that the line's structure, and how it fits 
in with the rest of the poem, is better explained without this classification (as we will 
discuss below, VI-3,39X-398). 

Lilly also notes cynghanedd sain deirodl in line 11 of "Spelt From ýybills Leaves" 
(three rhymes and an' alliteration with the end-rhyme) -- "Off her skeined stained veined 

00 variety"; again, though, and as we shall see below in depth, such an isolated instance 
comes nowhere near accounting for the significance of the line In its sonnet-long musical 
framework. 

26 Gardner calls this mirroring "reversal" 01,153). The notion of a mirror, 
though, more clearly relates the structural effect of the device, as well as demonstrating 
its affinity with the frame. In this instance, looking at Hopkins' sound-patterns through 
cynghanedd classifications can thus distort the true picture, because Gardner uses "reversal" 
to distinguish Hopkins' practice from cynghanedd's characteristic non-reversed alliterations 
(see examples, above); seeing reversal not as a variant, but as basic to Hopkins, approach, 
makes the structures of his lines immediately clearer. 

27 
Lilly notes of Hopkins' densely alliterated fragment "The Woodlark7: ' 

"even Welsh poets have not often attained such a degree of Intricacy as that in the passage 
by Hopkins quoted above, and it would be impossible to find even an approximate parallel 
for it in any Welsh poetry" (201-202). 

Significantly, one major reason Lilly singles out for this difference is that where 
cynghanedd effects are confined to organising key sounds on one line, in Hopkins both allit- 
eration and internal rhyme "are an essential part of his stanza structure" (200). Hopkins 

uses sound-patterns for large-scale structuring, part of the whole song-based conception 
of poems as single structures from beginning to end. (Like Gardner, however, Lilly never 
defines how this structuring works or what exactly it is. ) 

28 In this last, neither line-length nor 
* 
syntax is reinforced. Many of these 

syntax-related examples can be seen to be part, of larger mirror-structures: 
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so arch-especial a Epirit asteýavinýýJj Purcell 

III 

like shining from shook foil 

these two shame 11 J"-ýc"low"'and*frail, tdwn is s al 
.. I- 

29 Hopkins' alliterations and internal rhymes are often compared to Anglo-Saxon 
alliteration, used to reinforce metre. In line with this, Gardner and Whitehall both group 
Hopkins' sound-patterns as part of the rhythmic effects of sprung rhythm, rather than treating 
it separately; and though our previous chapter did the same, discussing lettering as part 
of the song-structuring system "Sprung Rhythm, " the grouping has Its dangers. For Whitehall 
especially, the whole point of sound-structures is to modify the stress of sprung rhythm 
and encourage the variet beat to come out -- "To write sprung rhythm, he was obliged to 
use alliteration, Internal rhyme, assonance and word repetition" (Whitehall, 54). 
Whitehall then adds this strictly non-rhythmic musical weight to his metrical scnasion -- 
confusing the ends of proper scansion, which should measure stress only. What Whitehall 
is attempting to measure is apparently some over-all musical weight, but in doing it he 
blurs some important distinctions and makes of his metrical anslysis-something of a 
hotch-potch. 

Again, the musical analogy is clearest and most useful. Of course all harmonic progres- 
sions occur in time and so have a rhythm, but no musical analyst confuses a work's harmony 
with its rhythm, and the two can easily be analysed separately. (It is the same distinction 
Hopkins makes in carefully separating stress accent from lettering as elements of verse, 
jhough both occur in time and either can be the main organising principle. As with Hopkins, 
use of the term "counterpoint" where "syncopation" should strictly be meant, the musical 
analogy preserves distinctions those who ignore it are likely to blur -- a similar blurring 
as occurs when critics immediately assume sound must serve the semantic whole of the poem, 
and so ignore the sound/sense distinction in the poem. 

30 "Pleasing combinations" is from the HCD, p. 116. The fuller definition the 
HCD offers along with this brief form is consonance as 

those combinations of pitches that have been used in Western tonal music as suitable 
points of at least momentary repose and not necessarily requiring resolution. (116) 

(This becomes more important in the discussion of musical lineg below. ) 

31 Points of heavy consonance can also join together in larger areas of light 
consonance. For example, In t'The Sea and the Skylark, " 

His Fash-fresh =e-w new 

. in : offtwild winch wh andj(fpo=ur 

music. till none's to Lspill no-rs-pe-n-K) 

32 Cf. Hopkins' account of the caesura, where f1sense-word" (the word proper) 
and "sound-word" (the foot) counterpoint one another. 

Also, cf. the framed patterns of syntax/alliteration counterpoint (above, fn. 28) 
here as with the caesura, the passages in question begin and end with sense and sound 
coinciding, the counterpoint occurring in the middle. Beginning and end are heavier, 
middle lighter with its counterpoint, giving the line a stable musical shape. 

33 See, e. g., Daniel Jonesq Outline of English Phonetics -_ Jones classifies 
vowels by position of tongue in pronunciation. Diagramming English vowels according to 
relative positions of the highest point of the tongue gives: 
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o Moyd'"Llr 
I O'sa w ") 
a 

(SAPPIt 4) (P-36; examples of words 
mine) 

34 Note here, in "wiry heathpacks, " and elsewhere throughout Hopkins' poetry, 
he seems to treat wwlh as lightly alliterating, or at least harmonically related: 
"only Iýhat wordl Wlis-est-my Leart breeds dark heaven's ... 11 (#66); "My cries heave, 
herds'long; huddle in a main, a chief- /woe, - 

-sorrow" (#65); "womb-of-allg yrld 
all, hearse-of-all" (#61); "Who hhave watched his mould of man, big-boned and hardy-Landsomen 
#53) "these weeds and wate-rsq -these -walls ai-e what /ýe haunted who of all me-n ... (#44). Phonetically, all three are frTcatives, w voiced, -! hLh unvoiced. 

35 Note also, LeR7/ 2_2- counterpoints one single "sense-word" ("especially") 
with two linked ("a spirit") -- or, in other words, the alliterative joining esp/a sp 
unites in sound two distinct syntactical units, counterpoint sound against sense. Cf. 
Hopkins' own words on rhyme, In the Essay on Rhetoric, where the most effective rhyme sound- 
effect is that which counterpoints similar sounds against different sensesq as well as 
different surrounding sounds: "The words must be different In sense and sound: know and no 
are not a rhyme" (0,285). 

36 "Patterns of Vowel and Consonant in a Rilkean Sonnet, " Modern Language Reviewl 
46 (1951), P-430. 

The above discussion in no way exhausts the ways in which sound might be analysed In a 
Hopkins poem. See, for instance, John Nist, "Sound and Sense: Some Structures of Poetry, " 
College English, 23 (1962), 291-295 -- Nist divides spoken sounds into seven pplrs of 
possible oppositions and distinctions (vocality/consonality, tension/laxness, interruption/ 
acuteness, etc. ), and proposes analysing sound structures in this way. M. M. Macdermottq 
Vowel Sounds In Poetry (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner I Co., Ltd. 9 1940) sees the 
"musical" effects of poetry In the vowels, and proposes a detailed classification and 
comparison of relative weights in the various vowel sounds. Either of these might produce 
interesting results, applied to a Hopkins poem. 

3,25: 
2 (1976), pp-111-134; further references in text. Black introduces 

his subject by a reference to "Binsley Poplars, " the Hopkins poem with which we began the 
analysis of sound-patterns: 

There (in the end-refrain of "Poplars"] the melody has taken charges as in much musical 
setting, and the words subserve the melodic pattern. The chiming repetitions In the last 
two lines are melodious, but meaningless. It's like a da capo aria, where for long 
stretches you bear the iteration or even mangling of the words for the sake of the 
music. 'I seem to identify in Spelt From Sybil's Leaves a much deeper musical Inten- 
tion, where the words themselves are not as if 'set' in another medium. Out of their 
own relationships, their own rhythms, is generated an expressiveness we had not expected 
to find in words alone. They are being used in ways which push boundaries outwardsq 
so that language is itself extended. (114) 

Black's comment on "Binsley Poplars" letting "the words subserve the melodic pattern" 
is undeniable correct, as we have seen; similarlyt in "Sybil, " there is a "deeper musical 
intention, " in that sense and sound are more fully infused with one another -- rather than 
simply alternating in the same poem. (Though the comparison of the "Poplars" refrain with 
da capo aria is less accurate: the da capo aria, developing after dcalamatory song had 
split into rhetorical recitative and musical aria, was known for its "mangling of the 
words for the sake of the music; " what happens in "Binsley Poplars" is more integrated 
with the rest of the poem and comparable to the melodic ornamentation we have seen in 

some Purcell songs. 
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Where he differs from the present arguments is in suggesting that the two poems are 
therefore somehow quantitatively different: as if whatever arbitrary musical imitation 
Hopkins had in 'Poplars" he had wisely abandoned for the inherent music of language in 
"Sybil. " As we have seen, this is not the case. Hopkins, musical and philosophical 
background show that throughout his mature years he was aiming at the same songful goal 
but not in any arbitrary or detrimental sense, and based. on the declamatory Ideal of 
his model, Purcell. The two poems here differ only in degree, not In kind. Hopkins 
pushes language's "boundaries outwards" because he defines language in a wider sense 
than is standard; and according to his thorough and scrupulous method, no part of sense 
or sound can escape structuring. Not only "expressivenessi" but also "melodic pattern" 
are to be found both in "Binsley Poplars" and In the much more sophisticated "Sybil. " 

38"The 'wild hollow hoarlight' is, In the other half of the sky, the frostiness 
of the stars, a savage chill, a threat. We see-and hear In this transformation of the first 
half of the line a frightening sharpening of the visual effect, and of the harmony. 'Fondt 
has become the remote and disquieting 'wild'; 'yellow' has lurched into the closer but 
disturbing 'hollow, ' where the stomach drops idn sympathy; thornlight, has become the 
very close but totally transformed 'hoarlight'; the alliteration of 'wound to the west, 
(a falling phrase) becomes the different alliteration of 'hung to the height' an urgent and 
rising phrase)", Black, 116. 

39 Even the poem's title is phonically related to its most important word: 
"Ip2lt Lrom ýjbills Leaves, " s/z, e, l, f/v. Possibly a connection too tenuous to make 
much of; but on Th-e ýthýr_hand not overly incredible considering the tight sound- 
connections of the rest of the poem. As usual, Hopkins would have been aware of -- and would 
have considered important -- the general harmonic consistency that tied title to poem, 
whether or not the details presented themselves to him thus consciously. 

40 
Cf. Black, for the bare bones of this: "The 'equal, attuneablel harmony of the 

first line, carried on through evening 'straining' and the horn 'winding' to the west, 
has degenerated to the noise of some overstrung instrument where the forces of Its strings 
may collapse it" (121). 

41 
Cf. Black: "At the end the violent syncopations are such that one feels a 

counterpoint: it is as much as the single voice can do to bring it outwithout calling for 
the aid of another voice to carry the cross-rhythms" (123). Again, though, this is purely 
a description of expressive effect; the formal component of the effect is equally as 
significant. 

4 ýhapel Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 1960-61), 
p. 129. Boyle also suggests the imitative effect of the rhythm recreating the rhythm of 
winding on "two spools" (129). 

43 
Elisabeth Schneider notes: "No poem of Hopkins shows a more carefully 

wrought structure than the Wreck" (Dragon in the Gate, 36). This complexity serves 
to hold the long poem together. 

Schneider also suggests a large-scale 3-against-2 effect in the Wreck, a three-part 
narrative structure superimposed on the Parts I and II the poem is ostensibly divided Into. 
She comments: "It is tempting to see in Hopkins's preoccupation with two-part poetic 
structure, at any rate, in preference to the more common and easily unified single and 
three-part forms, a symbolic reflection of the unresolved dualism in his own temperament" 
(37). This seems a rather peculiar judgment; in any caseq considering the "Wreck" in 

relation to Hopkins' other uses of 3: 2 hemiola effects suggests rather that there was 
structural reasoning behind Hopkins' writing the poem thus -- another way of creating much- 
needed 

44 
The manuscript is undated. Gardner, in Poems, 4th, arranges poems chronologically, 

placing this poem between "Inversnaid" (Sept 1881) aWnd-"Ribblesdaleff (1882). In his Intro- 
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duction to this edition, Mackenzie cited 1879-1882 as possible dates for the poem -- It "may 
have been written at Oxford in 1879, or during his Tertianship in 1882, or during his 
Liverpool ministry in between" (xiii); In the Reader's Guide, though, Mackenzie has 
revised his opinion, based on comparative handwriting and lay-outs of the manuscriptsq 
and firmly dates the poem as 1877 (see p. 148). Lilly accepts the later date of 1882. ' 

ror our purposes, the dating is not of primary importance; the complexity of sound- 
devices and lack of direct cynghaneddq however, would seem to argue for a later date than 
1877. 

45Mackenzie: 
"The kingfisher's azure back and wings (and sometimes its red 

breast) scintillate fire as the sun's rays catch it: .... The dragonfly jets flame 
like a blow-pipe, unmistakeably itself" (Reader's Guide, 148-149). 

On the word-painting or expressional rhythm of the opening line, Gardner notes, "whereas 
the kingfisher darts and is gone, the dragonfly draws its zig-zag flight less rapidly across 
our vision" (316). Hence: "kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame. " 
As this is Gardner's own interpretation of the scansiont meaning has obviously to an extent 
determined rhythm, as we saw in VI. 1. 

46 
Cf. 111.2,1-5-8 Hopkins' own song "Sky that rollest ever" turns the 

word-painting motif 

V-. U - 83 1 
to purely musical ends In his refrain: 

-"t. I. -W1-J 
M. r4 

ý 

_ hn 'cn-__SfA. 
"- tI MorL_+6&m Lo n.. L s ý&v - -C Ll 

47 
Cf. Gardner's detailed diagram and analysis of sound-patterns in these 

lines (11,316): 

In the next three lines Internal rhyme sets up onomatopoeic cross-rhythms (Gardner analyses 
sound as an aspect of rhythm], which may be analysed thus: 
(1) As tumbled over rim in roundy wells 
(2) Stones ring; 

like each tucked string tellsi 
each hung bell's, 

(3) Bow swung 
finds tongue 

to LLnj out broad its name 
In this interlacing of rhymes the resonant a sound occurs six times. The amazing 
craftsman has also managed to weave into the fabric four groups of triple alliteration: 
tumbled, tucked, tells 
rim, roundy, Ling 
Ttones, Itring, -s tongue 
Tell's, Bow, broad 

Gardner concludes, suggesting another connection between the poems and Hopkins' musical 
interests: "Such analysis as the above ... seems to bear out what Hopkins was always 
thinking and saying about the close connection between art and mathematics" (111316). 
(As we could remark also about Gardner's treatment of sounds in the "Wreck, " though -- 
such rather abstract diagramming as this does not on its own suggest the musical effect 
such patterns may have, which is an important part of part of their purpose. ) 

48 
Cf. Exodus 3: 14 -- "God said: I am who I am. This Is what you must say to them: 

'The one who is called I AM has sent me to you?. " Thus the Hebrew name for the Lord, 
repeated throughout the Bible, is Yahweh, which sounds like the Hebrew for "I am. " 
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49 If the word's structure reflects some part of the world's structure (and It 
does -- see VI. 1, '55Z4 ), then the word's audible dimension, which can be joined Into 
musical structures, must similarly have some connection with an actual dimension in the 
world, which is its "musical" structuring, unrelated to sense. Could this be the "pled 
beauty" Hopkins sought and represented in so many of his poems? The seemingly accidental 
markings on creatures of all sorts, joining up to create "rose moles all in stipple" 
or other meaningful revelations of inscape, would then be similar to the seemingly unrelated 
meldings of sound in the Hopkins poem, which on closer inspection reveal their own Inscape 
of spoken sound. 

An interesting article closely related to this Idea Is Walker Gibson's nSound and Sense 
In G. M. Hopkins" (see above, fn. 19). Gibson's argument of sound's semantic function in a 
Hopkins poem is similar to the one just proposed -- finding comparisons between patterning 
In sounds and in the world's order; but it is limited by Gibson's distrust of Hopkins' 
religious views, and consequent mistrust of what the Jesuit says in his poetryg and about 
his poetry; 

For he was able, by his control of certain sound likenesses, to go right on communi- 
cating what was his Great Fact: that all things, even words, are Interconnected and have 
meaning in God. What better device for such communication than the repeating of lucky, 
incidental, 'irrelevant' likeness among words that are. different In meaning but similar 
in sound? Such likenesses perform a key function In a style that expresses sensuouslyt 
by its very sound on the ear, the abstract proposition that the Individual inscapes 
of nature are mysteriously wondrously one. (99) 

What Hopkins has done, then, is to take advantage for his special purposes of a peculiar 
fact about language -- the fact that there is no logic to the way words sound. What 
sense does it make that lightning and love should happen to begin with the same latter? 
or winter and warm? ... No reason. T-Gibson seems unaware of the onomatopoeic word 
thJ_ry, or Hopkins' etymological studies. ] But Hopkins makes a reason: the mysterious 
unifying power of God. He was right in asserting that repetition in poetry can be 'over 
and above meaningg at least grammatical, historical, logical meaning, ' but it is curious 
that he seems not to have gone on to suggest any illogical meaning in the repetition of 
sound. Could it be that to recognize a relation between the lucky way words sound and 
the way God controls the world would be to suggest that His control is luck, reason- 
less, illogical too? An irony too appalling for a pious mind? (100) 

500n the rather fanciful possibility that the two words are in fact thus 
related, cf. Hopkins' etymological notes and the onomatopoeic word origins theory. 
(The effect of the word-play does not seem to depend, as Gibson would suggest, on the 
words actually being unrelated; rather, especially in the context of the rest of the 
poem, the pun would seem to become more effective on contemplating the possibility that 
there may be a connection, albeit a hidden one. ) 

51 Many parallels, in fact, can be drawn between "Harry Ploughman" and "As king- 
fishers catch fire. n The burden line "Soared or sank, " in the former, with its contraction 
of sense counterpointed by parallel sound-usage ("sucked or sank") Is essentially the same 
sort of effect we see in "kingfisher'lls first quatrain, contracting sound while expanding 
sense; the central act in each poem is, similarly, in each case presented by a central 
bare statement surrounded by increasing complexities on either side ("He leans to it, 
Harry bends, look"); the onomatopoeic "liquid waist quails" reverses the sound-patterning 
of "kingfishers catch fire"; "Stand" in "Harry Ploughman, n isolated word around which the 
octave is balancedg compares to "Selves" or "Christ" in the present poem. 

Cf. also Barbara Hardy's "Forms and Feelings in the Sonnets of Gerard Manley Hopkins, " 
First Annual Hopkins Society Lecture (London: The-Hopkins Society, 1970), an interesting 
study with many parallels here. Hardy distinguishes naming vs enacting in a Hopkins poem, 
the name describing and delimiting while within that description the poem is simultaneously 
acting out whatever the name stands for. (Though this use of the term "naming" might be 
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objected to, on the grounds that as Hopkins used it the "name" of something does in some 
sense enact its nature; "describing" might be better. ) 

Hopkins names feelings, but leaves their complex action unimpeded by the action of 
naming. ... He names patience, In a poem which is an extraordinary expression and 
enactment of the changing need for patience, the hardness and g tleness of patience. 

(5) 
In particular, Hardy's account of "Pied Beauty" suggests It following the same multiplicity- 
into-unity progression, in its enactment, as we see in 'Rkingfishers": 

'Glory be to God for dappled things, ' he begins; 'Praise him' he ends. The relation 
between beginning and ending in this poem might be described as the movement through 
particularities to simplicity, the earning of understanding, clarity, and love .... 
The poem accumulates, discovers, and finally arrives at oneness; Its passage is from 
'Glory be to God for dappled things' to 'Praise him. ' It makes us know Hopkins's 
knowledge of praise and worship. (5,7) 

52 A more fanciful reading of the poem might even include the belated reallsation 
of word-play in the opening line. Once we reach the poem's end, having learned to read 
the most into every word and sound, we might look back at the opening line -- the description' 
6f the world before we have recognised Christ and God in It -- and see, in the "kingfishersq" 
that Christ the Fisher-King was present after all. 

Another possible pun in the sestet might be "eye"/"I" "Christ lovely in I's not his.,, 
In a poem about selving, the word "I" can be assumed to be of central Importance, and given 
all the word-play going on here it seems not too far a stretch to see the three appearances 
of "eye" as punning that meaning. Our "eyes" are after all indications of our "I'lls, according 
to the poem's message about selving. 

(The subtle additions to meaning that accrue due to both of these readings enhance rather 
than distort the poem's theme, which must be the final criterion to determining whether the 
puns are legitimately part of the utterance: "what he is In God's P is Christ$ and Christ 
is "lovely in I's not his. ") 



CONCLUSION 

The last word in this study, rather than a further statement of con- 
clusion, is a question: the study has discovered much about Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, but what has it revealed about the music of poetry? 

The problem begins with the phrase "music of poetry" itself. What 
does it mean? As many definitions of it seem to exist as there are writers 
to define it, depending on differing assumptions regarding the nature 
ofthe relationship between music and poetry. According to the formalists, 
such as John Hollander, the "music" of poetry properly speaking is its 
form, its characteristic- structuring of words and ideas; according to 
Northrop Frye, probably the most well-known modern a4vocate of another 
definition we have already seen with Lanier and the musical scansionists, 
the "music" is in the spoken sounds of poetry, the acoustical phenomenon. 
Paul Verlaine and the French Symbolistes defined the musical element in 

poetry as all parts of the poem that would appeal to the non-rational 
rather than to the rational faculty of the reader. T. S. Eliot defines 
it as a structural term, but one which embodies patterns of sound and pat- 
terns of meaning in the poem. Already, we begin to see the infinite. 

number of variations and permutations possible. The only constant through 
all these definitions seems to be some sort of implied relationship with 
a reader, for whom the "music" (whatever it might be) unfolds as the poem 
is apprehended -- and even that receives more or less emphasis depending 
on the school of criticism. Beyond this, one might almost say that, like 
Humpty Dumpty, when we use the phrase "music of poetry, " it means just 
what we choose it to mean, neither more'nor less. 1 

Clearly, then, the basic assumptions and attitudes of the poets 
themselves toward music and toward their craft must likewise to an extent 
determine how even specific musical influences will appear in their poetry. 
As with Eliot, whose "musical" juxtapositions of images and ideas in his 

poetry fully matches his critical definition of poetry's "music, " so we 
have seen with Hopkins: obviously not only the fact of his music but what 
he thought about it determined the nature of his poetry. 

But is there, in addition to this, or at some deeper level, a univer- 
sally constant "music of poetry" that will appear in musically-inspired 
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poetry regardless of the poet's individual presuppositions? Could such 
a constant influence, if found, perhaps even shed light on the nature 
of the relationship between music and poetry? Unfortunately, such ques- 
tions as these are beyond the scope of the present study, and so must 
remain only questions. But it would seem that an answer, if one exists, 
would no 

,t 
be found in the endless Humpty-Dumpty pursuit of theoretical 

issues as above, but as we have done -- in a series of studies of individual 

poets, taking each within his individual context, yet looking all the while 
for some common ground to emerge. Hopkins was by no means unusual in 
the Victorian age for his pursuit of music, nor in many of his ideas 
about it. Walter Pater's famous dictum "all art aspires to the condition 
of music" inspired a generation. 2 In what ways could Robert Bridges, 
poetry be considered musical, for instance? -- Bridges shared many of 
Hopkins' interests and ideas. Or Coventry Patmorels? Sidney Lanier's? 
Robert Browning was an avid amateur musician and composer, yet his resulting 
poetry is on the surface nothing like Hopkins' -- what would the musical 
influence be there? Are such poets as Tennyson, Swinburne, and Keats -- 
each of whom has been described as "musical" in one context or another, yet 
none of whom have any explicit musical connections -- qualitatively different 
in their poetry than musically-inspired poets? 3 Outside the nineteenth 
century, where assumptions and attitudes begin to diverge more widely, 
the task become more difficult yet also possibly more fruitful. An espe- 
cially interesting study to be made in relation to Hopkins would be that 

of Milton, whose father was a musician and whose poetry includes many 
references to music in its imagery and subject matter: did Hopkins perhaps 
sense some innate musicality in the means of Milton's poetic expression 
that led him to refer so much of his own prosodic practice to Milton's 
examp I e? 

Y 

All of these are interesting questions, any of which could easily be 
a study in itself. One might find having pursued them all, that there 

P"te, 4 
is no constant, no one generaljinfluence that could be called the "music 
of poetry" -- one could only speak of "the music of so-and-so's poetry. " 
That in itself would be a finding. For now, however, with only Hopkins 
to go on, we can nevertheless state that we now know a definite musical 
influence exists in at least one English poet, and we know the potential 
value of such cross-disciplinary studies in understanding all poets., 
(who, after all, do not exist in a vacuum where only the works of other 

poets influence them). Also we can hope to understand Hopkins better than 

we did before -- to see him, possibly, a little bit as he might have 
seen himself. Beyond this, other questions must wait. 
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FOOTNOTES, CONCLUSION 

1 For Hollander, see The Untuning of the Sky: Ideas of Music in EnQlIsh Poetry, 
- 1500-1700 (New York: W. W. Nort & Co., Inc., 1970); and Vision & Resonance: Two Senses of 

Poetic Form (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975). "The abstract theory of communi- 
cation [i. e., mathematical information theory] may be able to provide a basis even more 
general than Lanier's ... for treating In one frame all languages and other systems of 
non-linguistic signals, both visual and aural. As our knowledge of the nature and uses 
of language and of the structure of musical configuration ultimately comprise both music 
and poetic language may become more and more suspectible of identification In terms of 
the mathematical concept of Information. The common treatment of, the two arts as Intricate 
structures of coded systems may soon be possible .... " (Untuning, 4). On this, cf. 
George Springer, "Language and Music: Parallels and Divergencies, " In For Roman Jakobson: 
Essays on the Occasion of his Sixtieth Birthday, Morris Halle et al., eds. (The Hague: 
Mouton & Co., 1956), 504-513 -- Springer, too, discusses information theory and mathematical 
connections. Hollander further specifies, in Vision & Resonance: "the music of poetry 
is not one of musical sounds, nor of the repertory of sounds that a particular language 
succeeds in segregating from the clamor of possibilities. We are able today to think of 
music as structure, ..; and thus it is that what one reads, there on a page arranged 
in verse, hearing and vision joined in words, is music" (8). 

For the "acoustical" school, see e. g., Frye, "Introduction: Lexis and Melos, " in 
Sound & Poetry: EnqlIsh Institute Essays, 1956, Frye, ed. (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1957) -- "By 'musical' I mean a quality in literature denoting a substantial analogy 
to, and in many cases an actual influence from, the art of-music" (xi); and "I am concerned 
here with ... the question of what affinities to music may be discerned in the features 
that poetry shared with music -- sound and rhythm" (x). Also, Lanier: "The sound-relations 
which constitute music are the same with those which constitute verseq and ... the main 
distinction between music and verse Is, when stated with scientific precision, the differ- 
ence between the scale of tones used in music and the scale of tones used by the human 
speaking-voice" (Science of English Verse, 35). 

On Verlaine, see his poetic dictum: 

De la musique avant toute chose, 
Et pour cela pref9re l'Impair, 

Plus vague et plus soluble dans l1air 
(cited from Alex Preminger, ed., Encyclopedia of Poetry & Poetics (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 19741,536). 

See T. S. Eliot, The Music of Poetry (Glasgow: Jackson, Son, & Co., Publishers to the 
University, 1942)--"My purpose here is to insist that a 'musical poem' is a poem which 
has a musical pattern of sound and a musical pattern of. secondary meanings of the words 
which compose it, and that there two patterns are indissoluble and one" (19). 
(Cf. Hopkins' structures of grammar and metaphor. ) 

The Implied reader in much discussion of "musicn seems to be what disallowed the New 
Critics -- to whom textual integrity was paramount -- from accepting that any poetic work 
could be in any meaningful sense "musical" (see Wellek & Warren, Theory of Literature, 
for example -- "Literature & the Other Arts, " pp. 126 & ff; and Wimsatt & Beardsley, 
The Verbal Icon: Studies in the Meaning of Poetr [Lexington, Kentucky: University of 
Kentucky Press, 19541, on -the "affective fallacy" and the role of the reader; the question 
of a text's independence of Its readers' experiences of it similarly splits the writers 
for and against onomatopoeia as a valid literary device -- see Wilkinsong "Onomatopoeia 
& the Sceptics, n and above, VI. l, fn. ). Thus John Crowe Ransomq in "The Strange Music 
of English Verseg" 

-Kenyon 
Review, 18 (1956), 460-477, writing in agreement with the 

New Critical schoolq defines verse's "music" entirely metaphoricallyl as a fanciful labýj, 
for poetic metres in their traditional sense. 
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2 For Hopkins' relation to Victorian trends of thought In general, see Alison 
G. Sulloway, Gerard Manley Hopkins & the Victorian Tempe (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1972). Sulloway especially notes the probable Influence of Ruskin on Hopkins, In his 
general philosophy (see pp. 64 & ff); relating to music in particular one can see that 
many of Ruskin's essentially Platonic discourses on music and its role among the arts and 
in society could almost be Hopkins' own (see esp. "Fors Clavigerall & "Rock Honeycomb"). 
Pater, himself another Platonist, was of course Hopkins' tutor at. Balliol. 

For a description of musical aesthetics in the later nineteenth century, see Lang, 
PP. 971-988; and Julius Portnoy, The Philosopher & Music: A Historical Outline (New York: 
The Humanities Press, 1954), pp. /47-)79. Irving Babbitt's The New Laokoon: An Essay on 
the Confusion of the Arts (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1910), describes the nineteenth 
century romantics' Platonist "exaltation of music" as 11 corollary of something still more 
fundamental In romanticism, namely, the theory of spontaneity" (62); though Babbitt's 
argument is*that the. romantics pursued spontaneity at the expense of form, it is easy to 
see this-as related to Hopkins' search for the spontaneously formal utterance. 

3 On Bridges' theories of music and song, see especially "On the Musical Setting 
of Poetry, " in the Collected Essays, Papers, &C. Vol. XXI (London: Oxford University Press, 
Humphrey Milford, 1935), 3-13 -- Bridges argues against the possibility of truly declamatory 
song-settings, the requirements of poetry and music being too different to allow of it. 

On Browning, see W. Wright Roberts, "Music in Browning, " Music & Lett! rs, 17 (1936), 
237-248; and R. W. S. Mendl, "Robert Browning, the Poet-Musician, " Music & Letters, 42 (1961)9 
142-150. Francis Berry, in Poetry & the Physical Voice (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1962), cites contemporary accounts of Tennyson reading his verse aloud, emphasising his 
song-like qualities and inner music, reflected in the compositional style of the poetry 
itself. Northrop Frye, however, contrasts Tennyson's euphony with Browning's more varied 
effects: "Music, of course, is concerned not with beauty of sound but with organization 
of sound, and beauty has to do with the form of the organization" ("Lexis & Melos, " xiii). 
If, as Hollander argues, Browning's characteristic sound derives from conversational speech, 
not music, and is better studied (as are all poetic sound-patterns) simply as sound, not 
as musically-influenced, the counter-argument must still be that Frye is not analysing 
sound for its own sake, but Is attempting to uncover a discernible effect that musicianship 
might have on poetry. The study of possible musical influences could, in fact, probably 
provide an interesting corollary to some of the sound-analyses which have been done. 
Dell Hymes, "Phonological Aspects of Style: Some English Sonnets, " in Style in Languaqe, 
ed. Thomas E. Sebeok (Cambridges, Mass: MIT Press, 1960), 109-132, and-James Lynchq 
"The Tonality of Lyric Poetry: an Experiment in Method, n Word, 9 (1953), 211-224, both 
analyse Keats' use of sound; D. I. Masson, In various short articles, analyses poems by 
Wilfred Oweng Yeats, and others (see BIBLIOGRAPHY); his general article on "Vowel & Con- 
sonant Patterns in Poetry, " Journal of Aesthetics & Art Criticism , 12 (1953), 213-227, 
leads tantalisingly up to the issue of musicality without actually exploring It ("The crux 
of the matter is that there are such patterns, that they correspond to a quasi-musical 
faculty in the human make-up, .*. . 11 226-227). Berry's thesis, that a poetts actual 
physical voice may have Influenced his style of composition, could obviously shed some 
Interesting sidelights on the musical question -- if a poet has a good ear and good singing 
voice, how might that affect his poetic style? 

4 
On Milton and music, see Sigmund C.. Spaethq Milton's Knowledqe of Music: Its 

Sourcesand Its Siqnificance in His Works (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton-University 
Library, 1913); and Nan C. Carpenter, "The Place of Music in L'Allegro and Il Penseroso, " 
University of TorontoQuarterly, 22 (1953)9 354-367. Both of these center entirely on 
musical imagery and allusions, not possible influences on poetic technique itself. Ants 
Oras, "Spenser and Milton: Some Parallels and Contrasts in the Handling of Sound, " in 
Sound &_Poetry, PP. 109-1339 contrasts Milton and Spenser*in their use of sound, but 
without introducing the musical angle. 

On Milton and Hopkins, see Sister M. Aquinas Healyq R. S. M9 "Milton and Hopkinsg" University 
of Toronto Quarterly, 22 (1952), 18-25 -- one of the few studies on the subject9 this one 
examines prosodic similarities, though again with no reference to any possible musical angle. 



APPENDIX I: HOPKINS' SONGS* 

Title/First Line Author Settings extant 
by Hopkins 

1. Spring Ode #1 Bridges melody 
2. Spring Ode #2 

(variant on same melody) Bridges 2 bars of melody 
3. Ruffling Wind Dixon none 
4. Done to death by slanderous Shakespearp melody without words 

tongues (song from Much 
Ado About Nothing) - 

*5. Get you hence, for I must go 
(song from The Winter's Tale) Shakespeare melody 

6. Ode to Evening Collins none 
7.1 have loved flowers Bridges none 
8.1 love my lady's eyes Bridges melody 
9. Spring & Fall Hopkins none 
10. The Battle of the Baltic Thomas Campbell chorus (unison) with 

piano 
11. Orpheus with his lute Shakespeare none 
12. Past like morning beam away John Bridges melody 

*13. Fallen Rain Dixon melody 
*14. Wayward Water Dixon melody; canon; some 

(Sky that rollest ever) attempts at harmonisation 

15. Hurrahing in Harvest Hopkins none 
16. The Crocus Patmore none 
17. Morning Midday & Evening Sacrifice Hopkins none 
18. The feathers of the willow Dixon none 
19. 'Swan' 7 none 
20. Thou didst delight my eyes Bridges none 

*21. What shall I do for the land Hopkins melody 
22. Who is Sylvia Shakespeare two melodies; various 

accompaniments 
23. ? melody without words 
24. ? ? melody without words 

25. Setting of Barnes poems Barnes none 

26. Setting of Greek: 
a) Sappho's ode to Aphrodite Sappho melody 

0 b) ZP&V dylkarc IA a. X av Sophocles none 
cAVCI04PAtYYCS Dpot [51ci Pindar melody 

27. Settings of Latin ? none 

Chart adapted from John Stevens, "Gerard Manley Hopkins as Musician, " JP, 464-465; 
starred entries are included in this appendix in manuscript reproduction. 



NOTE ON THE MANUSCRIPTS 

All songs here are reproduced from MS-Mus-c-97, now in possession of the Bodleian 
Library. Copyright permission from the Society of Jesus. 

Of especial interest is song #21, "What shall I do for the land that bred me? ", Hopkins' 
intended patriotic song for soldiers (LL1,283). Hopkins wrote the words for this himself 
(they appear in Poems, 4th , as #156), intending them to be set to music; they are 
structurally among the least interesting he ever wrote, thus strengthening the suggestion 
that what structural characteristics he would normally included in poetic formation he 
here reserved for actual musical codification. (For Rockstro, see I. 2, fn49) 
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APPENDIX II: MUSICAL GLOSSARY* 

a tempo -- return to normal temp after deviation 

accel. /accelerando -- temp mark: becoming faster 

accompaniment -- musical background provided for a principal melody 
adagi temp mark: very slowly 
andante tempo mark: slow to moderate 'walking' tempo 
bar/bar-line -- a vertical line drawn through the musical staff to mark 

off metrical units. Hence also the metrical unit thus marked 
off. 

canon -- a contrapuntal device whereby an extended melody, stated in one 
part, is imitated strictly and in its entirety in one or more 
of the other parts 

chord -- three or more tones sounded simultaneously 
chromatic -- an adjective applied to the scale that includes all of the 

12 pitches (and thus all of the = semitones) contained in an 
octave (as opposed to the diatonic scale). (See 1.2) 

consonance/dissonance -- popularly, combinations of pitches that are, 
respectiveTy, pleasing or displeasing. ... More narrowly, 
consonances are those combinations of pitches that have been 
used in Western tonal music as suitable points of at least 
momentary repose and not necessarily requiring resolution. 
Dissonances are those combinations that, in Western tonal 
music, do not serve as points of repose but require, instead, 
reoslution to some consonance. (See VI. 2) 

counterpoint -- music consisting of two or more independent lines that 
sound simultaneously 

crescendo/decrescendo -- increasing or descreasing loudness; marked 
as 

diatonic scale -- the major and minor scales, which employ particular 
combinations of both whole tones and semitones 

da capo from the beginning 
dominant the fifth scale degree of the diatonic scale 
dynamics that aspect of music relating to degrees of loudness 
fifth -- interval of pitch 5 tones apart, calculated in pure form by the 

acoustical ratio 3: 2 
fine end; close 
flat the sign which indicates the lowering of the pitch of a 

note by a semitone 
fort -- loud 
fourth -- interval of pitch 4 tones apart, in pure form calculated by 

the acoustical ratio 4: 3 
fuque -- contrapuntal composition consisting of a number of voices, 

aeveloping a short melody or theme according to specific rules 

Adapted from the Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music. All terms cited elsewhere in the 
glossary are underscored; occasionally, where explanations have had to be simplified for 
brevity's sake, reference is given to the explanation in the text. 
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fundamental -- lowest note of a chord or harmonic series; (see 1.2) 
Lee -- 18th-century genre of unaccompanied English choral music 
grace note -- a note printed in small type to indicate that its time 

value is not counted in the rhythm of the bar 

harmony -- that aspect of music consisting of simultaneously sounded 
pitches 

hold, pause, or fermata -- sign ( Mi ) indicating a note is to be held 
"Feyond-TiTs-metrical value 

interval 44- the distance (in terms of pitch) between two pitches 
key -- in a tonal composition, the main pitch or 'tonal center' to 

wh-HY'all of the composition's pitches are related 
madrigal -- type of 14th-and 16th-century Italian vocal music 
modes/modality -- system of music organised around the ancient church 

modes, opposite of tonality (see 1.2) 

modulation -- change of key within a composition 
motif -- short melodic and/or rhythmic figure of characteristic design 

that recurs throughout a composition or a section as a unifying 
element 

natural sign ih, indicating a note that is neither sharp (#, ) nor flat 

octave interval of pitch 8 tones apart, calculated by the acoustic 
ratio Til; the most perfectly consonant of the intervals 

pitch -- the perceived highness or lowness of a sound 
plainchant/plaiaýonq -- 13th-century liturgical chant of the Roman 

Catholic church 
rubato -- an elastic, flexible tempo allowing slight changes to suit 

expressive needs 
scale ---the underlying tonal material of some particular music, arranged 

in order of rising pitches 
seventh -- interval of pitch 7 tones apart 

shar sign 4k which indicates the raising of the pitch of a note 
by a semitone 

sixth interval of pitch 6 tones apart 
slur a curved line placed above or below a group of notes to indicate 

that they are to be rendered smoothly, in one phrase 
staccato 4-detached; indicated by dotes or short vertical lines above 

or below notes 
syncopation -- a momentary contradiction of the prevailing meter 
tempo -- the speed of a composition or section thereof 

tonality/tonic -- a system of organising pitch in which a single pitch, 
called the tonic, is made central 

word-painting -- the illustration through music of the ideas presented 
or suggested by the words of a song 
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